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Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides
Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); Laxamana, Junko (BOS); Ng, Wilson (BOS); Angela Tsao; BOS
Legislation, (BOS)
FW: JFK
Wednesday, April 27, 2022 3:06:13 PM

-----Original Message----From: Shirley Garrett <shigar16@aol.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2022 9:47 AM
To: BOS-Supervisors <bos-supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: JFK

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors,
I am sad to see that car free JFK was passed. As a senior who utilized jfk on a regular basis prior to the pandemic,
my JFK 'joy' will never return. You see, my mom lived in J-town and I would drive from the Sunset district to Jtown via JFK. I loved the beauty of driving in our beautiful park - what a great privilege to live in a city that allowed
me to enjoy an oasis in an urban area. My mom passed on Dec 29, 2020. I don't drive to J-town much anymore
because so many road blocks have been put in place due to the pandemic. I am slowly seeing some positive changes
(the no right turns on Lincoln and the no left hand turn on 47th/Sloat signs have been removed-thankfully). But the
memory of my drive to visit my mom to take her to appointments, shopping, etc is tainted because I am no longer
allowed to experience that drive. Because I drive a car, I am banned from the joy (a joy that so many callers said
they experienced on that stretch of JFK) that I appreciated for so long. I was hoping for a compromise - that would
allow me to have joy again. I feel there should be access for those of us who feel our vehicles gives us a sense of
security and control. Those who are car free JFK would have you believe I am a killer in my car. I have total respect
for pedestrians and bikers. I think in our current society we lack respect for any mode of transportation that is not
ours. I can't comprehend the 'the park is for all people' when I, as a driver am not considered a people. I am not
wealthy as some would have you believe. I just happen to be an long time resident who learned to drive in SF when we had blind intersections all over the Richmond & Sunset. I am proud of my driving record. Closing of JFK
has only congested the rest of JFK for drivers. There is no flow anymore. Such a shame. Please consider making
improvements in the transit system before you close off roads. Many senior folks like me, who will ever bike
(osteoporosis), and will not take public trans (masking is no longer required - I have grands and
immunocompromised family members) are being obstructed from safe routes because you feel closing off roads is
safer than making improvements on existing roads. Improve the bike infrastructure, but don't shut off roads. Make
our city flow. When you have a good transit system in place, people will use it and less cars will end up on the
roads.
Our city has a behavior problem. Entitlement from all around. We have to learn to respect all modes of
transportation and stop making one mode worse than the other. Rules of the road are no longer followed because
there are no consequences for bad behavior. Did you hear the caller who suggested shooting the tires on any car that
enters GGP?? Good grief, and no one called him out on that. Bikers say they are being attacked by car violence.
What about the bikers who whizz by stop signs (yes, cars do too). We need to find a way for folks to be respectful.
Thank you for letting me vent. I listened to much of the 12 hour session yesterday. It sounded to me that the rallying
call of the Bike Coalition, Kidsafe and Walk SF was successful. Did you listen to the seniors? Like me, we have
lived in this city for decades and ask that you recognize us. My immigrant mom worked 2 jobs - her car got her to
both on time. Muni was not an option. I am sure that is the case for a lot of current working class citizens who don't
have the time to pay attention to what the city is doing. They will only wonder why all the closures are happening.
Please stop all the closures. Our city needs to flow. We need to be the inclusive, tolerant city we once were.
Have a peaceful day,

S Garrett D4 resident
Sent from my iPad

April 25, 2022
RE: 4/26/2022 Public Comment – Joint Special Meeting San Francisco Board of
Supervisors and County Transportation Authority
Dear Board Clerk Calvillo and Board Clerk Tsao:
Please find attached public comment (over 5,000 letters) for the record, concerning File
No. 220370, File No. 220339 and File No. 220261, in opposition to the full and
permanent closure of John F. Kennedy Drive.
Thank you,
Park Access 4 All

Sent From John Skinner to the Board of Supervisors on 4/25/2022 2:52:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

John Skinner

Sent From brendan cadam to the Board of Supervisors on 4/25/2022 5:16:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

brendan cadam

Sent From Karen Dold to the Board of Supervisors on 4/24/2022 11:20:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Karen Dold

Sent From Michael marden to the Board of Supervisors on 4/24/2022 7:00:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Michael marden

Sent From l. yaco to the Board of Supervisors on 4/23/2022 12:06:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

l. yaco

Sent From Karen Cliffe to the Board of Supervisors on 4/23/2022 2:12:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Karen Cliffe

Sent From Carli Fullerton to the Board of Supervisors on 4/23/2022 1:49:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Carli Fullerton

Sent From Marie Sorenson to the Board of Supervisors on 4/22/2022 11:05:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Marie Sorenson

Sent From Carol Satriani to the Board of Supervisors on 4/22/2022 10:49:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Carol Satriani

Sent From J L to the Board of Supervisors on 4/22/2022 10:12:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

JL

Sent From michael martinovich to the Board of Supervisors on 4/22/2022 10:06:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

michael martinovich

Sent From MaryAnne Kayiatos to the Board of Supervisors on 4/22/2022 9:49:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

MaryAnne Kayiatos

Sent From Karen Breslin to the Board of Supervisors on 4/22/2022 9:24:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Karen Breslin

Sent From Lorraine Lucas to the Board of Supervisors on 4/22/2022 9:23:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Lorraine Lucas

Sent From Christopher Sabre to the Board of Supervisors on 4/22/2022 9:23:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Christopher Sabre

Sent From John P. Cahalane to the Board of Supervisors on 4/20/2022 3:13:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

John P. Cahalane

Sent From Mary Jean Robertson to the Board of Supervisors on 4/19/2022 3:38:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Mary Jean Robertson

Sent From Teresa Shaw to the Board of Supervisors on 4/19/2022 2:55:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. I am
a senior, and a parent who raised two children in San Francisco. I have mobility issues and live
north of GGP. It is very difficult to access with the Arguello entrance closed. Please restore access to
all of us.

Teresa Shaw

Sent From Tommmy Tompsen to the Board of Supervisors on 4/18/2022 4:26:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
ENOUGH ALREADY!!! Go back to pre-Pandemic rules, JFK open except for Sundays and Holidays. A
compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID! Please open ALL OTHER ROADS in Golden Gate
Park 100% with NO time or direction restrictions.

Tommmy Tompsen

Sent From Susan Wolff to the Board of Supervisors on 4/17/2022 11:32:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.Closing the driveway to everyone except
people on their electric vehicles and bikes is discriminatory towards those who cannot use that
type of vehicle.Electric scooters and bikes have the capacity to go quite fast.A motor is a motor no
matter how it is powered and it is discriminatory towards people who cannot use this type of
motor driven vehicle or cannot afford one. Families ,seniors and people with various degrees of
disability cannot get to places in a public park they want and should be able to access. This closure
favors affluent people living g nearby the drive and that is not ok.Golden Gate Park is for all,not just
the few who use these type of vehicles. Enough people have told you this and disrespecting them is
not ok.Access to all ,not just the privileged ones.

Susan Wolff

Sent From Werner Blumer to the Board of Supervisors on 4/15/2022 2:52:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive and all other streets returning to
the conditions pre-COVID.

Werner Blumer

Sent From Charles Knuffke to the Board of Supervisors on 4/15/2022 6:17:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Charles Knuffke

Sent From Shelley White to the Board of Supervisors on 4/15/2022 5:44:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Shelley White

Sent From JIM MCDONALD to the Board of Supervisors on 4/15/2022 5:37:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

JIM MCDONALD

Sent From Samanata Le to the Board of Supervisors on 4/15/2022 2:51:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Samanata Le

Sent From Socorro MartÃ-nez to the Board of Supervisors on 4/15/2022 1:43:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Socorro MartÃ-nez

Sent From Andrew B Gottlieb to the Board of Supervisors on 4/15/2022 1:00:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Andrew B Gottlieb

Sent From JeNeal Granieri to the Board of Supervisors on 4/15/2022 12:54:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

JeNeal Granieri

Sent From Chloe Jager to the Board of Supervisors on 4/15/2022 12:52:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. There was a time when the closure made sense. People were home from work or
unemployed, children were learning from home, and with physical distancing, people needed this
space. We're not in the same place today. It's time to reopen full access to GGP. Thank you.

Chloe Jager

Sent From Maria Aldaz to the Board of Supervisors on 4/15/2022 12:13:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Maria Aldaz

Sent From Carmel Passanisi to the Board of Supervisors on 4/15/2022 12:10:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Carmel Passanisi

Sent From Laura Gilmore to the Board of Supervisors on 4/15/2022 12:09:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Laura Gilmore

Sent From Linda Aldrich to the Board of Supervisors on 4/12/2022 8:17:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Linda Aldrich

Sent From Derek Ward to the Board of Supervisors on 4/10/2022 7:34:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Derek Ward

Sent From Julia McEvily to the Board of Supervisors on 4/9/2022 6:01:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Julia McEvily

Sent From Edward Browne to the Board of Supervisors on 4/5/2022 9:08:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Edward Browne

Sent From George Knuepfel to the Board of Supervisors on 4/3/2022 10:38:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

George Knuepfel

Sent From Thomas Kennedy to the Board of Supervisors on 4/1/2022 4:03:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Thomas Kennedy

Sent From Caroline Utz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/25/2022 1:17:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I am a disabled driver and often bring my elderly neighbor to visit
the DeYoung. Vehicle access is essential. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the
conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and
some Saturdays as it was before.

Caroline Utz

Sent From Robert DHondt to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 8:22:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Robert DHondt

Sent From Jude Nguyen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 4:33:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jude Nguyen

Sent From Sylvia Lam to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 4:25:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sylvia Lam

Sent From mike gulli to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 4:14:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

mike gulli

Sent From vincent gulli to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 4:13:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

vincent gulli

Sent From veera sirivansanti to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:51:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

veera sirivansanti

Sent From Susan Wheeler to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:13:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Susan Wheeler

Sent From John M Haines to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:07:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

John M Haines

Sent From Dan Dunnigan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:00:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Dan Dunnigan

Sent From Robert James to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 1:17:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Robert James

Sent From Karil Daniels to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 12:37:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Karil Daniels

Sent From Mike Quinn to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 11:21:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Mike Quinn

Sent From Luther Johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 10:58:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Luther Johnson

Sent From Adrian Bermudez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 7:48:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Adrian Bermudez

Sent From Bryan Vockie to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 7:24:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. Hello sir the opening of the JFK parkway
if it truly is beneficial for people's safety you should be reopened even if it's certain times at night
sundown before the sun comes up... Many of the streets in San Francisco I live in the just off of
market and a lot of the lighting is the orange hue lighting and it doesn't really brighten things up
enough there's a number of places where I've noticed that people could possibly be raster even
worse around different parts of the city mainly with the market in this six blocks 7:00 surrounding
area would be good if they got the in the darkest areas get the new lighting that they have increase
the lumens in the area and make sure people feel safe and it doesn't give the opportunity for a
perpetrator to take advantage of an innocent person Thank you, Bryan Vockie

Bryan Vockie

Sent From May Louie to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 6:40:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

May Louie

Sent From Suki Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 6:15:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Suki Jones

Sent From Mary Ann Trombadore to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 5:42:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Mary Ann Trombadore

Sent From Susan Cuan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 5:37:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Susan Cuan

Sent From Jaime Yamamura to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 5:33:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. My 90 year old mother among them. I urge you to support JFK
Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street
closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before

Jaime Yamamura

Sent From Dona Crowder to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 5:32:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dona Crowder

Sent From Marian Lam to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 5:21:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Marian Lam

Sent From Donna Kerwin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 4:49:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Donna Kerwin

Sent From Louis Mendoca to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 4:41:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Louis Mendoca

Sent From Antonio Salazar to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 4:36:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Antonio Salazar

Sent From Paul Benincasa to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 4:35:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Paul Benincasa

Sent From calvin lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 4:34:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

calvin lee

Sent From Georgie Faine to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 4:07:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK open
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. There have already been more than adequate measures out in place at
significant expense to protect bikers and pedestrians. Cars need to be allowed back to provide
access to families, disabled and elderly. AND the lower part of MLK needs to be opened from 41st
Avenue to the beach!!! Opening up parking for the disabled and everyone else trying to park and
access the windmills and south-westerly end of the park.

Georgie Faine

Sent From Oksana Diricco to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:58:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Oksana Diricco

Sent From Victoria Gilliland to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:57:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before.

Victoria Gilliland

Sent From Jocelyn Jaber to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:57:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jocelyn Jaber

Sent From yosh nakashima to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:51:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

yosh nakashima

Sent From Dawn JABER to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:43:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Dawn JABER

Sent From Stacey Hunter to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:35:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It was, and should still be, closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays
every year. There are ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways available every day of the week.
We need to balance equity AND safety! For many years I had two kids playing soccer with twiceweekly practices at fields in GGP. While they sometimes rode their bikes to practice (on the roads
with cars with no problems at all because they were taught proper bike safety!) biking was often
not an option and they needed to be driven to or from practice. What used to be a 15-minute round
trip through the park to drop off both of them or pick them both up, would now be 45-60 minute
slog on city streets, creating additional traffic that doesn't need to be there, burning fossil fuels
(apartment dweller with no parking, so can't get an EV, sorry) for 3 to 4 times longer that needed,
simply because a bunch of selfish people want the street to stay closed permanently. I also have a
dog that I walk 2 or 3 times a day in the park. I can tell you that on weekday mornings &amp; early
afternoons, there is often literally not another person in sight on JFK. Please open JFK.

Stacey Hunter

Sent From Aaron Goodman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:27:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Aaron Goodman

Sent From Eugene Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:21:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Eugene Lee

Sent From Arelia Sanders to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:17:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Arelia Sanders

Sent From Mark Ford to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:11:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mark Ford

Sent From Rebecca Ortiz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 3:09:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Rebecca Ortiz

Sent From Leanne Young to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 2:47:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Leanne Young

Sent From Susan Dolder to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 2:07:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Susan Dolder

Sent From Eddie Chee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 1:39:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Eddie Chee

Sent From Deming Liao to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 1:37:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Deming Liao

Sent From Denise Frost to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 1:32:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Denise Frost

Sent From Maryann Rainey to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 1:30:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Maryann Rainey

Sent From Georgia Prountzos to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 1:29:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Georgia Prountzos

Sent From Brian Matza to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 1:20:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Brian Matza

Sent From Gail Moore to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 1:19:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Gail Moore

Sent From Sylvia Hackman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 1:16:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sylvia Hackman

Sent From Zaw Aung to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 1:07:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Zaw Aung

Sent From Cynthia Anderson-Werwie to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 12:49:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Cynthia Anderson-Werwie

Sent From Naomi Moran to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 12:39:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Naomi Moran

Sent From Allen Klein to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 12:32:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Allen Klein

Sent From Toni Torrevilla to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 12:32:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Toni Torrevilla

Sent From jen trinh to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 12:26:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

jen trinh

Sent From Cole Johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 12:09:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Cole Johnson

Sent From Franklin Dunn to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 12:07:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!
Franklin Dunn Retired SFFD Battalion Chief/

Franklin Dunn

Sent From Lora Lemenov to the Board of Supervisors on 3/22/2022 12:02:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Lora Lemenov

Sent From Miranda Hsue to the Board of Supervisors on 3/21/2022 11:53:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Miranda Hsue

Sent From Richard Lopez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/21/2022 11:53:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Richard Lopez

Sent From Robert Makowka to the Board of Supervisors on 3/21/2022 11:49:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Robert Makowka

Sent From Kyle Chidester to the Board of Supervisors on 3/21/2022 11:43:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kyle Chidester

Sent From Serrefin Savage to the Board of Supervisors on 3/21/2022 11:41:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Serrefin Savage

Sent From Jessi Rinard to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 6:25:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jessi Rinard

Sent From Marina Olshandjaya to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 4:25:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Marina Olshandjaya

Sent From Deborah DiGiovanni to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 4:00:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Deborah DiGiovanni

Sent From Linda Anderson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 3:02:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Linda Anderson

Sent From F KV to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 5:46:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

F KV

Sent From Olga Zhovreboff to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 4:17:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Olga Zhovreboff

Sent From Steven Watson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 3:42:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Steven Watson

Sent From Klara Czovek to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 3:18:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Klara Czovek

Sent From Eleanor Cutler to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 3:06:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Eleanor Cutler

Sent From Jeffrey Fang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 2:56:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jeffrey Fang

Sent From Philip Abrams to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 2:19:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Philip Abrams

Sent From Harrison Liu to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 2:16:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Harrison Liu

Sent From Leonard Calvelli to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 1:45:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Leonard Calvelli

Sent From David Munar to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 1:30:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

David Munar

Sent From Norman Dito to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 1:27:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Norman Dito

Sent From Linda Saytes to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 1:06:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Linda Saytes

Sent From Monique Holsome to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 1:05:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Monique Holsome

Sent From Nicholas Davidson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 12:42:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Nicholas Davidson

Sent From Linda Cresci to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 12:36:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Linda Cresci

Sent From Michael Young to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 12:32:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Michael Young

Sent From Gina Lau to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 12:26:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Gina Lau

Sent From Edward Robbie to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 12:18:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Edward Robbie

Sent From Lily Lum to the Board of Supervisors on 3/19/2022 12:10:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Lily Lum

Sent From Korsunsky Galina to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 11:55:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Korsunsky Galina

Sent From Timothy Chapman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 11:22:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Timothy Chapman

Sent From Rosy Picture to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 11:16:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Rosy Picture

Sent From Karen Pierotti to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 11:01:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Karen Pierotti

Sent From William Crosslin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 10:59:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

William Crosslin

Sent From Cinzia Bianchi to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 10:50:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Cinzia Bianchi

Sent From Iliana Walsh to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 10:38:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Iliana Walsh

Sent From William Cassidy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 10:10:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

William Cassidy

Sent From Karen Keller to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 9:44:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. With all the changes going on we need
this to help us get back to normal.

Karen Keller

Sent From Joseph Korts to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 9:35:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Joseph Korts

Sent From Tom Harrison to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 9:25:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Tom Harrison

Sent From Vj Patel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 9:06:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Vj Patel

Sent From Judith Faria to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 9:02:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Judith Faria

Sent From Theresa Broder to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 8:55:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Theresa Broder

Sent From Claudia Chamberlain to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 8:31:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Please, please consider that not every San Franciscan can ride a bike or walk far. Someday it may be
you! It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Claudia Chamberlain

Sent From Adelia Whitfield to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 8:28:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Adelia Whitfield

Sent From Norma Boteo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 8:08:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Norma Boteo

Sent From Jeremiah Boehner to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 8:07:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jeremiah Boehner

Sent From John Terry to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 8:06:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

John Terry

Sent From Dinair Sisson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 8:00:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Dinair Sisson

Sent From Carla Eagleton to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 7:59:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Carla Eagleton

Sent From Feliks Kubin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 7:59:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Feliks Kubin

Sent From Smith Charmayne to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 7:55:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Smith Charmayne

Sent From Lawrence Augustine to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 7:44:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Lawrence Augustine

Sent From Jacqueline Zuger to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 7:07:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jacqueline Zuger

Sent From Shirley Tyson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 7:07:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Shirley Tyson

Sent From Stan Vossler to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 6:53:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Stan Vossler

Sent From Kimberly Cruz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 6:20:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kimberly Cruz

Sent From Matthew McConihe to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 5:50:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Matthew McConihe

Sent From Leonid Khidekel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 5:27:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Leonid Khidekel

Sent From William Tran to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 5:14:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

William Tran

Sent From Joe Neroda to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 5:12:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Joe Neroda

Sent From Jason Chu to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 4:55:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park and the Great Highway belongs to the people of San Francisco,
not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and
Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Jason Chu

Sent From Shoki Miyashita to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 4:33:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Shoki Miyashita

Sent From Christine Flick to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 4:30:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Christine Flick

Sent From May Chow to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 4:28:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

May Chow

Sent From Julie Magowan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 4:25:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Julie Magowan

Sent From daniel yang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 4:24:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

daniel yang

Sent From Shon Buford to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 4:17:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Shon Buford

Sent From Cinfonie Chiu to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 4:15:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Cinfonie Chiu

Sent From Michelle Morby to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 4:14:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Michelle Morby

Sent From Cassandra Alarcob to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 3:47:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Cassandra Alarcob

Sent From Patrick Gleeson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 3:34:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Patrick Gleeson

Sent From William Black to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 3:22:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

William Black

Sent From Marybethlohr9@gmail.com Lohr to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 3:17:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Marybethlohr9@gmail.com Lohr

Sent From Leo Leo Delucchi to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 3:07:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Leo Leo Delucchi

Sent From Deborah Cohn to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 2:25:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Deborah Cohn

Sent From Marina Roche to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 2:20:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Marina Roche

Sent From Jeffrey Roy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 2:20:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jeffrey Roy

Sent From Mary Torres to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 2:11:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mary Torres

Sent From Aleks Batyuk to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 2:03:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Aleks Batyuk

Sent From Summer Scott to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 2:01:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Summer Scott

Sent From Lisa Klinck-Shea to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 1:12:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lisa Klinck-Shea

Sent From Inna Royter to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 12:44:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Inna Royter

Sent From Christopher Knutson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 11:56:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Christopher Knutson

Sent From Vivienne Ramirez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 11:10:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Vivienne Ramirez

Sent From Sara Lee Wright to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 10:29:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sara Lee Wright

Sent From Cabran Chamberlain to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 7:51:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Cabran Chamberlain

Sent From Vince Moreci to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 7:46:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Vince Moreci

Sent From Michael McCurley to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 7:13:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Michael McCurley

Sent From Cathy White to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 3:44:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Cathy White

Sent From Phillip Fernandez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 2:58:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Phillip Fernandez

Sent From Anna Tkachenko to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 2:39:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Anna Tkachenko

Sent From Pete Whitcomb to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 2:34:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Pete Whitcomb

Sent From Tim Campbell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 2:12:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Tim Campbell

Sent From Leah Senitte to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 2:06:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Leah Senitte

Sent From Janice Buckle to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 2:00:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Janice Buckle

Sent From Cathy Billups to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 1:50:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Cathy Billups

Sent From Erin Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 1:39:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Erin Murphy

Sent From Sandra May to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 1:04:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sandra May

Sent From Lanna Fullen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 1:00:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lanna Fullen

Sent From Rachel Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 12:54:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Rachel Smith

Sent From William Rivette to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 12:46:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

William Rivette

Sent From Lilia Ahner to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 12:44:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Lilia Ahner

Sent From Cathy Coleman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 12:29:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Cathy Coleman

Sent From Paul Arias to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 12:13:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Paul Arias

Sent From Abe Newman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/18/2022 12:02:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Abe Newman

Sent From Tracy Thatcher to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 11:43:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Tracy Thatcher

Sent From Jeannine Liebert to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 11:30:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Golden gate park was already very creepy at night, before JFK drive closed. Now it's probably much
creepier, I wouldn't know, I have no reason to go anywhere near there at night, but I'm concerned
for my fellow San Franciscans who need it open for their safety. When an already unsafe place is
even more isolated from general public, it's a perfect place for crimes to occur. It's not only
dangerous to women due to homeless, the weirdos &amp; the perverts in the park at night, it can
be dangerous to anyone at night due to the wildlife, like wandering coyotes. My ex encountered one,
when riding his bicycle thru there at night, about 6 years ago. luckily for him, at the time, a passing
car scared the coyote off. That happened to him on 2 seperate occasions. If the street had been
closed off to vehicles then, things could've turned out very differently. That is just one person, I'm
sure theres many more out there with similar 'GG park wildlife encounter' stories. . With that said,
it's definetly time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space
that everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions
pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some
Saturdays as it was before. *I also hope you'll resume back to pre-covid business hours across the
city. Having everything start later &amp; close earlier does not prevent the spread of covid. If
anything, now that masks are no longer enforced, limited businsss hours probably spread covid
more than anything. The latest omicron variant of covid spreads like wildfire. Knowing this, San
Franciscans are being forced into crowded into crowded businesses among many people without
masks. This is exactly how covid spreads. Its contrary to common sense thinking. Please, either
reenact the mask mandate, or reenact pre covid hours. Less people use businesses later hours, and
I've always preferred to use hours with less people, covid or not.. If the city is willing to
accomodate angry mask hating citizens, then why not accommodate those who dislike being
crowded into stores &amp; businesses like cattle with a bunch of sick people coughing into their
hand not wearing masks. I want to avoid these careless daytime store users. No masks + limited
business hours seems to contrast all the safety measures enacted the past 2 years. It's senseless to
have a bunch of maskless san franciscans crowding together. At least if stores / businesses are open
until later like before, there's a much lower chance of catching covid, because less people come in
during later hours.. I dont appreciate being forced to use peak hours at stores, while filled with
people who don't use a mask.. Also, there's no consistency. Some places have resumed their usual
pre covid hours, while others haven't. Covid is beginning to feel like an excuse to for businesses to
go home early. I really don't see how closing a place 2 hours early is prevents the spread of covid in
a maskless society. If you know how that works, I'd love to hear back from you on that. I've taken
a great deal of care to avoid covid. Please let me &amp; others like me, continue to do so, by
allowing people to use businesses at their pre covid hours.

Jeannine Liebert

Sent From Nancy Wiley to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 11:27:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Nancy Wiley

Sent From Charlie Evans to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 11:25:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Charlie Evans

Sent From Nancy Nelson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 11:25:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. Why should one group have exclusive access? There's no reason why the
pedestrians can't use the existing sidewalks and paths, and the cyclists use the bike lanes. There is
still room for cars. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Nancy Nelson

Sent From Jorge Corrales to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 11:04:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jorge Corrales

Sent From Carolis Deal to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 11:04:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Carolis Deal

Sent From Constanza Torres Acosta to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 10:45:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Constanza Torres Acosta

Sent From Douglas Klein to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 10:43:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Douglas Klein

Sent From Clayton White to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 10:34:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Clayton White

Sent From Bonnie VinZant to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 10:32:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Bonnie VinZant

Sent From Jo Elias-Jackson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 10:29:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jo Elias-Jackson

Sent From Gary Grossman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 9:40:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Gary Grossman

Sent From Orr Agam to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 9:06:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Orr Agam

Sent From Frederick Reynolds to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 8:52:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Frederick Reynolds

Sent From Tina Maguire to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 8:39:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Tina Maguire

Sent From Paige Gienger to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 8:29:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Paige Gienger

Sent From John Hilton to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 8:27:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

John Hilton

Sent From Adrian Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 8:25:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Adrian Wong

Sent From Angela Mendoza to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 8:19:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Angela Mendoza

Sent From Greg Bailey to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 8:17:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Greg Bailey

Sent From Frank Blair to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 8:13:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Frank Blair

Sent From Korene Tom to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 8:12:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Korene Tom

Sent From Virginia Lee Miraglia to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 7:42:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Virginia Lee Miraglia

Sent From Mary Vance to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 7:01:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Mary Vance

Sent From Jen Dougherty to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 6:42:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jen Dougherty

Sent From Angela Garcia to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 6:26:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Angela Garcia

Sent From Julia DiGiovanni to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 6:24:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Julia DiGiovanni

Sent From Lori Escobar to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 6:21:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Lori Escobar

Sent From Betty Sullivan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 6:13:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Betty Sullivan

Sent From James McConnell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 6:11:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

James McConnell

Sent From Benjamin Steinberg to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 5:47:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Benjamin Steinberg

Sent From Christy McKinney to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 5:02:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Christy McKinney

Sent From Anita Barbara to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 4:54:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Anita Barbara

Sent From Charles Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 4:45:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Charles Miller

Sent From Lauren Meredith to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 4:43:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive for handicapped and elderly
Please let handicapped and elderly people park in the park ( like by the dahlia garden, for example).
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lauren Meredith

Sent From Natividad Santos to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 4:24:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Natividad Santos

Sent From Mike Toresdahl to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 4:07:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mike Toresdahl

Sent From Charles Stewart to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 3:58:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Charles Stewart

Sent From Adrian Rojo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 3:01:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Adrian Rojo

Sent From Carolyn Ho to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 2:13:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Carolyn Ho

Sent From Alisha Blackford to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 2:04:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Alisha Blackford

Sent From Patricia Van Steenberge to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 1:57:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
It is time to let all people enjoy the park again, not just the young and bicycles. There is plenty of
room on the sidewalks to accommodate any foot traffic, just as it was before. It is just not necessary
now. During the week the street is mostly empty. Perhaps partial closure on weekends would be
okay. Please don't forget we are a diverse citizenry.

Patricia Van Steenberge

Sent From Julie Castro to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 1:47:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Julie Castro

Sent From Aliitasi Alapati to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 1:41:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Aliitasi Alapati

Sent From Mia Ortiz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 1:41:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Mia Ortiz

Sent From David Powell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 1:08:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

David Powell

Sent From Jorge Blanco to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 12:30:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jorge Blanco

Sent From Mary Henning to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 10:17:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mary Henning

Sent From Diane Matsumura to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 7:08:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. Same with the Great Highway!

Diane Matsumura

Sent From Paul Bridger to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 6:10:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Paul Bridger

Sent From carol Arecalo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 5:23:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

carol Arecalo

Sent From andrea olcomendy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 3:40:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

andrea olcomendy

Sent From Nancy Bryan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 3:15:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Nancy Bryan

Sent From Juan Gomez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 3:09:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Juan Gomez

Sent From Sheila Cabrera to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 3:05:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sheila Cabrera

Sent From Susan Englander to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 3:03:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Susan Englander

Sent From Larry Robinson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 2:45:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Larry Robinson

Sent From John Scott Real to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 2:31:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

John Scott Real

Sent From Ignacio Rubio to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 2:20:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ignacio Rubio

Sent From Jane Pun to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 2:17:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jane Pun

Sent From Cris Hernandez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 1:48:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Cris Hernandez

Sent From Benia Meyer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 1:48:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Benia Meyer

Sent From Susan Buckley to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 1:47:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Susan Buckley

Sent From Daiquiri Weed to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 1:39:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Daiquiri Weed

Sent From Mable Kum to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 1:34:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Mable Kum

Sent From Charles Farrugia to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 1:25:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Charles Farrugia

Sent From Marti Porcupine to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 12:30:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Marti Porcupine

Sent From James McKibben to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 12:15:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

James McKibben

Sent From Sabrina Huie to the Board of Supervisors on 3/17/2022 12:12:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sabrina Huie

Sent From La Zette Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 11:57:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

La Zette Smith

Sent From Peggy Chu to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 11:52:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Peggy Chu

Sent From Elisa Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 11:44:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Elisa Smith

Sent From patricia carazo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 11:44:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

patricia carazo

Sent From Adriana Vincent to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 11:26:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Adriana Vincent

Sent From Oliver Nolasco to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 11:21:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Oliver Nolasco

Sent From Henry Lawson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 11:03:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Henry Lawson

Sent From Dolores Brady to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 11:01:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Dolores Brady

Sent From Judith Slotsky to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 11:01:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Judith Slotsky

Sent From Dale Dani to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 11:00:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dale Dani

Sent From Stephen Murray to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 11:00:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Stephen Murray

Sent From Dilfido Ventura to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 10:58:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of
the Saturdays every year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We
need to balance equity AND safety!

Dilfido Ventura

Sent From Elaine Burns to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 9:55:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Elaine Burns

Sent From Sandra Talbott to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 9:52:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Sandra Talbott

Sent From Michael A Radtke to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 9:41:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Michael A Radtke

Sent From Karen Mui to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 9:19:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Karen Mui

Sent From Elsa Fuentes to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 8:57:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before when ALL S.F Citizens including DISABLED AND
SENIORS Could enjoy Golden Gate Park.

Elsa Fuentes

Sent From Steven Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 8:50:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! I think Saturday and
Sundays was fair but not the weekdays. Workers and Seniors need faster access for deliveries or
Healthcare appointments. Complete closure is being a bit insensitive.

Steven Lee

Sent From Amy Molinelli to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 8:42:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
We love the park and we use it! We don't have good faith in public outreach and political name
calling for those pro or con in issues like this. For the time being -The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. - The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Amy Molinelli

Sent From Susan Flynn-Lopez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 8:30:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
This is making it so difficult for the residents of the NW side of SF. JFK, the Great HWY, Lake St.
Avenues for getting out of this corner of the city are getting fewer and fewer, when it was already
hard. There is already PLENTY of open spaces for those advocating for these closures. Please
reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Susan Flynn-Lopez

Sent From Marcella Chan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 8:19:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
I am on dialysis and find walking long distance very difficult, getting into the park is a big obstacle.
With a walker i can do some short walks but navigating though many roads and streets prevents me
from going too far. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Marcella Chan

Sent From Donna Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 8:10:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Donna Wong

Sent From salvatore martinelli to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 7:58:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

salvatore martinelli

Sent From Mary Lam to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 7:55:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mary Lam

Sent From Geoffrey Fisicaro to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 7:01:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Geoffrey Fisicaro

Sent From Vince Cardinale to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 6:50:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Vince Cardinale

Sent From Cristina RodrÃ-guez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 6:38:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Cristina RodrÃ-guez

Sent From Denise Soberanis to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 6:17:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Denise Soberanis

Sent From Pat Mann to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 6:00:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Pat Mann

Sent From Bob Tobin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 5:58:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Bob Tobin

Sent From William Farrar to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 5:43:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

William Farrar

Sent From Theria Boyd to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 4:50:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Theria Boyd

Sent From Vladimir Sanchez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 3:50:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Vladimir Sanchez

Sent From Charles Loy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:53:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
As a resident of San Francisco for over 12 years and now a parent of two young children I have to
say the closing of car access across the middle of the park has been extremely inconvenient. The
detour was portrayed as a temporary closure due to the pandemic but has since become the norm
for the city to just change traffic patterns without any planning or traffic studies and is completely
unacceptable. I agree having more open space to the public is a great thing but I feel like the city's
transportation network will become a disaster if we let the bicycle coalition and young walkable
residents determine all of our road closures.

Charles Loy

Sent From John Tran to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:41:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

John Tran

Sent From Barbara Boschetti to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:33:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Barbara Boschetti

Sent From Cristina Zammarchi to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:33:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Cristina Zammarchi

Sent From Sam Gebler to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:33:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sam Gebler

Sent From Maria Sabado to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:32:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Maria Sabado

Sent From Edward Bird to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:23:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Edward Bird

Sent From Susan Calvillo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 1:35:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Susan Calvillo

Sent From Patrick Rabbitt to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 1:12:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Patrick Rabbitt

Sent From Julie Mau to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 12:58:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Julie Mau

Sent From Randall Low to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 8:21:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Randall Low

Sent From Josue RODEZNO to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 8:17:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Josue RODEZNO

Sent From Michael Sowalsky to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 7:40:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Michael Sowalsky

Sent From Carolina Guerra to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 7:20:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Carolina Guerra

Sent From David Mar to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 7:13:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

David Mar

Sent From Walter Villavicencio to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 6:24:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Walter Villavicencio

Sent From Skyler Sims to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 5:55:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Skyler Sims

Sent From Jamie Jauffred to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 3:38:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Jamie Jauffred

Sent From Cynthia Inaba to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 3:37:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Cynthia Inaba

Sent From Joyce Nacario to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 3:31:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Joyce Nacario

Sent From Epifania Rayray to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 3:00:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Epifania Rayray

Sent From Igor Kryan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:58:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Igor Kryan

Sent From Angelo Bagood to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:49:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Angelo Bagood

Sent From Michael Secour to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:43:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Michael Secour

Sent From Adrian Weber to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:40:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Adrian Weber

Sent From Linda Wojciechowski to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:23:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Linda Wojciechowski

Sent From Nicole Warner to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:13:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Nicole Warner

Sent From Chris Hanson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 2:10:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays.
Please don't create a private party for just a portion of San Franciscans and people on vacation. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Chris Hanson

Sent From Ronnie Jackson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 1:31:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ronnie Jackson

Sent From Sofia Vilsker to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 1:22:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Sofia Vilsker

Sent From Kathryn Boente to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 1:19:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Kathryn Boente

Sent From Stephanie Lottridge to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 1:12:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Stephanie Lottridge

Sent From Maria McCubbin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 1:12:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Maria McCubbin

Sent From Bruce Bennett to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 1:10:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Bruce Bennett

Sent From Ray Holstead to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 1:10:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people like senior citizen's with mobility issues.
There are numerous paths/trails for the majority of physically able citizens. However we could not
view the Conseritory during the holidays or the tree lighting. Please open JFK Drive to automobiles
so we can enjoy it. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park
belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK
Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street
closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Ray Holstead

Sent From Ellen Mendiola to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 12:53:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Ellen Mendiola

Sent From Adrienne Sims to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 12:50:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Adrienne Sims

Sent From Carla Kasper to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 12:46:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Carla Kasper

Sent From Dorothy Wall to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 12:30:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dorothy Wall

Sent From Jose Herrera to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 12:19:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Jose Herrera

Sent From steve lau to the Board of Supervisors on 3/16/2022 12:02:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

steve lau

Sent From Kathe Hodgson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 11:15:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! It is difficult to get small children and older
parents who cannot walk very far to the museums. Many times I have had to go to the garage which
is a fortune. It has become impossible to get into the park from Fulton and many times as I go by no
one is there biking or walking. Stanyan street has become a mess because cars are blocked up from
no entry into the park. Weekends are fine but weekdays are a waste and make the park unusable.

Kathe Hodgson

Sent From Anne Holly to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 11:09:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFKuk
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Parak. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Anne Holly

Sent From Cj Serrano to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 10:28:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Cj Serrano

Sent From Lana Denbo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 10:18:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Lana Denbo

Sent From graham motter to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 10:02:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

graham motter

Sent From Faina Tau to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 9:58:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Faina Tau

Sent From David Heller to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 9:39:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

David Heller

Sent From Judith Stevenson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 9:27:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. As a disabled elder I am already restricted from much pleasurable enjoyment of
San Francisco due to the terrain and street crime. I resent the City determining when and where I
can use and park my car in its efforts to discourage private vehicle use.

Judith Stevenson

Sent From James Regan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 8:43:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

James Regan

Sent From R Rivieccio to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 8:37:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

R Rivieccio

Sent From Cheryl Czekala to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 8:32:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! I am
a mobility challenged senior citizen. The only way that I can enjoy the park is being driven there.
JFK Drive should be reopened.

Cheryl Czekala

Sent From Anne Collins to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 8:28:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. Dumping traffic out to the surrounding neighborhoods creates
more risk and danger for pedestrians and vehicle collisions. The time for 'close first, ask questions
later' is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and
restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Anne Collins

Sent From Nancy Scannell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 8:27:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Nancy Scannell

Sent From David Oppenheimer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 8:25:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

David Oppenheimer

Sent From Ron Vest to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 7:55:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ron Vest

Sent From michael perry to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 7:06:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

michael perry

Sent From Mark Pope to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 6:40:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Mark Pope

Sent From Carmen Coronel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 5:00:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Carmen Coronel

Sent From Sharon Holmes to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 3:59:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Sharon Holmes

Sent From Troy Courtney to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 3:50:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Troy Courtney

Sent From Lorrie Bitz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 3:30:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lorrie Bitz

Sent From Dorothy Reinhardt to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 3:24:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. The closure makes it difficult to visit to
the Conservatory of Flowers or park to go to the deYoung. I'm a senior with mobility problems. I
wouldn't mind if it went back to being closed on Sundays.

Dorothy Reinhardt

Sent From William Hemenger to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 2:55:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

William Hemenger

Sent From Pandora Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 2:28:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Pandora Wong

Sent From Sheila O neill bosch to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 2:17:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sheila O neill bosch

Sent From Melissa Nieto to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 1:25:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Melissa Nieto

Sent From Dale Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 12:57:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I ask you as my paid representative to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was
before the pandemic.

Dale Smith

Sent From Susan Mahalak to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 10:34:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Susan Mahalak

Sent From THOMAS EDWARD MILES to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 7:26:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

THOMAS EDWARD MILES

Sent From Ernestine Gamble to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 7:15:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ernestine Gamble

Sent From Elizabeth Gabac to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 5:17:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Elizabeth Gabac

Sent From Alex Norby to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 4:25:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Alex Norby

Sent From Gwendolyn Haynie to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 4:06:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Gwendolyn Haynie

Sent From david larkin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 4:05:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

david larkin

Sent From Jo Huerta to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 4:05:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jo Huerta

Sent From Sumner Leyson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 3:49:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sumner Leyson

Sent From Andrea Chase to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 3:35:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Andrea Chase

Sent From Al Koch to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 3:10:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Al Koch

Sent From Sarah David to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 2:23:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. Traffic has gotten more congested all around the park. Public transportation is not
as efficient as SF officials and SFMTA would like to think. Let's bring back the pre-pandemic system
-- open JFK Drive from Monday-Saturday and close it off to cars on Sundays.

Sarah David

Sent From Jim Hankey to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 2:11:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jim Hankey

Sent From Marlowe Riley to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 2:01:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Marlowe Riley

Sent From Jasmine Barranti to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 1:27:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jasmine Barranti

Sent From Janice Peloquin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 1:13:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Janice Peloquin

Sent From Karen Leigh to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 1:11:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Karen Leigh

Sent From Merrillynn WEST to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 12:55:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Merrillynn WEST

Sent From Christina Badasow to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 12:45:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. If we are trying to be a more inclusive city we should reopen JFK Drive. Stop forcing
seniors and other abled people from not being able to acces the park!

Christina Badasow

Sent From Mahal Tran to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 12:12:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Restore accessibility to JFK Drive & Golden Gate Park
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. San Francisco is already distinguished by its strong public transit system, and
improved pedestrian friendly design. However, while JFK Drive remains inaccessible, Golden Gate
Park, a key part of the City, is not fully accessible to pedestrians. I urge you to restore access to
Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mahal Tran

Sent From Steve Fukuda to the Board of Supervisors on 3/15/2022 12:06:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Steve Fukuda

Sent From Gerda Beisel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 11:25:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Gerda Beisel

Sent From Helene Dellanini to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 10:56:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Helene Dellanini

Sent From Andrew Scal to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 10:46:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Andrew Scal

Sent From Sharon Fogg to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 10:40:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! Visitor from LA

Sharon Fogg

Sent From greta alexander to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 10:38:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

greta alexander

Sent From David Lewis to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 10:03:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

David Lewis

Sent From Michele Dickstein to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 9:40:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Michele Dickstein

Sent From William Ahern to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 8:48:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

William Ahern

Sent From Jolanta Matusiak to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 8:23:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jolanta Matusiak

Sent From Paul Gomory to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 8:05:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Paul Gomory

Sent From Howard Case to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 7:59:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Howard Case

Sent From Marchelle Philips to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 7:58:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Marchelle Philips

Sent From Margie Brown to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 7:29:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Margie Brown

Sent From Rosalinda Baer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 6:20:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I am a San Francisco native, went to school and lived in the City until high school.
Now as a Senior, it is getting more difficult for us to get around and visit the De Young, of which we
are members, and to attend events at the Bandshell. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate
Park as it was before the pandemic.

Rosalinda Baer

Sent From Cindy Yu to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 6:15:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Cindy Yu

Sent From Beverly Atkins to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 5:58:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Beverly Atkins

Sent From Anna Chou to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 5:35:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Anna Chou

Sent From Louise DiMattio to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 5:26:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Please be transparent about who is making decisions about JFK Drive. I feel as though there is not
an honest conversation with all of the stakeholders and something really unfair is happening that
we are unable to prevent.

Louise DiMattio

Sent From Paul Tortora to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 5:13:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Paul Tortora

Sent From Ina Nouel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 4:54:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ina Nouel

Sent From Barbara Ricci to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 4:34:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Barbara Ricci

Sent From CARYL ITO to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 4:32:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

CARYL ITO

Sent From Linda Casson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 4:06:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Linda Casson

Sent From Carol Yenne to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 4:04:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Carol Yenne

Sent From Patricia Hechinger to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 3:59:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Patricia Hechinger

Sent From Douglas Gutierrez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 3:50:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Douglas Gutierrez

Sent From Ingrid Ledbetter to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 1:05:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Ingrid Ledbetter

Sent From Janelle Acacio to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 12:36:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!. JFK needs to be reoped
because quite honestly it's a pain in the ass to go all the around to cut through the park to get to
other side if the avenues. As a SF native, JFKs closure is plain dumb.

Janelle Acacio

Sent From Freddy Hernandez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 10:12:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Freddy Hernandez

Sent From mark mckenzie to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 10:11:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

mark mckenzie

Sent From Eva Dickherber to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 9:08:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Eva Dickherber

Sent From Karen Chin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 8:43:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Karen Chin

Sent From Nancy Wright to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 8:38:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Nancy Wright

Sent From Fayette Hauser to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 6:33:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Fayette Hauser

Sent From RL Pon to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 5:07:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

RL Pon

Sent From Bonnie Honniball to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 5:04:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Bonnie Honniball

Sent From Reiko Coltek to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 5:00:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Reiko Coltek

Sent From Amy Anderson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 4:52:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Amy Anderson

Sent From Anthony wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 4:52:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Anthony wong

Sent From Melanie Ngo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 4:39:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Melanie Ngo

Sent From Joseph Vescera to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 2:25:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Joseph Vescera

Sent From Roslyn Banish to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 2:25:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Roslyn Banish

Sent From Peter Rapier to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 2:02:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Peter Rapier

Sent From V Yee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 1:01:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

V Yee

Sent From Adalberto Castrillon to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 12:25:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Adalberto Castrillon

Sent From Tracey Dunitz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 12:22:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Tracey Dunitz

Sent From Gretchen Merkle to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 12:21:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Please open up JFK drive. Not everyone can hike or bike into the park to enjoy it. Cars are not the
enemy. We can share the park again. The bus system is really horrible and my elderly mother and
friends can wait at a stop and climb up into the bus for a two hour ride home. Let's be real and face
facts. The accessibility is harmed for many citizens who are unable to use the park by car. A
compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID! I want to drive my 94 year old mother to the
park. She can't walk far.

Gretchen Merkle

Sent From David Terry to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 12:06:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

David Terry

Sent From Kathleen Ogin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/14/2022 12:05:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kathleen Ogin

Sent From Phil Sterlin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 11:43:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Phil Sterlin

Sent From Beverly Atkins to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 11:30:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Beverly Atkins

Sent From Nuno Maher to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 11:09:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. JKK just like slow streets and the Great
Highway closures were supposed to be temporary to give people a place to recreate during the
Pandemic. When the Pandemic is over things should go back to the way they were.

Nuno Maher

Sent From Carrie Lebel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 11:08:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays.
Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park, including the museums within.

Carrie Lebel

Sent From Cassandra Stumer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 11:05:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Cassandra Stumer

Sent From Sabrina Dooley to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 11:00:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sabrina Dooley

Sent From Elizabeth Sack to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 10:51:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Elizabeth Sack

Sent From Joanne Woo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 10:30:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVIDâ€¦closed on Sundays, open on the
weekdays. I believe there are other roads in the Park that can be closed for walkers/bikers that will
not impede the access to the main attractions in the park, Academy of Science, de Young, Japanese
Tea Garden, Botanical Garden, Conservatory of Flowers. Why not begin the closure at 8th Ave. and
go west rather than starting where it currently begins at McLaren Lodge? The purpose of closing
was to give people space to exercise and recreate during the pandemic. First, we are now in the
endemic stage. Second, since we are in the endemic stage, doesn't that mean people should be
returning to work and recreating on the weekends??

Joanne Woo

Sent From Chance Goss to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 10:06:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Chance Goss

Sent From Viola Kasey to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 10:04:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Viola Kasey

Sent From J. Scheahan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 9:42:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

J. Scheahan

Sent From Lydia Estevez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 8:54:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Lydia Estevez

Sent From Gregory McKinney to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 7:28:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Gregory McKinney

Sent From Dorothy Devine to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 7:09:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Please reopen JFK Drive at least some days of the week so those of us who are handicapped can
enjoy our park again. Enough is enough. Why pay property taxes when only the privileged and
able young can enjoy the park? The DA will not protect our lives or our property from criminals,
the school board is dumbing down the schools, and the SFMTA has closed down so many streets,
and now the park is closed as well.

Dorothy Devine

Sent From Joshua Rademacher to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 6:18:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Joshua Rademacher

Sent From Catherine Arezzi to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 5:58:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue. I CAN NOT WALK TO MUSEUM...I AM
HANDICAPPED &amp; MUST DRIVE!

Catherine Arezzi

Sent From Joseph Tokes to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 3:08:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. Please open JFK drive back up every weekend on that JFK drive was open I will
take me a quiet ride from the beginning of Golden gate Park all the way out to the beach I can truly
miss that along the way I will stop off and see the buffalo please I know I'm only one person but I
truly beg you to reopen it

Joseph Tokes

Sent From Chris Flesher to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 2:56:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
Personal message first. Yes, I ride a human powered bike in the park and it's nice when it's closed
to traffic. But I don't work from home, and I still have to get to actual places in San Francisco. So
when you close both Great Hwy AND routes through GGP, it makes getting around town very
difficult from the 94116. Either keep Great Hwy permanently open, or open JFK. You really have to
give the De Young a say, as I'm sure their business has suffered. The pandemic is over. Let us get
back to work. Side note, e-bikers love it to be closed because they ride TOP SPEED with little regard
for others' safety, and often blow the stop at Transverse Dr. San Franciscans of all ages and
abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK Drive should be reopened to the
way it was before COVID.

Chris Flesher

Sent From Jeanette Lazam to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 1:19:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jeanette Lazam

Sent From Lenora Matthews to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 9:14:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lenora Matthews

Sent From Douglas Hanks to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 5:38:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Douglas Hanks

Sent From Jerry Levi to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 5:31:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jerry Levi

Sent From Clayton Douglas to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 5:11:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Clayton Douglas

Sent From Ramiro Rodriguez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 4:51:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Ramiro Rodriguez

Sent From Larry Magee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 4:38:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Larry Magee

Sent From Rick Robinson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 4:25:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Rick Robinson

Sent From Eileen Collins to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 3:54:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Eileen Collins

Sent From Colleen Durkin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 3:41:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Colleen Durkin

Sent From ishac naqi to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 3:35:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

ishac naqi

Sent From Phil Frantin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 3:31:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Phil Frantin

Sent From Mark j Allen sr to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 2:57:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Mark j Allen sr

Sent From Cindy Fong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 2:33:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Cindy Fong

Sent From Adriana Abrams-Wolffsohn to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 2:19:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Adriana Abrams-Wolffsohn

Sent From Diana Lloyd to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 2:10:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Diana Lloyd

Sent From David Monticalvo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 1:31:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

David Monticalvo

Sent From Suzie Chow to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 1:15:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Suzie Chow

Sent From Pat Leach to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 1:13:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Pat Leach

Sent From L. Diaz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 1:13:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety! A
lot of work was previously done to separate the bike lanes from moving traffic, setting the parking
spaces in between. At least until MUNI service is fully restored and improved we all need to share
access to this vital thoroughfare.

L. Diaz

Sent From Linda Cummins to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 12:37:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Linda Cummins

Sent From John Oâ€™BRIEN to the Board of Supervisors on 3/13/2022 12:16:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

John Oâ€™BRIEN

Sent From Arthur Ritchie to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 11:19:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Arthur Ritchie

Sent From Barbara Attard to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 11:10:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. My
100 year old Mom has not been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7.
Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Barbara Attard

Sent From Oliver Hall to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 11:10:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Oliver Hall

Sent From Randi Paz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 10:55:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Randi Paz

Sent From Chloe Milne to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 9:12:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Chloe Milne

Sent From Maureen Schilling to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 9:10:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Maureen Schilling

Sent From don campos to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 8:53:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

don campos

Sent From Heather Galloway to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 8:53:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Heather Galloway

Sent From Kelvin Hall to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 8:25:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Kelvin Hall

Sent From Napon Woo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 8:21:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Napon Woo

Sent From Patty Lum to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 8:11:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Patty Lum

Sent From Karen Stratford to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 8:06:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Karen Stratford

Sent From Mary Lou McRae to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 7:59:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Mary Lou McRae

Sent From Georgina Fox to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 7:41:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Georgina Fox

Sent From Kissel Manfut to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 7:33:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Kissel Manfut

Sent From Eva Santos to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 7:13:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Eva Santos

Sent From Catherine Adams to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 7:12:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Catherine Adams

Sent From heather avery to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 6:48:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

heather avery

Sent From Jennifer Silvestre to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 6:40:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jennifer Silvestre

Sent From Carlos Cordova to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 6:22:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Carlos Cordova

Sent From Kent Soule to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 6:15:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Kent Soule

Sent From Jacqueline Eubanks to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 5:09:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jacqueline Eubanks

Sent From Nellie Blosser to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 4:44:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is ACCESSIBLE TO EVERYONE. Sure, bicyclists and pedestrians
want access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to BALANCE that with access for EVERYONE. I urge
you to RESTORE ACCESS to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Nellie Blosser

Sent From Lorraine Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 4:21:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Lorraine Wong

Sent From Bill SARGEANT to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 3:54:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Bill SARGEANT

Sent From Rachel Grant to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 3:28:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Rachel Grant

Sent From Matt Robison to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 3:02:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Matt Robison

Sent From Samad Aziz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 2:25:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Samad Aziz

Sent From Juliana Pendleton-Zamora to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 12:44:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Juliana Pendleton-Zamora

Sent From Arthur Dragon to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 11:05:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Arthur Dragon

Sent From D Meyer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 10:52:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

D Meyer

Sent From Nicole Hauscarriague to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 10:38:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Nicole Hauscarriague

Sent From Jason avina to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 9:29:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Sf is behind the entire country in terms of opening up due to the same overly liberal policies that
leave feces all over our streets and protect vandals over store owners. The science doesnt justify
this anymore The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the
compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Jason avina

Sent From Diane Scattini to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 8:39:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Diane Scattini

Sent From Oscar Cabrera to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 8:17:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Oscar Cabrera

Sent From Cheryl Vanderbilt to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 5:33:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I want JFK reopened to car traffic. I suffer from mobility issues (bad hip, and plantar fasciitis), and
find it difficult to walk long distances. I can walk about a block, but on busy days, the road closure
forces me to walk several blocks and causes me pain. I also often work late in the park, leaving
long after sunsetâ€¦ and it's not safe to walk long distances by oneself late at night. I've had several
close calls over the years, to the point where I've had to beat off a stalker. It's certainly safer to be
able to park as close as possible to my destination. Please reopen the park to all.

Cheryl Vanderbilt

Sent From Deborah Paz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 5:24:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Deborah Paz

Sent From Maria Elena Faddis to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 5:15:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Maria Elena Faddis

Sent From Sabrina Hung to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 5:12:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sabrina Hung

Sent From Joan Immendorf to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 4:53:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Joan Immendorf

Sent From Luke Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 4:47:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Luke Smith

Sent From Gregory Chua to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 4:38:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Gregory Chua

Sent From Denise Chiang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 4:10:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Denise Chiang

Sent From Lucy Arellano to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 4:10:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lucy Arellano

Sent From Elizabeth Siemanski to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 4:03:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Elizabeth Siemanski

Sent From Patrice Thompson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 3:51:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Patrice Thompson

Sent From susan w to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 3:47:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

susan w

Sent From Rita Cortes to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 3:09:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Rita Cortes

Sent From Brent Faye to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 3:06:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Brent Faye

Sent From Joan Leong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 2:59:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Joan Leong

Sent From Cynthia Skinner to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 2:51:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Cynthia Skinner

Sent From Christian Bonk to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 2:27:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Christian Bonk

Sent From Ray Masterson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 2:25:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ray Masterson

Sent From Gladys Amigo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 2:22:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Gladys Amigo

Sent From Douglas Beverly to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 2:17:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
The park is a public domain need to be accessible to all people

Douglas Beverly

Sent From Michelle Gibeau to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 2:15:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Michelle Gibeau

Sent From Jasmine Tan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 2:14:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jasmine Tan

Sent From Araceli Beverly to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 2:12:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Araceli Beverly

Sent From Evelyn Graham to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 1:19:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
DON'T WAIT for someone to lose a life or housing in a fire! I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian
safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all
Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each
day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Evelyn Graham

Sent From Jamie Palmer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 12:54:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Jamie Palmer

Sent From Carol Simpson Duarte to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 12:50:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Carol Simpson Duarte

Sent From Robert Michels to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 12:47:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Robert Michels

Sent From Belinda Sunio-Parrish to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 12:42:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Belinda Sunio-Parrish

Sent From Ann Marie Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 12:35:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Ann Marie Miller

Sent From Maria Lisa Ahearne to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 12:28:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Maria Lisa Ahearne

Sent From Mary Harris to the Board of Supervisors on 3/12/2022 12:17:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Mary Harris

Sent From Barry Chauser to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 11:51:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Barry Chauser

Sent From Jane Perry to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 11:44:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jane Perry

Sent From Joe Tham to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 11:00:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Joe Tham

Sent From Randy Cowen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 10:50:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Randy Cowen

Sent From Linda Clardy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 10:35:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Linda Clardy

Sent From Morris Fung to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 10:30:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK, please
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Morris Fung

Sent From Anthea McGoldrick to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 10:25:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Anthea McGoldrick

Sent From Lorraine Scullion to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 10:09:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Lorraine Scullion

Sent From Jerold Abrams to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 10:06:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jerold Abrams

Sent From Mike G to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 10:03:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
fortunately neither of those things. The time for 'cars first, people second' is over. It is time to place
the well being of the people visiting the park over drivers who only care about a slightly quicker
commute. Keep Golden Gate safe for all.

Mike G

Sent From Sandy Scharetg-Cochran to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 9:17:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Sandy Scharetg-Cochran

Sent From Carol Kiser to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 8:31:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Please be kind and allow people who can't balance on a bicycle or do heavy walking to be able to go
along JFK Drive. Sidewalks and bike lanes are there to be used by the athletic. Help all, including
visitors to the city, to have access to our beautiful Golden Gate Park. Everyone needs this respite,
not just a handfull.

Carol Kiser

Sent From Ray Blanco to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 8:20:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK open JFK to all
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Ray Blanco

Sent From Tony Vaguely to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 8:19:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Tony Vaguely

Sent From Burciaga Laura to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 8:17:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Burciaga Laura

Sent From Susan Descalso to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 7:45:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Susan Descalso

Sent From Bill Schoolcraft to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 7:42:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Bill Schoolcraft

Sent From Mary McNamara to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 7:37:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mary McNamara

Sent From Gina McDonald to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 7:02:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Gina McDonald

Sent From Sara McNulty to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 6:51:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Sara McNulty

Sent From Rydell Downward to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 6:40:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Closing JFK (and the West end of MLK) to give people open space for recreation during the
pandemic was a sensible move which I supported. But now, as the public health situation has been
steadily improving, it's time to return to the way matters stood prior to COVID. The closures have
created negative impacts to accessibility as well as traffic to the surrounding neighborhoods. It
slows down emergency response vehicles by limiting the routes they can take. As people go back to
work, traffic in the area has increased substantially, and access to JFK provides some relief to that.
People sitting in traffic increases the incidents of cars idling while burning substantial amounts of
fossil fuels. In any case, paved roads for automobiles only occupy a fraction of the vast open space
that Golden Gate Park provides. There is plenty of room for everybody to enjoy their favorite
recreational activities without commandeering the much-needed roads. I'm willing to cede them on
weekends, and I believe that's a realistic compromise.

Rydell Downward

Sent From Amy Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 6:27:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Amy Wong

Sent From Margaret Bruno to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 6:11:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Margaret Bruno

Sent From Shelia Auzenne to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 6:02:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Shelia Auzenne

Sent From Ronald Guerrero to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 5:38:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Ronald Guerrero

Sent From Bill Tanaka to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 5:26:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Bill Tanaka

Sent From Pedro Chiang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 5:11:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Pedro Chiang

Sent From David Krucik to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 4:42:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. I don't know if you've tried to drive from the Richmond to the Sunset
recently, or even just across the Richmond, but traffic is noticeably worse and we haven't even
reached pre-pandemic levels again! The street closures are madness. Please reopen the roads! We
need your voice on this issue!

David Krucik

Sent From Lisa Haller to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 4:36:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lisa Haller

Sent From Diane Meiswinkel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 3:52:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: GGP, OPEN JFK DRIVE
Let's return to pre-pandemic levels of normal JFk access. I deserve free, undisturbed access to our
GGP. A Senior &amp; Disabled wanting close and free all vehicle availability to my local park. I want
to drive to enjoy the Arts and Music. Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The
current closure of JFK Drive is unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask
questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade
ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Diane Meiswinkel

Sent From Mitchell Kotler to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 3:47:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mitchell Kotler

Sent From :Jan :Gloersen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 3:24:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

:Jan :Gloersen

Sent From Anna Knox to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 3:23:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Anna Knox

Sent From Natalie Oâ€™Brien to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 3:21:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Natalie Oâ€™Brien

Sent From Barbara Addeo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 3:09:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Barbara Addeo

Sent From Paul Mohun to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 2:49:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Paul Mohun

Sent From Bill Adams to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 2:37:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Bill Adams

Sent From Marry Etta Moose to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 10:37:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Marry Etta Moose

Sent From Richard Trout to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 8:50:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Richard Trout

Sent From Barrie Evans to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 4:59:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Barrie Evans

Sent From Peter Von Lukanovic to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 4:57:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Peter Von Lukanovic

Sent From Ani Chouldjian to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 4:54:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ani Chouldjian

Sent From Roberta Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 4:41:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Roberta Wong

Sent From Jorge Portillo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 4:28:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jorge Portillo

Sent From Donald WAITS to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 4:27:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Donald WAITS

Sent From Miner Lowe to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 4:11:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Miner Lowe

Sent From Michael Furj to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 3:40:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Michael Furj

Sent From Jeff Young to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 3:37:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jeff Young

Sent From Nancy Pacatte to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 3:17:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Nancy Pacatte

Sent From Susan Rokisky Ring to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 2:58:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Susan Rokisky Ring

Sent From Bonnie Lau to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 2:49:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Bonnie Lau

Sent From Keith Foote to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 2:33:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. Not all of us live within walking distance of the park and I
personally can't walk the length of the park. Please give it back to ALL citizens of San Francisco. I
urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to
vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before.

Keith Foote

Sent From mariano guzman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 2:00:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

mariano guzman

Sent From S. Kum to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 1:39:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

S. Kum

Sent From Anadel Fox to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 1:33:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Anadel Fox

Sent From Mary Jane Nelson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 1:18:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mary Jane Nelson

Sent From Owen Hege to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 12:13:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Owen Hege

Sent From Lorraine Vidal to the Board of Supervisors on 3/11/2022 12:10:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Lorraine Vidal

Sent From Danny Hwang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 11:50:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Danny Hwang

Sent From Brian Deason to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 11:48:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Brian Deason

Sent From Thomas Kelleher to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 11:06:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Thomas Kelleher

Sent From Sara Shain to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 10:56:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sara Shain

Sent From Ian Palmer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 10:34:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Ian Palmer

Sent From Gary Hoshiyama to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 10:24:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Gary Hoshiyama

Sent From Virginia Casey to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 10:11:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Virginia Casey

Sent From Mary Baireuther to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 10:02:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Mary Baireuther

Sent From Fidel Lecer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 10:01:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Fidel Lecer

Sent From MARLA BLANCHARD to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 10:00:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

MARLA BLANCHARD

Sent From Cole Sapiro to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 9:53:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Cole Sapiro

Sent From William Dowling to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 9:50:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

William Dowling

Sent From Narda Deras to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 9:41:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Narda Deras

Sent From Tessa Sapiro to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 9:31:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Tessa Sapiro

Sent From Patricia Dickson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 9:29:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Patricia Dickson

Sent From Wayne Heuring to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 9:28:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Wayne Heuring

Sent From Karen Offereins to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 9:12:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Karen Offereins

Sent From daniel kirchner to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 8:52:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

daniel kirchner

Sent From Hans Peter Wilms to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 8:44:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Hans Peter Wilms

Sent From Anh Tran to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 7:58:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Anh Tran

Sent From Margaret Hargas to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 7:44:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Margaret Hargas

Sent From Don Barnes to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 7:36:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Don Barnes

Sent From Maria Powers to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 7:21:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Maria Powers

Sent From Laurel Turner to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 7:18:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Laurel Turner

Sent From Sikharin Jarungjit to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 7:13:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sikharin Jarungjit

Sent From Efim Shinkarsky to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 7:08:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Efim Shinkarsky

Sent From Calvin Hom to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 6:56:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Calvin Hom

Sent From Cindy Meyer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 6:56:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Cindy Meyer

Sent From Tom Dooner to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 6:36:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please keep JFK Car free
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone, and I believe that this can be
accomplished without reopening JFK to cars. I urge you to support SF Rec's plan to provide
equitable access to Golden Gate Park, without allowing cars to use it like a high-speed cutthrough as
it was before the pandemic.

Tom Dooner

Sent From Gladys Lau to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 6:24:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Our family home is on Lincoln Way. The closure impacts the saftey of all residents here. Traffic is
insane on a daily basis. All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We
must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public
transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive
should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Gladys Lau

Sent From eun lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 6:13:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Hello, My name is Eun. I teach painting for developmental disability adults in Marin who also have
various physical disabilities. For them going to the museum is very specials because their lives are
very limited. Therefore if JFK RD is reopened, it would be great. Please reopen the road. Thanks,
Eun

eun lee

Sent From Tim Johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 5:58:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Tim Johnson

Sent From Noel Martinez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 5:43:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Noel Martinez

Sent From Jeff Raymond to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 5:40:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jeff Raymond

Sent From Sarah Cherny to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 5:36:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
The closure of that segment, in particular, of JFK made no sense and should be opened again to cars,
at least Monday through Friday. The closed segment of JFK is FAR WIDER than the segment of JFK
west of Transverse Drive; further, the closed segment of JFK *already had protected bike lanes*
unlike the segment west of Transverse Drive. There simply never was any logic in closing the
segment EAST of Transverse Drive. Environmentally, the traffic backups one encounters trying to
drive between the Inner Richmond and Inner Sunset is unprecedented, prior to this closure.
Stanyan and Crossover are the only options, and they are consistently backed up, turning what used
to be a &lt;10 minute drive into what is now typically a 20-30 minute drive, depending on time of
day. Please, PLEASE, either re-open from Monday through Friday, OR, consider reopening every
day, but closing the segment of JFK WEST of Transverse Drive, which is so narrow that *it* is the
segment that represents a greater hazard for cyclists, pedestrians, etc.

Sarah Cherny

Sent From Bobbi Marshall to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 5:26:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I DON'T UNDERSTAND HOW ELECTED OFFICIALS ARE
IGNORING THEIR CONSTIUENTS ON THIS MATTER. Park&amp; Rec and SFMTA say they have
reached out to 10,000 people out of 800,000. And not all 10k are for permanent closure. They put
out a misleading and biased survey which was responded to multiple times by repeat individuals so
it's not even valid. Muni is not fully operational nor sufficient to support the road closure. Clearly
the Board of Supervisors are more concerned with their own agenda instead of the valid needs of
the many citizens of SF that cannot ride a bike or walk to their destinations. I urge you to support
JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and
street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before

Bobbi Marshall

Sent From Dan Kent to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 5:06:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive - is there a hybrid model??
Can we look for a hybrid model?? The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with
disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge
from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco,
not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and
Saturdays, 6 months of the year. Can we look for a hybrid model??

Dan Kent

Sent From Dan Walker to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 5:03:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Dan Walker

Sent From Joe Bikerider to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 5:02:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Joe Bikerider

Sent From Claudia Perez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:59:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Claudia Perez

Sent From Nicholette Maris to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:57:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nicholette Maris

Sent From Craig Yohon Douglas to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:55:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Craig Yohon Douglas

Sent From jean howard to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:50:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

jean howard

Sent From Jim Mar to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:41:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! Open JFK Monday
through Saturdays and allow closure on Sundays.

Jim Mar

Sent From Mary Hawley to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:23:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mary Hawley

Sent From Ruth Leach to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:13:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ruth Leach

Sent From Ana Rowe to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:00:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Ana Rowe

Sent From Cheryl Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:56:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Cheryl Lee

Sent From Annie Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:44:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Annie Lee

Sent From Nick Javaras to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:28:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
This will be blood on your hands. The deYoung will not survive this willful disregard of our cultural
patrimony. After the city of SF refused to pay for any of the construction costs of this wonderful
treasure, forcing us to privately raise $250 million to build it. The city then builds the parking
garage that is too expensive for most people to use. Now you want to eliminate access to
handicapped folks as well as all those people who can't afford the garage and can only visit on the
weekend. San Francisco will be humiliated when the world learns of the first ever bankruptcy of a
major American museum Think you very much supervisors.

Nick Javaras

Sent From Cherie Fehrman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:24:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Cherie Fehrman

Sent From Thomas Newton to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:07:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: All streets in San Francisco
Please open all the streets and roads in San Francisco, it's the stupidest thing I've ever seen you
communist fucks your ruining every city in this country Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before
COVID!

Thomas Newton

Sent From George Jereza to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 2:33:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I am disabled. I am an amputee who needs to use a car. It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to
reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that everyone should be able to visit. I urge you
to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle
traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before

George Jereza

Sent From David Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 2:22:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

David Wong

Sent From Jan Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 2:06:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jan Lee

Sent From rob brodman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 1:57:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

rob brodman

Sent From LOPE YAP JR to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 1:37:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

LOPE YAP JR

Sent From Juli Corollo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 12:56:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Juli Corollo

Sent From Lynn Rothman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 12:46:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lynn Rothman

Sent From Mary Kely to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 11:25:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays'. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mary Kely

Sent From Isabell Klein to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 11:24:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Isabell Klein

Sent From Rose Rios to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 11:21:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Rose Rios

Sent From Douglass Haynes to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 11:20:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Douglass Haynes

Sent From James DODGE to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 10:50:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

James DODGE

Sent From Regina Gantan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 9:52:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Regina Gantan

Sent From Robert Piggott to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 8:28:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Robert Piggott

Sent From Nicolette Mananquil to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 8:28:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nicolette Mananquil

Sent From Sherry Finer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 7:13:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sherry Finer

Sent From Williams Garcia to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 6:03:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Williams Garcia

Sent From H Kum to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 5:05:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

H Kum

Sent From Karen Trauthen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:59:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. What a shame you are thinking of closing off the museum and the area to people
who can not afford to pay the high parking fees in the garage. The street should be available to all.

Karen Trauthen

Sent From Alyse Parrino to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:32:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Alyse Parrino

Sent From Marie Thomas to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:23:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Marie Thomas

Sent From Michelle Kwartz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:19:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Michelle Kwartz

Sent From Martha Walker to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:03:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Martha Walker

Sent From Ted Olsson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:02:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Dear Supervisors, As a third generation San Franciscan who bicycled cross city daily for more than
a decade and who has walked regularly in Golden Gate Park for decades, once from home (near
Church &amp; Market to the beach &amp; back), I think that it is very important to keep JFK drive
open to ALL, for walking, cycling as well as for people from distant parts of the city (especially the
SE quadrant to use and park in the park while recreating there or attending our major museums
&amp; attractions there. Now, as an advanced senior, it is all the more important to me to have
this option, though I currently I usually take Muni there. Muni too should run shuttles up and down
JFK, no longer than 10 minutes apart. Parking should be allowed all along JFK which will not
interrupt the flow of other traffic, particularly since bicyclists, skaters, skateboarders and similar
personal but non-motorized vehicles at times are heedless of pedestrians &amp; others. I cannot
tell you how many kids from the SE come to CalAcademy without even the knowledge that the
world's largest ocean is beside our beach! All families from around the City deserve access to
Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all
can take public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for
everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic. Sincerely yours, ~ TED OLSSON

Ted Olsson

Sent From Paul Finocchiaro to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 4:02:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Paul Finocchiaro

Sent From Elizabeth Mackey to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:43:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Elizabeth Mackey

Sent From Michele Snyder to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:38:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Michele Snyder

Sent From Santa Maria Luisa to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:31:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Santa Maria Luisa

Sent From Jean Cleverly to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:28:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jean Cleverly

Sent From Joyce Chang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:26:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Joyce Chang

Sent From Robert Chang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:25:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Robert Chang

Sent From Vincent Venenciano to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:20:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was
before the pandemic! Bring back police enforcement in the park to avoid safety issues.

Vincent Venenciano

Sent From Polly Taylor to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:20:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Polly Taylor

Sent From CHRISTINE KIESSLING to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:15:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
To the Supervisors! The closure of JFK drive was initiated as a response to a crisis and offering a
solution for having a large amount of land so that people and families could get out of their homes
and exercise and engage in socially distanced communion in the midst of a massive lockdown. We
in San Francisco are very lucky to have such a resource of beautiful environments to allow us to
enjoy what might be enjoyed under this unusual circumstance. But now that the pandemic has
lessened it is time to open up JFK again. The museums and the Academy have suffered from a much
lower attendance, and they need the funding that comes from people going through the turnstiles
and enjoying the offerings of science, education, and art in the middle of Golden Gate Park. Too
many San Franciscans and people who do not live in the city have been shut out by the insistence by
a loud minority that the street remain closed. There were already closed streets for bicycling and
skating on weekends. Do we really need this to be our everyday reality, full time, now and forever?
No. It is time to re-open JFK Drive. I leave the balance of my communication to the well-articulated
concerns on behalf of poor, elderly, and disabled people who deserve access to our world class park
and its attractions as much as the well-healed and able-bodied do. The current closure of JFK Drive
severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden
Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to
the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive
returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures
on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

CHRISTINE KIESSLING

Sent From Donna Aldrich to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:13:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Donna Aldrich

Sent From Vickie Brown to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:12:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Vickie Brown

Sent From Jay Davies to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 3:11:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. I have mobility issues and find it difficult to get to the eastern portion of JFK Drive.
It was better before the closure.

Jay Davies

Sent From Mary Tse to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 2:59:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Mary Tse

Sent From Robert Haycock to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 2:44:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Robert Haycock

Sent From Michael Cohen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 2:31:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Michael Cohen

Sent From Maria Trinh to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 2:31:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Maria Trinh

Sent From Nancy Lewis to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 2:23:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Nancy Lewis

Sent From Felice Fernandez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 2:21:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Felice Fernandez

Sent From Yvonne Oakes to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 2:06:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Yes
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Yvonne Oakes

Sent From Diana Melnik to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 2:01:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Diana Melnik

Sent From Leo Cuperstein to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 1:57:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Leo Cuperstein

Sent From Elizabeth MacFarlane to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 1:39:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Elizabeth MacFarlane

Sent From Khoa Nguyen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 1:37:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Khoa Nguyen

Sent From William Elias to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 1:21:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

William Elias

Sent From Juan Carrillo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 1:09:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Juan Carrillo

Sent From Laverne Maliga to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 1:00:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Laverne Maliga

Sent From Heather Crom to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 12:48:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else, especially those that don't have an easy public transit access and including handicap
and others with mobility issues. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before
the pandemic so that all SF residents and visitors can enjoy.

Heather Crom

Sent From Catherine Cox to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 12:46:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Catherine Cox

Sent From Beverly Hines to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 12:44:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Beverly Hines

Sent From Enrique Fuentes to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 12:40:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Enrique Fuentes

Sent From Beth Kellenberger to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 12:22:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year. Seniors, like me, want to get in there and lay on the grass too. My husband and I have
been paying taxes here for 45 years!!!!! Please don't push us out of the park.

Beth Kellenberger

Sent From Matthew Holtz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 12:21:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
Elders, like me, and others with mobility issues must not have such severely restricted access to
Golden Gate Park as is the case with JFK Drive closed to vehicles. I support a Golden Gate Park that
is accessible to everyone. Restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Matthew Holtz

Sent From Carla Asturias to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 12:17:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Carla Asturias

Sent From JOANN GONZALES to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 12:13:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

JOANN GONZALES

Sent From James Chase to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 12:10:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

James Chase

Sent From Dan Hoyle to the Board of Supervisors on 3/10/2022 12:00:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
Full access to the park for the majority of SF citizens! Reopen JFK to traffic asap, as it has been for a
century, so i can take my disabled kid there once again.

Dan Hoyle

Sent From Breda O'Keeffe to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 11:58:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Breda O'Keeffe

Sent From Irene Kaus to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 11:53:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
The park was originally designed to be open to ALL WHO COME TO VISIT. Your action to close its
most popular venues to a select few who desire to use it for their exclusive interests is the height of
arrogance and exclusion to all of the residents and visitors from around the world who will be
denied unlimited access to this jewel. There are many other locations in this park, as well as others
in the city for those who wish to bike, skate and walk. To privatize this CENTRAL, PUBLIC
LOCATION which houses the institutions most visited and cherished for their arts, science,
botanical and educational offerings is an insult. How elitist and arrogant of them to even present
such a concept! Golden Gate Park is for

Irene Kaus

Sent From Marjorie Tang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 11:40:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Marjorie Tang

Sent From Patrick Wasley to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 11:40:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Patrick Wasley

Sent From Karen Norris to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 11:35:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Karen Norris

Sent From Sonny Mitchell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 11:19:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sonny Mitchell

Sent From Amanda Shanks to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 11:17:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before There are plenty of wide sidewalks and dedicated bike lanes throughout the park.
Closing streets to cars means that those who don't live close by cannot enjoy Golden Gate Park.

Amanda Shanks

Sent From sally allen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 11:12:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

sally allen

Sent From Courtney Lui to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 10:55:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Courtney Lui

Sent From Lois Kincy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 10:42:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Lois Kincy

Sent From SUSANA SCHEITER to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 10:35:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

SUSANA SCHEITER

Sent From Mary Bagala to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 10:21:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mary Bagala

Sent From Andrea Bolding to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 10:03:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Andrea Bolding

Sent From George Galarza to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 9:29:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

George Galarza

Sent From Jae Hamilton to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 8:24:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jae Hamilton

Sent From Tynan Courtney to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 7:37:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Tynan Courtney

Sent From Elaine Frank to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 7:23:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Elaine Frank

Sent From Jeffrey Ruda to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 7:18:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jeffrey Ruda

Sent From CrIg Farrell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 7:12:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

CrIg Farrell

Sent From Calvin Yam to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 7:12:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Calvin Yam

Sent From Suzanne Farrell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 7:09:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Suzanne Farrell

Sent From Alvaro Carvajal to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 7:00:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Alvaro Carvajal

Sent From Mrs.RF Ritchie to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 6:59:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mrs.RF Ritchie

Sent From ANGELA LAN to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 6:09:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

ANGELA LAN

Sent From Denny Klein to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 6:03:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. As a
senior with some mobility issues, I would not be able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive
closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this
issue!

Denny Klein

Sent From Linda Tabor-Beck to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 5:31:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Linda Tabor-Beck

Sent From Nancy Garcia to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 5:22:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Nancy Garcia

Sent From Paul Cummins to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 5:15:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Paul Cummins

Sent From Trina Enriquez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 5:14:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Please reopen JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park. I realize that as a FAMSF employee I may be biased in
asking for this, and I don't doubt that cyclists, strollers, and walkers enjoy having lots of open space
in a park setting for their recreational activities. However, as we slowly emerge from the pandemic,
more and more people will want to get out and use the park more as well, and that includes people
like myself who don't live nearby and can't afford to pay for parking regularly; people with
disabilities for whom it is difficult to walk very far, if at all; families with children; tourists; et al.
Over the long term I believe more people will be hurt by the closing of JFK than helped. Please
reconsider the closure to be more inclusive of everyone in our community, and reopen JFK Drive.

Trina Enriquez

Sent From Greg Montana to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 5:10:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Greg Montana

Sent From Judith Wallace to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 5:05:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Judith Wallace

Sent From Albert Downing to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 4:55:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Albert Downing

Sent From Julian Drake to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 4:39:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Julian Drake

Sent From George Johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 4:15:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

George Johnson

Sent From Alana O'Brien to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 4:11:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. And, slow streets and closures discriminate and accelerate traffic in SF neighborhoods
and make streets mini highways.

Alana O'Brien

Sent From Freda Milke to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 4:02:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Freda Milke

Sent From Martha Gregg to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 4:02:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Martha Gregg

Sent From Cynthia Chinn to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 3:58:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Cynthia Chinn

Sent From Moon Guey to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 3:52:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Moon Guey

Sent From Arthur Nguyen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 3:52:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Arthur Nguyen

Sent From jeremy ritter to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 3:41:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

jeremy ritter

Sent From Kim Forwood to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 3:03:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I agree! Keeping any streets closed (west end MLK, 41st ave, Cabrillo, Lake,...) now that everyone is
back to work and school is ridiculous. Park areas like JFK should only be closed on weekends
during daylight hours. I support a compromise, just like with Great Highway. Anything else does
not respect the needs of all City residents.

Kim Forwood

Sent From Spencer Seidman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 1:47:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Spencer Seidman

Sent From Barbara Dwyer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 12:46:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Keep JFK Drive open! This issue should be on the ballot
During COVID, the supervisors approved a number of 'temporary' measures that since have become
permanent. Streets that belong to the public have been closed. We have lost our parking spaces and
sidewalks to the restaurants and parklets. Bicycle lanes have sprung up everywhere -- between
these lanes, the red lanes, and the parklets, traffic has slowed to a crawl. The city feels constricted
and claustrophobic. I would like to see such major issues as street closures be on the ballot for the
voters to decide and not left up to the vocal special interest groups. We need your voice on this
issue! Barbara J Dwyer 3630 17th St SF 94114

Barbara Dwyer

Sent From John Golding to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 12:31:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic during the week. I would support closing JFK Drive on weekends
and holidays. Why can't we share the road - does it have to be all or nothing? Please consider
opening the roadway so everyone can use it during the week, especially seniors and those with
disabilities.

John Golding

Sent From Jennifer Shockley to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 10:19:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jennifer Shockley

Sent From Lesley Gordon-Mountian to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 10:09:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Lesley Gordon-Mountian

Sent From Brianna Brugnara to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 10:07:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Brianna Brugnara

Sent From Lauren Brugnara to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 10:06:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Lauren Brugnara

Sent From Scott Eastman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 9:33:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Scott Eastman

Sent From Rolando Feliciano Jr to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 9:02:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Rolando Feliciano Jr

Sent From Elda Kong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 5:28:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Elda Kong

Sent From Grace Ruth to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 5:08:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. If you must keep it closed, please consider opening it from Crossover Drive to the
entrance to Stow Lake. That would help with the rush hour traffic across the park and open access
to the lake.

Grace Ruth

Sent From Preston Stedman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 4:48:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. AND ... as a person with mobility problems , HOW can a person have ADA access to
museum , etc ?

Preston Stedman

Sent From eric sun to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 4:39:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

eric sun

Sent From ES Kalugdan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 4:32:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

ES Kalugdan

Sent From Gary Martinovsky to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 4:24:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Gary Martinovsky

Sent From Caroline Weber to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 4:23:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Caroline Weber

Sent From Kelly Hoy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 4:12:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. It frustrating and hard to access the
park and detrimental to the museums.

Kelly Hoy

Sent From Gale Bonotto to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 4:10:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I am begging you as a disabled person, please, PLEASE do not close car access to Golden Gate Park!!
I'm devastated to think I can no longer have access to the wonderful museums and the park as a
whole. Please don't discriminate against disabled people AND those who live outside of San
Francisco and continue to give all the power to the bicycle coalition. We are already doing so much
for them on market Street and indeed, all over the city. I know their power all too well as I am a
better market street community action committee member. Rememberâ€¦ Not everyone can walk
and ride a bicycle. Please don't punish us.

Gale Bonotto

Sent From C Chan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 3:44:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

C Chan

Sent From Martina Chang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 3:38:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Martina Chang

Sent From Jon Burgis to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 3:19:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jon Burgis

Sent From Cynthia Crenshaw to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 2:42:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Cynthia Crenshaw

Sent From Pamela Masten to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 2:31:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. For God's sake, open up the street!!! There is NO reason to keep it closed. And our
firefighters, police and other first responders need to be able to access our roads without limitation.
These stupid 'slow streets' hinder our ability to travel around the city. We are THANKFULLY no
longer in lockdown, no reason to shut down our streets. Let's finally put the lid on this whole
COVID chapter in our lives, and get back to real life!!!!

Pamela Masten

Sent From Diane Garfield to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 1:58:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Diane Garfield

Sent From Martha Herman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 1:42:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Martha Herman

Sent From Richard Morasci to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 1:39:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
We have to open Golden Gate Park to the disabled and the elderly. The closed park is closed off to
those people. I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen
JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year,
with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity
AND safety!

Richard Morasci

Sent From Dorrie Huntington to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 1:24:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please, Please, please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Dorrie Huntington

Sent From Furio Rinaldi to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 1:22:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
FOR EQUALITY!!! A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all
users of Golden Gate Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was
before COVID. The select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a
reasonable compromise. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Furio Rinaldi

Sent From Rachel Johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 1:21:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Rachel Johnson

Sent From Shaban Shakoori to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 1:20:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. Also,
I disagree with your ableist platform of removing cars from our streets. Not everyone can walk or
ride a bike.

Shaban Shakoori

Sent From frederic crum to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 12:56:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

frederic crum

Sent From Patricia Mitchrll to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 12:45:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Patricia Mitchrll

Sent From Myles Loyar to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 12:33:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. The
argument that closing the street to traffic allows for people to walk doesn't hold to scrutiny. JFK
drive has wonderful wide sidewalks that are set back from street traffic. There's no need for more
pedestrian room, but there's definitely a need for easy access for people with disabilities. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Myles Loyar

Sent From Alex Hendriks to the Board of Supervisors on 3/9/2022 12:28:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Alex Hendriks

Sent From Kelly Walsh to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 11:53:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Kelly Walsh

Sent From Wayne Lake to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 11:20:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! As a
76 year old and sunset resident of 55 years, the closed JFK has severely limited my access to a
major portion of the park that we used to drive to and enjoy with my limited mobility. The
attractions are available but not the whole area of the rose garden and adjacent nooks and crannies
that we used to enjoy by driving to them. Please take into consideration the Senior citizens who
have limited mobility and who are on a fixed income and cannot easily afford the 'expensive '
attractions. Give us back the easy access to all of the park. JFK Drive should be reopened to the way
it was before COVID.

Wayne Lake

Sent From Jenny Borino to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 11:18:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jenny Borino

Sent From Mary Macaire to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 11:10:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mary Macaire

Sent From John Gonsalves to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 11:04:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive. Its time to re-open all Slow Streets during the week to unclog the traffic
congestion.
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

John Gonsalves

Sent From Allyson Bliesner-Valdez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 11:00:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Allyson Bliesner-Valdez

Sent From Sharon Kotabe to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 10:56:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sharon Kotabe

Sent From Clare Talbot to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 10:36:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Clare Talbot

Sent From Ceres Jacinto to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 10:33:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Ceres Jacinto

Sent From Rebecca Shonkwiler to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 10:26:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Rebecca Shonkwiler

Sent From MaryJo McKleroy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 10:23:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

MaryJo McKleroy

Sent From Edel Sayo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 10:16:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Edel Sayo

Sent From Cynthia Sturgeon to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 10:07:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Cynthia Sturgeon

Sent From Jerry MotaK to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 10:06:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jerry MotaK

Sent From Margery Knyper to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 9:57:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Margery Knyper

Sent From Robert Tanaka to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 9:54:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Robert Tanaka

Sent From Victoria McCloskey to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 9:43:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Victoria McCloskey

Sent From Christena Jenkins to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 9:42:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Christena Jenkins

Sent From Susan Hendrickson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 9:33:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we already have sidewalks for pedestrians
and roads for bicyclists who are supposed to follow the same rules as cars. Quite truthfully as
someone who walks in that part of GG Park once a week with a friend, we often have to get off the
closed road because the bikers are dangerous and Rec and Park trucks still come through. Most
days we walk on the sidewalks. I'd also like to work as a volunteer in the dahlia garden, but you
have to park and carry stuff in so far. And I'm 50! Most volunteers for the garden are senior citizens
and really struggling with being able to volunteer for that now. How about a compromise, JFK
closed on weekends and open to cars during the weekdays?

Susan Hendrickson

Sent From Stephen Ritchings to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 9:23:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Stephen Ritchings

Sent From Frieda &amp; Peter Frenkel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 9:22:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Frieda &amp; Peter Frenkel

Sent From cass wallerte to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 9:17:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

cass wallerte

Sent From Barbara Keller to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 9:04:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Barbara Keller

Sent From Barbara Olson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 9:00:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Barbara Olson

Sent From Lourdes Lopez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 8:57:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Lourdes Lopez

Sent From Bill Cassidy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 8:50:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Bill Cassidy

Sent From Madison Tam to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 8:48:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Madison Tam

Sent From Jenny Prosa to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 8:26:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jenny Prosa

Sent From Patricia Wise to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 8:16:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Patricia Wise

Sent From Kathleen Trewin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 8:13:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Kathleen Trewin

Sent From Henry Peglar to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 8:08:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Henry Peglar

Sent From Timothy Louie to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 8:08:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Timothy Louie

Sent From Judi Leff to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 8:05:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Judi Leff

Sent From frank wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 7:56:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

frank wong

Sent From Angelica Ibarra to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 7:51:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Angelica Ibarra

Sent From Duffy Hurwin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 7:26:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Duffy Hurwin

Sent From Penne Soltysik to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 7:23:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Golden Gate park road closures on some days for special events is acceptable. But those roads were
built to give EVERY person access to the green spaces of Golden Gate Park. The city and county
spent a lot of money to build those roads as access points to the park. The 'powers that be' don't
want large groups having a picnic in the park, or for there to be blankets of people celebrating a
birthday. They want to see single people riding bikes, people just passing through. Not in cars.
Twice in 2 weeks I experienced an ambulance trying to get through on Fulton, the driver had to pull
a wreckless move to get around the traffic. I urge you to support JFK Drive and ALL 'slow streets'
returning to serving as what they are, roads for cars. The taxes I pay for my car AND my hefty
parking permit that has almost doubled in my time living here thank you.

Penne Soltysik

Sent From Denise Parry to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 7:23:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Denise Parry

Sent From H. Frederick White II to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 7:07:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

H. Frederick White II

Sent From Bryan McDonald to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 7:06:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Bryan McDonald

Sent From Ka-Mee Leong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 7:05:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ka-Mee Leong

Sent From Hugo Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 7:02:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Hugo Wong

Sent From Shelley Olson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 6:49:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Shelley Olson

Sent From Susan Shors to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 6:46:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Susan Shors

Sent From Larry Brockway to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 6:40:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Larry Brockway

Sent From Evelyn Posamentier to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 6:33:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Evelyn Posamentier

Sent From Karen Grant to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 6:33:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Karen Grant

Sent From Mark Dalton to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 6:30:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Mark Dalton

Sent From William tom to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 6:29:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

William tom

Sent From Jeff Martinez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 6:03:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jeff Martinez

Sent From Weston Fillman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 5:44:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Weston Fillman

Sent From Joseph Dowler to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 5:39:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Joseph Dowler

Sent From Sarah Levitin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 5:07:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. The
bikes have ENOUGH access to S.F. and the park on Sundays!!! Enough is enough of bowing down to
theses bikers. Streets are for CARS!!! Open Cabrillo Street as well!!! It's STUPID to have it closed for
CARS! Great Hwy?? Yes. lets close it so ALL THE CARS ARE FORCED ON 19th AVE for an HOUR
COMMUTE HOME from 280 to Crossover. Sunset Blvd USED TO BE OK UNTIL NOW YOU CLOSED
LEFT TURN TO GET TO CHAIN OF LAKES. CLOSING STREETS DOESN'T MEAN LESS CARS...DUH!!!!!!
We still have to GET TO WORK. We still have to BUY GROCERIES. We still have to take our kids to
APPTS and EXTRA CURRICULAR. We still have to RUN ERRANDS. Yes. lets all give up our cars and
load our family on a BIKE to go on the freeway ....give me a break!! Your progressive politics have
RUINED S.F.!!!! I'm born/native S.F. and can't wait to MOVE OUT in a year after my youngest
graduates next year. CLOSING STREETS DOESN'T MAKE LESS CARS...JUST MAKES THE ONLY FEW
STREETS AVAIL TO DRIVE ON, TAKE AN HOUR TO DRIVE. Thanks alot!! the streets are FOR
CARS!!!! Bikes have pathways and Great Hwy was completely rebuilt with an entire pathway for
walkers/bicyclists and the STREET is for CARS!!! I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park
with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your
voice on this issue!

Sarah Levitin

Sent From Ananda De Stefano to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 5:07:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Ananda De Stefano

Sent From Andrew Kalaveras to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 4:59:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Andrew Kalaveras

Sent From sarah hall to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 4:59:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

sarah hall

Sent From rose lau to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 4:28:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

rose lau

Sent From Jessica Lemon to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 3:52:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jessica Lemon

Sent From yosh nakashima to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 3:28:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

yosh nakashima

Sent From Richard Koury to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 3:22:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Richard Koury

Sent From ramon lafuente to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 2:25:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

ramon lafuente

Sent From Tatyana Karchemskiy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 2:24:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Tatyana Karchemskiy

Sent From Boris Dvorkin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 8:48:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Boris Dvorkin

Sent From Regina Karpovich to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 8:26:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Regina Karpovich

Sent From Siobhan Wilson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 8:04:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Siobhan Wilson

Sent From Matt Hilzendrsger to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 7:13:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. Open Great Highway too! It is long over
due. The Pandemic lockdown has been lifted for over 1.5 years now!

Matt Hilzendrsger

Sent From Amy Sherman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 5:41:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Amy Sherman

Sent From Darlene Goldberg to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 5:35:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Darlene Goldberg

Sent From S Olson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 5:30:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

S Olson

Sent From Michael Bordokoff to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 5:17:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Michael Bordokoff

Sent From Karen Rosen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 5:14:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Karen Rosen

Sent From Valentina Prodan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 5:09:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Valentina Prodan

Sent From Mary Dalzell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 4:51:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mary Dalzell

Sent From Tonya Rozen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 4:47:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Tonya Rozen

Sent From Connie Champagne to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 4:31:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Connie Champagne

Sent From Judy Dawson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 4:27:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Judy Dawson

Sent From Eve Haversmith to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 4:24:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Eve Haversmith

Sent From Mark Meherin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 3:56:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mark Meherin

Sent From Clifford Goff to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 3:45:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Clifford Goff

Sent From Sandra Heasion to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 3:39:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sandra Heasion

Sent From susan byrne to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 3:29:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. ALSO WHEN ARE GOING TO DO AWAY WITH 'SLOW STREETS' THEY'RE NOT
NECESSARY NOW

susan byrne

Sent From Thomas Perricone to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 3:24:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Thomas Perricone

Sent From Kathleen Mueller to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 3:15:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Kathleen Mueller

Sent From Lorna Williams to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 2:47:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lorna Williams

Sent From Robert Clark to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 2:26:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Robert Clark

Sent From Regina Casciato to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 2:06:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Regina Casciato

Sent From Margaret Clarke to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 1:56:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Margaret Clarke

Sent From Alyssa Strull to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 1:51:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Alyssa Strull

Sent From Susan Berkhout to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 1:40:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Susan Berkhout

Sent From Julia Murray to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 1:04:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Julia Murray

Sent From Brian Kam to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 12:53:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Brian Kam

Sent From Lisa Sanchez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 12:41:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lisa Sanchez

Sent From Chris Fitzsimons to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 12:36:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Although it was very helpful during shelter in place, it is time to reopen JFK during the week. The
traffic in our neighborhood is very stressful for people trying to get to work on time and kids to
school efficiently. The incidents of road rage, dangerous driving and illegal driving is observed
daily. Also, fire and emergency response time is significantly delayed. I had to call 911 due to an
incident in GGP and it took over 20 minutes for the police to arrive. Finally, when there is an event
in the park, those of us who live close to the park, are basically landlocked in our homes. As a voter,
it is very frustrating when temporary changes in the city become permanent without much thought
to all parties. Time to reopen JFK!

Chris Fitzsimons

Sent From Mitzi Fata to the Board of Supervisors on 3/8/2022 12:01:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Mitzi Fata

Sent From Elena Malyuga to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 11:59:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Elena Malyuga

Sent From Robin Gottschall to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 11:53:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Robin Gottschall

Sent From steve white to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 11:51:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I am disabled. Please stop the ADA violation! It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden
Gate Park is a critical open space that everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK
Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street
closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before

steve white

Sent From Laurinda Corbell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 11:49:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Laurinda Corbell

Sent From Mike Hsieh to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 11:46:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mike Hsieh

Sent From Dennis Ow to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 11:42:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Dennis Ow

Sent From Helen Noakes to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 11:10:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Helen Noakes

Sent From Moises Loza to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 11:03:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Moises Loza

Sent From Do Tran to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 10:43:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Do Tran

Sent From Edward Lynch to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 10:00:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Edward Lynch

Sent From darryl honda to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 9:58:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

darryl honda

Sent From Erin Carlin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 9:58:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Erin Carlin

Sent From Chris PAILLART to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 9:23:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Chris PAILLART

Sent From Iliana Walsh to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 9:11:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Iliana Walsh

Sent From Yannis Lin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 8:29:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All people from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Yannis Lin

Sent From Mark Sabatino to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 7:58:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mark Sabatino

Sent From Rich Kampmann to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 7:38:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Rich Kampmann

Sent From Arthur Ritchie to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 7:22:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Arthur Ritchie

Sent From Kathryn Parenti to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 6:56:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK & MLK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
&amp; MLK Drives should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kathryn Parenti

Sent From Jean Posey to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 6:53:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jean Posey

Sent From Lennie Terashima to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 6:38:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lennie Terashima

Sent From Steven Holland to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 5:29:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: My elderly parents and I need JFK open!
I have lived in San Francisco for 12 years and even moved my elderly parents into my home to take
care of them. I am currently in the Outer Sunset. Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San
Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is unfortunately both of those things and directly
impacts my family. I need to be able to take them to this park and my parents struggle with transit.
Tumlin has already removed so many of the bus lines they depend on and looking at the shuttle
map, it does not even serve the outer communities and is a shill for tourists coming from
downtown. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the
compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park. The
parks have plenty of pedestrian only areas, keep these roads open for cars.

Steven Holland

Sent From Samantha Baker to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 4:53:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Samantha Baker

Sent From Alice Jeong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 4:45:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Alice Jeong

Sent From Ruth Mitchell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 4:38:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ruth Mitchell

Sent From Carol Moriarty to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 3:58:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Carol Moriarty

Sent From Eleanor Cutler to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 3:32:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Eleanor Cutler

Sent From Mark Marcinik to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 3:18:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
San Francisco's pro bike, walk and anti car policy is clearly in violation of Federal Accessibility Law.
It discriminates against seniors who aren't able to use bikes or walk long distances. That's why I am
asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the
Saturdays every year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We
need to balance equity AND safety and comply with federal ADA.

Mark Marcinik

Sent From Terrence Barrett to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 3:04:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Terrence Barrett

Sent From Steven Wai to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 1:54:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Steven Wai

Sent From Lloyd Schofield to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 8:20:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lloyd Schofield

Sent From Brian Chang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 8:02:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Brian Chang

Sent From Annette Crivello to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 6:00:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Annette Crivello

Sent From dom oneil to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 4:26:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

dom oneil

Sent From Janine Economides to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 4:06:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Janine Economides

Sent From Fabian Huey to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 3:57:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Fabian Huey

Sent From Brenda muldoon to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 3:38:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Brenda muldoon

Sent From Laura Marshall to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 3:27:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Laura Marshall

Sent From Thomas Ryugo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 3:01:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Thomas Ryugo

Sent From Boris Berdichevsky to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 2:59:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Boris Berdichevsky

Sent From Jessette Novero to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 2:56:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jessette Novero

Sent From eric sun to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 2:51:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

eric sun

Sent From Tom Barton to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 2:48:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Tom Barton

Sent From Paul Morse to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 2:45:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Paul Morse

Sent From Lori Cole to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 2:41:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lori Cole

Sent From Cerise Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 2:33:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Cerise Lee

Sent From George Kim to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 2:22:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

George Kim

Sent From Josette Wade to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 2:22:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Josette Wade

Sent From James Laharty to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 2:03:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

James Laharty

Sent From Jane Salvin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 1:57:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jane Salvin

Sent From Jamie Weston to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 1:51:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jamie Weston

Sent From KEITH KOZUCH to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 1:49:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

KEITH KOZUCH

Sent From Fernando Proietti Orlandi to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 12:46:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. I also urge you to terminate all 'slow streets' that were established at the
beginning of the pandemic, without any input o consideration of the traffic effect to nearby streets.

Fernando Proietti Orlandi

Sent From Sue Escobar to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 12:46:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sue Escobar

Sent From Arthur Hilmoe-Javier to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 12:45:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Arthur Hilmoe-Javier

Sent From Jaime Cid to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 12:31:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jaime Cid

Sent From Scott Laidlaw to the Board of Supervisors on 3/7/2022 12:23:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Scott Laidlaw

Sent From Susan Rolovich to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 11:47:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Susan Rolovich

Sent From John Doricko to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 11:45:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

John Doricko

Sent From Constance Flannery to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 11:36:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Constance Flannery

Sent From Loren Chu to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 11:19:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Loren Chu

Sent From Joy Fellows to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 11:13:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Joy Fellows

Sent From Elizabeth Fischer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 11:01:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Elizabeth Fischer

Sent From Neil. Seippel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 10:58:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK days. Only. Though. Not at. Nites
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Neil. Seippel

Sent From Leslie Sullivan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 10:26:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Leslie Sullivan

Sent From Michael Mullen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 9:52:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
The reasons I want to open JFK drive again are 1) it provides parking for people visiting the park
from other neighborhoods not serves directly by transit; 2) it provides access to the DeYoung and
the Academy of Science and the Botanical Gardens, etc., and 3) there is currently no way to enter
the park from the north before 25th avenue, and therefore no way through the park. Cyclists and
runners have ample space to cycle and run. We also need to provide access to museums and the
park to old people and infirm people and San Franciscans who happen to live far away. I fully
support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it
was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample bike
lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Michael Mullen

Sent From Malcolm Cathey-Barber to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 9:37:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Malcolm Cathey-Barber

Sent From Mike Kirschner to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 9:35:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park!
Because MUNI is so unreliable and untenable in so many parts of, if not throughout, San Francisco,
the foolhardy idea of shutting down any street - including JFK Drive - demonstrates an idealism that
is not appropriate. Be realists; stop being performative idealists. We live here; we have to be able to
get around. Focus on improving public transportation rather than penalizing the only alternative
many in SF have. JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Mike Kirschner

Sent From Jonathan Belmares to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 9:25:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jonathan Belmares

Sent From Melissa Nazzal to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 9:17:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Melissa Nazzal

Sent From Theresa Chan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 9:07:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!
Closure is causing considerable inconvenience and even risks

Theresa Chan

Sent From Uriel Escorcia to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 9:02:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Uriel Escorcia

Sent From stephanie silva to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 8:57:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

stephanie silva

Sent From Richard Trenholm to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 8:42:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Richard Trenholm

Sent From Jennifer Ohanessian to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 8:34:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jennifer Ohanessian

Sent From Jody Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 8:14:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jody Murphy

Sent From jacquelyn Cohen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 7:48:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

jacquelyn Cohen

Sent From Brian Gray to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 7:24:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Brian Gray

Sent From Stephanie Krebsbach to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 7:24:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Stephanie Krebsbach

Sent From Wade Wright to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 6:54:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Wade Wright

Sent From mf schroyer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 6:49:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

mf schroyer

Sent From MARY OCONNOR to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 6:39:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

MARY OCONNOR

Sent From Edward Munoz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 6:33:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Edward Munoz

Sent From Boris Goldberg to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 5:50:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Boris Goldberg

Sent From Karen Rentschler to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 5:11:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Karen Rentschler

Sent From Pamela Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 5:05:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Pamela Lee

Sent From Azia Yenne to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 4:59:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Azia Yenne

Sent From Shannon Di Sandro to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 4:34:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Shannon Di Sandro

Sent From Lana Krol to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 4:31:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Lana Krol

Sent From patricia rutherford to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 3:50:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

patricia rutherford

Sent From Mary Okeefe to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 3:16:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Mary Okeefe

Sent From Amber Westbrook to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 3:11:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Amber Westbrook

Sent From Dawn Novak to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 3:10:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Dawn Novak

Sent From Ken Ho to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 12:59:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ken Ho

Sent From Maria Dolores Guillory to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 8:58:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Maria Dolores Guillory

Sent From Raymond Kwong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 6:56:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Raymond Kwong

Sent From Elizabeth Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 5:06:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Elizabeth Murphy

Sent From Bethany Brown to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 5:01:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. Also, streets are closed but sidewalks are still used by bikes, scooters, and skateboards.

Bethany Brown

Sent From IRINA KHAIT to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 4:49:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

IRINA KHAIT

Sent From Diane Frediani to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 4:48:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Diane Frediani

Sent From Katy Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 4:46:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Katy Murphy

Sent From Bette Line to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 4:37:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Bette Line

Sent From Barbara Prato to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 4:23:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Barbara Prato

Sent From Laurie Candido to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 4:23:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Laurie Candido

Sent From Rina Rozentsvit to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 4:04:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Rina Rozentsvit

Sent From joanne shanahan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 3:57:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I am a fourth generation San Franciscan and want the park to be accessible to all! A compromise for
John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate Park to share the
roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The select few that are the
most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise. Please reopen JFK
Drive like it was before COVID!

joanne shanahan

Sent From Ana Guevara to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 3:57:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ana Guevara

Sent From Kevin F to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 3:54:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Kevin F

Sent From Anne Byczkowski to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 3:32:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Anne Byczkowski

Sent From Kathy McCovey to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 2:30:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Kathy McCovey

Sent From Jane Canfield to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 2:27:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jane Canfield

Sent From Nathan Floyd to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 2:21:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Nathan Floyd

Sent From Ashley Dalzell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 1:32:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Ashley Dalzell

Sent From Maggie Lundy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 1:30:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Maggie Lundy

Sent From Robert Kelly to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 1:18:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Robert Kelly

Sent From Patricia Wyler to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 1:15:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Patricia Wyler

Sent From Lorraine Grumet to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 12:48:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
It's been tougher since our Crocker Amazon clubhouse hasn't opened up for our return to
exercising for 2 years. I work for Community Living Campaign, a non-profit supporting wonderful
San Franciscos neighborhood Senior's and Disabled persons. The current closure of JFK Drive
severely impacts me and people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly
neighboring Golden Gate Park. In wanting to get ourselves safely out and about to the SF Botanical
Garden is the closest accessible automotive delivery/drop off I've had. I haven't been able to bring
seniors &amp; my friends directly to the museums As we emerge from COVID, it's high time to
reopen JFK Drive for the rest of us. Golden Gate Park belongs to all neighborhoods and the people of
San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the
conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays,
holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year. Lorraine Grumet

Lorraine Grumet

Sent From Bernie Honigman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 12:33:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Bernie Honigman

Sent From Sharon Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 12:30:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sharon Jones

Sent From Thomas Yaussy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 12:25:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Thomas Yaussy

Sent From Lauren Rischel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/6/2022 12:18:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lauren Rischel

Sent From Kay Casey to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 11:51:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Kay Casey

Sent From Marco Josepho to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 11:44:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Marco Josepho

Sent From Holley Wysong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 11:29:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Open the Drive to everyone! A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that
allowed all users of Golden Gate Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the
way it was before COVID. The select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that
want a reasonable compromise. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Holley Wysong

Sent From Donna Tuttle to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 11:17:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Donna Tuttle

Sent From Nicolette Dalpino to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 11:08:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nicolette Dalpino

Sent From Inani Eggleston to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 10:55:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Inani Eggleston

Sent From Peter Chiang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 10:49:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Peter Chiang

Sent From YP Lily Mok to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 10:39:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

YP Lily Mok

Sent From Catherine Masterson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 10:37:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Catherine Masterson

Sent From Vincent DUNLAP to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 10:35:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Vincent DUNLAP

Sent From Ron Hanst to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 10:08:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Ron Hanst

Sent From Lily Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 8:44:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Lily Wong

Sent From mark stoddard to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 8:20:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

mark stoddard

Sent From Nuala Campbell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 7:57:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Nuala Campbell

Sent From Shelly Wilkerson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 7:57:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Shelly Wilkerson

Sent From Carol Sainz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 7:50:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Carol Sainz

Sent From Scott Fernandez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 7:46:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Scott Fernandez

Sent From Jim Feliciano to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 7:33:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jim Feliciano

Sent From Frank Lopez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 7:27:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Frank Lopez

Sent From Patricia Coray to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 6:58:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Patricia Coray

Sent From Becky Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 6:46:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Becky Lee

Sent From Jethro Busch to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 6:39:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jethro Busch

Sent From Rosalie Ward to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 6:19:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Rosalie Ward

Sent From Jason Arellano to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 6:07:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jason Arellano

Sent From Carol Lavelle to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 5:37:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Carol Lavelle

Sent From Vlad Karp to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 5:29:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Vlad Karp

Sent From Lana Denbo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 5:14:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lana Denbo

Sent From Kathleen MacKerrow to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 5:12:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kathleen MacKerrow

Sent From Marilynn McGeehan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 4:43:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Marilynn McGeehan

Sent From Ian Ulibarri to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 4:43:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ian Ulibarri

Sent From Robert Groppi to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 3:23:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Robert Groppi

Sent From Michael Mobley to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 1:40:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Michael Mobley

Sent From JOHN LOZYNSKY to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 11:43:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

JOHN LOZYNSKY

Sent From Patricia Beasley to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 10:56:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Patricia Beasley

Sent From George Barantseff to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 10:28:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

George Barantseff

Sent From grace fujimoto to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 10:22:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
this inudes my mother who is eldery and i can.t drive her to her favorite sposts... doesn.t seem that
it.s fair for my mother and others with mobility and stamina issues ! The 24/7 closure of JFK drive
has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its institutions. The current closure is
for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for parking, or are able bodied enough to
travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as
it was before the pandemic!

grace fujimoto

Sent From Kathleen Kelley to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 4:42:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Please open JFK drive. Not all can take public
transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive
should be open like it was pre-pandemic. The pandemic has altered and divided people unnecessarily. JFK is a road for cars. Resume the good planning the GG Park has.

Kathleen Kelley

Sent From Teresa Durling to the Board of Supervisors on 3/5/2022 2:01:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Teresa Durling

Sent From Linda Tuers to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 11:41:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Linda Tuers

Sent From Lidia Colman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 10:52:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lidia Colman

Sent From Lana Nieves to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 10:35:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lana Nieves

Sent From Jason Mark to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 9:47:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jason Mark

Sent From Dennis Thurston to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 9:12:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Dennis Thurston

Sent From Rochelle Willox to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 9:11:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Rochelle Willox

Sent From Gabrielle Turner to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 8:55:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Gabrielle Turner

Sent From Matt Roman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 8:44:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Access to ggp for sf native
The closure of jfk has significantly reduced my ability to exercise in ggp. I've run over 10,000 miles
in that park - from childhood to cross country at St. Ignatius to now. Now it is essentially
inaccessible to me. I support making a more considered decision here. Perhaps we can make the
park even safer for bicyclists while keeping jfk open

Matt Roman

Sent From Steven Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 8:33:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Steven Murphy

Sent From Peter Totah to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 8:31:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Peter Totah

Sent From Diane Yap to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 8:29:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Diane Yap

Sent From Beverly Byrd to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 8:16:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Beverly Byrd

Sent From Beatriz Chichoni to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 8:10:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Beatriz Chichoni

Sent From Larry Brockway to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 8:01:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Larry Brockway

Sent From Jude Heller to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 7:56:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jude Heller

Sent From Peter Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 7:48:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Peter Wong

Sent From robert mayer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 7:48:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

robert mayer

Sent From Clement Yang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 7:47:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Clement Yang

Sent From Lindsay West Kunz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 7:47:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Lindsay West Kunz

Sent From David Ricaurte to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 7:42:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

David Ricaurte

Sent From George Heen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 7:37:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

George Heen

Sent From Timothy Raymond to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 7:24:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
John F. Kennedy Drive must reopen. Keeping it closed will be a disaster for San Francisco's tourist
industry. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways
open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before

Timothy Raymond

Sent From kelly malia to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 7:17:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

kelly malia

Sent From Maureen Kirwan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 7:14:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Maureen Kirwan

Sent From Kenneth Muller to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 7:03:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kenneth Muller

Sent From Maria Torre to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 6:55:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Maria Torre

Sent From Harvey Garn to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 6:49:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Harvey Garn

Sent From Tana Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 6:40:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Tana Smith

Sent From Loretta Witten to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 6:25:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Loretta Witten

Sent From Dimitri Shikaloff to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 6:14:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Dimitri Shikaloff

Sent From Bonnie Levitt to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 6:11:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Bonnie Levitt

Sent From David OBrien to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 6:09:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

David OBrien

Sent From Cordelia Duff to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 6:07:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Cordelia Duff

Sent From Linda Kobayashi to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 6:05:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Linda Kobayashi

Sent From Barry Baron to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 5:56:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Barry Baron

Sent From Sophia Myers to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 5:48:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK drive
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sophia Myers

Sent From Celeste Marty to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 5:39:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Celeste Marty

Sent From Stephanie Garcia to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 5:26:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Stephanie Garcia

Sent From Steven Post to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 5:20:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Steven Post

Sent From Andrew Rothschild to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 5:13:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Andrew Rothschild

Sent From Jocelyn Carter to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 5:11:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jocelyn Carter

Sent From Kay Franklin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 5:07:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people like me, a senior with two children with
disabilities. It is difficult to manage to get three people near the different areas we would like to
visit with JFK closed. Golden Gate Park has plenty of wide sidewalks and robust biking areas for
people to use. It doesn't make sense to close down an important access point to many people in
order to benefit a few who already have access to areas to walk and bike. The closure served its
purpose during Covid; now it's time to open it back up for ALL the people of this city and our
visitors. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to its pre-COVID use.

Kay Franklin

Sent From Napon Woo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 5:01:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Napon Woo

Sent From Morgan Faulkner to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 5:00:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Morgan Faulkner

Sent From Michael Lownie to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 4:56:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Michael Lownie

Sent From David Baker to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 4:55:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

David Baker

Sent From Sean Garzee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 4:53:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sean Garzee

Sent From Dennis Vegas to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 4:53:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Dennis Vegas

Sent From Rosa Marquez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 4:48:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Rosa Marquez

Sent From lorena torres to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 4:45:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

lorena torres

Sent From Eugene Loch to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 4:35:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Eugene Loch

Sent From Geoffrey Noakes to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 4:35:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Geoffrey Noakes

Sent From vesna kulenovic to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 4:33:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

vesna kulenovic

Sent From Alberto Vergara to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 4:12:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Alberto Vergara

Sent From Mary Christian to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 4:08:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mary Christian

Sent From patricia warren to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 4:02:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

patricia warren

Sent From Nicholas Setiawan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 3:52:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Nicholas Setiawan

Sent From Valerie Tulier to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 3:42:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Valerie Tulier

Sent From Mario Mendoza to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 3:37:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mario Mendoza

Sent From William Rothmann to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 3:17:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

William Rothmann

Sent From benson Ing to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 3:11:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

benson Ing

Sent From Josie McGann to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 3:06:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Josie McGann

Sent From William MICHELS to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 2:50:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

William MICHELS

Sent From Leticia Marquez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 2:28:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Leticia Marquez

Sent From Ronald Leung to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 2:17:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Ronald Leung

Sent From Monica Ruiz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 2:11:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Monica Ruiz

Sent From Patrick Brosnan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 1:53:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Patrick Brosnan

Sent From Gabriella Fonseca to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 1:43:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Gabriella Fonseca

Sent From Nancy Stoeckel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 1:40:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Nancy Stoeckel

Sent From christina torres to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 1:25:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

christina torres

Sent From G Jacinto to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 1:22:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

G Jacinto

Sent From Trishna Pandya to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 12:56:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Trishna Pandya

Sent From Jie Lei to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 12:35:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jie Lei

Sent From Phelicia Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 12:06:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Phelicia Jones

Sent From Marina Bianchi to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 11:37:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
JFK has become the land of the bicycle, disadvantaging pedestrians and disabled people. I work at
the de young museum, and I cross the street with much more apprehension than if there were cars
because of zipping bikes that are aggressively riding and you can't hear or see very well. Somehow I
am the one that needs to pay attention to them, instead of viceversa. I also see a great number of
disabled people at the museum that are really disadvantaged by the closure. The current closure of
JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly
neighboring Please reopen JFK Drive keeping street closures on Sundays and holidays

Marina Bianchi

Sent From Lori Justman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 10:16:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Lori Justman

Sent From Regan Stuart-Killion to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 8:48:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Regan Stuart-Killion

Sent From Jyoti Singh to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 8:39:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jyoti Singh

Sent From Doris Andrews to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 5:29:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Doris Andrews

Sent From Maria Gestuvo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/4/2022 12:22:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Maria Gestuvo

Sent From Nancy McAuliffe to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 10:24:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Nancy McAuliffe

Sent From Chenah Ruoho to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 10:12:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive/And the Great Highway
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue! If you need to shut down all the roads
then perhaps you should not live in SF. It makes it hard for all vehicles for people who work go to
school emergency vehicles and public transit. If you need to close all the roads go back to living in
the suburbs!!!! NOT IN SAN FRANCISCO!! We have major freeways and highways that pass through
this city. All these closers do not make sense with all the events that will return and all the people
that live and work here. This is not a city just for those who want to walk and play int he park.
WAKE UP CITY COUNSEL and SPERVISORS!! STOP THE INSANITY!!!

Chenah Ruoho

Sent From Kathleen Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 10:05:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kathleen Murphy

Sent From Roberta Coleman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 9:37:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Roberta Coleman

Sent From Kaye Kennedy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 9:32:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kaye Kennedy

Sent From Liz Nguyen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 9:31:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Liz Nguyen

Sent From Anne Donker to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 9:24:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Anne Donker

Sent From Frank Quon to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 9:19:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Frank Quon

Sent From Diane Quintana to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 9:19:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Diane Quintana

Sent From Lily Mok to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 9:17:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lily Mok

Sent From Sharon Chen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 9:12:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sharon Chen

Sent From Diana Pirrone to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 9:04:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Diana Pirrone

Sent From Jane Vee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 9:00:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jane Vee

Sent From Linda Lawrence to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 8:45:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Linda Lawrence

Sent From Beate Boult to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 8:37:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Beate Boult

Sent From Vincent Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 8:27:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
When there is a medical need and the response time takes 5-8 minutes longer, you know why.
Imagine if it's a family member. If the attractions, museums raise prices because lack of visitors, you
know why. San Francisco is expensive as is and with robberies and car breackins, this city is moving
in the wrong direction. The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden
Gate Park and its institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the
money to pay for parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go
back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Vincent Wong

Sent From Jyoti Singh to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 8:23:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I have been faculty at UCSF School of Dentistry since 2001. A lot has changed, I have become
disabled, though still working. Not being able to drive and park close by or on Martin Luther King
Drive makes my well being and enjoyment pitiful. Kindly consider opening it. All families from
around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to
Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park.
Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Jyoti Singh

Sent From Marilyn Dempster to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 8:22:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Marilyn Dempster

Sent From Cynthia Manis to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 8:19:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Cynthia Manis

Sent From Marino Tablante to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 8:17:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Marino Tablante

Sent From Peter Chiang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 8:10:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Peter Chiang

Sent From Brian McCarthy to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 8:08:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Brian McCarthy

Sent From Laura Simmons to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 8:07:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Laura Simmons

Sent From Cheryl Fagalnifin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 7:41:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
Golden Gate Park should be open and available to everyone! I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian
safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all
Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each
day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Cheryl Fagalnifin

Sent From Richard Bernal to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 7:36:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Richard Bernal

Sent From Nan Park to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 7:23:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Nan Park

Sent From James Wilson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 7:22:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

James Wilson

Sent From Nicholas Economides to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 7:04:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Nicholas Economides

Sent From Thomas Purcell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 7:03:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Thomas Purcell

Sent From Deborah MacLeod to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 6:57:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Deborah MacLeod

Sent From mike dubrall to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 6:54:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.
Right now it is very difficult to take my grandchildren to the park, especially since my wife has
mobility problems.

mike dubrall

Sent From Jerry Meisel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 6:38:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jerry Meisel

Sent From Angela Rollins to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 6:37:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive. Please, it is important for many to be able to use this path for to access
areas
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Angela Rollins

Sent From Nichole Decoteau to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 6:37:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nichole Decoteau

Sent From Sue Mueller to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 6:18:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Sue Mueller

Sent From Maxine Powell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 6:02:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Maxine Powell

Sent From Ana Bate to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 5:59:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Ana Bate

Sent From Frances Chiu to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 5:53:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Frances Chiu

Sent From Cristhiand Reyes to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 5:22:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Cristhiand Reyes

Sent From BEVERLY MACK to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 5:21:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

BEVERLY MACK

Sent From grace bacigalupi to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 5:18:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

grace bacigalupi

Sent From Donna Crowder to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 5:06:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Donna Crowder

Sent From JC Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 5:02:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

JC Lee

Sent From Jacqueline LeBrane to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 4:59:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jacqueline LeBrane

Sent From David Stein to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 4:57:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

David Stein

Sent From Marie Hitchcock to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 4:49:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Marie Hitchcock

Sent From Frances Dunne to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 4:33:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Frances Dunne

Sent From Cecilia Boyer to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 4:33:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Cecilia Boyer

Sent From Susan Hastings to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 4:27:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. I am handicapped, and it is very
difficult. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the
pandemic!

Susan Hastings

Sent From Fred Harrell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 3:47:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Fred Harrell

Sent From joe bertolucci to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 3:44:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

joe bertolucci

Sent From Gulden Yazgan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 3:39:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Gulden Yazgan

Sent From Alissa Anderson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 3:33:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I'm a local small business owner and support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking
you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the
Saturdays every year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We
need to balance equity AND safety!

Alissa Anderson

Sent From Tony Granieri to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 3:23:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Tony Granieri

Sent From Clarence Cummings to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 3:17:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Clarence Cummings

Sent From Lori Cockerill to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 2:59:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lori Cockerill

Sent From Jennifer Drennan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 1:34:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jennifer Drennan

Sent From Maureen Kelly to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 12:26:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Maureen Kelly

Sent From Sheena Carrasco to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 9:09:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. SF has the most parks than any city. JFK
was paid for by bonds so re open JFK now.

Sheena Carrasco

Sent From Oscar Lepe to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 9:06:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Oscar Lepe

Sent From Eric Boice to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 8:55:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Eric Boice

Sent From Charles Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 6:40:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Charles Lee

Sent From Parry Wolfe to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 3:25:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Parry Wolfe

Sent From Beverly Hedde to the Board of Supervisors on 3/3/2022 3:11:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Beverly Hedde

Sent From Mary Jasinski to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 9:55:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Mary Jasinski

Sent From Cornelius Nilmeier to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 8:05:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Cornelius Nilmeier

Sent From Rick Peloquin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 6:48:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. It's
time to open it up as intended, for everyone to enjoy, not just for those who want their own
personal play ground!! People come from all over to experience the Beauty of our Park, not a
playground.

Rick Peloquin

Sent From Karen Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 6:17:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Karen Smith

Sent From Thomas Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 5:54:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Thomas Jones

Sent From Nira Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 5:49:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive!!!
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Nira Wong

Sent From Ester Hernandez to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 5:46:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Ester Hernandez

Sent From Carrie O'Brien to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 5:45:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Carrie O'Brien

Sent From Jeffrey Roos to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 5:44:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jeffrey Roos

Sent From Cynthia Shiraev to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 5:26:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Cynthia Shiraev

Sent From Gregory Quintana to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 5:26:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Gregory Quintana

Sent From Anatoliy Kalika to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 5:18:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Anatoliy Kalika

Sent From Steve McKibbin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 5:06:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Steve McKibbin

Sent From Eddy Sapiro to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 5:05:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Eddy Sapiro

Sent From Marr Akers to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 5:05:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Marr Akers

Sent From Margaret Castro to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 5:00:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Margaret Castro

Sent From Larry Nelson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 4:58:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK AND Great Highway!
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Larry Nelson

Sent From Catherine Bae to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 4:49:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Catherine Bae

Sent From Thomas Ruiz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 4:47:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Thomas Ruiz

Sent From Janice Sanz to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 4:41:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Janice Sanz

Sent From Christina Drew to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 4:29:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Christina Drew

Sent From Kirby Ortiz de Montellano to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 4:01:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Kirby Ortiz de Montellano

Sent From John Mendoza to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 4:00:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

John Mendoza

Sent From Wayne Woo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 3:39:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Wayne Woo

Sent From Lance Machovsky to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 3:37:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lance Machovsky

Sent From Cynthia Hom to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 3:36:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Cynthia Hom

Sent From Takeko Cox to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 3:34:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Takeko Cox

Sent From Mary Gwynn to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 3:29:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mary Gwynn

Sent From Fred Oakes to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 3:18:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Fred Oakes

Sent From Cappy Larson to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 3:11:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Cappy Larson

Sent From Anne Riley to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 2:43:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Anne Riley

Sent From rita grinsell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 2:28:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

rita grinsell

Sent From Connie Fitzgerald to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 2:15:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Connie Fitzgerald

Sent From Nicolai Rubtzoff to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 1:20:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Nicolai Rubtzoff

Sent From Gabriel Vega to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 1:03:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Gabriel Vega

Sent From Jesse Chan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 1:03:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jesse Chan

Sent From Matthew C. Matthew C. Sheridan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 12:55:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Matthew C. Matthew C. Sheridan

Sent From Denise Coleman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 12:23:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Denise Coleman

Sent From Ylunda Hamilton to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 11:12:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive reopen
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ylunda Hamilton

Sent From Katherine Congdon to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 10:29:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Katherine Congdon

Sent From Robert Clarke to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 8:04:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open . I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7.
Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Robert Clarke

Sent From Cindy Hom to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 3:24:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. Having it closed off is a inconvenience
and I don't have that kind of money on gas to take detours.

Cindy Hom

Sent From Paul Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 2:56:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Paul Wong

Sent From Bettrietta Kime to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 2:17:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Bettrietta Kime

Sent From Linda Maher to the Board of Supervisors on 3/2/2022 1:31:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Linda Maher

Sent From John Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 11:44:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

John Lee

Sent From Arthur Ollivierre to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 10:27:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Arthur Ollivierre

Sent From Kathryn Van Koughnett to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 8:54:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park.. JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID, as this closure was temporary.

Kathryn Van Koughnett

Sent From Patricia Sambrailo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 8:38:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Patricia Sambrailo

Sent From Loreen Heggli-Rand to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 8:23:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Loreen Heggli-Rand

Sent From Edward Cuff to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 7:57:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Edward Cuff

Sent From Faye Campbell to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 7:46:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Faye Campbell

Sent From Mark Ortega to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 7:43:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mark Ortega

Sent From Paul Lavelle to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 7:32:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Paul Lavelle

Sent From Shayde Sartin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 7:14:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Shayde Sartin

Sent From Lorna Damo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 6:33:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lorna Damo

Sent From Mike Belcher to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 6:27:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Mike Belcher

Sent From Mary Celojko to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 6:20:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Mary Celojko

Sent From Lauren Cook to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 6:11:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive is RIDICULOUS!!! It severely impacts people with disabilities,
seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID,
it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a
few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lauren Cook

Sent From Michelle De Leon to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 6:07:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Michelle De Leon

Sent From Diana Cole to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 6:06:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Diana Cole

Sent From Barry leonard to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 6:04:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Barry leonard

Sent From Arthur Hubbard to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 6:00:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Arthur Hubbard

Sent From Carol Reed to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 5:44:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Everyone from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. All other roads should be opened as well including the
Great Highway. Navigating the city on weekends is horrendous. The construction on 19 th Ave with
park closures also make city travel difficult on weekdays too. You are not making the city safer for
anyone, you are just creating more hostility and road rage. Not all can take public transportation
or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open
like it was pre-pandemic.

Carol Reed

Sent From Brenda Bowen to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 5:41:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Brenda Bowen

Sent From Antonia Segura to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 5:30:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Antonia Segura

Sent From lorraine grant to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 5:30:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

lorraine grant

Sent From Herman Bracey to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 5:29:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Herman Bracey

Sent From Barbara Suyehiro to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 5:24:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Barbara Suyehiro

Sent From Maureen McCauley to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 5:18:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. As a disabled person, I need it to be open to have any hope of
visiting that side of wonderful Golden Gate Park. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the
conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and
some Saturdays as it was before

Maureen McCauley

Sent From Dave Roorda to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 5:10:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Dave Roorda

Sent From Roberta Roorda to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 5:08:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Roberta Roorda

Sent From Karen Clark to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 5:05:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Karen Clark

Sent From Serge Glazunov to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 5:01:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Serge Glazunov

Sent From Ann Radel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 5:00:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK this is the shortest way to the Golden Gate Bridge for me but having lived most of my
life in SF
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Ann Radel

Sent From Diane Amos-Medellin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 4:53:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Diane Amos-Medellin

Sent From Sharon Quintana to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 4:45:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It seems like JFK Drive has been closed for ever. Please open the park to all San Franciscans. My
husband is disabled and a ride through the park helps lift the spirit. Not all can take public
transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive
should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Sharon Quintana

Sent From Beverly Becker to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 4:44:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Beverly Becker

Sent From Mike Orlando to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 4:43:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Mike Orlando

Sent From Judith Parks to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 4:36:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Judith Parks

Sent From Arun Chauhan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 4:35:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Arun Chauhan

Sent From Robert Broucaret to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 4:32:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Robert Broucaret

Sent From Edward Fang to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 4:15:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Edward Fang

Sent From Deborah Lent to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 4:14:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before Deborah Lent

Deborah Lent

Sent From Matthew McGuinness to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 4:09:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Matthew McGuinness

Sent From Brenden Dobel to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 4:02:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Brenden Dobel

Sent From Colleen Williams to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 3:48:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Colleen Williams

Sent From Janet Potts to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 3:32:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Janet Potts

Sent From Amy Nachman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 3:22:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Amy Nachman

Sent From Dionisio Gallo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 3:10:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Dionisio Gallo

Sent From John Mcfadden to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 2:56:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

John Mcfadden

Sent From Ann Parris to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 2:51:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ann Parris

Sent From Anthony Roman to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 2:48:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Anthony Roman

Sent From Khadjia Lobo to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 2:27:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Khadjia Lobo

Sent From Gerard Tynan to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 2:22:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Gerard Tynan

Sent From Debbie Larkin to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 2:18:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Debbie Larkin

Sent From Terrence McKenna to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 1:54:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Terrence McKenna

Sent From Baoing Seto to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 1:47:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Baoing Seto

Sent From Paula Edgar to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 1:28:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Paula Edgar

Sent From Deirdre Ross to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 1:27:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Deirdre Ross

Sent From Kim Mosler to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 1:15:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kim Mosler

Sent From Stella Chu to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 10:50:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Stella Chu

Sent From Robin Tauber to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 10:47:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Robin Tauber

Sent From Mary Etta Moose to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 10:44:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Mary Etta Moose

Sent From Chelsea Thomas to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 10:43:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Chelsea Thomas

Sent From Ann Kalish to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 9:27:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ann Kalish

Sent From Lee Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 9:08:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lee Wong

Sent From Kimberly Tromblay to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 9:05:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Kimberly Tromblay

Sent From Ray DiFazio to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 8:36:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Ray DiFazio

Sent From Linda Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 3:13:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Linda Lee

Sent From Mac Aveina to the Board of Supervisors on 3/1/2022 12:10:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drivem
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Mac Aveina

Sent From Paul Hilton to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 10:47:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Paul Hilton

Sent From Diana Hernandez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 9:37:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Diana Hernandez

Sent From Sande Falahati to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 7:01:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Sande Falahati

Sent From Patra Holmes to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:53:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Patra Holmes

Sent From Gina Micka to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:47:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Gina Micka

Sent From Judith McKenzie to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:47:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Judith McKenzie

Sent From Suzanne Jett to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:45:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Suzanne Jett

Sent From PETER SECOSH to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:42:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

PETER SECOSH

Sent From Frieda Frenkel to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:42:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Frieda Frenkel

Sent From John Tostanoski to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:29:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

John Tostanoski

Sent From Curtis Gardner to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:26:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Curtis Gardner

Sent From Rose Jakubaszek to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:25:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Rose Jakubaszek

Sent From Carlos Funes to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:21:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Carlos Funes

Sent From Heather Everett to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:16:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Heather Everett

Sent From Kathleen Bilbao to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:15:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Kathleen Bilbao

Sent From Montira Warran to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:09:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Montira Warran

Sent From Melinda Hurley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:06:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Melinda Hurley

Sent From Demetria Aluad to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:05:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Demetria Aluad

Sent From Paula Duker to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 5:47:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Paula Duker

Sent From KEVIN LAU to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 5:38:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

KEVIN LAU

Sent From Corinne Kan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 5:24:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Corinne Kan

Sent From Janie Worster to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 5:17:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I have lived in the inner Richmond for 17 years. I bike, walk and drive. I have 2 children who (due to
the messed up lottery system) go to school in the outer Sunset. It's a 30-45 min bike ride, made
impossible by music instruments, massive backpacks, tired children and weather. They are
interning at Stow Lake this spring and we would normally walk, but have to bring heavy sandwich
boards and equipment, which means that we have to go all the way around the park (waste of gas!!)
every weekend to get to a place that would be a 5 min drive if JFK was open!! I urge you to support
returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all roadways open to vehicle
traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I haven't been able to enjoy
Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park.
We need your voice on this issue!

Janie Worster

Sent From Theresa Belcher to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 5:12:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Theresa Belcher

Sent From Jashlyn Canon to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 5:09:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID! My family deserves to share the park as we had
already agreed and planned.

Jashlyn Canon

Sent From Katherine Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 5:02:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Katherine Wong

Sent From Mary Sanford to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 4:56:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mary Sanford

Sent From Gary Sowinski to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 4:55:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Gary Sowinski

Sent From Bernadette Kramer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 4:54:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Bernadette Kramer

Sent From Nan Shea to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 4:16:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nan Shea

Sent From Molly Harrigan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 4:07:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Molly Harrigan

Sent From Kristine Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 4:02:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Kristine Lee

Sent From James Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 3:59:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive & GREAT HIGHWAY TOO!
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year. AND OPEN THE GREAT HIGHWAY TOO!

James Murphy

Sent From J Morrice to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 3:55:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. And it creates a traffic nightmare for
locals We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the
pandemic!

J Morrice

Sent From Rose Marie Calvillo-Nadell to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 3:38:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Rose Marie Calvillo-Nadell

Sent From Erlinda Ronas to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 3:32:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Erlinda Ronas

Sent From Sakura Farris to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 3:16:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Sakura Farris

Sent From Frank Leong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 3:15:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Frank Leong

Sent From Evelyn Lent to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 2:50:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays.
Also, please get the â€˜Slow street' open to normal again. Those street signs blocking traffic are
hazard to all I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone
should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Evelyn Lent

Sent From Connie McDonald to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 2:29:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
SThe current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Connie McDonald

Sent From Joann Kujaski to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 2:06:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Joann Kujaski

Sent From Bernadette Hooper to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 2:04:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Bernadette Hooper

Sent From Daniel Bartley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 12:47:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Daniel Bartley

Sent From Rodolfo Millan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 12:29:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Rodolfo Millan

Sent From Charlene Loen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 12:29:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Charlene Loen

Sent From Yolanda Licon to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 11:47:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Yolanda Licon

Sent From Natania Ridley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 10:57:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Natania Ridley

Sent From Marina Goldberg to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 10:28:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Marina Goldberg

Sent From Karen Iovino to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 8:45:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Karen Iovino

Sent From Ginger Pepper to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 6:02:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park open all, the roads in GGP.
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. Seniors and handicapped are seriously affected by all these road closures. Listen to your
constituents.

Ginger Pepper

Sent From RenÃ©e Kidera to the Board of Supervisors on 2/28/2022 12:31:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

RenÃ©e Kidera

Sent From Hugh Coffey to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 9:41:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Hugh Coffey

Sent From Anne Jatta to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 9:17:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Anne Jatta

Sent From Carolyn Arias to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 6:43:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Carolyn Arias

Sent From Christian Weinman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 6:32:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Christian Weinman

Sent From Tyrone Dorian to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 6:16:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Tyrone Dorian

Sent From Catherine Eandi to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 6:15:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Catherine Eandi

Sent From padraic lackey to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 6:07:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

padraic lackey

Sent From Maria Sheeran to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 6:06:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive and MLK Dr. to its pre-COVID conditions,
with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some
Saturdays. I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone
should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Maria Sheeran

Sent From Aaron Cole to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 5:49:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Aaron Cole

Sent From Eugenia Ruane-Gonzales to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 5:47:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Eugenia Ruane-Gonzales

Sent From David Osinga to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 5:46:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

David Osinga

Sent From Henry Chen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 5:42:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Henry Chen

Sent From Lisa Burkett to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 5:39:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Lisa Burkett

Sent From Michael Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 5:38:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Michael Smith

Sent From Paul Fagin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 5:31:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Paul Fagin

Sent From Gayl Dieckman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 5:23:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Gayl Dieckman

Sent From Paul Williams to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 5:21:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Paul Williams

Sent From Susan Griffin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 5:14:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Susan Griffin

Sent From Kristina Ramos to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 4:57:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Kristina Ramos

Sent From Cody Friesenborg to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 4:54:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Cody Friesenborg

Sent From Christine Kiessling to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 4:53:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Christine Kiessling

Sent From Rose Liggett to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 4:36:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Rose Liggett

Sent From Paolina Mladenoff to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 4:34:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Paolina Mladenoff

Sent From Caitlyn quibell to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 4:33:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Caitlyn quibell

Sent From Matyas Tamas to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 4:32:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Matyas Tamas

Sent From Alexander Hidchenko to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 4:30:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Alexander Hidchenko

Sent From Garys Ramirez Mejia to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 4:16:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Garys Ramirez Mejia

Sent From Michael E. Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 4:13:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Michael E. Murphy

Sent From Clarence Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 4:06:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Clarence Wong

Sent From Lynn Oakley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 4:03:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Lynn Oakley

Sent From Elizabeth Yata to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 3:56:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Elizabeth Yata

Sent From Jennie Lam to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 3:51:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jennie Lam

Sent From Richard Rodrigues to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 3:49:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Richard Rodrigues

Sent From Elisa Schwartz to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 3:49:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Elisa Schwartz

Sent From Chi Wang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 3:48:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Chi Wang

Sent From Eleanor Mannion to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 3:45:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Eleanor Mannion

Sent From Nazareth Overman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 3:21:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Nazareth Overman

Sent From Judah Dwyer-Dahlstrom to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 3:18:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
resume the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate
Park.

Judah Dwyer-Dahlstrom

Sent From Eric Park to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 3:17:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Eric Park

Sent From Red Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 3:13:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Red Lee

Sent From Samantha Grier to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 3:07:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Samantha Grier

Sent From Rosalie Charles to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 2:43:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Rosalie Charles

Sent From John Ramirez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 2:28:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

John Ramirez

Sent From Mary Molly Mullaney to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 2:20:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, and holidays. As a family with
members who have disabilities we feel discriminated against by the City's policies that make access
to most of Golden Gate Park only available to active able bodied individuals. This City belongs to
ALL people, not just those that are physically fit to ride a bike or skate. As a Civil Servant you have
been elected to serve us all and I'm asking you to stop discriminating against disabled people by
blocking off JFK Drive.

Mary Molly Mullaney

Sent From Ilia Shuvalov to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 2:08:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures only occurring on Sundays.

Ilia Shuvalov

Sent From Penelope Skwish to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 1:54:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Penelope Skwish

Sent From Juliet Karnes to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 1:53:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Juliet Karnes

Sent From Carl Miles to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 1:31:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Carl Miles

Sent From BJ Baba to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 1:31:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

BJ Baba

Sent From Paula Burket to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 11:05:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Paula Burket

Sent From Rosanne Torre to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 10:43:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Rosanne Torre

Sent From William Hickey to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 10:43:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

William Hickey

Sent From Mark Mosher to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 10:27:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mark Mosher

Sent From Tatyana Vinogradova to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 10:23:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Tatyana Vinogradova

Sent From Tony Tantillo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 10:05:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Tony Tantillo

Sent From Nancy R Holmes to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 8:43:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nancy R Holmes

Sent From Pamela Sebastian to the Board of Supervisors on 2/27/2022 8:22:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Pamela Sebastian

Sent From Heather Powers to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 9:16:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I personally am suffering as a disabled person trying to get around bough the JFK and Great
Highway Closures. I can not safely cross streets, get to appointments without double the cost or
visit many parts of the park I used to enjoy. The bike coalitions have scared my neighbors against
speaking out by going door to door, blocking roads and review bombing any businesses that speak
out against these closures. The roar of engines through our neighborhoods to avoid these closures
starts at 7am, with car clubs revving at each crosswalk and speed hump where children and
disabled people walk. Crosswalks have become danger zones. The bicycles seen about are not from
saving the environment, they are exercise enthusiasts who drive in, leave their trash and want the
right to drive full speed without stopping on any road without consequences. It is the local elderly
and our park gardeners who are out there picking up trash after it is decimated each weekend. I
should have the right to cross the street without worry of being run over if I am not fast enough. I
should be able to walk with my cane down the street without having to watch out for needles and
broken glass because our neighborhoods are overwhelmed with no additional resources. Barring
that I should at least be able to park close enough to have a fighting chance to enjoy it too! Ableism
and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is unfortunately
both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to
the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park
and the Great Highway.

Heather Powers

Sent From Victor Zaballa to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 8:16:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Victor Zaballa

Sent From Jerry Madigan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 8:04:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jerry Madigan

Sent From Maria Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 7:26:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Maria Jones

Sent From Kevin Edwards to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 7:08:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Kevin Edwards

Sent From Jill Onyett to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 7:03:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jill Onyett

Sent From Heather Friebertshauser to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 6:26:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Heather Friebertshauser

Sent From Haley Fanfelle to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 6:23:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Haley Fanfelle

Sent From Rita O'Flynn to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 6:09:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Rita O'Flynn

Sent From Wilma Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 6:02:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Wilma Wong

Sent From Sue Crockett to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 6:00:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sue Crockett

Sent From Marian Ritchie to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:55:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Marian Ritchie

Sent From Nancy Matis to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:53:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Nancy Matis

Sent From Heather Iger to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:47:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. I am a disabled single parent with
multiple sclerosis. The closures of JFK and the Great Highway have been very negatively impactful
for my family. We are one of those families that has been highly impacted by the pandemic because
I am immunocompromised, because our housing situation is poor, unsafe and unstable and we are
arguably in greater need of utilizing our outdoor spaces than those who have the resources to flee
to Tahoe, etc. There has been so much done to consider disadvantaged communities here, but the
one that seems to get overlooked again and again are your disabled communities. Please please
please think about your policies' effect on us. Thank you.

Heather Iger

Sent From Stein Petersen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:46:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Stein Petersen

Sent From Patricia Rodriguez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:41:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Patricia Rodriguez

Sent From Sunny Yu to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:32:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Sunny Yu

Sent From Kit Venable to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:32:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kit Venable

Sent From Katherine Sims to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:32:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Katherine Sims

Sent From celia wang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:28:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

celia wang

Sent From Anthony Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:27:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Anthony Wong

Sent From Russell DuHaime to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:23:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Russell DuHaime

Sent From Shauna Poong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:22:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Shauna Poong

Sent From Mark Harrison to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:20:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Mark Harrison

Sent From Maria Morgan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:16:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Maria Morgan

Sent From Florisa Mikhitan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:14:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Florisa Mikhitan

Sent From Eugene Reshetov to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:11:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Eugene Reshetov

Sent From Cheryl Meeker to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:08:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Cheryl Meeker

Sent From Raja Rahim to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:05:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Raja Rahim

Sent From Ron Burk to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:04:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Ron Burk

Sent From JoAnn Nishimura to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 5:03:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

JoAnn Nishimura

Sent From Jeff Latus to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 4:49:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jeff Latus

Sent From Deborah Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 4:37:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Deborah Smith

Sent From Odile Cabreux to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 4:36:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Odile Cabreux

Sent From Miyuki Reveaux to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 4:33:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Miyuki Reveaux

Sent From Claudia Siefer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 4:32:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Claudia Siefer

Sent From Richard Winer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 4:31:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Richard Winer

Sent From Laura Wais to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 4:18:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Laura Wais

Sent From Judith Wing to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 4:14:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Judith Wing

Sent From Maren Larsen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 4:14:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Maren Larsen

Sent From Kim Bracci to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 4:07:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Kim Bracci

Sent From Valerie Sinkavich to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 4:04:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Valerie Sinkavich

Sent From Karyn DiCastri to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 4:03:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Karyn DiCastri

Sent From Sr Toni Gallagher to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 3:49:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Sr Toni Gallagher

Sent From Lynda Chatcuff to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 3:47:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Lynda Chatcuff

Sent From Dennis chee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 3:33:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Dennis chee

Sent From susan longardino to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 3:29:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

susan longardino

Sent From Lulu Hwang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 3:15:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lulu Hwang

Sent From Linda Calvillo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 3:02:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Linda Calvillo

Sent From Mark Monsarrat to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 2:43:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Mark Monsarrat

Sent From Tessie Arenas to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 2:23:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Tessie Arenas

Sent From Jeff Stoffer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 1:59:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jeff Stoffer

Sent From Lor Gi to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 1:11:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Lor Gi

Sent From Nada Klanjac to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 1:04:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Nada Klanjac

Sent From Ilja Eckstein Eckstein Eckstein to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 12:13:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Ilja Eckstein Eckstein Eckstein

Sent From Stephanie Stilwell to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 10:27:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Stephanie Stilwell

Sent From M Miner to the Board of Supervisors on 2/26/2022 3:29:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

M Miner

Sent From Nathan Lemkhin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 11:11:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. People with disabilities and health problems, those with small
children will not have an easy time accessing the park. Traffic and parking problems will get worse.
The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that
was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Nathan Lemkhin

Sent From Kamilla Hurley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 4:07:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Kamilla Hurley

Sent From Mary Sager to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:58:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mary Sager

Sent From Oksana Zharzhavsky to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:54:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Oksana Zharzhavsky

Sent From Michael Gitt to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:51:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Michael Gitt

Sent From Munz Dajani to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:51:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Munz Dajani

Sent From Theresa Cross to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:48:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Theresa Cross

Sent From Judy Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:44:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Judy Wong

Sent From Stacey Drucker to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:40:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Stacey Drucker

Sent From Alan Martinez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:39:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Alan Martinez

Sent From james crabtree to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:30:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

james crabtree

Sent From Jose Tejada to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:27:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jose Tejada

Sent From Mallory Salmeron Graf to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:23:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mallory Salmeron Graf

Sent From Tiffany Guerry to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:15:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. My
children go the GWHS and presidio middle school. I travel from cesar chavez through the park daily
and take the children I care for to golden gate park but can't even drive to the side I would like to
enter on off of stanyan or Fulton. It's hard to walk either 3 children under 2 by myself without being
to drive in. I also have challenges with one of my ankles so it makes it harder when I have to walk
around unleveled areas filled with branches and rocks just to get to and from my car.

Tiffany Guerry

Sent From D. Boone Ashlock to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:14:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was
before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample pedestrian
walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

D. Boone Ashlock

Sent From Sandy Johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:14:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sandy Johnson

Sent From Evelyn Morales to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:09:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Evelyn Morales

Sent From Minerva Tico to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 3:00:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Minerva Tico

Sent From Teresa Ta to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 2:57:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Teresa Ta

Sent From Elisabeth Molloy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 2:55:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Elisabeth Molloy

Sent From Rita OHara to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 2:54:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Rita OHara

Sent From Yvonne Evans to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 2:42:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Yvonne Evans

Sent From Felicia Leong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 2:38:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Felicia Leong

Sent From kay kang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 2:37:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

kay kang

Sent From Margaret Castro to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 2:26:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Margaret Castro

Sent From Paul Lanyi to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 1:57:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Paul Lanyi

Sent From Gary Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 1:55:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Gary Lee

Sent From George Horsfall to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 1:51:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

George Horsfall

Sent From Erik Martinez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 1:51:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Erik Martinez

Sent From Briana Carrera to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 1:48:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Briana Carrera

Sent From Nicholas Setiawan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 1:43:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Nicholas Setiawan

Sent From Thomas Despanie to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 1:32:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Thomas Despanie

Sent From Naomi Cohen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 11:30:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Naomi Cohen

Sent From Olivia Contreras to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 11:03:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Olivia Contreras

Sent From kim mayor to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 10:56:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

kim mayor

Sent From Leticia Oâ€™Sullivan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 10:42:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I'm a teacher and live on Fulton St, near the Music Concourse. There is no parking in my building, so
my family relies on street parking. Since the reopening of the park attractions, with the continued
closure of JFK, tourists and SF residents park in my neighborhood to access the park, leaving very
few available parking spots for us residents. I'm eight months pregnant and have a 2 year old child.
Sometimes I have to park several blocks from home, and walk with my child at night, carrying her
backpack and my bag from work. Two weeks ago we were confronted by a man who was on drugs
or mentally ill, who followed us for two blocks and said obscene things to my child. I was terrified!
Please reopen JFK and give tourists and park goers the option of parking inside the GG park, leaving
the parking on Fulton for us residents.

Leticia Oâ€™Sullivan

Sent From Scott Sidorsky to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 9:55:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Scott Sidorsky

Sent From Alan Lau to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 9:02:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Alan Lau

Sent From Tommy Jue to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 8:57:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Tommy Jue

Sent From J RATTY to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 8:54:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

J RATTY

Sent From ROLAND R HUERTAS to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 8:35:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK open to travel
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

ROLAND R HUERTAS

Sent From Sara Rama to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 8:24:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sara Rama

Sent From Sonya Rama to the Board of Supervisors on 2/25/2022 8:23:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Sonya Rama

Sent From Antonius Hancock to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 8:05:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Antonius Hancock

Sent From Jill Shustoff to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 8:03:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK PLEASE REOPEN TO ALL
PLEASE REOPEN TH PARK TO ALL ! DRIVERS AND CARS SHOULD NOT BE PUNISHED. A
compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jill Shustoff

Sent From Deane Hartley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 7:54:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I am a west-side bicyclist who has to suffer the anarchy of eastern JFK regularly. It's a heart-in-my
throat experience to dodge all the inattentive pedestrians, strollers, mopeds and runners in the bike
lane (where the California vehicle code obligates cyclists to ride). Occasionally I glance over at the
wide, peaceful, well-paved, buffer-zone-protected pedestrian pathways that run parallel to JFK and
see...almost nobody there. This is a silly state of affairs and there's no good reason for it. Yes, none.
CIty Hall tyrannized us with 'Slow Streets' based on some delusion of a public-health 'emergency' in
which the sidewalks were, what?...overcrowded with thousands of sick people? Maybe they only
went outside when I was indoors because I never encountered these unhygienic throngs in my
4500 miles per year of walking and pedaling San Francisco streets. JFK was well designed for ALL
conveyances to co-exist in their own designated zones. Please end this embarrassment and re-open
JFK to the way it was before Covid.

Deane Hartley

Sent From Christine Linnenbach to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 7:52:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Christine Linnenbach

Sent From Bruce Grosjean to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 7:39:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Bruce Grosjean

Sent From Ethel VanderVall to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 7:33:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ethel VanderVall

Sent From Robert Galicia to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 7:27:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Robert Galicia

Sent From Tricia Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 7:23:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Tricia Lee

Sent From Sabrina Locke to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 7:23:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Sabrina Locke

Sent From Lisa Hom to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 7:17:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Please reopen JFK Drive Monday through Friday. Help the people who live and work there!! A
compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lisa Hom

Sent From Rebecca Womble to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 7:09:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Rebecca Womble

Sent From Wayne Hemer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 6:49:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Wayne Hemer

Sent From Eveline Darroch to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 6:46:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and
street closures on HOLIDAYS ONLY. I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive
closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. As I have gained mobility issues ,
it is a deterrent to not be able to drive into to partake in the de young. The closure creates more
traffic and harder parking. Contrary to the idea that SF is transit friendly, the muni is slow,
unreliable and pretty dirty. Removing parking lanes and traffic lanes all through out the city
reduces the availability to partake in the local shops and entertainment. I have been forced to leave
SF due to ridiculous pricing on rents but it is still my home and being squeezed out through it
become physically inaccessible is painful. Please restore the JFK drive to everyone one and not just
those with out disabilities.

Eveline Darroch

Sent From Bill Alvarado to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 6:45:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Bill Alvarado

Sent From Justine Chiu to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 6:42:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Justine Chiu

Sent From James Davidson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 6:42:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

James Davidson

Sent From Jake Yue to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 6:38:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Jake Yue

Sent From CAROLYN Hill to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 6:34:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

CAROLYN Hill

Sent From Michael Kinsley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 6:34:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Michael Kinsley

Sent From Teresa LB Dulalas to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 5:56:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Teresa LB Dulalas

Sent From Steven M Ruge to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 5:39:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Steven M Ruge

Sent From Disraeli Cruz to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 5:08:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Disraeli Cruz

Sent From B McGregor to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 5:08:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

B McGregor

Sent From Elizabeth Milstein to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 4:45:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Elizabeth Milstein

Sent From AT Kippes to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 4:39:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

AT Kippes

Sent From Alan Hopkins to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 3:46:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Alan Hopkins

Sent From Mary Sager to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 3:17:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Mary Sager

Sent From Joe Edwards to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 2:18:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Joe Edwards

Sent From Tatiana Freedland to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 2:10:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Tatiana Freedland

Sent From Valdete Cooper to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 1:18:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Valdete Cooper

Sent From Rose Felix-Guillen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 12:26:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Rose Felix-Guillen

Sent From Edward Evans to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 12:22:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Edward Evans

Sent From Charlotte McMinn to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 4:18:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Charlotte McMinn

Sent From Nancy Porter to the Board of Supervisors on 2/24/2022 1:02:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Nancy Porter

Sent From Margaret maloney to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 11:23:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Margaret maloney

Sent From David Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 10:12:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

David Smith

Sent From Dolly Fong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 6:20:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Dolly Fong

Sent From Tim Perdue to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 5:57:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Tim Perdue

Sent From Monte Hill to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 5:50:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Monte Hill

Sent From Roy Chin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 5:36:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Roy Chin

Sent From J Daringer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 5:09:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

J Daringer

Sent From Will Lor to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 5:05:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Will Lor

Sent From Vivian Borghello to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 4:57:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Vivian Borghello

Sent From Imar Holbrooks to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 4:52:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Imar Holbrooks

Sent From Surinder Singh to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 4:46:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Surinder Singh

Sent From Stephen Grossberg to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 4:43:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Stephen Grossberg

Sent From Justin Briggs to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 4:03:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Justin Briggs

Sent From Melquiades Borras to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 3:56:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Melquiades Borras

Sent From Sandra Barth to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 3:45:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sandra Barth

Sent From Michael Martin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 3:34:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Michael Martin

Sent From Michele Amato-Topp to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 3:12:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Michele Amato-Topp

Sent From Frederick Lein to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 3:09:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Frederick Lein

Sent From Linda Ravano to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 3:04:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. I
have a 92 year old mother who cannot access the park. She was unable to go during the holidays at
night to see the lights . I used to see older people in the park every day sitting on benches near their
cars . Now never . The 150+ free parking spaces we voted for our gone . That means people from the
outer districts have no place to park. Having JFK drive closed is not equitable. You allow electric
bikes ?! That is motorized . Do you know who owns those ? Rich , white menâ€¦ that is who this
closure favors . I have met the rudest cyclists who fly by and scream for people to get out of the way.
If SF wants a closed PORTION of JFK we should vote on it and put money to. Pave a whole section .
Like one way . SF has never put money into the upkeep of the running path. It is time for SF to live
up to its name of being a city for all.

Linda Ravano

Sent From Monica Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:57:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Monica Lee

Sent From Jonathan Fenno to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:53:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jonathan Fenno

Sent From Jerry Caldwell to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:45:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jerry Caldwell

Sent From James Caldwell to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:38:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

James Caldwell

Sent From Marilyn Caston to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:33:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Marilyn Caston

Sent From Eva Muntean to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:31:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Eva Muntean

Sent From Al Clethen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:29:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Al Clethen

Sent From Sharon Adelson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:24:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Sharon Adelson

Sent From Margaret Madden to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:14:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Margaret Madden

Sent From Ray Matelli to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:13:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Ray Matelli

Sent From Chris Purtill to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:11:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Chris Purtill

Sent From Kimberly Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 12:36:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Kimberly Wong

Sent From Jonah Purinton to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 12:26:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jonah Purinton

Sent From Maria Da silva to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 12:04:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Maria Da silva

Sent From Raymond Hom to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 11:35:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Raymond Hom

Sent From Jeanne Clark to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 9:16:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jeanne Clark

Sent From Darryl Campbell to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 8:52:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Darryl Campbell

Sent From Amy Squeglia to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 8:32:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Amy Squeglia

Sent From Rebecca Edens to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 8:13:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
Please consider those of us that have bad health issues and can't easily walk or bike to various
locations. Additionally, my mother is handicap and we have to pay parking fees instead of being
able to go early and find free street parking. I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive
to its pre-COVID conditions, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on
Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK
Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on
this issue!

Rebecca Edens

Sent From Kathryn Bates to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 8:10:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kathryn Bates

Sent From Evan Ward to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 7:35:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! Stop closing streets
and taking lanes away for bikes.........Enough such foolishness

Evan Ward

Sent From Ditka Reiner to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 7:22:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Ditka Reiner

Sent From Robert Alonzo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 7:02:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Robert Alonzo

Sent From Phallon Woods to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 6:51:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
In closing I do believe that people are more important than cars! Please reopen JFK Drive like it
was before COVID!

Phallon Woods

Sent From Mandy kwok to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 6:41:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mandy kwok

Sent From Elaine Chan-Scherer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 6:36:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Elaine Chan-Scherer

Sent From Alycia Kennedy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 6:34:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Alycia Kennedy

Sent From Diane De Martini to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 6:27:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Diane De Martini

Sent From Beatriz De luna to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 6:24:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Beatriz De luna

Sent From Martin Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 6:22:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Martin Murphy

Sent From Raquel Lainez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 6:16:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Raquel Lainez

Sent From grzegorz kilon to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 6:10:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

grzegorz kilon

Sent From Alta Lowe to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 5:57:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Alta Lowe

Sent From Jo Elias-Jackson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 5:40:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jo Elias-Jackson

Sent From Yuri Shirai to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 5:38:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Yuri Shirai

Sent From AJ KANESHIRO to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 5:31:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

AJ KANESHIRO

Sent From Daniel B Dickinson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 5:12:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Daniel B Dickinson

Sent From Janet Harrison to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 5:10:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year. Please open the road. Too hard to get there otherwise.

Janet Harrison

Sent From Gina VanDusen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 5:08:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Gina VanDusen

Sent From Doris Mehler to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 4:57:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Doris Mehler

Sent From Susan Molthen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 4:54:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Susan Molthen

Sent From Yvonne Armstrong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 4:40:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Yvonne Armstrong

Sent From Rebecca Nichols to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 4:39:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Rebecca Nichols

Sent From Andrew Keller to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 4:28:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Andrew Keller

Sent From Evelia Matsuda to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 3:30:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Evelia Matsuda

Sent From Kevin Toschi to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 3:27:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kevin Toschi

Sent From Lindsey Weinstein to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 3:25:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Lindsey Weinstein

Sent From Laura soto to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 3:15:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Laura soto

Sent From Lyle Lowder to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 3:06:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lyle Lowder

Sent From Mary Sager to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 3:05:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mary Sager

Sent From Scott Foust to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:55:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Scott Foust

Sent From Lynn Cullivan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:46:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lynn Cullivan

Sent From Alex Karpovich to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:35:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Alex Karpovich

Sent From Alexander Fong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:35:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Alexander Fong

Sent From Desiree Mitchell to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:21:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Desiree Mitchell

Sent From Peter Tempel to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 2:16:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Peter Tempel

Sent From Erin Carney to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 1:39:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Erin Carney

Sent From Ray Jang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 1:27:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ray Jang

Sent From Ron Appel to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 1:26:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Ron Appel

Sent From Wendy King to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 1:22:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Closing JFK Drive for long periods of time causes hardships for many people. Please reopen JFK
Drive like it was before COVID!

Wendy King

Sent From Margaret Dow to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 1:18:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive seniors, disabled and emergency vehicles need access.
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Margaret Dow

Sent From Grace Mauberret to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 1:11:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Grace Mauberret

Sent From Elizabeth Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 1:04:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!
AND I AM SO TIRED OF DRIVING AN EXTRA 30 MINUTES TO AND FROM WORK!

Elizabeth Murphy

Sent From Grace Duff to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 12:59:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Grace Duff

Sent From Ho Sham Yao to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 12:54:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Ho Sham Yao

Sent From Sheila Koren to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 12:37:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sheila Koren

Sent From Nancy Garrick to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 12:19:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Nancy Garrick

Sent From Tino Albiento to the Board of Supervisors on 2/23/2022 12:17:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Tino Albiento

Sent From Martha Sanchez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 11:28:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Martha Sanchez

Sent From Daniel Barulich to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 11:23:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Daniel Barulich

Sent From Barbara Berry to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 11:17:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Barbara Berry

Sent From Maureen Gonzalez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 11:03:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Maureen Gonzalez

Sent From Anastasia Zotalis to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 10:49:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Anastasia Zotalis

Sent From Anna Kazanjian to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 10:46:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Please keep park accessible to all like it was before. All families from around the City deserve
access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality.
Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for
everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Anna Kazanjian

Sent From Arthur Chui to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 10:46:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Arthur Chui

Sent From Susan Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 10:43:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Susan Jones

Sent From Robert Scuoteguazza to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 10:39:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Robert Scuoteguazza

Sent From Maria Webb to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 10:36:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Maria Webb

Sent From Shannon DiDonna to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 10:33:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Shannon DiDonna

Sent From April Ramos to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 10:29:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

April Ramos

Sent From Paul Lord to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 10:25:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Paul Lord

Sent From Patricia Hewlett to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 10:25:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Patricia Hewlett

Sent From linda casson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 10:04:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

linda casson

Sent From Yehoshua Hecht to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 10:02:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Yehoshua Hecht

Sent From Jonathan Bowling to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 9:57:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jonathan Bowling

Sent From Bernard Alter to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 9:46:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Bernard Alter

Sent From Joseph Hession to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 9:41:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Joseph Hession

Sent From Alden Poh to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 9:34:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Alden Poh

Sent From Marilyn Mercur to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 9:23:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Marilyn Mercur

Sent From Christine Cariati to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 9:21:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
We have a disabled adult daughter and her ability to access the park is now very restricted. The
park cannot just be for people who can walk, run, or bicycle. All families from around the City
deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park
a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the
same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Christine Cariati

Sent From Jennifer Kopatz to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 9:20:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jennifer Kopatz

Sent From Salvador Valdevieso to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 9:08:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Salvador Valdevieso

Sent From Cliff Gerrish to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 9:07:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Cliff Gerrish

Sent From Patricia Huey to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 9:04:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Patricia Huey

Sent From Donald Hammon to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 8:41:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Donald Hammon

Sent From Sandra Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 8:13:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sandra Wong

Sent From Brayton Fisher to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 8:10:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive is causing major headaches for commuters. I believe it should be
open to drivers Monday-Friday for this reason. Also, it severely impacts people with disabilities,
seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID,
it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a
few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Brayton Fisher

Sent From Robert Kaprosch to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 8:10:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Robert Kaprosch

Sent From Deb Hadley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 8:09:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Deb Hadley

Sent From Patrick Dorsey SJ to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 8:01:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Restore JFK Drive to its pre-pandemic configuration
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Patrick Dorsey SJ

Sent From AntoinEtte Alessandra to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 7:56:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

AntoinEtte Alessandra

Sent From Basilio Waning to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 7:56:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Basilio Waning

Sent From Kary McElroy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 7:35:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kary McElroy

Sent From Iris Friesen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 7:18:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Iris Friesen

Sent From Janet Dong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 7:09:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Janet Dong

Sent From Martha Reney to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:56:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Martha Reney

Sent From Linda Juliano to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:56:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Linda Juliano

Sent From David Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:13:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

David Murphy

Sent From Gayle Montalbano to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:03:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Gayle Montalbano

Sent From Shay Masten to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:59:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Shay Masten

Sent From betty Blersch to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:52:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

betty Blersch

Sent From Cheryl Durie to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:51:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Cheryl Durie

Sent From Terrence Whitson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:50:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Terrence Whitson

Sent From Ray Nuss to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:45:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ray Nuss

Sent From Maya Peralta to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:37:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Maya Peralta

Sent From Jennifer Xavier to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:33:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
San Francisco is a busy city. As we reopen for business, start to frequent businesses that have been
suffering, and people start back to work, they must be able to get around, find parking, and get to
where they need to go without getting delayed in unnecessary traffic jams. You can do something
about this! It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space
that everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions
pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some
Saturdays as it was before. The time to act is now!

Jennifer Xavier

Sent From Leo Villacorte to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:25:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
You can't close a major street, even one in a park, without making concessions for how to get
around the lack of a thoroughfare that gets a large portion of people north and south of the park
(Arguello entrance) as well as allows people to get through the park (east/west) without having to
trudge through street traffic on Lincoln and Fulton. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate
Park as it was before the pandemic.

Leo Villacorte

Sent From Maria Balestrieri to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:24:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures only on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays.
I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able
to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Maria Balestrieri

Sent From Raul Varguez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:19:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Raul Varguez

Sent From Gene Kim to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:16:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Gene Kim

Sent From Sheryl Young to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 4:53:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sheryl Young

Sent From Adrienne Bolsega to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 4:39:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Adrienne Bolsega

Sent From Jimeno Rodriguez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 4:30:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jimeno Rodriguez

Sent From Rob Maklike to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 4:06:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Rob Maklike

Sent From Hilary Davis to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 3:39:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Hilary Davis

Sent From Brian Wicker to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 12:41:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Brian Wicker

Sent From Fernando Competente to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 12:25:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Fernando Competente

Sent From Frank Morris to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 11:55:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Frank Morris

Sent From Michael Wright to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 11:28:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Michael Wright

Sent From LINDA Dold to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 10:34:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

LINDA Dold

Sent From Kristin Schober to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 8:18:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Kristin Schober

Sent From B Dullea to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 8:04:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

B Dullea

Sent From Tracey Tran to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 7:41:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Tracey Tran

Sent From Maureen McFadden to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 7:19:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Maureen McFadden

Sent From Carolyn Deevy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 7:15:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Carolyn Deevy

Sent From Jenna Kaiser to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 7:02:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. The Dahlia dell is in danger of losing it's volunteers. It has been cut off from disabled and
elderly who have enjoyed it for all these years.

Jenna Kaiser

Sent From Sandra Shure to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:51:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sandra Shure

Sent From Lisa Chun to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:48:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lisa Chun

Sent From Enedina Competente to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:43:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Enedina Competente

Sent From VINCENT PAMPANIN to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:39:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

VINCENT PAMPANIN

Sent From Zach Georgopoulos to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:23:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Zach Georgopoulos

Sent From Chitty Eisenberg to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:23:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Chitty Eisenberg

Sent From laurie ghielmetti to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:16:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

laurie ghielmetti

Sent From Peter Stickney to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:14:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Peter Stickney

Sent From Christine Huey to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:11:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Christine Huey

Sent From Annie H to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:08:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Annie H

Sent From Michael Dean Williams to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:04:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Michael Dean Williams

Sent From Melody Doss-Wambeke to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:03:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Melody Doss-Wambeke

Sent From Richard UNTALAN to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 6:02:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Richard UNTALAN

Sent From Marilyn Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:55:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Marilyn Wong

Sent From Laura Jacoby to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:35:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Laura Jacoby

Sent From Laura Jacoby to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:35:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
I understand that many people feel four wheels bad, two wheels good, but for those of us who
cannot ride bikes and who still want to enjoy the park, opening JFK is essential. San Franciscans of
all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK Drive should be
reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Laura Jacoby

Sent From Karen Politz to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:28:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Karen Politz

Sent From Sara mcDonald to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:28:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sara mcDonald

Sent From Lillian Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 5:19:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Lillian Wong

Sent From Jeff Kaliss to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 4:54:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jeff Kaliss

Sent From Gregg Garcia to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 4:13:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Gregg Garcia

Sent From Claudette Scharf to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 4:10:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Claudette Scharf

Sent From Henry Yep to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 4:10:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Henry Yep

Sent From richard bruni to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 4:10:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

richard bruni

Sent From Selina Yep to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 4:08:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Selina Yep

Sent From Trudy May to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 3:59:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Trudy May

Sent From Grace N Sorg SORG to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 3:48:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Grace N Sorg SORG

Sent From Janos Gereben to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 3:42:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Janos Gereben

Sent From Brian Hill to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 3:35:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Brian Hill

Sent From Robert Hsiang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 3:30:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Robert Hsiang

Sent From Allie LIght to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 3:20:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Allie LIght

Sent From Mary Liljedahl to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 3:13:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Mary Liljedahl

Sent From Linda Rommuno to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 2:49:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Linda Rommuno

Sent From Carol Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 2:44:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Carol Jones

Sent From Lawrence Chandler to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 2:42:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Lawrence Chandler

Sent From Jennifer Ewing to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 2:36:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I URGE and NEED you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with
all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. It is a resource that needs to be shared. We need your voice on this issue!

Jennifer Ewing

Sent From Marianne Valentine to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 2:35:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Marianne Valentine

Sent From Paul Pantaleo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 2:21:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Paul Pantaleo

Sent From Chih wei Kung to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 2:21:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Chih wei Kung

Sent From Paul Pak to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 2:19:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Paul Pak

Sent From Amanda Lynch to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 2:14:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Amanda Lynch

Sent From Carolyn Gregory to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 2:00:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Carolyn Gregory

Sent From Ann Stanton to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 1:59:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ann Stanton

Sent From Barbara Armeli to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 1:55:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Barbara Armeli

Sent From Maria Trinh to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 1:48:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Maria Trinh

Sent From Ron Horton to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 1:46:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ron Horton

Sent From Erin McGinn to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 1:41:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Erin McGinn

Sent From Laura Atkins to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 1:41:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. People living with disabilities as well older adults aren't
able to walk long distances and the shuttle service is limited. Not all can take public transportation
or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open
like it was pre-pandemic.

Laura Atkins

Sent From Laura Kelly to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 1:23:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Laura Kelly

Sent From Teresa Ledesma to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 1:21:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Teresa Ledesma

Sent From David Maxim to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 1:13:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

David Maxim

Sent From Shaun Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 1:07:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Shaun Lee

Sent From William David Krucik to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 1:02:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

William David Krucik

Sent From Mel Masi to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 1:00:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen, as was planned when the City re-opened from Covidrequired shelter in place. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that everyone should be able to
visit. As one of thousands of San Franciscans with disabilities, the closure directly resulted in
limiting my access, I demand a rjetuen I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions
pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some
Saturdays as it was before.

Mel Masi

Sent From Alfredo Oliveros to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 12:51:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Alfredo Oliveros

Sent From Michael Mcdonald to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 12:50:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Michael Mcdonald

Sent From John Lum to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 12:38:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

John Lum

Sent From Patrick Vennari to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 12:21:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety! I
am handicapped and am limited in my walking ability. All of the closed roads in the Park greatly
limit my access. As an over 50 year San Francisco resident and tax payer, I appeal return to the
preCovid road closures.

Patrick Vennari

Sent From Suz Kulovsky to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 12:08:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Suz Kulovsky

Sent From Noriko Bazeley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 12:02:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Noriko Bazeley

Sent From Mary Sorokolit to the Board of Supervisors on 2/22/2022 12:01:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mary Sorokolit

Sent From Cayetana Bujor to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 11:57:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Cayetana Bujor

Sent From Truman Mckinney to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 11:39:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Truman Mckinney

Sent From William Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 11:35:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

William Jones

Sent From Erik Yuen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 11:20:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Erik Yuen

Sent From Barbara Azevedo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 11:12:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Barbara Azevedo

Sent From Sonia Motta to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 11:10:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Sonia Motta

Sent From Lynn Jacklevich to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 11:05:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. And we need to do both - drive through and park near special places in the park.

Lynn Jacklevich

Sent From Maura Mana to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 11:02:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Maura Mana

Sent From Maura Mana to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 11:02:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Maura Mana

Sent From Murray Hushion to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 10:59:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Murray Hushion

Sent From Michelle Ragusa to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 10:59:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Michelle Ragusa

Sent From Ken Owen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 10:52:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Ken Owen

Sent From JeNeal Granieri to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 10:46:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

JeNeal Granieri

Sent From Dorothy Lewis to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 10:41:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Dorothy Lewis

Sent From Carole Roberts to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 10:37:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety! I
especially dislike the power of those who have money and the resulting power, taking advantage of
those who don't have these advantages, and must walk, work, and worry about usingvthesr
resources.

Carole Roberts

Sent From BARBARA N BLOSSER to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 10:37:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

BARBARA N BLOSSER

Sent From Mark Levinson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 10:33:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Mark Levinson

Sent From Marissa Vessels to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 10:20:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
My life has been most impacted by the increased traffic in my community. I live near the park and
streets are constantly backed up through and around the park given JFK's closure, which also
renders other streets in the park useless because you can't get around. The 24/7 closure of JFK
drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its institutions. The current
closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for parking, or are able bodied
enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and
reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Marissa Vessels

Sent From Gloria Rogan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 10:09:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Gloria Rogan

Sent From Robert Hartman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 9:53:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Robert Hartman

Sent From John Toepfer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 9:49:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
Street closures were meant to be a temporary situation during shelter in place and social distancing
requirements. We are well beyond that stage and the need for closures. There's 1017 acres of park
for people to enjoy; cars need to use JFK. I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to
its pre-COVID conditions, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays,
holidays, and some Saturdays. I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed
24/7. Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

John Toepfer

Sent From Janice Alden to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 9:46:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please open JFK drive for muni, people to get to hospitals, other outings, cabs, I'm a native
San Fr
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Janice Alden

Sent From Kathleen Gee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 9:36:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Kathleen Gee

Sent From Mark S. Weinberger to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 9:32:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mark S. Weinberger

Sent From Adriana Carlton to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 8:55:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
please open JFK drive! This is a land grab by less than one percent who ride bicycles. I'm old and
it's difficult for me to walk. Please represent all of San Franciscans not just the minority who
scream the loudest

Adriana Carlton

Sent From Anthony Esparza to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 8:50:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Anthony Esparza

Sent From Rusty Pallas to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 8:48:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Rusty Pallas

Sent From Patricia Hunter to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 8:37:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Patricia Hunter

Sent From Bob Eisenstark to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 8:33:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Bob Eisenstark

Sent From Joanne Driscoll to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 8:31:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Joanne Driscoll

Sent From Samantha Grier to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 8:06:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Samantha Grier

Sent From Maurice Meyer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 8:05:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
As a 30 year resident of the inner-Sunset I'd like to request that JFK drive be reopened to traffic at
night and during the week days. I find it very annoying that I have to drive 20 blocks out of my way
to cross over from 9th Ave on the Sunset side to the Richmond side. It's especially annoying at
night or in the rain when there is obviously very little recreational use if any. Primarily though, I
think it should be noted by city government with the recent ousting of the three school board
members that a lot of us long time residents are tired of knee-jerk decisions made without proper
planning. And, with the added bait and switch aspect where a temporary measure is used as a
foothold to end-run any actual planning work. SF government needs to get back to a commonsense and fair approach.

Maurice Meyer

Sent From Gary Mootz to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 8:01:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Gary Mootz

Sent From Karen Chin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:44:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Karen Chin

Sent From Kenneth Broshous to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:44:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kenneth Broshous

Sent From Emily LaRocca to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:43:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Emily LaRocca

Sent From Lisa Barnett to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:42:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Lisa Barnett

Sent From Pamela Cory to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:34:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Pamela Cory

Sent From Mary Harris to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:16:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Mary Harris

Sent From Matthew Faliano to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:14:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Matthew Faliano

Sent From Kar Davis to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:05:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
As someone who can't walk very far - public transit is not an option - it's really sad to lose access to
certain areas of the park. Please reopen JFK Drive, like it was pre-pandemic. Aren't there enough
areas in the park for bikes and healthy pedestrians? What about letting those of us with less ability
access the main areas - JFK is a necessary thru-way!

Kar Davis

Sent From Vance Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:05:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Vance Miller

Sent From Mary Gebrian to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 6:57:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mary Gebrian

Sent From Darryl Woo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 6:48:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Darryl Woo

Sent From Ekaterina Venglevska to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 6:19:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ekaterina Venglevska

Sent From Rachel Denardi to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 6:00:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Rachel Denardi

Sent From Veronika Fimbres to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:49:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Veronika Fimbres

Sent From George Clapper to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:46:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

George Clapper

Sent From Peter Thoen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:45:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Peter Thoen

Sent From Matthew Crom to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:36:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please Reopen JFK & Grant Access for All
Dear Custodians of the City by the Bay, My wife and I lived in San Francisco for ten years in the
Sunset District, a block from the zoo and six blocks up from Ocean Beach. We have seen many
changes in The City, and some of the most appalling changes have been the shutting down of The
Great Highway and JFK Drive during the onset of the 2020 SARS-2 Pandemic. It is truly unfair for
someone who may not have the luxury of being able to live in or bike to the wealthy western part of
town, which has exploded in popularity during the pandemic. And anyone who has lived in SF and
has taken public transit to work and back, know it is not practical to tell someone who lives no
where nearby Golden Gate Park to take public transit to Golden Gate Park. With all due respect,
you really do need a car to easily get to the Park and back, especially if you have physical handicaps
or are elderly, and this trip often serves as the outlet needed for the green space in a dense city for
recreation and stress relief that Mr. McLaren designed this beautiful and amazing space for. To
block cars from going up and down JFK Drive, is simply blocking more people's access to enjoying
this space. San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the
Park. Especially the elderly, the handicapped and those that live far away from the Park and can't
practically take public transit there. JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before the
COVID-19 Pandemic. Many thanks for your attention to this matter.

Matthew Crom

Sent From Martha Rodriguez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:34:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Martha Rodriguez

Sent From Richard Bailey to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:33:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Richard Bailey

Sent From Violeta Galang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:33:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Violeta Galang

Sent From Kimberly Moore to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:21:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Kimberly Moore

Sent From Maria Peralta to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:20:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Maria Peralta

Sent From Jeanne Fong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:11:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jeanne Fong

Sent From Maria De La Mora to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:52:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Maria De La Mora

Sent From Robin Allen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:51:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Robin Allen

Sent From Dianna Lam to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:49:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Dianna Lam

Sent From Donna Lam to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:39:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Donna Lam

Sent From Monica Eileen Mc Guire to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:39:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Monica Eileen Mc Guire

Sent From Christopher Crug to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:35:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Christopher Crug

Sent From Christy Dobbs to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:33:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to all roadways open on
weekdays and closed to vehicle traffic on Weekends. I also want parklets to be revisited. Some are
eyesores and just create safety hazards at night. There should be minimal standards for them to
continue to operate.

Christy Dobbs

Sent From Peter Felton to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:31:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Peter Felton

Sent From Jennifer Cohen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:23:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jennifer Cohen

Sent From Clemencia Abrego to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:22:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Clemencia Abrego

Sent From BEVERLY HAYON to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:21:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

BEVERLY HAYON

Sent From Elaine Hosea to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:08:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Elaine Hosea

Sent From Debra Winder to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 3:59:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Debra Winder

Sent From Sally Ann Ryan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 3:50:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Sally Ann Ryan

Sent From Linda Kosut Lyon to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 3:42:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Linda Kosut Lyon

Sent From Elena Vera to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 3:14:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Elena Vera

Sent From kaaren alvarado to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 3:09:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

kaaren alvarado

Sent From Lili Wren to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 2:57:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Lili Wren

Sent From Monica Syler to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 2:51:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Monica Syler

Sent From Margarite Duperroir to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 1:33:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Margarite Duperroir

Sent From Rola Johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:11:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Rola Johnson

Sent From Parsifal Godtree to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 11:59:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Parsifal Godtree

Sent From Adran Sparks to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 10:45:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Adran Sparks

Sent From Zandra Mckendrick to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 9:37:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Zandra Mckendrick

Sent From Janet Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 9:26:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Janet Murphy

Sent From Esfir Shrayber to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:52:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! It is discrimination against old people and
people with disability. JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Esfir Shrayber

Sent From Emil De Guzman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:36:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Emil De Guzman

Sent From Joni Dillane to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:29:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Joni Dillane

Sent From Dale Riehart to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:22:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Dale Riehart

Sent From Kelsey Placek to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:19:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else specifically those who drive VEHICLES. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate
Park as it was before the pandemic.

Kelsey Placek

Sent From jenny fong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:12:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

jenny fong

Sent From Alan Chu to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:09:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Alan Chu

Sent From Alexander Lim to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 7:06:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Alexander Lim

Sent From Kathy McCovey to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 6:52:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Kathy McCovey

Sent From Ronald Gelles to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 6:50:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ronald Gelles

Sent From Nancy Foley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 6:36:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nancy Foley

Sent From Jim Salinas to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 6:24:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jim Salinas

Sent From Lawrence Lau to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 6:17:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
As a disabled US Veteran with mobility issues, I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to
everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but
we need to balance that with access for everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate
Park as it was before the pandemic.

Lawrence Lau

Sent From Michael Oroszi to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 6:11:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue! Also, remove the parklets that all have
code violations and contact the CDC regarding the tent cities. Thanks...

Michael Oroszi

Sent From S G to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:47:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
As a person with disabilities who lives in Glen Park, I can't reliably walk to get to GGP. As a woman
who has been sexually assaulted on MUNI, I can't reliably take public transit. The street closures
have caused traffic congestion on surrounding streets. I've lived in SF for 20 years and there has
never been a problem with having JFK open. GGP has always been accessible, easy parking, not
congested, and easy to navigate on an average day. There is no need to take this thoroughfare away
from people who don't live in the neighborhood. I understood street closures in neighborhoods
during r height of covid, but GGP is literally a park - there are massive wide open spaces
throughout. There is no logic to having this street closed. And yes, I've seen the plans. San
Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK Drive
should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. And all other streets should reopen as well.
What's the need to have Waller closed when GGP or Buena Vista park are right there? Why have
Keller or Lake closed when they're the street with the fewest stop signs? It's time to open streets for
all of us, not just the convenience of the people who live in those neighborhoods. I live on Bosworth,
no one closed down my street; I'm sure it would be nice to have some piece and quiet and go for
walks, but the street is there for a reason. Stop catering to these people. They can move to Marin if
they don't want to live in an urban environment.

SG

Sent From Lisa Crane to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:39:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lisa Crane

Sent From mary moylan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:36:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

mary moylan

Sent From Laetitia De mortillet to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:19:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Laetitia De mortillet

Sent From Robert Owen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:18:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Robert Owen

Sent From Lindsay Raike to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:14:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Lindsay Raike

Sent From Ernest Molins to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 5:10:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. In my household we are both elderly and handicapped. When you ban cars you ban
me, the elderly, the handicapped and all of us who cannot afford to live in the western side of the
city. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ernest Molins

Sent From Sean Matsubayashi to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:55:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sean Matsubayashi

Sent From Margo Rudd to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:54:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Margo Rudd

Sent From Donald Jew to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:27:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Donald Jew

Sent From Lauretta Cuadra to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:27:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lauretta Cuadra

Sent From Margaret Castro to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:22:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Margaret Castro

Sent From John Nagano to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:21:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

John Nagano

Sent From Richard Chow to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:16:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Richard Chow

Sent From Patty Thoresen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:04:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Patty Thoresen

Sent From S. Chapek to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 4:00:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

S. Chapek

Sent From steve McDonagh to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 3:54:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

steve McDonagh

Sent From John Liu to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 3:51:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

John Liu

Sent From Kouslaa Kessler-Mata to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 3:40:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays.
Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Kouslaa Kessler-Mata

Sent From Scott Tong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 3:21:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Scott Tong

Sent From Elly Simmons to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 3:21:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Elly Simmons

Sent From Barbara Sain to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 3:18:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Barbara Sain

Sent From Christine Coleman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 3:16:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Christine Coleman

Sent From Steve Hanson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 3:04:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Steve Hanson

Sent From Michael Nulty to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 2:57:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Michael Nulty

Sent From Sandy Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 2:54:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Sandy Wong

Sent From Susan Suval to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 2:47:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Susan Suval

Sent From Mary sullivan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 2:47:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Mary sullivan

Sent From Trevor Hogan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 2:43:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Trevor Hogan

Sent From Robert Macias to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 2:41:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Robert Macias

Sent From Beth McLaughlin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 2:30:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Beth McLaughlin

Sent From Sandra Jadallah to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 2:12:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Sandra Jadallah

Sent From Tom Rice to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 1:57:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Tom Rice

Sent From Elizabeth Doyle to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 1:55:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Elizabeth Doyle

Sent From Kathy West to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 1:49:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kathy West

Sent From Ma Oh to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 1:43:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ma Oh

Sent From James Horan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 1:42:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

James Horan

Sent From Adele DeCampli-Cirkelis to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 1:39:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Adele DeCampli-Cirkelis

Sent From Rick Trullinger to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 1:35:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Rick Trullinger

Sent From Nikolai Krishpinovich to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 1:30:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Nikolai Krishpinovich

Sent From Kathleen Fergus to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 1:30:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kathleen Fergus

Sent From Ethan Flaeger to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 1:01:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Ethan Flaeger

Sent From Dave Nicholson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:58:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Dave Nicholson

Sent From Sonia Coote to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:57:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Sonia Coote

Sent From Marilyn Flynn to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:53:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Marilyn Flynn

Sent From Joseph lisha to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:45:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Joseph lisha

Sent From Leslie Chan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:40:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Leslie Chan

Sent From EDWARD KINNEY to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:39:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

EDWARD KINNEY

Sent From Elizabeth Faliano to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:34:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Elizabeth Faliano

Sent From stephanie Goodyear to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:28:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

stephanie Goodyear

Sent From Jan Bures to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:25:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jan Bures

Sent From Eleanor Matheu to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:21:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Eleanor Matheu

Sent From Gary Goerss to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:21:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Gary Goerss

Sent From LIz Thor to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:08:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

LIz Thor

Sent From Ray O'Connor to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:08:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. I would also add that all such street closures in San Francisco need to be
reversed and access to public thoroughfares be restored. These a PUBLIC lands and should not be
closed off to benefit a few people.

Ray O'Connor

Sent From John Donohue to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:03:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

John Donohue

Sent From James Ernst to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:02:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

James Ernst

Sent From Richard Redmond to the Board of Supervisors on 2/21/2022 12:01:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Richard Redmond

Sent From Claudia Landivar to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 11:53:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
When JFK Drive was closed at the height of the pandemic, it was done to provide needed comfort to
nearby residents who were sheltering in place - at least for those with the mobility to access the
park. It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen so everyone has access to Golden Gate Park,
critical open space. It would be a mistake to keep it the way it is now in favor of a single ableist
constituency. The pre-COVID conditions on JFK Drive, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and
street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays, have the benefit of allowing more people of all
physical abilities to access that space. Changes to those conditions should be carefully thought out,
and include serious consideration of opportunities to make things better for everyone. I urge you
to support JFK Drive returning to those pre-COVID conditions.

Claudia Landivar

Sent From MICHAEL MOORE to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 11:34:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

MICHAEL MOORE

Sent From George McInnis to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 11:33:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

George McInnis

Sent From ROBERT MCCLOSKEY to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 11:25:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

ROBERT MCCLOSKEY

Sent From George Thompson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 11:08:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

George Thompson

Sent From Larry Williamson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 11:08:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Larry Williamson

Sent From Wendy Pang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 10:09:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Wendy Pang

Sent From John Meyers to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 10:01:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. I
further urge you to dismantle the safe streets program and return the city streets to their original
purpose.

John Meyers

Sent From Laura Asher to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 9:59:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Laura Asher

Sent From Salvador Duran to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 9:38:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Salvador Duran

Sent From mark stoddard to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 8:41:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
Golden Gate Park and JFK Drive already has plenty of safe space for cyclists, joggers, walkers, etc
Please open JFK drive back up to cars. San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate
Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.
Thank you

mark stoddard

Sent From Marina Pishchik to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 8:19:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Marina Pishchik

Sent From Salvatore Bellarmino to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 8:13:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Salvatore Bellarmino

Sent From Karen Myers to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 8:02:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I am an Outer Sunset resident with a disability who wants to be able to use the park again. I can't
access the beautiful eastern JFK or Western MLK Drives, which I used to drive to (and through) so I
could spend time in nature. So, is the plan to only allow healthy, active people go to the Dahlia
Gardens, the Conservatory of Flowers, the Rose Garden, the ponds and gardens and tourist sites?
This is heartless. Our city's natural beauty should be accessible to EVERY ONE. A compromise for
John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate Park to share the
roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The select few that are the
most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise. Please reopen JFK
Drive like it was before COVID!

Karen Myers

Sent From Chris Loo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:45:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Chris Loo

Sent From Christa Bates to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:44:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Christa Bates

Sent From Marylou Ponce to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:29:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Marylou Ponce

Sent From Jane Dunlap to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:28:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jane Dunlap

Sent From Olivia Competente to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:25:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Olivia Competente

Sent From Wally Toy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:23:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Wally Toy

Sent From Ron Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:21:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Ron Lee

Sent From Denise Mayfield to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:18:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Denise Mayfield

Sent From Ilana Galperin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:15:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ilana Galperin

Sent From Jim Kohn to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:11:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jim Kohn

Sent From Amy S to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:01:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
Traffic really is an issue like never before Perhaps there is a happy medium? I support a Golden
Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and pedestrians should have
access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for everyone else. I urge you to
restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Amy S

Sent From Robert Trivetti-Salvat to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:59:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park: reopen JFK Drive!
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before.

Robert Trivetti-Salvat

Sent From John Foley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:58:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

John Foley

Sent From Bill Beiersdorfer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:37:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Bill Beiersdorfer

Sent From April VANCELETTE to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:19:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
The current closure of JFK Drive is not helpful It impacts traffic severely and safety for those who
need access to the park. Keep it closed in the weekends open during the week.

April VANCELETTE

Sent From Lisa Or to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:17:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lisa Or

Sent From May Goo-Smylie to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:01:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

May Goo-Smylie

Sent From James Duryea to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:54:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

James Duryea

Sent From Joyce Dowling to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:50:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK drive OPEN
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Joyce Dowling

Sent From Sarah Huang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:48:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Sarah Huang

Sent From Marcial Gonzalez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:41:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Marcial Gonzalez

Sent From Karl Vontiesenhausen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:41:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Karl Vontiesenhausen

Sent From Jim Gallagher to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:41:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
have been running and walking in Golden Gate Park for over 50 years and there is rare moments
that there is a need to eliminate automobiles access to the east end of Kennedy Drive during the
week. The Sunday/holiday restrictions served the community well, not the permanent restrictions.
My enjoyment has been impaired by the current policy of closure of JFK Drive. Please end this
misadventure. We need your voice on this issue!

Jim Gallagher

Sent From Adan Look to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:35:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Adan Look

Sent From Cindy Huff to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:30:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Cindy Huff

Sent From Barbara Speaker to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:02:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Barbara Speaker

Sent From Anna Vinogradova to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:55:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Anna Vinogradova

Sent From Sharon Yasukawa to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:55:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sharon Yasukawa

Sent From Susan Suger to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:41:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Susan Suger

Sent From William Chauvin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:28:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

William Chauvin

Sent From edison peinado jr to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:09:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

edison peinado jr

Sent From AK Glass to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:06:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

AK Glass

Sent From Sally Ehrhard to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:05:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Sally Ehrhard

Sent From Larry Parks to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:04:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Larry Parks

Sent From Natalia Bruchanski-Gallagher to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:46:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Natalia Bruchanski-Gallagher

Sent From Norman Caba to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:38:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Norman Caba

Sent From Max Vasilatos to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:35:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Max Vasilatos

Sent From Alison Price to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:30:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Alison Price

Sent From Alexis Bennight to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:14:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Alexis Bennight

Sent From David Chun to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:00:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

David Chun

Sent From Debbie Wilson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:55:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Debbie Wilson

Sent From Gabrielle Lavelle to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:53:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Gabrielle Lavelle

Sent From Barbara Morino to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:50:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Barbara Morino

Sent From Gene Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:47:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Gene Lee

Sent From Hugo Schauer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:26:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Hugo Schauer

Sent From Ellen Newman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:08:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ellen Newman

Sent From Keli Grijalva to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:07:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Keli Grijalva

Sent From Robert Saletta to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:58:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Robert Saletta

Sent From Michael Williamson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 9:47:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Michael Williamson

Sent From Elaine Breen-Brown to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 9:07:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Elaine Breen-Brown

Sent From Alex Vaisman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 8:59:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Alex Vaisman

Sent From William Gargano to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 8:51:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

William Gargano

Sent From Garret Tom to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 8:41:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Garret Tom

Sent From Teresa Schnabel to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 8:36:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Teresa Schnabel

Sent From George Streissguth to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 8:23:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

George Streissguth

Sent From Ivy Tong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 8:04:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. Open ALL of the slow streets that have
been hijacked by the SFMTA. The SFMTA has made it increasing aggravating to drive around the
city which is detrimental to businesses in San Francisco. I now do most of my shopping for
groceries/clothes/household items, etc in San Mateo County. My veterinarian and the majority of
restaurants I frequent are also in San Mateo County. That's thousands of dollars of revenue lost to
SF county.

Ivy Tong

Sent From Judith Berkowitz to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 8:02:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Judith Berkowitz

Sent From Aaron Gomez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:26:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
GG park is huge. JFK is the best way to get through it. Bikers and pedestrians have PLENTY of space
to have fun in the park, and plenty of ability to traverse it (via sidewalks, grass, and roads - all of
which were *perfectly* sufficient before). Closing JFK provides zero new options for mobility - it
only gives them concrete to play on. It's fantastic that residents have that option now, but there are
so many other places for that... NOT THE MAIN ROAD. If you're going to close park to help with
covid, allow kids to learn roller blading, etc.... then why on earth wouldn't you just pick some
smaller side road!? PLEASE make a sensible change. While I'm at it - why on earth would you
remove a lane (25% reduction) from one of the biggest thoroughfares in the city - Fell St - when you
could have just *made the existing bike/walk path wider*!? I've lived right next to the panhandle
for almost 10 years - there was never even a business problem on that path to begin with! I'm
definitely not a 'stick it to the man' / screw-the-government kind of guy, but damn this reeks of
some political career-move type of decision! Absolutely pointless!!

Aaron Gomez

Sent From Regina Gantan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:25:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Regina Gantan

Sent From Edward Tang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:18:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Edward Tang

Sent From Michael Carion to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:07:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Michael Carion

Sent From Raquel Stoner to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 7:04:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Raquel Stoner

Sent From William Lin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:58:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

William Lin

Sent From Robert Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:40:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Robert Wong

Sent From Richard Koch to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:39:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I have ambulatory problems. My walking is limited and my ability to use and enjoy Golden Gate
Park is restricted by the present motor vehicle policy. The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many
people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its institutions. The current closure is for those who
live close enough, have the money to pay for parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or
bicycle. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the
pandemic!

Richard Koch

Sent From Linda Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:32:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open at least partially
for car traffic.

Linda Lee

Sent From Peter Mandell to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:30:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Peter Mandell

Sent From deborah kent to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:24:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

deborah kent

Sent From Catherine Dodd to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:14:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Older people who can't walk far should be able to drive through GG Park. All families from around
the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden
Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation especially since it is so unsafe. Not
everyone can ride bikes or walk to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive
should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Catherine Dodd

Sent From Sandra Lopez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:07:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sandra Lopez

Sent From William Neely to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:05:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK drive
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

William Neely

Sent From Tom Wishing to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 6:00:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Tom Wishing

Sent From Charles Swenson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:59:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Charles Swenson

Sent From WILFRED FONG to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:59:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

WILFRED FONG

Sent From Paul Landucci to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:58:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Paul Landucci

Sent From Roberta McLaughlin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:58:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Roberta McLaughlin

Sent From Tara Donohue to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:56:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Tara Donohue

Sent From Michelle Mammini to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:52:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFKAs
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Michelle Mammini

Sent From M Canter to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:48:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

M Canter

Sent From Marie Hurabiell to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:45:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise! Re-Open JFK Drive!!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Marie Hurabiell

Sent From Patrick McCanta to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:37:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Patrick McCanta

Sent From Alexander Labunsky to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:35:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Alexander Labunsky

Sent From Wendy Caponi to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:33:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Wendy Caponi

Sent From Carey Chin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:25:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Carey Chin

Sent From Yuen Man Potasz to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:24:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Yuen Man Potasz

Sent From Lily Remennik to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:18:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lily Remennik

Sent From Rita Hock to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:17:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Rita Hock

Sent From Brian Danforth to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:08:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Brian Danforth

Sent From Carolyn Lucas to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:04:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few! I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic. I would support a compromise to close a portion of JFK Drive on
Sundays only.

Carolyn Lucas

Sent From Gerald Crump to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:03:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Gerald Crump

Sent From Mellody Gannon to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 5:00:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mellody Gannon

Sent From MaryBeth Limpert to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:56:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

MaryBeth Limpert

Sent From Igor Smirnov to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:51:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Igor Smirnov

Sent From M. Fenech to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:50:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

M. Fenech

Sent From Michelle Cove to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:47:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Michelle Cove

Sent From Michael Candelaria to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:45:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive Reopening
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Michael Candelaria

Sent From Michael Winder to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:40:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Michael Winder

Sent From Michelle Martinez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:38:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Michelle Martinez

Sent From Rita Connolly to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:33:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Rita Connolly

Sent From Regina Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:29:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Regina Wong

Sent From John Burket to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:27:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

John Burket

Sent From Joe Wittenbrook to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:24:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Joe Wittenbrook

Sent From R. Zierikzee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:19:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

R. Zierikzee

Sent From Maria Lenhart to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:17:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Maria Lenhart

Sent From Amber Mertz to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 4:14:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Amber Mertz

Sent From William D Ross to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:59:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

William D Ross

Sent From Alvaro schor to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:42:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Alvaro schor

Sent From PHYLLIS ANN SIEBER to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:41:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

PHYLLIS ANN SIEBER

Sent From Colleen Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:41:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. I come into to the city to take my mom(lives on California street) to the park. It is
hard to take her to places to walk and have access as she is 92. She loves the park and so do I.

Colleen Wong

Sent From Patricia La Sala to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:39:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park..

Patricia La Sala

Sent From Joe Thom to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:37:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Joe Thom

Sent From David Williams to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:37:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

David Williams

Sent From Elizabeth Fox to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:34:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Elizabeth Fox

Sent From Sama Meshel to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:27:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Sama Meshel

Sent From Joseph Cox to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:26:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Joseph Cox

Sent From Lucille Fukuda to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:17:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lucille Fukuda

Sent From Sandra Lynnette Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:16:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sandra Lynnette Jones

Sent From Robert Larsen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:14:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Robert Larsen

Sent From Tamie DUPRAS to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:12:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Tamie DUPRAS

Sent From James Kiely to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:10:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

James Kiely

Sent From Ruth Leach to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:04:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ruth Leach

Sent From Leigh Johnston to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 3:03:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Leigh Johnston

Sent From Neal Nuttbrock to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:50:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Neal Nuttbrock

Sent From Robin Walentynowicz to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:32:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Robin Walentynowicz

Sent From Mark Henderson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:26:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Mark Henderson

Sent From Diane Marshall to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:21:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Diane Marshall

Sent From Cassia Brill to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:20:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!
People with disabilities are having many difficulties in that park.

Cassia Brill

Sent From Richard Galbraith to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:19:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Richard Galbraith

Sent From Martha Arbouex to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:17:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Martha Arbouex

Sent From Carol Gould to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 2:04:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. My good
friend is a volunteer at the Dahlia Dell, one of the most beautiful spots in the Park. She is over 80
years old, as are many of her fellow volunteers. They have bulky equipment they use to tend the
garden, and can't lug it from wherever they can park, which is usually at least half a mile or more
from the Dell. This is ridiculous and needs to be addressed. Many of the volunteers in the Park are
retired people who may have mobility issues. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive
returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures
on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Carol Gould

Sent From ELIZABETH NAYLOR to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:52:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

ELIZABETH NAYLOR

Sent From Elaine Low to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:51:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Elaine Low

Sent From Judith Berkowitz to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:51:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. Thank you.

Judith Berkowitz

Sent From Dakota Millwee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:49:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dakota Millwee

Sent From Corazon Baron to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:46:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Corazon Baron

Sent From John Azevedo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:38:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

John Azevedo

Sent From Ruben Nunez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:35:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ruben Nunez

Sent From Greg Syler to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:30:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Greg Syler

Sent From JOHN GARCIA to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:24:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

JOHN GARCIA

Sent From Peter Mueller to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:21:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Peter Mueller

Sent From Myrna Yee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:09:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Myrna Yee

Sent From Sharon Wood to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:06:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I'm a senior and can't ride a bike due to back problems. I'd been looking forward to more frequent
museum and GG Park visits now that I don't work full-time. I can't always take a lengthy walk
before the lengthy walks I take within the museums, the arboretum and nearby areas. Golden Gate
Park is and should be for everyone. The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to
access Golden Gate Park and its institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough,
have the money to pay for parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need
to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Sharon Wood

Sent From Angela F Lucas to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 1:05:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Angela F Lucas

Sent From John Kiernan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 12:59:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

John Kiernan

Sent From Pat Asturias to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 12:58:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Pat Asturias

Sent From Joanne Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 12:35:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Joanne Lee

Sent From Chad Folkers to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 12:35:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Chad Folkers

Sent From Marco Josepho to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 12:32:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Marco Josepho

Sent From Christopher DiPrima to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 12:26:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Christopher DiPrima

Sent From Tim Wolfred to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 12:24:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Tim Wolfred

Sent From Regina Reese to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 12:23:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Regina Reese

Sent From Jay Hoffman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 12:21:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jay Hoffman

Sent From Wendy Tyndall to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 12:18:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Wendy Tyndall

Sent From Maureen Francis to the Board of Supervisors on 2/20/2022 12:03:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Maureen Francis

Sent From Patrick Sorensen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 11:42:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Patrick Sorensen

Sent From Annegret Sellers to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 11:41:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Annegret Sellers

Sent From Felicia Madriz to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 11:39:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
People with disabilities and limited mobility need to be able to park closer to their destination! It's
time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that everyone
should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with
all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was
before

Felicia Madriz

Sent From Alberto Hernandez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 11:35:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Alberto Hernandez

Sent From THOMAS CABRERA to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 11:22:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

THOMAS CABRERA

Sent From Ron Blatman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 11:20:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ron Blatman

Sent From Katherine Brugnara to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 11:17:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Katherine Brugnara

Sent From Chris Nichols to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 11:17:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Chris Nichols

Sent From Melissa Renati to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 11:13:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. My husband must drive to the park, then use his cane to walk for
exercise. We need your voice on this issue!

Melissa Renati

Sent From Lenore Lamey to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 11:13:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lenore Lamey

Sent From Bob Kinney to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 11:11:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Bob Kinney

Sent From Garrett Chan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 11:06:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Garrett Chan

Sent From Steve Wilkerson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 11:03:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Steve Wilkerson

Sent From Maire Fleming to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 10:23:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Maire Fleming

Sent From Annie Bedrosian to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 10:17:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Annie Bedrosian

Sent From Rosemary Newton to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 10:12:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Rosemary Newton

Sent From kathy wiebe to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 10:06:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

kathy wiebe

Sent From Helen Gee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 9:52:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!
The park should be accessible to EVERYONE not just those with a louder voice.

Helen Gee

Sent From Jessica Tanzer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 9:51:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I live up on Twin Peaks where the road is closed. I have a movement disorder that is degenerative
and a life threatening condition that brings me to the hospital with emergencies, with the road
closed, tourists bottleneck at Burnett and Twin Peaks Blvd and we get stuck unable to get out of or
in to our neighborhood. The street closures on Page St and other streets that aren't thoroughfares
are really lovely but closing Twin Peaks Blvd at Burnett, The Great Highway and JFK in the park are
all completely unfair to those of us who have disabilities. I should include not being able to bring
folding chairs to Dolores Park. I have been a San Francisco resident for 35 years and I am no longer
able to enjoy these four city treasures. Please consider this from an ADA perspective. I urge you to
support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all roadways open to
vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I haven't been able to
enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate
Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jessica Tanzer

Sent From Shirley Wing to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 9:40:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Shirley Wing

Sent From James Parnell to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 9:39:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

James Parnell

Sent From Chloe Purdy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 9:35:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I have asthma, I can't walk or bike the distances necessary to use
the park as it currently is configured. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions
pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some
Saturdays as it was before

Chloe Purdy

Sent From Scott Sandine to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 9:30:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Scott Sandine

Sent From Claire Meisel to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 9:27:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Claire Meisel

Sent From Fred Shevchenko to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 9:19:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Fred Shevchenko

Sent From David Marsiano to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 9:18:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

David Marsiano

Sent From Tonette Cyprien to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 9:04:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Tonette Cyprien

Sent From Bruce Pinkerton to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:57:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Bruce Pinkerton

Sent From marie chan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:53:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

marie chan

Sent From D. F. Owen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:52:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

D. F. Owen

Sent From Sue Grissom to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:45:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
This senior citizen w

Sue Grissom

Sent From J Sheehan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:43:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

J Sheehan

Sent From Annegret Sellers to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:43:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Annegret Sellers

Sent From Aria Gould to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:39:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Aria Gould

Sent From Neila Waters to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:26:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Neila Waters

Sent From Jay Lim to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:24:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jay Lim

Sent From Margaret Lydon to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:19:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Margaret Lydon

Sent From Loreen Bernardini to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:13:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. Also, keep UGH open ALL DAY FRIDAY

Loreen Bernardini

Sent From Kenneth Woods to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:13:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Kenneth Woods

Sent From Glynnis Fowler to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:07:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Glynnis Fowler

Sent From R.F Ritchie to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:05:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

R.F Ritchie

Sent From Jung Lau to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:04:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Jung Lau

Sent From Pat Vanek to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:03:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK -Access for Handicapped and Elderly
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Pat Vanek

Sent From Christopher Bennett to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 8:03:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Christopher Bennett

Sent From Mari Sanei to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:56:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mari Sanei

Sent From John Duus to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:55:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

John Duus

Sent From Drew Yurkov to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:53:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Drew Yurkov

Sent From George Choppelas to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:53:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

George Choppelas

Sent From Michael Horsley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:49:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Michael Horsley

Sent From connie wellen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:47:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

connie wellen

Sent From Derek Durst to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:44:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Derek Durst

Sent From Kate Shelley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:42:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Kate Shelley

Sent From John DeCock to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:39:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

John DeCock

Sent From Loreen Jung to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:35:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Loreen Jung

Sent From Timothy McCabe to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:21:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Timothy McCabe

Sent From patricia purcell to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:21:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

patricia purcell

Sent From Justin Carr to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:21:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Justin Carr

Sent From John Martin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:19:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

John Martin

Sent From Vladimir Smirnov to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:14:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Vladimir Smirnov

Sent From Linda Reda to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:14:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
We are Missing so many places in the park where we would park and sit to enjoy the Park's beauty
as We are unable to walk in or stand to wait for busses or be exposed to ithers on busses and
shuttles. The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Linda Reda

Sent From Vanessa Dekkers to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:11:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Vanessa Dekkers

Sent From Sharon Hong to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:09:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sharon Hong

Sent From Elinor Liberman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:02:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Elinor Liberman

Sent From Tamara Little to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 7:00:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Tamara Little

Sent From Roya Faraji to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:59:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Roya Faraji

Sent From Roger Oyama to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:59:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Roger Oyama

Sent From A Parker to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:54:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

A Parker

Sent From Kristina Davis to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:49:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Kristina Davis

Sent From Alexandra Dixon to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:47:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Alexandra Dixon

Sent From Jennifer Pon to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:38:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jennifer Pon

Sent From Deanna Marrujo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:35:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Deanna Marrujo

Sent From Alvina Chiu to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:29:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Alvina Chiu

Sent From Sandy Lipsett to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:26:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Sandy Lipsett

Sent From Naomi Hofacket to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:25:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. As someone with a disability, I depend
on JFK being open to the transportation I have available to get to the special places in the park that I
want to enjoy.

Naomi Hofacket

Sent From Alisa Quint to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:24:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Alisa Quint

Sent From Dennis Dybeck to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:18:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Dennis Dybeck

Sent From Ray Coleman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:17:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Ray Coleman

Sent From Loretta Gies to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:16:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Loretta Gies

Sent From Philip Perkins to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:14:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Philip Perkins

Sent From Sally Casazza to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 6:12:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sally Casazza

Sent From Gary Mendribil to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:59:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Gary Mendribil

Sent From Amy Chen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:59:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Amy Chen

Sent From Sherri Sheridan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:58:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sherri Sheridan

Sent From Jane Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:54:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jane Jones

Sent From Jenifer Copple to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:50:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jenifer Copple

Sent From Phillip Shinn to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:48:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Phillip Shinn

Sent From Sharon Brown to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:46:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sharon Brown

Sent From Fred Johansen to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:46:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Fred Johansen

Sent From Julia Clark to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:37:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Julia Clark

Sent From Eric Mathewson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:36:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
Reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays
every year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. Balance between
the needs of Access to San Francisco Museums and abilty to use the roads as pedestrian/bike paths.

Eric Mathewson

Sent From Laura Ossa to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:35:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Laura Ossa

Sent From Annegret Sellers to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:25:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.My
husband and I are senior citizen with my husband disabled and we no longer can visit this area.
Your closure is absolute not fair. It seems that you don't care !

Annegret Sellers

Sent From Ann Spivack to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:25:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Ann Spivack

Sent From Don Climent to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:23:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 12 months
of the year.

Don Climent

Sent From Dean Gain to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:21:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Dean Gain

Sent From Chris Lundstrom to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:19:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Chris Lundstrom

Sent From Beate Boult to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:19:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Beate Boult

Sent From Ken Sharp to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:18:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ken Sharp

Sent From Wendy Sharp to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 5:17:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Wendy Sharp

Sent From Peter Weldon to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:59:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Peter Weldon

Sent From Bruce Giannini to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:59:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Bruce Giannini

Sent From Robin Bauer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:45:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Robin Bauer

Sent From Orren Wang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:43:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Orren Wang

Sent From Minette Siegel to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:38:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Minette Siegel

Sent From Nicola Bilger to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:36:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Nicola Bilger

Sent From Christine Yoffe to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:32:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Christine Yoffe

Sent From Walter S to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:30:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Walter S

Sent From Clara Holmes to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:28:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Clara Holmes

Sent From Greg Holmes to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:28:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Greg Holmes

Sent From Madeleine Bass to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:22:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Madeleine Bass

Sent From Alex Sap to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:21:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Alex Sap

Sent From Melanie Crocker to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:12:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Melanie Crocker

Sent From James Mcneilly to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:11:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

James Mcneilly

Sent From SEAN WEAVER to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:11:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

SEAN WEAVER

Sent From Joann Shirley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 4:02:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Joann Shirley

Sent From Jacob Busath to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 3:59:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jacob Busath

Sent From Ren Yang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 3:55:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ren Yang

Sent From Arturo Rodriguez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 3:53:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Arturo Rodriguez

Sent From Mercedes Mendez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 3:34:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mercedes Mendez

Sent From Stephen Graham to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 3:31:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Stephen Graham

Sent From r g to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 3:13:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

rg

Sent From Laura Peradotto to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 3:00:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Laura Peradotto

Sent From Bianca Woods to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 2:52:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Bianca Woods

Sent From Joshua Teo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 2:15:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Joshua Teo

Sent From Rose Marie Burke to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 2:04:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Rose Marie Burke

Sent From John Bateman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 1:39:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

John Bateman

Sent From Michelle Garner to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 10:47:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Michelle Garner

Sent From Christina Martinez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/19/2022 1:20:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
I have disabilities which prevent me from walking long distances. I need to drive on JFK to get to
the places in the Park that I need to get to. San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate
Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Christina Martinez

Sent From Richard Skaff to the Board of Supervisors on 2/18/2022 11:55:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Richard Skaff

Sent From Connie Arnold to the Board of Supervisors on 2/18/2022 11:53:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City and visitors from all parts of the U.S. deserve access to Golden Gate
Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality as a matter of equity
and civil rights of all persons including seniors and persons with disabilities. Not all can take
public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park including people with oversize scooters or
wheelchairs that do not conform to size and weight to use vehicle lift platforms. Access isn't the
same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Connie Arnold

Sent From Tris Thomson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/18/2022 11:35:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I am disabled and cannot walk very far. I need free access to ALL roads in Golden Gate Park, not
just JFK. Consider the Tourists who come to San Francisco to visit, they need free access to all parts
of Golden Gate Park. It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical
open space that everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the
conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and
some Saturdays as it was before

Tris Thomson

Sent From Vanessa Pacheco to the Board of Supervisors on 2/18/2022 11:21:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Vanessa Pacheco

Sent From Courtney Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 2/18/2022 10:17:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Courtney Jones

Sent From Jesse Soto to the Board of Supervisors on 2/18/2022 6:05:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive - Reopen
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jesse Soto

Sent From Mary Canale to the Board of Supervisors on 2/18/2022 5:25:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Mary Canale

Sent From Carol Leung to the Board of Supervisors on 2/18/2022 2:43:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Carol Leung

Sent From Maryanne Razzo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/18/2022 2:27:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Maryanne Razzo

Sent From Charlotte Mosher to the Board of Supervisors on 2/18/2022 1:35:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Charlotte Mosher

Sent From Natalya Belkin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/18/2022 2:43:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Natalya Belkin

Sent From Jacob Shlomo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/18/2022 1:06:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jacob Shlomo

Sent From Michael O Shaughnessy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 4:59:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Michael O Shaughnessy

Sent From Kathy Spangler to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 3:46:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Kathy Spangler

Sent From Daniel Clifford to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 3:42:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Daniel Clifford

Sent From Yvonne Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 3:31:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Yvonne Lee

Sent From Deborah Cort to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 3:30:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Deborah Cort

Sent From Solange Levy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 3:30:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Solange Levy

Sent From SUZANNE DUMONT to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 3:29:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

SUZANNE DUMONT

Sent From Joanna Aveni to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 3:26:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Joanna Aveni

Sent From Judith Laskowski to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 3:25:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Judith Laskowski

Sent From Bill Cutler to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 3:09:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Bill Cutler

Sent From Moura Borisova to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 2:40:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Moura Borisova

Sent From Veronica Mui to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 2:30:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Veronica Mui

Sent From Rosana Bratt-Perieff to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 1:18:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Rosana Bratt-Perieff

Sent From Andy Leavitt to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 12:26:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Andy Leavitt

Sent From heidi breuer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 8:44:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

heidi breuer

Sent From Janice Gloe to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 5:27:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Janice Gloe

Sent From Linda Mathews to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 2:09:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Linda Mathews

Sent From victoire reynal to the Board of Supervisors on 2/17/2022 2:08:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

victoire reynal

Sent From Marcia Waldron to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 8:37:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Marcia Waldron

Sent From Marc Tuttle to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 4:48:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Marc Tuttle

Sent From Byron Sakamoto to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 4:30:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Byron Sakamoto

Sent From Paula Kitterman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 3:47:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Paula Kitterman

Sent From Celeste Arbuckle to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 3:41:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Celeste Arbuckle

Sent From Helen Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 3:29:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Helen Lee

Sent From Kelly Irby to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 3:29:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Kelly Irby

Sent From Gail Rutherford to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 2:49:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Gail Rutherford

Sent From Boris Melnikov to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 2:20:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Boris Melnikov

Sent From Bobby Bermudez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 2:19:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Bobby Bermudez

Sent From David Page to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 2:14:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

David Page

Sent From Leilani Merrill to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 2:04:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Leilani Merrill

Sent From John Spitzler to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 2:02:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

John Spitzler

Sent From Paul Altamirano to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 1:58:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Paul Altamirano

Sent From Dianne Alvarado to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 1:31:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
As a disabled person, a fulltime preschool teacher, a mother, daughter, and a 5th generation San
Franciscan, this makes my life very very difficult. My elderly parents live on either side of the park
and it impairs my ability to get to them. Folks have a lot of land and space to play but not enough
access to drive my parents to the closest access to museums and other park opportunities. Not
everyone can afford such things but everyone should have equal access as Mc Laren intended the
parks for folks to enjoy ... The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with
disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge
from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco,
not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and
Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Dianne Alvarado

Sent From Bree Brown to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 12:53:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Bree Brown

Sent From Zach Georgopoulos to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 12:51:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Zach Georgopoulos

Sent From Frank Cassinelli to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 12:10:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Frank Cassinelli

Sent From Dennis King to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 10:40:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dennis King

Sent From Donfert Moore to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 3:24:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Donfert Moore

Sent From Michele Nihipali to the Board of Supervisors on 2/16/2022 12:56:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Michele Nihipali

Sent From Kathleen Hynes to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 9:26:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Kathleen Hynes

Sent From MH Cliver to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 9:13:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! This also applies to the
Great Highway. You lot are closing streets and roads all over SF, and those of us who rely on our
(small) car to get around are forced to drive much further. Those of us who also have mobility
challenges, and are not high-paid tech workers, cannot afford the extra parking. Frequently, we
also lack the extra couple of hours it would take to drive to and from those areas. ALL of us pay for
these roads and areas. I don't think the pedestrians are paying anything extra, nor the bicyclists,
skaters, scooters and so forth. If you remove GENERAL PUBLIC use of the roads we pay for, you are
likely to find yourselves in litigation. Please, just for once, be INCLUSIVE of ALL SF residents, not
just the rich ones with lots of time.

MH Cliver

Sent From Georgette Musante to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 8:51:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Georgette Musante

Sent From Denise Bottarini to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 8:46:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Denise Bottarini

Sent From Susan Pryce to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 8:42:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
There are sidewalks everywhere for people to push strollers, ride tricycles. Closing this street to
traffic is a hardship to the elderly, the disabled and the poor people that can't afford to park in the
garage for the DeYoung.

Susan Pryce

Sent From Michele Haas to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 8:42:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Michele Haas

Sent From Lena Ngow to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 8:41:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lena Ngow

Sent From Victoria Tuberman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 7:57:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Victoria Tuberman

Sent From Sandra Bagnatori to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 7:56:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sandra Bagnatori

Sent From Jackie Svevo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 7:54:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jackie Svevo

Sent From Chris Bennett to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 7:51:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Chris Bennett

Sent From Lenore Yu to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 7:48:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lenore Yu

Sent From John Goldberg to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 7:32:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

John Goldberg

Sent From Teresa Davis to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 4:08:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: The golden gate park is big enough from bikers and runners Support is need to open jfk for
museums a
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Teresa Davis

Sent From Nellie Levine to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 3:58:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Nellie Levine

Sent From Patrica LaCava to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 3:55:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Patrica LaCava

Sent From David Toshiyuki to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 3:54:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

David Toshiyuki

Sent From Nancy Rock to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 3:51:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Nancy Rock

Sent From Leslie Rogers to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 3:51:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts me and people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays 6 months
of the year.

Leslie Rogers

Sent From Eddie Rauch to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 3:40:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Eddie Rauch

Sent From Carol Tang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 3:39:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Carol Tang

Sent From Victoria Stephens to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 3:39:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Victoria Stephens

Sent From John Plume to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 3:36:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

John Plume

Sent From Brandon Song to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 3:23:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Brandon Song

Sent From lynne beeson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 3:11:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

lynne beeson

Sent From Joyce Boone to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 3:08:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Joyce Boone

Sent From Joseph Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 2:29:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Joseph Lee

Sent From Lloyd Thibeaux to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 12:19:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lloyd Thibeaux

Sent From Paul Bessieres to the Board of Supervisors on 2/15/2022 3:05:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Paul Bessieres

Sent From Picidia Chan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 10:04:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Picidia Chan

Sent From Anna Chan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 3:14:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. Roads are built for cars. Let roads be
open to serve their original purpose. If people need more parks, then they should fight for the land
&amp; funding to built more parks. It's absolutely ridiculous for them to take every opportunity to
rob roads from SF residents to expand their parks, especially on weekdays. Aren't they supposed to
be at work or in school?

Anna Chan

Sent From Emmett Quigley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 2:53:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
The time has come to reopen Golden Gate Park - to include access to the Arguello Gate!!! Taking
away this route has made congestion awful and slows down EMT and first responders from getting
where they need to be to help! In addition - getting to the upper Richmond is a PITA - I pay for
these roads - I want to use them!

Emmett Quigley

Sent From Robert Diepenbroek to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 2:45:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I left San Francisco largely due to the horrible transit policies. I still have many friends who mush
endure the nightmare of the anti free travel tactics shoved upon long time residents. I urge you to
support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all roadways open to
vehicle traffic. I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone
should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Robert Diepenbroek

Sent From Phillip Ranelli to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 2:26:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: PLEASE REOPEN JFK DRIVE
PLEASE REOPEN JFK DRIVE: A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that
allowed all users of Golden Gate Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the
way it was before COVID. The select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that
want a reasonable compromise. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID! The Park is for
EVERYONE

Phillip Ranelli

Sent From pwe lim to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 2:01:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue! yes Should open asap

pwe lim

Sent From Katheryne Erigero to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 1:38:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Katheryne Erigero

Sent From Timothy Lucier to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 1:23:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Timothy Lucier

Sent From Cynthia FUGERE to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 12:57:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Cynthia FUGERE

Sent From John Zullo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 12:49:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

John Zullo

Sent From Stephanie ugrin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 12:33:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Stephanie ugrin

Sent From Illona Root-Chang to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 11:13:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Illona Root-Chang

Sent From Marie Visto to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 10:22:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. As a disabled person it has been a hardship to have JFK Dr closed, it is imperative
to REOPEN JFK Dr. for access to &amp; thru the park. And as a REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION
REQUEST I implore you to REOPEN JFK DR. No one should be allowed to 'enjoy' while others suffer
&amp; are deprived, especially people like myself that are disabled.

Marie Visto

Sent From John Yee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 9:26:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

John Yee

Sent From Thomas Pugh to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 1:48:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Thomas Pugh

Sent From Jacalyn M to the Board of Supervisors on 2/14/2022 1:47:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jacalyn M

Sent From Stacy Switzer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 4:08:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Stacy Switzer

Sent From Jennie Chin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 4:07:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I am a senior resident of district 11 who uses JFK Drive to access GG Park venues and also to visit
relatives, friends and restaurants in the Richmond area. Closure of JFK Drive is an elitist move to
discourage residents of neighborhoods distant from the park from accessing the museums,
restaurants and other sites in GG park that require driving from southern parts of the city across
the park. Combined with the closure of the Great Highway on weekends (since when does the
weekend start at noon on Friday????), it is a harrowing experience to navigate access, not to
mention the extra traffic time required. Not everyone wants to be on Muni, especially in these
covid times (I am immune compromised). I also don't need to spend a chunk of time exposed to
the questionable people on the bus. Closure of the roadways in GG Park just caters to the able
bodied, generally younger people. You didn't ask what the rest of us taxpayers want! I urge you to
support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all roadways open to
vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. Everyone should be
able to access Golden Gate Park and not be forced to take the bus. Only the people who live near the
park are for this closure!! How elitist and discriminatory!! We need your voice on this issue!

Jennie Chin

Sent From Angelo DiPietrantonio to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 3:57:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Angelo DiPietrantonio

Sent From Debra Pas to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 3:48:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Debra Pas

Sent From Beth Patty to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 3:42:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Beth Patty

Sent From Michael Billo to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 3:39:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Michael Billo

Sent From Nicole Samarron to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 3:35:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Nicole Samarron

Sent From Joanne Horning to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 3:14:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Joanne Horning

Sent From Gregory Mar to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 3:12:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Gregory Mar

Sent From Brad McMillan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 1:53:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Brad McMillan

Sent From Rica Lakamp to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 1:53:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Rica Lakamp

Sent From judith mayer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 1:18:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

judith mayer

Sent From Ying Wu to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 12:57:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. At LEAST HAVE SPECIAL PARKING PERMITS FOR
PEOPLE THAT WORK THERE. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that everyone should be
able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was
before

Ying Wu

Sent From Caroline Dignan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 11:36:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Caroline Dignan

Sent From DORIS BIVINS to the Board of Supervisors on 2/13/2022 1:44:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

DORIS BIVINS

Sent From Elizabeth Sacha to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 8:19:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Elizabeth Sacha

Sent From Diane Palacio to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 8:08:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
A public park is for the public! To close any roadway off to the public to benefit a special interest
group discriminates against a segment of the public, the very people the park was created for.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Diane Palacio

Sent From J Marbury to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 6:48:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

J Marbury

Sent From Dorothy Yuki to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 5:55:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Dorothy Yuki

Sent From Jill Mori to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 5:29:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park just OPEN EVERYTHING ALREADY!!
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. I am a 4th generation SF native. If you don't even live in this area, you have no reason to
shut it down. Worry about your own neighborhood and their 'we have no place to bike/walkâ€
issues.

Jill Mori

Sent From Hugh ORegan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 5:26:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Hugh ORegan

Sent From J.S. Yabumoto to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 5:15:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays.
Many haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Seniors, disabled,
the poor, and communities of color are most negatively impacted by the closure. Everyone should
be able to access Golden Gate Park.

J.S. Yabumoto

Sent From Patrick Ryan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 4:54:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Patrick Ryan

Sent From Desy Stoyanov to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 4:53:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Desy Stoyanov

Sent From Steve Anderson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 4:43:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Steve Anderson

Sent From Tyrone Dorian to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 4:25:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Tyrone Dorian

Sent From Sylvia Solomon to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 4:24:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sylvia Solomon

Sent From Kirsten Selberg to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 4:12:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
My mother had congestive heart failure and spinal stenosis. She recently passed away. The last
three years of her life showed me the absolute importance of keeping ALL of San Francisco open to
visitors, especially our parks. Without easy vehicle access, many people - like my Mom - who have a
variety of mobility issues cannot enjoy amenities our city offers. It must be nice to be young and/or
healthy enough to bike, walk, or even catch MUNI, or wealthy enough to catch an Uber everywhere,
but we're not all like that and our representatives consistently or conveniently seem to forget that.
My Mom needed a car and easy access everywhere she went in this city, and she is NOT alone. One
of her very favorite things was to drive to the upper reservoir in McLaren and watch the dogs play
in the water. During COVID, the street leading to the reservoir was shut to vehicles. The last two
years of her life she was unable to participate in one of the things that have her joy . To this day that
street remains closed, robbing people with mobility issues from using a public accomodations they
pay taxes for. That is NOT right. JFK Drive - and all of the streets closed under the cover of COVID should be reopened to the way it was.

Kirsten Selberg

Sent From Karen Ferguson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 4:05:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Karen Ferguson

Sent From Judi Lewis to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 4:01:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Judi Lewis

Sent From Ira Schneiderman to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 3:50:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ira Schneiderman

Sent From Ana Galvez to the Board of Supervisors on 2/12/2022 3:34:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Ana Galvez

Sent From Marcia Lovelace to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 10:51:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Marcia Lovelace

Sent From ugo quezada to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 7:02:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

ugo quezada

Sent From K Regan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 4:26:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

K Regan

Sent From Cyndy Zimmer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 2:21:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Cyndy Zimmer

Sent From Jorge Palafox to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 1:28:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jorge Palafox

Sent From sanh lu to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 1:23:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

sanh lu

Sent From Alexis Lagomarsino to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 1:09:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Alexis Lagomarsino

Sent From Nancy Benjamin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 1:08:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Nancy Benjamin

Sent From Phoebe Vanderhorst to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 12:29:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Phoebe Vanderhorst

Sent From Shawna McGrew to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 12:29:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Shawna McGrew

Sent From Mary Manning to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 12:26:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Mary Manning

Sent From Charles Callaghan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 12:16:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Charles Callaghan

Sent From Sheila Anastas to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 6:07:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. I'll also add that by opening JFK allows essential access to neighborhoods and
businesses located on either side of the park.

Sheila Anastas

Sent From Joan Maki to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 3:45:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Joan Maki

Sent From Mary Prater to the Board of Supervisors on 2/11/2022 3:31:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Mary Prater

Sent From Jean Hurley to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 10:54:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jean Hurley

Sent From Mark Fullerton to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 8:53:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Mark Fullerton

Sent From Dillon Fullerton to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 8:53:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Dillon Fullerton

Sent From Patricia Connick to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 7:36:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Patricia Connick

Sent From Susan Murdy to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 7:16:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Susan Murdy

Sent From Jillian Robinson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 6:57:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. The space needs to be available to the broader
community, including those who wish to enjoy the arts. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK
Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with
ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND
safety!

Jillian Robinson

Sent From Joseph Goldyne to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 6:42:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
Whereas most people agree that pedestrians and bicyclists should be accorded safe access to
Golden Gate Park, we need to balance that with access for everyone else. In the case of the de
Young Museum, the current almost unbelievable pandemic closure of the main drive has basically
strangled access to one of San Francisco's major arts institutions on which the city spends tax
revenue and which attracts people from all over the world. Foreign friends say this sort of
'blockade' should be considered intolerable in a city supposedly supportive of the arts. It is
especially terrible for older people and families with children who find it challenging to walk long
distances, basically tiring themselves before they even get to their arts destination, the de Young! I
urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. This is critical. Why
donate or spend the city's money on works of art for the public benefit if the public cannot fully
benefit because of publicly imposed restrictions on access??? It's crazy--irrational policy!!! Regards,
Joseph Goldyne jgol@aol.com

Joseph Goldyne

Sent From Jamie Bowles to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 5:53:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jamie Bowles

Sent From Mike Tully to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 5:36:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Mike Tully

Sent From Sandra Swanson to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 5:27:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sandra Swanson

Sent From Vic Quattrin to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 5:25:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Vic Quattrin

Sent From Mary Palmer to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 5:18:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mary Palmer

Sent From Gabe Quezada to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 5:14:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Gabe Quezada

Sent From Marc Joseph Rabideau to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 4:23:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Marc Joseph Rabideau

Sent From Linda Lauter to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 4:19:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Linda Lauter

Sent From Shaia Breslow to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 3:39:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Shaia Breslow

Sent From Angela Tickler to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 3:20:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Angela Tickler

Sent From eugene protopappas to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 3:19:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

eugene protopappas

Sent From mie regan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 2:20:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. Its is also time to reopen the Great Highway and all the other roads that have been
closed. The mask come off the roads open up.

mie regan

Sent From Scott Wheeler to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 3:34:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Scott Wheeler

Sent From Catherine Sparacino to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 1:47:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Catherine Sparacino

Sent From Nancy Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 2/10/2022 1:30:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. Please do not give in to the very vocal but minority bike coalition
activists . The park belongs to us all - even those who rely on automobiles for transportation. We
need your voice on this issue!

Nancy Lee

Sent From Regan Opel to the Board of Supervisors on 2/9/2022 11:10:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Regan Opel

Sent From Regan Opel to the Board of Supervisors on 2/9/2022 10:47:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Regan Opel

Sent From Alex Dacks to the Board of Supervisors on 2/9/2022 10:03:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Alex Dacks

Sent From Audrey Vernick to the Board of Supervisors on 2/9/2022 9:29:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Audrey Vernick

Sent From Regan Opel to the Board of Supervisors on 2/9/2022 5:04:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Regan Opel

Sent From robert laiks to the Board of Supervisors on 2/9/2022 2:07:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
I moved to SF in 1971 and lived in both the Richmond and inner Sunset, using the park to walk, jog,
bike and drive. I covered every inch. Even when my job moved to East Bay I frequently made it to
the park on weekends. With countless trails and sidewalks there was never a problem getting
around even when cars are present. I think McLaren's design is intended for this use I read that
only 15% of locals bike in the city, and I was a member of the SF Bicycle Coalition back in 72, so I
know how to get around by bike in the city. Altering the design and use of the park excludes many
people, such as seniors and the handy capped, there is no need to close JFK Drive. It diminishes the
park for so many, 85% and benefits so few, 15%. Please don't ruin this great park . There is a
strong vocal group who are totally anti-car, but the way to enhance the city would be to improve
mass transit not just to ban cars everywhere. Also I believe the closure hurts the museums, open
JFK Drive!

robert laiks

Sent From Cheryl Hori to the Board of Supervisors on 2/7/2022 9:06:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Cheryl Hori

Sent From Nancy Roberts to the Board of Supervisors on 2/5/2022 12:07:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Please re-open JFK Drive. I am elderly and handicapped and can only walk short distances. Access
to the outside of the museums is important to me. Pedestrians, automobiles, bicycles, and scooters
are capable of sharing the road. The parking spaces are very valuable to the elderly and people
with small children. We can learn to share. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was
before COVID.

Nancy Roberts

Sent From Audrey Egan to the Board of Supervisors on 2/4/2022 11:37:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Audrey Egan

Sent From Ramah Commanday to the Board of Supervisors on 2/4/2022 7:16:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. I may live in New York, but my roots and visits are to San Francisco, and I still
consider myself part of the Bay Area community. Maintaining a high quality of life there for
everyone is more important now than ever.

Ramah Commanday

Sent From James Stewart to the Board of Supervisors on 2/4/2022 5:37:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

James Stewart

Sent From Holly Silk to the Board of Supervisors on 2/4/2022 6:58:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Holly Silk

Sent From Ann Gregory to the Board of Supervisors on 2/4/2022 5:48:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Ann Gregory

Sent From Gail Mitchell to the Board of Supervisors on 2/4/2022 4:38:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Gail Mitchell

Sent From Laylah Muran de Assereto to the Board of Supervisors on 2/4/2022 4:12:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Laylah Muran de Assereto

Sent From Dennis Minnick to the Board of Supervisors on 2/1/2022 3:51:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dennis Minnick

Sent From Yelena Barer to the Board of Supervisors on 1/28/2022 3:55:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Yelena Barer

Sent From Leah Vandermei to the Board of Supervisors on 1/27/2022 12:04:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Leah Vandermei

Sent From Christopher Goodwin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/26/2022 8:06:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Christopher Goodwin

Sent From Sharon Watkins to the Board of Supervisors on 1/26/2022 5:24:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sharon Watkins

Sent From SARAH CHAN to the Board of Supervisors on 1/26/2022 5:24:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

SARAH CHAN

Sent From Norma Lopez to the Board of Supervisors on 1/26/2022 5:09:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Norma Lopez

Sent From Barry Taranto to the Board of Supervisors on 1/26/2022 12:50:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Barry Taranto

Sent From Dennis Minnick to the Board of Supervisors on 1/26/2022 12:25:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Dennis Minnick

Sent From Florence Higa to the Board of Supervisors on 1/25/2022 7:10:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Florence Higa

Sent From Desiree Miles to the Board of Supervisors on 1/25/2022 10:14:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Desiree Miles

Sent From georgia griffin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/25/2022 3:43:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All people including those with handicaps deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK
Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. I am from Santa Cruz and have visited many
times. I love to visit but really under these conditions I can't enjoy the museums and amazing views.
Like many other seniors or people with limits I can not get on shuttles. I need to park nearby to
these places in Golden Gate Park. Please please reopen this route -JFK Drive should be open like it
was pre-pandemic. Georgia Griffin

georgia griffin

Sent From Catherine Lindberg to the Board of Supervisors on 1/24/2022 9:04:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
As a senior citizen from Contra Costa County taking public transportation during a pandemic is not
smart. Even when not in a pandemic, it would require a bus to BART (Because there is no parking
available mid morning, lots are full by 8 am or earlier at Concord, N. Concord,Pleasant Hill, Walnut
Creek.) After bus and then BART, another bus is required to get to Golden Gate Park. Otherwise 3 or
4 busses is required if not wanting to take BART. This public transportation is a nightmare. I have
not used my museum membership once since the museums opened because I won't expose myself
to germs on public transportation. Asking senior citizens to do so is ludacris. JFK Drive should be
reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Catherine Lindberg

Sent From Ann Fonts to the Board of Supervisors on 1/23/2022 7:04:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Ann Fonts

Sent From Daphne Schrampf to the Board of Supervisors on 1/23/2022 4:01:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Daphne Schrampf

Sent From Ruth Brodie to the Board of Supervisors on 1/23/2022 1:40:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ruth Brodie

Sent From Jeff Rubin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/22/2022 9:10:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jeff Rubin

Sent From Leon Hallacher to the Board of Supervisors on 1/22/2022 7:20:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
As I said in an earlier email, I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree
that bicyclists and pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that
with access for everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the
pandemic.

Leon Hallacher

Sent From George Haris to the Board of Supervisors on 1/22/2022 4:53:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

George Haris

Sent From Georgia Haris to the Board of Supervisors on 1/22/2022 4:40:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Georgia Haris

Sent From Rita Carlson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/22/2022 2:54:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Rita Carlson

Sent From Olivia Bartlett to the Board of Supervisors on 1/22/2022 1:57:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Olivia Bartlett

Sent From WILLIAM MCGLASHAN to the Board of Supervisors on 1/22/2022 1:39:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

WILLIAM MCGLASHAN

Sent From Tommy Deschaine to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 10:44:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park and the Great Highway
How can City Hall allow 10 bikes to stop thousands of cars during car time? Where is the justice and
fairness and equity in that? Open the streets now.

Tommy Deschaine

Sent From N. Gold to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 9:24:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

N. Gold

Sent From Dawn Kaneshiro to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 7:57:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Dawn Kaneshiro

Sent From Deb Cross to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 7:51:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I live in AZ but frequent the DeYoung Museum with a group from the Phoenix Art Museum. A
compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Deb Cross

Sent From Beverly Meschi to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 7:37:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Beverly Meschi

Sent From Renee Pruismann to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 6:56:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Renee Pruismann

Sent From Susanna Juarez to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 6:05:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't just for the young and the nearby residents. I love the park and loved
and refreshed whenever I was in the park or at the museums and tea garden etc. But no question
that the closure of JFK has impacted my participation. I suspect for many others as well. Please
reconsider permanently closing this important route off. As a senior citizen, this may impact my age
group more than most.

Susanna Juarez

Sent From Louis Schubert to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 5:42:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Please restore access to our museums. Some of us have health and ability issues that require JFK
Drive to be open to vehicles. Please do not discriminate against those of us who need to drive to
visit a museum or park. It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical
open space that everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to all
roadways open to vehicle traffic.

Louis Schubert

Sent From Gwendolyn Evans to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 5:19:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Gwendolyn Evans

Sent From Bonita Seaman to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 5:15:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Bonita Seaman

Sent From Diana Brito to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 4:34:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year. I was just in Golden Gate Park, the West side, and noticed all the elderly that drove in to
that side of the park. Many folks who are elderly, disabled, or other no longer have access to the
East side of JFK. The park was not just designed for neighbors or the able bodied to walk, jog or bike
in. Thank you for considering us.

Diana Brito

Sent From Jean Busch to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 3:44:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jean Busch

Sent From Patricia Ballard to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 2:09:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Patricia Ballard

Sent From Nadine Halusic to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 1:09:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Nadine Halusic

Sent From Karla McCormick to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 6:49:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. As a paying patron of the De Young it has been frustrating to visit
the museum and drop off older guests. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions
pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some
Saturdays as it was before

Karla McCormick

Sent From Bonnie Cediel to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 6:44:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I am a 79-year-old retired teacher, and my senior membership in the DeYoung Museum is my most
important cultural investment. The fact that I can usually find parking along Kennedy Drive near
the museum allows me to share the museum with my friends who have mobility limitations. It
would be a hardship for that access to the museum to be closed. Parking in the lot is beyond my
budget. Please keep the street open for access for all. Thank you!

Bonnie Cediel

Sent From Barbara Shapiro to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 5:53:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Barbara Shapiro

Sent From Linda Gregory to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 5:04:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Linda Gregory

Sent From Linda Ghilotti to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 4:49:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Linda Ghilotti

Sent From Susan Hartley to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 4:48:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Susan Hartley

Sent From Roberta Pasternack to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 4:23:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Roberta Pasternack

Sent From Josephine Prior to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 4:06:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. Also
- why not close off a part of the park West of crossover drive instead???

Josephine Prior

Sent From Janet Baker to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 3:41:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Janet Baker

Sent From Joy Donnelly to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 3:12:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Joy Donnelly

Sent From David Plumb to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 2:43:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before.

David Plumb

Sent From Jane Kay to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 2:10:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jane Kay

Sent From Tom Edwards to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 2:07:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Tom Edwards

Sent From Addie Shevlin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 1:59:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Addie Shevlin

Sent From Cynthia Currin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 1:33:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Cynthia Currin

Sent From Sue Bishop to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 1:31:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sue Bishop

Sent From virginia kauffman to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 12:55:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

virginia kauffman

Sent From Francine Tanner to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 12:42:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Francine Tanner

Sent From John Costello to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 12:25:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

John Costello

Sent From Gloria McIlwain to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 12:15:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Gloria McIlwain

Sent From Cynthia Alvarez to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 12:13:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Cynthia Alvarez

Sent From Eugene Galvin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/21/2022 12:12:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Eugene Galvin

Sent From Susan Gubernat to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 11:56:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Susan Gubernat

Sent From Jean McDonagh to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 11:54:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jean McDonagh

Sent From Brenda Chavez to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 11:52:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Brenda Chavez

Sent From Melissa Louie to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 11:46:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Melissa Louie

Sent From NATALYA SKOMOROVSKY to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 11:39:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

NATALYA SKOMOROVSKY

Sent From Peggy Duly to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 11:35:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Peggy Duly

Sent From b moore to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 11:21:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

b moore

Sent From Gary A Logan to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 11:10:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Gary A Logan

Sent From Helen Gunderson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 11:04:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Helen Gunderson

Sent From Judy Weil to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 10:54:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Judy Weil

Sent From norma kub0sh to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 10:39:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

norma kub0sh

Sent From Peter Sinton to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 10:30:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Peter Sinton

Sent From James Lilienthal to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 10:28:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

James Lilienthal

Sent From Patricia George to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 10:16:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Patricia George

Sent From Vivienne Drimmer to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 10:14:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Vivienne Drimmer

Sent From Claire Hagman to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 10:10:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Claire Hagman

Sent From Candace Russell to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 10:10:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Candace Russell

Sent From Tina Levy to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 10:03:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Tina Levy

Sent From Lina Pritchard to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:59:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please open our streets and Golden Gate Park
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lina Pritchard

Sent From Mary Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:58:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Mary Smith

Sent From Jack Mazzeo to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:58:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jack Mazzeo

Sent From robert buehl to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:57:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

robert buehl

Sent From Laura Lilly to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:56:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I recently tried to visit the de Young museum, to see the Gloria Chicago show and it was a nightmare
with ALL the closed streets. Sure, if I wanted to pay $25+ for parking underground but, to find
street parking, with ALL the street closures was EXTREMELY frustrating! Ableism and gatekeeping
have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is unfortunately both of those
things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the
compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Laura Lilly

Sent From Sally Leung to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:54:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Sally Leung

Sent From Marilyn Gildea to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:51:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I can no longer visit the De Young or the Academy of Sciences because I cannot arrive early enough
to get a parking space in the garage, and I cannot walk from a long distance.

Marilyn Gildea

Sent From kathi mall to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:49:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

kathi mall

Sent From Bonnie DeClark to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:49:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Bonnie DeClark

Sent From Megan Myall to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:47:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should NOT be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Megan Myall

Sent From Diana Lloyd to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:42:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Diana Lloyd

Sent From Suzanne Wilsey to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:39:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Suzanne Wilsey

Sent From Jules Wood to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:38:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jules Wood

Sent From Catherine Devereaux to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:38:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Catherine Devereaux

Sent From monty lumba to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:36:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

monty lumba

Sent From Patricia Hartigan to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:35:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
want to be able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive open (not closed 24/7). Everyone should
have smooth and easy access Golden Gate Park, and especially to get to the museums- De Young and
Tea Gardens and Botanical Gardens. Please make this a priority. Return life and park access to
normal.

Patricia Hartigan

Sent From Rev. Frances Moulton to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:33:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Rev. Frances Moulton

Sent From Shawn Halbert to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:31:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year. First, I live on Beaumont Ave, and experience vastly increased traffic all around me on
Stanyan and Masonic and Parker/Shrader due to the park closure. Seond, the current closure of JFK
Drive impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden
Gate Park. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I use the park to
ride and walk, but it should not be closed to traffic during the week.

Shawn Halbert

Sent From Bob Aufuldish to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:31:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Bob Aufuldish

Sent From Frank Briski to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:27:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic.

Frank Briski

Sent From Victoria Bradshaw to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 9:26:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Victoria Bradshaw

Sent From Mark Spriggs to the Board of Supervisors on 1/20/2022 7:45:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. It is time to return park access to the pre-pandemic schedule and open the park
again.

Mark Spriggs

Sent From Karen Ryan to the Board of Supervisors on 1/18/2022 11:17:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Karen Ryan

Sent From Mary Chubb to the Board of Supervisors on 1/18/2022 10:07:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mary Chubb

Sent From Richard Elliott to the Board of Supervisors on 1/18/2022 8:04:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Richard Elliott

Sent From Joycelyn Lau to the Board of Supervisors on 1/18/2022 4:42:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Joycelyn Lau

Sent From Merete Aiyer to the Board of Supervisors on 1/18/2022 5:39:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Merete Aiyer

Sent From Leslie Pearl to the Board of Supervisors on 1/18/2022 5:02:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Leslie Pearl

Sent From Carla White to the Board of Supervisors on 1/18/2022 4:55:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Carla White

Sent From Monica Pressley to the Board of Supervisors on 1/18/2022 1:51:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before I enjoy the park and the family experience as I live in the neighborhood. But I also
understand families with children, differently abled people, elderly residents also deserve access.
And the museum needs access to run.

Monica Pressley

Sent From Ken Bentubo to the Board of Supervisors on 1/18/2022 1:50:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ken Bentubo

Sent From Walter McDowell to the Board of Supervisors on 1/17/2022 6:46:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Walter McDowell

Sent From rovie sese to the Board of Supervisors on 1/17/2022 5:18:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

rovie sese

Sent From Ron Grassi to the Board of Supervisors on 1/17/2022 2:52:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ron Grassi

Sent From Judith Tornese to the Board of Supervisors on 1/17/2022 10:32:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Open JFK Drive
My husband &amp; I are very upset about the possibility that JFK Drive may be closed permanently.
We are retired &amp; no longer bike or take Muni. We live close to the park but need to drive. It is
a major inconvenience for us to get to the Park's many attractions, including the deYoung Museum
and Botanical Gardens. Also crossing to the other side of the Park is a major hassle. We used to
drive to 9th Ave to get to Irving St. but now have to go to Park Presidio Blvd, which is now more
congested. People need to use JFK Drive to traverse the city. So please reopen JFK Drive &amp; let's
try to get back to normal in SF!!

Judith Tornese

Sent From Mary Beecroft to the Board of Supervisors on 1/17/2022 12:45:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mary Beecroft

Sent From Cheryl Burton to the Board of Supervisors on 1/16/2022 10:47:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Cheryl Burton

Sent From Marilyn Voelke to the Board of Supervisors on 1/16/2022 5:12:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Marilyn Voelke

Sent From Denise Lapins to the Board of Supervisors on 1/16/2022 2:08:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Denise Lapins

Sent From Carol Berluti to the Board of Supervisors on 1/15/2022 11:43:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the pre-COVID
conditions, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic weekdays, and street closures on Sundays and
some Saturdays as it was before. Now that JFK is closed to vehicle traffic bicycle, skateboard, and
rollerskate traffic have taken its place. Because of the difficulty of regulating this kind of traffic, it
has become very dangerous to cross JFK as a pedestrian. Please make our park safe for slowed
vehicular traffic and pedestrian traffic to coexist as they have for all the years prior to the
pandemic.

Carol Berluti

Sent From Cynthia McCormick to the Board of Supervisors on 1/15/2022 8:28:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Cynthia McCormick

Sent From Adria A to the Board of Supervisors on 1/15/2022 6:27:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Adria A

Sent From Jeanne Ferles to the Board of Supervisors on 1/15/2022 2:41:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jeanne Ferles

Sent From Janie Frigault to the Board of Supervisors on 1/15/2022 4:29:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Janie Frigault

Sent From D Tee to the Board of Supervisors on 1/15/2022 3:55:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

D Tee

Sent From trela caler to the Board of Supervisors on 1/15/2022 3:47:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Open JFK. Revert to pre-pandemic closures only. Lower speed limit.

trela caler

Sent From Susan Churchill to the Board of Supervisors on 1/15/2022 2:03:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. Thank you.

Susan Churchill

Sent From Larry Maas to the Board of Supervisors on 1/15/2022 1:55:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Larry Maas

Sent From Jane Britton to the Board of Supervisors on 1/15/2022 1:33:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jane Britton

Sent From Kelli Barkett-Magill to the Board of Supervisors on 1/15/2022 1:08:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kelli Barkett-Magill

Sent From Byron Kim to the Board of Supervisors on 1/14/2022 10:35:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Byron Kim

Sent From Karen Fass to the Board of Supervisors on 1/14/2022 9:52:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Karen Fass

Sent From MARJORIE MALCOLM to the Board of Supervisors on 1/14/2022 9:14:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

MARJORIE MALCOLM

Sent From pat quinn to the Board of Supervisors on 1/14/2022 6:44:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

pat quinn

Sent From Ann Goldman to the Board of Supervisors on 1/14/2022 4:46:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Ann Goldman

Sent From Linda Ferguson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/14/2022 11:07:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Linda Ferguson

Sent From Maureen Cortese to the Board of Supervisors on 1/14/2022 8:08:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Maureen Cortese

Sent From Trudy Denney to the Board of Supervisors on 1/14/2022 4:30:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Trudy Denney

Sent From Olga Matich to the Board of Supervisors on 1/14/2022 2:53:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Olga Matich

Sent From Dolores Mizis to the Board of Supervisors on 1/14/2022 2:47:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. We are disabled and the new rules prohibit our access to the park. We need to go back
to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Dolores Mizis

Sent From Marina Garras to the Board of Supervisors on 1/14/2022 2:40:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Marina Garras

Sent From Mary baker to the Board of Supervisors on 1/14/2022 1:57:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
It's time to re-open JFK Drive. The current closure makes access to the park difficult for those who
have problems walking. Parking is so limited that I have frequently just given up and gone home.
The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that
was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Mary baker

Sent From Beverly Glick to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 11:48:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Beverly Glick

Sent From Michael Zeglarski to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 10:12:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Michael Zeglarski

Sent From Beverly French to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 10:03:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Beverly French

Sent From Barbara Guerrero to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 8:26:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Barbara Guerrero

Sent From Mary Domyancic to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 7:50:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Mary Domyancic

Sent From Teri Andrews to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 7:41:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! I love to visit the Park
&amp; museums and drive over 100 miles to do it, having JFK open most of the time gives me
options for parking and for driving through the park. I will not come if I cannot access JFK.

Teri Andrews

Sent From Vivien Baldwin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 6:08:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Vivien Baldwin

Sent From Mary Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 5:39:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Mary Lee

Sent From Lily Ho to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 4:54:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
My parents live in the Inner Richmond at Cabrillo and have enjoyed GGP everyday for 40 years.
Now they're too old and frail to jaywalk Fulton Freeway. I want to take them to Peacock Meadow
for the Entwined light show. I can't. The closest entrance on Fulton with stop lights are at 6th and
Arguello. Arguello's incline is too steep for disabled and seniors to hike up. 6th Ave entrance is a
half mile walk one way. My parents can't make that walk. The parking lot is even further. You have
NO plans for how you will remedy use for 3.4 miles of JFK for my parents and seniors and disabled
like them. For a City that totes compassionate care like its oxygen, I find it hypocritical that this
proposal is even a conversation. You should be ashamed for considering it. I hope each one of you
that votes in favor of the JFK closure gets personally sued with ADA lawsuits. Thank you for your
time and consideration.

Lily Ho

Sent From Ann MacDonald to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 4:16:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ann MacDonald

Sent From Issel Alvarez to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 4:06:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Issel Alvarez

Sent From Diane Bone to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 3:51:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Diane Bone

Sent From Claire Belt to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 3:40:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! As a senior, living
accross town from the museum, I need to use my car to go there. Do not discriminate seniors,
disables and people with children by closing JFK Drive everyday.

Claire Belt

Sent From Lisa Murray to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 3:02:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.
Thank you for your consideration.

Lisa Murray

Sent From Terrance Haney to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 1:39:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Terrance Haney

Sent From Madi Sutherland to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 7:56:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Madi Sutherland

Sent From Sallie Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 6:37:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sallie Miller

Sent From irene cooper to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 6:34:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

irene cooper

Sent From Long Wu to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 6:29:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Long Wu

Sent From Kate Amend to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 5:36:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Kate Amend

Sent From Carolyn Carvajal to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 3:55:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Carolyn Carvajal

Sent From Roberta Cravalho to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 3:29:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Roberta Cravalho

Sent From Angelynne Burke to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 3:24:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Angelynne Burke

Sent From N.Davida Rabbino to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 3:15:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

N.Davida Rabbino

Sent From Jennifer Marovich to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 3:00:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jennifer Marovich

Sent From Jerry Winters to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 2:27:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jerry Winters

Sent From Margaret Hinrichs to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 2:23:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Margaret Hinrichs

Sent From Margaret Brooks to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 1:28:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Margaret Brooks

Sent From Ken Marsh to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 1:22:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The DeYoung Museum, Hagiwara Tea Garden, and California Academy of Sciences are
INTERNATIONAL destinations, with 24 million visitors annually!!! The 24/7 closure of JFK drive
has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its institutions. Do local nearby
residents not find ample outdoor space in 1,107 Acres of public grounds??? Go back NOW to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Ken Marsh

Sent From aaron cheung to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 1:21:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

aaron cheung

Sent From Barbara Janney to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 1:19:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Barbara Janney

Sent From Jacqueline McMahan to the Board of Supervisors on 1/13/2022 12:19:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jacqueline McMahan

Sent From Michael Marrelli to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 11:40:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Michael Marrelli

Sent From Iris Segal to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 11:38:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Iris Segal

Sent From Leon Hallacher to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 11:31:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely limits access to people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. It also limits access, for the vast majority
of people, to the de Young Museum and the California Academy of Sciences; both of which are
among The City's cultural gems. It is time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the
people of San Francisco, and the world. To broadly limit access for the benefit of a relative few is
unconscionable. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to per-pandemic
conditions. Open all of the Park's roads! I am a San Francisco native. While growing up in The City,
the Cal Academy, de Young, Legion of Honor, and the like were critical to my education and
enlightenment. Please do not deny other people the opportunities that I had. Open the roads!
Thank you for considering my remarks.

Leon Hallacher

Sent From Lexie Sifford to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 10:30:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lexie Sifford

Sent From ida hurst to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 10:04:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

ida hurst

Sent From Ann Khalsa to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 9:55:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ann Khalsa

Sent From Judith Schierling to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 9:48:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Judith Schierling

Sent From Robert Loyd to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 9:37:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Robert Loyd

Sent From Sheila Juilly to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 9:09:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Sheila Juilly

Sent From Linda Lazzareschi to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 8:56:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before Lack of access to JFK Drive makes it much more difficult for Bay Area residents and
other visitors who want to enjoy the attractions in Golden Gate Park

Linda Lazzareschi

Sent From Dawn Weickum to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 8:55:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Dawn Weickum

Sent From Sarah Schumm to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 8:46:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Sarah Schumm

Sent From Nanine Watson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 8:38:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nanine Watson

Sent From Sheila Perry to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 8:32:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sheila Perry

Sent From Yvonne Duncan to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 8:19:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Yvonne Duncan

Sent From Lionel Craven to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 8:14:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Lionel Craven

Sent From Christian Geiser to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 8:00:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Closure
I love Golden Gate Park and hold dear those parts left wild. However, closing a vital artery like JFK
Drive does little to make the park more 'natural', while it does much to impede access and
movement from one part of the park to another. Please consider opening this vital link again.

Christian Geiser

Sent From LISA DUNSETH to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 7:43:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

LISA DUNSETH

Sent From Mary Ann Edson-Plumb to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 7:39:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mary Ann Edson-Plumb

Sent From Richard Leeds to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 7:36:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I am a former resident of the Bay Area, and prior to Covid was a frequent visitor to San Francisco
and most years to the de Young Museum. The de Young Museum, and its collections and exhibitions,
are all treasures, and it is important that they are shared. I urge you to support returning access to
the de Young on John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions with roadways open to vehicle
traffic, and street closures on Sundays, holidays, some Saturdays, and possibly limited at hours. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park since Covid started, and I think everyone should be
able to access the de Young Museum and the other excellent parts of Golden Gate Park after Covid.
Thank you for (re-)making SF for everyone.

Richard Leeds

Sent From stephen drewes to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 7:33:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

stephen drewes

Sent From Jean Emery to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 7:30:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jean Emery

Sent From Rayne Madison to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 7:28:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans, area residents and visitors from around the world of all ages and abilities love
Golden Gate Park. Not all of us live within walking distance of the park, or are able to enjoy many
parts of the park due to mobility issues. We all need access to the Park! Opening JFK drive would
allow more people to enjoy the unique beauty of this park. Not just those who can afford to live in
San Francisco or near the park. JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Rayne Madison

Sent From Barbara Brownson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 7:27:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Barbara Brownson

Sent From Helen Kennedy to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 7:22:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Helen Kennedy

Sent From Jan McDermott to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 7:08:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
Golden Gate Park needs to be accessible to all. While bicyclists and pedestrians should have access
to Golden Gate Park, we need to balance that with access for everyone else. I have been supporting
the museums for many years, and as a current Marin resident, I find it unacceptable to close that
road. There are plenty of city blocks, as well as other roads in Golden Gate Park, which are, or
should be closed to traffic. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the
pandemic.

Jan McDermott

Sent From PAULINE ROBERT to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:45:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

PAULINE ROBERT

Sent From terry mclaughlin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:34:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

terry mclaughlin

Sent From Ann Mullen to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:32:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Ann Mullen

Sent From Chuck White to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:32:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Chuck White

Sent From Steven Freedman to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:31:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Steven Freedman

Sent From Shelley lovejoy to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:27:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Shelley lovejoy

Sent From Cheryl Howlett to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:27:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Cheryl Howlett

Sent From carole fitzgerald to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:26:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

carole fitzgerald

Sent From Tracy Yamaguchi to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:21:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Tracy Yamaguchi

Sent From Jessica Gatchalian to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:18:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jessica Gatchalian

Sent From Beverly Toyu to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:08:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Beverly Toyu

Sent From Cheryl Melton to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:05:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Cheryl Melton

Sent From Kristina Kraker to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:02:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Kristina Kraker

Sent From Andrea Daniel to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:56:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
As an active senior from Oakland I am able to walk with the best of them from where we have
parked or a bus stop to the Golden Gate museums, However not everyone is so blessed. JFK Drive
is the portal to that access for people from around the world, As we recover from the pandemic this
essential corridor for visitors (and the money the contribute) needs to reopen.

Andrea Daniel

Sent From John Jeremi to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:52:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

John Jeremi

Sent From Cameron Emmott to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:48:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety! I
have limited mobility ; and car access to the front door is the only way I can enjoy most things

Cameron Emmott

Sent From James Cooney to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:46:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
support retuopen to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

James Cooney

Sent From Barbara Paschke to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:38:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!
My husband is severely disabled and if complete closure continues, he will never be able to
experience so many aspects of GG Park - the bison, the lakes, the beauty of it all. In addition I have
visited JFK countless times - weekdays, weekends, morning, afternoon, etc. - and have never seen
that many people there - much less crowds. We older and disabled people need access.It's only fair.

Barbara Paschke

Sent From Robert Baldwin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:25:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
I am 78 and walking long distances to get to the DeYoung are difficulty. Please act to strike a
balance for everyone to use JFk drive, not just one faction. San Franciscans of all ages and abilities
love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it
was before COVID.

Robert Baldwin

Sent From Barbara Weiner to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:13:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Barbara Weiner

Sent From Jeanne Lance to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:04:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jeanne Lance

Sent From Sher Rosenthal to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:01:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
Closure denies access to the physically challenged and elderly, children who cannot walk without
fatigue that ruins the trip to the museums. It is unclear who are the self centered, thoughtless
people who deny access to poorer or otherwise challenged people DO YIU KNOW HOW
OVERPRICED AN UNFAIR THE GARAGE PARKING IS!!!! I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian
safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all
Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each
day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety! Hopefully this will serve as a wake up call
to everyone who wants to deny accessibility to all but bicyclists and n shape persons. Really the
hight of narcissism

Sher Rosenthal

Sent From Myrtis Mixon to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:58:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Myrtis Mixon

Sent From Lena Lundberg to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:57:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lena Lundberg

Sent From Vincent Bausano to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:57:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Vincent Bausano

Sent From DONALD BISHOP to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:43:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. As a Southern Californian, but frequent visitor to the Bay Area, my
wife and I love going to the de Young, as well as other museums and activities in Golden Gate Park.
I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to
vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before

DONALD BISHOP

Sent From PAUL ROSCELLI to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:38:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK reopened
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

PAUL ROSCELLI

Sent From Gertrude Nuttman to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:30:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year. The is plenty of space for cyclers, walkers, skaters and j goers to the side of the roadway.

Gertrude Nuttman

Sent From Lauren Dixon to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:28:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lauren Dixon

Sent From Kenith Simmons to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:24:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Kenith Simmons

Sent From Cherri Farrell to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:23:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians and families with children and folks exercising need GFK Drive to remain closed so
there is on open space not impacted by cars and most importantly, giving access to Nature. I urge
you NOT to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Cherri Farrell

Sent From Sarah Cole to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:19:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! We wanted take my
elderly parents on a driving tour of the holiday lights at the conservatory and the at Peacock
Meadow. Unfortunately, access was not feasible.

Sarah Cole

Sent From Michael Lauricella to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:42:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Michael Lauricella

Sent From JoAnn Knecht to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:41:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

JoAnn Knecht

Sent From Linda Migliore to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:35:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. Museum members like me, come from all over the bay area and beyond. I urge you
to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. There's still plenty of park
available - eg. Close Middle Drive

Linda Migliore

Sent From Stewart Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:31:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Stewart Smith

Sent From Carolyn Clark to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:31:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Carolyn Clark

Sent From Eric Hill to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:30:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Eric Hill

Sent From Anastasia Micheals to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:26:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Anastasia Micheals

Sent From Lucy Bayer to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:25:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lucy Bayer

Sent From Laura Choy to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:05:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Laura Choy

Sent From Robert Schultz to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:58:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Robert Schultz

Sent From Robin Rome to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:57:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Robin Rome

Sent From Steven Sklar to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:53:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Steven Sklar

Sent From Michael Zanoni to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:52:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
SF Chronicle writer Heather Knight is using false statistics and worse, inflammatory language in
her editorials regarding JFK Drive. The writer frequently says that 75% of drivers are using it as a
shortcut, and that is outrageous, why would anyone want to drive through a slow street to get from
point A to point B when you have Lincoln and Fulton Street nearby? In Sunday's editorial, she
unbelievably started calling JFK Drive, a dangerous highway! Obviously anyone who had driven on
it knows that it's a very slow road and people are respectful when driving and parking there. Then
she criticized the museum for hiring a lobbying firm to help restore the street, there is nothing the
matter with that and it sounds like she is acting as a paid lobbyist for the bicycle coalition and other
groups to me, butcher we need to restore the badly needed 300 free parking spaces near the de
Young and Academy of sciences that sit idle, and the 20 that are reserved for people like me that are
disabled. I don't even go to the park anymore because it is too difficult to navigate and get to the
museum conservatory garden area, so I hope you consider restoring what was before the pandemic,
a Sunday closure and perhaps other areas can be closed like the one near the bocce ball courts but
not the ones nearest the billion dollars of museums and gardens that need to be accessible by all
forms of transportation. Thankyou, Michael Zanoni District 8 Please reopen JFK Drive like it was
before COVID!

Michael Zanoni

Sent From Anna Grajeda to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:25:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Anna Grajeda

Sent From Danielle Genest to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:23:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Danielle Genest

Sent From Kathleen Wright to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:12:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Supportyoga1301@gmail.com a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Kathleen Wright

Sent From Lisa McLaughlin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:32:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lisa McLaughlin

Sent From Eric Wells to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 9:12:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Eric Wells

Sent From Mary Erikson-Ishisaki to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 8:14:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mary Erikson-Ishisaki

Sent From Fiona Friedland to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 8:00:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Fiona Friedland

Sent From Barbara Elliott to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 7:28:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Barbara Elliott

Sent From Timothy Harrington to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 7:25:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Timothy Harrington

Sent From Amy McManus to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 7:24:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Amy McManus

Sent From Ron Burt ett to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:51:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Ron Burt ett

Sent From Matt Reid to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:37:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Matt Reid

Sent From Sandra Merlo to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:35:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Driver
I am 70 and find it challenging to visit the DeYoung Museum at this time. I urge you to support
returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all roadways open to vehicle
traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I haven't been able to enjoy
Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park.
We need your voice on this issue!

Sandra Merlo

Sent From Riva Gokhale to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:28:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Riva Gokhale

Sent From Wendy Sachs to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:24:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Wendy Sachs

Sent From Marilyn Kuksht to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:17:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
Please return John F. Kennedy Drive to pre-COVID conditions! Closures helped only a few
neighbors and impacted a huge number of San Francisco residents and visitors. Everyone should
be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Marilyn Kuksht

Sent From Richard Klein to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:14:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We *all* need access to the Park!
JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. It has been closed for almost 2 years.
Restore JFK Drive to its pre-pandemic configuration NOW or you will lose my vote and the vote of
the considerable number of people I have influence with throughout our city.

Richard Klein

Sent From Bob Armstrong to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:13:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Bob Armstrong

Sent From Nancy Rowell to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:06:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Nancy Rowell

Sent From Annette Rangel to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:03:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Annette Rangel

Sent From Mike Sterling to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:03:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mike Sterling

Sent From Janice Low to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 6:02:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Janice Low

Sent From Chet Shannon to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:49:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Chet Shannon

Sent From Dennis Sperry to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:48:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Dennis Sperry

Sent From Dena Gardi to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:39:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive, PLEASE. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few.
Please support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle
traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Dena Gardi

Sent From Laurie Chaprack to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:36:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Laurie Chaprack

Sent From Odele Hawkins to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:23:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Odele Hawkins

Sent From Paula Alsterlind to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:22:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Paula Alsterlind

Sent From Nancy Stephens to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:19:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nancy Stephens

Sent From William Holevoet to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:18:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

William Holevoet

Sent From Carol Clarke to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:18:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Carol Clarke

Sent From Nina Adams to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:14:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Nina Adams

Sent From Ratna Shekhawat to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:10:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ratna Shekhawat

Sent From Virginia Davis to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 5:08:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Virginia Davis

Sent From David Klein to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:59:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

David Klein

Sent From Terrence Keisic to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:57:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I agree JFK should be restored to it's pre-pandemic traffic scheme! I strongly encourage you to
support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic
and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Terrence Keisic

Sent From Masako Takahashi to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:57:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Masako Takahashi

Sent From N Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:56:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

N Wong

Sent From Theresa Gotshalk to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:53:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!
We need to be able to have some access to get into the park to enjoy our museums and arboretum!
That's why this park is a vital necessity for our locals and visitors to enjoy! Thank you!

Theresa Gotshalk

Sent From Carol and Charles Perkins to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:50:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Carol and Charles Perkins

Sent From Rita Welsh to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:46:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I have been driving to Golden Gate Park since I was 16 years old. I am now 79 and still drive to San
Francisco. Without JFK Drive I will have to curtail my visits to GGP. Please reinstate access for
vehicles. Without access I may stop my visits to the park. In the past I could walk from a
neighborhood but walking great distances is now difficult for me. Please think about how the
closure of JFK Drive affects visitors.

Rita Welsh

Sent From Arnold Gutierrez to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:45:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Arnold Gutierrez

Sent From Tara Arnold to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:44:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Tara Arnold

Sent From Lindy Matula to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:43:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Lindy Matula

Sent From Renee Halsing to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:40:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Renee Halsing

Sent From Judy Hu to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:39:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Judy Hu

Sent From Carolyn Forsyth to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:35:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: PleaseJFk Dr. reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Carolyn Forsyth

Sent From Loreen Theveny to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:35:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Loreen Theveny

Sent From odis schmidt to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:33:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

odis schmidt

Sent From Bruce White to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:32:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Bruce White

Sent From ann Rothblatt to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:29:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

ann Rothblatt

Sent From Igal Levy to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:27:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Igal Levy

Sent From Mary Letterii to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:25:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Mary Letterii

Sent From Jason Meisel to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:23:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jason Meisel

Sent From Della Dobranski to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:10:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Della Dobranski

Sent From CHRISTINE JOHNSON to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:08:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

CHRISTINE JOHNSON

Sent From Susan Bosnich to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:06:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Susan Bosnich

Sent From melody marks to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 4:04:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

melody marks

Sent From Hillary Younglove to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:54:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Hillary Younglove

Sent From Karen Wood to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:52:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways
open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Karen Wood

Sent From Tim McGill to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:52:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Restore vehicle access to JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Tim McGill

Sent From Erin Riley to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:50:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Erin Riley

Sent From Jennifer Moulton to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:48:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jennifer Moulton

Sent From Alice Gosak Gary to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:47:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I am a senior with disabilities who likes to visit San Francisco museums. The current closure of JFK
Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly neighboring
Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park
belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK
Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street
closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Alice Gosak Gary

Sent From Sally Maske to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:47:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Sally Maske

Sent From Elizabeth Stryks to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:47:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Elizabeth Stryks

Sent From Susan Hardeman to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:46:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Susan Hardeman

Sent From Elaina Habel to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:44:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Dear Supervisors, I am a 3rd generation San Franciscan, and now live in Fremont. I have been a
DeYoung Member for years and always enjoyed other parts of Golden Gate Park. I belong to the
Olive Hyde Art Guild and have arranged group trips to wonderful art exhibits. Please find a
compromise to let those of us who are willing to travel to The City and DeYoung access via JFK
Drive. By keeping JFK Drive closed, you lose visitor revenue from meals, shopping, and most
importantly you lose goodwill and SF's big â ¤ï¸ heart.

Elaina Habel

Sent From Jean Cleverly to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:40:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jean Cleverly

Sent From Steve Huffman to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:32:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Steve Huffman

Sent From Laurel Romeyn to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:31:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Laurel Romeyn

Sent From Chris Enos to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:30:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
It is almost impossible to believe that San Francisco would make it impossible to get to the DeYoung
Museum, a world renowned cultural inst inion known all over the world. I am 77 years old and
disabled. I VISIT OFTEN AS SO MANY DO. We NEED ART. iutionhave no place in San Francisco. The
current closure of JFK Drive is unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask
questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade
ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Chris Enos

Sent From Joseph Bardine to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:26:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Joseph Bardine

Sent From Pat Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:26:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Pat Smith

Sent From Louise Sileo to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:22:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Louise Sileo

Sent From Joan Diblin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:20:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Joan Diblin

Sent From Carolyn SHUMAN to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:16:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I strongly urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Carolyn SHUMAN

Sent From Scott Starratt to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:14:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
JFK Drive should be open in a manner that improves access for the disabled and staff of the
museums and increases the number of free parking spaces, BUT doe not allow it to be the
thoroughfare that it was prior to its closing in response to the pandemic. For me, public
transportation is not a viable option and paying for transportation such as an Uber or Lyft would be
ridiculous.

Scott Starratt

Sent From Gail Colombo to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:13:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All PEOPLE from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Gail Colombo

Sent From Mary Donnici to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:12:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Mary Donnici

Sent From Marina Ivanova to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:06:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Marina Ivanova

Sent From Gemma Geluz to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:03:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Gemma Geluz

Sent From Ellyn Bliesener to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 3:02:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Please open JFK to cars like it was pre pandemic. The park is large enough to accommodate cars,
bikes &amp; pedestrians. There are plenty of trails, sidewalks &amp; bike lanes to welcome all
safely. 82.3% of San Francisco is fully vaccinated. Open JFK to accommodate everyone to enjoy the
park &amp; museums. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it
was before the pandemic!

Ellyn Bliesener

Sent From Dorothy Deoliveira to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:59:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Dorothy Deoliveira

Sent From Arthur Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:56:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID! Please allow those of us with limited mobility
and physical disabilities equal access to the de Young Museum and other parts of Golden Gate Park.

Arthur Wong

Sent From Leslie Kaye to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:56:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I used to go to GG Park frequently, particularly to visit the DeYoung or Botanical Garden. I've lived
in SF a very long time, in fact at 8th Ave and Fulton for a while. I have always enjoyed and
appreciated John F Kennedy Drive on Sundays or special days when it closed to cars. It is a nice
change for the bicyclists, skate boarders, etc. However it loses its specialness when it remains open
the entire time, especially as it is wide open, and not being used to full advantage or effect. Parking
spaces are gone, the access to the Botanical Gardens is changed, Museum attendance is reduced. I
like our roads being shared by autos and pedestrians and bicycles. It provides more access for all, it
keeps traffic moving, it brings more people to the park, and our beloved DeYoung needs and
deserves all the visitors from SF and surrounding areas, and far-away places, as it can get. Please
re-open John F Kennedy to auto traffic shared with the bike lanes for others, and keep the special
treat of no cars for Sundays, or special occasions. My two cents, Sincerely, Leslie Kaye

Leslie Kaye

Sent From mary starvus stack to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:51:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

mary starvus stack

Sent From Jim Hankey to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:50:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jim Hankey

Sent From Marc Connelly to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:47:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Marc Connelly

Sent From Elayne Pieri to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:44:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Elayne Pieri

Sent From patricia cavero to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:41:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
as a physician and a daughter with elderly patients the access now to the conservatory and its
gardens is greatly limited and quite frankly discriminatory towards the elderly and disabled . so
many accommodations have been made already for bikes etc , everyone needs to be able to use this
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

patricia cavero

Sent From ALBERT MICHAELS to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:39:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

ALBERT MICHAELS

Sent From Jo Ellen Bradley to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:37:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jo Ellen Bradley

Sent From Lubor Mrazek to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:36:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Lubor Mrazek

Sent From Kelli Marks to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:36:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Kelli Marks

Sent From Tina McNeal to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:31:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Tina McNeal

Sent From Erika S. Dillingham to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:28:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Erika S. Dillingham

Sent From Karlene Paufler to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:19:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Karlene Paufler

Sent From Edna Yee to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:19:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Edna Yee

Sent From Daphne Alden to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:17:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. JFK is a public thoroughfare designed for
cars that many people depend on for many reasons. I have heard no evidence from the government
that keeping JFK closed will in fact improve the environment or lead to a decrease in car usage.
Even if there was a marginal benefit, you could argue that keeping open access to our finest cultural
institutions is more important than a small number of people being able to walk and bike in the
middle of a street that already has large sidewalks and bike lanes. As we emerge from COVID, it's
time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few
individuals who need 'more space.' This isn't about space its about ideology and eliminating cars. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Daphne Alden

Sent From Alex Carrillo to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:16:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Alex Carrillo

Sent From Angela Hastings to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:14:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
Share the road with cars and bikes. Pedestrians can use sidewalks and trails.

Angela Hastings

Sent From Lynn Stelmah to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:12:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
By closing JFK Drive permanently to cars, you will be denying access to museum visitors who are
blind and have mobility issues. That is against the law. We blind people go to the DeYoung and Cal
Academy because of their wonderful programs for us. We shouldn't have to walk or roll a great
distance to get to the museums' entrances. It is elitist to give over a right of way for disabled visitors
to roller bladers snd bicyclists. You can expect lawsuits if one of we disabled folks gets hit by a
bicyclist who doesn't stop for us like cars do.

Lynn Stelmah

Sent From Colette Scammon to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:10:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Colette Scammon

Sent From Pamela Bullen to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 2:09:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Pamela Bullen

Sent From Winifred Follin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:59:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Winifred Follin

Sent From Rae Terry to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:59:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not
directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive.
Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you
to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle
traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Rae Terry

Sent From Lorraine Cathey to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:58:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Lorraine Cathey

Sent From Sharon Wayne to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:57:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sharon Wayne

Sent From Laura Catena to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:57:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Laura Catena

Sent From Susan Russell to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:57:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Susan Russell

Sent From Cathy cohn to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:56:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Cathy cohn

Sent From Dorothy Low to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:55:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Dorothy Low

Sent From jim redpath to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:53:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

jim redpath

Sent From Ruth Levy to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:51:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ruth Levy

Sent From Robin Gray to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:48:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Robin Gray

Sent From Adrian Fried to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:46:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! I have enjoyed going to
the museum and been a member for decades. Now that I am a senior and less than mobile, I am
asking that access be restored to pre-COVID standards. Everyone NEEDS access to the arts!

Adrian Fried

Sent From Michael Rodman to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:42:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Michael Rodman

Sent From Arleen Place to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:41:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Arleen Place

Sent From Janet Frost to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:41:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Janet Frost

Sent From Jacqueline Worthington to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:39:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Jacqueline Worthington

Sent From Mike C to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:38:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mike C

Sent From Cynthia LNgendorf to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:38:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Cynthia LNgendorf

Sent From Janice Dillon to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:37:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Janice Dillon

Sent From Betty LeFevre to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:34:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Betty LeFevre

Sent From Jenia Grossman to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:33:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jenia Grossman

Sent From Libby Adler to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:30:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Libby Adler

Sent From Alina Manzon to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:30:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Alina Manzon

Sent From Sanjay Aiyagari to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:26:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Sanjay Aiyagari

Sent From Cynthia Sandoal to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:26:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I raised my children in the Haigh Ashbury and had the privilege of ready access to GG Park by foot,
bike, or even car for two decades. Closing JFK permanently limits access to only the hale and hardy
and nearby residents while severely limiting access to this world class destination for all others. It
is time to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for
all to Golden Gate Park.

Cynthia Sandoal

Sent From Nancy Ewart to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:26:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nancy Ewart

Sent From Patricia Bower to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:25:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The deYoung Museum is supported and serves all Californians.
The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that
was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Patricia Bower

Sent From Tom Muller to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:23:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. SF is a leader in culture throughout the entire World. Citizens use the park by
the 100's of thousands. It's culture and recreation !!!!! Think how the rest of the entire world
would view the stupid people who would shut the park down. So disabled people could see the
park in pamphlets?

Tom Muller

Sent From Cathy Stroup to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:22:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Cathy Stroup

Sent From christney MCGLASHAN to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:21:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

christney MCGLASHAN

Sent From Michael Easker to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:20:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Michael Easker

Sent From CG Sheng to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:17:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

CG Sheng

Sent From Lina Blick to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:17:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lina Blick

Sent From Richard KRAMER to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:17:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Richard KRAMER

Sent From Joyce Louie to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:15:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Joyce Louie

Sent From Michael Blick to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:15:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Michael Blick

Sent From Janet Fowler to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:13:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Janet Fowler

Sent From Candice Stolz to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:13:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I no longer live in San Francisco but visit often and the jfk closure has repeatedly made movement
through the city and park difficult for me and my family. I understand and appreciate having it
closed occasionally but I find the everyday closure more inhibitive then helpful. A compromise for
John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate Park to share the
roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The select few that are the
most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise. Please reopen JFK
Drive like it was before COVID!

Candice Stolz

Sent From Howard Cohen to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:12:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Howard Cohen

Sent From Rosanne Reynolds to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:11:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Rosanne Reynolds

Sent From Sebastian Vallelunga to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:11:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sebastian Vallelunga

Sent From Sally Forelli to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:10:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Sally Forelli

Sent From Betsy Brown to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:09:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Betsy Brown

Sent From Diane BOKULICH to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:09:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Diane BOKULICH

Sent From Susan Fel to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:08:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Susan Fel

Sent From Michelle Petersen to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:04:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Michelle Petersen

Sent From Molly Huffman to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:03:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Keep JFK Drive closed
I fully support keeping JFK Drive closed. It provides safe and easy access for pedestrians and bikers.
And has been a godsend the last two years. The museumS are unhappy about it and I suggest that
the city lower the cost of the parking garage. It seems vastly underused and overpriced. Why can't
the museums validate garage parking instead of complaining about losing parking on JFK?

Molly Huffman

Sent From Teresa Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:01:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Teresa Miller

Sent From Edward Kenna to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:01:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Edward Kenna

Sent From Tom Kowalski to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:01:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Tom Kowalski

Sent From John Arceneaux to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 1:01:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

John Arceneaux

Sent From Mike Regan to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:59:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Mike Regan

Sent From Patricia Chester to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:59:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Patricia Chester

Sent From Anita Kassel to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:58:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Anita Kassel

Sent From Priscilla Stuart to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:58:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Priscilla Stuart

Sent From Alfred Moye to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:57:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. As a person with limited mobility, this is
crucial.

Alfred Moye

Sent From Liane Corrales to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:57:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Liane Corrales

Sent From Carolyn Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:57:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
San Francisco is becoming no longer the cultural center of the Bay Area but a city only San
Franciscans enjoy. I totally agree with the following message: A compromise for John F. Kennedy
Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate Park to share the roads. It is time to
reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The select few that are the most vocal are
doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was
before COVID!

Carolyn Miller

Sent From Halina Melnik to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:54:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Halina Melnik

Sent From Ajita Menon to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:54:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Ajita Menon

Sent From Susan Saint-Aubin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:54:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Susan Saint-Aubin

Sent From Frank Briski to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:53:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. For those of us that want to go to the Musuem and not walk 5 miles, we need to
park close to the de Young. :)

Frank Briski

Sent From R Moore to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:53:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

R Moore

Sent From Terry Viall to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:52:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Terry Viall

Sent From Mayya Arroyo to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:51:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mayya Arroyo

Sent From Jane Sweeney to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:51:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Jane Sweeney

Sent From Judy Adami to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:51:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I live in the Richmond Dist. and I love Golden Gate Park, the museums, the Academy of Science, the
lakes. I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I am
in my 70's and sometimes need to drive to attend the exhibits at the museum. There are over 100
free parking spaces in GG Park, which was a nice benefit to people/families on a budget. I haven't
been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to access
Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Judy Adami

Sent From Barbara Wade to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:50:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Barbara Wade

Sent From Laurel Winzler to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:49:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Laurel Winzler

Sent From Stefan Salinas Google to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:49:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
There are plenty of sidewalks and trails within the park. The current closure of JFK Drive severely
impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate
Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the
people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to
the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays,
holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Stefan Salinas Google

Sent From Maureen Burtnett to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:48:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Maureen Burtnett

Sent From Deborah Benson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:48:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Deborah Benson

Sent From Elyse Cargo to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:48:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I am a Legion of Honor member and frequently visit the museums and exhibits with my family. The
24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Elyse Cargo

Sent From Mary Plovanic to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:47:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Mary Plovanic

Sent From Rick Garay to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:47:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Rick Garay

Sent From Don MacLean II to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:47:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Don MacLean II

Sent From Regina Jules to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:47:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Regina Jules

Sent From Susan Norton to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:45:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Greetings-- I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was
before...

Susan Norton

Sent From Lily Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:45:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lily Lee

Sent From Penelope Rose to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:44:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Penelope Rose

Sent From Lissa Herschleb to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:43:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Lissa Herschleb

Sent From Barbara Williams-Sheng to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:43:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Barbara Williams-Sheng

Sent From Jennifer Haller to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:42:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
My husband and I are members of the deyoung museum and in the past we were frequent visitors
to the museum and park. We seldom go to the area anymore because of the limited parking. My
husband has difficulty walking any distance and the parking lot is too far of a walk for him. It
appears that golden gate park has become a park for the young and healthy. What about the older
and disabled residents who want to enjoy the park? Sharing access seems much more reasonable
than closing JFK drive. The park should be for everyone; young, old, healthy and disabled. Let's go
back to the compromise and reopen JFK!

Jennifer Haller

Sent From Carolyn Broadus to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:42:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I would like to add my agreement to the following. The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many
people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its institutions. The current closure is for those who
live close enough, have the money to pay for parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or
bicycle. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the
pandemic!

Carolyn Broadus

Sent From Jackie Snell to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:41:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
The de Young needs to be accessible to all. It is time to revert back to the compromise that was
struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Jackie Snell

Sent From Beverly Rosselli to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:41:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK drReopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Beverly Rosselli

Sent From Lynn Carnes to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:40:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Although I know longer live in the Bay Area, I still visit Golden Gate Park, the DeYoung, and the
Academy of Sciences when I visit friends and family. The move to permanently close JFK drive is
poorly thought out. The current closure impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities
not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. Not all of us want to fight for parking in the
underground garage. As much as I've enjoyed traffic-free Sundays, I also like to park along the road
for a leisurely walk to the museums or Conservatory of Flowers. I strongly encourage you to
support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic
and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year. To do otherwise
simply is not practical. Attractions in our park require as many visitors as they can accommodate in
order to survive. Thank you.

Lynn Carnes

Sent From Marci Sherman to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:39:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Marci Sherman

Sent From Ellen Moore to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:39:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Ellen Moore

Sent From Heloise Levy to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:38:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Heloise Levy

Sent From Lupe Robles-Sane to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:38:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year. San Francisco has gotten so difficult driving-wise. For that reason, we hesitate to visit
our favorite city. Please don't add another obstacle.

Lupe Robles-Sane

Sent From Theresa Wiles to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:38:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Theresa Wiles

Sent From Teal Major to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:37:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Teal Major

Sent From chris howard to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:37:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

chris howard

Sent From Juliet Anderson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:36:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Juliet Anderson

Sent From Joyce Chan to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:36:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Joyce Chan

Sent From Ann Nutt to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:35:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ann Nutt

Sent From Alexandra and Benson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:31:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Alexandra and Benson

Sent From Ellen Sung to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:31:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to reopen JFK as it was
before the pandemic at minimum. Ideally, JFK Drive should be open All days to enable people who
are driving some distance to the park and museums to access the park. The people need to be able
to access the park!!

Ellen Sung

Sent From Erin Jaeb to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:30:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays.
Having JFK closed is a deterrent for visiting the de Young. It is a long walk for those who have
health issues. It is true that we haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed
24/7. Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Erin Jaeb

Sent From Mary Connors to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:29:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I am am elderly person who lives in Marin. I need to drive in and park near the museum. If there is
a concern about cars speeding on JFK drive, just put in speed bumps to slow down traffic. That's
why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and
half of the Saturdays every year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the
week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Mary Connors

Sent From Marianne Ellis to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:29:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. As a native born San Franciscan I continue to support and visit the
DeYoung and Academy of Science. How are visitors and especially seniors going be able to visit the
museum? We need your voice on this issue!

Marianne Ellis

Sent From Susan Simpkin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:28:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive Closure
Born in SF and raised in SF and Marin County, I have enjoyed Golden Gate Park as a walker, runner
and cyclist for decades. I have been a member of the DeYoung for decades, visiting first with my
mother in the '60's and, now, with my daughters. While I recognize that driving in SF has become,
shall I say, less courteous, especially in the last 10 years, complete 24/7, 365 closure of JFK is
ridiculous and creates more reckless traffic patterns around the park. As most of GGP has now
added speed bumps to slow traffic, this should be a consideration for JFK rather than a wholesale
closure. I have a daughter with a disability and accessing the DeYoung and the Academy of
Sciences has become untenable. Prior to her passing, my mother was in a wheelchair and loved an
outing to the DeYoung and the Academy of Sciences. Now the same accessibility is a tremendous
burden for anyone with mobility issues. The current 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many
people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its institutions. The current closure is for those who
live close enough, have the money to pay for parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or
bicycle. We must return to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the
pandemic!

Susan Simpkin

Sent From Maggie Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:28:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Maggie Smith

Sent From Margaret Hauben to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:28:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Margaret Hauben

Sent From Judith Hooper to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:26:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Judith Hooper

Sent From Chad Dawson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:26:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Chad Dawson

Sent From Gordon Engel to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:26:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Gordon Engel

Sent From William L Martin to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:25:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Close JFK Drive to cars
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. I strongly support closing JFK Drive to
automobile traffic. In my view, the Fine Arts Museum's position is wrong.

William L Martin

Sent From Timothy Won to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:25:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Timothy Won

Sent From Stephen Sullivan to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:24:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Stephen Sullivan

Sent From Matthew Akers to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:24:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Matthew Akers

Sent From Denise Brady to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:19:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Denise Brady

Sent From Yumi Yasuda to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:19:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. it's congested enough driving through the park without having to go around since
JFK drive is closed. I also drive through the park during the week to get from the Richmond to Oak
St. it's nice to be able to have the scenic view - I have a route or used to - to drive around Spreckels
lake and then exit down on JFK drive to continue down to Oak St. have you driven around the park
on a weekend??? it's madness.

Yumi Yasuda

Sent From Annette Robinson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:19:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Annette Robinson

Sent From Dylan Morse to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:18:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Dylan Morse

Sent From Kate Loftus to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:18:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Kate Loftus

Sent From JEFF Hoek to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:17:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The highly vocal SELECT FEW
are doing us all a disservice when a a reasonable compromise is what is needed. Please reopen JFK
Drive like it was before COVID and per the 2007 compromise which allowed all users of Golden
Gate Park to share the roads.

JEFF Hoek

Sent From Regina Koghan to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:16:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Regina Koghan

Sent From Robert Brown to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:16:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Robert Brown

Sent From Roberta Gleeson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:16:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. I am a native San Franciscan who no
longer lives there. I belong to the Museums and may not rejoin if the parking is limited I am a senior
citizens and cannot walk blocks and blocks to attend visitations at the museum. Closing the
roadway is not the way to invite visitors and residents alike. Getting on a bus with several kids and
strollers is not user friendly. As a kid I remember going to the park on Sundays and listening to the
band and visiting the museum and aquarium. Always a treat and good memories. Do you want SF
kids to have the same experiences. Do you want visitors to enjoy the park? Closing the park roads is
short sighted.

Roberta Gleeson

Sent From Philip Fisher to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:15:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Philip Fisher

Sent From Mark Byrne to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:14:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mark Byrne

Sent From Joe Winkel to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:13:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Joe Winkel

Sent From Antoinette Sanders to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:13:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Antoinette Sanders

Sent From Peter Kretschmer to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:13:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. Please think of seniors access by car to this park, not just young people and
bicyclists!!

Peter Kretschmer

Sent From Gabriela Rosales to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:11:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Gabriela Rosales

Sent From Marie Nelson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:11:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Marie Nelson

Sent From Sarah O'Reilly to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:11:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sarah O'Reilly

Sent From Marie Moltke to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:11:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Marie Moltke

Sent From Donna De Santis to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:10:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!
Access to the north side of San Francisco from the south side where I live (in the Sunset District)
has been severely impacted in a negative way with the continued road closures that provide access
from the south to the north side of the city and places north of San Francisco. You have choked off
access to a densely populated area, making moving around in the city extraordinarily difficult and
frustrating. It is especially so on weekends and holidays and through the summer and fall months.
Everyone is back on the roads yet the city has steadfastly choked off access to huge numbers of its
citizens.

Donna De Santis

Sent From Elaine Lugo to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:10:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Elaine Lugo

Sent From Ellen LaVaccare to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:09:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ellen LaVaccare

Sent From Susan Garbuio to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:08:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Susan Garbuio

Sent From D Gold to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:08:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

D Gold

Sent From Jessamyn Conell-Price to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:08:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jessamyn Conell-Price

Sent From Melinda Matice to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:08:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Melinda Matice

Sent From Aaron Jungwirth to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:07:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Aaron Jungwirth

Sent From Bob Pulvino to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:06:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Bob Pulvino

Sent From Kristie Hansen to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:06:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
Also, not a fan of the slow street on page since you have busy haight street on one side and busy, onway oak on the other.

Kristie Hansen

Sent From Michael Thompson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:06:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Michael Thompson

Sent From Betsy Linder to the Board of Supervisors on 1/12/2022 12:06:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Betsy Linder

Sent From Hermanto Notodihardjo to the Board of Supervisors on 1/10/2022 6:40:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Hermanto Notodihardjo

Sent From Alexander Wagstaff to the Board of Supervisors on 1/10/2022 4:51:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I am a 76 year old native San Franciscan and I want my park back! Prior to the pandamic, The
traffic on JFK was minimal. It was not a freeway - people enjoyed a slow cruise to their park
destination. Relatively few people have been taking advantage of the current closures. Go to the
Park on a weekday and see for yourself. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Alexander Wagstaff

Sent From Nancy Cohrs to the Board of Supervisors on 1/10/2022 1:36:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nancy Cohrs

Sent From june johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/10/2022 12:33:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

june johnson

Sent From don czerkies to the Board of Supervisors on 1/10/2022 12:10:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

don czerkies

Sent From James Edwards to the Board of Supervisors on 1/9/2022 10:16:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

James Edwards

Sent From Judith Palmer Moran to the Board of Supervisors on 1/9/2022 9:05:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I cannot get to the dahlia dell any more or enjoy the rose garden. As a senior with limited mobility
the closure is really hard on me. Please open JFK again. I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian
safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all
Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each
day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Judith Palmer Moran

Sent From Jack Dodson to the Board of Supervisors on 1/9/2022 6:04:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jack Dodson

Sent From Lois DeCastro to the Board of Supervisors on 1/9/2022 3:22:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Lois DeCastro

Sent From Rachelle Sherris-Watt to the Board of Supervisors on 1/9/2022 2:34:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
We live in the East Bay. We have memberships to both the de Young and Cal Academy and take our
five children and elderly grandparents to the Park monthly. During our recent visits, it has been so
frustrating to move about the Park and find parking. I would love to use the garage, but that is
frequently full if we arrive after 10:30 am. For the elderly, the disabled, parents of young kids and
the disorganized who cannot get to the Park at 9 am, please re-open JFK drive! You have a national
treasure in Golden Gate Park and it deserves to be accessed by the community! Thank you for your
work and your careful consideration of this issue.

Rachelle Sherris-Watt

Sent From Jeff Neuman to the Board of Supervisors on 1/8/2022 8:34:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jeff Neuman

Sent From Beverly Shulmsn to the Board of Supervisors on 1/8/2022 8:04:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Beverly Shulmsn

Sent From Matthew Steinbock to the Board of Supervisors on 1/8/2022 7:33:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Matthew Steinbock

Sent From Dave Cherry to the Board of Supervisors on 1/8/2022 6:48:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Dave Cherry

Sent From Ann Ventura to the Board of Supervisors on 1/8/2022 6:40:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Ann Ventura

Sent From Andrew B Gottlieb to the Board of Supervisors on 1/8/2022 3:11:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Andrew B Gottlieb

Sent From LeAnn Bjelle to the Board of Supervisors on 1/7/2022 11:57:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

LeAnn Bjelle

Sent From JW Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 1/5/2022 6:09:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

JW Smith

Sent From Judith Grady to the Board of Supervisors on 1/4/2022 7:16:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Judith Grady

Sent From Virginia Frings to the Board of Supervisors on 12/29/2021 8:01:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. The government is anti-cars
but there are so MANY OF THEM! Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to Golden
Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic
and just closed on weekends.

Virginia Frings

Sent From Kamala Friedman to the Board of Supervisors on 12/29/2021 6:37:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
This is a nightmare to park, coming from Marin.-. and not car friendly. I like coming to the museum
and think it it is time to share the roads with car people. he time for 'close first, ask questions later'
is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore
access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Kamala Friedman

Sent From Jeffrey Kline to the Board of Supervisors on 12/27/2021 9:58:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jeffrey Kline

Sent From Monica Tauriello to the Board of Supervisors on 12/24/2021 4:05:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Monica Tauriello

Sent From Kathryn Judd to the Board of Supervisors on 12/23/2021 3:57:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kathryn Judd

Sent From Tovya Wager to the Board of Supervisors on 12/21/2021 7:49:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Marin and this closure makes it truly difficult for our family to enjoy the park and museums.
Parking is very difficult and inconvenient, resulting in us not going as often. This is totally unfair to
those of us that need to commute to the park. We need your voice on this issue!

Tovya Wager

Sent From YiJen Cheng to the Board of Supervisors on 12/21/2021 1:58:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

YiJen Cheng

Sent From mary jane craig to the Board of Supervisors on 12/21/2021 12:53:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! I am 84 years and have
been a VOLUNTEER twice each Month for 12 years. I cannot afford $24.00 to PARK in the garage
while I am volunteering. HELPâ€¦.OPEN JFK!! PLEASE Mary Jane Craig

mary jane craig

Sent From julie mueller-brown to the Board of Supervisors on 12/21/2021 12:08:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

julie mueller-brown

Sent From Jason Wicklund to the Board of Supervisors on 12/20/2021 4:01:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jason Wicklund

Sent From Lizzie Baur to the Board of Supervisors on 12/18/2021 12:41:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Lizzie Baur

Sent From Donna RAND to the Board of Supervisors on 12/17/2021 6:15:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Donna RAND

Sent From Don Urbanus to the Board of Supervisors on 12/17/2021 4:35:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
We access to Golden Gate park and the museums! We need MORE access. Not less!

Don Urbanus

Sent From Annabelle Quan to the Board of Supervisors on 12/16/2021 6:33:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Annabelle Quan

Sent From Sandy Louie to the Board of Supervisors on 12/15/2021 10:10:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Sandy Louie

Sent From hiwot solomon to the Board of Supervisors on 12/15/2021 9:01:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

hiwot solomon

Sent From kwee lee to the Board of Supervisors on 12/15/2021 12:31:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

kwee lee

Sent From David Biolchino to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 8:53:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

David Biolchino

Sent From Linda Biolchino to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 8:52:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Linda Biolchino

Sent From Helen Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 8:34:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Helen Lee

Sent From Barb Cymrot to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 8:23:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Barb Cymrot

Sent From Lillian Jammes to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 7:48:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Lillian Jammes

Sent From Al and Sonja Reetz to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 7:44:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Al and Sonja Reetz

Sent From Marymelissa Grafflin to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 7:36:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Marymelissa Grafflin

Sent From Maria Guillen to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 7:28:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Maria Guillen

Sent From nicky trasvina to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 7:26:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

nicky trasvina

Sent From Flora Fattahi to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 7:20:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Flora Fattahi

Sent From Christina Cole to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 7:19:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Christina Cole

Sent From Dave Fisher to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 7:13:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Dave Fisher

Sent From Patrice Roll to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 6:57:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Patrice Roll

Sent From Lisa Reep to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 6:52:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Lisa Reep

Sent From Susan Martin to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 6:45:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Susan Martin

Sent From Katharine Lynch to the Board of Supervisors on 12/14/2021 3:57:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Katharine Lynch

Sent From Marvin Kirchner to the Board of Supervisors on 12/12/2021 11:21:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Marvin Kirchner

Sent From Annette Osenga to the Board of Supervisors on 12/12/2021 10:05:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Annette Osenga

Sent From Sara Rosenblum-Fishman to the Board of Supervisors on 12/11/2021 5:32:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sara Rosenblum-Fishman

Sent From michael chung to the Board of Supervisors on 12/10/2021 11:22:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

michael chung

Sent From michael smith to the Board of Supervisors on 12/10/2021 5:50:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

michael smith

Sent From Larry Abramson to the Board of Supervisors on 12/9/2021 7:46:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Larry Abramson

Sent From Nikolay Zurek to the Board of Supervisors on 12/9/2021 7:19:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Nikolay Zurek

Sent From Judith Marder to the Board of Supervisors on 12/9/2021 7:19:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Judith Marder

Sent From Bettina Zurek to the Board of Supervisors on 12/9/2021 7:17:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Bettina Zurek

Sent From William Klingelhoffer to the Board of Supervisors on 12/9/2021 2:31:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
The current closure of JFK makes GG park access much more difficult for young children and
disabled people. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the
compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

William Klingelhoffer

Sent From Vera Genkin to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 11:37:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
SFCC Charter guarantees equal access to all - you are in default of that law! I support a Golden Gate
Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and pedestrians should have access
to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for everyone else. I urge you to
restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Vera Genkin

Sent From Janis Dvorin to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 7:23:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Janis Dvorin

Sent From Judith Frumkin to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 7:22:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Judith Frumkin

Sent From BettyAnn Kram to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 7:19:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

BettyAnn Kram

Sent From Maurice Gregg to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 7:15:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
It is unfortunate that the SF is again raising the issue of accessibility to the several science and
cultural institutions adjacent to or near the the eastern section of JFK Drive, pitting especially older
and disabled citizens of SF against those mostly younger. A compromise reached years ago closed
JFK on weekends but allowed those wishing to drive to Golden Gate Park on weekdays to have
access to parking, including many handicapped-restricted spaces. Because public transportation is
usually not a viable alternative - too much walking to access Muni and then walk to destinations
when departing Muni, problems in inclement weather, etc., and the only alternative is paying high
parking fees in the underground garage, the city should retain the earlier compromise, only closing
the eastern section of JFK on weekends.

Maurice Gregg

Sent From My Ron Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 7:07:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

My Ron Jones

Sent From Joan Rost to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 7:01:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Joan Rost

Sent From Brunero Cecchettini to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 6:50:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Brunero Cecchettini

Sent From Joy Hou to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 6:48:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Joy Hou

Sent From Lynn Watson to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 7:29:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Please re open JFK drive during the week. It makes it difficult to get to the science academy and the
museum and almost impossible to get to Stow Lake from the north side of the park. I see no valid
reason that a city park as huge as GGPark needs to close streets for recreation. If you want
somewhere to skate build a skating rink. We don't need the Ferris wheel either. Please open JFK
Drive. current closure of JFK Drive severely affects people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park; Please reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park
belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK
Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street
closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Lynn Watson

Sent From Tommy Tran to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 7:24:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Tommy Tran

Sent From Alexis Beglinger to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 6:09:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Alexis Beglinger

Sent From Jeanne Dorward to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 4:30:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year. Supporters of full-time closure never acknowledge the presence of major attractions at
the eastern end of the Park: de Young Museum, California Academy of Sciences, Conservatory of
Flowers, Ferris Wheel. They do like to point out that Central Park is car free but they overlook two
key differences: topography (Manhattan is MUCH flatter than San Francisco) and a much more
robust public transit system in New York. There are more people with mobility issues than those
who qualify for a handicapped placard and the greatly diminished public parking due to a closed
JFK Drive makes it difficult if not impossible for those folks to visit any of those major cultural and
educational attractions. I'm sympathetic to those who want to teach their children to ride a bike
but there are other areas in the Park that could be closed that aren't 'next door' to our world class
attractions. And don't overlook the visitors from other parts of the Bay Area as well as outside the
area who want to see these attractions. They need a simple way to get to the eastern end of the
Park. The 44 O'Shaughnessy is great but you have to be able to get to it; not everyone can. Please
consider the rest of the population not just those who are fit enough to ride a bike or a scooter.

Jeanne Dorward

Sent From Anna Hendry to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 3:41:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Anna Hendry

Sent From Perry Benson to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 2:13:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Perry Benson

Sent From Devorah Major to the Board of Supervisors on 12/8/2021 12:50:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. Economics forced my move from San Francisco, but I still return there for work,
friends and the culture it offers. The closed JFK all but eliminates my use of the museum, Japanese
Tea Garden and Academy of Sciences.

Devorah Major

Sent From Lily Thang to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 9:55:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The closure is sooo elitist, disabled who rely on cars, and especially the elderly are denied the
opportunities of the able-bodied. So unfair to treat the disabled and elderly this way. The 24/7
closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its institutions. The
current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for parking, or are able
bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck
and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lily Thang

Sent From Barbara Newlin to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 8:57:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Barbara Newlin

Sent From Sonya Garcia to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 6:39:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sonya Garcia

Sent From Bonnie Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 6:20:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Bonnie Jones

Sent From leslie giacomelli to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 6:16:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

leslie giacomelli

Sent From Catherine Sherman to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 4:02:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Catherine Sherman

Sent From Nelly Der Kiureghian to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 2:33:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Nelly Der Kiureghian

Sent From Gary Speer to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 2:04:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Gary Speer

Sent From Emma White to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 12:31:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Emma White

Sent From Steve Low to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 7:08:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Steve Low

Sent From Patricia Veitch to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 7:05:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Patricia Veitch

Sent From Brenda Adelman to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 5:25:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I am disabled and need to park on the Drive in order to attend the Museum. This road closure has
kept me from attending. Also i live almost 100 miles away and can't come if i'm not going to have a
good parking place. Please do not make this change permanent. I urge you to support returning
John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and
street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate
Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need
your voice on this issue!

Brenda Adelman

Sent From Margery Gray to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 5:05:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Margery Gray

Sent From LOUISE MARCAL to the Board of Supervisors on 12/7/2021 12:35:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

LOUISE MARCAL

Sent From LINDA OWENS to the Board of Supervisors on 12/6/2021 8:34:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

LINDA OWENS

Sent From Elise Clifford to the Board of Supervisors on 12/6/2021 6:55:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Elise Clifford

Sent From D Peers to the Board of Supervisors on 12/6/2021 6:36:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
The pandemic closure of JFK drive has been dangerous for me as a senior pedestrian with
osteoporosis who takes the 5R Fulton bus to the 8th Ave entrance of the park. The users of bicycles
and other alternate transportation travel at high speeds all over the entire width of JFK with
complete disregard for anyone walking in crosswalks to get to the Museum or the Academy of
Science. The alternate options for entering the park at that location are narrow, dark, damp and
slippery. I really shouldn't be necessary to transfer at 8th & Fulton to the 44 O'Shaughnessy in
order to cross JFK safely. On the whole auto traffic has increased in the west end of the park and on
Fulton due to Great Highway and Cabrillo St. closures. We need more public outreach and creative
thinking to find better solutions. I hope the City does not rush into expensive solutions that we will
all regret later. I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen
JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year,
with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity
AND safety!

D Peers

Sent From Laureen Schiller to the Board of Supervisors on 12/6/2021 2:17:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Laureen Schiller

Sent From LaVerne Saxbury to the Board of Supervisors on 12/6/2021 12:09:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
I am a member of the art museum,. I am 95 years old and find it nearly impossible to pursue my
love of visiting the art I love due to the closing. Please open it at the earliest possible time cuz I'd
love to come back of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park!
JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

LaVerne Saxbury

Sent From Mady Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 12/5/2021 8:37:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mady Jones

Sent From Pamela Marasco to the Board of Supervisors on 12/4/2021 5:50:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Pamela Marasco

Sent From Jamie Wilson to the Board of Supervisors on 12/3/2021 7:31:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jamie Wilson

Sent From Alyonik Hrushow to the Board of Supervisors on 12/3/2021 4:57:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Alyonik Hrushow

Sent From Judy Frost to the Board of Supervisors on 12/2/2021 10:16:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Judy Frost

Sent From patricia Englander to the Board of Supervisors on 12/2/2021 8:51:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

patricia Englander

Sent From rah Sutro to the Board of Supervisors on 12/2/2021 8:22:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

rah Sutro

Sent From peggy nute to the Board of Supervisors on 12/2/2021 8:16:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

peggy nute

Sent From julie long gallegos to the Board of Supervisors on 12/2/2021 7:56:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

julie long gallegos

Sent From Valerie Lienkaemper to the Board of Supervisors on 12/2/2021 7:46:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Valerie Lienkaemper

Sent From Deborah Shaw to the Board of Supervisors on 12/2/2021 7:44:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Deborah Shaw

Sent From alice azus to the Board of Supervisors on 12/2/2021 7:42:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current clos ure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

alice azus

Sent From Mary Barron to the Board of Supervisors on 12/2/2021 6:59:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Mary Barron

Sent From Carl Washburn to the Board of Supervisors on 12/2/2021 6:23:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Carl Washburn

Sent From Jeremy Boone to the Board of Supervisors on 12/2/2021 3:26:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jeremy Boone

Sent From Georgia Dunn to the Board of Supervisors on 12/2/2021 3:07:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Georgia Dunn

Sent From Christina Hellmich to the Board of Supervisors on 12/2/2021 1:58:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
There is ample space on JFK and the surrounding sidewalks for pedestrians and bicyclists. The road
should be reopened. I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. But, the road does not need to
be closed to keep everyone safe. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was
before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample bike lanes
and pedestrian walkways each day of the week- and these could be expanded easily for additional
off street pathways. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Christina Hellmich

Sent From Carolyn Dunlop to the Board of Supervisors on 12/1/2021 10:37:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.
Especially for mobility impaired!

Carolyn Dunlop

Sent From Miles Ceralde to the Board of Supervisors on 12/1/2021 4:40:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Miles Ceralde

Sent From Shipra Shukla to the Board of Supervisors on 12/1/2021 12:02:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I live walking distance from the DeYoung, but I have family and friends in other parts of San
Francisco, and all over the Bay Area, who can't walk to the DeYoung. many of them are seniors with
mobility issues who need to be dropped off. Some people have families with young children that
need to be dropped off. Traffic needs to be able to flow so that the park feels welcoming. It causes a
lot of stress and anxiety when families have to fight through traffic just to get to the museum -especially when they've traveled from far away already. Please stop catering to able bodied people
aged 18-38 who live near the park.

Shipra Shukla

Sent From R'Sue Caron to the Board of Supervisors on 11/30/2021 10:10:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

R'Sue Caron

Sent From Janet Armour to the Board of Supervisors on 11/30/2021 7:18:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
It is very challenging to visit Golden Gate Park due to the closure of JFK Drive. It is important to
provide access to those who are unable to take public transportation or to pay for the high cost of
garage parking. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Janet Armour

Sent From Juliane Cortino to the Board of Supervisors on 11/30/2021 3:49:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. If
San Francisco would like the museum complex to be for SF city residents only, it is doing a good job
of it. Getting to the complex from Novato, and parking, is close to impossible. And when I've come in
there have been no people out and about enjoying that area. It is empty and hard to get to. Juliane
Cortino

Juliane Cortino

Sent From Alison R to the Board of Supervisors on 11/30/2021 4:15:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. ADA parking spaces are vital, and
without them, you deny me and many others access to the park and prevent us from financially
supporting its wonderful museums and institutions. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate
Park as it was before the pandemic.

Alison R

Sent From Craig Given to the Board of Supervisors on 11/30/2021 12:48:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety! I
live in the Sunset and Park traffic is terrible. We need JFK open weekdays. It takes an hour there
and back to bring kids to school across the Park from the Sunset to Washington. Trying to get
across 19th Ave east is often blocked causing traffic on MLK and Irving that spans many blocks.
PLEASE REOPEN JFK!!

Craig Given

Sent From Michael Williams to the Board of Supervisors on 11/29/2021 5:21:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Michael Williams

Sent From Sylvia Sabel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/29/2021 4:56:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I was born in San Francisco, and I have lived all my life in San Francisco. The Conservatory of
Flowers and the Dalia Garden are two of my favorite places, but I haven't seen them during the last
two years. If John F. Kennedy Drive remains closed to cars, I will never see these places again. My
ability to walk is limited. I cannot ride a bike. You have taken these precious places away from me,
and you have reserved them for the able-bodied.

Sylvia Sabel

Sent From Frances Des to the Board of Supervisors on 11/29/2021 3:29:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Frances Des

Sent From William Davidson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/29/2021 2:59:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

William Davidson

Sent From Richard Meux to the Board of Supervisors on 11/29/2021 11:23:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Richard Meux

Sent From Rachelle Dea to the Board of Supervisors on 11/29/2021 4:32:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Rachelle Dea

Sent From Amy Erget to the Board of Supervisors on 11/29/2021 1:13:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Amy Erget

Sent From Justin Dea to the Board of Supervisors on 11/28/2021 11:44:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Would like GGP reopened to cut across to arguello ave. Thank you

Justin Dea

Sent From Kathleen Thompson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/28/2021 9:07:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kathleen Thompson

Sent From Richard Shearin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/28/2021 3:08:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Richard Shearin

Sent From Susan Garrity to the Board of Supervisors on 11/28/2021 2:07:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
I like to visit the deYoung and Academy of Science in the morning and park on JFK Drive if I can get
there early enough. It's been okay with it closed off for now but with more reopening JFK Drive
should also reopen. The sidewalks are roomy enough for people. San Franciscans of all ages and
abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK Drive should be reopened to the
way it was before COVID.

Susan Garrity

Sent From Paula Boyd to the Board of Supervisors on 11/28/2021 12:10:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Paula Boyd

Sent From John Mccammon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/27/2021 6:46:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

John Mccammon

Sent From Laura Kwong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/27/2021 5:41:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Laura Kwong

Sent From Patricia Strohlein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/26/2021 8:53:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Patricia Strohlein

Sent From Sharon Finer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/26/2021 7:19:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I would like to stress the need for disabled people to have access
to the deYoung museum. This would be possible if Disabled Parking Spaces are available to them
on JFK Drive. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was
before

Sharon Finer

Sent From Marilyn Breen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/26/2021 4:20:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Marilyn Breen

Sent From Charlie Wambeke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/26/2021 6:53:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! My
wife and I miss being able to drive to the Dahlia Garden and then visit COF. JFK Drive should be
reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Charlie Wambeke

Sent From Annette Faraglia to the Board of Supervisors on 11/26/2021 2:19:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Annette Faraglia

Sent From Michele Pascoe to the Board of Supervisors on 11/25/2021 4:12:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Michele Pascoe

Sent From Cristina Stanford to the Board of Supervisors on 11/25/2021 2:43:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Cristina Stanford

Sent From Dl Egan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/25/2021 6:00:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Dl Egan

Sent From Patricia Arack to the Board of Supervisors on 11/25/2021 2:52:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. I am a senior disabled person unbable to walk to, bike to, ride any kind of
transit to the attractions on east JFK Drive. I must arrive in a private car with a care giver with me. I
am denied equal access to the park as codified in the ADA laws of 1990. You cannot just provide
access to the ableist able-bodied bike lobby and walkers. Return to the prepandemic status so the
park is accessible to all. We need your voice on this issue!

Patricia Arack

Sent From Sara Rozzano to the Board of Supervisors on 11/25/2021 2:49:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sara Rozzano

Sent From Nancy Thompson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/25/2021 12:56:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Nancy Thompson

Sent From Andrew Kerr to the Board of Supervisors on 11/24/2021 11:54:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Andrew Kerr

Sent From Susan Olney to the Board of Supervisors on 11/24/2021 11:32:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Susan Olney

Sent From Kali Zappala to the Board of Supervisors on 11/24/2021 6:53:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. I do events at the museum, and the difficulty and harrassment this past
year has been unprecedented. The Museum needs to be able to operate without our staff and
security officers being harassed. We only have one street to access our loading dock and that is JFK
and there has not been one event that hasn't involved harrassment, twitter complaints, and
extreme difficulty for all staff working onsite. It would at least be a compromise/allow us to
operate if it was back to before being closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with
ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND
safety!

Kali Zappala

Sent From Karen Huang to the Board of Supervisors on 11/24/2021 6:51:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Karen Huang

Sent From Judy Chan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/24/2021 6:00:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Judy Chan

Sent From Kyle Clarke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/24/2021 2:48:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
***Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!***

Kyle Clarke

Sent From Mary Beth Paul to the Board of Supervisors on 11/24/2021 1:30:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mary Beth Paul

Sent From Alan Ruan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/24/2021 6:34:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Alan Ruan

Sent From Eugenie Watson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/24/2021 4:42:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Eugenie Watson

Sent From Meredith Moore to the Board of Supervisors on 11/24/2021 4:40:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Meredith Moore

Sent From Yvette Torres to the Board of Supervisors on 11/24/2021 12:30:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Yvette Torres

Sent From Marty Johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 10:18:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before.

Marty Johnson

Sent From Mirka Knaster to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 10:15:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Mirka Knaster

Sent From Debra Selman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 9:18:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic. By re-opening JFK,
more people will be able to get to this area, and more easily access the parking garage under the
museums. The original compromise is fair for all.

Debra Selman

Sent From Edward Poole to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 8:08:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Edward Poole

Sent From Tomasita MedÃ¡l to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 7:50:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and cruelty and exclusion have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive
is unfortunately all of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. It is almost unfathomable that a city that considers itself progressive would
callously exclude all of the persons with disabilities, the elders, and multigenerational families from
throughout the Bay Area from full access to JFK Drive. Two years ago, during winter, we used to
drive to park in front of the Conservatory of Flowers at night to sit in our car for an hour to watch
the light show. Last year we were not able to access it nor attend the Festival of Lights installation
which was off-limits to those of us who could not walk in. The Festival of Lights will be opening
again in early December, and once again we are completely excluded. This is unfair and cruel. In
this time of the Christmas season, when the coming of Christ is celebrated around the world, His
words should be honored, as told by Mathew: 'Whatsoever you do to the least of my sisters and
brothers, you do unto to me'.

Tomasita MedÃ¡l

Sent From rhonda rieken to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 7:11:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. Some people like myself have mobility
issues and more parking is important to persons like myself.

rhonda rieken

Sent From Nancy Bleck to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 7:03:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Nancy Bleck

Sent From Anita Sparks to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 6:38:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Anita Sparks

Sent From John Andrew to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 6:15:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
Return the roads to the way they were before the pandemic. We cant drive through park anymore
without terrible congestion. There are plenty of opportunities for people to walk and ride bikes.
People dont even use the closed streets in the city (e.g, Cabrillo). This is ridiculous.

John Andrew

Sent From LC Genecco to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 5:13:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

LC Genecco

Sent From Lindy Dugan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 4:51:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lindy Dugan

Sent From Kimberley Nemeth to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 4:28:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Kimberley Nemeth

Sent From Kim Griffin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 4:24:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Once again we see a proposal that hurts the very people who need easy access to the park and
museums. Not only do we need to open the road back up, but we need to put a stop to the cost
prohibitive parking fees that exclude many from visiting the museums.

Kim Griffin

Sent From Mary Dowley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 6:03:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Mary Dowley

Sent From Alexandra Growney to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 3:30:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Alexandra Growney

Sent From Ludmilla Sokoloff to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 3:28:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ludmilla Sokoloff

Sent From Dora Kolb to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 3:15:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Dora Kolb

Sent From Ahmad Serrano to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 1:31:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Ahmad Serrano

Sent From Brian Marston to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 1:18:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Brian Marston

Sent From Ted Purcell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 12:41:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Ted Purcell

Sent From Laurie Schultz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 12:41:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
As a person with limited mobility, I support reopening JFK drive to allow easier access to the
museums and other areas of the park that are inaccessible for those of us who can't ride a bike or
walk very far.

Laurie Schultz

Sent From Phylece Snyder to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 12:37:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!
I'm a low income senior who now lives in Oakland. I love coming to the museums in GG Park! I've
been going all my life and very thankful for the free parking on the streets. The underground
parking is absurdly expensive and I cannot afford it. Please go back to the way it was or find some
other way to make parking free and accessible. Thank you!

Phylece Snyder

Sent From Jill D'Alessandro to the Board of Supervisors on 11/23/2021 12:09:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Above all, the closure of JFK is prioritizing the recreational past time of the able bodied and affluent
over the access to the park and several non-profit and educational institutions to everyone
including the elderly. The closure threatens the survival of important city institutions. Please
reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jill D'Alessandro

Sent From Lauren Hall to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 11:58:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lauren Hall

Sent From Douglas DeFors to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 11:55:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Douglas DeFors

Sent From christine chiang to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 11:50:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

christine chiang

Sent From claire malloy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 11:44:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

claire malloy

Sent From Stanlee Gatti to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 11:43:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Stanlee Gatti

Sent From Lynn Poole to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 11:31:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lynn Poole

Sent From George Ahrens to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 11:27:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

George Ahrens

Sent From Kathleen OConnor to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 8:41:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! Just as the ocean beach
has reached a compromise, so we must compromise on the JFK Drive for access to the sites and
events inside the park serviced by the JFK drive. Thank you for the ocean beach drive compromise.
Please do the same for JFK drive.

Kathleen OConnor

Sent From Michael Dorf to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 7:04:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Michael Dorf

Sent From Richard Cutler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 6:52:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Richard Cutler

Sent From Paul Palacios to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 6:41:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. The city is doing the public and
these great city institutions a disservice. In addition, without a clear decision and mandate, the city
is creating a dangerous and hostile environment between the activists for the closed streets and
the park and museum employees that need vehicle access to work. In the same way the streets
were closed with out debate, we need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK
as it was before the pandemic!

Paul Palacios

Sent From Huntley Barad to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 5:42:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Huntley Barad

Sent From YVonne Vukasin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 5:35:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

YVonne Vukasin

Sent From Maria Mier Llaca to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 5:18:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Maria Mier Llaca

Sent From Brenda Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 5:09:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Brenda Lee

Sent From Pauline Fong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 5:09:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Pauline Fong

Sent From Melissa Leventon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 4:29:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
Dear Supervisors, I am a resident of the upper Haight district (District 5) and a former employee at
the de Young. I am writing to urge you to reopen automobile access to Golden Gate Park as it was
before the pandemic. I am especially concerned about access to the museums, the Conservatory,
and other cultural attractions at the eastern end of the park. During my 16-year tenure at the de
Young, the negative impact of the Sunday closure of JFK Drive was crystal clear when our Sunday
attendance was compared to attendance on Saturdays, and I understand that museum visitorship
now has been greatly impacted by the full closure of the drive. Is the City planning to compensate
the de Young for all the lost revenue resulting from the street closure? We all agree that bicyclists
and pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access
for everyone else. There are literally miles of park roads west of 10th avenue that can be reserved
for cyclists, walkers and runners 24/7. In my view, this is a fairer way for the needs of San
Franciscans and the city's important cultural institutions in the park to co-exist. I urge you to
restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Melissa Leventon

Sent From Tamara Galt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 4:10:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Tamara Galt

Sent From Irma Bozzi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 4:07:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Irma Bozzi

Sent From ANGELINE. Shin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 4:05:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

ANGELINE. Shin

Sent From Chrissy Stitt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 3:50:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Chrissy Stitt

Sent From Karen Pugay to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 3:21:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Karen Pugay

Sent From Ellen Diamond to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 2:16:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Ellen Diamond

Sent From Natalie Simotas to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 8:06:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Natalie Simotas

Sent From Thomas Vigran to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 6:35:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Thomas Vigran

Sent From Michael Fong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 6:15:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Michael Fong

Sent From Nadine Light to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 5:53:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nadine Light

Sent From Bobby Ho to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 5:46:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Bobby Ho

Sent From Barbara Carey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 3:39:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Barbara Carey

Sent From Judith Aune to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 2:23:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Judith Aune

Sent From Angel Palmero to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 2:15:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. I live in San Francisco, I work in San Francisco, and I vote. We need your
voice on this issue!

Angel Palmero

Sent From Betsy Trigonis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 12:48:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Betsy Trigonis

Sent From Sadie Sacks to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 12:15:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sadie Sacks

Sent From george yavorsky to the Board of Supervisors on 11/22/2021 12:07:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

george yavorsky

Sent From Matt Mccoy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 11:39:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Matt Mccoy

Sent From Bernadette Ferriter to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 9:16:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: MUSEUM ACCESS IN GGPARK
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Bernadette Ferriter

Sent From Susan Sweeney to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 8:08:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
It is time to open JFK Drive to allow easier access to that part of GGPark. Close it on Sundays, fine
but leave it open the rest of the time.

Susan Sweeney

Sent From Patricia Mace to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 7:33:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Patricia Mace

Sent From Rich Tomlinson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 6:58:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Rich Tomlinson

Sent From Katya George to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 6:00:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Katya George

Sent From Karen Bena to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 5:22:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Karen Bena

Sent From Isabelle Carman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 5:13:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Isabelle Carman

Sent From marguerite di gangi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 5:02:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

marguerite di gangi

Sent From Loretta Ippolito to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 4:48:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Loretta Ippolito

Sent From Dave Buo i to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 4:45:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dave Buo i

Sent From Barbara Brundage to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 4:42:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Barbara Brundage

Sent From Bianca Cohen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 3:06:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Bianca Cohen

Sent From John Chernicky to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 2:41:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

John Chernicky

Sent From Fiona Hall-Roulac to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 12:13:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Fiona Hall-Roulac

Sent From Andrew Wiseman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 7:59:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Andrew Wiseman

Sent From Kathleen Powell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 6:53:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kathleen Powell

Sent From Mark Finigan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 5:46:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. I work in San Francisco, I live in San
Francisco and I vote.

Mark Finigan

Sent From RC Maloy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 5:06:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

RC Maloy

Sent From JOY STEWART to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 4:43:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

JOY STEWART

Sent From Akiko Arikawa to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 4:12:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. In particular seniors can't always
use buses due to less physical stability. They can visit many areas of the park with family member
driving and pick-up. The park was a blessed beautiful and extremely spirit lifting for all of us able
to walk the many paths and observing families use of JFK during the intense 2020. I can notice that
the use has become more weekend use as vaccines have improved much for the city. JFK Drive
should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Akiko Arikawa

Sent From Deborah Fremming to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 3:24:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
A second generation San Franciscan, 3 generations buried in the Presidio, I definitely preferred the
park before COVID. Open up Jfk blvd. Long time museum member, have lost interest. I used to take
my students every year to get he city and museums. San Francisco is no longer the city I've loved all
my life. Sad.

Deborah Fremming

Sent From Jan Slatter to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 2:43:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jan Slatter

Sent From LILLIAN SHIIBA to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 2:20:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

LILLIAN SHIIBA

Sent From Barbara Renzullo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 1:01:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Barbara Renzullo

Sent From Elizabeth Falkner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/21/2021 12:31:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before.

Elizabeth Falkner

Sent From Irene Higtower to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 11:49:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before.

Irene Higtower

Sent From G.A. Evans to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 11:20:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

G.A. Evans

Sent From Janaea Martin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 10:43:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Janaea Martin

Sent From david vanderbilt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 10:18:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

david vanderbilt

Sent From Christina Creveling to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 9:43:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
There are those of us who drive to visit the park and we need access that is closer. In the past, it was
possible to park on JFK and walk into the museums, etc. Please give that access back to us. Not all of
us can afford the price of the garage or can walk from Fulton to get into the park. Please reopen
JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Christina Creveling

Sent From Susan Crist to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 8:57:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Susan Crist

Sent From Keiko Ito to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 8:53:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Keiko Ito

Sent From Kimberly Lesher to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 8:52:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Kimberly Lesher

Sent From Carol Selig to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 8:38:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Carol Selig

Sent From Kim Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 8:20:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Kim Wong

Sent From Sidsel Millerstrom to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 8:16:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sidsel Millerstrom

Sent From Elaine McKenna to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 8:05:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before
the pandemic. Thank you for your consideration.

Elaine McKenna

Sent From Alex Darr to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 7:56:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Keep JFK Drive Open to Park Users
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to keep open JFK Drive as
it has been since the start of COVID lockdowns. It was unsafe for Park users everyday except
Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year - bike lanes blocked by cars and pedestrian walkways
crowded to the point that people walked on the grass landscaping (note the disappearance of use
paths alongside paved walkways) each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety! The
park needs better transit access every day of the week from every neighborhood and the museumcontrolled parking garage, approved by voters who were promised a 'pedestrian oasis' in exchange,
needs to be made affordable to those who need to drive to the park, addressing accessibility. People
with vision, hearing, and mobility disabilities, as well as seniors and children, deserve a safe place
to walk, ride, roll, and play away from the noise and danger of cars. There are plenty of roads to
drive in Golden Gate Park. At least part of it should be safe for other users.

Alex Darr

Sent From David Menke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 7:23:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

David Menke

Sent From Marria Evbuoma to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 7:22:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Marria Evbuoma

Sent From Valerie Campbell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 7:00:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Valerie Campbell

Sent From Tamra Winchester to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:59:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Open JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park
I feel very strongly about the issue of closing JFK Drive. The City of San Francisco must continue to
earn it's reputation for being a cultured city with world class art. As important, the current closure
of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly
neighboring Golden Gate Park. The initial intent of closing JFK Drive temporarily was to benefit the
health of Golden Gate Park visitors, I would like to emphasize that art and exercise are equally
essential for us to thrive. Opening the drive will not prevent the public from exercising and
otherwise enjoying the park. Keeping it closed will definitely impact the ability of the museums to
survive and severely restrict access to the park for visitors. Don't succumb to a false dichotomy.
We don't have to choose between indoor and outdoor enrichment. Open the drive to pre-COVID
conditions to benefit everyone. Please. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions
pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some
Saturdays as it was before

Tamra Winchester

Sent From Cheryl McDonald to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:42:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Cheryl McDonald

Sent From Charlotte Tefft to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:34:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!
Please open JFK drive. I have raspatory issues that make it very difficult to walk a distance to the
front doors of the museum. As a result I have let go of my membership. Such a gem for a senior
artist to be denied. I do not want to see all those taxi stands. I would like close handicap parking.
Sure hope you are listening to us, the people that support and gain comfort from the shows. Plus the
opportunity to share with my grandchildren!!!!

Charlotte Tefft

Sent From Jaime Yamamura to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:31:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jaime Yamamura

Sent From Susan Hoganson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:26:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the Bay Area deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK
Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or
walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like
it was pre-pandemic.

Susan Hoganson

Sent From Wendy YAMAMURA to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:13:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. Also streets surrounding Golden Gate Park are extremely congested as residents try to
cross east to west and have no alternatives but to cause back ups on Arguello, Parker, Lincoln,
Fulton, Fell and Stanyon.

Wendy YAMAMURA

Sent From melinda ahrens to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:07:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

melinda ahrens

Sent From Julia Grau to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:02:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Julia Grau

Sent From Myrtis Mixon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:02:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Myrtis Mixon

Sent From Allen Malmquist to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:00:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
People do drive. People will continue to drive. Creating better bike access and public
transportation around the city is a good thing, but car-access needs to remain a priority.
Handicapped people, people traveling w/ big loads, the elderly, friends carpooling, there are many
many reasons driving is still the best option in the city for some people overall and for others on
specific travels. Let these people, not to mention long distance visitors, access Golden Gate Park,
the DeYoung, Academy, arboretum & other treasures. Keep JFK open so ALL PEOPLES have access.
Thank you.

Allen Malmquist

Sent From Danielle Garland to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:46:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Danielle Garland

Sent From Paula Linden to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:30:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. It is also extremely important for those
in the bay are who visit the park's attraction often,

Paula Linden

Sent From Lynn Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:17:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lynn Lee

Sent From Mary Walker-MacLean to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:15:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. Remember that cyclers and walkers
have the Great Highway now open on Sundays, too, redirecting some activity that used to be on JFK.

Mary Walker-MacLean

Sent From Nicole Bohan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:04:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Nicole Bohan

Sent From Carl Mitchell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 4:56:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Carl Mitchell

Sent From Janet Turk to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 4:50:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Janet Turk

Sent From Elizabeth Sutherland Riney to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 4:49:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! This closure is
inequitable.

Elizabeth Sutherland Riney

Sent From Ann Lanzerotti to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 4:48:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All individuals, families, school groups, whether from the City or visitors to the city, deserve access
to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality again.
Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for
everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Ann Lanzerotti

Sent From Fred Schnider to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 4:29:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I am a Berkeley resident, but a frequent visitor to San Francisco and especially Golden Gate Park
and its world class museums and attractions. The proposal to reopen JFK Drive makes sense and
should be acted upon. JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic. Thank you for your time
and consideration.

Fred Schnider

Sent From Tedi Siminowsky to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 4:28:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
PLease consider a compromise. MOre closure than before pandemic but less that full closure all the
time.

Tedi Siminowsky

Sent From Sandra Giachino to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 4:13:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Sandra Giachino

Sent From Jan Letson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 4:11:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Jan Letson

Sent From Hal Moseley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 4:03:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Hal Moseley

Sent From Craig Adler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 3:57:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Craig Adler

Sent From karen lundin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 3:53:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

karen lundin

Sent From Joan Hyde to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 3:52:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Joan Hyde

Sent From Jessica Thomander to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 3:50:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jessica Thomander

Sent From Marilyn Winkler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 3:48:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Marilyn Winkler

Sent From Carolyn Beaman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 3:11:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Carolyn Beaman

Sent From maria mayr to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 11:17:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

maria mayr

Sent From Kimberly Allee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 11:02:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kimberly Allee

Sent From Anne Palu to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 9:09:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Anne Palu

Sent From Levon Sanossian to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 8:36:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Levon Sanossian

Sent From kristine harrison to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 8:06:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

kristine harrison

Sent From Kat Gelles to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:43:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. Parking is also a problem, especially on
weekends As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the
people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to
the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays,
holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Kat Gelles

Sent From strauss Strauss to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:19:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

strauss Strauss

Sent From Dale Thompson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:17:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dale Thompson

Sent From Jordan Faires to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 6:06:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Keep JFK Safe and Closed to Cars
It's abhorrent that pedestrians and cyclists have to fight for scraps when it comes to safe, open
streets. If a city committed to climate change and Vision Zero doesn't maintain open, car-free
streets, it is failing in its mission. I urge you to reject bad-faith efforts to reopen JFK to cars and keep
our city healthy, safe and beautiful.

Jordan Faires

Sent From Anne Kaiser to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:53:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Anne Kaiser

Sent From Carol Banquer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:51:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Carol Banquer

Sent From Linda Allen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:48:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I was recuperating from a broken foot and surgery and I couldn't go to the lawn bowling club or
otherwise enjoy the park like I used to because there was nowhere to park. I couldn't walk from
the museum parking lot. I grew up right next to the park when it was closed only on Sundays. We
need to reopen the park so people can access it. You are hurting the cherished institutions that are
in them such as the museum, aquarium (that's what we always called it when we were kids) and the
tea garden. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Linda Allen

Sent From Carolyn Glubok to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:44:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Carolyn Glubok

Sent From Eileen Landini to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:35:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Eileen Landini

Sent From Carol Bier to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:30:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Carol Bier

Sent From Alice Spears to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:27:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Please reopen JFK Drive to cars so we can all visit the museums. Not everyone can walk or ride a
bicycle the distance required to get to the DeYoung or the Academy of Sciences from outside the
park.

Alice Spears

Sent From Kent Howard to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:26:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Kent Howard

Sent From Mary Nichols to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:25:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Mary Nichols

Sent From G. Sjahsam to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:22:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

G. Sjahsam

Sent From Jeff B to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:15:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jeff B

Sent From Joyce Warner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 5:06:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I write to ask for your consideration for San Franciscans that love the park, but don't live close to it.
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! Closing it on weekends
is a nice respite, but keeping it that way all week is really restricting access for many of us that
come from other neighborhoods. It just makes it too difficult to get into the park for residents.

Joyce Warner

Sent From Lois Robin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 4:39:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lois Robin

Sent From Howard Moreland to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 4:37:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK return to working compromise
The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert to the compromise that was
struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park. It provides balanced access
to cyclists, joggers, walker, park visitors, and visitors to the California Academy of Sciences and
deYoung Museum.

Howard Moreland

Sent From Phyllis Nabhan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 4:14:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Phyllis Nabhan

Sent From Phyllis Nabhan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 4:12:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Phyllis Nabhan

Sent From Alvin Ja to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 3:39:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Alvin Ja

Sent From Marlyne Hadley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 3:29:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Marlyne Hadley

Sent From Sandra Cormier to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 3:20:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sandra Cormier

Sent From Nancy Catena to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 3:08:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. I walk in GGP at least twice a week, often
covering 4 to 6 miles, but I STRONGLY support returning to pre-pandemic access patterns. As a
healthy 78 year old, I see the VERY negative effect of the current closure configuration on my
friends, young families and myself, particularly in regard to the museums and the less crowded
semi-hidden delights of the park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden
Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few!! I strongly encourage you to
support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic
and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Nancy Catena

Sent From Michael Dean to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 2:58:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Michael Dean

Sent From Joyce Creswell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 2:47:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Joyce Creswell

Sent From Martin Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 2:23:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Martin Wong

Sent From Christina Polischuk to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 2:10:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Christina Polischuk

Sent From jill miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 2:04:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. I have recently become handicapped due to an accident. It is vital to me
to keep the road open to cars till sundays and holidays. Please, please, please.

jill miller

Sent From Nancy White to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 2:03:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Nancy White

Sent From Brooke Corley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 1:52:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Brooke Corley

Sent From Carolyn McGovern to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 1:51:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Carolyn McGovern

Sent From Donald Taka to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 1:49:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK: This initiative served a 'special small group of bicyclists who used their political
connection
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Donald Taka

Sent From Peter Furlotte to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 1:32:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Peter Furlotte

Sent From Marsha Hallet to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 1:30:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Marsha Hallet

Sent From Curt Cournale to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 1:27:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Curt Cournale

Sent From Nancy Bagdanov to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 1:27:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen!!!!!!! Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
EVERYONE should be able to visit and enjoy!!! It's time to get back to normal! I urge you to support
JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and
street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before.

Nancy Bagdanov

Sent From Jane Schafgans to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 1:24:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jane Schafgans

Sent From Maxwell Tuozzolo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 1:16:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Maxwell Tuozzolo

Sent From Eileen Perry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 1:15:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Eileen Perry

Sent From Susan McFadden to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 1:11:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Susan McFadden

Sent From Lara Conte to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 1:00:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. The
road closure contributes to more parking in adjacent neighborhoods, straining the relationship
with neighbors. People coming in from out of town or visiting San Francisco will likely either opt to
park in adjacent neighborhoods or not visit at all. Requiring all to park in paid parking lots likely
limits the amount of people who will visit. It's often just enough to make one reconsider going to
the museum for lunch, visiting the tea garden. or taking a stroll through the park. The park is closed
every Sunday and that is enough.

Lara Conte

Sent From Marvin Martin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:44:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Marvin Martin

Sent From Kimberly Martin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:42:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kimberly Martin

Sent From Maansi Desai to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:36:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Maansi Desai

Sent From Elizabeth Lincoln to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:27:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Elizabeth Lincoln

Sent From Rosemary Howley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:25:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Rosemary Howley

Sent From Wanda Waldera to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:21:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Wanda Waldera

Sent From Cynthia Barr Goldberg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:20:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Cynthia Barr Goldberg

Sent From Eloise Rivera to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:18:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Eloise Rivera

Sent From Carole Dawes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:14:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Carole Dawes

Sent From Steve Reinstein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:14:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Steve Reinstein

Sent From John Jackson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:13:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

John Jackson

Sent From Jerushah Ismail to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:06:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jerushah Ismail

Sent From Susan Deming to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:04:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Susan Deming

Sent From Jane Kang to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:03:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jane Kang

Sent From annika hayes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:02:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

annika hayes

Sent From Dianne Drosnes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/20/2021 12:01:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Dianne Drosnes

Sent From Lynn Aisawa to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:54:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lynn Aisawa

Sent From REBECCA HUDDLESTON to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:52:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with ACCESS FOR
EVERYONE ELSE. As someone who has supported and used this park for over 20 years, I urge you
to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

REBECCA HUDDLESTON

Sent From Sherry Holland to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:46:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sherry Holland

Sent From Anne Nadler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:44:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! The impact of
internationally and historically valued art through exhibitions is extraordinary. It touches people
in ways that cannot be over estimated. It raises the level of connection between all humans. It
touches all ages. And it promotes the values that generate civilization, making it possible for so
many to survive side by side on one lone planet. It is extraordinary to me that such a potent force
would be reduced and impaired to benefit the privileged few that live within the local Golden Gate
Park area zipcodes. It is a complete reversal of the purpose of this public park and the public
museums within it.

Anne Nadler

Sent From Kathleen Henzerling to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:43:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Kathleen Henzerling

Sent From William Shaw to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:43:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

William Shaw

Sent From Jane Knight to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:39:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jane Knight

Sent From Denise Malmquist-Little to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:38:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. JFK is a main access to GGP and
the museums. Everyone needs equal access. Many, like myself, cannot bicycle and cannot walk the
distance, and cannot skate. I love our museums and the Academy and as a native San Franciscan
senior citizen, I want to continue to enjoy them. Please re-open JFK to its pre-COVID status. Thank
you.

Denise Malmquist-Little

Sent From Paula Bungen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:38:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Paula Bungen

Sent From Vince Moreci to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:37:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Vince Moreci

Sent From Sherrill Clark to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:36:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sherrill Clark

Sent From Sandra Swanson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:28:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sandra Swanson

Sent From Nancy Oliveira to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:28:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Nancy Oliveira

Sent From Frances Schreiberg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:26:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I'm a grandmother and take my pre-school granddaughter to the DeYoung, among
other museums. It is difficult to manage all her belongings (stroller, portable potty, lunch box, back
pack, etc.) without being able to drive close to the museum. I urge you to restore access to Golden
Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Frances Schreiberg

Sent From Tirzah Mutrux to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:16:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Tirzah Mutrux

Sent From Joan Gill to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:15:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Joan Gill

Sent From John Marino to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:13:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
I am disabled. A recent attempt to visit sites within the Park was extremely frustrating to the point
that I just gave up and went home. Most of the major attractions in the park are on JFK Drive, when
you close it, you are making access for disabled people difficult, if not impossible. In other words,
you are in violation of the ADA and I for one will be happy to support an effort to litigate against
the city on this issue.

John Marino

Sent From John Adams to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:13:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
The closure of JFK triples the time of my frequent drive from 4th and Parnassas to the Kaiser facility
between 5th and 6th on Geary. All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate
Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take
public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK
Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

John Adams

Sent From Joyce Reeder to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:13:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. I do not live in the City, but have always appreciated the
City's strategy of closing JFK Drive only on weekend days. Please restore this access plan, as the
City's shelter-in-place order has been lifted. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Joyce Reeder

Sent From Johanna Potocchelli to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:11:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Johanna Potocchelli

Sent From B Ruiz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:10:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

B Ruiz

Sent From JanFreya Didur to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:10:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

JanFreya Didur

Sent From Licita Fernandez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:08:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Licita Fernandez

Sent From Connie Buford to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:07:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Connie Buford

Sent From Henry Der to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:06:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Henry Der

Sent From Saptarshi Desai to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:05:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Saptarshi Desai

Sent From Joan Ramo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:05:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Joan Ramo

Sent From Parul Desai to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:01:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Parul Desai

Sent From Laura Del Rosso to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:01:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Laura Del Rosso

Sent From Carmella Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 11:00:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Carmella Smith

Sent From Michael Dorf to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:59:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Michael Dorf

Sent From Linda Boccia to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:56:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Linda Boccia

Sent From herbert weiner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:55:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

herbert weiner

Sent From James Steere to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:54:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

James Steere

Sent From stephanie peek to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:53:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

stephanie peek

Sent From JANE LUNDIN to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:52:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

JANE LUNDIN

Sent From Ingrid Schultz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:51:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Ingrid Schultz

Sent From Hannelore Lewis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:51:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise. I
am a senior, live in Berkeley, but as so many of my friends in the East Bay, love to visit Golden Gate
Park and its museums. Closing JFK Drive for automobile traffic would make it quite impossible for
us to get close enough to these institutions. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!
Thank you very much!

Hannelore Lewis

Sent From Eve Mayerhofer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:49:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Please reopen JFK Drive to the way it was before. I live in San Jose so it is very expensive when I
want to visit the museum or go to the Tea Garden.

Eve Mayerhofer

Sent From richard covert to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:44:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

richard covert

Sent From Leigh Blicher to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:42:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Leigh Blicher

Sent From Carol Merit to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:40:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Carol Merit

Sent From Adrienne Giotta to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:37:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I would suggest JFK Drive be open to vehicles 6 days a week and a weekend closure (alternate) for
residents, visitors, those that want to bike, skate and walk through GG Park.

Adrienne Giotta

Sent From Marilyn Stocker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:37:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Marilyn Stocker

Sent From Erdmuth Folker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:35:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Erdmuth Folker

Sent From Bill Alvarado to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:33:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! The Park is cut-off to
many disabled peole & Handicapped. There will only be a limited number of spots & once those are
gone, we will have to turn around and go home, or pay to park. The park should return to being
closed only on Sundays. Also it is creating a large traffic jam on Stanyan street on ALL days with
much more emissions being created by stop & go traffic right in front of a Hospital! All this so
people can go & play on their bikes. The bicycle coalition is completely greedy, in their relententless
grabbing of any and all streets just for their exclusive use. It excludes the very large majority who
use these streets for access to live & work in our daily lives.

Bill Alvarado

Sent From Elena Kounitski to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:31:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Elena Kounitski

Sent From Susan Palmore to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:28:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Susan Palmore

Sent From Ann Myers to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:27:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Ann Myers

Sent From Ella wong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:24:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ella wong

Sent From Maria Treadway to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:24:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I attend many events at the deYoung museum, many times I have elderly passengers. Limiting car
access to the expense garage is a burden. A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in
2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive
back to the way it was before COVID. The select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a
disservice that want a reasonable compromise. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Maria Treadway

Sent From Peter Norman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:22:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Peter Norman

Sent From Robert Tsubamoto to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:20:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. 'What worked during the shelter-inplace order is not sustainable or equitable as we emerge from this pandemic. The closure is
especially hard on people with disabilities, seniors, families with young children, people who do not
live close to Golden Gate Park, and low-income people who cannot afford the high price of the Music
Concourse Parking Garage.'

Robert Tsubamoto

Sent From Janet Fitzpatrick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:19:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Janet Fitzpatrick

Sent From Janice Wojdula to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:17:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Janice Wojdula

Sent From Alice Yavorsky to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:15:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. In
addition to limiting access to the de Young, the closure had virtually eliminated our access to the
Park. My husband has difficulty breathing, and although we live right across the street from the
Park (5th and Fulton)we have to drive all around the Park to the Sunset side in order to bring him
to a place where he can sit and walk. Thank you for considering this change seriously.

Alice Yavorsky

Sent From Demetri Polites to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:11:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Demetri Polites

Sent From Aleksey Klochkov to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:11:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Aleksey Klochkov

Sent From Michael Me iktas to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:11:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Michael Me iktas

Sent From Candace Hyde-Wang to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:10:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Candace Hyde-Wang

Sent From Chris Christiano to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:09:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Chris Christiano

Sent From Connie Vaughan Mansell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:08:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Connie Vaughan Mansell

Sent From Linda Snyder to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:07:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Linda Snyder

Sent From Mindy Beattie to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:07:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Mindy Beattie

Sent From Deni Asnis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:06:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. As a former 40 year San Francisco
resident who is now in Pacifica, I still come to the museums in Golden Gate Park and other
activities. I am older and the accessibility is a really important issue for me in terms of being able to
park and go to the museums and make use of the park. We all agree that bicyclists and pedestrians
should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for everyone else.
I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Deni Asnis

Sent From michael sosin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:01:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

michael sosin

Sent From Audra Katona to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 10:00:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Audra Katona

Sent From Yaeko Ozaki to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:55:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Yaeko Ozaki

Sent From L.A. Parker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:55:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

L.A. Parker

Sent From Jackie Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:55:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jackie Miller

Sent From Dipak R Patel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:54:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Dipak R Patel

Sent From Rita Patel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:53:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Rita Patel

Sent From Paula Conrey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:51:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Paula Conrey

Sent From Michele Collier to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:48:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Michele Collier

Sent From Elizabeth Theil to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:48:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
As COVID abates, it is time to reopen JFK Drive. and reestablish pre-pandemic conditions in Golden
Gate Park. The Park is an asset to all San Franciscans, not just a few.
Please support the return of
JFK Drive to Pre-COVID conditions: all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on
Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Elizabeth Theil

Sent From Mark Hadler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:48:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mark Hadler

Sent From Virginia Merschel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:46:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Virginia Merschel

Sent From Jeanne Milligan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:45:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jeanne Milligan

Sent From Joseph Mahood to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:45:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Joseph Mahood

Sent From Tim Dillon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:44:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Tim Dillon

Sent From Daniel Berkowitz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:42:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Daniel Berkowitz

Sent From Penny Welles to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:40:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays.

Penny Welles

Sent From Judith Grunstra to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:39:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I am a senior citizen and art lover who makes the trip from Santa Cruz to San Francisco a few times
a year to see exhibits at the deYoung and Legion of Honor. I don't mind walking a bit from where I
find a parking space, but am not about to ride a bike or, frankly, take a bus. Bicyclists should not
restrict traffic to the extent this road closure does. The current closure of JFK Drive severely
impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate
Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the
people of San Francisco, not just a few.

Judith Grunstra

Sent From Mindy Guan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:37:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Mindy Guan

Sent From Toni Schultz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:34:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Toni Schultz

Sent From Maria Polyzos to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:32:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Maria Polyzos

Sent From Michelle Klurstein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:32:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Michelle Klurstein

Sent From Thomas Lindberg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:30:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City and surrounding communities deserve access to Golden Gate Park.
We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public
transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive
should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Thomas Lindberg

Sent From Mariano Curat to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:29:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Mariano Curat

Sent From Rosemarie Petitpas to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:26:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Rosemarie Petitpas

Sent From Nancy Letourneau to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:24:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Nancy Letourneau

Sent From Michael Goldie to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:24:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Michael Goldie

Sent From Josh Minkus to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:23:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Josh Minkus

Sent From harald oyen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:23:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year. I am a lifetime city resident living part of my young life using the park from 17th
avenue. At 83 I still want to be able to walk to the excitement in the park. HELP, access is so
important. Slow the traffic down, have bike ways and walk ways. Lets all share as I was taught at
Jefferson Elementary by Miss Decatur in kindergarten.

harald oyen

Sent From carole glosenger to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:23:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

carole glosenger

Sent From Roberta Spalding to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:21:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I live in Concord and using BART and MUNI to go to the DeYoung or the Academy of Sciences is
expensive and very time consuming. As I also usually attend with one or two others driving is much
less expensive if one doesn't have to use the very expensive garage. As I'm retired I attend on
weekdays so please at least restore parking on those days. The time for 'close first, ask questions
later' is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and
restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Roberta Spalding

Sent From Catherine Sarlatte to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:21:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Catherine Sarlatte

Sent From Young Park to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:21:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Young Park

Sent From Ann Myers to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:20:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Ann Myers

Sent From Kathleen Meehan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:20:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Kathleen Meehan

Sent From Gail Barbeau to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:19:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Gail Barbeau

Sent From Kalpana Patel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:19:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Kalpana Patel

Sent From Eugene Krupetsky to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:18:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Eugene Krupetsky

Sent From Jeanne Rose to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:17:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. i am 85, can't bike or walk, need my car and the handicap spaces
that WERE available. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with
all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was
before

Jeanne Rose

Sent From Willem Laan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:17:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Willem Laan

Sent From Renee Phipps to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:16:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Renee Phipps

Sent From Barbara Klingsporn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:15:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Barbara Klingsporn

Sent From Sheila Lindsay to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:14:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Sheila Lindsay

Sent From Melissa Perrott to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:13:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Melissa Perrott

Sent From Al Davis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:12:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Al Davis

Sent From Linda Bine to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:12:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. As a born-and-raised San
Franciscan, I urge you to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was
before the pandemic! Please!

Linda Bine

Sent From Matthew Dea to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:11:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Matthew Dea

Sent From Vivian Faye to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:11:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!
Including transit users from greater Bay Area

Vivian Faye

Sent From Patty Bloom to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:10:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Patty Bloom

Sent From Pat Mullan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:10:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Pat Mullan

Sent From Kathy Johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:10:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Kathy Johnson

Sent From Joan Dacey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:09:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Joan Dacey

Sent From Sotweed Schneble to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:09:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Sotweed Schneble

Sent From Rise Krag to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:08:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Rise Krag

Sent From Margaret Fuson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:08:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Margaret Fuson

Sent From Patty McKernan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:08:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Patty McKernan

Sent From Susan Monaster to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:08:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Susan Monaster

Sent From Gail Alexander to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:07:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Gail Alexander

Sent From Cathy Moreland to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:06:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Cathy Moreland

Sent From Genella Williamson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:06:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
As someone who lives just south of Sf I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its
pre-COVID conditions, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays,
holidays, and some Saturdays. I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed
24/7. Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. This park is a national treasure and
needs to be accessible to all - not the privileged few who live nearby. We need your voice on this
issue!

Genella Williamson

Sent From gerry parker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:05:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

gerry parker

Sent From Allegra Printz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:04:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I'm a low income Fine Artist age 75 w/ bad knees who needs street parking to access DeYoung
Museum. [Garage is expensive!] Please don't forget about me! A compromise for John F. Kennedy
Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate Park to share the roads. It is time to
reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The select few that are the most vocal are
doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was
before COVID!

Allegra Printz

Sent From William Woolf to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:04:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

William Woolf

Sent From Tara Donohue to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:03:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
The Dahlia Dell is made possible by a group of 60 year olds+ that volunteer their time, they need
easier access to carry all their heavy plants, soil and equipment. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was
before COVID!

Tara Donohue

Sent From Jane Li to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 9:00:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jane Li

Sent From Pat Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 8:58:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Pat Miller

Sent From Elena Lopez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 8:58:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Elena Lopez

Sent From France Lachapelle to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 8:57:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

France Lachapelle

Sent From Linda Coughenour to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 8:57:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Linda Coughenour

Sent From Annette DiSano to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 8:53:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Annette DiSano

Sent From Victoria Kirby to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 8:03:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Victoria Kirby

Sent From Jan Mishel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 7:02:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jan Mishel

Sent From Michele Herzberg-Moran to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 6:20:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Michele Herzberg-Moran

Sent From Janet Glessner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 6:18:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
For getting seniors and those that are handicapped to the De Young and Conservatory of flowers is
a chore. There are other parts of the park that can be closed off. If the Great Highway is closed on
weekends and John Kennedy drive is closed it causes that TRAFFIC to increase making it difficult
for those of us in the RIchmond to move about.

Janet Glessner

Sent From Ning Wen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 6:02:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ning Wen

Sent From Harriett Michael to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 5:47:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
As a long time docent at the de Young, I know that people who cannot easily access the museum
when JFK drive is closed do not come to it. And Yes, they can pay to park which is quite expensive.
The ability to get to the museum for families is an important asset for The City. As one who gives
tours on Sundays, please allow access for those who need JFK open. Bicycle riders can use the more
Western areas since few access the area around the museum and Academy of Science when JFK is
closed.

Harriett Michael

Sent From Penelope finocchiaro to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 5:41:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Penelope finocchiaro

Sent From Ellen Tollen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 5:38:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. Closure severely limits to Science Academy and de young-important resources for a San Francisco and the Bay Area. I urge you to support JFK Drive
returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures
on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before

Ellen Tollen

Sent From Nancy Raznick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 5:38:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Nancy Raznick

Sent From Monika Gonzales to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 5:06:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Monika Gonzales

Sent From Susan Peterson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 4:22:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Susan Peterson

Sent From Katherine Green to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 1:53:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Katherine Green

Sent From Maria Egoavil to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 8:02:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Maria Egoavil

Sent From Anne Harvey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 6:42:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Anne Harvey

Sent From Cynthia delaRionda to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 4:50:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Cynthia delaRionda

Sent From Kristina Langworthy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 3:59:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Kristina Langworthy

Sent From Molly Beyer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 3:39:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Molly Beyer

Sent From Karen Cresci to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 2:23:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I am an essential worker who must commute across the GGB. The closures for a smaller number of
bicyclists and pedestrians than drivers just doesn't make sense. It adds to congestion in the streets
and frustrated drivers, many of which are making illegal turns and running the added stop signs.
I'm more fearful in my own neighborhood and while driving to work. I fully support bicyclist and
pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is
closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian
walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Karen Cresci

Sent From Linda West to the Board of Supervisors on 11/19/2021 12:26:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that
was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Linda West

Sent From Peter Dickstein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 10:45:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I do not have an 'informed' opinion about this matter BECAUSE, there have been no objective
studies that provide data about traffic patterns and parking space availability. After attending a
meeting with the board of the Inner Sunset Merchants Association it became clear to me that public
opinion is diligently being sought without first, and critically, providing data that enables the public
to opine in an intelligent way. I urge City staff and Supervisors to do their homework by completing
their traffic and parking studies, present the data to the public and only then, seek public opinion.
Any other process is out of sequence, intellectually dishonest, illogical and a disservice to the public
that will likely be exposed, with appropriate disapproval, after it's too late.

Peter Dickstein

Sent From Corinne Charlton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 10:29:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID! Not everyone can just hop on a bike, scooter, or
skates in order to enjoy Golden Gate Park. The effort to close this off to the elderly, the infirmed and
families is misguided. I am 3rd generation San Francisco and we used to picnic in the park. Do not
take access away from those who need to bring in food, birthday cake, etc. Please consider ALL city
citizens and not just the Bicycle Coalition. It's completely unfair. What good is the city park if you
cannot get there?!

Corinne Charlton

Sent From Celine Chretien to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 9:59:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Celine Chretien

Sent From Tracy Smit Yardley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 9:43:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Tracy Smit Yardley

Sent From Diane McKie to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 9:25:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK, great highway and all slow streets
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. Also please open the great highway to
cars and stop the slow streets program. No one wants it (or at least not very many people). As life is
getting back to normal, so is traffic. Lawton and other streets adjacent to slow streets are awful and
VERY dangerous now that slow streets are closed. Very dangerous to drivers and pedestrians.
People are also ignoring the signs, so what good is blocking it off anyway?? People going around the
block need to drive on the slow streets. People who live there need to drive on the slow streets. So
what's the point??? They aren't car free! The great highway shutdown is awful. The avenues are a
mess because of the GH closure. Anyone who says otherwise is lying. It only benefits bikers because
they don't stop for pedestrians. My dog almost got run over many times on the GH by bikers. I'm not
anti bike but giving them the entire highway is ridiculous. SF supervisors are just making things
harder for their constituents while appeasing a small number of people. Open it all up. Please!

Diane McKie

Sent From Glen Harvey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 9:09:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. As
well, I had to go to Kaiser for a medical procedure last week. I left with time to spare under normal
conditions at 10:00 AM. It took 45 minutes to get there from West Portal. If I went in the other
direction I would have been in San Jose in another five minutes. This is ridicules.

Glen Harvey

Sent From Nancy Kiely to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:54:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Nancy Kiely

Sent From Linda Bader to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:53:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Linda Bader

Sent From Caroline B to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:52:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Caroline B

Sent From Illeana Guillen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:52:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Illeana Guillen

Sent From Alexander Vickers to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:52:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Alexander Vickers

Sent From Anthony Tsujisaka to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:44:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Anthony Tsujisaka

Sent From Sheri Fabbri to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:42:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sheri Fabbri

Sent From Lexi Paulson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:37:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Lexi Paulson

Sent From Renee Goree to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:36:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Dr
Hi there, I'd like express my thoughts on the JFK Drive closure as an employee of the de Young. I'm
sure you've received a number of comments regarding the inequitable access to the museum that
the closure causes, but what is most notable to me is that the current setup is dangerous to the
pedestrians and bicyclists who believe that JFK is without vehicular traffic. Our dock doors are
located on a stretch where JFK is closed, and there must be at least a dozen instances a day where
vehicles drive down JFK to access those doors, which are absolutely necessary for the museum to
function. Each one of these instances presents a dangerous combination of unaware pedestrians
who assume that there are no vehicles around, and a vehicle (oftentimes a cargo truck with gaping
blind spots) driving alongside them. I've personally seen instances of people walking in the road
with headphones on, completely unaware that a massive truck is behind them. It's even worse now
that the sun sets while the museum is still open, meaning that there are long periods of the day that
these vehicles are also driving with reduced visibility, and I feel that it's just a matter of time before
a collision occurs. I understand that open walkable space is precious, and that bicycles need greater
priority, but I believe there are better solutions. Focusing on better bike lanes would be a vast
improvement, and a welcome compromise could be to close JFK Saturday and Sunday, when our
service vehicles aren't typically in use. Thanks for your time!

Renee Goree

Sent From nancy zerner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:32:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

nancy zerner

Sent From Amanda Riley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:24:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Amanda Riley

Sent From Wesley Webb to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:09:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Wesley Webb

Sent From Thelma Puechner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:04:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Thelma Puechner

Sent From Abe Frank to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:03:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Abe Frank

Sent From Karen Knuth to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 8:02:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Karen Knuth

Sent From Lesley Bruynesteyn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 7:58:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from the COVID-19
pandemic, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco,
not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and
Saturdays, 6 months of the year. Thank you very much.

Lesley Bruynesteyn

Sent From Thomas Ross to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 7:49:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Thomas Ross

Sent From Gayle Riesser to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 7:48:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
People of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! I am mobilitychallenged and was able to visit the astonishing Patrick Kelly exhibit at the DeYoung Museum
because my cousin whom I was visiting (from New Jersey) was able to drop me off. Otherwise it
would not have been possible. JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Gayle Riesser

Sent From JCharmain Giuliani to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 7:45:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

JCharmain Giuliani

Sent From Magdalena Wantschik to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 7:19:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Magdalena Wantschik

Sent From Caroline McCune to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 7:18:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Caroline McCune

Sent From Albert Ricciardelli to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 7:18:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Albert Ricciardelli

Sent From Luke Sorensen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 7:13:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Luke Sorensen

Sent From Susan Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 7:01:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Susan Lee

Sent From Chris Cassidy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 6:56:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to disregard the astroturf
campaign being operated at parkaccess4all.org. When there's an empty parking garage available to
museum patrons, replacing a vibrant pedestrian and cyclist thoroughfare with more parking and
driving serves literally no one.

Chris Cassidy

Sent From Paul Dahlke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 6:52:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Paul Dahlke

Sent From Ben Body to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 6:51:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ben Body

Sent From Martin Chapman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 6:46:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Martin Chapman

Sent From S Arnejo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 6:45:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

S Arnejo

Sent From Jeffrey Espadilla to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 6:28:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jeffrey Espadilla

Sent From Emily Beeny to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 6:23:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Emily Beeny

Sent From lisa davis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 6:14:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

lisa davis

Sent From Amy Browne to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 6:13:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Amy Browne

Sent From Emma Acker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 6:12:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Emma Acker

Sent From Christopher Park to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 6:12:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Christopher Park

Sent From Christopher Farstad to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 6:11:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Christopher Farstad

Sent From Ross Hendrickson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 6:06:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ross Hendrickson

Sent From David Nolley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 5:49:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

David Nolley

Sent From Jasmine Meidinger to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 5:40:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety! I
live in the sunset with my 4 year old son. My fathers house is in the Richmond. It is very difficult to
get across the park to my fathers house now with my 4 year old son. Please restore JFK to its
previous usage schedule. Thank you!

Jasmine Meidinger

Sent From Krystal Krucik to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 5:39:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive opening
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Krystal Krucik

Sent From Catherine Thorsen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 5:16:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Catherine Thorsen

Sent From Susan Turley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 4:54:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Susan Turley

Sent From Ken Mendonca to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 4:50:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Ken Mendonca

Sent From Barbara Johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 2:41:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Barbara Johnson

Sent From Gilia Humrich to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 5:53:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Gilia Humrich

Sent From Alex Friedman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 4:57:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. The museums are also resources enjoyed
by many both local and in the greater region. We would like to have good access to them as we did
Pre pandemic. We need to balance equity AND safety! Thank you.

Alex Friedman

Sent From susan Lucas to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 3:33:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

susan Lucas

Sent From Diane Serna to the Board of Supervisors on 11/18/2021 12:01:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Diane Serna

Sent From Nancy Lim-Yee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 10:08:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Nancy Lim-Yee

Sent From Allen Nomura to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 9:38:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Allen Nomura

Sent From Orene Kearn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 9:14:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Orene Kearn

Sent From Shauna Small to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 8:47:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID, allowing access to all bay area residents,
not only those lucky enough to be able to afford to live within walking distance. .

Shauna Small

Sent From Richard Cheung to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 8:33:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Richard Cheung

Sent From Alexander Fox to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 7:16:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Alexander Fox

Sent From Linnea Sweet to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 6:34:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Linnea Sweet

Sent From HELGA WILSON to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 6:24:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I am handicapped and the closure affects me personally.The current closure of JFK Drive severely
impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate
Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the
people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to
the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays,
holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

HELGA WILSON

Sent From Jennifer Henerlau to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 5:59:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I grew up in Marin County and have fond memories of packing our family's bikes in our VW bus and
heading to Golden Gate Park on Sunday's to take advantage of the new idea of a car free Golden
Gate Park. I still live in Marin County and find the best way for me to get to Golden Gate Park and all
the Museums and attractions there is to drive my car. (at least I do drive an electric car) With
having all of JFK closed it really impacts parking. I take my elderly aunt to the DeYoung and the CA
Academy of Science regularly (I have memberships to both) and find it expensive to need to park in
the garage. I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with
all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jennifer Henerlau

Sent From Beverly Libaire to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 5:12:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Beverly Libaire

Sent From ROBERT C. Bakewell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 4:22:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park â€¦ public shuttle
transportation and posted information about where to park can be improved . JFK could be opened
up during M-F to allow access from Fulton at 8th to Stow Lake JFK entrance thru to MLK. East
Conservatory Drive , once a key link for X- park circulation, could be opened during week from
east Park JFK entrance to Arguello , and on weekends circulation and parking for special events at
Horseshoe Courts .

ROBERT C. Bakewell

Sent From William Thompson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 3:58:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

William Thompson

Sent From Helen Dornbusch to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 3:48:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Helen Dornbusch

Sent From karen kinahan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 3:21:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

karen kinahan

Sent From Jennifer Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 10:33:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jennifer Wong

Sent From Nancy Wiltsek to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 7:19:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Hello, I hope you agree that all San Franciscans deserve access to Golden Gate Park. However not all
can take public transportation or walk/bike to the Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK
Drive should be opened to allow full access for residents and out of City visitors alike! Please
reopen JFK Drive like it was pre-pandemic. Thank you!

Nancy Wiltsek

Sent From susan schneider to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 7:17:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I am a former staff member of the California Academy of Sciences, past member and avid patron of
the de Young Museum for over 30 years. And I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's
why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It works well being closed
Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year. There are ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways
each day of the week. Closing JFK permanently only makes it inconvenient to visit the de Young, the
California Academy of Sciences and the Tea Garden. You need to balance equity AND safety! Please
restore the opening of JFK Drive to pre-COVID access.

susan schneider

Sent From stuart fong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 6:08:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. Don't for get the seniors. The time for 'close first, ask questions
later' is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and
restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

stuart fong

Sent From Leslie Boin Podell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 5:45:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Leslie Boin Podell

Sent From Janis Olson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 5:45:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Janis Olson

Sent From jacqueline jones to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 4:42:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has made it very challenging for us to get our seniors close enough to
the museum to park and walk in from the road where parking is free. it makes it hard on our
volunteers who now have to drop people off and drive far away to park. I feel there's room for
parking and safety We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was
before the pandemic!

jacqueline jones

Sent From Stephen Gorski to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 3:42:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Stephen Gorski

Sent From Ann Larson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 3:12:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Ann Larson

Sent From Larry Pulliam to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 2:24:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. Looking down closed JFK from the Fell St entrance on weekdays I never see anyone in
the street, there are a few people on the broad sidewalks. Closure not only limits access to the
deYoung, but also Conservatory of Flowers and several other things on that stretch of road. The
pre-pandemic schedule should be re-implemented. Public access should be allowed/encouraged for
all, not just a few who can bike, walk or skate to the area. Many disabled people do not have the
ability to transfer to shuttle busses outside the park or the financial means to use the undergroung
garage.

Larry Pulliam

Sent From Kenneth Ebbs to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 1:55:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Kenneth Ebbs

Sent From Deborah Baker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/17/2021 1:51:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Deborah Baker

Sent From Martin Nelan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 11:39:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Martin Nelan

Sent From catherine yee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 10:46:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. I need to commute to and from the
Financial District everyday. Taking public transportation is not an option for me since I have to get
to the office in a timely manner, Public transportation is not reliable. I have put putting up the
heavy traffic since the City started to reopen and it take a toll on my physical and mental wellbeing.
We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the
pandemic!

catherine yee

Sent From Mellownee Bassett to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 9:07:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mellownee Bassett

Sent From Linda Stevens to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 9:07:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Linda Stevens

Sent From Gloria Vlachos to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 9:03:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Gloria Vlachos

Sent From Iquawe Matthews to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 8:56:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Iquawe Matthews

Sent From Renee Lazear to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 8:34:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Renee Lazear

Sent From Valerie Machacek to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 7:39:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Valerie Machacek

Sent From David Heineman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 7:32:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

David Heineman

Sent From Corinne Wick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 7:23:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Corinne Wick

Sent From Doreen Eramian to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 7:06:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Doreen Eramian

Sent From Katie Thompson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 6:57:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Katie Thompson

Sent From Linda Greenberg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 6:26:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Linda Greenberg

Sent From Diane E Mayer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 6:04:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Diane E Mayer

Sent From Grace Jeung to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 5:26:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and as well as
communities neighboring Golden Gate Park. Now that pandemic is over, which was why the park
was originally closed, JFK must be reopened As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK
Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly
encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open
to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Grace Jeung

Sent From Laura DiPiano to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 5:19:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Laura DiPiano

Sent From camilla Bixler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 4:52:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. As seniors we need the museum to be accessible! I urge you to
support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic
and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before

camilla Bixler

Sent From Melissa Klar to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 4:23:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Melissa Klar

Sent From Pam Johns to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 4:13:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Pam Johns

Sent From Diane Almirol to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 3:26:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Diane Almirol

Sent From Jan Doyle to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 3:02:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jan Doyle

Sent From Edna Quijano to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 1:44:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Edna Quijano

Sent From Carol Breslin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 1:22:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Carol Breslin

Sent From Diana Dubash to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 12:34:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Diana Dubash

Sent From Diana Cresci to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 12:12:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I had to cancel my Conservatory of Flowers membership since no access to the parking lot. The
street closures make life very difficult for the seniors and disabled which is unfair. Please
remember them.

Diana Cresci

Sent From Kris Moser to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 7:47:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Kris Moser

Sent From Nancy Bieri to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 7:12:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Re open JFK Drive now!
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nancy Bieri

Sent From Corinne Levy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 6:52:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Corinne Levy

Sent From Zoe Harris to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 6:16:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Zoe Harris

Sent From Lauretta Cuadra to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 6:10:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lauretta Cuadra

Sent From Constance Halog to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 5:07:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! Not
everyone is blessed with good health to be able to walk, bicycle or bus to the park - the park needs
to be open to private vehicles JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Constance Halog

Sent From Brenda Kwee McNulty to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 4:48:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Brenda Kwee McNulty

Sent From Laurel Feigenbaum to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 4:42:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Laurel Feigenbaum

Sent From Dottie Breiner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 4:42:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Dottie Breiner

Sent From Diana Anderson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 4:04:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Diana Anderson

Sent From Pamela Martin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 3:52:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Pamela Martin

Sent From Robert Vanderlaan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 3:12:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Robert Vanderlaan

Sent From Lynne Myers to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 3:00:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Lynne Myers

Sent From Mary Bond to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 2:48:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mary Bond

Sent From Judith Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 2:08:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Judith Smith

Sent From Anthony DuComb to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 1:50:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Anthony DuComb

Sent From Lynette Chang to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 1:45:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Lynette Chang

Sent From Helene Casella to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 1:12:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Helene Casella

Sent From Rike Grasshoff to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 12:59:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Rike Grasshoff

Sent From DukhNiwaran Whipp to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 12:31:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
My husband has Parkinson's and we really enjoy being able to attend Access Days at the De Young
and the Legion. Without accessible parking that is not possible. We are Museum members and come
all the way from Santa Cruz to go to your wonderful museums. It is time for John F. Kennedy Drive
to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that everyone should be able to visit. I urge
you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle
traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before

DukhNiwaran Whipp

Sent From Harvey Allan Ridley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 12:22:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
As a senior resident of San Francisco with a partially handicapped wife, I am asking you to reopen
JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year,
with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity
AND safety! Furthermore the traffic conditions at the ninth and Lincoln entrance to GGP has been
out of control on recent weekends, endangering bikers and pedestrians alike. It's a 'Robbing Peter
to pay Paul' situation. This needs your concerned attention.

Harvey Allan Ridley

Sent From Virginia Burenin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 12:20:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Virginia Burenin

Sent From Barbara Super to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 12:12:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! I'm 84, can't afford the
garage, and I can't walk that far and still walk as much as I need to while in the museum! You'll be
my age someday!

Barbara Super

Sent From Ann Cupolo Freeman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/16/2021 12:10:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Ann Cupolo Freeman

Sent From Virginia Good to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 11:54:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Virginia Good

Sent From Francine Perkins to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 11:46:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Francine Perkins

Sent From Patricia Callahan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 11:39:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Patricia Callahan

Sent From Anne Pearl to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 11:20:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Anne Pearl

Sent From Margaret Schieck to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 11:00:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Margaret Schieck

Sent From Linda Barnard to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 10:48:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Linda Barnard

Sent From Marjorie Bridges to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 10:44:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! I am handicapped with
arthritis, use a walker, and need close parking to use the museum. Please give us back our parking
and access.

Marjorie Bridges

Sent From Barbara Alexander to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 10:32:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Please reopen John F. Kennedy Drive. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that everyone
should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with
all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was
before.

Barbara Alexander

Sent From Octavia Patterson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 10:25:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Octavia Patterson

Sent From Elizabeth Stryks to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 10:13:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! DO
NOT CLOSE THE PARK TO CARS. COMPROMISE at least...5 days open to cars. Too many elderly,
disabled, people with babies , etc. need to use their cars to get around. JFK Drive should be
reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Elizabeth Stryks

Sent From Steve wiget to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 10:09:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Open JFK drive to cars
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Steve wiget

Sent From Caroline Strongman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 9:46:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Caroline Strongman

Sent From Susan Torres to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 9:39:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park. My
daughter is in a wheelchair and we need the accessible parking that you have taken away. JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Susan Torres

Sent From Loretta O'Connell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 9:18:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Loretta O'Connell

Sent From Lucretia Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 9:13:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Lucretia Lee

Sent From M Mendelson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 9:12:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

M Mendelson

Sent From Catherine Lecce-Chong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 9:09:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. People with disabilities need access to the arts and sciences. As a
volunteer tester of Accessability at the de Young museum, the closure of these roads deeply impact
my ability to continue my work. We need your voice on this issue!

Catherine Lecce-Chong

Sent From Becky Burton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 9:00:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Please re-open JFK drive to at least one way traffic and ADA parking. This will help make a large
swath of attractions in the park accessible for all.

Becky Burton

Sent From Stephen McNeil to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 8:55:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Stephen McNeil

Sent From Antonio Rossmann to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 8:47:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
Dear Aaron - San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to
the Park! JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. While not SF residents, we
use the park regularly and, since my stroke in 2017, I am wheelchair bound! Hope you can see the
value of park access!

Antonio Rossmann

Sent From Kate Hanley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 8:46:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Kate Hanley

Sent From Doris Maez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 8:45:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
Persons with mobility challenges from all of the Bay Area have relied on the access programs at the
deYoung museum. Part of that is being able to park in DISABLED PARKING spaces on JFK Dr behind
the museum that provides access to the side entrance with wheelchairs and mobility scooters. If
JFK Dr. is closed to vehicular traffic, those parking spaces ( and our ability to visit the museum) are
gone. Please keep JFK Dr open for disabled persons! Appreciate your consideration to preserve
this access to the museum.

Doris Maez

Sent From Marc Pilisuk to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 8:42:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Marc Pilisuk

Sent From Denise Strehl to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 8:42:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
Please, please return John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all roadways open to
vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I am disabled and
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed. We need your voice on this
issue!

Denise Strehl

Sent From Toni Belonogoff to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 8:30:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Toni Belonogoff

Sent From Janice LeBon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 8:06:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
I am a native San Franciscan who mostly walks, runs, and bikes to get around the city. While I am
able-bodied, I am very concerned that closing JFK Drive will limit access to those who are not. I
think of my mother-in-law, who has limited mobility because of knee pain and loves visiting the
Dahlia Garden every time she visits. I think of families from the greater Bay Area who may not have
access to green space and can't easily get to Golden Gate Park via public transportation. As someone
who runs weekly in GGP, I know that JFK does not need to be closed during the week for me to feel
safe exercising. Please don't privatize Golden Gate Park by closing JFK Drive Monday through
Friday.

Janice LeBon

Sent From Lucy Carrasco to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 7:41:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Lucy Carrasco

Sent From Astrid Olsson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 7:30:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Astrid Olsson

Sent From Naomi E Glenn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 6:27:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: access to golden gate park
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Naomi E Glenn

Sent From jackie holland to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 5:55:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
My mother very much enjoys using GGPark and all it has to offer. With the JFK Drive closed to
vehicles 7 days per week, this limits her access and use of the park. i.e. the dalia garden, the de
Young Museum, picnics with us playing croquet etc. All families from around the City deserve
access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality.
Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for
everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic. Regards ~ Jackie

jackie holland

Sent From Sergey Dubenko to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 4:31:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sergey Dubenko

Sent From Sandy Ritzo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 3:50:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Sandy Ritzo

Sent From Donna Ames Heldfond to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 1:23:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Donna Ames Heldfond

Sent From Nora Luke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 10:00:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and U am
disabled and am a senior. I must use a taxi or Lyft. One day I waited for almost an hour because the
driver coming to pick me up had to be told after many calls to come by the longer way around by
way of Lincoln Ave and 9th Ave. It made me late to my next appointment. It was a good thing that I
had used the bathroom before exiting the museum. Please open JFK again. That experience was
terrible and would have been worse without my walker with a seat. As we emerge from COVID, it's
time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Nora Luke

Sent From Daniel O'Connor to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 9:35:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
We want JFK Drive and other critical streets re-opened to the public. It took us nearly 30 minutes to
drive thru the park last Friday. The current policy discriminates against anyone who does not live
nearby.

Daniel O'Connor

Sent From Phyllis Nabhan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 7:08:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Phyllis Nabhan

Sent From Maria Rode to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 6:34:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
People with mobility limitations, families, the elders of San Francisco deserve access to our parks
museums and our streets and highways. The many street closures have made life more difficult for
persons who are unable to bike or to walk long distances. Please restore access for everyone now.
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive and the Great Highway returning
to the conditions pre-COVID. All roadways should open to vehicle traffic with limited street closures
on Sundays and some Saturdays as before. SF officials need to support functional streets and a
transit system that works for everyone.

Maria Rode

Sent From Nancy Wolf to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 6:10:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Nancy Wolf

Sent From Anthony BÃ©doussac to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 5:29:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Anthony BÃ©doussac

Sent From Cara Ballard to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 5:17:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Cara Ballard

Sent From Regina Gantan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 3:47:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Regina Gantan

Sent From Caroline Lieberman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 3:39:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Caroline Lieberman

Sent From Wilson Wat to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 3:27:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Wilson Wat

Sent From Kim Glenchur to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 2:53:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. I am over 65 years old and being dropped
off in front of the De Young or the Academy should continue. I have supported these institutions for
decades, and would like to continue visiting these world-class institutions for the foreseeable
future. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the
people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to
the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays,
holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Kim Glenchur

Sent From Maria Pilar Eslava to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 2:17:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Maria Pilar Eslava

Sent From Colleen Evans to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 2:12:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Colleen Evans

Sent From Kira Tabachnik to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 1:41:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Kira Tabachnik

Sent From jaclynne roberts to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 12:59:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

jaclynne roberts

Sent From leonid taruch to the Board of Supervisors on 11/15/2021 12:40:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

leonid taruch

Sent From Joe McMullen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 11:31:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Joe McMullen

Sent From Judith Tichy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 11:20:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Judith Tichy

Sent From Nadine Condon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 11:11:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Nadine Condon

Sent From Jamie Kendall to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 11:08:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Jamie Kendall

Sent From Rosemary Newton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 11:03:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Rosemary Newton

Sent From Barbara Hunter to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 10:49:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK drive closure
I'm a native San Franciscan and have always been proud of the open access to all parts is the park
by everyone who lives in or who visits the City.! The current closure of JFK Drive prevents many of
us from enjoying the park as it should be enjoyed. ReOpen JFK Drive. ReOpen the park to all of us!!!?
Please Restore access for all to Golden Gate Park!!!

Barbara Hunter

Sent From Karen Warrick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 10:45:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I am a long-time member of the DeYoung Museum and a senior. I live in Berkeley and the current
closure of JFK Drive impacts My willingness to go to the museum and the dahlia garden. The
closure impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden
Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to
the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive
returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures
on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Karen Warrick

Sent From Marilyn Schaeffer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 10:27:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Marilyn Schaeffer

Sent From Dyanna Tuner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 10:24:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Dyanna Tuner

Sent From STEVEN SCHROEDER to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 10:22:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Open JFK Drive
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

STEVEN SCHROEDER

Sent From Beth Bromfield to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 10:22:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Beth Bromfield

Sent From Beverly Castro-Leon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 9:55:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. I am a senior citizen and need closer access to the museum and other park amenities. I
feel this is an attempt to make the parking garage in front of the Science museum the only parking
available, and it is not fair to those of us who can't afford those parking fees.

Beverly Castro-Leon

Sent From Karen Tamashiro to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 9:51:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Karen Tamashiro

Sent From June Drake to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 9:40:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

June Drake

Sent From Julie Grigoryan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 9:29:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Julie Grigoryan

Sent From Kurt Hesselgesser to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 8:48:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Kurt Hesselgesser

Sent From grace dicaprio to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 8:45:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

grace dicaprio

Sent From Phyllis Reinstein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 7:57:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Phyllis Reinstein

Sent From Andrea Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 7:12:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Andrea Miller

Sent From Teddy Schall to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 7:12:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Teddy Schall

Sent From Shelagh Rohlen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 7:05:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Shelagh Rohlen

Sent From Jamie LaChapelle to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 7:03:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jamie LaChapelle

Sent From Stefanie Rosemond to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 6:40:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
What about providing the disabled and seniors access to the museum? They should not be
inconvenienced or forced into the parking garage. Is Equity and Inclusion is your agenda, think it
through better. Restore JFK and accept that all San Franciscans own Golden Gate Park.

Stefanie Rosemond

Sent From Peggy Clarke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 6:26:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Peggy Clarke

Sent From Linda Schneider to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 6:23:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Linda Schneider

Sent From Myrna Yee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 5:53:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Myrna Yee

Sent From Donna Parker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 5:49:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I want the GGP reopened ASAP. As a pedestrian I feel safer when there are cars. At least they stop
at stop sighs and crosswalks, unlike bikes and scooters that just pass right across your path. I
suggest you go to GGP and try walking across JFK. A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was
reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen
JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The select few that are the most vocal are doing us
all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before
COVID!

Donna Parker

Sent From T Sherrill to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 4:45:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

T Sherrill

Sent From Victoria Bautista to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 4:13:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Victoria Bautista

Sent From Orlando Demafeliz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 4:07:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Orlando Demafeliz

Sent From Georgina Costales to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 3:38:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Georgina Costales

Sent From Albert Sammons to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 3:37:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Albert Sammons

Sent From Mindy Geminder to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 1:08:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mindy Geminder

Sent From Celeste Berry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 10:06:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Celeste Berry

Sent From John Barkan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 6:09:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

John Barkan

Sent From April Anair to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 5:58:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

April Anair

Sent From Hilda Bipes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 5:43:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Hilda Bipes

Sent From Maria Casey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 5:20:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Maria Casey

Sent From Judith Goldstein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 5:17:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Judith Goldstein

Sent From Matt Springer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 4:57:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Matt Springer

Sent From Judith Ottoson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 4:38:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. Please re-open the access to all of us.

Judith Ottoson

Sent From Margo Leahy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 3:36:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Margo Leahy

Sent From Nellis Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 2:51:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Nellis Smith

Sent From Marlys Fassett to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 2:38:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK for museum access
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. Closure of JFK drive has impaired access
to the museums, reduced free parking spaces inside the part, and increased traffic congestion on
Lincoln and Fulton Streets. I believe it should be possible for BOTH pedestrians/cyclists and cars
to co-exist on JFK drive.

Marlys Fassett

Sent From Jeffery Chinn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 2:31:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jeffery Chinn

Sent From Steven Powell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 2:22:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Steven Powell

Sent From Eileen Auerbach to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 1:56:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Eileen Auerbach

Sent From Randa Talbott to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 1:38:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Randa Talbott

Sent From wendy friefeld to the Board of Supervisors on 11/14/2021 12:21:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

wendy friefeld

Sent From Carol Ledesma to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 11:51:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Carol Ledesma

Sent From Patricia Holleran to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 11:16:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Patricia Holleran

Sent From Douglas Hanks to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 10:50:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Douglas Hanks

Sent From Samantha Meritt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 10:44:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Samantha Meritt

Sent From Kathleen Brown to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 10:00:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kathleen Brown

Sent From Diana Lavagnino to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 9:58:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Diana Lavagnino

Sent From Joan Barkan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 9:16:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic, I.e., Closed to cars on Sundays and certain Saturdays.

Joan Barkan

Sent From Vicki Gilliam to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 9:08:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Vicki Gilliam

Sent From Nick Watson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 8:50:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Nick Watson

Sent From Betty Voris to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 8:10:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Those of us with
disabilities simply cannot access the museum or the Conservatory of Flowers. Plus the cost of
parking in the underground garage is prohibitive if we want to spend more than an hour enjoying
the museums and plaza activities. A continuation of this closure will prohibit many of us from
visiting those wonderful venues. It must return to its former plan. Access should be the same for
everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Betty Voris

Sent From Claudia Zamora to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 7:47:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Claudia Zamora

Sent From Edith Lockhart to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 7:43:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Edith Lockhart

Sent From Leslie Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 7:31:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I am a resident who is affected by the JFK Closure. Traversing through and to alternate routes
through the park is difficult. I am having mobility issues caused by hip, knee and joint issues and
cannot just drive by areas to visually enjoy the gardens and park without Having to pay huge
parking fees at the museum. Access should not be only for the elite who can afford to pay for such
accommodations or only those physically able to cycle to such sites. The current closure of JFK
Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly neighboring
Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park
belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK
Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street
closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year. Clearly many needs and
interests must be considered, but ascertaining what works best to ease commutes and
accommodate varying transportation needs and access can only be ascertained if we start from
complete opening and really work a plan through true open, transparent accessments to develop a
plan that truly serves the public in the best way possible.

Leslie Wong

Sent From eleanor carpenter to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 7:08:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

eleanor carpenter

Sent From Rita Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 6:38:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, and visitors from out of
town not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and
Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Rita Miller

Sent From Fleona Dysastar to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 6:11:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Fleona Dysastar

Sent From tim burns to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 5:56:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

tim burns

Sent From Judith Rascoe to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 5:22:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Judith Rascoe

Sent From Monica Dowell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:43:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Monica Dowell

Sent From Robert Bair to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:27:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Robert Bair

Sent From rod forbes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:14:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

rod forbes

Sent From Ilse Gonzalez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:11:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ilse Gonzalez

Sent From Jessie Jackson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:03:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jessie Jackson

Sent From Jane Forbes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:01:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jane Forbes

Sent From CHRISTOPHER MEI to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 3:55:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City and the BAY AREA deserve access to the REGIONAL RESOURCE
that is Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive. Access isn't the same for everybody.
Individuals and families from around the Bay Area (and tourists from around the world) would love
the ability to calmly drive into the park on a weekday 'staycation.' BUT DON'T FORGET TO CRACK
DOWN ON SPEEDING DRIVERS. Bicyclists and pedestrians must also follow the rules of the road.
SUNDAY CLOSURE IS FINE. RE-INSTITUTE IT. The City is reopening. People know the drill: wear
masks when in close proximity. The vaccination rate is increasing but we must continue to be
VIGILANT.

CHRISTOPHER MEI

Sent From Edward Chan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 3:07:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Edward Chan

Sent From Troyann and Robert Nilsen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 3:04:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Troyann and Robert Nilsen

Sent From Nancy Renkiewicz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 2:40:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Nancy Renkiewicz

Sent From SUSAN SCHEIN to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 2:31:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! I am
handicap and need the access for parking to go to the museum. JFK Drive should be reopened to
the way it was before COVID.

SUSAN SCHEIN

Sent From Christy Olson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 2:10:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Christy Olson

Sent From Mark Dev to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 11:28:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Mark Dev

Sent From Deirdre Papalexopoulos to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 8:29:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Deirdre Papalexopoulos

Sent From Andy Ruan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 7:05:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Andy Ruan

Sent From Josephine Stern to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 6:57:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Josephine Stern

Sent From Lawrence Carbary to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 6:45:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lawrence Carbary

Sent From Alexis Proctor to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 6:28:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I use a walker and having JFK Drive closed is a pain in the neck. That's why I am asking you to
reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays
every year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to
balance equity AND safety!

Alexis Proctor

Sent From Bruce Bourne to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 6:15:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Bruce Bourne

Sent From Linda Early to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 6:09:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Linda Early

Sent From Caroline Mota to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 6:03:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Caroline Mota

Sent From Agnes Summers to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 5:32:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Agnes Summers

Sent From Ignacio Garcia to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:55:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Ignacio Garcia

Sent From Kathy Crabe to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:51:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Kathy Crabe

Sent From Rita Hock to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:49:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Rita Hock

Sent From Vannessa Gonzalez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:47:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Vannessa Gonzalez

Sent From Edmond Ng to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:39:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Edmond Ng

Sent From Terry McDevitt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:21:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Terry McDevitt

Sent From Joseph Easley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:11:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Joseph Easley

Sent From Mina Choo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:06:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK and Great Highway
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. We also need Great Highway and Lake
and Lake Street OPEN! Traffic in the Richmond District has become unbearable. Please get rid of
slow streets.

Mina Choo

Sent From Kristin Paternie to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 4:02:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kristin Paternie

Sent From Walt Fujii to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 3:47:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Walt Fujii

Sent From Josh Burns to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 3:46:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Josh Burns

Sent From Mike Regan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 3:29:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mike Regan

Sent From nancy zerner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 3:08:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

nancy zerner

Sent From Brooke Carlson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 3:07:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Brooke Carlson

Sent From Christine Dublin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 3:05:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Christine Dublin

Sent From Sharon King to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 3:05:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sharon King

Sent From Larry Costello to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 2:57:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Larry Costello

Sent From Margaret Schadt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 2:22:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Margaret Schadt

Sent From Soko Ushijima to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 1:45:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before I took my elderly aunt to the DeYoung museum and had to park in the underneath
parking lot which was very expensive. We were coming from the Richmomd district. The Museums
need our support more than ever and the elderly support the arts. Pls pls pls reopen the roads and
also the Aruello Gate!

Soko Ushijima

Sent From William Wannamaker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 1:28:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

William Wannamaker

Sent From Jan Cook to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 1:24:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
While i support bicyclist and pedestrian safety, the closure of JFK Drive has made it impossible to
bring my wheelchair-using mother to the museums she loves. Please reopen JFK Drive to its
previous schedule so it is useful to all and doesn't penalize the handicapped.

Jan Cook

Sent From Anita Kamaka to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 12:58:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Anita Kamaka

Sent From Michele Cappels to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 12:52:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Michele Cappels

Sent From Sherryl Bowers to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 12:43:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sherryl Bowers

Sent From Mark Won to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 12:31:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mark Won

Sent From Marvin Hiemstra to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 12:18:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Marvin Hiemstra

Sent From George Austin Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/13/2021 12:03:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

George Austin Smith

Sent From Hazel Amir to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 11:57:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Hazel Amir

Sent From Sharon Snider to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 11:43:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sharon Snider

Sent From Candace Eng to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 11:06:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Candace Eng

Sent From Arthur Barton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 11:03:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: keep JFK Drive closed to cars please.
John F. Kennedy Drive needs to stay closed to traffic Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
should be free of cars as much as possible, and safe for walking and other non motorized firms of
transportation. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was
before

Arthur Barton

Sent From Patricia McCormick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 10:58:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Patricia McCormick

Sent From Randi Teichman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 10:20:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Randi Teichman

Sent From PAUL KARASOFF to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 10:17:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

PAUL KARASOFF

Sent From Marc Taylor to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 10:07:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. I am 81 years old, a cancer survivor, and a long-time resident who is being systematically
cut off from things that make the city great.

Marc Taylor

Sent From Mildred Hall to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 9:57:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mildred Hall

Sent From Nancy Zajac to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 9:55:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Nancy Zajac

Sent From Geoff Ullmann to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 9:52:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Geoff Ullmann

Sent From William Newmeyer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 9:46:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

William Newmeyer

Sent From Suzanne Love to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 9:35:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Suzanne Love

Sent From Alan Gregory to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 9:25:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Alan Gregory

Sent From Miguel Jimenez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 9:22:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Miguel Jimenez

Sent From Joy Barnes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 9:14:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Joy Barnes

Sent From Kevin Rozzano to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 9:01:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.K

Kevin Rozzano

Sent From James Horio to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 8:59:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

James Horio

Sent From Debra Ullmann to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 8:42:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Debra Ullmann

Sent From Paula Freedman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 8:42:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Paula Freedman

Sent From Diane Beardsley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 8:08:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Diane Beardsley

Sent From Marigrace Cohen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 8:07:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Marigrace Cohen

Sent From Nancy Orear to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 8:03:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Nancy Orear

Sent From Gale Bradley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:58:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Gale Bradley

Sent From Curt Sanburn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:57:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Curt Sanburn

Sent From Dina Bloom to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:09:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Dina Bloom

Sent From Sally Schroeder to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:56:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I am in FULL agreement that JFK should be open some of the time. Weekend closures are fine, and I
would add Mondays to that list, too, when the museums aren't open. But let's preserve access the
other 4 days. Don't forget the Conservatory of Flowers. So many people have been deprived of that
beautiful space. Time to let them back in. PLEASE open JFK and give us our museums back. Thank
you! Sally Schroeder

Sally Schroeder

Sent From Katharine Snyder to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:48:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Katharine Snyder

Sent From Mary Wynne to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:38:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mary Wynne

Sent From Craig Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:32:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Craig Smith

Sent From Akiko Arikawa to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:25:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Akiko Arikawa

Sent From JOHN HARRINGTON to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:17:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

JOHN HARRINGTON

Sent From Kristina Nobleman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:13:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Kristina Nobleman

Sent From Marilyn Forni to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:12:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
volunteer at the California Academy of Science and the closure makes it more difficult to access
Nancy Pelosi Drive. The closure is also difficult for my friends who have physical disabilities to
access CAS or de Young. We need your voice on this issue!

Marilyn Forni

Sent From Marilyn Bridon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:11:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Marilyn Bridon

Sent From Tom Mellon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:10:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Tom Mellon

Sent From mark blackburn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:57:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

mark blackburn

Sent From Dorothy Quinones to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:57:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Dorothy Quinones

Sent From Lorraine Shea to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:51:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lorraine Shea

Sent From Cristina Tiedemann to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:48:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Cristina Tiedemann

Sent From Gerd Mairandres to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:48:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
walk in the park at least twice during the week and now need to travel a great distance further to
gain access to the trails. Why does the city continue to 'fix' things that weren't broken all under the
guise of coves safety protocols. We need your voice on this subject. An SF registered voter, G
Mairandres

Gerd Mairandres

Sent From Margaret Hengel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:44:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I usually come down Fulton and then go into the garag which to me is a god-send. i don't like
parking out on JFK Drive. I don't feel my car is safe out there. I'd really, really like to have parking
over at the Legion of Honor. What's there is NOT enough for all the people who'd like to see the
large exhibits. Public Transit doesn't work for me. I come from South San JOse. The 24/7 closure
of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its institutions. The current
closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for parking, or are able bodied
enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and
reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Margaret Hengel

Sent From n. soir to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:41:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Blocking off JFK Drive is unfair to people covered under the ADA or who are just older, impaired OR
if the weather is bad. The Museums are treasures that we are blocked from accessing.Please reopen
JFK Drive. It is not equitable to just make these world class local tax payer supported collections
only available to the 'able' bodied. Thank you.

n. soir

Sent From Pamela Vincent to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:41:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Pamela Vincent

Sent From Norma Rodriguez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:41:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. I strongly encourage you to support JFK
Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street
closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Norma Rodriguez

Sent From Betty Hartog to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:40:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
Please return John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all roadways open to vehicle
traffic and street closures only on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. As a senior, I haven't
been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to access
Golden Gate Park, not just the young who can walk miles as they wish.

Betty Hartog

Sent From MeMe Riordan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:21:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. I'll be happy to tell you many more
significant reasons should you need more grist, but please restore the Park to access to the interests
also of the old, the disabled, tourists, families, and those forwhom continuing education is
significant.

MeMe Riordan

Sent From Nancy Madynski to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:21:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. In
addition, I think there needs to be community input on slow streets as I find them to be inequitable
and poorly planned.

Nancy Madynski

Sent From Susan Wright to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:03:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Susan Wright

Sent From Denise Perales to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:50:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Denise Perales

Sent From Laura Collins to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:48:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Laura Collins

Sent From PAUL COLFER to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:46:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

PAUL COLFER

Sent From cate nemeroff to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:45:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

cate nemeroff

Sent From keo stacey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:40:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

keo stacey

Sent From Paul Vermeulen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:40:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Paul Vermeulen

Sent From Kent Brown to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:39:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. As I
live in Santa Rosa, it is likely that that street closure would force me to cancel my membership in
both the Fine Arts museum and the California Academy of Sciences.

Kent Brown

Sent From Raffi Kondy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:36:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Raffi Kondy

Sent From John Kollins to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:27:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

John Kollins

Sent From Terri DeSalvo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:22:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Terri DeSalvo

Sent From Andrea Larrecq to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:21:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Andrea Larrecq

Sent From Gordon Shiozaki to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:21:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Gordon Shiozaki

Sent From Kathleen lacey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:18:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kathleen lacey

Sent From Dean Straw to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:13:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Dean Straw

Sent From Sherri Richards to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:12:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sherri Richards

Sent From Margo Sims to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:12:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
URGENT MESSAGE The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden
Gate Park and its institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the
money to pay for parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go
back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Margo Sims

Sent From Susan GREGORY to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:12:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. Please do your research thoroughly and stop slanting your decisions towards
cyclists and understand how this decision has affected so many activities in the park, e.g. elderly
people living in homes having access for outings. The Dahlia Dell is one of the places they enjoy and
has become inaccessible. It's a terrible decision to close JFK drive permanently. Thank you.

Susan GREGORY

Sent From Ward Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:11:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ward Smith

Sent From Mercedes Rojas to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:09:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive. We support returning JFK Drive to itâ€™s original state. We are
older and So
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mercedes Rojas

Sent From Joan Garverick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:05:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Joan Garverick

Sent From Rayma Mui to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:04:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Rayma Mui

Sent From Patricia Sinclair to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:01:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Patricia Sinclair

Sent From Marlyse Fuller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:59:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Marlyse Fuller

Sent From Rahaf Abuobeid to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:58:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Rahaf Abuobeid

Sent From Bonnie Fimbres to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:53:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Bonnie Fimbres

Sent From Ayanna Carey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:34:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Ayanna Carey

Sent From Jason Seifer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:32:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
know many people who have not been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7.
Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice and assistance on this
issue!

Jason Seifer

Sent From Susan Crist to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:31:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Susan Crist

Sent From Sallie Doull to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:22:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
This closure kills the feeling of the open, friendly Golden Gate Park we have always known. Please
restore JFK Drive. San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need
access to the Park! JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sallie Doull

Sent From Donna Revelli to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:17:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Donna Revelli

Sent From MEGAN ALVAREZ to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:17:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

MEGAN ALVAREZ

Sent From Catherine Palmer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:12:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Catherine Palmer

Sent From Lynne Witte to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:06:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lynne Witte

Sent From Linnaea Knisely to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:59:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Linnaea Knisely

Sent From Betty Winkelman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:48:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Betty Winkelman

Sent From Dona Fuchiwaki to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:47:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Dona Fuchiwaki

Sent From John Rose to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:45:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

John Rose

Sent From narine penhardt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:39:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

narine penhardt

Sent From Lisa Zanze to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:39:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lisa Zanze

Sent From Carrie Dorsey-Higdon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:34:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Carrie Dorsey-Higdon

Sent From David Dolloff to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:16:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

David Dolloff

Sent From sue willows raznikov to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:46:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Please reopen JFK in order to visit the Conservatory and
the dahlias blooming in August-October. In the early evening hours, the circle area around the
dahlias are the perfect spot to learn to ride a bike. Please reopen so we can have access to the
gardens nearby. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access
isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

sue willows raznikov

Sent From Tina McCoy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:43:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Tina McCoy

Sent From Constance Gillmar to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:24:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Constance Gillmar

Sent From Simma Chester to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:23:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Simma Chester

Sent From Deanna Hernandez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:04:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Deanna Hernandez

Sent From Dorothy Lathan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:58:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Dorothy Lathan

Sent From Marc Brenman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:21:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Marc Brenman

Sent From Greg Greg Martinez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 11:57:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Greg Greg Martinez

Sent From Krystal Hasiak to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 10:24:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Krystal Hasiak

Sent From Bernadette Hurley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 10:23:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able-bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need equitable access for all
who want to enjoy the various attractions. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck
and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! It is unfair and disrespectful to not live up to
agreements that were made in good faith. People still have plenty of outdoor recreational space
throughout the City. With students back in school and many people returning to work, it is time to
allow vehicles to use the roads to get to their destinations, especially when wanting to enjoy Golden
Gate Park.

Bernadette Hurley

Sent From Minjea Yoon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 8:23:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Minjea Yoon

Sent From June Levin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 8:20:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

June Levin

Sent From Marcy Burris to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 8:19:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park/Reopen JFK Drive
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. You members if the BOS and the Mayor always make these moves
barely thinking or never thinking are helpful to all of the community including the disabled. You
absolutely ignore that the community includes disabled and elderly people for whom ease of
mobility gives access to public buildings which are already difficult to enter. It seems as if the BOS
members take great pleasure in making our disabled lives even more difficult and deviod of any
participation or enjoyment from public facilities. Then you all pat yourselves on the back at what a
great thing you've done, we disinvited and isolated the disabled and elderly. Excellent. Then karma
strikes one of you and puts in our disabled ranks and suddenly you see how incredibly difficult and
deviod of pleasure youve made the city for the disabled and elderly. You members of the BOS
blindly make changes and never consider how you're simpleminded decisions negatively impact
people whose lives are already at a disadvantage for mobility. You never realize or accept that You
Harmed Citizens of SF by catering only to the able bodied and young. The BOS's and Mayor's
simpleminded changes to road access and even MUNI access have made this city an isolating hell
for the disabled and elderly. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID,
with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it
was before

Marcy Burris

Sent From Blake Wu to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 8:16:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Blake Wu

Sent From Isabelle Franklin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:59:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Isabelle Franklin

Sent From D Y to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:54:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

DY

Sent From Nancy Parry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:50:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Nancy Parry

Sent From Helen Ferentinos to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:47:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Open JFK Drive
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
This is an issue of access and equity for San Franciscans who live in the Eastern/Southern part of
the city. It is so elitist of the nearby residents to want the park to themselves. Shame. Please
reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Helen Ferentinos

Sent From Gloria Tseung to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:44:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Gloria Tseung

Sent From Sandra Craig to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:41:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sandra Craig

Sent From Michelle Birch to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:22:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Michelle Birch

Sent From William Wreden to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:17:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
As a member of the Fine Arts Museums living in Berkeley it will be very difficult to continue
supporting and visiting the de Young and occasionally visiting the California Academy of Sciences if
JFK Drive remains closed. I ask you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID: closed all
Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample bike lines and pedestrian walkways each
day of the week. JFK Drive needs to be open to people from the greater Bay Area and San
Francisco visitors from around the world. The City needs to make its cultural attractions and
museums easily accessible to all visitors.

William Wreden

Sent From Barbara Daley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:12:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
Please consider reopening JFK Drive to cars. Going to Golden Gate Park and frequently visiting the
De Young, Academy of Sciences and the Botanical Gardens has been one of the greatest pleasures of
my family's life. The closure of the Great Highway and JFK has had a huge impact on our ability to
access the park and, frankly, our enjoyment of San Francisco. We are much less inclined to pop in to
the City now, and often find the traffic and difficulties of getting into and through the park not
worth the hassle. We do appreciate the compromise you chose for opening Great Highway on
weekdays, and hope something similar can be worked out for JFK Drive. We are senior citizens
with memberships to the Fine Arts Museums and Academy of Sciences, as well as the Asian Art
Museum, but living in Pacifica makes it necessary for us to drive to Golden Gate Park. JFK Drive
should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Barbara Daley

Sent From Mary Cloutier to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:09:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Access to the park is an ordeal with the Park cut off and access to the museum is so much more
difficult. Roads are meant for all and I believe sharing as has been done in the past should be
restored. Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive
is unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mary Cloutier

Sent From Matt Carhartt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:05:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Matt Carhartt

Sent From Jim Bolinger to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 7:05:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jim Bolinger

Sent From Phil Harris to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:58:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Phil Harris

Sent From laura harris to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:48:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

laura harris

Sent From Ulrich Aldag to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:40:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Ulrich Aldag

Sent From Michel Quenon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:35:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Michel Quenon

Sent From Maggie Collins to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:34:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. This way would continue to close JFK
Drive on many weekends and holidays and quite a bit in the summer. Going back to the old way
would cease the disruptions to staff and operations at the de Young Museum. All of the features of
Golden Gate Park are treasures in San Francisco; access to them needs to be restored to prepandemic configurations.

Maggie Collins

Sent From Sharon Jung-Verdi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:34:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Sharon Jung-Verdi

Sent From Molly Stitt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:31:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Molly Stitt

Sent From Linda Nunes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:29:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Linda Nunes

Sent From marlene butler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:29:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

marlene butler

Sent From Seana Reilly to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:28:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Seana Reilly

Sent From Priscilla Lewellen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:27:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Priscilla Lewellen

Sent From David Ferri to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:14:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

David Ferri

Sent From Jeanette Hubbard to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:10:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jeanette Hubbard

Sent From Beverley Borelli to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:08:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays.
Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. There are times when arriving at the deYoung
especially for the elderly and for special events is more accessible by car. We need your voice on
this issue!

Beverley Borelli

Sent From Virginia Tse to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 6:07:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Virginia Tse

Sent From Alan Farnham to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:56:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Alan Farnham

Sent From Rosemary Gardiner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:54:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Rosemary Gardiner

Sent From Kay Russell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:50:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kay Russell

Sent From Pamela Wright to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:46:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Pamela Wright

Sent From Rinley Deeds to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:45:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Rinley Deeds

Sent From Brian Mealins to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:44:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Brian Mealins

Sent From Pamela Power to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:39:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Pamela Power

Sent From Christina Hellmich to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:36:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Christina Hellmich

Sent From Maria Morrison to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:36:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I do agree with the following message. The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people
with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we
emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San
Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the
conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays,
holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Maria Morrison

Sent From linda greco to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:31:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

linda greco

Sent From Deirdre McCrohan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:27:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I am partially disabled and blocking vehicular access to JFK and other areas
permanently is going to be devastating to me. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it
was before the pandemic.

Deirdre McCrohan

Sent From Victoria A. Werhan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:18:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Victoria A. Werhan

Sent From Mardi Leland to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:18:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. Although I live in Marin County, I used to
work at the de Young, and I now go there often as a Member. I can understand how the permanent
closure of JFK drive can be a real inconvenience for visitors and staff. As we emerge from COVID,
it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a
few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Mardi Leland

Sent From Ronald Fong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:16:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ronald Fong

Sent From Carla Schlemminger to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:15:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Carla Schlemminger

Sent From Janice Backus to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:03:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Janice Backus

Sent From Charles Browne to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 5:00:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Charles Browne

Sent From Carol Chichester to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:58:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Carol Chichester

Sent From Gretta Dâ€™Acquisto to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:57:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Gretta Dâ€™Acquisto

Sent From Cassie Waller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:57:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Cassie Waller

Sent From Alice Cason to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:53:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Alice Cason

Sent From Ann Harter to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:53:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ann Harter

Sent From Melissa Olvera to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:48:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year. I am a member of the De Young and live in Carmel Valley 2 and a half hours drive away
(with good traffic). I am 69 years old and need to find parking near the museum. Please reopen this
street so we can get to this cultural jewel in the City. Thank you, Melissa Olvera

Melissa Olvera

Sent From Patricia Gsllagher to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:45:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Patricia Gsllagher

Sent From Maryos Kuiper to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:40:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Maryos Kuiper

Sent From diane igra to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:38:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

diane igra

Sent From Diane Yates to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:36:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Diane Yates

Sent From Barry Stern to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:32:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Barry Stern

Sent From Stephanie Cika to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:29:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Stephanie Cika

Sent From Carol Owen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:27:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Carol Owen

Sent From Linda L. Jaeger to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:27:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Linda L. Jaeger

Sent From Cynthia Billings-Roan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:25:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Golden Gate Park has always been one of the main reasons to visit SF Even more so that downtown
has become a disgusting 3rd world sloppy dirty unsafe place. We have not renewed our yearly
Museum passes for The Deyoung/Legion because it has become impossible to get to. We have
lived in Oakland and visited the Golden Gate for 30+ years. Regretably the cost of visiting Strybing
and the Museums have become burdensom. Keep those road closures if you want to insulate
yourselves against the world and visitors. The only ones with access now are those who have the
luxury of living around the Parks. What a shame. The same goes for the Shoreline drive by the
Ocean.

Cynthia Billings-Roan

Sent From Deborah Stratmann to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:22:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Deborah Stratmann

Sent From Dee Doley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:21:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
The closure of JFK Drive (and GH) is causing greater problems. There is plenty of access to safe
places to recreate. Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of
JFK Drive is unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over.
It is time to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for
all to Golden Gate Park.

Dee Doley

Sent From Deborah Lichtman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:19:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Deborah Lichtman

Sent From Marian Heath to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:16:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK & slow streets
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. Slow streets need to be re-considered. Clay St no longer needs to be closed - I
live on Washington St and we have so much more traffic I can hardly get out of my driveway. Lake
St closure is making California St a traffic nightmare too. During the lockdown it might have made
sense but that tome has passed.

Marian Heath

Sent From John Ewers to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:11:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

John Ewers

Sent From Rickie Friedli/Giono to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:10:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Rickie Friedli/Giono

Sent From Karen Steadman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:08:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. When we visit for out of town, we need to be able to drive to the museums.

Karen Steadman

Sent From Cynthia Ewers to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:08:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Cynthia Ewers

Sent From Jessica Moe to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:07:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. I can not take my disabled mother who is sick with cancer to the museum
if we do not have access by jfk drive. We need your voice on this issue!

Jessica Moe

Sent From Rose Ann Anderson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:05:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Rose Ann Anderson

Sent From Laurie Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 4:01:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Laurie Miller

Sent From Daphne Yee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:57:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Daphne Yee

Sent From Fred Huxley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:56:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Fred Huxley

Sent From John Anderson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:55:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

John Anderson

Sent From Karel Kretzschmar to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:53:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. As an elderly person with grandchildren, I depend on JFK Drive to be able to visit The
Acadamy of Sciences and The de Young Museum.

Karel Kretzschmar

Sent From Michelle Goodman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:46:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Michelle Goodman

Sent From Jackie Fletcher to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:44:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jackie Fletcher

Sent From Judy Leep to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:43:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Judy Leep

Sent From Shirley Finfrock to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:40:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
My husband and I live in Palo Alto, long time members and visitors to the deYoung, Japanese Tea
Garden, Academy of Science. Closing the park to cars a real deterrent to people who don't live in SF,
but live in the Bay Area and will cause decline of tourists from out of the bay area and out of state
access to the museums in Golden Gate Park. There has to be a better way than closing the roads in
the park.

Shirley Finfrock

Sent From Margaret wisdom-lobo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:40:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Margaret wisdom-lobo

Sent From Marjorie Cordova to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:38:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Marjorie Cordova

Sent From T Tanchelev to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:34:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

T Tanchelev

Sent From Arlinda Befort to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:31:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: jb
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Arlinda Befort

Sent From James Heagy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:28:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. Including us old folks who can't bike or skate and need to drive.

James Heagy

Sent From Jay Meindertsma to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:25:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jay Meindertsma

Sent From Allyson Weir to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:24:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I have not visited the DeYoung because of the decreased access. The clientele of the museum
includes a high proportion of older people, and walking 'a little fartherâ€ means not going at all.
There is only one DeYoung, but there are more opportunities for outdoor recreation. Please
consider us older folks. I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree
that bicyclists and pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that
with access for everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the
pandemic.

Allyson Weir

Sent From Olga Kist to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:17:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. San Francisco needs more local visitors from the whole Bay Area.

Olga Kist

Sent From Suzanne McElwee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:14:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Suzanne McElwee

Sent From Victoria Singh to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:08:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Victoria Singh

Sent From John Kendrick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:05:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

John Kendrick

Sent From Sue Jensen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 3:04:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sue Jensen

Sent From Ann Nygreen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:57:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Ann Nygreen

Sent From Paula Bertucci to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:56:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Paula Bertucci

Sent From Jean Ricci to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:52:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jean Ricci

Sent From Mary Ann Cryan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:52:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mary Ann Cryan

Sent From Emily D to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:49:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Emily D

Sent From Pamela Webster to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:49:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I am 67 and first went to the de Young before I was 10 years old with my parents and sibs. (My sibs
would have been 8 and 6.5.) Getting into that part of GG Park was not easy. I know parking has been
expanded but when my husband and I started taking our 5 y.o. there in 1990, we always went early
on the free day (as we were living in UC student housing at the time). Not going early meant being
in a bad traffic jam. We joined the museum just before the pandemic got underway and got to one
exhibit. It's a project already to get in and out of that area without being stuck in MORE traffic. Give
museum go-ers a break. Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current
closure of JFK Drive is unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions
later' is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and
restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Pamela Webster

Sent From Dannielle smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:49:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Dannielle smith

Sent From Sharon Pancio to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:49:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sharon Pancio

Sent From Sharon Wise to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:37:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sharon Wise

Sent From Marilyn Ashbrook to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:37:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Marilyn Ashbrook

Sent From Karin Breuer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:35:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Karin Breuer

Sent From Bill Lackemacher to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:34:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans and Sacramentans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need
access to the Park! JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Bill Lackemacher

Sent From Bill Britton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:33:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Bill Britton

Sent From Hayung Yoon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:31:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Hayung Yoon

Sent From Sandra Dias to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:31:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sandra Dias

Sent From Nonie Greenfield to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:31:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Nonie Greenfield

Sent From Stephen Ledbetter to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:30:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Stephen Ledbetter

Sent From Renate Schaller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:27:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Renate Schaller

Sent From Theresa Bell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:25:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Theresa Bell

Sent From danute januta to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:24:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

danute januta

Sent From Diane Doron to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:21:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Diane Doron

Sent From Suzanne Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:20:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Suzanne Smith

Sent From Christie Trapp to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:19:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Christie Trapp

Sent From Dagoberto Argueta to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:18:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Dagoberto Argueta

Sent From Martha E Lightcap to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:17:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Martha E Lightcap

Sent From Cathy Baird to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:15:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Cathy Baird

Sent From Christopher Leduc to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:14:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Christopher Leduc

Sent From Sylvia Fandel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:13:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Sylvia Fandel

Sent From Karen Bernal to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:13:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Karen Bernal

Sent From Raz Moss to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:12:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Raz Moss

Sent From Gay Sterner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:10:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Gay Sterner

Sent From Nancy Berger to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:08:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue! Also, I am a senior citizen who can no
longer ride a bicycle as a means of transportation and resent a bit that our wishes and rights to
enjoy the park are being ignored. Thanks for your understanding.

Nancy Berger

Sent From Heidi Howell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:02:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Heidi Howell

Sent From Warren Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:02:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Warren Lee

Sent From Liz Villalobos to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 2:00:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Liz Villalobos

Sent From Josephine Pritchard to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:57:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Josephine Pritchard

Sent From Helen Chellin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:57:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Helen Chellin

Sent From Linda Wu to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:57:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Linda Wu

Sent From Kathleen Romero to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:56:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. My
family and I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone
should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue! Thank you.

Kathleen Romero

Sent From Ana Alvarez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:53:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Ana Alvarez

Sent From edward levin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:52:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

edward levin

Sent From Susan Wiseman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:46:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Susan Wiseman

Sent From Shari La Londe to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:46:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Shari La Londe

Sent From Kristina Sharkey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:44:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Kristina Sharkey

Sent From Pat Rosburg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:40:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Pat Rosburg

Sent From Barbara Messick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:38:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Barbara Messick

Sent From Martha Wills to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:36:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Martha Wills

Sent From Daniela B to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:34:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Daniela B

Sent From Heather Reynolds to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:32:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Heather Reynolds

Sent From Ross Sappenfield to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:31:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
We must reopen JFK Drive to make weekday access to Golden Gate Park a reality. The only
alternative for those in private vehicles to access the DeYoung and Academy of Sciences is via the
extremely expensive Music Concourse parking garage. JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Ross Sappenfield

Sent From Marie Contreras to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:30:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans with disabilities love Golden Gate Park and need the access that an open JFK Drive
would provide. JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Marie Contreras

Sent From Bruce Huston to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:26:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Bruce Huston

Sent From Florence Bell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:26:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Florence Bell

Sent From Elise Ravel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:16:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Elise Ravel

Sent From susan hempstead to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:14:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

susan hempstead

Sent From Elizabeth Lincoln to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:14:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Elizabeth Lincoln

Sent From Cliff Culpeper to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:11:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID - what the politicians PROMISED, only
now it looks like they want to renege on it. There are many people who like to see the Park and visit
the Park's attractions via auto as they cannot bike or rollerskate or walk long distances.

Cliff Culpeper

Sent From Kay Yonemoto to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:09:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Kay Yonemoto

Sent From LESLE PAIGE to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:09:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

LESLE PAIGE

Sent From suzanne waxman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:09:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I feel that by closing JFK Drive access to the people who don't live close who want to go to the
museum is compromised. Not everyone can walk the distance from the public transportation
without some sort of help... All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park.
We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public
transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive
should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

suzanne waxman

Sent From Cecilia Chan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:06:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Cecilia Chan

Sent From Jeanne Clinton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:06:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone, especially on weekends. We all agree
that bicyclists and pedestrians should have reasonable access to Golden Gate Park, BUT we need to
balance that with access for everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it
was before the pandemic. I live in the East Bay and for years have counted on finding parking on
JFK Drive to visit the DeYoung Museum. The parking garage cost is too high.

Jeanne Clinton

Sent From Janice Chung to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:04:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! My neighbor and I
would visit the deYoung a limited number times mainly in the summer and usually on a weekday
when the museum is not as crowded. We would enjoy parking along JFK Drive rather than the
underground garage in order to stroll through the park and gardens. It must make parking on the
streets even more congested for nearby residents to have JFK closed all the time too. Please do not
make this permanent.

Janice Chung

Sent From Michael Fine to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:02:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Michael Fine

Sent From Delfina Santis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 1:00:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Delfina Santis

Sent From Cheryl Madsen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:59:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Cheryl Madsen

Sent From Catherine Dobrin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:55:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I may not vote in SF but I bring $ in when we visit. The way it is now, I can't visit the museum.
Would love to bring my grandchildren when they visit for Thanksgiving but I'm not mobile enough.
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Catherine Dobrin

Sent From Joann Kensler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:53:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Joann Kensler

Sent From Terry Fujimoto to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:53:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Terry Fujimoto

Sent From Adrienne Hickman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:50:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I want to be able to access the museums in Golden Gate Park as well as the Conservatory of Flowers.
Keeping JFK closed makes it nearly impossible for my disabled husband to get to them without
expense. We need access now, not some future date when we may well be dead. Ableism and
gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is unfortunately both
of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the
compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Adrienne Hickman

Sent From Mimi Gabriel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:49:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Mimi Gabriel

Sent From Laurie Chaney to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:48:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Laurie Chaney

Sent From Jon Hartung to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:43:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK closure denying access to the poor
I park in the underground garage, but many people can't afford that. You are denying access to de
Young by closing JFK drive.

Jon Hartung

Sent From Dan Allison to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:41:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate that is open to people, not to cars. Maintain car-free JFK.

Dan Allison

Sent From Pieter Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:40:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Pieter Smith

Sent From Stephanie Schmidt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:39:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Stephanie Schmidt

Sent From Anna Abeyta to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:38:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Anna Abeyta

Sent From Jacqueline Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:37:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jacqueline Smith

Sent From evan watson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:34:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

evan watson

Sent From Janet McDonald to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:30:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Janet McDonald

Sent From suzanne levaggi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:29:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

suzanne levaggi

Sent From Dave Dick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:29:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dave Dick

Sent From Marilyn Moore to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:27:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Marilyn Moore

Sent From Diane Cottrell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:22:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Diane Cottrell

Sent From Karina Nilsen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:21:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Closing JFK Drive is a nightmare for anyone who wants to go to the deYoung. Below grade parking
is also closed. What are they thinking??? I went to the museum with two friends, one handicapped- had driven down from Portland. There were no handicapped parking spots anywhere
near the museum. This poses an added burden, beyond just taking the train or driving into San
Francisco, for anyone but the most able bodied. It's just not a good idea. Please revert back to
allowing car, with access to parking. Thank you.

Karina Nilsen

Sent From Benh Nakajo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:19:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Benh Nakajo

Sent From Peter Langley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:13:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Peter Langley

Sent From Veronica Devitt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:13:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Veronica Devitt

Sent From Jane Antonacci to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:12:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jane Antonacci

Sent From Norma Sengstock to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:09:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Norma Sengstock

Sent From Jean Jackman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:05:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jean Jackman

Sent From Thomas Schwabenlender to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:04:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Thomas Schwabenlender

Sent From Martin Strauss to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:04:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Martin Strauss

Sent From john harrington to the Board of Supervisors on 11/12/2021 12:01:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK closure
We are native San Franciscans and have enjoyed GGP for 60+ years. Multiple roads in the park are
already closed on weekends. Closing JFK Dr. also closes our ability to visit. Your older park
afficionados will now be exiled due to lack of accessibility. Please - DO NOT CLOSE JFK Dr.

john harrington

Sent From Kathy Haber to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:59:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Kathy Haber

Sent From Elizabeth Potter to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:59:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Elizabeth Potter

Sent From Reece Foxen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:58:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! I am disabled and often
come to the de Young Museum. The missing ADA parking spaces with the closure of JFK make the
parking and access very difficult. I am hoping that you reconsider the current status of JFK closure.

Reece Foxen

Sent From Sharon Daniels-Duerr to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:55:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Sharon Daniels-Duerr

Sent From Kathy Weaver to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:52:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Kathy Weaver

Sent From Judith Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:52:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. Its time to open up JFK again. Enough is enough.

Judith Miller

Sent From Shariel Badal to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:47:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Shariel Badal

Sent From JP Pawloski to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:46:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

JP Pawloski

Sent From Maria Morse to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:45:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Maria Morse

Sent From bb collins to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:43:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

bb collins

Sent From Sharon Handa to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:41:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sharon Handa

Sent From Susanne Woodhall to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:38:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Susanne Woodhall

Sent From Joan Simmons to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:38:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Dr.
I am a docent at The SF Conservatory of Flowers. Very many of the cadre of volunteers here are
elderly. Closing access to JFK Dr., and therefore the Dahlia Circle Dr. as well, causes an access
hardship. Access to the northern end of Nancy Pelosi Dr. is similarly denied. I prefer not to park in
the garage. It cost $18.75 when I attended Bouquets to Art at the DeYoung this year. There are five
institutions, the two addressed above, as well as the SFBG, THE California Academy of Sciences, and
the Japanese Tea Garden affected negatively by this closure. It was parking bedlam when I
attended the Flower Piano event at the SFBG this year. The city of San Francisco is justifiably
proud of these beautiful star attractions and should not hinder accessibility.

Joan Simmons

Sent From Patricia Huey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:38:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Patricia Huey

Sent From Simone Spector to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:37:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Simone Spector

Sent From Kimberly Borromeo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:35:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Kimberly Borromeo

Sent From Alice Anne Martineau to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:32:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Alice Anne Martineau

Sent From Irene Kaus to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:31:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Irene Kaus

Sent From Mary Maffei to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:31:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Mary Maffei

Sent From K Holliday to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:29:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

K Holliday

Sent From Elizabeth Hom to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:28:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
As a lifelong resident of the Richmond District, I utilize Golden Gate Park regularly for commuting
and recreation. I appreciated the need to create more outside spaces during the shelter in place
orders. However, it's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open
space that everyone, regardless of ability, should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive
returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures
on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before.

Elizabeth Hom

Sent From Sheila Perry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:23:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sheila Perry

Sent From Marcia Orbelian to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:22:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Marcia Orbelian

Sent From Wendy Bardsley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:21:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Wendy Bardsley

Sent From Colette Siegel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:20:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Colette Siegel

Sent From Jane Li to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:19:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City and outside the city deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must
reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public
transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive
should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Jane Li

Sent From Asrienne Giotta to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:16:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Asrienne Giotta

Sent From Suzy Beemer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:16:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Suzy Beemer

Sent From Lon Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:15:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lon Murphy

Sent From Joseph Paulsen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:14:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Joseph Paulsen

Sent From Deborah Hayes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:10:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Deborah Hayes

Sent From Stephanie Chang to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:09:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Stephanie Chang

Sent From Marlies Carver to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:08:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Marlies Carver

Sent From Michael Hartman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:06:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Michael Hartman

Sent From Anna Francis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:06:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Anna Francis

Sent From Stephen Reichling to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:04:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Stephen Reichling

Sent From Kandice Bellamy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 11:00:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Kandice Bellamy

Sent From Patricia Yamashita to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:59:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Patricia Yamashita

Sent From Michele Libonati to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:59:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. Roads that were turned into Slow Roads during the pandemic are creating
unintended traffic issues in many neighborhoods, now that SF is reopening, and it's imperative for
the city to return to pre-pandemic status.

Michele Libonati

Sent From Josephine Schov to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:59:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Josephine Schov

Sent From Lynn Wyckoff to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:58:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lynn Wyckoff

Sent From catherine gershbein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:54:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

catherine gershbein

Sent From Susan Haldeman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:51:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Susan Haldeman

Sent From Patricia Faust to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:49:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Patricia Faust

Sent From Sandra Roorda to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:48:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I am an 83 year old woman who will not be able to enjoy my museum, the tea garden, or the science
academy if the park remains closed under the current restrictions. Please return the park and
museum to all citizens not just the young and healthy. All families from around the City deserve
access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality.
Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for
everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Sandra Roorda

Sent From Bernadette Borowitz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:48:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Bernadette Borowitz

Sent From Barbara Bigelow to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:48:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Barbara Bigelow

Sent From Lynda Wozniak to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:44:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Lynda Wozniak

Sent From Nancy RASMUSSEN to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:44:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Nancy RASMUSSEN

Sent From Julia Fremon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:41:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Julia Fremon

Sent From ARLYN ZONES to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:37:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

ARLYN ZONES

Sent From Aletheia Morden to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:36:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! I am a senior & an art
museum member who brings senior friends with me when I visit every few weeks, some of them
are over 80. We have some mobility issues. We have to drive. We spend money at the gift shop &
cafe. We visit other places in the park & bring out of town friends & family. We love San Francisco,
but cannot afford to live there now. Please don't deny us the joy of visiting GG park & the facilities it
offers.

Aletheia Morden

Sent From Maureen Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:35:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Maureen Murphy

Sent From Steven Rosenfeld to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:35:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
The current closure of JFK Drive is unfortunate. As a museum goer sand big fan of the Legion,
there's no reason to close this one access road. It's really not interfering with anyone personal
space or health issues. Please reconsider.

Steven Rosenfeld

Sent From Kathryn Kastama to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:35:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
On Oct. 27th a Sr. friend and I spent the day @ DeYoung. We parked in the garage since neither can
walk well. The signs saying $5/hr. are not obvious. With a $26 parking bill we will not be able to
enjoy the museum. We have previously been able to walk from street parking.

Kathryn Kastama

Sent From Mary Ellen Crisp to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:34:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Mary Ellen Crisp

Sent From Barbara Reynolds to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:34:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Barbara Reynolds

Sent From Yvonne Hecht to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:30:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
PLEASE reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Yvonne Hecht

Sent From Joan Skurnick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:29:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Joan Skurnick

Sent From BARRY BRUKOFF to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:28:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

BARRY BRUKOFF

Sent From Claudia Lange to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:27:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
I am a person with disabilities, and an out-of-town visitor. I need to be able to navigate the park by
car. The current closure affects my access to the places I visit in the Park, like the Conservatory of
Flowers, the de Young museum, and the Botanical Garden. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was
before COVID!

Claudia Lange

Sent From SALLY MITCHELL to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:26:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

SALLY MITCHELL

Sent From Brenda Romero to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:24:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Brenda Romero

Sent From Carole STAHLKOPF to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:24:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Carole STAHLKOPF

Sent From Nadine Oleary to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:18:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Nadine Oleary

Sent From Roya Nadafi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:18:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Roya Nadafi

Sent From Erric White to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:17:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year. Please reopen the park - this request is from a Born and Raised Native San Franciscan.

Erric White

Sent From Bobbi Baumgartner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:16:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Please reopen JFK Drive on weekdays to make museum access easier. I am a senior citizen with
knee problems so parking far away is an issue. The parking lot is too expensive for me. A
compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Bobbi Baumgartner

Sent From Dorothy Saxe to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:15:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dorothy Saxe

Sent From Barbara Pottgen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:12:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Barbara Pottgen

Sent From Claudia Cohen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:11:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Claudia Cohen

Sent From EBERT KAN to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:10:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

EBERT KAN

Sent From Chris Young to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:06:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Chris Young

Sent From Barbara Lane to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:04:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Barbara Lane

Sent From Toni Lobsenz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:03:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Toni Lobsenz

Sent From Annette Wild to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:03:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Annette Wild

Sent From Herman Bracey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:01:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Herman Bracey

Sent From ma kim to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:57:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I don't know who came up with this 'brilliant' idea to keep it closed or who on earth wants this road
closed? not only this but entire SF looks so ugly with curbside restaurants, and also with slow
streets? not very thoughtful for people with disability. SF really needs to go back to it's old self.
These adjustments are our reminder of vocid time, which is very traumatic. so we need to get rid of
these reminders. even current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities,
seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID,
it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a
few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

ma kim

Sent From Karen Carbonnet to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:55:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Karen Carbonnet

Sent From Loretta Botta to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:55:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Loretta Botta

Sent From Barbara Heffernan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:53:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Barbara Heffernan

Sent From Noreen Hagerty to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:52:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Noreen Hagerty

Sent From Katherine Hornbach to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:50:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Katherine Hornbach

Sent From Maureen Perry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:49:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Maureen Perry

Sent From Doug Urbanus to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:45:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I've been unable to take advantage of my membership to the de Young and the Legion of Honor due
to the pandemic. Nevertheless I've maintained my membership and it's costs. I am on the brink of
returning, which also means bringing my money to the Avenues. As a native San Franciscan I'm
annoyed by the closing off of streets, the Great Hwy for one. Keeping JFK Dr closed to weekday
traffic plainly cripples access to the de Young. Why pedestrians require such an expanse of
pavement on weekdays is beyond me. Simply put: if I can't access with some modicum of
convenience the de Young I will discontinue my membership to the de Young and the Legion of
Honor. I'll take my restaurant money over to Sausalito and make my purchases that I might have
made in San Francisco somewhere else. And naturally (should anyone ask) encourage friends to
visit somewhere else as well.

Doug Urbanus

Sent From mary pat brown to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:43:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

mary pat brown

Sent From Sandra Bley 310/ 881-6602 to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:41:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sandra Bley 310/ 881-6602

Sent From lynette porteous to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:41:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

lynette porteous

Sent From Harold Hoogasian to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:39:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
JFK Drive and The Great Highway should be reopened to pre pandemic hours. San Franciscans of
all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK Drive should be
reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Harold Hoogasian

Sent From I-Chow Hsu to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:38:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

I-Chow Hsu

Sent From Anna Tomlin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:35:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Anna Tomlin

Sent From Elizabeth Strain to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:34:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Elizabeth Strain

Sent From Royanne Marshall to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:27:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Royanne Marshall

Sent From Cher Evans to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:25:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Cher Evans

Sent From Tyson Jue to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:23:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Tyson Jue

Sent From david Croker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:22:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

david Croker

Sent From Nancy Anderman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:22:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Nancy Anderman

Sent From Pamela Frary to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:21:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Pamela Frary

Sent From Jodi Klein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:21:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jodi Klein

Sent From Maryam Malek to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:20:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Maryam Malek

Sent From Steven Steinberg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:20:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Steven Steinberg

Sent From Carol Brown to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:20:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. I am not a San Francisco resident, but a
supporter of the deYoung and am hoping that you will go back to the way things were before the
pandemic.

Carol Brown

Sent From Jason Gailes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:19:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jason Gailes

Sent From Becki Singer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:15:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Becki Singer

Sent From A Sabri to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:14:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

A Sabri

Sent From Lucrecia Coomber to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:14:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Lucrecia Coomber

Sent From SALLY WOOLLEY to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:13:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

SALLY WOOLLEY

Sent From Terry Kujawa to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:12:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Terry Kujawa

Sent From Tamra Winchester to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:11:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I feel very strongly about the issue of closing JFK Drive. The City of San Francisco must continue to
earn it's reputation for being a cultured city with world class art. As important, the current closure
of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly
neighboring Golden Gate Park. The initial intent of closing JFK Drive temporarily was to benefit the
health of Golden Gate Park visitors, I would like to emphasize that art and exercise are equally
essential for us to thrive. Opening the drive will not prevent the public from exercising and
otherwise enjoying the park. Keeping it closed will definitely impact the ability of the museums to
survive and severely restrict access to the park for visitors. Don't succumb to a false dichotomy.
Open the drive to pre-COVID conditions to benefit everyone. Please.

Tamra Winchester

Sent From Carmen Mahood to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:08:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Carmen Mahood

Sent From Mary Mikuriya to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:07:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Mary Mikuriya

Sent From Jim Meek to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:03:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jim Meek

Sent From Rita Sater to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:02:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Rita Sater

Sent From Marc Larby to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:02:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Marc Larby

Sent From Michael Rieser to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:01:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Michael Rieser

Sent From Herlinda Heras to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:00:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Herlinda Heras

Sent From Cindy Peterson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:59:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Cindy Peterson

Sent From Matthew Terrell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:58:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Matthew Terrell

Sent From Lauraine Rose to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:57:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Lauraine Rose

Sent From Alyssa Jeswald to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:56:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Alyssa Jeswald

Sent From Kathryn Terrell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:55:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kathryn Terrell

Sent From LAURA HUNT to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:55:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

LAURA HUNT

Sent From Ankit Sahu to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:52:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Ankit Sahu

Sent From Betty Kohlenberg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:52:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Betty Kohlenberg

Sent From Sonia Dyer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:52:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sonia Dyer

Sent From Marty Bigos to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:51:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Marty Bigos

Sent From Hemangini Parikh to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:50:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Hemangini Parikh

Sent From Purvi Sahu to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:49:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Purvi Sahu

Sent From Ken Reuther to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:48:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Ken Reuther

Sent From Karen Coggeshall to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:47:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Karen Coggeshall

Sent From Wayne Wiggins to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:47:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Wayne Wiggins

Sent From Tillie Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:46:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Tillie Lee

Sent From Lynna Kaplan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:45:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
My husband and I are unable to visit the deYoung , Academy of Sciences, Japanese Tea Garden, and
Botanical Garden as they are inaccessible without access to JFK Drive. Parking options are limited
and laborious for us. JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Lynna Kaplan

Sent From Alice Oshiki to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:43:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Alice Oshiki

Sent From Jane Elias to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:41:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jane Elias

Sent From R Watts to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:41:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

R Watts

Sent From Laura Flink to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:38:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Laura Flink

Sent From Eric Stevens to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:37:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Eric Stevens

Sent From hap heer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:36:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

hap heer

Sent From Andria Tay to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:36:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive access
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID! Thank you, Andria

Andria Tay

Sent From Robert Leonard to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:35:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Robert Leonard

Sent From Charlene Morita to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:35:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Charlene Morita

Sent From Ying Ying Wu to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:35:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ying Ying Wu

Sent From JEFF EBY to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:33:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

JEFF EBY

Sent From Carol Soker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:33:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I do not attend the museum as often as I would like due to the parking problems. The garage is way
over my budget. I used to get there early and park on JFK and hoped to be able to do that again. I
urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Carol Soker

Sent From Dick Klein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:32:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dick Klein

Sent From Don Garlow to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:32:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Don Garlow

Sent From Nancy Sakamoto to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:31:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Nancy Sakamoto

Sent From Laura Julian to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:31:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Laura Julian

Sent From Francoise Rothstein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:29:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Francoise Rothstein

Sent From Eric Douglass to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:29:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Eric Douglass

Sent From Pamela Leith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:28:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Pamela Leith

Sent From Diane Correia to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:28:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Diane Correia

Sent From Judith Grinberg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:27:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Judith Grinberg

Sent From Dennis Gregg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:27:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Dennis Gregg

Sent From Kevin McHenry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:26:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. As a long time visitor and donor to
the institutions in Golden Gste Park and frequent visitor to the Park, we need JFK Drive open.

Kevin McHenry

Sent From Renee Goldstein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:26:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Renee Goldstein

Sent From Eva Atkin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:24:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Eva Atkin

Sent From Jane Ginsburg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:23:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jane Ginsburg

Sent From Karen Cassel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:22:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. We
need your voice on this issue!

Karen Cassel

Sent From Shaaron Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:21:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Shaaron Murphy

Sent From Jonathan Lewis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:21:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jonathan Lewis

Sent From Artana De Carlo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:20:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. To do otherwise is ableist and doesn't serve all the citizens of San
Francisco but only the privileged. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Artana De Carlo

Sent From Candace Gianni to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:18:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I grew up going to the park an Museums with my family. I still attending events a visiting the park. I
think to maintain access for all the park needs to go back to the way it was before Covid-19. The
Sunday and holiday closure and few Saturday's are okay but many people need to park close and
use the available parking that existed before. I live out of town now but am a member of the
Deyoung and Academy of Sciences. But being a child of the â€˜50's am not a mobile as I used to be
and need as other walk to get there. Going back to the previous schedule would make it equitable
for all.

Candace Gianni

Sent From Janet Hardie to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:17:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Janet Hardie

Sent From Barbara De Vault to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:16:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety! I
don't live in SF but I enjoy the museums. I am handicapped and need to park close to the museums.
I can't afford the garage. Please open the street so I can use the handicapped parking spaces. Thank
you

Barbara De Vault

Sent From Jacquelyn Paull to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:16:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jacquelyn Paull

Sent From Margee Robinson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:14:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Margee Robinson

Sent From Charlie Black to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:12:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Charlie Black

Sent From Christina Solomon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:10:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Christina Solomon

Sent From Jacqui Argyres to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:09:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jacqui Argyres

Sent From L Baranda Larin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:09:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

L Baranda Larin

Sent From Mark Cooper to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:09:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
RESTORE PRE-PANDEMIC OPEN-CLOSE SCHEDULE FOR JFK DRIVE! A compromise for John F.
Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate Park to share the roads. It
is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The select few that are the most
vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise. Please reopen JFK Drive like
it was before COVID!

Mark Cooper

Sent From Sophie Ng to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:08:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sophie Ng

Sent From Jean Warner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:07:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jean Warner

Sent From Mary Lee Cole to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:07:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mary Lee Cole

Sent From Sherry Lembke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:06:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sherry Lembke

Sent From Mary Renner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:06:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mary Renner

Sent From Greg Hubit to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:06:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Greg Hubit

Sent From Cort Benningfield to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:05:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID where It was closed on Sundays
and half of the Saturdays every year. We need to balance equity AND safety! There are ample bike
lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week.

Cort Benningfield

Sent From April Yarahmadi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:05:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

April Yarahmadi

Sent From Judy Toupin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:03:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. As older San Franciscans, My husband & I like to get out, but our
walking range is getting shorter. Please keep roads open for everyone not just for bicyclists &
motorized scooters! There's plenty of room for everyone in the park. Weekend shutdowns is
enough! I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways
open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before

Judy Toupin

Sent From Peter Horn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:03:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Peter Horn

Sent From MARYLEE SILVERMAN to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:02:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

MARYLEE SILVERMAN

Sent From Gina Saba to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:02:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
My daughter and I visit UCSF every other month from Bakersfield, CA. We look forward to visiting
de Young Museum and sometimes we just drive around. This was before the pandemic closure. We
miss the drive! Please consider reopening the JFK drive and support access for families that
struggle to walk. I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to
reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays
every year, with ample bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to
balance equity AND safety!

Gina Saba

Sent From Karen Marshall to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:00:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
The current closure of JFK Drive should not be made permanent. Parking in SF is already such an
issue and this makes it worse. Please restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Karen Marshall

Sent From Roy Chen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:59:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Roy Chen

Sent From Austin Hills to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:59:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Austin Hills

Sent From Tessa Spargo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:59:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Tessa Spargo

Sent From Alice Baldocchi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:57:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Alice Baldocchi

Sent From Andrew Fedurek to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:56:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Andrew Fedurek

Sent From Carol Vistnes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:56:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Carol Vistnes

Sent From Daniel Sparks to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:56:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Daniel Sparks

Sent From Karin Werner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:56:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Karin Werner

Sent From Alexandra Yudovich to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:56:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Alexandra Yudovich

Sent From John Andrew to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:55:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

John Andrew

Sent From Linda Rude to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:54:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Linda Rude

Sent From Loretta Yurkov to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:54:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Loretta Yurkov

Sent From Rhonwyn House to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:53:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
Im a 78 year old member of the deYoung Museum who lives in Marin. I'm also disabled and need
every ounce of energy to make it thru the galleries which I visit regularly. I and many others like me
need easy access to the museum. PLEASE!! Keep the drive open the way it was before the
pandemic for EVERYONE to enjoy, not just cyclists, skaters. They can have it on Sundays the way it
was before. Thank you for your vote to return JFK Dr to pre-pandemic useage!!

Rhonwyn House

Sent From Thomas Ward to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:53:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Thomas Ward

Sent From Rebecca Maloney to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:52:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Rebecca Maloney

Sent From Mark HEITNER to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:52:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Mark HEITNER

Sent From Maribel Mondragon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:51:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Maribel Mondragon

Sent From Susan Worden to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:50:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible I to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. My
sister and I both have disabilities. Please don't make it more difficult than it already is to visit the
DeYoung and Academy of Science.

Susan Worden

Sent From Dave Charleston to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:50:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Dave Charleston

Sent From Kate Lucchese to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:49:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Older folks and those with disabilities need close curb access to reach the attractions in the park.
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Kate Lucchese

Sent From Barbara Styles to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:48:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. Please open GGP, JFK Dr. from 8th Ave. to the 22nd exit cross over N & S. This will help
individuals visit De Young Museum, Rose Garden, Stow Lake, Tea Gardens and the many walking
paths into the redwood forest area. The garage is too expensive for most of us.

Barbara Styles

Sent From Autumn Monday to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:47:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Autumn Monday

Sent From Gabriella Gardella to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:46:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Gabriella Gardella

Sent From Joelle Vossbrink to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:45:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue! I am currently disabled and a dues
paying member. I come from Marin when I can and find it difficult to park and too expensive for the
garage.

Joelle Vossbrink

Sent From Marina Klochkov to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:43:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Marina Klochkov

Sent From Andie Rice to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:42:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before.

Andie Rice

Sent From Raina Cohen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:41:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Raina Cohen

Sent From Carole Issel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:41:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I was born in San Francisco 78 years ago. I am still here. I support a Golden Gate Park that is
accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and pedestrians should have access to Golden
Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for everyone else. As a senior citizen with
limited movement I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Carole Issel

Sent From Gary Parks to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:41:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
I have visited Golden Gate Park frequently--enjoying its many attractions and amenities--for over
50 years. Though San Francisco has never been my physical home, it is one of my spiritual homes-nourishing me culturally, and aesthetically. I do believe that our society needs to be less autodependent, but drastic permanent closures of major access streets is not the answer. Use of the
Parks' museums and gardens by people from other parts of the City, and from out of town, will
decrease because of the resulting parking headache. JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it
was before COVID.

Gary Parks

Sent From Greg Reeder to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:40:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Greg Reeder

Sent From Jeffrey Benningfield to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:40:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jeffrey Benningfield

Sent From Marilyn McCallum to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:39:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Marilyn McCallum

Sent From STEPHANIE Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:38:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

STEPHANIE Miller

Sent From Richard Lanzerotti to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:38:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
We fought hard in the past (Coalition to Keep the de Young in the Park) to rebuild our magnificent
institutions in GG Park where millions of visitors go yearly. Attempts again by skaters, skate
boarders, scooterists, bicyclists, and others present a severe threat that the deYoung, the CAS, the
Japanese Tea Garden and Botanical Garden will lose vital visitors. Closing JFK Drive permanently
will significantly affect the elderly, infirm, tourists, and multigenerational families who wish to visit.
Closing JFK must not be allowed. Most sincerely, San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love
Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was
before COVID.

Richard Lanzerotti

Sent From Jan Taradash to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:37:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jan Taradash

Sent From Betty Rothaus to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:37:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Betty Rothaus

Sent From Robert Grant to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:37:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Robert Grant

Sent From Joan Stevens to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:36:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Joan Stevens

Sent From Maureen Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:36:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Maureen Murphy

Sent From MARILYN MATHERS to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:36:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

MARILYN MATHERS

Sent From didi boring to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:35:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

didi boring

Sent From ken osborn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:35:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
During the pandemic it makes sense to close JFK drive to provide outdoor space while practicing
shelter-in-place. That time is or will be soon ending. I live in East Bay and drive with friends to
visit Golden Gate Park and the de Young. Closing JFK drive permanently is counter productive to
accessing one of San Francisco's finest. I have been visiting the de Young starting with my
parent's visits in 1957 coming from Sacramento.

ken osborn

Sent From Elizabeth Mandranis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:35:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I am an ilder person who loves to visit SF and the wonderful museums and parks. But if access
becomes limited permanently I wont be able to visit. San Francisco is for everyone- it holds workd
class treasures people come to see from all over the world. It should not just locals who can jog and
hike! Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Elizabeth Mandranis

Sent From Mary Proctor to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:34:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mary Proctor

Sent From Daphne Stannard to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:33:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Please think about families with strollers, people with disabilities, and the elderly
who may not easily be able to access public transit. I believe in transit first, but I also know that a
one-size fits all approach won't work for everyone in our wonderful city! Access isn't the same for
everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Daphne Stannard

Sent From Kevin Plunkett to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:33:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Kevin Plunkett

Sent From constance kobayashi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:33:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. It is
so difficult to access the deYoung, for example, that in considering whether to go to there or the
Legion of Honor, I chose the latter. And the Conservatory of Flowers is even more difficult to get to,
especially for my disabled friends. Please open JFK!

constance kobayashi

Sent From Patricia Beyer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:32:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Patricia Beyer

Sent From Robin Aeschliman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:31:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Robin Aeschliman

Sent From Susan Schermerhorn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:30:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Susan Schermerhorn

Sent From Elizabeth Caruso to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:30:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Elizabeth Caruso

Sent From Karen Ho to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:30:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. It is difficult for ADA people to have access to the park.

Karen Ho

Sent From Malca Chall to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:25:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Malca Chall

Sent From Joan Green to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:25:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Joan Green

Sent From Mary Alice Pearce to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:24:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mary Alice Pearce

Sent From Macneil Fernandes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:24:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Macneil Fernandes

Sent From Alison Davis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:23:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
More free parking is needed for access for all to the de Young Museum. Opening JFK for parking
again would be so helpful!

Alison Davis

Sent From Gerry Melick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:23:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Gerry Melick

Sent From Martha Wellington to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:23:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Martha Wellington

Sent From Harley Hansen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:22:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. Come on, man!

Harley Hansen

Sent From Cathie Staley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:21:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Cathie Staley

Sent From Marguerite Sgrillo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:20:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. I don't live in the city but enjoy the museums and this is wrong. It makes people
not want to come into the city and is hurting the museums. My friends who live in SF also hate this!

Marguerite Sgrillo

Sent From Amanda Claiborne to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:20:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. As a
disabled person I need to be dropped off at the museum.

Amanda Claiborne

Sent From Rachel Grottke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:19:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Rachel Grottke

Sent From Sharon Hanson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:19:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! Not
all of us are young and cannot walk far. Thanks JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was
before COVID.

Sharon Hanson

Sent From Trish Jakielski to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:18:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. This precious resource needs to be easily accessible to ALL people. After my
mom's stroke, we could still slowly drive around the park so she could see the rhododendrons, the
ducks, the kids playing in the open areas. It also burdens residents on park-adjacent streets with
much more traffic. Thank you.

Trish Jakielski

Sent From Laura W to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:18:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive in GG Park
I understand why John F. Kennedy Drive was fully closed during the pandemic for use by nearby
residents to get exercise. Now that society is opening up again and allowed to widen our
experiences, I ask that the road be reopened for vehicular traffic. I am an East Bay resident who
enjoys visiting all the joys of SF and especially Golden Gate Park. In my younger days I could get
around without my car. Now that I have more time and the ability to spend my earned money, I
need to be able to drive to the deYoung Museum. Please open access for all of us to be able to drive
through the park again.

Laura W

Sent From Eva Klein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:17:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Eva Klein

Sent From Mary Steward to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:15:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Mary Steward

Sent From AndrÃ©e McGiffin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:15:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

AndrÃ©e McGiffin

Sent From Katia Churton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:14:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Katia Churton

Sent From vera Bitran to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:14:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

vera Bitran

Sent From Marguerite Pace to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:13:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Marguerite Pace

Sent From nancy lewis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:13:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
When you make a decision to close JFK drive, please take into consideration that now all who enjoy
the park can take public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access would be limited
for those of us who are seniors and enjoy many aspects of the park including the DeYoung and
Academy of Science. Please reopen JFK Drive as it was pre-pandemic.

nancy lewis

Sent From Betty Louie to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:13:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Betty Louie

Sent From Mutsuko Arima to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:13:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left me unable to access Golden Gate Park and its institutions.
The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for parking, or are
able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. I need to be able to use the handicap parking near
the entrance and can't afford to pay for parking in their lot. We need to go back to the compromise
that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Mutsuko Arima

Sent From Nick and Candy Carter to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:11:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans and honorary San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all
need access to the Park! JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nick and Candy Carter

Sent From Betsy Fowler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:10:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It has become next to impossible for any handicapped person to access the de Young and other
areas of the park with JFK Drive closed. This SHOULD be The Peoples Park for everyone and not just
the select few who remain happily ambulatory. We've come to avoid the park altogether because of
the shut down. Please, please reopen JFK Drive. The sooner the better!

Betsy Fowler

Sent From Ronni Randall to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:09:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. For handicapped individuals, closing JFK
prevents use of numerous convenient handicapped spaces near the museum on JFK forcing us
Seniors to park far away and in the area where cars win dues are smashed daily. We have been
museum members for 25 years but will not renew unless JFK Drive is reopened. Also... sone police
might be a good idea... ya think?

Ronni Randall

Sent From Kathleen Phelan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:09:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
We are in our eighties and no longer able to walk great distances. We pretty much have been
unable to really enjoy all that Golden Gate Park has to offer! Being San Francisco natives, I guess
our lifetime of memories will have to suffice if JFK is closed to cars!Ableism and gatekeeping have
no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is unfortunately both of those things.
The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that
was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Kathleen Phelan

Sent From margaret r to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:09:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

margaret r

Sent From Natalia Daniels to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:08:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Natalia Daniels

Sent From Nancy M Burrill to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:08:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Nancy M Burrill

Sent From Cecile Ehrmann to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:07:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Cecile Ehrmann

Sent From Cheryl Davis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:07:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I grew up on 38th Ave between Balboa and Cabrillo. My 86 year old mother still lives there. I
would like to be able to take her to the park for a walk, but parking on Fulton and walking in is not
an option. Access for elderly by car is severely limited in SF right now. Please reopen JFK so we can
at least enjoy the park. Closing JFK on weekends is enough of an inconvenience to city residents.
Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for
everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Cheryl Davis

Sent From Corinne Beauvais to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:07:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! And
so do out of towners who love the park. When JFK Drive is closed it takes away street parking and
forces out of towners to park in the expensive garage. JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it
was before COVID.

Corinne Beauvais

Sent From Lorraine Vilardo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:06:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Lorraine Vilardo

Sent From judith rheingold to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:06:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

judith rheingold

Sent From Carol Lu Zischke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:06:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Carol Lu Zischke

Sent From Barbara Dimas to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:06:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Barbara Dimas

Sent From SUE STRYKER to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:06:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

SUE STRYKER

Sent From Margo Leslie to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:04:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
While the message below is provided for me, I want to say personally that I strongly believe JFK
Drive should be restored to its pre-pandemic configuration. The current closure of JFK Drive
severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden
Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to
the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive
returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures
on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Margo Leslie

Sent From Marilyn Moore to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:04:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Reopen all the roads in GGP as well as the Great Highway. You have made it very difficult to access
the DeYoung and the Academy of Sciences, not to mention just trying to get from the Richmond to
the Sunset district through the park.

Marilyn Moore

Sent From Mike Iker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:04:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Mike Iker

Sent From thomas libby to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:03:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

thomas libby

Sent From Christina Shih to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:03:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Christina Shih

Sent From Carola Shepard to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:03:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. I now use the parking lot under the
museum to access the Arboretum, Japanese Tea Garden, Academy of Sciences, and the DeYoung. It
is incredibly expensive compared to other city lots. But that's the only real option available. As we
emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San
Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the
conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays,
holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Carola Shepard

Sent From Diana Pirrone to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:02:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Diana Pirrone

Sent From Ilene Taekman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:01:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ilene Taekman

Sent From flemming nielsen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:01:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

flemming nielsen

Sent From Rebecca Baky to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:01:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Rebecca Baky

Sent From Robert Johanson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:01:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Robert Johanson

Sent From Susan Saperstein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:01:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
As an older person, with friends who have mobility issues--I would like access to Golden Gate Park
the way is was pre-pandemic. Closing the streets off was great for a while, but there are more older
people living in the city than the ones who can bike and walk everywhere. Not all can take public
transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive
should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Susan Saperstein

Sent From Elena Ortega to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:00:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Elena Ortega

Sent From Steven Hill to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:59:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Steven Hill

Sent From Robin Pam to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:59:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Robin Pam

Sent From Nina Rosenbaum to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:59:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Nina Rosenbaum

Sent From David Rohrer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:59:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

David Rohrer

Sent From Mei-Chi Cheung to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:59:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mei-Chi Cheung

Sent From Carol Dorf to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:59:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Carol Dorf

Sent From Kaete Hester to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:59:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Kaete Hester

Sent From Dee Toy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:59:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Dee Toy

Sent From Sara Hayden to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:57:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sara Hayden

Sent From Kris Albert to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:57:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Kris Albert

Sent From Frank Highly to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:57:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Frank Highly

Sent From David Soffa to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:56:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

David Soffa

Sent From Karen Oliver to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:56:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Karen Oliver

Sent From Terry Bronson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:56:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Terry Bronson

Sent From Pauline Soffa to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:56:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Pauline Soffa

Sent From Rebecca Thomson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:56:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Rebecca Thomson

Sent From Emanuel Langit to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:55:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Emanuel Langit

Sent From Carmen Adams to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:55:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Carmen Adams

Sent From Mary Kabala to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:55:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mary Kabala

Sent From Patrice Beard to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:55:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Patrice Beard

Sent From David Mares to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:55:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
I grew up in the East Bay, with grandparents and aunts in the Mission District and Bayview. My
Mothers and siblings still live in the East Bay so I visit often. Access to Golden Gate Park allows me,
my sons and grandchildren the ability to easily enjoy the park every time we visit. Please don't
restrict access to this world class asset of the City.

David Mares

Sent From Elizabeth Olivarez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:55:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety and access to the park by disabled residents who
drive and families who drive. Residents of San Francisco should be allowed to have more access to
the Golden Gate Park via JFK Drive. The JFK Drive should be opened and made accessible according
to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with
ample bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND
safety! San Franciscans have given up a lot of accessibility due to covid and this needs to be
restored to the residents. We've been limited in the use of the park and parking due to the placing
of the parklets. We look like a shanty town. It's time that the Mayor and supervisors address & meet
the needs of the residents of San Francisco.

Elizabeth Olivarez

Sent From deanne delbridge to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:54:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

deanne delbridge

Sent From martha masterson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:54:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

martha masterson

Sent From Ron Karpowicz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:53:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Ron Karpowicz

Sent From Marie Rossner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:53:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Marie Rossner

Sent From mary ellen clauss to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:53:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I haven't been able to use Golden Gate Park since its closure. I haven't seen the Tea Garden or the
Dahlias because parking isn't close enough. Please re-open all of the roadways!!! It's really hard to
get to the other side and is congesting traffic. ESPECIALLY with the work going on on 19th
Avenue!!!! Open the streets back up!! Thank you,

mary ellen clauss

Sent From Sheila Wollen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:52:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice. A reasonable compromise is in order.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sheila Wollen

Sent From Maary-Rose Hayes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:52:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I love going to the de Young but suspended my membership. I am 82, have bad knees, can't ride a
bike, don't live close, need to drive and it's difficult and expensive to park. I approve closing JFK
drive on weekends. Can't we go back to that? We need to go back to the compromise that was
struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Maary-Rose Hayes

Sent From Sylvia Montez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:50:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Thank you for your consideration - please reopen JKF
drive.

Sylvia Montez

Sent From Atsuko Takeshita to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:50:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Atsuko Takeshita

Sent From mahalia miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:50:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

mahalia miller

Sent From Richard Palazzolo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:50:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Richard Palazzolo

Sent From Joy De Lara to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:50:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Joy De Lara

Sent From Cynthia Powell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:49:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
I am considering dropping my museum memberships to the CalAcademy and deYoung because it is
just too difficult to find affordable parking. The garage is too expensive, and street parking is very
limited. I live in Petaluma, so taking MUNI is not an option. Part of the enjoyment of going to the
museums has been driving along JFK and seeing all the landscaping, especially the flowers in front
of the Conservatory. Closing JFK only benefits a limited few in S.F., and drives away many Bay Area
residents as well as other tourists who would like to enjoy G.G. Park. Please reopen JFK Drive like it
was before COVID!

Cynthia Powell

Sent From RICARDO PEREZ to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:48:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

RICARDO PEREZ

Sent From Sally-Yu Leung to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:48:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sally-Yu Leung

Sent From Gerald Meisel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:48:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Gerald Meisel

Sent From Rose Williams to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:48:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! My
partner is disabled veteran, he deserves to access the Park! JFK Drive should be reopened to the
way it was before COVID.

Rose Williams

Sent From Tom Elliot to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:47:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Tom Elliot

Sent From Paul Snodgrass to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:47:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Paul Snodgrass

Sent From Linda Cantwell-Kum to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:47:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. As a 37 year Community College Prof. Of
Art I believe accessibility to museums equalizes educational outcomes.

Linda Cantwell-Kum

Sent From Denise Wey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:46:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Denise Wey

Sent From Michael Lata to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:44:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Michael Lata

Sent From Julie Rubin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:44:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Julie Rubin

Sent From Carole Ryan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:44:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID! So many of the museums members are older, and
this has severely impacted our access.

Carole Ryan

Sent From Curtis Larsen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:44:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Curtis Larsen

Sent From Alex Tharayil to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:44:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Alex Tharayil

Sent From Tatiana Shikowitz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:44:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Tatiana Shikowitz

Sent From Sandy Bergquist to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:44:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sandy Bergquist

Sent From Janet Shaw to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:43:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Janet Shaw

Sent From dimofey Krupetsky to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:43:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

dimofey Krupetsky

Sent From Jane LURIE to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:43:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jane LURIE

Sent From Jennifer Kelly to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:43:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jennifer Kelly

Sent From Alissa Chadburn Fremen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:42:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Alissa Chadburn Fremen

Sent From Junnie Yong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:42:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Junnie Yong

Sent From Marina Khesina to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:41:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Marina Khesina

Sent From Dolly Rose to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:41:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Dolly Rose

Sent From MARGARET MOSHER to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:41:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

MARGARET MOSHER

Sent From Gabriel Donohoe to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:41:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Gabriel Donohoe

Sent From Isaac Mauro-Sachs to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:40:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Isaac Mauro-Sachs

Sent From Jan Couvillon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:40:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jan Couvillon

Sent From louise ten Have to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:40:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

louise ten Have

Sent From Michael Howley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:40:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Michael Howley

Sent From Florence and Ted Young to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:40:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Florence and Ted Young

Sent From Gertrude Zimmerman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:40:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Gertrude Zimmerman

Sent From Marianne Owens to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:39:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Marianne Owens

Sent From Kay Petrini to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:38:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I am a runner who trains in Golden Gate Park almost every day. I fully support bicyclist and
pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is
closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample bike lines and pedestrian
walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Kay Petrini

Sent From Kay Taneyhill to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:38:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Kay Taneyhill

Sent From Anne Boekelheide to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:38:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Anne Boekelheide

Sent From DeLayne Harthorn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:38:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

DeLayne Harthorn

Sent From Dahlia Armon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:38:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Dahlia Armon

Sent From Karlyn Schneider to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:37:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Karlyn Schneider

Sent From Philip Gara to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:37:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Philip Gara

Sent From Donald Whitton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:36:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Donald Whitton

Sent From Josephine Lucchesi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:36:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Josephine Lucchesi

Sent From Mary Williams to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:36:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: GG Park access
Please reopen roads in & to GG Park as they were before the pandemic. Our lovely park needs to
be accessible to EVERYONE: families, out-of-town visitors, seniors, the physically challenged, etc
SF should embrace SHARING the beauty of our park & museums, not limiting it to pedestrians &
bicyclists

Mary Williams

Sent From Georgia Gibbs to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:36:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before.

Georgia Gibbs

Sent From Lauren Tillner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:36:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Lauren Tillner

Sent From Sherry Sandel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:35:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sherry Sandel

Sent From Betsy Pottruck to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:35:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Betsy Pottruck

Sent From Arceil Juranty to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:35:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Arceil Juranty

Sent From Jacqueline Kraut to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:35:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jacqueline Kraut

Sent From Sharon Morrone to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:35:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sharon Morrone

Sent From Clayton Mitchell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:34:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Clayton Mitchell

Sent From Victoria Kvoriak to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:34:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Victoria Kvoriak

Sent From Karen Nowlin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:34:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Karen Nowlin

Sent From neysa young to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:34:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

neysa young

Sent From Elizabeth hubbard to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:34:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Elizabeth hubbard

Sent From Parker Day to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:32:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Parker Day

Sent From Patricia Pyle to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:32:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Patricia Pyle

Sent From Leslie Laurence to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:31:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Leslie Laurence

Sent From randisue watson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:31:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

randisue watson

Sent From Thomas Oâ€™Leary to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:31:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Thomas Oâ€™Leary

Sent From Skye Rendon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:31:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before.

Skye Rendon

Sent From Wayne Wiswell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:31:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Wayne Wiswell

Sent From Michael Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:30:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Michael Smith

Sent From Paul A to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:30:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Paul A

Sent From Rosa Park to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:30:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Rosa Park

Sent From Jane Piller-Wilson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:30:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Jane Piller-Wilson

Sent From Jennifer Heggie to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:30:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jennifer Heggie

Sent From Kathleen Keating to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:30:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors like me, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kathleen Keating

Sent From Rochelle Kimball to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:30:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Kindly reopen JFK Drive to pre-pandemic access
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! I am
73 years old & live in Bernal Heights. I cannot without great difficulty get to the park, yet alone
access the park, DeYoung Museum, Arboretum, etc. without driving & parking a vehicle. JFK Drive
should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Rochelle Kimball

Sent From Mark Kelly to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:30:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mark Kelly

Sent From Diane Schneider to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:29:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Diane Schneider

Sent From Lydia Cassorla to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:29:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Everyone deserves access to Golden Gate Park. PLEASE reopen JFK Drive to provide appropriate
access to Golden Gate Park and its cultural facilities a reality. Not all can bike or walk. The park was
designed for motorized vehicle access. There is plenty of pedestrian access. If necessary, sidewalks
could be widened but NO more excluding those in vehicles. Thank you. Not all can take public
transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive
should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Lydia Cassorla

Sent From Kathy Knebel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:28:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Kathy Knebel

Sent From Monica LeMaster to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:27:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Monica LeMaster

Sent From Michael Mazgai to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:27:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Michael Mazgai

Sent From Nancy Pickford to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:27:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Nancy Pickford

Sent From Kevin L Rayburn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:26:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Kevin L Rayburn

Sent From Lucymarie Ruth to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:26:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Lucymarie Ruth

Sent From Anita Virshup to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:26:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Anita Virshup

Sent From Tami Strang to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:26:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Tami Strang

Sent From Suzanne Taunt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:26:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Suzanne Taunt

Sent From Edward Walsh to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:26:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Edward Walsh

Sent From Carolyn O'Brien to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:26:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Carolyn O'Brien

Sent From James Reedy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:25:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

James Reedy

Sent From Nancy Clothier to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:25:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Nancy Clothier

Sent From Paul Robinson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:25:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. I have some disabilities,
and I normally park behind de Young museum for close access to it and the many other amenities of
the Concourse. I so support it being closed sometimes for bikes and walkers only as it previously
was. We need your voice on this issue!

Paul Robinson

Sent From patricia o'regan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:25:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

patricia o'regan

Sent From Ann Gilmore to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:24:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ann Gilmore

Sent From Andrew Post to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:24:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Andrew Post

Sent From Nancy Thom to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:24:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Nancy Thom

Sent From Peggy OBrien to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:23:52 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Peggy OBrien

Sent From Justin Simonsen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:23:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Justin Simonsen

Sent From Carol Morra to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:22:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Carol Morra

Sent From patricia holden to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:22:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. What about handicap folks, strollers w/babies, and elderly who need to
dropped off or enjoy walking as their exercise. Closing JFK will essentially close it to residents who
aren't nearby. No one is going to take a shuttle bus (the Park Shuttle has failed miserably-zero
usage). Or a Muni for an hour one way trip. Catering to the needs of bikers leaves out of the
majority of SF residents. It's bad enough that sidewalks are used recklessly by bikers, scooters and
tourists -- making it dangerous for us walkers!

patricia holden

Sent From Dana Christensen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:22:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Dana Christensen

Sent From Bob Lehr to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:22:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Bob Lehr

Sent From Julia Seelos to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:21:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! I am
74 years old and can only enjoy the park by using a car and parking close to the museum and
arboretum. JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Julia Seelos

Sent From john dannenberg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:21:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

john dannenberg

Sent From Susie Kang to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:21:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Susie Kang

Sent From Harold Wright to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:21:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Harold Wright

Sent From Elizabeth De Simone to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:21:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Elizabeth De Simone

Sent From Dorothy Whittenburg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:21:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dorothy Whittenburg

Sent From Andrea Saenz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:20:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Andrea Saenz

Sent From Diane Ely to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:20:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Diane Ely

Sent From Angelica Garduno to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:20:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Angelica Garduno

Sent From Mark Rand to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:19:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! I'm 84 years old and
have not been able to go to the Conservatory of Flowers, the Dahlia Garden, Rose Garden and other
gardens.

Mark Rand

Sent From Rodman Martin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:19:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Rodman Martin

Sent From Rachel Scheuring to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:19:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: reopen JFK Drive!
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to all the people of San Francisco and to out of town
visitors with mobility issues who would like to visit the museum. I strongly encourage you to
support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic
and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Rachel Scheuring

Sent From LINDA CORLEY to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:19:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

LINDA CORLEY

Sent From JEANNE BURNS to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:19:11 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Please reopen JFK Dr - The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back
to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

JEANNE BURNS

Sent From Michelle La Grandeur to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:18:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
I applaud the sentiment behind keeping JFK drive closed. However, the impact on the museum to
many, especially those with disabilities or mobility problems is significant. Please keep drive up
access to the museums.

Michelle La Grandeur

Sent From Harry Davitian to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:18:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Harry Davitian

Sent From Jane Pannell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:18:19 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. I am disabled and cant take public transportation or
walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like
it was pre-pandemic.

Jane Pannell

Sent From wendy Kahn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:18:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

wendy Kahn

Sent From Margaret Feuer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:18:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Margaret Feuer

Sent From Howard Matis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:18:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Howard Matis

Sent From Carol Gosho to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:17:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Carol Gosho

Sent From Linda Mettler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:17:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Linda Mettler

Sent From Allison Der to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:17:01 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Allison Der

Sent From Michael Bowling to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:16:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Michael Bowling

Sent From Irina Lelic to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:16:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Irina Lelic

Sent From Emily Chiu to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:16:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID.

Emily Chiu

Sent From Suzanne Schellenberg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:16:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Suzanne Schellenberg

Sent From Greg Zhovreboff to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:15:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Greg Zhovreboff

Sent From Jennifer Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:15:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jennifer Smith

Sent From Marlene MacDonald to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:15:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Marlene MacDonald

Sent From richard geiger to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:15:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

richard geiger

Sent From Molley Lowry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:14:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Molley Lowry

Sent From Lori Sommer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:14:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Lori Sommer

Sent From Carol Cole to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:14:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Carol Cole

Sent From Marsha Grossman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:13:47 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Please open JFK Drive. I live in Palo Alto and public transportation to the museum is impossible.
The JFK Drives needs to be reopened. Thank you.

Marsha Grossman

Sent From Pat Dunbar to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:13:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Pat Dunbar

Sent From sherri levine to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:13:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

sherri levine

Sent From Joan d Weinstein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:13:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate I am an older citizen,75, And I cannot bike into the park. If someone is able to
drive thru Abd find parking. Then I can enjoy the park also. There needs to be alternatives for all of
us, not just the young and able bodied.

Joan d Weinstein

Sent From Laurie Monroe to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:13:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Laurie Monroe

Sent From Sara Green to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:13:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Sara Green

Sent From Mary Nybakken to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:13:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Mary Nybakken

Sent From Janet McGee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:13:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Janet McGee

Sent From Greg Autry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:12:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK road closure
JFK Drive should be reopened for better access to the park and museums, as it was before. The
closure serves a few,, while an open road serves many.

Greg Autry

Sent From Lauraine Edir to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:12:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Lauraine Edir

Sent From Sylvia Hurd to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:12:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. It is vital for easy entry for families and the disabled to the De Young Museum,
Science Academy, Tea Garden, Botannical Garden, Conservatory of Flowers, Dahlia Garden, Peacock
Meadow, and the new Tennis Center. It is also vital for those who cannot afford to pay for parking.

Sylvia Hurd

Sent From Louise Paustenbach to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:11:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Louise Paustenbach

Sent From Amish Patel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:11:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Amish Patel

Sent From Tamra Hege to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:11:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. I am disabled and use a walker. Access is
important to me. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park
belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK
Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street
closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Tamra Hege

Sent From janis coffey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:11:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
The current closure of JFK Drive is no longer in the best interest of all of the streets users. Please
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

janis coffey

Sent From Marianne Horine to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:11:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Marianne Horine

Sent From Gloria Chertock to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:11:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Gloria Chertock

Sent From Gail Wesling to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:11:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Gail Wesling

Sent From Kunal Patel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:10:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kunal Patel

Sent From Philip Behn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:10:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Philip Behn

Sent From Rickee Raney to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:10:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays.

Rickee Raney

Sent From Sangita Patel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:10:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Sangita Patel

Sent From B Michael Silber to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:10:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

B Michael Silber

Sent From Dawna Hawksworth to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:09:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Dawna Hawksworth

Sent From Sukhdev Patel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:09:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sukhdev Patel

Sent From Rhodan Vignaud to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:09:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Rhodan Vignaud

Sent From Bill Hickman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:09:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
It's best to reopen JFK Drive, as it was before Covid-19. I am an 83 year old East Bay visitor to the
deYoung

Bill Hickman

Sent From Suzanne Radcliffe to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:09:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Suzanne Radcliffe

Sent From Divya Patel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:09:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Divya Patel

Sent From Michael Fields to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:09:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Michael Fields

Sent From Lynda Ramos to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:09:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Lynda Ramos

Sent From KP PATEL to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:08:59 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

KP PATEL

Sent From Marilyn Kupcho to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:08:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Marilyn Kupcho

Sent From judith zimrin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:08:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

judith zimrin

Sent From Patricia Delgado to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:07:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Patricia Delgado

Sent From Francisco Gomez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:07:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Francisco Gomez

Sent From Sarah Slaughter to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:07:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sarah Slaughter

Sent From Carol Ida to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:07:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Carol Ida

Sent From Brittany Morgan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:07:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Brittany Morgan

Sent From Nikolay Stolin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:07:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Nikolay Stolin

Sent From James Tamulski to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:07:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

James Tamulski

Sent From Ed DIMICK to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:07:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Ed DIMICK

Sent From Marjorie Crockett to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:06:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Marjorie Crockett

Sent From Jeremy Hewes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:05:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
The current closure of JFK Drive is unacceptable. Visitors to San Francisco need access to the
museum! The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the
compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Jeremy Hewes

Sent From Caryl Gorska to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:03:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Caryl Gorska

Sent From edith lonergan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:03:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

edith lonergan

Sent From Elaine Kidd to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:58:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Elaine Kidd

Sent From David Crowder to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:58:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

David Crowder

Sent From Krystyna Wrona to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:44:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Krystyna Wrona

Sent From john barry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:37:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

john barry

Sent From Kathleen Perry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:32:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Kathleen Perry

Sent From Karen Linsangan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:32:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Karen Linsangan

Sent From Diane Long to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:31:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I lived on 3rd and balboa for over 25 years and bicycled at least 3 day a week in the park, 'neverâ€
a problem cars and bicycles sharing the road, especially during the week. My mother's 95 and in a
wheelchair, I can't even take her past the Consevatory of Flowers, she loved to see the garden. I
support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Diane Long

Sent From Louis Nuyens to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:29:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Louis Nuyens

Sent From Cindy Hill to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:25:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drove access for cars
Thank you for the months of pedestrian and bicycle access to JFK Drive during the height of the
pandemic stay-at-home period. Now it's time to return to an open street for cars and other
motorized vehicles; it's time to return to the previous schedule as it provided safer access to the
park's amenities for mobility-compromised individuals and free parking for those who can not
afford to pay. Thank you for considering my opinion. Regards, Cindy Hill

Cindy Hill

Sent From Diane Ridley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:23:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I would like to see JFK Drive reopened on weekdays and Saturdays. While it's closure was perhaps
an innovative response to the perceived need for additional outdoor recreational space during the
shelter-in-place phase of the pandemic, I believe it is underutilized and more of a hindrance to
recreation in the Park than an enticement. Its closure has made navigating across and within the
Park confusing and frustrating, and has served to increase the traffic and parking burden on other
streets inside and adjacent to the Park. Despite the fact that restrictions on indoor activities have
been reduced, the ongoing closure discourages people from experiencing some of the Park's biggest
assets-the Conservatory of Flowers, the Fine Arts Museum, the Academy of Sciences, the Music
Concourse, the Japanese Tea Garden, Stow Lake, and the Arboretum. Unless there is a integrated
City plan and financial commitment to adding additional parking outside of the park and frequent,
convenient public transportation to and within the park that will make its features easily accessible
to residents and out-of town visitors, especially those with disabilities, I do not feel continuation of
this experiment is of any benefit. Like a number of the 'slow streetsâ€ that have been created in
the City, it feels elitist and exclusionary,

Diane Ridley

Sent From MARY JO WOODMANSEE to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:21:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

MARY JO WOODMANSEE

Sent From Julia A. King to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:20:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Julia A. King

Sent From Patricia E. New to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:12:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Patricia E. New

Sent From Marie Dorsey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:10:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Marie Dorsey

Sent From Leslie Thompson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:10:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Leslie Thompson

Sent From Joyce Weil to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:05:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Joyce Weil

Sent From Rev Glenda Hope to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:02:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Rev Glenda Hope

Sent From Vera Swanson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:01:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, and visitors to San
Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the
conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays,
holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Vera Swanson

Sent From Frances Sullivan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:00:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Frances Sullivan

Sent From paula trehearne to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:55:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Since there is so limited street parking near the GG park, I feel that JFK Drive should be reopened
for parking. Not everyone can afford the Museum's parking garage prices. City deserve access to
Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all
can take public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for
everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

paula trehearne

Sent From Jeean shebanek to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:52:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Jeean shebanek

Sent From Elizabeth Barnhart to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:51:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Elizabeth Barnhart

Sent From JOAN SPAARGAREN to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:46:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

JOAN SPAARGAREN

Sent From Herman Haluza to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:45:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Herman Haluza

Sent From Sarah Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:44:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sarah Smith

Sent From Sandra Yuen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:43:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Sandra Yuen

Sent From Jennifer Titus to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:43:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jennifer Titus

Sent From Brenda Jones-Belaski to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:43:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Brenda Jones-Belaski

Sent From Donna Weidenfeller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:38:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Donna Weidenfeller

Sent From Andrea Rawson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:36:56 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Andrea Rawson

Sent From Josephine Withers to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:35:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Josephine Withers

Sent From John Calhoun to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:32:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

John Calhoun

Sent From Constance O'Connor to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:30:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Constance O'Connor

Sent From Cathie Hehman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:27:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Cathie Hehman

Sent From Felipa Perez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:25:30 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Felipa Perez

Sent From Mariane Zanetti to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:24:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Mariane Zanetti

Sent From John Hopkins to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:17:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

John Hopkins

Sent From Julie Kloper to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:17:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays.
While we do not live in the city, we visit the museums and gardens in Golden Gate park,
occasionally with friends with mobility issues. Parking can be very challenging in SF but the
additional parking available with JFK drive open during the week would make a huge difference.
We need your voice on this issue!

Julie Kloper

Sent From Cindy Oâ€™Neill to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:16:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Cindy Oâ€™Neill

Sent From margaret jimenez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:13:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I am a San Francisco native and while I no loner live in the City I visit there often and during 90% of
those visits I maKE A stop at the DeYoung and after we wander through the beautiful park. Please
return JFK drive to its previous hours of open and close times. Thank you

margaret jimenez

Sent From denise cartmill to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:10:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

denise cartmill

Sent From Merle Easton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:09:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Merle Easton

Sent From Marnie Badgley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:08:20 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Marnie Badgley

Sent From Merle Kahree to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:07:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Merle Kahree

Sent From Susan Dugger-Mathison to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:03:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Susan Dugger-Mathison

Sent From Stephen Golden to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:51:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!
And my wife and I got lost twice while trying to get to the museum due to the road closure!

Stephen Golden

Sent From Spring Kraeger to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:48:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Spring Kraeger

Sent From Nancy Foster to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:48:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Nancy Foster

Sent From Patricia Bryan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:44:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Patricia Bryan

Sent From JOYCE EMMONS to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:38:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

JOYCE EMMONS

Sent From Geri Albers to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:36:03 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Geri Albers

Sent From Alexander Hosmer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:35:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Hate having to continually fight to take back what we had for years in San Francisco. I supported
temporary closure because of the pandemic. As we re-open, these areas should reopen. If they
don't, I will not support closing anything if a similar situation occurs in the future. I can see the
slippery slope. The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors,
and communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Alexander Hosmer

Sent From GAIL Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:34:48 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. pLEASE RESTORE jfk TO ITS PRE-PANDEMIC CONFIGURATION
The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that
was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

GAIL Lee

Sent From Ann Burke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:32:53 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ann Burke

Sent From Robin Levine to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:31:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Robin Levine

Sent From Barbara Doyal to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:25:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Barbara Doyal

Sent From Linda Faber to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:21:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Linda Faber

Sent From Connie Lathrop to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:14:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Connie Lathrop

Sent From Quyen Phan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:13:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Quyen Phan

Sent From Alison Fong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:13:08 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Alison Fong

Sent From Judy Neunuebel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:11:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Judy Neunuebel

Sent From Elizabeth Ridley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:07:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Elizabeth Ridley

Sent From Elena Franzoia to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:02:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Elena Franzoia

Sent From Wayne Hughes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:53:04 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Wayne Hughes

Sent From Lettie Eshabarr to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:47:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Lettie Eshabarr

Sent From Kathleen Warren to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:44:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Kathleen Warren

Sent From Sharon Staley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:42:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Sharon Staley

Sent From Kathy Jarvis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:38:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Kathy Jarvis

Sent From Carolyn Esposito to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:26:39 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Carolyn Esposito

Sent From Margaret Sharp to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:18:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Margaret Sharp

Sent From Anne Sandkuhler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:15:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Anne Sandkuhler

Sent From Irene Keenan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:13:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Irene Keenan

Sent From Kathy Reback to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:07:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Kathy Reback

Sent From Elizabeth Simms to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:53:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Elizabeth Simms

Sent From Georgia Buettner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:44:05 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Georgia Buettner

Sent From Ann Paras to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:33:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Ann Paras

Sent From Darlene Uyeda to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:16:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to isupport JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Darlene Uyeda

Sent From Olga Gordon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:09:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Olga Gordon

Sent From Lawrence Wong to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:52:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK Drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK Drive as it was before this pandemic (i.e., open on
weekdays yearlong and Saturdays six months of the year, but close on Sundays and holidays
yearlong and Saturdays the other six months of the year). Increased car and foot traffic from
tourists and residents is needed to keep the institutions in GG Park open and financially solvent
(which includes some of my favorite institutions like the CA Academy of Sciences, the DeYoung
Museum, and the Japanese Tea Garden). Earlier, you did a good thing restoring service to most of
the SF Muni lines (including the iconic cable car lines) to let the outside world know that SF has
reopened for tourists and business. Please reopen JFK Drive to restore pre-pandemic car and foot
traffic to GG Park for tourists and residents and help keep the aforementioned institutions at GG
Park financially afloat. (Otherwise, those institutions will be forced to close indefinitely for lack of
business. And that would be yet another loss for SF's culture on top of Cliff House and Stern Grove
closed permanently earlier this year.)

Lawrence Wong

Sent From Esther Blau to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:40:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Esther Blau

Sent From joanne keaney to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:30:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

joanne keaney

Sent From Emily Terrell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:27:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Emily Terrell

Sent From Wilette Vogel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:21:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Wilette Vogel

Sent From Diane Tribulato to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 10:05:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Diane Tribulato

Sent From Joan Smithline to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:26:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! The
museums need to be supported. The pre-covid arrangement works well for all. JFK Drive should be
reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Joan Smithline

Sent From Jesse Beaton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 9:23:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jesse Beaton

Sent From David Russel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:56:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

David Russel

Sent From Lizzie Jeremi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:43:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. You cannot make decisions that interrupt the flow of well established roads and
traffic to our cultural city treasures. As citizens we all contribute to the roads that take us closer to
the heart of our beautiful De Young Museum, Strybing Arboretum, Hall of iSciences, Japanese Tea
Garden, Conservatory of Flowers, Planetarium and the performances in the Band Shell. You cannot
put those treasured out of our reach. Please be equitable to all San Franciscans. We all need open
roads to our park. Thank you,

Lizzie Jeremi

Sent From Tami Cusi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:36:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Tami Cusi

Sent From Kathlee Oâ€˜Shea to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:16:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic. The
park belongs to a greater community than just San Francsico. As a native San Francisco, I consider it
a crime to continue closing the park!

Kathlee Oâ€˜Shea

Sent From Jennie Chin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:12:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jennie Chin

Sent From Suzanne Carden to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:11:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Suzanne Carden

Sent From Ingrid Butler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:10:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ingrid Butler

Sent From Mariela Alcocer Ruiz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 8:08:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Mariela Alcocer Ruiz

Sent From Charles Zetta Baker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:55:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Charles Zetta Baker

Sent From Monica Choi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:46:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
The current closure of JFK Drive needs to be reversed. Let us have open access to Golden Gate Park,
the Botanical Gardens and the deYoung Museum. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is
over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore
access for all to Golden Gate Park. It is a treasure and accessibility to the grounds and institutions is
imperative. We need to regain our social and environmental health. Release restrictions and
closures and free public access.

Monica Choi

Sent From Olga Kartsev to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:38:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Olga Kartsev

Sent From Ellen Schulz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:35:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ellen Schulz

Sent From cathleen crawford to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:33:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. Also could we please have more handicap parking? My husband cannot walk so
far to go to the museum.

cathleen crawford

Sent From Annemarie Bernardone to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:23:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Annemarie Bernardone

Sent From BJ Baba to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:22:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

BJ Baba

Sent From Stacy Heniser to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:22:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Stacy Heniser

Sent From Susann Cate Lynn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:20:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Susann Cate Lynn

Sent From Judy Stead to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:07:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Judy Stead

Sent From Judy Dobbs to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 7:06:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Judy Dobbs

Sent From Yoona Bae to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:56:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Yoona Bae

Sent From carol boone to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:46:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

carol boone

Sent From Ruth Botchan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:45:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Ruth Botchan

Sent From Richard Sprofera to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:40:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Richard Sprofera

Sent From Joyce Garabedian August to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:39:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Joyce Garabedian August

Sent From Susanna Naplerala to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:37:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Susanna Naplerala

Sent From Monica Giuroiu to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:27:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Monica Giuroiu

Sent From James Webster to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:26:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

James Webster

Sent From Paulette Traverso to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:21:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Paulette Traverso

Sent From Eleanor Beshears to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:20:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Eleanor Beshears

Sent From Pat Tura to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:16:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Pat Tura

Sent From Therese Brandi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:14:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Therese Brandi

Sent From Mechell Keith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:13:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Mechell Keith

Sent From Howard Yellen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:10:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: GGP
Keeping JFK Drive closed post-pandemic is absurd. I want to be clear, I'm not critizing you
personally. I believe that keeping park access by cars so limited is well intended, but misguided.
How is a disabled person such as myself supposed to get to the museums? Muni is difficult for me to
begin with, and due to being immunocopromised impossible it has been impossible in the last two
years and I expect I won't get back to taking it until the spring. I live on Sanchez St. in Duboce
Triangle, and Muni has been one of the big attractions of living here, but I have always driven to the
park with my dogs. More broadly, one of the geniuinly great things about the park is how multipurpose it is. It is a place of great natural beuty, but it also is a place where people play exercise, go
to museuems and much more. it is not, should not and will never be a purely wild place. It is also
inevitable that the closure of JFK will push parking and traffic to adjacent neighborhoods. The same
thing has happened with the expansion of 'quite streets.' The first few were terrific, but I've seldom
seen folks walking or biking on Noe or Page. I live near Noe and walk down it (on the sidewalks)
almost daily. Like the closure of JFK, quiet streets end up as a form of NIMBYism. The don't reduce
parking and traffic much, but they do foist it on nearbye residents. Noe in partiuclar is a problem,
because it pushes traffic to Sanchez, which is a crtical if dangerous part of the Wiggle. I can't
remeber seeing a comuuting biker take Noe instead of Sanchez, and with more road traffic they are
put in further danger. As a lifelong progressive, the policies of my kindred spirits in fact dispirits
me. It often feels like dogma trumps (lousy word) outcomes. I know that people play this card all
the time ,but FWIW, I've lived here since the 1980s. Thanks for taking the time to consider my
opinion. HLY

Howard Yellen

Sent From Sandra Gardner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:01:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Sandra Gardner

Sent From Anne Dillen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 6:00:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Anne Dillen

Sent From Eileen Battat to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:55:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Eileen Battat

Sent From Gina McDonald to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:52:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Gina McDonald

Sent From Carole Dolighan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:51:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Carole Dolighan

Sent From Gregory Vernitsky to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:51:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Gregory Vernitsky

Sent From roger govier to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:51:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

roger govier

Sent From Susanna Jackman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:50:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Susanna Jackman

Sent From Katie Heinz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:47:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Katie Heinz

Sent From Shireen Irvine Perry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:47:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Shireen Irvine Perry

Sent From Mary Kate Rittmann to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:46:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Mary Kate Rittmann

Sent From Lauren Dunbar to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:40:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Lauren Dunbar

Sent From Lisa Rasmussen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:38:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Lisa Rasmussen

Sent From Doerte Murray to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:37:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Doerte Murray

Sent From Marilyn Herand to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:35:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Marilyn Herand

Sent From Lisa Ricketts to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:34:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Lisa Ricketts

Sent From Susan Siep to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:32:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Susan Siep

Sent From Huguette Combs to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:25:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Huguette Combs

Sent From B.J. Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:23:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

B.J. Jones

Sent From Gary Goddard to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:22:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Gary Goddard

Sent From Cindie Tashima to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:19:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Cindie Tashima

Sent From Nina Steinman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:18:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I live half a block from the park on eighth Avenue. I can show you dozens of photos with JFK empty
of pedestrians during the week in any weather and at any time of day. Fulton is a nightmare. Come
on already, we are not going to give up cars because the SFMTA has a bizarre agenda. Ableism and
gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is unfortunately both
of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the
compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Nina Steinman

Sent From Lee Bonds to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:17:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. It is so difficult as a senior to get to the museums from the streets in and around
the park. Appreciate your attention!--

Lee Bonds

Sent From Peggy Osterkamp to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:16:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID! I couldn't park on the street and had to pay $21
for parking in the garage. Please open JFK.

Peggy Osterkamp

Sent From Julie Fieber to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:15:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Julie Fieber

Sent From David Voorhees to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:14:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

David Voorhees

Sent From Maria Zendejas to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:09:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Maria Zendejas

Sent From Jan Leuin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:09:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jan Leuin

Sent From Inge Byrnes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:09:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Inge Byrnes

Sent From Debra Estes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:08:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Debra Estes

Sent From Paul Johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:03:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Paul Johnson

Sent From Nancy Heinz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:02:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nancy Heinz

Sent From Jeannie Sack to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:02:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Jeannie Sack

Sent From Kathy Margolis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 5:00:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kathy Margolis

Sent From Brewster Wyckoff to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:58:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I'm an older, physically limited resident of San Francisco. The permanent closure of JFK Drive
prohibits my access to the De Young Museum (to which I pay membership) and to the Conservatory
of Flowers (to which I bring all my out-of-town visitors. I support a Golden Gate Park that is
accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and pedestrians should have access to Golden
Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for everyone else. I urge you to restore access to
Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Brewster Wyckoff

Sent From Marianne Estournes to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:58:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. This would make it more difficult for all of us to access the museum

Marianne Estournes

Sent From Frances Davis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:57:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Frances Davis

Sent From Pat Carroll to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:55:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Pat Carroll

Sent From Ari-Asha Castalia to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:53:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I am a person with a mobility disability and a blue placard. Ableism and gatekeeping have no place
in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is unfortunately both of those things. The time
for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the compromise that was
struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park. I know (as a DeYoung
member) I will have to curtail my visits to the museum, which is a real loss. There are other places
for people to learn to ride bikes. Please reconsider this decision. Thank you.

Ari-Asha Castalia

Sent From Judi Gorski to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:50:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Judi Gorski

Sent From Sallie Rowe to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:49:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sallie Rowe

Sent From Caroline T Cory to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:48:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We should reopen JFK Drive
to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open as it was before
the pandemic shutdown.

Caroline T Cory

Sent From Charlotte Neff to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:48:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Charlotte Neff

Sent From elaine patience to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:47:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

elaine patience

Sent From Allison Kozak to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:46:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The closure of JFK Drive during the beginning of the pandemic made sense, creating a place where
people could be outdoors with plenty of room, and giving home-bound people an escape. But it's
time to reopen JFK. Closure of JFK creates unnecessary difficulties of access, especially to people
with disabilities. My husband has not been able to frequent our favorite areas around the park,
Pioneer East Meadow & the Rose Garden, for almost 2 years because we can't park close enough.
Remember, JFK was created as a thoroughfare through the park for a reason. It is the park's main
access way, the only east-west artery. It was conceived and served as a thoroughfare from its
creation. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID,
with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6
months of the year.

Allison Kozak

Sent From Alicia Espinoza to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:43:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Alicia Espinoza

Sent From A. Tsao to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:42:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

A. Tsao

Sent From Jennifer Gille to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:42:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jennifer Gille

Sent From PAULA M MORGAN to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:41:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. I travel usually weekends, I wont be spending my money here, if I cant
find easy access, I am not handicap, but have limitations ....

PAULA M MORGAN

Sent From Lena Strayhorn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:39:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive - Reopen
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. Also, we need access to our museums such
as the de Young and the California Academy of Sciences. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Lena Strayhorn

Sent From Susan Linwood to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:39:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Enough already. All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must
reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public
transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive
should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Susan Linwood

Sent From Yvonne Daubin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:39:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Yvonne Daubin

Sent From Eileen Leatherman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:38:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I lived in San Francisco for several years and now live in Marin. I have volunteered at the Academy
of Sciences since 2012 and plan to continue in that role. The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left
many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its institutions. The current closure is for those
who live close enough, have the money to pay for parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on
foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was
before the pandemic!

Eileen Leatherman

Sent From Alex Lindsay to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:38:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Alex Lindsay

Sent From Aya Van Zandt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:31:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I am a working mother of 3 kids. The kids have activities all over San Francisco - schools, sports,
friends. The street closures in the city have added extra stress and driving time to our already
stressed out, time-constrained family. I know we are not the only regular working family who are
ready to truly get back to the normalcy, and can't help feeling that the city leaders are tone deaf to
what working SF families are experiencing, or wondering if they even care. Take one of the 'slow
streetsâ€ that we used to take to get the kids to school. We are rushing around at 8:15 am to get
the kids to school, then ourselves to work, all the while some lucky folks who can take the leisurely
walk or jog along one of these streets - why can't they walk or jog on the sidewalk? It is time for the
city leaders to realize what the ORDINARY folks need. After all, the city claims that it is a 'family
friendly cityâ€ . We are not asking for much.

Aya Van Zandt

Sent From Lloyd Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:18:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lloyd Murphy

Sent From Mary Ann M St Peter to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:18:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Mary Ann M St Peter

Sent From Sas Colby to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:17:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Sas Colby

Sent From Dorothy Walker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:16:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Dorothy Walker

Sent From Stacey Dunn-Emke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:15:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK and Lake, Clay, and Pacific Streets
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. It is my request that we also open Lake, Clay, and Pacific Streets to vehicular
traffic. It is elitist and an act of segregation to leave closed to vehicular traffic. Thank you Stacey
Dunn-Emke

Stacey Dunn-Emke

Sent From Kris Martinovich to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:15:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kris Martinovich

Sent From Glenn Hirooka to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:11:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Glenn Hirooka

Sent From Thomas Schnitzler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:10:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Thomas Schnitzler

Sent From Patrice Sandoval to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:04:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Patrice Sandoval

Sent From Kathleen Crabbe to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 4:00:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kathleen Crabbe

Sent From Marianne Mullen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:59:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Marianne Mullen

Sent From Christina Cundari to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:58:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Christina Cundari

Sent From Mariaelena Springsted to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:57:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Mariaelena Springsted

Sent From sunnie keech to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:56:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

sunnie keech

Sent From Loretta Callies to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:55:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
The current closure of JFK Drive is unfortunate and causes weekday problems to access all the
wonderful things GG Park has to offer. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is
time to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all
to Golden Gate Park.
It is now time to restore all streets that were closed and take
down all the signs as I see no one using the blocked off streets as they have gone back to work, and
no right turns on Lincoln that make it very difficult to get onto the Lower Great Highway. Restore
our City to the Beautiful way it was. I'm sure if you needed to use all these streets you would be just
as frustrated as we are.
Take your concerns to clean up the Area next to the Asian Art Museum. It
is very disconcerting to go to the theater and have to step over people shooting up and needles all
over the sidewalk. Take a walk at night and see the sights that are driving people away . Thank you
for your time.

Loretta Callies

Sent From David Deiwert to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:55:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

David Deiwert

Sent From Brighton Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:51:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
The roads must open. This park should be inclusive to everyone in SF, and all park lovers visiting.
To have the road shut discourages people who would like to come but it's too crowded to find
parking, or the areas that there is parking there are mobs of people. If someone cannot walk or
bike, they are unable to see the sights by taking a beautiful drive through the park. I believe having
the street closed, it's an elitist move to keep out those who cannot walk to the park to enjoy it. It's
time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that everyone
should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with
all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was
before

Brighton Miller

Sent From Susan Vaughan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:50:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Susan Vaughan

Sent From Eileen Maloy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:50:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Eileen Maloy

Sent From Helen Marcus to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:47:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
While it made sense to close JFK Drive during covid, I urge you to reopen it to vehicles. I used to
come often to the De Young and the Rose Garden where I was married. Now I've been only once in
2 years and could not find my way around with all the one way streets and closures. Help let me
enjoy the park again.

Helen Marcus

Sent From Tatyana Yurkhova to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:46:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Tatyana Yurkhova

Sent From Janet Niwa to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:46:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Janet Niwa

Sent From Nancy Steinbach to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:45:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Nancy Steinbach

Sent From RILEY GORDINIER to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:42:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

RILEY GORDINIER

Sent From Donald Jevons to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:42:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Donald Jevons

Sent From Libby Adler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:42:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Libby Adler

Sent From Denise Gomez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:41:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Denise Gomez

Sent From Sally Griffin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:40:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sally Griffin

Sent From Daniele Cuzin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:38:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Daniele Cuzin

Sent From Ann Papale to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:32:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ann Papale

Sent From Michael Yamashita to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:32:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
Can't we share Golden Gate Park for everyone? Closing it permanently to cars is unfair to
institutions, visitors, and workers from accessing the park. And less people of all generations will be
able to recreate in the park or visit museums and its features. San Franciscans of all ages and
abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK Drive should be reopened to the
way it was before COVID.

Michael Yamashita

Sent From Wen Lin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:31:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Wen Lin

Sent From Paula Gross to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:31:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Paula Gross

Sent From Roger Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:28:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Roger Smith

Sent From Pamela Williams to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:28:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of bthose things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Pamela Williams

Sent From roman pecot to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:27:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. Former full-time SF resident, I visit and spend months in SF, always visiting
deYoung...long time member. Keep this street open as before pandemic.

roman pecot

Sent From Karen Pemberton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:26:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Karen Pemberton

Sent From Lori Trew to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:24:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Lori Trew

Sent From Therese Randolph to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:24:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Therese Randolph

Sent From Marilee Hearn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:23:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Marilee Hearn

Sent From Stacey Michaels to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:23:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Stacey Michaels

Sent From Tish Brown to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:22:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Tish Brown

Sent From Sonja Bedford to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:22:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sonja Bedford

Sent From Jay Ernst to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:19:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jay Ernst

Sent From Julene Smith Rhoan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:18:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Julene Smith Rhoan

Sent From Doug McKirahan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:12:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Doug McKirahan

Sent From Christye Hatfield to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:11:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Christye Hatfield

Sent From Kathryn Douglas to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:08:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Kathryn Douglas

Sent From Jan Hudson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:08:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jan Hudson

Sent From Clothilde Kennedy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:08:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Clothilde Kennedy

Sent From Michele De Sha to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:05:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Michele De Sha

Sent From Jennifer Dayrell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:02:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! We are out-of-towners
who have a membership in the deYoung and enjoy coming in to see exhibits. We need to be able to
be withing a few walking blocks to do so.

Jennifer Dayrell

Sent From Kathleen McGarr to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:01:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Kathleen McGarr

Sent From Robert Brandt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:01:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Robert Brandt

Sent From Nina Schwartz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 3:00:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Nina Schwartz

Sent From Ann Kretzschmar to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:59:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ann Kretzschmar

Sent From Gina McCarthy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:58:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Gina McCarthy

Sent From Marilyn Obedzinski to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:57:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Marilyn Obedzinski

Sent From Sharon Sterne to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:56:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sharon Sterne

Sent From Janet Cluff to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:56:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Janet Cluff

Sent From Holly Schenck to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:56:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
As a handicapped elder i rely on the handicapped parking behind the museum.. I fully support
bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before
COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample bike lines and
pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Holly Schenck

Sent From BARBARA LEEP to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:56:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

BARBARA LEEP

Sent From Martin Brook to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:55:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Martin Brook

Sent From Mike Parkinson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:53:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Mike Parkinson

Sent From Bettina Balestrieri to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:53:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Bettina Balestrieri

Sent From Marlene Paganini to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:53:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
We live close by and due to my husband's disability, we have not been able to enjoy the park
because of the. Closures. It is time to open it up for all of San Francisco. Thank you. Please reopen
JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Marlene Paganini

Sent From Diana Mason to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:51:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Diana Mason

Sent From Jacqueline Tona to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:51:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jacqueline Tona

Sent From Beth Morris to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:50:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Beth Morris

Sent From Diann Chung to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:47:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Diann Chung

Sent From Ellen McKnight to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:45:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Ellen McKnight

Sent From Sara Anderson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:42:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Sara Anderson

Sent From Marie Delloue to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:42:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Marie Delloue

Sent From Jennifer Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:37:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors (like me) and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jennifer Miller

Sent From Judy Teichman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:35:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
The de Young Museum, the California Academy of Sciences, the Arboretum and the Japanese Tea
Garden are valued by many San Francisco residents and visitors alike. I support a Golden Gate Park
that is accessible to everyone, including those who wish to enjoy these treasures. With the many
street closures around the City, which I support, there is not the same need to limit street access to
the East end of Golden Gate Park for bikers and pedestrian. Please restore access to Golden Gate
Park as it was before the pandemic.

Judy Teichman

Sent From Deborra Knotts to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:34:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Deborra Knotts

Sent From Claudette Peterson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:34:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Claudette Peterson

Sent From Shannon McEntee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:32:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Shannon McEntee

Sent From Eileen Louie to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:30:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Eileen Louie

Sent From Michele Salmon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:29:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. I have lived in Brisbane all of my life and come to San Francisco at least every
week. I am a frequent visitor of Golden Gate Park. It seems more and more SF does everything to
discourage visitors and that is a shame. I love San Francisco and delight in bringing friends from
near and far into the City. Please do not make it even more difficult by closing this important artery
in the Park. Not everyone is able to bike anymore or walk long distances like when I was young.
Sincerely, Michele Salmon

Michele Salmon

Sent From Kristen Bole to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:29:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Kristen Bole

Sent From Estelle Akamine to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:28:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Estelle Akamine

Sent From Susanne Scholz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:28:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. I come to San Francisco to go to the DeYoung and with
JFK closed it is much harder to access. I would appreciate it if it could be open on weekdays. I often
come with a disabled person and the extra distance from outside the park is quite difficult. Thank
you for your consideration. Susanne Scholz

Susanne Scholz

Sent From shirley garrett to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:27:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

shirley garrett

Sent From Shauna Bergstrom to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:26:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Access to the park and music concourse through the use of JFK helps me keep my family safe while
exploring all of these beautiful features. Please reopen it.

Shauna Bergstrom

Sent From Eileen Sullivan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:25:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Eileen Sullivan

Sent From Jean Kelly to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:25:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jean Kelly

Sent From Bronya Feldmann to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:25:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Bronya Feldmann

Sent From Leslie Terry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:24:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Leslie Terry

Sent From Silva Rehm to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:24:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Silva Rehm

Sent From Adrienne Richardson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:23:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. Because of my age and mobility challenges, I need to have access to the
DeYoung from JFK Drive. I love to visit the museum, so please restore this access.

Adrienne Richardson

Sent From Ann Mayer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:22:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ann Mayer

Sent From Kathleen Young to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:21:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kathleen Young

Sent From Jennifer Winters to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:21:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jennifer Winters

Sent From Larry Lackie to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:20:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Larry Lackie

Sent From Anne Spellberg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:19:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Anne Spellberg

Sent From China Brotsky to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:18:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I am a disabled person and I have found closing of JFK drive has negatively affected my access to
significant parts of the East end of the park. The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people
unable to access Golden Gate Park and its institutions. The current closure is for those who live
close enough, have the money to pay for parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or
bicycle. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the
pandemic!

China Brotsky

Sent From Barbara Kelly to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:14:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Barbara Kelly

Sent From Ellen Rashbaum to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:13:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ellen Rashbaum

Sent From terri smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:08:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

terri smith

Sent From Brenda Osborne to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:08:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Brenda Osborne

Sent From Angela Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:07:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive and Great Highway
The current closure of JFK Drive and The Great Highway severely impacts people with disabilities,
seniors, and communities surrounding Golden Gate Park and visitors from afar. As we emerge from
COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive and The Great Highway. Golden Gate Park belongs to the
people of San Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to
the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays,
holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year. The Great Highway is a major emergency evacuation
route. How can you keep it close endangering your citizens for the few? Please consider the
families you are putting in danger? When there is an emergency do we get on our bikes or walk to
safety? We use fast transportation. GGPark is bordered on two sides of it with water. The safest
evacuation is South. East is also a traffic jam as citizens would run into over evacuees who are
boarded by the bay. Please truly rethink your plans. We already have enough lives lost to COVID 19.

Angela Lee

Sent From Debra HOWARD to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:06:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Debra HOWARD

Sent From Ann Warner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:02:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive & Theft
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue! We visit the museum from Out of town.
The last couple times we have seen car windows smashed and theft of items. It makes us hesitant
to want to visit S. F.

Ann Warner

Sent From Pat Chappell to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 2:01:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Growing up in San Francisco, it was so easy to go to the museum. However, it has become very
difficult. I'm hoping you will consider opening the streets so that all of us can access the museum
easily. Not everyone is a bike rider 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access
Golden Gate Park and its institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have
the money to pay for parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go
back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Pat Chappell

Sent From Audrey Huie to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:58:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Audrey Huie

Sent From Shelley Pennlngton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:57:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Shelley Pennlngton

Sent From Karen Sharkey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:57:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Karen Sharkey

Sent From Linda Begelman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:57:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! I
moved to the North Bay from the east coast and belong to the museums. It is very confusing to me
and I have a difficult time getting to the de Young. Since the closures I only go to the Legion since it
has easier access. JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Linda Begelman

Sent From Susan Dimick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:57:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Susan Dimick

Sent From Kitty Okamura to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:57:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Kitty Okamura

Sent From Jeanne Villafuerte to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:56:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. the closure is awful for me. As we emerge
from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco,
not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and
Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Jeanne Villafuerte

Sent From Margaret Cleland to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:55:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. Taxes are used from all. We
must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public
transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive
should be open like it was pre-pandemic. The park has plenty of areas for recreation. The road
closure not only limits access but also makes parking limited so that you may be forced to use the
expensive museum parking or not go. Many people do not have the mobility needed to access this
part of the park. I understand SF seems to be against cars but if your going to limit access to
roadways in the City (Golden Gate Park, Great Highway, Slow Streets ) maybe we should not have to
pay taxes for these roads that we can no longer use.

Margaret Cleland

Sent From Emilia Jankowski to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:54:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue! I may live outside of the City but I visit
the Golden Gate Park and the deYoung Art Museum on a regular basis when I visit my stepfather.
The street in front of the museum should be open to traffic. Also street parking in the Park should
be returned for public use so visitors can enjoy the many beautiful spots in the Park. Make the Park
available to all visitors.

Emilia Jankowski

Sent From Marc Johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:52:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
I love the Park. And really appreciated the closures when the Covid virus was rampant and we
could not be close to each other, especially when walking, running, skating and other activities.
Now that most of us are vaccinated, are still good with social distancing when appropriate, it's time
to open JFK to traffic during the week. I am a sub contractor to the Museum and have used the 8th
Ave entrance on occasion to make way to the loading dock area. On weekends (when the Park used
to close this area), there are lots of people. During the week, even when it's a beautiful day, there
are few folks using JFK between the tennis courts and Stow Lake. Please, please, please, open the
park back up. There is just not enough parking underground or on Fulton, MLK and adjacent streets
to handle all the people who would like to use the park, the Museum, the Academy, the 'Wheel' and
the bandshell area. It's time to reopen and make it easy for *many* people to appreciate art once
again.

Marc Johnson

Sent From Clare Bonsall to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:52:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Clare Bonsall

Sent From GREG PAUXTIS, M.D. to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:51:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK drive
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

GREG PAUXTIS, M.D.

Sent From Barbara Flores to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:51:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year. As a member, I frequently attend the De Young Museum and use JFK Drive for parking
on weekdays.

Barbara Flores

Sent From Brenda Austin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:50:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Brenda Austin

Sent From Maria McRae to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:50:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Maria McRae

Sent From Phyllis Wedvick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:50:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Phyllis Wedvick

Sent From john musante to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:48:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Please keep JFK Drive OPEN where it is adjacent to the de Young and California Academy of Science.
There are many other roadways within Golden Gate Park, especially ones adjacent to lakes and
other beautiful vistas, that can provide the desired vehicle free experiences for pedestrians and
bicycle/scutter users. Personal vehicles and Muni Transportation are very important to continue
service to each of these important facilities. A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached
in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive
back to the way it was before COVID. The select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a
disservice that want a reasonable compromise. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID,
as a minimum, but most desirable to private personal vehicle access across GG Park to
accommodate North-South vehicle communication through the Park!

john musante

Sent From Dinorah Salazar to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:48:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Dinorah Salazar

Sent From Theodosia Matthews to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:47:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Theodosia Matthews

Sent From Joan Grant to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:47:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Joan Grant

Sent From Rona Weintraub to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:46:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Rona Weintraub

Sent From Olivia Kuser to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:46:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Olivia Kuser

Sent From pat howson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:45:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

pat howson

Sent From Kay Cavagnaro to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:44:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
PLEASE RESTORE JFK! I am handicapped and used to drive and park close to the museum ~ a short
walk to enjoy this world class museum. I have not visited in almost 2 years. please give it back to
me. thank you.

Kay Cavagnaro

Sent From Jayne Ogrodnik to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:43:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jayne Ogrodnik

Sent From Mary Grindeland to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:43:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Mary Grindeland

Sent From Carole Cassidy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:42:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
EVERYONE, San Francisco resident or not, deserves access to Golden Gate Park. I implore you,
reopen JFK Drive to allow this to happen. I, for one, at 80 have limited mobility...I can't walk, nor
can I take public transportation from San Rafael (too demanding of my body), and I certainly can't
bike to the park. San Francisco seems to have forgotten that not everyone who wants to visit is 25
and fit! What the park contains are PUBLIC asset, yet you seem on the verge of deciding which parts
of the public should be allowed access. JFK Drive must be open to traffic as it was pre-pandemic.
Someday perhaps you'll understand why the park is an asset to be enjoyed by all who wish to visit,
not the few, when you too find getting around a problem. It's clear, by even proposing to close JFK
Drive, you have no idea what it's like.

Carole Cassidy

Sent From Fred Levinson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:42:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Fred Levinson

Sent From Wayne Lifton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:42:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Wayne Lifton

Sent From Sandra Madrid to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:41:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sandra Madrid

Sent From Virginia Malzkuhn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:39:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Virginia Malzkuhn

Sent From Deborah Shaw to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:38:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! If I can't count on
driving to the museum, there will be no reason for me to maintain my membership--just when I was
looking forward to returning after a long COVID hiatus.

Deborah Shaw

Sent From Colleen McCoy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:35:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. Additionally, my husband & I are elderly. It is confusing to find our way to the de
Young now and even harder to find parking. We're not disabled but can't walk far. Please put
things back the way it was.

Colleen McCoy

Sent From Joseph Mangiameli to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:34:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Joseph Mangiameli

Sent From Bob Hopper to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:33:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Bob Hopper

Sent From Lynne Towle to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:33:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before The park is meant to be used by ALL SF residents, not just those who live within
walking distance. Closing the roads to the park will limit access to too many people.

Lynne Towle

Sent From Heidi Arno to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:33:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
In order for my husband and others with limited mobility to visit the DeYoung Museum, I need to
be able to stope for a few minutes and assist him with drop off at the closest Museum entry point to
roadway possible. Please consider him and people like him who cannot walk long distances
assisted or unassisted when deliberating possible changes to traffic flow in Golden Gate Park near
the DeYount. Thank you.

Heidi Arno

Sent From Michael Rende to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:32:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Michael Rende

Sent From Nancy Iverson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:32:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Nancy Iverson

Sent From Rose Ginsburg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:32:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Rose Ginsburg

Sent From Thomas Ricci to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:31:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Thomas Ricci

Sent From Pat Mcnutt to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:30:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Pat Mcnutt

Sent From Barbara Kenny to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:30:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Barbara Kenny

Sent From Barbara Bernhart to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:30:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Barbara Bernhart

Sent From Michael Levine to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:29:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
As an elderly disabled person who often visits SF, it would make access and parking considerably
more difficult for me. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with
all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was
before

Michael Levine

Sent From Luann Schend to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:29:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Luann Schend

Sent From Nilda Hernandez-Scheir to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:28:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Nilda Hernandez-Scheir

Sent From Jorg Fockele to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:28:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Jorg Fockele

Sent From Judy Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:28:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Judy Smith

Sent From Roxanne Worthington to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:28:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Roxanne Worthington

Sent From Patricia Christian to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:27:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Patricia Christian

Sent From Marie ThÃ©rÃ¨se lindeboom to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:27:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Marie ThÃ©rÃ¨se lindeboom

Sent From Colette Zee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:26:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Colette Zee

Sent From Paul Anthony to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:24:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Paul Anthony

Sent From Lylian Corrieri to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:24:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. San Francisco is becoming very unfriendly to residents and visitors that choose
to drive

Lylian Corrieri

Sent From John Kenny to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:23:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

John Kenny

Sent From Tamara Odisho Benjamin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:22:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Tamara Odisho Benjamin

Sent From Nina Meister to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:22:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Also, being handicapped, I appreciate being able to park nearby on the street without having to use
the garage. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Nina Meister

Sent From Gail Belz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:21:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Gail Belz

Sent From Michael Kessler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:20:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Michael Kessler

Sent From Sharon. Levy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:16:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sharon. Levy

Sent From Elissa Rubin-Mahon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:16:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
As an elderly patron of the deYoung museum, I urge you to open at least parts of Golden Gate Park
roadways for cars and parking. I travel to San Francisco via auto almost once a month, to shop in
the city and visit the museums. Between the bridge toll, fuel prices and now parking fees at the
museum, I am finding it difficult to cover the cost of the trips on my fixed income. If roads were
closed on holidays and weekends, it would at least give those of us for which this situation is
problematic a chance to enjoy the park more fully, instead of rushing in and out of an exhibit
because we can't afford extended parking costs nor walk great distance to get to the attractions.

Elissa Rubin-Mahon

Sent From Jennifer Kriz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:16:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jennifer Kriz

Sent From Ellen Anders to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:15:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Ellen Anders

Sent From Barbara Bowman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:14:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. The continued closure of JFK Drive
restricts access for people with disabilities, seniors, families with young children, those who do not
live close to the Park, and those who cannot afford to pay for parking. We need to balance equity
AND safety!

Barbara Bowman

Sent From Barbara Zimmerman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:14:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Barbara Zimmerman

Sent From Thomas Ihrig to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:12:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I am concerned about access to the deYoung Museum. It is going to hurt the museum under the
current closure plan. I am a member of the museum. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before
COVID!

Thomas Ihrig

Sent From Ann Fleischer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:12:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Ann Fleischer

Sent From Cindi Goldberg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:10:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Cindi Goldberg

Sent From Forbes PERKINS to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:09:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Forbes PERKINS

Sent From Shel Wald to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:09:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Shel Wald

Sent From Carol Katz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:09:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Carol Katz

Sent From Patricia Frisk to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:07:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Patricia Frisk

Sent From Marion Novasic to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:06:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Marion Novasic

Sent From Ruth Waddington to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:05:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! The park is supposed
to be for all of San Francisco, not just park neighbors. The hugeness of the park suggests it should
be open to all who want to enjoy the beauty, the quiet, the magnificent trees, and the openness.
Please reopen it to all of us.

Ruth Waddington

Sent From Dale Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:05:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Dale Miller

Sent From Susan Mangiameli to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:04:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Susan Mangiameli

Sent From Richard &amp; Alfreda Campos to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:03:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Richard &amp; Alfreda Campos

Sent From Sharon Cathcart to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:01:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Sharon Cathcart

Sent From Gina Centoni to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:01:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Gina Centoni

Sent From Karen Hagewood to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:00:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Karen Hagewood

Sent From Zeke Weiner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 1:00:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Zeke Weiner

Sent From robert Cherny to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:58:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

robert Cherny

Sent From Cameo Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:58:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. For example, I live near the park, but there are major
hills between me and the de Young and the Academy of Sciences. I am 71 and have knee problems.
My only access now to that part of the park is the garage, which is expensive. Plus I would like to go
to Stow Lake without driving over to the other side. Not all can take public transportation or
walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like
it was pre-pandemic. Please open the park to everyone.

Cameo Jones

Sent From Miriam Abramowitsch to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:58:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Miriam Abramowitsch

Sent From Madeleine Fox to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:56:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Madeleine Fox

Sent From Barbara Shapiro to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:56:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Barbara Shapiro

Sent From Robert Tischer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:56:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Robert Tischer

Sent From Sammy Wartman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:56:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Sammy Wartman

Sent From Maria Goodwin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:55:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Maria Goodwin

Sent From Tony Morales to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:55:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Tony Morales

Sent From Suzie Larsen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:55:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Suzie Larsen

Sent From Tevis Jones to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:54:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Tevis Jones

Sent From Shannon Hart to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:54:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I am disabled & the closure cuts off access to handicapped parking spaces + equitable entrance
access to deYoung museum, Japanese Garden & Acad. of Science. I fully support bicyclist and
pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is
closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample bike lines and pedestrian
walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety AND not deny rights of
disabled persons. Don't forget about us!

Shannon Hart

Sent From shoshanah dobry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:54:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

shoshanah dobry

Sent From Sue Santoro to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:54:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic! For out-of-towners,
like me, who are members of the Museum, providing access as it was before the pandemic
encourages me to visit more often. To spend more time in San Francisco and of course spend more
tourist dollars. Please put things back as they were before the pandemic.

Sue Santoro

Sent From Lydia Inghram to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:54:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Lydia Inghram

Sent From Hiroko Ono to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:54:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Hiroko Ono

Sent From Susan Kroll to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:53:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! My
husband is 81 and I am 70 it is important to reopen JFK drive so we can park close to the museums
since we can't walk that far JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Susan Kroll

Sent From Barbara Combs to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:52:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Barbara Combs

Sent From Donna Blakemore to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:52:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before Go Slugs!

Donna Blakemore

Sent From James Dwyer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:50:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

James Dwyer

Sent From Juliet Rothman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:49:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Juliet Rothman

Sent From LISA CORLEY to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:49:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

LISA CORLEY

Sent From Barbara Cameron to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:49:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Barbara Cameron

Sent From Dennis Valentine to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:47:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Dennis Valentine

Sent From Deneb Karentz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:47:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Deneb Karentz

Sent From Mariya Sergiyenko to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:47:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Mariya Sergiyenko

Sent From Marianne Kahn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:46:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Marianne Kahn

Sent From Joan Barker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:46:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. In the past, I regularly utilized the handicapped parking.

Joan Barker

Sent From Carolyn Straub to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:44:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Carolyn Straub

Sent From Sheila Beeman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:44:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Sheila Beeman

Sent From JoAnn Burke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:44:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

JoAnn Burke

Sent From Judith Morrow to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:44:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Judith Morrow

Sent From Kristin Wood to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:43:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
The museums in Golden Gate park are a state and regional treasure. The museums have members
from the greater Bay Area. It is not viable to take public transit from San Jose to visit the De Young.
A car and a place to park are critical to being able to visit the exhibitions at the museum. Spilling
parking out into the local neighborhoods is not viable as they are already very limited for nonresident parking.

Kristin Wood

Sent From Kitty Clark to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:43:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kitty Clark

Sent From Barbara Delman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:43:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Barbara Delman

Sent From Kate Schertz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:43:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Although I live in Sonoma, I am a member of the FAMSF and regularly attend every new how. The
lack of access to the museum has made it extremely difficult for me to get to the garage parking
which I need due to mobility problems. Please do not permanently close JFK.

Kate Schertz

Sent From Remy Hathaway to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:42:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Remy Hathaway

Sent From Morgan Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:42:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Morgan Lee

Sent From VICTORIA RICHIE to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:42:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

VICTORIA RICHIE

Sent From karen Kearns to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:41:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

karen Kearns

Sent From Mary Claugus to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:41:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Mary Claugus

Sent From Toni King to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:41:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
As a senior I strongly urge you to reopen JFK Drive as it was before COVID!

Toni King

Sent From Christopher Pederson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:41:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Christopher Pederson

Sent From Emily Simpson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:41:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Emily Simpson

Sent From gay Harris to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:41:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

gay Harris

Sent From Elizabeth Green to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:40:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Elizabeth Green

Sent From willow zarlow to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:40:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

willow zarlow

Sent From Anne Boutin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:40:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Anne Boutin

Sent From Suzanne Locke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:40:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Suzanne Locke

Sent From AMY CHUNG to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:40:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

AMY CHUNG

Sent From Viktoria Kolesnikova to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:40:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Viktoria Kolesnikova

Sent From Madelene Davies to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:39:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Madelene Davies

Sent From George and Ingeborg mcglynn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:39:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

George and Ingeborg mcglynn

Sent From Marilyn Massa to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:39:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Marilyn Massa

Sent From Allen Shain to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:39:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Allen Shain

Sent From Carol Lane-Willis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:39:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Carol Lane-Willis

Sent From Judy Noice to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:38:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Judy Noice

Sent From Gail Finney to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:37:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Gail Finney

Sent From Rob Firmin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:37:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Rob Firmin

Sent From Mira Engel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:37:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Mira Engel

Sent From Bo Willsey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:36:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Bo Willsey

Sent From Robert McCartney to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:36:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Robert McCartney

Sent From Ann Hardeman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:36:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Ann Hardeman

Sent From Donna Gothelf to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:36:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Donna Gothelf

Sent From Paul Brunsting to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:36:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Paul Brunsting

Sent From lisa leighton to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:35:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID! As a senior who lives in the southeast corner of
the city in an area with very poor public transportation, the closure of JFK has markedly decreased
my access to the park.

lisa leighton

Sent From Ruth Wu to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:35:11 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Ruth Wu

Sent From Stanley Rinne to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:34:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Stanley Rinne

Sent From Christina Ellwood to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:34:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Christina Ellwood

Sent From James Batz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:34:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

James Batz

Sent From Stacey Bellis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:34:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Stacey Bellis

Sent From Faith Schneider to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:33:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Faith Schneider

Sent From Sarah Bacon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:33:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Sarah Bacon

Sent From Margaret Fawcett to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:33:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
The de Young museum serves not only the neighborhood surrounding it but SF, the State and the
World. I have been a member of the Fine Arts Museum for some 50 years but do not live in the City.
I remember the fight and settlement over closing JFK Drive permanently or only on holidays and
weekends. That was a good solution/accommo-dation. It's expensive parking in the garage and
now that I'm in my late 70s I notice that fact, arrive early and park on JFK Drive. Please reopen it
for parking and not keep it closed. Thank you. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over.
It is time to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for
all to Golden Gate Park.

Margaret Fawcett

Sent From Paul Simpson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:33:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many others disabled people, seniors, people with children
and Bay Area visitors unable to access Golden Gate Park and its institutions. The current closure is
for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for parking, or are able bodied enough to
travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as
it was before the pandemic! JFK was never intended to be off limits to automobiles 7 days a week.
Please do the right thing. As with many other senior citizens during the pandemic, we have all
suffered enough.

Paul Simpson

Sent From Vivian Turner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:32:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Vivian Turner

Sent From Outi Kourula to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:32:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Outi Kourula

Sent From Beverly Dobrus to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:31:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Beverly Dobrus

Sent From Frank Tom to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:31:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Frank Tom

Sent From Agnes Pon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:31:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Agnes Pon

Sent From Steven Hayashi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:30:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Steven Hayashi

Sent From Lynne Hrad to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:29:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
As a member of the DeYoung & a disabled person not reopening JFK would take away some
disabled parking spots. Some people can't afford the underground garage. JFK Drive should be
reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Lynne Hrad

Sent From Adrienne Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:28:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I was born and raised in San Francisco but I'm now a disabled senior who often came to the
museum. I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with
all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Adrienne Miller

Sent From Nora Viglione to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:28:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
While I am no longer a San Francisco resident, I am a longtime member of both the De Young and
Legion of Honor museums and a frequent visitor to San Francisco. I support a Golden Gate Park
that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and pedestrians should have access to
Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for everyone else. I urge you to restore
access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Nora Viglione

Sent From Hildebrando Romero to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:27:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Hildebrando Romero

Sent From Gerald Anderson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:27:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Gerald Anderson

Sent From Dee Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:27:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Dee Miller

Sent From Catherine Chodorow to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:27:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Catherine Chodorow

Sent From Bill Bloomfield to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:27:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Bill Bloomfield

Sent From Katherine Alba to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:27:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Katherine Alba

Sent From Janet Archibald to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:26:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. Please reopen JFK Drive. It's not fair
that I can no longer drive my 90 year old friend through Golden Gate Park. The parks belong to all of
us, not just the physically fit bike riders & walkers.

Janet Archibald

Sent From Dave Leback to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:26:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Dave Leback

Sent From Maria Cruz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:26:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Maria Cruz

Sent From Marie Simpson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:25:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Marie Simpson

Sent From Rich Conway to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:25:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Rich Conway

Sent From Kathleen Heng to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:24:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Kathleen Heng

Sent From William Tetreault to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:24:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

William Tetreault

Sent From Mary Conway to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:24:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Mary Conway

Sent From Connor Mason to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:24:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Connor Mason

Sent From Patricia Lynch to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:23:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Patricia Lynch

Sent From Jorge L Rodriguez to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:23:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Jorge L Rodriguez

Sent From Pamela Casaudoumecq to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:22:59 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Pamela Casaudoumecq

Sent From Diane Neuhaus to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:22:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Diane Neuhaus

Sent From Jean Loo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:22:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Jean Loo

Sent From Judy Piccini to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:22:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Open JFK Drive! It's the reasonable thing to do. All families from around the City deserve access to
Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all
can take public transportation or walk/bike to Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for
everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.

Judy Piccini

Sent From renate sadrozinski to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:22:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

renate sadrozinski

Sent From Lisa Herzstein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:21:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Lisa Herzstein

Sent From Daniel Donovan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:21:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans and guests of San Francisco of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all
need access to the Park! JFK Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Daniel Donovan

Sent From Marge Dolan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:21:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Marge Dolan

Sent From juliet KELLEY to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:21:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue! It's way too expensive to park in the
underground garage so I miss being able to park on the street by the museum.

juliet KELLEY

Sent From Joyce Martin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:21:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
I agree that JFK Drive should open as suggested Ed by De Young officials. Ableism and gatekeeping
have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is unfortunately both of those
things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert back to the
compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate Park.

Joyce Martin

Sent From Nina Kohn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:21:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Nina Kohn

Sent From Mary Barker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:21:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Mary Barker

Sent From Diane Luders to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:21:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Diane Luders

Sent From Millie Vence to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:21:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Millie Vence

Sent From Marian Wolff to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:20:55 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Marian Wolff

Sent From Cynthia Badiey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:20:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to
revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park. Thank you!

Cynthia Badiey

Sent From Elizabeth Flatbush to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:19:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Elizabeth Flatbush

Sent From Lisa Cortese to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:19:29 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Lisa Cortese

Sent From Marianne Cutter to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:19:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Marianne Cutter

Sent From frances lee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:19:23 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

frances lee

Sent From Gerald Asher to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:19:15 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Gerald Asher

Sent From Robert Lockhart to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:18:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Robert Lockhart

Sent From Linda Kosut Lyon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:18:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Linda Kosut Lyon

Sent From Jeff Pearl to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:18:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before. Thank you for considering this correct action for all visitors to San Francisco. Jeff
Pearl, Born and raised in S.F. :)

Jeff Pearl

Sent From Sheryl Krajewski to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:18:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sheryl Krajewski

Sent From Darcy Cohn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:18:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. My feeling is that the best compromise
would be to keep JFK Drive closed on weekends & open during week. Also the traffic is a
nightmare during weekday rush hours in am & pm on all the surrounding streets. There is no gd
reason to keep JFK closed during the week.

Darcy Cohn

Sent From Carol Farrant to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:18:17 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Carol Farrant

Sent From Carol Brownson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:17:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Don't Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you NOT to reopen JFK Drive
to how it was before COVID. There is fantastic disabled access to the Museum through the parking
garage. Please continue to leave disabled people safe from cars on JDK Drive. Thank you.

Carol Brownson

Sent From Barbara Squires to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:17:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Barbara Squires

Sent From Diana and Ted Jorgensen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:17:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Diana and Ted Jorgensen

Sent From Lillian Valle to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:17:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Lillian Valle

Sent From Joanne Landon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:17:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Joanne Landon

Sent From LAURENE McCLAIN to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:17:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

LAURENE McCLAIN

Sent From Louise Castro to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:17:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
By keeping JFK Drive closed you're excluding handicapped people and most of the elderly entrance
to the de Young. Can't something be worked out to provide access?

Louise Castro

Sent From Kelly Barbieri to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:17:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Kelly Barbieri

Sent From SANDI BOHNER to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:16:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

SANDI BOHNER

Sent From Martha Walters to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:16:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Martha Walters

Sent From Patricia Manger to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:16:39 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Patricia Manger

Sent From Nancy Murray to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:16:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Nancy Murray

Sent From Tempe Javitz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:16:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Tempe Javitz

Sent From Aileen Hessel94301 to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:16:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Aileen Hessel94301

Sent From Joyce Appelbaum to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:15:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Joyce Appelbaum

Sent From Cynthia Samson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:15:32 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Cynthia Samson

Sent From Carol Fox to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:15:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Carol Fox

Sent From Gloria Donohue to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:14:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. This closure particularly impacts the elderly and those with mobility
difficulty. We need your voice on this issue!

Gloria Donohue

Sent From Wendy Gilmore to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:14:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
I am a person with mobility issues. The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with
disabilities, seniors, and communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge
from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco,
not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and
Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Wendy Gilmore

Sent From Anastasia Ferratti to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:14:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Anastasia Ferratti

Sent From Anne Henderson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:14:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Anne Henderson

Sent From Rachel Makool to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:14:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Rachel Makool

Sent From Mary Mulvey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:14:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Mary Mulvey

Sent From Robert Glynn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:13:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Robert Glynn

Sent From Kathy Holly to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:13:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Kathy Holly

Sent From Beth Goldstein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:13:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Beth Goldstein

Sent From Lynn Van Dyke to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:13:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Lynn Van Dyke

Sent From Lori Nord to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:12:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Lori Nord

Sent From Sindhura Kodali to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:12:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Sindhura Kodali

Sent From Mary Handelin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:12:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Mary Handelin

Sent From John Urbanik to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:12:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

John Urbanik

Sent From Grant Barringer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:12:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.
Creating equitable opportunity at art institutions for those that are disabled is imperative,
especially after so many months of isolation, the effects of which disproportionately impact people
who are disabled.

Grant Barringer

Sent From Joel Altman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:12:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. There is a larger demographic that is
prevented from attending the de Young Museum and the Academy of Sciences due to the
elimination of free parking on Kennedy Drive. Don't privilege local residents. These institutions
are for ALL VISITORS! To say nothing of the salaried people and volunteers who work there. As we
emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San
Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the
conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays,
holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Joel Altman

Sent From Kathryn Hobart to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:12:14 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Kathryn Hobart

Sent From Megan Griffith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:12:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Megan Griffith

Sent From Luann Sankey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:12:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Luann Sankey

Sent From Jeri Lucia-Johnson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:12:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please rPlease reopen FK Driveive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue! I'm a senior and makes it difficult to
find a place to park close by to visit the museums as often as I would like to ...

Jeri Lucia-Johnson

Sent From Rick Waterman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:11:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It used to be closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with
ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND
safety! The proposed permanent closure to automobiles would be a devastating blow to people like
myself with mobility impairments. We would continue to be unable to visit our beloved museum
and be deprived on this cultural treasure, just as we have been deprived during the prolonged
COVID-related closure to automobiles. PLEASE be sensitive to the physical limitations of disabled
people, and PLEASE restore JFK drive to its pre-pandemic configuration so that automobiles can
make it possible for people like me to visit the museum.

Rick Waterman

Sent From Gwyneth Perrier to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:11:52 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Gwyneth Perrier

Sent From Jim Nixon to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:11:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Jim Nixon

Sent From Emily Sellers to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:11:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Emily Sellers

Sent From Elynor Schppel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:11:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Elynor Schppel

Sent From phyllis perso to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:11:06 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

phyllis perso

Sent From Gail Urbanik to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:10:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Gail Urbanik

Sent From Alex Terry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:10:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Alex Terry

Sent From Sofia Hudson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:10:18 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Sofia Hudson

Sent From Diane Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:09:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Diane Miller

Sent From Martha Parker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:09:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Martha Parker

Sent From Monteser Kohn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:09:16 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. This is particularly true for us seniors
who are not going to be able to safely take public transit in the foreseable future, and who need to
save their walking energy for when they arrive rather for getting there.

Monteser Kohn

Sent From Karen Basting to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:09:02 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else, including seniors, young children and those with disabilities who need to have equal
access, closer to the museums and sights. Closing the streets permanently results in extreme
disadvantages to many of the population that support the facilities in Golden Gate Park. I urge you
to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Karen Basting

Sent From Bonnie McMechen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:08:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Bonnie McMechen

Sent From Dave Erigero to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:08:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Dave Erigero

Sent From Connie Hall to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:08:41 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Connie Hall

Sent From Elaine Kofman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:08:38 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Elaine Kofman

Sent From Marlene Levenson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:08:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Marlene Levenson

Sent From Rita Da Luz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:07:58 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Rita Da Luz

Sent From Cezanne Tocchini to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:07:45 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Cezanne Tocchini

Sent From Marilyn Morgan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:07:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Marilyn Morgan

Sent From Andre Louis to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:07:31 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Andre Louis

Sent From Susan Fleming to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:07:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Susan Fleming

Sent From Reggie Griner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:07:20 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Reggie Griner

Sent From Laurel Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:07:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Laurel Smith

Sent From Grant Ingram to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:07:08 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Grant Ingram

Sent From Catherine Cerny to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:07:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Catherine Cerny

Sent From Dorothy Janson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:07:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. The neighbors along Fulton can walk in the park. Else you are
limited use to all the residents to please a few hundred. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning
to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on
Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before

Dorothy Janson

Sent From k pfeaffle to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:06:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays.
Everyone should be able to access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

k pfeaffle

Sent From Jim Welter to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:06:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Jim Welter

Sent From Kay Craven to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:06:33 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Kay Craven

Sent From Jacqueline Proctor to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:06:09 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jacqueline Proctor

Sent From Birgit Milstein to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:06:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Birgit Milstein

Sent From Paul and Susan Chummers, to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:05:40 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Paul and Susan Chummers,

Sent From Nancy Brown to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:05:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Nancy Brown

Sent From Keith Rakow to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:05:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Keith Rakow

Sent From Michael Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:04:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Michael Miller

Sent From Maxime Newman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:04:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Maxime Newman

Sent From John Flanagan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:04:22 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

John Flanagan

Sent From Vivian Kaufman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:04:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Vivian Kaufman

Sent From Debra Kapp to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:03:28 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Debra Kapp

Sent From Jamie S. to the Board of Supervisors on 11/11/2021 12:03:27 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Jamie S.

Sent From Stuart Hata to the Board of Supervisors on 11/10/2021 8:56:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Stuart Hata

Sent From Christian Norris to the Board of Supervisors on 11/10/2021 4:01:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Open JFK Drive to all forms of transportation
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Christian Norris

Sent From Kari Alexander to the Board of Supervisors on 11/10/2021 3:59:50 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive to All!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Kari Alexander

Sent From Rory Cox to the Board of Supervisors on 11/9/2021 6:17:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. Elderly, heavy people, families that live
all over SF and tourists alike are not able to use the park when it's closed off to people who live
close enough, and who are able bodied, to walk to GG Park. The street is empty most of the time
while traffic is backed up on Stanyan and 19th Ave. Slow Streets across the city are utterly
Separate but NOT EQUAL! Rich housewives don't want people driving down their st so they lie and
say it's about community. What community needs to walk in the middle of the street? Haight st
small businesses are struggling already as are businesses on Church st. Diverting foot traffic off
these streets makes it even harder to survive a post pandemic economy. Not to mention Haight is
becoming increasingly less safe as pedestrians are choosing Page over Haight which has
contributed to more homeless and criminal behaviors on Haight like multiple shootings the past
few weeks. Please pull your heads out of the Sand. Stop pandering to Karens on Twitter. SLOW
STREETS = SEPARATE BUT NOT EQUAL.

Rory Cox

Sent From Diana Kaytun to the Board of Supervisors on 11/9/2021 5:16:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Diana Kaytun

Sent From Jennifer Hodapp to the Board of Supervisors on 11/9/2021 1:40:56 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Please reopen JFK Drive to operate before the closure due to the pandemic.

Jennifer Hodapp

Sent From Benjamin Shaykin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 9:44:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Benjamin Shaykin

Sent From Elaine Fry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 8:27:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Elaine Fry

Sent From koryn Pachla to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 7:36:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. We
need your voice on this issue.

koryn Pachla

Sent From Linda Chow to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 7:24:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Linda Chow

Sent From Marjorie Tang to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 7:23:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Marjorie Tang

Sent From Sam Hom to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 7:23:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Sam Hom

Sent From Xia Deng to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 7:20:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Xia Deng

Sent From Roger Flanigan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 6:58:24 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Roger Flanigan

Sent From William Lacey to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 6:48:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

William Lacey

Sent From Siobhan Wilson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 6:37:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Siobhan Wilson

Sent From Allison Funk to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 6:31:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Allison Funk

Sent From Andrea Galvin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 5:45:16 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Andrea Galvin

Sent From Richard Rothman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 5:31:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Richard Rothman

Sent From Ted Bravos to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 6:58:43 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. JFK Drive was never meant to be the private sanctuary of local residents forever!
Although Johnny McLaren was a humble and modest man, as a Certified Tour Guide of San
Francisco for over 50 years, I love to tell his story to my tour groups from around the world, as we
pass his statue surrounded by his favorite rhododendrons! Uncle Johnny would be appalled at the
decision to close one of the most scenic sections of JFK! Sunday closure acceptable. At this point,
private and commercial vehicular traffic on JFK is easily sustainable. We may need to address this
issue in the future, but at this point private and commercial vehicles are sustainable! Let's not let
this iconic section of JFK be lost to visitors from around the world. It's a San Francisco memory that
people remember for a lifetime. It is what makes our beloved city so special to locals and visitors
alike. Please don't be bulldozed by a few radical voices that are being illogical, self centered and
unreasonable! Thank you, -Ted Bravos Founder & CEO International Tour Management
Institute Since 1976

Ted Bravos

Sent From Nancy Hinze to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 2:59:05 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Nancy Hinze

Sent From Takako Yamashita to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 2:43:54 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Takako Yamashita

Sent From Alyse Ceirante to the Board of Supervisors on 11/8/2021 12:02:49 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Alyse Ceirante

Sent From Leslie Koelsch to the Board of Supervisors on 11/7/2021 7:05:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
SHARE THE ROADS! Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Leslie Koelsch

Sent From Mark Leuthold to the Board of Supervisors on 11/7/2021 4:13:00 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. I am disabled and cannot walk very well
and always parked in on JFK. NOW I AM BANISHED FROM VISITING THE DEYOUNG. ITS
DISGRACEFUL TO ONLY MAKE THE PARK AVAILABLE TO YOUNG ABLE BODIED PEOPLE. As we
emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San
Francisco, not just a few. I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the
conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays,
holidays and Saturdays, 6 months of the year.

Mark Leuthold

Sent From Tenaya Martinez-Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/7/2021 2:48:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Tenaya Martinez-Smith

Sent From Marianna Kjobmand to the Board of Supervisors on 11/7/2021 2:41:06 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Marianna Kjobmand

Sent From Doris Rhodes-Tsanakas to the Board of Supervisors on 11/7/2021 1:19:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID! I will also like to say with the slow street in place
Stanyan st and Masonic Ave and 19th Avenue are the closest route to cross over from Richmond
district to Sunset district. The traffic is very heavy and over crowded during the week days. I just
pray every time that there is no accident or emergency occur during that time because is a fire
engine needs to pass through and is coming across your path while you are on Stanyan st, you really
dont have any where to turn. I just don't see why we can't have the same out come like the
neighbors near the Great Highway. They all stated that the Great Highway should be open during
the week days and just closed it on the weekend. I just feel that would make things a little easier for
all of those who need to commute.

Doris Rhodes-Tsanakas

Sent From Jean Barish to the Board of Supervisors on 11/7/2021 12:56:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Jean Barish

Sent From Hilary Magowan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/7/2021 1:34:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Hilary Magowan

Sent From deborah dietz to the Board of Supervisors on 11/7/2021 1:12:35 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

deborah dietz

Sent From Alanna Greenham to the Board of Supervisors on 11/7/2021 12:24:03 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Alanna Greenham

Sent From sue glazer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 9:22:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

sue glazer

Sent From Patricia Hunter to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 9:02:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Patricia Hunter

Sent From Sarah Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 8:55:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
The park's east end needs to be open to all. The institutions are all suffering with the closure and
only the able-bodied are enjoying JFK. The shuttle is not a substitute and does not work for many
with transfer issues. It's time to open the park.

Sarah Smith

Sent From Laury Ostrow to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 8:24:40 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Laury Ostrow

Sent From Debbie Frank to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 7:50:07 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Open JFK
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. Let us share! We have roadway, bike lanes and sidewalks. Enough space for all
particularly during the week. It will also allow the dahlia volunteers to continue their wonderful
work.

Debbie Frank

Sent From Ellen DeLaura to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 7:16:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
As tour guide, I am saddened we can no longer showcase the Conservatory of Flowers, the
crowning jewel of the park. No way to visit the Dahlia garden on tour. Please reopen JFK Drive like
it was before COVID!

Ellen DeLaura

Sent From Len Nelson to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 7:10:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Len Nelson

Sent From Jennie Chien to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 6:53:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Please consider not just reopening GG to cars but also a plan to add lanes on Fulton and Stanyan by
using GG buffer land. Then in the future GG can be reconfigured for less car traffic. Win win. For
now it is time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Jennie Chien

Sent From Layne Menn to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 6:50:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Layne Menn

Sent From Mary Barry to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 6:34:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Mary Barry

Sent From Craig Carraher to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 6:19:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Craig Carraher

Sent From Paula Symonds to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 6:04:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
San Francisco is known for many things and one of them is its world class museums, one of which is
located in Golden Gate Park just off of Martin Luther King Drive. The DeYoung Museum attracts San
Franciscans across many age groups and visitors from all over California, other states and outside
the US. One of its most faithful groups here in the city and the greater Bay Area is retirees. Once the
work of a lifetime is completed many from this group seek the solace and the beauty found in art.
They do this by becoming members of the museum and as such visit on a regular basis. Many from
this group also become volunteers believing it is time to give back some of what San Francisco has
offered them over the years. Many volunteers travel from outside the city to work at the museum.
At the beginning of the pandemic San Francisco Park and Rec made a unilateral decision to close
Martin Luther King Drive. At the time of the closure no one from the Senior group was impacted as
all were closeted at home. Now with the reopening, Park and Rec wants to continue the closure not
only on the weekends, which had already been the case but every day. JFK Drive, which borders
the DeYoung Museum, has provided free parking close by both for volunteers and Senior visitors.
This parking has included ADA compliance spots within 1/10th of a mile of the museum's side
entrance on JFK Drive for those with mobility issues. As the museum opens and volunteers return
many feel they will no longer be able to work their shifts if they cannot drive and park nearby.
Public transportation is not a reliable or safe alternative. Many older patrons do not feel safe on San
Francisco public transportation. On several occasions I have attempted to take the bus myself prpandemic from Noe Valley to the museum for my volunteer shifts. The bus never followed the
schedule, on the weekend it didn't start early enough. To go from my house in Noe Valley by car
takes 15 minutes while by bus the few times I tried almost an hour. My time is as valuable as a fully
employed person. I don't like wasting it standing on a street corner waiting for a bus that never
comes. On two occasions when the bus never appeared I decided to walk and was able to walk the
distance in 40 minutes. I am not your average 76 year old and this is not a viable solution for the
majority of Seniors nor would it be for me on a rainy cold winter day. The garage, which is not
operated by the museum, is too expensive for people on fixed incomes who visit the museum
regularly as volunteers and senior members do, and during popular exhibitions there are not
enough regular or ADA parking spaces. On an average day during the Matisse exhibition last year
the museum greeted approximately 5,000 visitors. For Bouquets to Art's first day the museum had
over 500 visitors and the city had not yet fully opened. Volunteers often work evening events. It is
hard to expect Seniors especially unaccompanied women to walk safely though a dark park back
and forth to the museum, especially when we see seniors attacked fairly regularly on the City's
streets. The problems Seniors have with the closure becomes one of equity. Just look at this picture
and you will see not one senior engaging, but only a few feet away is the Museum they cannot
access. Golden Gate Park is more than its roads. It is more than a place for five year old's to learn
how to ride a bike. It is more than a bike path from the Zoo to the Embarcadero. It contains a
science academy and world class museum, a lovely children's playground and merry-go-round. It
contains soccer fields for the use of city kids. It has meadows for games, graduations, picnics and
birthdays. It has a polo field and stables that are not being utilized now. You can boat in the park
and feed ducks in many of its ponds. You can drive and race radio controlled boats. You can play
tennis and bocce ball. You can practice archery. You can visit the world of plants and flowers in a

Victorian glass house. You can pretend you are in a garden in Japan and drink tea and eat cookies
that are outside your usual experience. BUT Park and Rec seems to think it should only belong to
the bikers and walkers thus diminishing all the other activities that it contains. The equity issues
associated with the closure of JFK Drive don't only impact Seniors. They impact families who want
to picnic or birthday but can't carry their supplies on a bike or trundle them on a bus. They impact
children, especially children of color who come from the far flung corners of the city to visit the
science museum or art museum or Arboretum or Japanese Tea Garden. They must endure several
transfers on a bus or ride a bicycle! to get to the park. It makes sense for the white elite who live
close to the park boundary to make it very difficult for them to come. The closure will keep tourists
and out and City visitors away as well by making it too hard or forcing them to limit their use of ALL
the wonders of the Park. The closure of JFK Drive would severely impact the operation of the
DeYoung Museum already in debt due to the pandemic closure. The evening and daytime functions
that the museum has for openings, meetings, some wedding receptions and other gettogethers are
made very difficult with the closure. The museum's loading dock is located off JFK. Bringing in and
taking out exhibits and other operation materials is problematic. It is my understanding that
drivers who are simply doing their job delivering needed supplies to the museum are harassed for
driving on the closed street. If visitors choose to drive they will be forced to park in the
surrounding neighborhoods. This would increase traffic in the neighborhoods and take away all
their parking. Parking meters would not solve the problem but rather turn more people away.
Martin Luther King Drive is now the closest parking to the museum in the park. The 4 hour parking
limit is strictly enforced. Staff and volunteers who are working longer than 4 hours must use their
whole break time to move their cars to prevent ticketing and there is no guarantee that a new
parking place can be found in the now very limited parking available. The closure simply makes no
sense at all.

Paula Symonds

Sent From Peter Pirolli to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 6:03:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current slate of politicians are creating a huge hole for a wave of challengers who will run on
anti-elite messages and pledging to fight for working people, the disabled, and citizens of the
neighborhoods. The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors,
and communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Peter Pirolli

Sent From Joan Cody to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 6:01:12 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Joan Cody

Sent From William Tompkins to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 5:13:38 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

William Tompkins

Sent From Tony Socha to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 4:35:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Tony Socha

Sent From Daniel Steves to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 4:27:49 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID. Please support the volunteers who
maintain the dahlia dell and reopen JFK drive.

Daniel Steves

Sent From Shelley Marks to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 4:27:42 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Shelley Marks

Sent From Erik Gaensler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 4:26:35 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. I have 4 bicycles myself! That's why I am asking you
to reopen JFK Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays
every year, with ample bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to
balance equity AND safety! The Conservatory of Flowers is now marooned and may not survive.

Erik Gaensler

Sent From Dawn Griffin to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 4:25:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dawn Griffin

Sent From don henvick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 4:24:25 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Please keep JFK open so everyone can enjoy the Conservatory, the Dahlia Dell all the way to the De
Young. GGPark should not be just for those who can easily walk or bike. We need to share this
wonderful place.

don henvick

Sent From Jennifer Tobiason to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 4:23:15 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Please reopen JFK drive. It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical
open space that everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the
conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and
some Saturdays as it was before. It will help with true accessibility to all.

Jennifer Tobiason

Sent From Peggy Murphy to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 4:20:45 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Peggy Murphy

Sent From Laura Fjelstul to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 4:18:17 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Laura Fjelstul

Sent From FRANK TATKO to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 4:15:28 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

FRANK TATKO

Sent From MN Ziman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 4:12:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Golden Gate Park should be available for all people to enjoy not just some. Please open the east end
of JFK so that everyone can enjoy the Conservatory of Flowers, the Dahlia Dell to the De Young. We
can close other areas for walkers and bikers. Please help us SHARE this great treasure.

MN Ziman

Sent From Melissa Felder to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 4:07:18 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle. We need to go back to the
compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the pandemic!

Melissa Felder

Sent From Paul Siegel to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 4:07:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Paul Siegel

Sent From Devorah Joseph to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 3:50:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
The City may also lose the beautiful Dahlia Dell because the growers can't transport their tools,
fertilizers, etc. to the Dell without being able to drive there, nor take their flowers out for
exposition. The park authorities will not allow them in with their vehicles. Please reopen JFK Drive
like it was before COVID!

Devorah Joseph

Sent From Brian Bowen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 3:05:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Brian Bowen

Sent From Susan Smith to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 2:48:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Susan Smith

Sent From Frances Gorman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 9:55:48 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! This corridor can be shared safely by
pedestrians, cyclists and motorized vehicles. In fact, This is safer than allowing everyone to mingle
as it is with JFK closed to vehicles. JFK Drive should be open like it was pre-pandemic.
Respecfully,

Frances Gorman

Sent From Sherrie Rosenberg to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 8:46:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Sherrie Rosenberg

Sent From Ricky Weisbroth to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 7:47:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Ricky Weisbroth

Sent From Noelle Song to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 5:31:12 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Noelle Song

Sent From Peter Lee to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 5:26:46 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Peter Lee

Sent From Geoffrey Moore to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 2:02:44 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
Roads are a public resource paid for by the public, and should be managed properly by public
servants for the broadest possible use by the full community of the infrastructure. Those of you
who continue to work for special interests, listen up - we are on to you. And we vote. You will
promptly be fired if you can't take the basic necessary steps to ensure that roadway access is
efficient for the public. All of the public.

Geoffrey Moore

Sent From Tony Villa to the Board of Supervisors on 11/6/2021 1:12:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Tony Villa

Sent From Dennis Minnick to the Board of Supervisors on 11/5/2021 11:02:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to how it was
before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample bike lines
and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Dennis Minnick

Sent From Carol Spencer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/5/2021 9:41:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Carol Spencer

Sent From Louise Whitlock to the Board of Supervisors on 11/5/2021 8:27:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Louise Whitlock

Sent From Victoria Bruckner to the Board of Supervisors on 11/5/2021 2:57:00 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Victoria Bruckner

Sent From Sharon Chen to the Board of Supervisors on 11/4/2021 5:11:27 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Sharon Chen

Sent From Linda Butler to the Board of Supervisors on 11/4/2021 12:10:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Linda Butler

Sent From Ethel Lowe to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 10:41:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

Ethel Lowe

Sent From Valerie Coleman Morris to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 10:37:58 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Valerie Coleman Morris

Sent From Richard McIsaac to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 9:36:34 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Richard McIsaac

Sent From Tracie Matthews to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 9:14:51 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Tracie Matthews

Sent From Alexandria Ashdown to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 8:52:10 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Alexandria Ashdown

Sent From Douglas Allan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 8:49:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Douglas Allan

Sent From Egle Mendoza to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 8:40:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Egle Mendoza

Sent From Maria Powers to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 8:11:23 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Maria Powers

Sent From Natasha Becker to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 6:01:14 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
JFK is for everyone and not exclusive to those who live within walking distance only. It's time for
John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that everyone should be
able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was
before.

Natasha Becker

Sent From Monique Abadilla to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 3:57:21 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Monique Abadilla

Sent From Julian Drake to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 3:25:54 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park. As we emerge from COVID, it's time to
reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the people of San Francisco, not just a few. I
strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6 months
of the year.

Julian Drake

Sent From Nuno Correia to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 3:09:57 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Nuno Correia

Sent From paul tavian to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 3:08:33 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

paul tavian

Sent From Arie Knoops to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 3:06:13 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Arie Knoops

Sent From Carol Bonnie to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 11:20:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Carol Bonnie

Sent From Albert DeGuzman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 8:40:07 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
Share the road! Allow moving vehicles to use the road, allow vehicles to park on JFK, keep the
bicycle lane open and there are more than enough spaces for pedestrian and joggers to use. Again,
share the road. It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open
space that everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the
conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and
some Saturdays as it was before

Albert DeGuzman

Sent From Michael Rose to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 6:23:51 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic. I live in the middle inner Richmond district l commute daily to the Deyoung museum in
GG park for work then l need drive to the east bay Hayward to assist with the care for my mother
after her heart attack. It has been a severe hardship during this whole process and the temporary
closure of jfk has not helped. In addition several days week l need to explain the difficult of the
passenger loading Uber pick especially for those elderly of town guest that are navigating
museums and park it is difficult for them to understand it will be easier to leave the park due to the
closure on 8 and Fulton. Pre-pandemic it was very simple for person less familiar with the park to
use the passenger loading zone in the front of the build to be pick up. This is a great convenient way
for the elderly, disable, parents with babies or young children or just about anyone that attends
night time events at the museum. A car service is a safe and reliable way to get home safely
especially for a woman late at night and closer the pick up is from the event or a secure build the
safer someone will feel. I believe it is important to consider all possible and be mindful of access
operation needs of institutions and overall safety and experience for all. Kindest Regards

Michael Rose

Sent From Connie Tan to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 5:15:30 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Support a JFK Drive compromise!
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access for
everyone else. I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.

Connie Tan

Sent From Timothy Burgard to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 4:17:13 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK Drive Reopening
As you know, in 2007 a compromise provided access for all to John F. Kennedy Drive. With Covid
receding, it is time to reopen JFK Drive. Opponents of access to JFK are thinking only of themselves,
and not those who are older and/or less able, not to mention those who cannot afford the GG Park
garage. Please restore and reopen JFK Drive to its pre-COVID status.

Timothy Burgard

Sent From Jane Williams to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 2:23:57 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
All families from around the City deserve access to Golden Gate Park. We must reopen JFK Drive to
make access to Golden Gate Park a reality. Not all can take public transportation or walk/bike to
Golden Gate Park. Access isn't the same for everybody! JFK Drive should be open like it was prepandemic.

Jane Williams

Sent From maria cenit to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 1:51:37 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK Drive
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK Drive to
how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every year, with ample
bike lines and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to balance equity AND safety!

maria cenit

Sent From Furio Rinaldi to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 1:27:01 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Furio Rinaldi

Sent From David Fraze to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 12:37:47 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

David Fraze

Sent From Edward Remer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 12:35:42 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Golden Gate Park
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit. I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions preCOVID, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays
as it was before

Edward Remer

Sent From Frankie Gillette to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 12:33:24 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Frankie Gillette

Sent From Hannah Freeman to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 12:24:21 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time
to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to
Golden Gate Park.

Hannah Freeman

Sent From Sonia Gallant to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 12:21:36 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice. Please reopen JFK Drive like it was
before COVID!

Sonia Gallant

Sent From Melba O'Keefe to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 12:12:04 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Melba O'Keefe

Sent From Katherine Harbin Clammer to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 12:07:50 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Katherine Harbin Clammer

Sent From SIGI ARNEJO to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 12:07:10 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

SIGI ARNEJO

Sent From Laura Camerlengo to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 12:06:53 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Laura Camerlengo

Sent From Cheryl Spalinger to the Board of Supervisors on 11/3/2021 12:06:26 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Cheryl Spalinger

Sent From Sarah Miller to the Board of Supervisors on 11/2/2021 11:59:55 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of Golden Gate
Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was before COVID. The
select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!

Sarah Miller

Sent From Paria Dea to the Board of Supervisors on 11/2/2021 7:46:02 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please Reopen JFK & Access to GGP
I am writing to ask for your support to reopen the roads inside of Golden Gate Park, specifically JFK
Drive. As an employee of the de Young Museum, I am proud to represent the City's museum and
welcome individuals from all backgrounds who visit. Golden Gate Park and the destinations inside
of the Park belong to everyone. I agree with Supervisor Walton's comments that closing roads and
limiting access to the Park is recreational redlining. We should be removing, not creating barriers
for residents of all districts and diverse visitors to our City. When a compromise was made in 2007
between the various stakeholders, representatives of communities from all over the City were
brought to the table and part of that conversation. This is not what is happening today. That
compromise allowed for shared use of the Park roads and it is what we need to return back to. It
does not make sense to limit access to this end of Golden Gate Park (which houses the California
Academy of Sciences, the de Young Museum, the Japanese Tea Garden, the San Francisco Botanical
Garden, the Conservatory of Flowers, Peacock Meadow, the Dahlia Garden, the new Goldman Tennis
Center, and many other key spaces). I hope you will show your support in making Golden Gate Park
a place for everyone and restoring equitable access to this beloved space for all. Thank you,

Paria Dea

Sent From Megan Bourne to the Board of Supervisors on 11/2/2021 7:13:43 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
As a SF Citizen and as a staff member at the de Young, I urge you to support returning John F.
Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street
closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. When I lived in Cole Valley, I walked to work
and fully enjoyed the park on weekends. On weekdays, there was ample room for pedestrians, bikes
and people who need to drive. Cyclists and pedestrians enjoyed the full use of the road on
Saturdays and 1/2 of Sundays. Pre-closure my daughter learned to ride her bike there, my dog had
great runs, we enjoyed picnics, reunions and innumerable soccer practices and games. Now, my
five mile work commute from the Excelsion takes an hour on Muni. People who cannot walk or bike
and who cannot afford the garage, are unable to access the east end of Golden Gate Park. de Young
staff have to park further away, which is not safe on short winter days. Staff and vendors who need
to access the loading dock are aggressively harassed. Everyone should be able to access Golden
Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Megan Bourne

Sent From Sheila Presssley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/2/2021 6:55:32 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
As a SF resident, I am deeply disturbed that my tax dollars are being used to promote ableism and
gatekeeping in Golden Gate Park. My 90 year old parents cannot ride their bikes to GG Park, yet
they still enjoy the many amenities of the park and the park institutions. Please let's not use tax
payer funds to turn GG Park into a private 'back yard' for those wealthy enough to live close by. It
is time to revert back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for
all - including those who are disabled, low income, or live outside of adjoining neighborhoods to
Golden Gate Park. Thank you so much for your consideration.

Sheila Presssley

Sent From Meghan McCauley to the Board of Supervisors on 11/2/2021 6:31:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: JFK
Ableism and gatekeeping have no place in San Francisco. The current closure of JFK Drive is
unfortunately both of those things. SFMTA and Rec and Park are holding accessibility
improvements in Golden Gate Park hostage, contingent upon the ongoing closure of JFK. Why are
improvements to accessibility from Fulton Ave and an improved shuttle route only possible if JFK
remains closed? Making accessibility improvements like this are Rec and Park and SFMTA's
responsibility. Those who demand the ongoing closure of JFK to vehicles ignore the very real
questions about how people who rely on cars for transit (many of whom are people with
disabilities, seniors, families with young kids, out-of-towners) will get to this part of Golden Gate
Park. They don't care. They are unable to visualize people whose lives are different than their own.
It's NIMBYism in the park. The time for 'close first, ask questions later' is over. It is time to revert
back to the compromise that was struck over a decade ago and restore access for all to Golden Gate
Park. Otherwise, an actual real compromise that puts people (not politics) first is welcome.

Meghan McCauley

Sent From Anna Present to the Board of Supervisors on 11/2/2021 6:25:09 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. The closure has caused so many buriers to accessing parts of the park.
We need your voice on this issue!

Anna Present

Sent From Jessica Lerma to the Board of Supervisors on 11/2/2021 6:19:36 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Please reopen JFK Drive
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some Saturdays. I
haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should be able to
access Golden Gate Park. We need your voice on this issue!

Jessica Lerma

Sent From Alex Dacks to the Board of Supervisors on 11/2/2021 5:11:41 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Subject: Reopen JFK
San Franciscans of all ages and abilities love Golden Gate Park. We all need access to the Park! JFK
Drive should be reopened to the way it was before COVID.

Alex Dacks

zrants n J11ts(,·\'qrn;:.~iLcon1
Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22, 9:00 am
April 25, 2022 at 4:36 PM
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Date: April 25, 2022
Dear Supervisors, Staff and SF County Transportation Authority:
re: File# 220370 - Access Equity Study Hurts Vulnerable Communities
Please enter this email into the permanent record as my public comments re: the Joint Special
Transportation Authority Board Meeting and the above file referenced as the Access Equity
Study requested by Supervisor Walton.

Dear Board of Supervisors and SF County Transportation Authority and staff:
Please vote against the continuation of road closures in Golden Gate Park and do not support
any of the limited reports that the pubic has seen as they are inconclusive and flawed reports.
As I mentioned earlier in a number of phone calls to you officies, and it seems a lot of people
agree with the following statements:
Regardless of what the Board agreed to in their request for a survey, the voters do not accept a
partial study of 3 out of 11 district residents as representing us and our needs and desires, and
therefore we find the report and the summary flawed for the following reasons:
1. The survey and report requested by Supervisor Walton that will be presented tomorrow only
includes people from 3 districts - Districts 3, 10, and 11. The other 8 districts, including my own,
were not included in the "city-wide" survey. We cannot accept such a limited survey. This
incomplete survey presented to the public over the weekend, should not be accepted as it is
written.
2. The results of the incomplete survey, do not represent the majority of the citizens and should
not be admissible as a city-wide survey regardless of the directions and questionable
methodology used to gather the data.
3. When the voters were give the opportunity to vote on road closures in Golden Gate Park,
they voted NO closures.
4. You must give the voters an opportunity to vote on the use of their pubic streets before
removing access to them on a permanent basis.
5. The streets and the city will not return to normal until all the COVID restrictions, including
closed and slow streets, are returned to normal pre-COVID conditions.
Respectfully submitted,

IVlctll CllLct

Concerned SF Citizen,
with CSFN and EMIA, who submitted letters and resolutions on the subject. Those documents
should be included in your records.
forgive my typos

EAST MISSION
IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION
April 22, 2022
Mayor Breed, Supervisors, and Staff:
I am writing on the subject of reopening JFK Drive and the streets in Golden
Gate Park because it has come to our attention that there may be a decision
made regarding the use of JFK Drive and the streets in Golden Gate Park at a
Special Joint Meeting of SFCTA and the Board of Supervisors on April 26, 2022
at 9 AM. The agenda was just posted and we barely have time to review the
documents prior to the meeting, but, we will be able to make some comments
now as our position has not changed.
For your reference, East Mission Improvement Association passed a resolution
supporting returning JFK Drive and all other roads inside Golden Gate Park to
their pre-pandemic status October 28, 2021. Coalition for San Francisco
Neighborhoods passed a similar resolution in November 2021.
Families, neighbors, artists, employees, workers, nature lovers, and all those
seeking access to the natural and cultural attributes in the park, including elderly
and physically challenged citizens, need permanent free and easy access and
enjoyment of Golden Gate Park and its many assets in the manner in which we
have always appreciated them during our time in San Francisco, prior to the
emergency order that shut down the city. Now that the emergency order is lifted,
we need to open the streets so that we may resume our pre-COVID lives.
Twice the voters voted by ballot to oppose street closures in the park when given
the chance to do so. You need to honor the voters' decision and re-open the
streets in Golden Gate Park now. Any changes in the ordinary use of public
streets should be thoughtfully designed, vetted and approved by public ballot, not
be government edict.

This is such an important matter that you may expect phone calls and my
presence at the meeting if I can possibly make it. We appreciate your thoughtful
consideration of the needs of all San Francisco citizens to return to our normal
lives without hesitation or delay.
I leave you with one other thought.
Why did the SFMTA and the city spend so much time, energy, and money,
convincing the state authorities that the center bike lanes in Golden Gate park
are safer for bikes than the ordinary curb side lanes if they are not safe now?
When did those center bike lanes transition from being safe to not being safe?
What physically altered the facts? Should we assume that none of the center
bike lanes or other "experimental" bikes lane designs that do not conform to
"normal" designs are also not safe? If so, why are they being suggested for other
streets around the city? Are we going to spend more money on more "temporary
safety experimental designs?"
Thanks for your time and thoughtful consideration.
Sincerely,
Mari Eliza
President East Mission Improvement Association
CSFN Chair of Land Use and Transportation Committee
Speaking as a concerned citizen and on behalf of those organizations I represent

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Isabella Chu
BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Car Free JFK and San Francisco Transportation Policy
Monday, April 25, 2022 10:00:13 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

The meeting to solicit public comment on car free JFK starts at 9 in the morning. As a person with a full time job,
the opportunity costs of me taking a day off to wait three hours to comment for two minutes is not reasonable. I
hope you will consider modifying the means of public comment such that people with jobs or children can
reasonably participate. But I digress. The topic of this letter is car free JFK.

For the better part of a century, US transportation policy has prioritized the convenience and property of motorists
above every other consideration including air quality, noise pollution, economic vitality and the health and safety of
anyone not in a car. This is manifested in a myriad of ways. Examples include policies like level of service, road
designs like slip lanes or wide turning ratios at crosswalks, and the provision of cheap or free, ubiquitous storage of
multi-ton personal property on the public right of way. In many cases, the storage of motorists property is in direct
conflict with and prioritized above the safe passage of residents on foot or, especially, bicycles or other micromobility.

I encourage you to spend 3 - 6 months as a person who does not drive or use cars for transportation; walk and bike
everywhere, take the bus, ride muni.

Things that are almost impossible to see from behind a windshield become incredibly apparent. You'll notice cars
are designed to blunt our senses, shield us from the noise, pollution and degradation of the road and grant anonymity
and power in a system optimized for motorists convenience. Outside of a car you'll hear and see everything and
notice it's harder to breathe if you're right behind a car. You'll notice the quality of pavement on every bike lane,
degraded and torn up by vehicles which weigh 100 times more than yours. You'll notice almost every bike lane is in
the door zone because the storage of motorists' property has been prioritized over your safety. You'll notice the
inattention, distraction, aggression and ruthlessness of motorists. Of course you've always known people were
aggressive during rush hour, but you'll experience this without the protection of 3 tons of steel. You'll have a lot of
close calls, mostly in crosswalks or bike lanes when you have the right of way. You'll see that if you're a person who
cannot drive due to physical or economic limitations or who does not want to contribute to the pollution and death
caused by cars, you do this at greater risk and cost than someone selecting a car and that cities have not considered
your welfare.

You'll be so grateful for a place that is truly safe; that is protected from the noise, exhaust and risks of large, fast
moving cars. Creating such places - for example making JFK and the great highway safe and pleasant for people

outside of cars by restricting vehicle access is aligned with your stated goals and values. Cars are the #1 source of
greenhouse gas emissions, child death and traumatic injury for young people. You cannot continue to prioritize their
throughput and expect to reduce emissions or road deaths. You'll know the joy of human scaled transportation and
the health and economic benefits of walking and biking.

San Francisco, with its mild climate, progressive population and historic density could easily achieve vision zero
(Hoboken has actually had several years of vision zero - it's totally possible). Despite a professed desire for a
pedestrian and transit centric city, getting a single street which is truly pleasant to walk on has been a pitched battle.
Motorists have literally the entire city to drive in and on. I hope you will do the right thing and prioritize equity,
sustainability, safety and the lived experience of people who don't happen to be in a car for every trip.

Create safe, healthy, quiet and beautiful streets. Close them to cars.

Best regards,
Isabella Chu

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tatitz Cenit
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Permanently Closing JFK Road
Friday, April 22, 2022 12:40:11 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

To all Honorable Supervisors,
I am just a small voice but I’m still hoping you could hear my call. I am a Security Guard
working at De Young Museum on Graveyard Shift. My means of transportation is taking
Uber/Lyft because my shift starts after midnight. It cost me a lot but for the sake of my safety,
I don’t mind as long as I could be at work ahead of time and safe. The only entrance is through
the loading dock which will go through JFK Road but starting when the JFK Road is no longer
available for all even at night time when nobody’s using it, my ride won’t care to dropped me
off going through JFK Road all the way to De Young Loading Dock because they’re scared of
getting a ticket due to the Closed Road sign. Aside from that, it cost me more because they
need to go a longer route dropping me off at 8th or 10th in Fulton. To make it short, I need to
walked in the middle of the night dealing with all this wild animals walking around the park.
It’s even worst when it’s raining. There are times when the Uber/Lyft Driver cares to dropped
me off at the De Young Loading Dock taking chances and not minding the Close Road Sign
but we encounter rude bikers blocking our way and shouting “ This is a closed road.” I need to
show my badge to them and I said, “I worked at De Young Museum.” Sometimes it’s the Park
Ranger following my ride and again, I need to show my badge and telling them to Please not
give ticket to my ride. I don’t know if you understand me because you’re not in my shoes but
what I’m asking is Please REMOVED THE CLOSE ROAD SIGN, even at certain time only
especially during night time when not too many people are using the JFK Road so we can
have access in coming to work freely and stress free from the neighborhood. Hope you could
feel me and imagine what I’m dealing every time I’m coming to work for a living. In addition,
Muni bus is good to take but still, the Loading area is far from my work place.
Thank you very much for your time reading my letter. God bless everyone. Life is too short,
we need to make the most of it serving people in need of help. Now I’m shouting “HELP,
please open the JFK ROAD for everybody to use just like before the pandemic starts.
Thank you and Peace to everyone.
Respectfully yours,
Maria

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Present
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Please do not close JFK
Friday, April 22, 2022 12:19:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Supervisors, I am writing as a museum employee. I have been with museums
for 8 years, managing city staff for 6. I work closely with many city departments,
unions and employees. My work supports the museum's operations, daily, and in big
initiatives. Our teams welcome students, families, PWD and members to the city's
museums.
I commute from the city of Richmond. My commute includes two bridge tolls, and gas
mileage. It also means I am away from work and family for one hour each way. By not
being able to park adjacent to the museum my time away from serving the city, and
being with my family is increased. In order to park in the garage, adjacent to my work
it means my cost of commuting is increased by $30 a day.
Please show us that you value us as employees of the city's museums by granting
us JFK to be reopened. Please honor us as managers of city staff by
accommodating our needs. Please show that you are empathetic to the
challenges presented to the community, specifically PWD by reopening the road
adjacent to the city's museums.
Tourism season is upon us, please help us share our collections with those
arriving by car.
Thank you for your consideration,
Anna

-Anna Present
Director of Visitor Experience

Please consider making a donation to the Fine Arts Museums Recovery Fund today.
Any gift will make an impact.
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
de Young | Legion of Honor
Golden Gate Park
50 Hagiwara Tea Garden Drive
San Francisco, CA 94118
Apresent@famsf.org

415.750.7606

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Furio Rinaldi
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
In Support of Supervisor Chen proposal re. JFK Drive
Friday, April 22, 2022 11:50:10 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

To the Board of Clerks and the Board of Supervisors
I am a SF resident, a city employee and Curator at the Fine Arts Museums of San
Francisco.
Over the past two years, the closure of JFK Drive has caused significant access,
operational, and financial challenges for the beloved de Young Museum in Golden
Gate Park. This closure dramatically hampered our community’s exposure to the arts
and culture expressed by our Museum's public collections of American, African and
Contemporary Art, inspiring exhibitions, and educational public programs.
As a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive would have substantial long term
impacts on our ability to operate and serve the community -- especially hampering
people's access to the deYoung's historic collections and exhbitions — I am
supportive of Supervisor Chan’s efforts to find a compromise.
Furio Rinaldi

--

Furio Rinaldi, Ph.D.
Curator of Drawings and Prints
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
Legion of Honor | 100 34th Avenue | San Francisco, CA 94121, USA
frinaldi@famsf.org

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

TERRENCE GEE
mtaboard@sfmta.com; slowstreets@sfmta.com; Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
hello@sfbikeb.us; pageslowstreet@gmail.com
Yes Car Free JFK and Slow Page
Friday, April 22, 2022 7:36:44 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear SFMTA and Board of Supervisors,
I urge you to support car free JFK and permanent Page Slow Street. I use these routes as a safe way to bike with kids
to school.
Terrence Gee

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allegra Fisher
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Please keep JFK car-free forever!
Thursday, April 21, 2022 9:33:05 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Supervisors San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
It has been incredible to see the JFK pedestrian promenade evolve as a car-free area for
recreation and exercise, and I fully support making it permanently car-free.
JFK is safer now - it's not on the high-injury network anymore - and it is a blessing for the city.
It's a respite for children and families, wonderful community gathering space, and a safe way
for cycling commuters / walkers / scooters to get through the park. My son has learned to ride
his bike on JFK, and our family enjoys spending time on JFK multiple times a week.
I want the SFMTA to continue to make changes to help mobility-impaired neighbors get to the
park and move around. The park shuttle is a welcome improvement and I appreciate that there
are more accessible parking spaces around JFK Drive than before the pandemic (plus my
sons are enjoying watching the construction of even more accessible spots near the
concourse at the moment - excited for those spaces to help improve accessibility even
further!).
Many roads in the park remain open to cars, and the short stretch of JFK that's free of cars is
a true sanctuary.
Please vote to make JFK permanently car-free for a better future for San Francisco. Thank
you for taking the time to read my letter.
Best regards,
Allegra
Allegra Fisher
allegra.fisher@gmail.com
1386 10th Ave
San Francisco, California 94122

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Weld
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK needs to stay safe
Thursday, April 21, 2022 9:13:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Supervisors San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
Our family has utilized the JFK promenade so much more in recent years. Our 12-year-old
daughter is learning to roller skate and our 16-year-old son is learning to skateboard. We are
all considering buying bicycles for this purpose alone. We often walk it commuting from Cole
Valley to Inner Richmond and always show it off to our Out-of-town friends. We are saying
"Yes! We pay crazy rents but look at this gift. We are all welcome here. This is community.
This is how SF brings all of us together and proves that we care about one another."
Please don't take this away from our family, other SF families, and visiting families at large. It
is a rare, noteworthy feat and something SF can offer, in this ho-hum age that continues to put
us on the map.
I support maintaining JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park as a permanent pedestrian promenade.
Car-Free JFK is wildly popular with San Franciscans of all ages and from all neighborhoods as
a safe, peaceful destination and active transportation corridor in our park.
After nearly 2 years of public process and the new improvements to the shuttle and ADA
accessible parking, it will become an even more inclusive destination and amenity for all San
Franciscans.
Please vote to support a permanent car-free JFK for everyone.
Best,
Amanda Weld
Biz. owner and resident in Inner Richmond
Amanda Weld
tantrumsf@gmail.com
4327 CALIFORNIA ST
San Francisco, California 94118-1315

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Eric Lam
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR); clerk@sfcta.org; Chan, Connie (BOS); Stefani,
Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS); Melgar,
Myrna (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); MOD,
(ADM); Bohn, Nicole (ADM); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Commission,
Recpark (REC); hello@kidsafesf.com
Keep JFK Permanently Car Free
Thursday, April 21, 2022 8:50:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear City Leaders,
I am a resident of District 1 and I write today to urge you to vote to support the mayor's
legislation for a permanently car-free JFK Promenade on April 26.
A car-free JFK is the dream accomplishment of any major urban area. It is a free and public
place where people of all kinds can spend time and feel safe without threat of vehicles. It is
truly inspiring to see so many different people enjoying this incredible public space.
Sincerely,
Your constituent
Eric Lam

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Angela Alaniz
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Families Want to Keep JFK Kid Safe & Car-Free
Thursday, April 21, 2022 8:16:20 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Supervisors San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I support maintaining JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park as a permanent pedestrian promenade.
Car-Free JFK is wildly popular with San Franciscans of all ages and from all neighborhoods as
a safe, peaceful destination and active transportation corridor in our park.
After nearly 2 years of public process and the new improvements to the shuttle and ADA
accessible parking, it will become an even more inclusive destination and amenity for all San
Franciscans.
Please vote to support a permanent car-free JFK for everyone.
Sincerely,
Angela Alaniz
Angela Alaniz
angelafpetersen@gmail.com
701 12th Avenue
San Francisco, California 94118

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ParkAccess 4All
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Public Comment for 4/26/22 Joint Special Meeting
Thursday, April 21, 2022 8:05:52 PM
4.26.22 - JFK Drive_Board of Supervisors SFCTA Emails.pdf

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.
Dear Board Clerk Calvillo and Board Clerk Tsao:
Please find attached public comment for the record, concerning File No. 220339 and File No. 220261, in
opposition to the full and permanent closure of John F. Kennedy Drive.
Thank you,
Park Access 4 All

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Trnka
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR); clerk@sfcta.org; Chan, Connie (BOS); Stefani,
Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS); Melgar,
Myrna (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); MOD,
(ADM); Bohn, Nicole (ADM); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Commission,
Recpark (REC); hello@kidsafesf.com
Cinthia Blat
Support for JFK Promenade + Slow Lake Street
Thursday, April 21, 2022 2:21:58 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear City Leaders,
The move towards creating safe routes for cyclists and pedestrians during the pandemic is the best and most
progressive development in San Francisco in recent years. We are writing to voice support for keeping these spaces
reserved for non-motorized traffic. In particular, Lake Street and JFK are important thoroughfares for our cycling
family. These streets are not just great places to play and build community, but they are the backbone of how we get
around the city safely by bike. We live on 43rd Ave and Geary with our daughter. Lake Street allows us to access
shops, restaurants and services in the Inner Richmond by bike and connects us to the Presidio and from there to the
Marina green and Fort Mason. Slow Lake is an important piece of the puzzle that provides safe access to a wide part
of the city by bike. Likewise, JFK (as well as Middle Drive in the West portion of GG Park) are the main way we
access the Inner Sunset / Haight / Divisadero, etc.. We commute multiple times a week by bike to Mission Bay, a
commute that is made much safer because of the car free path through the panhandle and park. These streets are not
just about recreation, but enable people to live car-free or car-light lifestyles, which we hope we can agree is the
right direction for the city. These street closures and slowings are so critical to cyclists and barely make a difference
to motorists who retain the vast majority of public street infrastructure in the city. Fulton and Lincoln Aves are there
to accommodate E/W traffic and there is no reason cars should be using the streets in the Park instead. Golden Gate
Park is among San Francisco’s most treasured outdoor community spaces and our city policies should reflect our
commitment to preserving it for community use. No cars are permitted in New York’s Central Park, why do we
need them here? We understand the concerns about equitable access to the park and deliveries to the Museums, but
we believe that these issues can be addressed in a way that preserves some small part of the city for bicycles and
pedestrians.
Sincerely,
Mike Trnka + Cinthia Blat
546 43rd Ave
San Francisco

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Pi Ra
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Bohn, Nicole (ADM); MTABoard; Philip.Ginsburg@sfgov.org;
Commission, Recpark (REC); MOD, (ADM)
JFK Drive: Letter to the Board of Supervisors
Friday, April 22, 2022 12:59:16 PM
SDA Position on JFK Proposed Closure.docx
The first 50 comments.docx

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Attached is Senior and Disability Action response to Mayor London
Breed propose legislation to permanently close JFK Drive in Golden
Gate Park. Also attached is a support document containing the first
50 comments of 123, regarding why they feel that the closure of JFK
Drive to cars has negatively affected their ability to access JFK Drive
and surrouning sites.
Sincerely
Pi Ra, SDA Transit Justice Director
(415) 225-2080
srira@sdaction.org
Senior and Disability Action, SDA
1360 Mission #400
San Francisco CA 94103
AFL/CIO/OPEIU 29

If You Don't Like the News, Go Out and Make Some
of Your Own.
I

P.O. Box 423388
San Francisco, CA 94142.
415-546-1333
www.sdaction.org
Board of Supervisor

April 22, 2022

Office of the Clerk of the Board
City Hall Room 244
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Pl,
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors:
The closure of JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park affects disability access in several different ways. We
have learned that sometimes one accessible method may create a barrier for another. In the case of
the proposed permanent closure of JFK Drive, we have two conflicting accessibility methods. One
side is promoting street closure as a safety accessibility method for everyone. The other side is
arguing that the use of cars is the only method available that provides accessibility for seniors and
people with disabilities.
With all that said, SDA believes that Golden Gate Park can be made accessible for all city residents
and visitors. First Rec and Park must provide the following accessibility improvements:
1. Ensure that the public shuttle runs on all roads closed to private vehicles, has a wait time of 15
minutes or less, operates 7 days a week from dawn to dusk (and later, if museums or festivals are
open later), allows drop off at any safe site along the shuttle route, uses low-floor vehicles with
boarding ramps, and shuttle operators have gone through disability training,
2. Fixed shuttle stops to have fully accessible bus shelters, with ADA compliant seating, and
wayfinding signage,
3. Fixed and frequent ADA compliant sheltered shuttle stops that include popular designation sites
and Muni bus stops along or near the shuttle route. Shuttles must have ADA compliant seating
within,
4. An accessible website including clear information about shuttles, Paratransit access, loading and
parking zones, and wayfinding,
5. The garage free parking time increases to 30 minutes, and parking is made affordable for seniors,
people with disabilities, and low-income people,
6. Paratransit drivers are allowed and trained to do drop-offs on all roads closed to private traffic.
7. Taxi pick-ups are allowed in Golden Gate Park,
8. Accessible shared scooters, pedi-cabs and other alternative transit vehicles are allowed in the
park,
9. There are clear accessible paths, sidewalks, and ramps to and from all public shuttle stops, bus
stops, and popular destinations.Improve sidewalk and curb access, and wayfinding for the visually
impaired as well as the hearing impaired throughout the park., and
10. Ensure that these conditions are enforced and monitored.
If and only if these accessibility improvements are made, will SDA support car-free JFK Drive.
In December 2021 SDA presented the list of required changes necessary in the closure of JFK Drive
to both Rec and Park and SFMTA. Since then, to the credit of the Rec and Park and SFMTA staff,
both have been working with community leaders in making the Park accessible for all visitors. On

March 10 during a special hearing held by SFMTA and Rec and Park, Phil Ginsburg declared that
with all the accessibility improvements made to Golden Gate Park, it is time to permanently close JFK
Drive.
SDA acknowledged that Rec and Park has made several needed improvements. But to say they
have made enough to ensure everyone, especially seniors and people with disabilities can now
access a closed JFK Drive and its surrounding sites … We say NOT.
Let’s review our first three stated requirements to make Golden Gate Park accessible for all to the
current Golden Gate shuttle service.
For over a month SDA has conducted a survey for the senior and disability community. The survey is
a simple poll addressing the accessibility of the Golden Gate Park shuttle service. So far SDA have
received over 225 completed surveys, 215 by seniors and people with disabilities. The preliminary
results indicate that:
 48% of those who took the survey (51% being wheelchair users & 49% not) stated that they
could not front board a vehicle with steps. This does not make the shuttles inaccessible but will
definitely challenge the Rec and Park assumption that 3 vehicles would create a 15 minute
wait time. Boarding for them would be via the rear lift entrance, which would cause at least a 5minute delay for boarding wheelchair users and 7-8 minutes delay for those not using a
wheelchair. One factor in qualifying for SF Paratransit service is inability to wait more than 15
minutes for a bus. With 3 shuttles in service during the weekends, 2 during the weekdays and
the use of non-ramp shuttle the wait time will consistently be over 15 minutes.

56% of the people who completed the survey said they needed a shelter with ADA seating at
the shuttle stops, in order to use the shuttle service. Currently Rec and Park does not provide
either.
 16% stated they could walk at most 1 block. While another 35% said 2 blocks was their
limit. The shuttle stops are 3 blocks or more apart.
 52% indicated that driving was their primary mode of travel to the park and additional 13%
stated driving was one of their options, and finally
 64% stated that the current closure of JFK Drive has a negative affect on their ability to visit
JFK Drive and the surrounding destination sites. In of itself this may appear to be a subjective
opinion. Yet the survey results point out that a projected 65% of the people who completed the
survey would not be able to use the current Golden Gate Park shuttle service.
Following the survey question “The current closure of JFK Drive (negatively , positively or does not)
affected your ability to visit JFK Drive and the surrounding destination sites.” Over 120 people of 146
stated why the closure had a negative impact. One of which stated

“The seats inside the shuttles are not ADA compliant. The shuttles plan requires arduous parking
outside the park, then walking to a shuttle stop, which is already a painful and insurmountable
challenge, then laborious boarding, unboarding, boarding again, and unboarding, compared with just
driving up to a place, parking, and being at the destination. Many seniors and other-abled people
cannot climb steps. This makes boarding the shuttle impossible. Most who cannot climb steps do not
use a wheelchair so the wheelchair lift does not help them, unless the driver would have to haul out a
wheelchair for them to use. This would take a great deal of time, during which the elder would have to
stand.”
This is simply unfeasible. The shuttle does not provide equal access.” Attached to this letter are the
first 50 comments of 123 that state why the JFk Drive closure has had a negative impact on their visit
to the Park.

In conclusion, Golden Gate Park is not adequately accessible for all seniors and people with
disabilities to justify closing JFK Drive to private motorized traffic. And being such, SDA demands that
Rec and Park submit to the public an accessibility implementation plan which includes a funding
strategy.
Finally, for the last two years JFK Drive and it's attractions have been inaccessible to seniors and
people with disabilities. SDA demands that Rec and Park immediately allow cars on JFK Drive for at
least some days a week with a speed limit of no more than 15 mph that is strictly enforced.
Pi Ra
Transit Justice Program Director
srira@sdaction.org
(415)225-2080
CC: Mayor London Breed
Jeff Tumlin, Director of Transportation, SFMTA
SFMTA Board of Directors
Phil Ginsburg Director of Recreation and Park
Recreation and Park Commission
Mayors’ Office of Disabilities
Mayor’s Disability Council

Senior and Disability Action, SDA educates, organizes, and mobilizes seniors and people with
disabilities in San Francisco and throughout the bay area to fight individual rights and social justice.
Through individual support and collective action, we work together to create communities in which
seniors and people with disabilities can live well and safely
Since 1992, Senior and Disability Action, SDA have advocated for collective access, the concept that
we share responsibility for creating accessible and inclusive spaces, in terms of disability, age,
language, income, race, and other factors. We work to remove barriers for all and promote universal
design concepts. Our belief in collective access has been the foundation in our successful pedestrian
and transit campaigns such as Fully Restore Muni, Increasing the Pedestrian Crossing Time and
Sidewalks are for Pedestrians.

The first 50 comments (of 123) stating why the closure of JFK had a negative affect
on their ability to visit JFK Drive and the surrounding destination sites.
I have Rheumatoid Arthritis. I have a hip, knee and shoulder replacement. I have chronic pain for
16 years. I can get around in my car most times but I can't wait for a shuttle. Standing doesn't work
well for me. I truly appreciate the Access days for years now and I hope they continue with them. I
depend on the ability to park across the street from the museums. My Grandfather George Hopper
Fitch was on the board of the de Young and Legion of Honor. He was in charge of acquisitions for
years and donated one of the largest collections of American watercolors to the de Young. He
introduced me to art when I was young. Now that I am disabled, enjoying the museums is one of
the few passions I jump out of bed to get to. Disabled people have waited over two years for access
to the museums. Waiting another 2 plus years for a garage to be built is too long. I frankly might not
be mobile by then because RA is a degenerative, progressive disease. Please let us have our
parking back until you decide on your plans and get your permits. At least let us have access during
the week and you can close it on the weekends for those who enjoy the street closure. That would
be a fair compromise. Thank you for reading all of this and taking into account my concerns. Dayna
de Coppet
Access from the south side of the park, where I live, is clogged with double parking on 9th Ave. and
lack of parking availability along MLK drive because it is filled with tourists that would have parked
on JFK. The area is totally gridlocked by mid-day and on weekends, so I can't get to Flower Piano
or other weekend/afternoon events. It is a huge walk to the Conservatory of Flowers from MLK so I
don't go there anymore. I could not see the holiday light displays because of lack of close enough
and safe parking at night. Bus service from my house (36) is infrequent and requires a transfer at
Forest Hill Station vs a 10 minute drive to the park. I go to the park to rejuvenate several days a
week and I should not have to be stressed/worn out waiting for buses and shuttles in order to enjoy
the Botanical Garden, Stow Lake, or visit the Fine Arts Museum. The extremely negative gridlock
impact from the closure of JFK on this part of the park has been totally ignored in this issue (9th
Ave. to MLK to 19th Ave.).
Some friends have limited mobility to walk the distance. I do not feel safe without my car being
close by if I am looking at the nice scenery. I would like to be able to travel the park solo sometimes
and drive through is almost as good. One can pull over for a few minutes and move on. There are
now coyotes, homeless that live in the bushes and I will never forget a man who was looking for
young “prey” when I went to the Chuhuily exhibit. Mid summer, he was dressed in ski cap, heavy
glasses, snow gloves, etc. I figured if he was allergic to the sun, he shouldn’t be wandering around.
Bites and kicks don’t hurt as much if one is bundled like that. Families with small children who
decide to act up has to trek a long way back to their starting point. 8 shuttle stops in the entire GG
park does not seem sufficient for the young or old. Consider the weather as well. ONe is rain
drenched by the time they get to their destination and already tired. Food for thought. In theory isn’t
always the best.
I have cerebral palsy, and, with age, progressively increasing osteoarthritis that has greatly
restricted my mobility and my ability to use conventional public transit. The closure has completely
destroyed my ability to visit the facilities and access the public programs that are located along JFK
Drive in Golden Gate Park. These are public programs that I and others in the Bay Area pay taxes
to support. The JFK Drive closure has transformed Golden Gate Park from a public park with full
and free access for all into what is essentially a private club with physically athletic admission
criteria. This is completely unconscionable! It penalizes those who aren't affluent enough to live
nearby to Golden Gate Park, and it completely excludes a great many people with disabilities. For

example, blind people will need wayfinding assistance to locate shuttle stops, and, if crossing JFK
Drive, will be at risk of colliding with bicyclists, whom they cannot hear approaching. (They can hear
most cars.)
I can't walk more than 1-2 blocks total because of advanced arthritis in my knees. With no disabled
placard, I can't find a parking place close enough to enjoy the benefits of the city taxes I've paid.
The shuttle only serves points east of Transverse Drive, and Muni does not serve the west side of
the park from the Sunset. Driving is the only option for me, but I'm denied access to JFK Drive and
cultural sites in the park because of street closures for the abled, the young, and the wealthy who
own this city & can afford rideshares & taxis. MIddle class seniors are completely left out of San
Francisco policy, and denied their rights.
I learned that there are disabled parking spots by the tennis courts so i could in fact visit the
conservatory an surrounding areas from there. I like the idea of closing off the street to make the
park more tranquil and more friendly to walking and biking. I just want to make sure those of us with
disabilities can continue to enjoy the park in ways that we haven't lately. I have visited botanical
garden, for example, a lot because there is parking ($$$) under museum. Can park, for example,
put some handicap parking spaces inside the park off of eighth street? Or maybe more at tennis
courts? (2 is not a lot)
I am a 77yr. old senior with A-Fib. I am limited in walking distances. I am an artist who has not been
able to access the Hall of Fowers nor the Fern Grove for the past two years plus due to the
restrictions of JFK access. I cannot walk with my drawing board and materials to either location.
What used to be an accessible and desirable location for drawing, is now off limits. With further
attempts to limit my accessibility to public places, I will expect a tax deduction for all seniors.
Lack of parking for disabled. I have not gone to DeYoung Museum or Academy of Science of which
I am a member. I believe having the park open to traffic some of the week and maybe closed on a
long week-end would work if more parking for people with disabilities is provided on the adjacent
drive. I fear it may become too crowded however if JFK is closed. It is not worth it to me to make it
down the stairs to my car and then to the park if I am not assured of entrance and parking.
The small section of road that links the Stow Lake loop road to JFK Drive has been closed in
addition to JFK Drive. I used to park there for dog walks and picnics near the Pioneer Log Cabin. I
can’t carry picnic gear that far from the Stow Lake parking area. I’m effectively shut off from what
was our family’s favorite picnic spot for thirty years. If they’d just put the barrier at JFK Drive instead
of up near the boathouse, the problem would be solved. Please do this.
I feel the permanent closure means I will rarely if ever visit GGP again. The museum, maybe
because of the garage, but it is very expensive. It is a "Disability Tax." And I cannot park in garage
and visit the conservatory of flowers. Too far to walk, too dangerous on JFK Drive because of the
thoughtless bike riders who go too fast, putting pedestrians, especially seniors and the disabled in
grave danger.
I'm a 90 plus senior who uses a walker and wheelchair, due to osteoporsis, age and memory
problems. I also have a family who drives me through the park and its attractions but closed streets
every day never gives me and my family as well as other residents of my senior facilities a chance
to get out and enjoy the park again. We have been quarentene most of the last two years... give us
a break now.
The current closure has not impacted my ability to visit JFK Drive and surrounding destination sites
ONLY BECAUSE I have not traveled to Golden Gate Park during the Covid Pandemic. So, when I
check "has negatively" I mean that it WILL have a negative affect. However, I want to get back to

the museums there and if it remains closed, and we can't drive or park there, it will prevent us from
going.
I am unable to walk very far. I walk with a cane for support and walking is painful and difficult. Even
if I can take the #44 bus there (three bus connections), I am unable to walk to the Arboretum or the
Conservancy of Flowers building. I wanted very much to see the nighttime light show near there,
but was unable to walk to see it. No parking around there due to the JFK road closure.
I am a senior. The cost of parking in the garage is quite high. Parking on neighborhood streets is
not practical for the extended times I need to be in the Museum. Walking from streets that are not
well-traveled, and/or through parts of the park that are not well-traveled, can be dangerous. For
those with disabilities it has made the Museum much less accessible and far more costly.
Currently automobiles are able to enter the museum/tea garden/Stow Lake/concourse/science
academy/tennis pavilion via the7th and 9th Avenue entrances. Persons abled or not can still access
these areas by car, but would have difficulty accessing the rose garden or Conservatory. My
understanding is the closure would continue to only be from Stanyan to Transverse Drive.
The DeYoung has always been our go to spot in SF. We meet friends and family there. I have not
been able to safely navigate with a blind cane without the JFK disabled parking. Parking on Fulton
is too far and unsafe. Caning down from JFK to Fulton via the wheelchair ramp I ended up in traffic
with cars turning to the right across my path. It was terrifying.
Can’t drive to anywhere on closed section. Or park. Conservatory of Flowers and dahlia garden.
Other gardens. Museums. And all the ADA parking is gone. It used to be such a pleasure to drive
through the park and see everything. Or go to the Museums and gardens there and the band shell
concerts. We can’t all afford to park in the underground garage.
Cars normally parked on JFK Drive would find parking lots on MLK Drive and thus taking over
available lots on MLK Drive and making it difficult for me to find a spot. Then I'd have to park my car
much, much further and often find it difficult to walk the great length to the de Young Museum. I
have a knee transplant and sometimes get tired.
Because there’s no parking on JFK Drive I have to park in the garage which is it prohibitively
expensive for me. I like to visit the deYoung and the Academy of science myself or with
grandchildren. Therefore, I find I visit less or when I’m with a friend with whom I can share the cost.
cannot walk that far carrying my art materials and I have A-fib. A primary pleasure of mine was to
drive in and park on JFK, unload my easel and drawing materials from the trunk, choose a spot in
the fern garden or in the Hall of Flowers and draw all day. Gone is that joy!
Spinal cord damage causes walking impairment. My driver tried 3 times without success to get me
access to light shows along JFK-- I finally saw the spectacle when he drove down JFK. My cousin
did not see anything this year (when her husband did not drive down JFK).
Parking on City roadways outside of the Park is totally inadequate and is a direct attack on my
rights. Up until the permanent closure, we could park in multiple locations within Golden Gate Park
close to the many important features within the Park. Now we can't

My wife has Spinal Muscular Atrophy and is confined to her wheelchair. The only option we've had
recently is the parking garage under the California Academy of Sciences. Sometimes parking is not
available there, and it is a long walk to the DeYoung Museum.
My eye disorder doesn't prevent me from getting to JFK. However, I have close friends that can't
walk long distance. Furthermore, I feel more unsafe with Bicyclists , because they go too fast, I
can't hear them, and many times they don't follow the rules.
I'm angry and discouraged that this question is asked. This closure prevents my friends with and
without disabilities and seniors from access unless they are carried, pushed in a wheelchair or
supported for many blocks. What would John Kennedy say?
Parking outside park limited & too far to walk to access museums, etc. inside park. Driving through
GGP to other places also a nice alternative - calming, relaxing to see all of the lovely flora - but
haven't been able to do that with closure.
Is no convenient place to leave my van. It’s too far and too steep to wheel up from Fulton. Further,
there is little to no parking in that neighborhood. This makes it next to impossible to visit the park
amenities at and near the museum.
Many people with disabilities I know who have limitations related to mobility, balance and fatigue
have been denied access to all the facilities and programs adjacent to, or reached by, JFK Drive
ever since the road has been closed.
I have herniated disks in my cervical, thoracic, and lumbar spine, so that my mobility is limited Andy
comfort is a priority. Driving is the only way is would be able to seebthe wondrous sites along the
route of my youth.
Golden Gate Park is huge. Having to walk to enter the park, and then get to a specific place within
the park is not easy for those with limited mobility. And is not easy for many with non-limited
mobility as well!
I would refrain from driving on JFK Drive, due to its restrictiveness and unavailability to motorists.
Bicyclists, who do not represent the dominant population of the city, have selfishly pirated this
driveway.
Accompanying someone in a motorized scooter has limitations, and motoring a long way to find a
place to park is unfair, as it tires the person out before they even get to where they're going.
I can’t get to JFK at all really. I haven’t seen the Rose Garden or the Conservatory in two years and
it’s very hard for me to get to the de Young from Martin Luther King junior Drive.
I have Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (Chronic Fatigue Immune Deficiency) and now I have Long
Covid. I'm exhausted and have to have an easy way to travel via car with someone else driving.
But I have not felt really comfortable being around people due to COVID though I would love to
attend the bandshell concerts, or museum. So, I haven’t made that trip yet, but want to.

Six degenerated discs in my back, no cartilege in my knees, collapsed arches in both feet. Not able
to walk more than half a block. Not able to stand for more than five minutes.
Juvenile Rheumatoid Arthritis motorized wheelchair drive everywhere from my motorized
wheelchair and nobody can drive my high tech van, has no seat, requires special training
It is not a disability which has made it negative for me, but longer walking distances and limited
parking has made it extremely difficult for my husband and companions.
Cannot walk more than a few feet. My daughter needs to drive me as I have multiple disabilities
and require her help. This is a tragedy what’s happed - I’m mortified.
I usually drive to GG Park because I bring family and friends from out of town who don't have transit
cards and are not comfortable using an unfamiliar transit system.
One point away from legally blind. I volunteered for 25+ years at the Fine Arts Museums and you
focused on making accommodations for people with disabilities
Osteoporosis, Peripheral Neuropathy, Osteoarthritis, Congestive heart failure, Enlarged heart,
Post-polio Syndrome, Asthma, Shortness of breath, Advanced Age
Currently I have a foot fracture. My friend and I always attended together on access days. She has
RA and could not do this after JFK drive was shut down.
I support the closure because when the new museum was built and allowed to expand its footprint
we built a big garage to address access to the park.
I moved out of town (because of the price of houses!) so it isn't relevant. I wouldn't stand there and
wait for the shuttle, and wait and wait.
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Good afternoon,
Attached is a letter of support from SPUR regarding JFK Drive, item 3 on the agenda for the
joint special meeting with the Board of Supervisors and The San Francisco County
Transportation Authority on April 26th.
Please include in the meeting packet.
Thank you!
-Madison Tam (she/her)
Executive Operations Associate to the Chief Policy Officer

| SPUR

mtam@spur.org
415.322.0501
Sent with Shift

SPUR
Join | Get Newsletters | Twitter | LinkedIn

Most SPUR public programs are now free for everyone!
See our events calendar

Re: Support for a permanently car-free JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park
Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors:
While the COVID-19 pandemic brought considerable hardship, we have also learned the
importance of adapting spaces to meet the needs of our community. In its Temporary to
Transformative Report, SPUR called for a redesigned network of streets that takes cars out
of our parks and prioritizes cyclists and pedestrians. SPUR strongly supports fully
incorporating JFK Drive into Golden Gate Park and keeping it a permanently car-free zone.
SPUR is a member-supported nonprofit organization that brings people together from
across the political spectrum to develop solutions to the big problems our cities face.
We support car-free JFK Drive because it has quickly become one the city’s most used and
well-liked public spaces. Over 7 million people have visited car-free JFK Drive since April
2020, and 72% of the over 10,000 respondents to a survey conducted by the San Francisco
Municipal Transit Authority and San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department supported
keeping JFK Drive car-free. At all times of the week, you see people from all walks of life –
from newborns in strollers to seniors using walkers – enjoying this space. Prior to the
pandemic, over 75% of drivers on the street were not even visiting the park - they were
using it as a cut-through. Now JFK Drive is a real destination. With all the great challenges
we face as a city, car-free JFK Drive provides us with an opportunity to make permanent a
great space where people can just have fun.
San Francisco has pledged to be a carbon neutral city by 2045. One of the biggest sources
of greenhouse gas emissions is vehicle trips. In order to achieve our climate goals, San
Francisco must take steps to encourage biking, walking, and public transportation.
Thousands of people visit Golden Gate Park each year, and making JFK Drive car-free
would ensure more carbon free trips
In addition to pledging carbon neutrality, San Francisco has adopted the Vision Zero policy,
committing to making streets safer and preventing traffic related deaths. Creating spaces
like car free JFK advance Vision Zero.

We acknowledge the real concerns that some have brought up regarding maintaining
access to the park and its institutions, especially for people with disabilities and historically
underserved communities. However, we believe that there are solutions to provide access
to the park and its institutions for all, particularly if the safety and access improvements
proposed by SFMTA and Rec-Park are implemented, and the underutilized Music
Concourse Garage is managed more efficiently and equitably.
SPUR strongly urges the City and County of San Francisco to keep JFK Drive permanently
car-free for the public health, environmental and civic well-being of our residents for years to
come.

Sincerely,
Nick Josefowitz, Chief Policy Officer
Sujata Srivastava, San Francisco Director
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Supervisors San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
Hello Supervisors,
JFK has not only been one of the silver linings of the pandemic, it has become my absolute
favorite place in San Francisco. Nothing beats the joy of relaxing by the conservatory of flower
and hearing conversations, laughter, and the birds instead of the sound of engines that are
omnipresent elsewhere in the city.
This wonderful place has done wonders for my mental health; my stress and anxiety are
noticeably lower when I can take some deep breaths and relax on JFK.
What hasn't been good for my stress is the incredibly drawn out affair on whether to keep JFK
car free. There is absolutely no reason why it should take 2 full years to make this decision,
and it's drawing so many resources away from more urgent problems in the city. Please
please please let this be over with, side with the huge majority of us who support car free JFK,
and move on!
Best,
Benedict
Benedict Donahue
ben@bendonahue.com
40 Broderick St
San Francisco, California 94117
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Dear Supervisors,
Please, please reopen the streets in Golden Gate Park. I am a long time resident of this
beautiful city. I would frequent the park several times a week but with the street closures my
options have been limited. As a senior I want access to all of the park. Waking is limited to a
half mile, making it untenable for me to visit my favorite spots.
I would consider sharing the streets. But please don’t close the park to those of us who can’t
ride bikes, need wheel chairs, or come from distant parts of the city.
Sincerely,
Carol Satriani
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Dear Supervisors,
I am in favor of opening up the streets in Golden Gate Park the way it used to be before the pandemic.
Everybody was happy then. Why change it. Nobody is thinking about elderly, handicapped, families with
small children, etc. We need diversity, the Bicycle Coalition is not the only game in town.
Thank you for listening,
Doerte Murray
526 Clayton St
San Francisco, CA 94117
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Supervisors San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
The JFK pedestrian promenade in Golden Gate Park is one of the few silver linings of the
pandemic, and I support making it permanently car-free.
JFK is now a sanctuary for children and families, vibrant community gathering space, and safe
route for active transportation, providing a critical link to western neighborhoods. I can’t
overstate how liberating it is to take my active, rambunctious 2-year-old to Golden Gate Park
and let her rove through the park, without having to stay within three feet of her at all times for
fear of cars.
I'm glad that the nearly 2-year public process has resulted in many improvements for my
neighbors with mobility impairments, like a significantly improved park shuttle and more
accessible parking spaces in the area around JFK Drive than we had before the pandemic.
It's time for the board of supervisors to vote on the future of car-free JFK. Please vote to make
JFK permanently car free for a better future for our city.
Thanks,
-- David Cairns
David Cairns
drcairns@gmail.com
1936 10th Ave
San Francisco, California 94116
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I am tired, tired of speaking what I think is common sense only to see it go nowhere. So I am
going to be simple and to the point.
All your “closures” were done to address a pandemic. They were all temporary. We all
understood that and expected them to be undone at the pandemic's end. That has not happened.
The temporary burdens you imposed on those of us with “open streets” —extra traffic, extra
noise now looks to be permanent. The burdens you place on those inconvenienced by these
temporary policies, i.e. drivers who are in more traffic, beach residents who now see more cars
due to the great highway’s closure now appear to be permanent burdens
Where is the financial compensation to us? Are you going to cut us checks?
Any environmental assessment seems to be finished when you conclude that since there are
fewer cars at the beach there must be less pollution. No mention is every made of the
additional environmental costs that come from added congestion, noise etc on the now more
crowded “open streets”
Where are the environmental impact studies?
And what about those who benefitted from the temporary? The bikers, the people who now
live on closed streets and have effectively seen their property boundaries extend to the
sidewalks and beyond are they going to pay for that benefit?
Will there quiet homes, which will be more desirable and thus fetch more $$, be reassessed for
higher taxes—as they should be if you want to be fair? Will those on bikes who “share
equally" with drivers all streets be cited whenever they “roll a stop”—like cars. What about
when they fail to signal—are they going to be cited at the same rate cars get cited?
No, right. You only play by the rules when you know the rules benefit you and your agenda.
What I will promise you is the following: I will support all of the following efforts
1) All lawsuits that attempt to impose due process on what is clearly not a due process
followed outcome
2) All campaigns to recall anyone elected or appointed who fails to see that, at a minimum,
what was a temporary covid burden should be now lifted and those who wish to see the
character of a street or beach changed have to GO THROUGH THE PROPER PROCESS OF
GATHERING SIGNATURES SO THAT THE CHANGE CAN BE VOTED ON—LIKE
DEMOCRACIES ARE SUPPOSED TO WORK

peace.
Pr
Paul Roscelli
Professor of Economics
Advisor Phi Theta Kappa
Canada College 4200 Farm Hill Blvd, Redwood City Ca. 94061 650 306 3414
roscelli@smccd.edu
Building 23 Room 357
Follow PTK at@
https://www.facebook.com/home.php?sk=group_138423742900430
Honors Program:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___http://canadacollege.edu/honorsprogram/___.YXAzOnNmZHQ
yOmE6bzowOTdiZmQ4ZGUyODRlODZkM2Y2MjYwMjg1YTAyNjU2Yjo2OmE0MmI6Z
DQ3OTA0NzQ1ZThhOTI1ZTI0MDRlNDhkMTIzNjRlMTc0ZGQwYzQ4ODI2NzAwNGUz
ODJkZGY3MDBkM2QwMDYzNjp0OlQ
Social Science Website:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___http://www.canadacollege.edu/socialsciences/___.YXAzOnNm
ZHQyOmE6bzowOTdiZmQ4ZGUyODRlODZkM2Y2MjYwMjg1YTAyNjU2Yjo2OmIyODc
6MmE4YTEwNTY1YjNlZjYzM2JmNDBjMzhlNDdiZjRmYzVhMTdjZjQ4YWNiZTU2MD
VhNTQ3M2IxYmY3Yjg2ZTdjMDp0OlQ
"We are afflicted in every way, but not constrained; perplexed, but not abandoned; struck
down, but not destroyed…” 2Cor. Ch.4
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April 22, 2022

April 22, 2022
Mayor Breed, Supervisors, and Staff:
I am writing on the subject of reopening JFK Drive and the streets in Golden Gate Park
because it has come to our attention that there may be a decision made regarding the use of
JFK Drive and the streets in Golden Gate Park at a Special Joint Meeting of SFCTA and the
Board of Supervisors on April 26, 2022 at 9 AM. The agenda was just posted and we barely
have time to review the documents prior to the meeting, but, we will be able to make some
comments now as our position has not changed.
For your reference, East Mission Improvement Association passed a resolution supporting
returning JFK Drive and all other roads inside Golden Gate Park to their pre-pandemic status
October 28, 2021. Coalition for San Francisco Neighborhoods passed a similar resolution in
November 2021.
Families, neighbors, artists, employees, workers, nature lovers, and all those seeking access to
the natural and cultural attributes in the park, including elderly and physically challenged
citizens, need permanent free and easy access and enjoyment of Golden Gate Park and its
many assets in the manner in which we have always appreciated them during our time in San
Francisco, prior to the emergency order that shut down the city. Now that the emergency order
is lifted, we need to open the streets so that we may resume our pre-COVID lives.
Twice the voters voted by ballot to oppose street closures in the park when given the chance to
do so. You need to honor the voters’ decision and re-open the streets in Golden Gate Park

now. Any changes in the ordinary use of public streets should be thoughtfully designed, vetted
and approved by public ballot, not be government edict.
This is such an important matter that you may expect phone calls and my presence at the
meeting if I can possibly make it. We appreciate your thoughtful consideration of the needs of
all San Francisco citizens to return to our normal lives without hesitation or delay.
I leave you with one other thought.
Why did the SFMTA and the city spend so much time, energy, and money, convincing the
state authorities that the center bike lanes in Golden Gate park are safer for bikes than the
ordinary curb side lanes if they are not safe now? When did those center bike lanes transition
from being safe to not being safe? What physically altered the facts? Should we assume that
none of the center bike lanes or other “experimental” bikes lane designs that do not conform to
“normal” designs are also not safe? If so, why are they being suggested for other streets
around the city? Are we going to spend more money on more “temporary safety experimental
designs?”
Thanks for your time and thoughtful consideration.
Sincerely,
Mari Eliza
President East Mission Improvement Association
CSFN Chair of Land Use and Transportation Committee
Speaking as a concerned citizen and on behalf of those organizations I represent

April 22, 2022
Mayor Breed, Supervisors, and Staff:
I am writing on the subject of reopening JFK Drive and the streets in Golden
Gate Park because it has come to our attention that there may be a decision
made regarding the use of JFK Drive and the streets in Golden Gate Park at a
Special Joint Meeting of SFCTA and the Board of Supervisors on April 26, 2022
at 9 AM. The agenda was just posted and we barely have time to review the
documents prior to the meeting, but, we will be able to make some comments
now as our position has not changed.
For your reference, East Mission Improvement Association passed a resolution
supporting returning JFK Drive and all other roads inside Golden Gate Park to
their pre-pandemic status October 28, 2021. Coalition for San Francisco
Neighborhoods passed a similar resolution in November 2021.
Families, neighbors, artists, employees, workers, nature lovers, and all those
seeking access to the natural and cultural attributes in the park, including elderly
and physically challenged citizens, need permanent free and easy access and
enjoyment of Golden Gate Park and its many assets in the manner in which we
have always appreciated them during our time in San Francisco, prior to the
emergency order that shut down the city. Now that the emergency order is lifted,
we need to open the streets so that we may resume our pre-COVID lives.
Twice the voters voted by ballot to oppose street closures in the park when given
the chance to do so. You need to honor the voters’ decision and re-open the
streets in Golden Gate Park now. Any changes in the ordinary use of public
streets should be thoughtfully designed, vetted and approved by public ballot, not
be government edict.
This is such an important matter that you may expect phone calls and my
presence at the meeting if I can possibly make it. We appreciate your thoughtful

consideration of the needs of all San Francisco citizens to return to our normal
lives without hesitation or delay.
I leave you with one other thought.
Why did the SFMTA and the city spend so much time, energy, and money,
convincing the state authorities that the center bike lanes in Golden Gate park
are safer for bikes than the ordinary curb side lanes if they are not safe now?
When did those center bike lanes transition from being safe to not being safe?
What physically altered the facts? Should we assume that none of the center
bike lanes or other “experimental” bikes lane designs that do not conform to
“normal” designs are also not safe? If so, why are they being suggested for other
streets around the city? Are we going to spend more money on more “temporary
safety experimental designs?”
Thanks for your time and thoughtful consideration.
Sincerely,
Mari Eliza
President East Mission Improvement Association
CSFN Chair of Land Use and Transportation Committee
Speaking as a concerned citizen and on behalf of those organizations I represent

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Cliffe
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Please reopen JFK Drive
Friday, April 22, 2022 7:12:36 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some
Saturdays.
I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should
be able to access Golden Gate Park.
We need your voice on this issue!
Sincerely,
Karen Cliffe

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michael martinovich
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Please reopen JFK Drive
Friday, April 22, 2022 3:06:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some
Saturdays.
I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should
be able to access Golden Gate Park.
We need your voice on this issue!
Sincerely,
michael martinovich

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MaryAnne Kayiatos
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Please reopen JFK Drive
Friday, April 22, 2022 2:50:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I urge you to support returning John F. Kennedy Drive to its pre-COVID conditions, with all
roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays, and some
Saturdays.
I haven't been able to enjoy Golden Gate Park with JFK Drive closed 24/7. Everyone should
be able to access Golden Gate Park.
We need your voice on this issue!
Sincerely,
MaryAnne Kayiatos

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheila Pressley
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Comment for Public Meeting, 4/26/22
Friday, April 22, 2022 5:52:06 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Comment for Public Meeting
April 26, 2022
Dear San Francisco Supervisors,
As an SF voter (District 7) and employee of the de Young Museum I am opposed to JFK
Drive closure. This closure has created an undue hardship for the Museum’s and for the
Park’s many visitors with disabilities. I have heard from those negatively impacted by the
JFK Drive closure; they have shared how important access to art, nature, music and the
many other amenities at Golden Gate Park are to them. Many affected visitors (including
my 90 year old parents) have shared their fears and grief; they worry that their physical
limitations will inhibit their ability to visit the de Young Museum again in the future. I
advocate for a Golden Gate Park that can be enjoyed by all. I hope you will consider the
impact on those most vulnerable and not vote for permanent closure of JFK Drive. Thank
you.

Sincerely,
Sheila Pressley
Director of Education

-Sheila Pressley
Director of Education
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
de Young\ Legion of Honor
415 750 7641
spressley@famsf.org
www.famsf.org
pronouns: she/her/hers

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheila Pressley
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Comment for Public Meeting, 4/26/22
Friday, April 22, 2022 5:52:06 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Comment for Public Meeting
April 26, 2022
Dear San Francisco Supervisors,
As an SF voter (District 7) and employee of the de Young Museum I am opposed to JFK
Drive closure. This closure has created an undue hardship for the Museum’s and for the
Park’s many visitors with disabilities. I have heard from those negatively impacted by the
JFK Drive closure; they have shared how important access to art, nature, music and the
many other amenities at Golden Gate Park are to them. Many affected visitors (including
my 90 year old parents) have shared their fears and grief; they worry that their physical
limitations will inhibit their ability to visit the de Young Museum again in the future. I
advocate for a Golden Gate Park that can be enjoyed by all. I hope you will consider the
impact on those most vulnerable and not vote for permanent closure of JFK Drive. Thank
you.

Sincerely,
Sheila Pressley
Director of Education

-Sheila Pressley
Director of Education
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
de Young\ Legion of Honor
415 750 7641
spressley@famsf.org
www.famsf.org
pronouns: she/her/hers

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mimi gabriel
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK street closure and other street closures
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:52:54 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I will vote against every political person in favor of street closures. They served a purpose during the pandemic
perhaps and they don’t anymore. They are not used. They create traffic jams and rage driving. Our streets are less
safe. They have created much division in our city. I, personally, do not know of one person in our city in favor.

Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marlo1946@aol.com
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Reject the Permanent Closure of JFK drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:50:28 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Supervisors,
As a native San Franciscan, I am opposed to the permanent closure of JFK drive to cars. This roadway
needs to be re opened to allow access to all, and not just a few. The closure of this vital road has led to
less usage of the park and less access to all ( Senior Citizens, Families, the disabled etc..) I used to visit
the park with my family at least 3 times a month, but since the closure I only went once and found it too
difficult to access. It is time to re- open this roadway and allow all San Franciscans and Tourists alike, to
enjoy this very special place.
Thank You,
Marlene Paganini Marseille

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hiroko Ono
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK OPEN FOR EVERYONE
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:49:20 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Pl keep JFK available to ALL - the same as pre pandemic works for everyone.
Being a senior we ALL can enjoy GG park if kept open.
Thank you for listening.
Hiroko Ono
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nicole Samarron
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Please don’t close jfk
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:40:25 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

We love our park and I want to take my 92 year old dad that’s a sf resident to the rose garden
and conservatory but it’s too painful and hard for him to get on and off the park bus. When the
park is open I can drive him close and park with handicap placards and assist him getting out
and using his walker or push him in a wheelchair. I too am unable to push long distances in
hilly areas as he’s to heavy for me to push for big distances.
I’d also say that with babies and little kids in tow we often need to carry a lot of stuff so being
able to park close makes the park more doable for families. It feels these these closers are
leaving sf families and seniors behind. In addition It makes those of us in the sunset further cut
off from the rest of the city. All these knew closures somehow keep isolating the susnset more
and more. We need reasonable ways to navigate through the city to bring our kids to school
and enjoy all that our beautiful SF has to offer. Please reconsider the closing.
Thank you
Nicole

“I don't know anything with certainty, but seeing the stars makes
me dream.”
- Vincent Van Gogh

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kpaufler@aol.com
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
proposed closure of JFK drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:34:41 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I urge you to keep
Karlene Paufler

JFK drive open.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Teichman
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
KEEP JFK DRIVE OPEN TO MOTOR VEHICLES
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:32:43 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Please keep JFK Drive open to cars. In a recent survey of California cities, I believe SF ranked second with its ares
of park and open space. Let’s keep our museums, the Japanese Tea Garden and the Arboretum open for those less
mobile to enjoy as well. Closing vehicle access and parking in the area means crowded streets in the neighborhood
and effectively limits access to these venues for people who are not able to arrive by public transit and can not
afford to park in the understory garage.
Judy Teichman
2558 Clay Street #1
San Francisco

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harald Oyen
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Fwd: TAKE ACTION: JFK Drive Vote on Tuesday
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:30:10 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Rodney King got it right, “Can’t we all get along?

This email was sent to oyen.harald@gmail.com
why did I get this?    unsubscribe from this list    update subscription preferences
Park Access for All · Sutter Street · San Francisco, CA 94109 · USA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carmen Mahood
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
The Closing of JFK Drive: Please re-open it
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:24:10 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.



Dear Board of Supervisors,
We live on the Peninsula and volunteer as docents at the DeYoung Museum. When we have
guests our first place to take them is to the park to visit the Academy and the deYoung.
During COVID I came over during the week and walked JFK drive and it was not at all
crowded with people. It was actually quite empty. And during the week it continues so now
that we have reopened after the pandemic. I never minded JFK being closed on Sundays - in
fact when I came to give a tour I enjoyed watching the fun people were having.
But as a deYoung volunteer I am having to avoid the museum. I cannot find parking since
JFK is closed. Paying for parking in the garage is exorbitant which keeps myself andm many
others from visiting the park. There is no handicapped parking, and I cannot tell you how
absurd and ridiculous it was to read in the minutes of the last meeting that these men offered to
transport handicapped people. Could they be more insulting?
The museum is down 50% in visitor-ship and for an institution that is working hard to make
art and art activities open to all people in San Francisco, closing JFK drive once again favors
only the wealthy who can afford to pay for parking (because there is none on the streets,
either.). By closing JFK drive the deYoung is not open to low-income people on free
Saturdays, not open to the handicapped of all ages, and not open to tourists. The public
transportation to the park involves many transfers. And there is none from the Peninsula.
Favoring a few, vocal bicyclists over the majority of people in the Bay Area and the world
who want to visit would be an extremely short sighted move on the Board’s part. We should
be opening the world up for people, not limiting it to a noisy few.
Thank you for your consideration.
Carmen Mahood
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Golden Gate Park Closure - Time to Reopen JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:17:54 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board and Clerk,
At the time, you were wise to close access to GG Park in the way you did as
protection for us all. However, the time has come to re-open JFK Drive for us all.
We are managing the Covid threat outdoors quite well and now it is time to allow
access. We disabled and handicapped deserve access to and enjoyment of the park
as much as any other visitor.
Please do not discriminate against us. Allow us back into GG Park. Please vote to
reopen to all.
Sincerely,
Linda Biolchino

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rusty Pallas
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:14:07 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I think closing JFK on Sunday when lots of family’s are out in the park is ok….but it should be kept open the rest
of the week when not a lot of family’s would be there…..

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynn Flynn
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Reopen JFK drive.
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:14:00 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please reopen our roads. It is gridlock trying to get across the park.
The park is there for everyone's enjoyment; there is plenty of room for recreation. I walk in
the park quite often and don't see the advantage of the closure.
No one should have the right to close our roads.
-LYNN FLYNN
REALTOR®

Lic# 00929829

c 415.361.7991
lynn.flynn@realestatesf.com
RealEstateSF.com

45 West Portal Ave | 2381 Chestnut St
I have not verified any of the information contained in those documents that were prepared by other people. You will never receive wire instructions
or changes to previously provided wire instructions from myself or my team. NEVER WIRE FUNDS PRIOR TO CALLING THE ESCROW OFFICER AT THE
PHONE NUMBER PREVIOUSLY PROVIDED TO YOU.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carrie Dorsey-Higdon
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK drive closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:12:14 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Hello,
I am opposed for rhe permanent closure of JFK drive which restricts access to residents with various challenges
from having fair access. Please permanently reopen the street.
Best regards,
Carrie Dorsey-Higdon
Sent from my iPhone with love

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ron Grassi
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:11:11 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Please don’t close the access. We need more access to the wonderful park, not less. Ron Grassi

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph Mahood
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Road Closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:09:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors. I am the son of a handicapped father who enjoys the art and programs at the museums
and the Academy. With JFK closed it is impossible for me to take him to the venues during the week on my days
off because there is no place to park. Allowing a small group of insensitive activists to keep people like my father
from enjoying the park is unfair, discriminatory and lacks equity. i know that the Park may be closed on Sunday
and possibly on Saturday, so Adjusted my work schedule to help my father. Please reopen JFK during the week so
we can enjoy the Park. Thank You. Joe Mahood

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

reggie griner
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Keep JFK open during the week
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:09:09 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

As a homeowner near the park the traffic from the JFK closure is unreasonably
impacted. Keep JFK closed on the weekend and open during the week.
Reggie Griner

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Abbey Doolittle
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Keep JFK drive closed to cars!
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:08:25 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Hello
I wanted to write in support of keeping JFK Drive closed to cars. Our entire family loves being able to use this small
Part of the park more safely and without the noise and congestion caused by motor vehicles. Please keep it this way!
Abbey Doolittle
94118

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jenny miller
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
please don"t close JFK drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:06:18 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I am a 70-year-old woman and though I can walk it is not for long distance. I am a member of
the DeYoung museum and love Golden gate Park. Please continue to make this all accessible
to people like me.
Jennifer Miller

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborra Knotts
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Permanent Closure of JFK
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:04:47 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Please don’t close JFK seven days a week.
My husband is an invalid and he has been denied access to the Conservatory of Flowers displays, the light display
that was created and much more. He can not take the shuttle so that isn’t even an option.
Most people use JFK for biking and walking on the weekend. Can’t we make a compromise like we have for the
Great Highway so everyone can access the park at some time.
Sincerely,
Deborra Knotts
San Francisco

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Jordan
Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); Ginsburg, Phil (REC)
Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); ChanStaff
(BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; MTABoard@sfmta.com; MandelmanStaff,
[BOS]; Haney, Matt (BOS); MelgarStaff (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org; hello@kidsafeggp.com;
Commission, Recpark (REC)
JFK without Karz - Please
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:01:11 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Director Ginsburg, Mayor Breed, and Director Tumlin, Rec and Park Commissioners,
and members of the Board of Supervisors,
Thank you for your continued support of Car-Free JFK! Having car-free space in our largest
park has been an eye-opening and uplifting experience for me and countless other people in
our city.
Writing to urge you to support keeping JFK car-free permanently — your support is needed
now more than ever.
San Francisco deserves more people-first spaces where residents and visitors can be active,
enjoy nature, and spend time with friends and family. People of all ages and abilities have
been flocking to JFK to enjoy the car-free space.
Keeping JFK car-free would allow these people (and countless others) to get outside, enjoy
nature, improve their health, and visit attractions in the Park.
Best of all, keeping JFK car-free would allow people of all ages, abilities, and means to access
our beautiful park by whatever method they prefer — walking, biking, rolling, taking public
transit, or driving a car — thanks to the ample access options, including buses, shuttles, the
3,000+ free parking spots throughout the Park and along Lincoln Way and Fulton Street, and
the parking garages underneath the Music Concourse.
Finally, this 3+ mile car-free connection between the panhandle and ocean beach is a critical
active-transportation corridor (walk, run, bike, scoot, roll) that encourages the most
environmental and climate-conscious means of running errands, getting to work, visiting
friends, and taking children to school.
Please join me, along with countless other residents and advocacy organizations, in supporting
keeping JFK car-free forever.
Thanks again, and please take care.
Jordan Morrell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Beshears
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@SFCTA.org
Keep Golden Gate Park Open for All
Saturday, April 23, 2022 8:47:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The
closure of JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco
institutions for people with disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those
who live far away from the park. Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just
those who can afford to live near the park or can easily bike and walk.
It may have made sense to close Kennedy Drive during the pandemic, but now
that things are getting back to normal it is not necessary or desirable.
Thank you,
Jack & Eleanor Beshears
San Francisco Residents

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marsha Hallet
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Compromise to Permanent Closure of JFK Drive
Friday, April 22, 2022 8:16:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Rather than permanently closing JFK Drive, I would implore you to find a reasonable
compromise that will satisfy all of your constituents.
Not everyone can be a bicyclist or pedestrian. People with access issues and older adults are
being excluded from the park.

My concern is the Museums. The high parking fees, $5.25/$6.25
(weekends) per hour, are a deterrent to visiting them.
With people returning to office jobs, the weekday recreational closure of JFK
Drive seems a relic of the Pandemic. I think weekend closures worked in the past and
will work again.
Best,
Marsha Hallet
Global Portraits
Race, ethnicity and culture expressed in art.
Portraits that Speak
Commission a Conversation in Paint.
Hallet Portrait Art Blog
Visions of people past and present.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Patricia Holden
Paria Dea
Fred Holden; Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Helena Nordstrom
Re: Pressure to Close JFK
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:53:17 AM
DeYoung Letter re. JFK Closure-markup.pdf

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Thank you for eventually getting back to me on the eve of the vote. Attached is a copy of a recent Chronicle op-ed written by your Director this last fall. Please note the mark-up arrows that reveal
the existence of an agreement among “stake-holders” to keep JFK open, in 2007. This is the kind of precedent that could have been used as leverage with the politicians and the lobbies that will stop
at nothing, including causing the demise of a public monument, to bow to the needs of easy recreation.
It’s surprising that no one in positions of authority, such as your own, saw the opportunity.
But alas the moment has passed, too late now.
Despite political lip service paid to the needs of low and middle income households, public access for the appreciation of fine art and the importance of an arts education is simply not valued in San
Francisco. For those of us that can afford to visit any and all of our famous arts museums, the degradation of the deYoung will be a blip on the meter. But for those in San Francisco who cannot
physically navigate or for whom multiple MUNI transfers are a bridge too far, the loss of the deYoung is irreplaceable.
Patricia Holden

On Apr 22, 2022, at 9:39 PM, Paria Dea <pdea@famsf.org> wrote:
Hello Ms. Holden,
I greatly apologize for my delayed response to your email. With a vote planned for 4/26 on this issue, the past few weeks have been especially busy. I appreciate your time and support on this
matter.
I can look further into this, but I am not presently aware of this agreement. I do know that the construction of the underground parking garage has led to some complicated feelings about access, as
some believe that this is sufficient to satisfy all of the needs of the de Young and the other park institutions.
I do want to share below about the meeting planned for April 26th. If I can help answer any questions, please let me know. I will get back to you as soon as possible regarding your questions about
the agreement you referenced.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS - BOS VOTE on JFK DRIVE 4/26
On Tuesday at 9 AM, the SF Board of Supervisors will discuss the future of JFK Drive. The Board will be considering a proposal that
would permanently close JFK Drive to cars. Tell the Board of Supervisors you're opposed to the permanent closure of JFK Drive! It's
time to reopen the road.
The meeting will be held at San Francisco City Hall (1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place) in Legislative Chamber, Room 250.
RSVP to give public comment: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1U-Xa3zt5nL1AJFb2PKJt_YqhxuJdOVxstKhIhKyz2I0/viewform?
edit_requested=true.
Public comment on the closure should be given at the first public comment period (Agenda Item 1):
https://sfbos.org/sites/default/files/bag_cta_042622_agenda.pdf. It is likely that public comment will be limited to 1 or 2 minutes.  
In Person: Public comment can be made in person at the meeting on April 26th. It is highly preferable that public comment be given in
person. The Board of Supervisors needs to see and hear in-person the impact of the closure on the community.
By Phone: Since this is a hybrid meeting, public comment can also be made by calling into the meeting.
1 (415) 655-0001 / Meeting ID: 2486 137 0759 # #
(Press *3 to enter the speaker line; enter the speaker line early to limit wait time)
By Email: Public comment can be provided in advance of the meeting by emailing the board clerks of the SFCTA and Board of
Supervisors (Board of Supervisors@sfgov org clerk@sfcta org)

Thank you,
Paria Dea
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
de Young \ Legion of Honor
415 750 3690
pdea@famsf.org
www.famsf.org
pronouns: she/her/hers

On Sun, Mar 20, 2022 at 9:31 AM Patricia Holden <pbh308@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Ms. Dea,
Ms. Nordstrom has courteously forwarded to me your email address in order to communicate directly. I understand that you are the Gov’t Relations Manager for the deYoung Museum.
Many share my concerns about the permanent closure of JFK, which will impact customers of deYoung, but also unjustly restrict access by the handicapped, those on strollers and walkers as well
as the low income due to unreliable transportation methods.
My question for you, however, is:
I understand that when the deYoung rehab was being considered and reviewed, the option to re-locate the museum was raised (as a matter of increasing customer volume). Political lobbying
by the Bicycle Coalition et. al. has been unrelenting for years.
At this juncture, the City became involved and was firmly against this relocation idea, strongly preferring that the Museum continue to anchor itself in GGP, in its present location.
To ensure deYoung remained in the GGP, the City officials contractually agreed to keep JFK open to cars in order to facilitate the growth and success of deYoung, as well as keep GGP a
center for art.
Are you aware of this contractual agreement? If not, can you research this? Contractually agreeing then voting against it a few years later, is illegal is it not?
I look forward to your progress on the research and the issue.
Thank you.
Patricia Holden
San Francisco, CA
On Mar 16, 2022, at 9:14 AM, Helena Nordstrom <hnordstrom@famsf.org> wrote:
Dear Ms Holden,
Thank you for reaching out to me to share your concerns and support for the reopening of JFK Drive. The recent developments in the status of JFK Drive are indeed very
concerning. Currently we are assessing the new information that has surfaced as part of the city legislative process. We remain committed to working with stakeholders and city
decision-makers to find a solution that provides access to our park and its attractions to as many city residents, and visitors as possible, and also sustains the operation of the de
Young museum.
We appreciate your support and as a first step invite you to write a letter to the Board of Supervisors via parkaccess4all.org.
Let me also connect you with Paria Dea, our Government Relations manager, cc:d here who can let you know about other ways to become involved and more information regarding the legal status
of negotiations and options put forward.
Paria - please meet Patricia Holden, a concerned resident who would like to support the work to reopen JFK Drive.
Best Wishes
Helena
On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 8:37 PM Patricia Holden <pbh308@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Ms. Nordstrom,
I support you and all those who wish to keep JFK open for cars. Like everything else in this City, the able-bodied, those who can afford e-bikes or the bikers get the biggest stick.
I won’t belabor all the reasons why this is just wrong: the Park will be closed to everyone who isn’t able-bodied, rides a bike or pushes a stroller. Haney was a great support for our “keep cars on
JFK” because his constituents are one example of who will be shut-out of a PUBLIC PARK.
The “compromises” on the table are not functional: shuttles are slow and virtually non-existent. Should residents be forced to take multiple buses to enjoy their park? Will the handicapped in
wheelchairs, walkers and canes be required to navigate buses? It’s bad enough that the sidewalks (for walking) are now crowded with bikes: pretty scary when one is using a walker. Parks and
Rec does zero to prevent injuries-I know because I worked long and hard at this due to several near-misses with tourist and resident bikers.
When the new architectural plan for deYoung was being created, I understand that the deYoung considered moving out of the Park, to ensure attendance, due to concerns about the historic
lobbying to ban cars. And that the City contractually agreed to ensure car access in perpetuity.
Who reneged on this deal? Is it possible to retain legal counsel to defend this contractual agreement with the City?
I wish to support you and all efforts to keep the Park open for ALL.
Thank you for your attention.
Patricia Holden
Patricia Holden
415.682.8249
cell 415.517.4221

-Helena Nordstrom
Director of Communications
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
de Young | Legion of Honor
415.750.7608 | 415.465.3531 (c)
@deyoungmuseum | @legionofhonor

The de Young and Legion of Honor museums are now open Tuesday - Sunday 9.30 am - 5.15 pm.
On view currently at the de Young museum are a range of fashion and art exhibitions Patrick Kelly: Runway of Love, Jules Tavernier and the Elem Pomo, and Hung Liu : Golden Gate.
Please email press@famsf.org for press tickets.
Patricia Holden
415.682.8249
cell 415.517.4221

Patricia Holden
415.682.8249
cell 415.517.4221

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MARILYN MORGAN
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Park road closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:08:51 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I support keeping JFK drive closed during the weekend but open to cars during the week. Why does it have to be all
or nothing?
Marilyn Morgan
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Purvi
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Open JFK
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:02:50 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Open JFK.. it has created a commuting disaster only to serve a few..
PS

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marigrace cohen
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK- open to all
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:02:05 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Bd. Of Supervisors,
I am a 80 year old San Franciscan, I have gone to Golden Gate Park all my life, with my children and with my
grandchildren.Over the years I have walked, take public buses, and driven. I most frequently use the Museum and
Academy areas, the Botanical    Gardens and the Arboretum. We grew up in these places, they need to be shared
places, for all age groups. I physically I cannot use a bike, I find public transportation limiting, my experience with
shuttles is more negative than positive.Fortunately I can afford to drive, making the parking garage less expensive
would be a good way to improve access. (Yes I know about the environment).
Please let us share JFK, close the area on the week ends, holiday, special occasions, and leave it open to all traffic
during the work week. Isn’t our country divided enough, why is our City so divided on our crown jewel? We all
love the park, we all want to use it, why make it difficult for some? Let’s show our “ only in San Francisco “ spirit.
Golden Gate Park for all.
Marigrace Cohen

Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Saperstein
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Do Not Permanently close JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:01:32 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

As a senior with some mobility issues, I feel we should have a hybrid solution where
the JFK Drive is closed only a few days a week, such as weekends.  
I take MUNI to many things in San Francisco---and it is often difficult to navigate
getting on and off MUNI, and coordinating the schedules and various road closures
and routes with the constant city street repair. Sometimes you have to walk several
blocks out of your way to get to MUNI, and often driving to the park is easier.
Please consider keeping JFK drive open at least part of the week.
Susan Saperstein
22nd Street
San Francisco, CA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elise Ravel
clerk@sfcta.org; Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Opposition to the Closure of JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:55:04 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I am unable to participate in the hearing on Tuesday but wish to voice my opposition to the
closure of JFK Drive.
I am a long time resident of SF and I feel it is important to provide access to elderly and
disabled residents that otherwise would have difficulty accessing the park.
Golden Gate Park should be inclusive and supportive to everyone including those
communities who do not live close to the park
To be blunt, I believe this proposal is discriminatory.
I urge the Board of Supervisors to oppose the closure of JFK Drive and increase access to
this public space as opposed to decreasing access for multiple residents.
Sincerely,
Elise Ravel

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Cherry
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Item 1 "GGP closure"
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:53:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Good morningVOTE NO TO PERMANANT CLOSURE
I'm a retired senior, native San Franciscan
home owner in Sunset Heights and disabled. My family and I have been Members and Volunteers of De Young
Museum and Academy of Sciences in GGPark over the past 60 years.
FREE ACCESS to the area is absolutely a must! Closing it down has caused more polution and traffic jams on
Lincoln Way @ Hwy1 and Stanyan St. Interchange. I spend 15 minutes longer in my vehicle to reach schools,
shopping and enjoying resturants in the Richmond District. I have stopped going to the area anymore or bringing
friends and family because of the inconviences.
Using the last 2 years as an example is totally moot. Barely anyone used the area during the LOCKDOWN. It wasnt
until
Stupidvisor Mendelman who doesn't represent the area organized his NGOs and hired a posse of Agenda 2030
leaning Progressive proponents to support his agenda. My own District 7 Stupidvisor Melgar is another W.E.F.
Progressive Agenda 2030 proponent and could careless what her constituents want or need.
Good day

The easiest way to rob a bank is to own one

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tedi Siminowsky
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Golden Gate Park closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:47:39 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Hello    I don’t understand why this needs to be an either or thing. Can’t there be a negotiated compromise which
balances open days with closed days; daily open hours with closed hours, open and closed seasons, for example?   
Tedi Siminowsky

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Marshall
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Reopen JFK Drive to Cars
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:47:17 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear SF Board of Supervisors,
Me: Born in, living in and voting in San Francisco.
My Opinion: It’s time to reopen JFK Drive to cars.
Sincerely,
Karen Marshall
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Radcliffe
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Do not close JFK drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:46:31 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Do not close JFK drive at all! Enough with being against the museums and normal San Franciscans. This seems to
be another mta against the people issue. Do not forget who pays your salaries. You are all public servants, not
“special” policy changers.
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

b bowen
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Keep JFK drive open !!!!!!!!!!
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:33:54 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Golden Gate Park should be available to ALL!!! Closing JFK drive would make it unavailable to seniors,
handicapped, families, etc.   Do not make this selfish, self centered mistake!
KEEP IT OPEN!
Brenda Bowen

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

munzer dajani
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK permanent closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:30:22 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Honorable Supervisors,,
The new policy instituted by the City of street closures and traffic slow downs is horrible.JFK
drive and other streets should stay open to all traffic.JFK drive constitute a major traffic artery
for people living alongside of it .It should be reopened .City residents are tired of slow traffic
grids .If people want to use public transportation they need to have a clean and viable
way.This could be addressed with a super new subway system and not the current SFMTA
systems Underground transport works best as proven overseas in such countries as Japan.We
need out traffic to be moving efficiently by opening the streets.
Thanks.
M.Dajani
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

amy nachman
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Please keep JFK Drive open to all
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:28:56 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Let us drive, please. We are the 2nd densest city in America surrounded by water. Our roads need to be open to all.
Streets are more dangerous than ever.
Amy Nachman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Fox
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive Re-open
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:18:00 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please re-open JFK Drive to everyone!
There are so many other places in the park… BEYOND the main attractions
of the museums, Botanical Garden, Tea Garden, Conservatory of Flowers,
where bicyclists can ride their bikes and get through the park.
They don’t need JFK Drive! The museums desperately need access to JFK
Drive as do people with mobility issues and families with children. Cultural
activities and access to recreation activities are important to our whole
community, not just the very vocal, well organized bicycle coalition. Please
keep JFK Drive OPEN TO ALL!
I go to the deYoung Museum every week and I walk in the Botanical Garden
and at Stow Lake every week.
I lived five minutes from the museum for 40 years and I can tell you from first
hand experience that access to vehicles on JFK Drive is essential.
Thanks for listening.
Carol Fox
415-710-7894

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

phold2@yahoo.com
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
clerk@sfcta.org
Keep JFK Open!
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:13:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The
closure of JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco
institutions for people with disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those
who live far away from the park. Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just
those who can afford to live near the park or can easily bike and walk.
In 2007, when the deYoung was planning a major rehabilitation of the monument, an
agreement among stakeholders was reached to keep JFK closed on weekends, but
open on weekdays. This agreement has been buried by the lobbyists to promote yet
another recreational outlet for tourists and the able-bodied. While politicians pay lip
service to the needs of low and mid-income households, they are mute when it's time
to ensure access to institutions paid for by the public dollar.
I live only a couple miles from the deYoung, but it is physically difficult for me to walk
to the museum and then remain on my feet to enjoy the collections. This is simply
another example of politician's disregard for those who have no funds to contribute to
their campaigns.
Thank you for your attention.
Patricia Holden
298 Upper Terrace
San Francisco, California

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Webster
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
keep JFK drive open please
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:07:35 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I grew up in the East Bay (Richmond / El Sobrante). My parents took us three small kids
(three 1/4 year age span) to Golden Gate Park starting in the late 50’s. My parents were not
high-brow. My dad was a Teamster who delivered Hostess cake products to stores and my
mom was a farm wife turned suburban housewife. They moved to the Bay Area from a failing
farm in the midwest at the end of 1956.
I vividly remember hearing my first harpsichord at the DeYoung Museum. My many visits to
the Japanese tea garden have left me with an appreciative, friendly, and open attitude toward
Asian and international people. My family always took visiting Nebraska relatives—many of
whom were elderly—to Golden Gate Park. Some of these relatives had mobility problems and
they needed to be dropped off close to the attractions.
When I was older, my husband and I lived in the old UC Berkeley family student housing
(University Village in Albany). We bought annual memberships to the California Academy of
Sciences and drove to the park almost monthly from the time our daughter was three until she
was seven years old. If you’ve ever taken a young child on an exciting outing, you know how
quickly a melt-down might occur and you might need to head to the car fast.
It is sad to me to know that there is a move to close JFK drive. I understand that attendance at
the museum is down. Access has always been a problem at the park, as long as I can
remember going there (which is about 1959). When my husband and daughter and I used to go
frequently we solved that problem by getting there early to get a parking place. (You could get
into the old science center an hour early if you were a California Academy of Sciences
member.)
Golden Gate Park is a unique gem, an international destination, and not just a local park. I am
a practical Democrat (not left-wing) and an LICSW (licensed independent clinical social
worker—now mostly retired). Public spaces should be maintained so that they can be enjoyed
by the public and are accessible to the public. I realize there are more than twice as many
people in the world since I enjoyed the park as a child and that parks can be “loved to death.”
At the same time, since there is not good public transportation to the park for families with
young children and for older people with mobility issues please do not make access to this
world-wide cultural attraction even more difficult.
I hope "solving homelessness” is not part of the reason that you are considering reducing
public car access to the park. To me, this is a very different, dire, problem which needs
serious, immediate attention, but it is not a reason to make it harder for the general public to
enjoy the park.

Sincerely,
Pamela Woods Webster, LICSW
3409 NE 160th Street
Ridgefield, WA 98642
pam@pamelawwebster.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Sullivan
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Closure of Golden Park
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:00:05 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

The whole idea is exclusionary; discriminating against Seniors and people who want to visit the DeYoung, the
Conservatory, the Japanese Tea Gardens; Stow Lake and the rose garden, the idea is totally giving into the idea that
only those who can do it can access the park. The resources that will be lost are innumerable! Think long and hard
about it!
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Given
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Reopen JFK
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:19:21 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I'm writing to ask that on April 26th you please vote to re-open JFK drive to vehicle traffic. A good compromise
could be to close JFK Drive on the weekends, but keep it open during the week. We live along the park and traffic is
impacted when JFK Drive is closed. We drive our kids to school at GW and the traffic in the mornings is terrible.
Please reopen JFK during the week to alleviate traffic.
Thank you,
Craig Given
1211 23rd Ave

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joe Mangiameli
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Reopen JFK
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:39:51 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I am writing to ask the Board to look favorably on reopening JFK Drive so that all
citizens can better enjoy the park. Since its closure it is more difficult to get to the
museums, navigate to Stow Lake and enjoy other park features. In addition, since its
closure the traffic on Fulton Street has considerably increased and it now resembles a
“mini freeway”. Yes, I realize there is some public transportation available but when
you use a walker or are otherwise impaired, public transportation isn’t always a viable
option. PLEASE VOTE TO REOPEN JFK ( and other closed streets as well). Thank
you for your consideration to this request!

Joe Mangiameli
2850 Fulton St
San Francisco 94118
707-328-8150
joemangia@comcast.net

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

erigerod@yahoo.com
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Keep JFK OPEN!!
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:57:49 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

The continued closure of the road restricts access for people with disabilities,
seniors, families with young children, people who do not live close to the Park,
and low-income communities.
Open JFK!
When this road is closed we are unable to enjoy the park.
Thanks for keeping JFK and other roads in the park open
Dave Erigero
erigerod@yahoo.com
3426 Divisadero Street
SF CA 94123

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Chichester
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Open JFK drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:45:27 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Please open JFK drive. I can’t bicycle and many of my friends cannot. I feel JFK would be lost to me forever if it is
closed to cars. Thank you for your consideration
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

L Baranda Larin
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Permanent JFK Closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:41:50 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I & my incapacitated husband object to the permanent closure of JFK. If this were to happen
we would be permanently excluded from the access to use any & all museums, cultural
activities & music that at the music concourse & these are critical to us. We live on fixed
incomes & thus we need to avail ourselves of the use of these areas, otherwise we would be
forced to stay home a great deal more. Thos would greatly hamper our mental health.
You are all elected as representatives of people of every age and ability. Please don't leave the
less able out of your consideration when you vote.
Thank you

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara McGhie
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive Comment
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:24:39 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Here is some input for the upcoming vote on the future of JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park. I
am a frequent bike rider through the park and also a docent at the DeYoung so I travel this
area all the time on different days of the week. I've noticed the following issues since the
Drive has been closed to cars:
1. There are no rules anymore - roller bladers, bikers, joggers and dog walkers go
wherever they want - across yellow lines, inside designated bike lanes, stop in the middle of
the road, have strollers and children go wherever without regard for normal traffic rules. It can
be more dangerous for a biker than it was when cars followed the rules of the road.
2. Having left the deYoung Museum at 5pm on a busy Saturday, I saw first-hand that the
parking garage is not prepared for the increase in people requiring parking. An enormous line
to pay at only 2 machines, and then sit in another line to exit the garage only through the
Fulton Street exit.
3. For the elderly and physically disabled the shuttle bus system doesn't work so they have
limited options for coming to museums, gardens, or the music bandshell.
4. If we are going to eliminate cars on JFK Drive, more work needs to spent on the issue of
road safety when there aren't clear rules or policing, better accommodation for underground
parking. More pay stations, another exit, more disabled parking close to the museum
entrances, etc. Also, we need a better option to get the elderly and physically challenged to the
museums and gardens inside the park.
Thank you,
Sara McGhie

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christney McGlashan
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
About the permanent closure of JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:23:05 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

To whom it may concern:
My husband and I live in Marin and drive over to visit the museums a number of times during
the year. We have always tried to park on JFK rather than park in the underground garage. I
totally agree closing JFK Drive on weekends would be great for the larger community. When
everyone that can likes to get out and bike and walk in the park.
I totally disagree that it should be closed during the week for the few people that live close by
and have the time to walk over to the park. The majority of people work, why would they
want the street closed, which causes it to be harder to drive thru the park.
It is time to reopen the road.
Thanks, Christney

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jan Couvillon
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive closing
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:21:32 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I am an eighty-one year old disabled person and my partner is 86. We can not enjoy all the park has to offer if we
are unable to reach places by car. This is a travesty and an injustice to all disabled and elderly. Please take into
consideration that all people should be able to reach any part of the park by whatever means necessary. To make any
part of the park inaccessible is unconscionable.
Thank you,
Jan Couvillon

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ying Ying Wu
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Reopening JFK drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:58:11 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors,
I think you’ve already made up your minds about JKF Drive being closed permanently, but I think it should just be
closed on the weekends.
I am 75 years old and live on Potrero Hill. I used to go biking in GG Park; I had to drive with my bike on a rack. I
don’t bike anymore; they got rid of most of the parking spaces before they closed JFK Drive, and the traffic across
town got so bad, I didn’t want to drive to GG Park very often.
Now I enjoy visiting the De Young but have to find parking on the street, which isn’t easy since I can’t afford the
parking lot. Plus I used to enjoy visiting the Dahlia Garden in the summer but now it involves a long hike downhill
from Fulton Street. Taking buses from Potrero Hill would take hours. I think you don’t want seniors to use the park;
only the people who live near the park, which is discriminatory.
I don’t have much else to say; I only wish it were easier for me to go to GG Park.
Thank you for your consideration,
(Ms) Ying Ying Wu

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

M. Brant
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Reopening JFK Drive
Friday, April 22, 2022 2:50:07 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Reopen JFK Drive 5 days a week! Senior, ADA people absolutely need it! All others should have auto
transportation as one of the options. This is public space and 100% of its use should not be given to bikers,
skateboarder and walkers. Michelle Brant

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen J Gorski
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors,
4/26/2022
Saturday, April 23, 2022 1:39:36 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

D
 ate: April 23, 2022
Dear Clerks for the Board of Supervisors and for the Transportation Authority Board,
Please enter this email into the permanent record as my public comments re the Joint Special
Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22, and deliver it
to the members in time for them to read it prior to the meeting. Please acknowledge your
receipt of my comments by emailing me at judigorski@gmail.com. Thank you.
Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The closure of
JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco institutions for people
with disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those who live far away from the
park. Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just those who can afford to live near the
park or can easily bike and walk.
My in-laws who are in their 90’s and incapable of walking far enough to access the amenities
in Golden Gate Park without being able to drive and park close to the various exhibits, have
felt discriminated against because of their ages and financial inability to pay high garage
parking fees. They do not feel safe on the public transportation available to them. If JFK is
closed, they may not ever return to Golden Gate Park. My husband and I are also senior
citizens with compromising health issues who feel the same way. Our son and his wife live in
Bernal Heights and without access by their own car, they too will avoid that area of the park.
We are a family of artists and art appreciators who now wonder if memberships to the Science
and Art Museums are worth it for us with the difficulties in accessibility to them by our
private vehicles. Please reopen JFK so everyone can still safely drive, park and use all areas of
Golden Gate Park as we were able to do before the closure. We’ve all suffered enough through
what was promised to be a temporary measure during the Pandemic. Let’s end it and open up
JFK, the Great Highway, and the other temporarily closed streets and again be the San
Francisco that welcomes everyone.
Thank you,
Stephen J. Gorski
San Francisco Sunset Resident for 40+ years
District 4
Member of Open the Great Highway Alliance
Member of Concerned Residents of the Sunset and
Voter in all elections

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Betty Kohlenberg
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Don’t close JFK Dr to cars
Saturday, April 23, 2022 1:19:42 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors,
I’m sending this message to you by email because I can’t show up in person, just as I can’t walk or bicycle through
the park. As a disabled person, a senior citizen, and a long-term resident near Golden Gate Park, I’m asking you not
to close JFK Drive. My only access to seeing the park and taking in the beauty of our surroundings is by car.
It’s a real deprivation, as well as a discriminatory action against the disabled and the old, to close off this access
route forever. I love the park and I love San Francisco and it is painful to be told that I’ll never see the interior of the
park again because the able-bodied have the privilege of being there, but I will never see it again.
Please do not close JFK Drive to me and others who are old and disabled as I am.
Betty Kohlenberg

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Theresa Wiles
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
please reject closing JFK Dr. permanently to cars
Saturday, April 23, 2022 1:17:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Compromise could be: closed cars on weekends and holidays, open to cars on weekdays.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

carole glosenger
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Closure - how about a compromise?
Saturday, April 23, 2022 1:06:06 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear members of the Board of Supervisors,
It's hard to believe that we are still talking about this. Why is it a black or white/all open or all
closed issue. How about one side of the road for cars going west only from Kezar Drive to
Crossover drive. One hour parking could be allowed on the North side of that roadway.
People could stop and look at the Conservatory of Flowers Easter or Mother's Day or the
other wonderful displays created by the Rec & Park gardners. Speed limit is 10-15 MPH.
The other side of the roadway would be for bicycles and pedestrians. There could be a
moveable barrier between the two sections. I think that would give the non-drivers plenty of
room and be open to the attractions.
Or, the road could be open to two way traffic at 8th avenue to Crossover drive.
roundabout or turnaround of some kind could be installed for cars.

A

Or, the road could be closed to traffic on Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. And
open to two-way traffic at 15 mph Thursday, Friday Saturday.
I believe you 11 really intelligent people can come up with a solution that works for everyone.
And, get it over with!
Sincerely,
Carole Glosenger
Fifty year resident of the Haight Ashbury
117 Beulah Street

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margo Leahy
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Closure of streets in SF
Saturday, April 23, 2022 12:55:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

As a resident of SF for almost forty years, I beseech the Board to open up all of the slow streets, in particular the
MLK Drive in the Park. The Sunday special event of closing it should be restored but otherwise it should be open.
The other slow streets have become redundant as life returns to normal. Sidewalks are for pedestrians and streets are
for autos and other vehicles. People randomly walking in the street has become hazardous. It is also a depressing
reminder of the pandemic!
Thank you, Margo Leahy, MD
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Claugus
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
The East Entrance to Golden Gate Park via John F. Kennedy (JFK) should not be closed to automobiles every day
of the week.
Saturday, April 23, 2022 12:42:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Ladies and Gentleman:
I am writing to supplement my prior letters, which are attached. Since I last
wrote, three additional issues have arisen.
1. On a March 25 visit to the De Young Museum, I was again able to observe
the intersection of 8th Avenue and JFK Drive in the morning, at about 9:30 AM
and in the afternoon at about 3:15 PM. I saw only one or two cyclists at the
intersection. There were some walkers comfortably using the sidewalk. There
is no reason to close a public street to safely accommodate that volume of
cyclists.
It also raises the question whether the Board of Supervisors and other
government entities have accurately surveyed the use of JFK Drive. I suggest
that there should be a discrete, not announced in advance, visual and
documented survey of Monday through Friday use of the road by cyclists and
other non-vehicular uses.
2. The suggestion by Supervisor Chan to permit cars on Conservatory Drive
does not resolve the problem of access to the attractions at the eastern end of
JFK Drive. If cars are permitted on Conservatory Drive, but not JFK Drive, all
sorts of confusion could arise. Observatory Drive, if permitted, can be reached
from Arguello street on the North side of the park, and from JFK Drive on either
of the two sides of the Conservatory grounds. Conservatory Drive arches over
the Hill behind the Conservatory. It is almost totally a hill in either direction.
However, once on that Drive, if there is no access to JFK Drive, there is no
outlet, absent a U-turn on a relatively narrow road. Access to Conservatory
Road will not assist people who need to use a car to to safely reach the
several gardens on the eastern end of JFK Drive.
The proposal to permit access to JFK Drive at 8th Avenue provides some relief
for those wanting to use what ever parking spaces are available near the
museum, but does not help with any of the attractions at the Eastern end of
JFK. And if the cyclists entering the park at the Eastern end can coexist with
cars at and beyond 8th Avenue, surely they can coexist the entire length of the
drive.
3. In a San Francisco Chronicle article, dated April 7, 2022, Supervisor Melgar
is quoted, "I like the car-free JFK. In fact, I love it." However, the standard is

not whether an individual decision-maker wants a particular outcome, or
whether a particular group can produce a large crowd at a public meeting. The
standard should be the best interest of all the public. The proposal to
close JFK drive 7 days a week does not meet that test.
The closure of JFK Drive in the days of the complete shutdown on indoor
activities during the pandemic may have provided a relief valve at that time of
crisis. However, extending that closure after the crisis has passed, does not
automatically serve the public interest. I have heard reported no study or
evidence that a Monday through Friday closure is warranted by the actual
usage of JFK Drive when cars are not permitted. There has been substantial
acknowledgement that such a closure excludes many seniors, handicapped
individuals of all ages, families, and residents across the city.
The answer to multiple uses of the roadway is not to exclude some users, but
to make the road safe for all, with bike lanes, improved signage, and rules for
all users of the road. Also other less used Golden Gate Park roads and paths
could be better publicized for the use of cyclists and walkers. While the original
compromise which closed JFK Drive on Sundays and some Saturdays took a
different approach, it did seek to accommodate the various interests versus the
winner take all approach now being urged. I urge you to return to the original
compromise and to reopen JFK Drive to cars Monday through Friday and most
Saturdays.
In addition, I suggest that the Board of Supervisors initiate a study of how to
create new, and increase the use of, outdoor spaces throughout the city; for
example, McLaren Park, the parks being created along with new developments
on the southern side of the city, and the existing bike lanes in the Presidio.
I urge you to take the time to evaluate what is in the public interest of all
residents of San Francisco.

Very truly yours.

Mary E. Claugus

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elise Ravel
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Opposition to Closure of JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 12:35:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

To the Board of Supervisors,
I am unable to participate in the hearing on Tuesday but wish to voice my opposition to the
closure of JFK Drive.
I am a long time resident of SF and I feel it is important to provide access to elderly and
disabled residents that otherwise would have difficulty accessing the park.
Golden Gate Park should be inclusive and supportive to everyone including those
communities who do not live close to the park
To be blunt, I believe this proposal is discriminatory.
I urge the Board of Supervisors to oppose the closure of JFK Drive and increase access to
this public space as opposed to decreasing access for multiple residents.
Sincerely,
Elise Ravel

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Georgia Gibbs Art Studio
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Opposed to Permanent closure of JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 12:30:27 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Board of Supervisors, City of San Francisco,
Over the years I have supported and donated to different public spaces in the park by donation because they
are my favorite destinations. I lived just 2 blocks from the parks entrance many years ago before moving to
North Beach for even more years. No longer a city resident, I must travel in to visit The Academy of
Sciences, The deYoung Museum, The Conservatory, and the Tea Gardens–places that I fell in love with
when I first came to San Francisco. People visit the park for many treasons and there should be the
continued ability for those of us who come to enjoy the destination points in this area of the park.
I also do not hear in this discussion that you are closing it to all traffic and that this area will be limited to
foot traffic. This is also a strong part of my opposition to the closure. Bicyclists and e-cycles will be allowed
as will Segways, and electric scooters. There is strong support of this closure by the vendors that do
business in the park providing these devices. I should point out that they are renting to people who are often
getting on a new to them device for the first time and the rest of us are at our own peril as a result. The bike
coalition is also a very vocal community. I have had many occasions that I was put at risk by one of these
riders and was run over by a bike as a young child so I am not sold on how benign they are.
This area of the park is anchored at the entrance, It was wisely created at the gateway to help insure that the
other areas of the park could be enjoyed for other purposes. Of course the vendors are not interested in
supporting that as the foot traffic is in the area mentioned above and that is their customer base.
San Francisco Recreation and Parks gives several interesting statistics to bolster their argument for closure.
Let’s look at a few of them below.

"Almost 7 million visits have been made to the JFK portion of the car-free route
since the closure, that's 36% more daily park visits than before the closure.”
https://sfrecpark.org/1538/accessGGP
“The closure’ that they are citing was put in place during the time of COVID. Unfortunately they keep
trying to divorce this fact from their statistic. So lets bring it back in alignment. There were several factors
affecting this statistic:
People were only able to be in public spaces that were out of doors and where they could distance
themselves from others. San Francisco did threaten to close the parks because people were abusing
them and not practicing social distancing. They also don’t mention this.

Mayor Breed issues stern warning to city, threatens parks … SFGate
National park visitors surge as Covid-19 pandemic … CNN
Many people were out of work due to COVID and it was one resource they could take advantage of
without a prohibitive fee attached to it

Bay Area coronavirus job losses will top 800,000: Mercury News

"+ 93.4% of the regular weekday parking within the park is still available”

https://sfrecpark.org/1538/accessGGP
That means that the closure will remove almost a full 7% of the parking in the park and it is at its center,
with destinations that many of those same people are trying to get to: the Tea Garden, The deYoung
Museum, The Conservancy, or The Academy of Sciences. The underground parking is inadequate to meet
this loss and the fees are also is a financial barrier for many of the park visitors.

+ JFK Drive is only 9.6% of the roadways in the park
https://sfrecpark.org/1538/accessGGP
I am trying to reconcile this with the statistic above. If the closure creates a 7% loss of traffic and it is only
9.6% of the park roadway, simple logic seems to imply that JFK Drive is a critical access point for visitors
to that area of the park and that the 93.4% they are directing us to for parking is away from our area of
interest.
Many of your visitors are coming from communities that have not created the infrastructure to make mass
transit an option. Many of your visitors are financially at risk and paid parking is an issue, or are elderly and
not able to hop on a Segway to get around the park. On our last visit to the park my children’s father was
with us. We were there for the piano concert in the park last year and at the end of our day, wanted to visit
The Conservancy. He was unable to walk that far due to both bad knees and serious respiratory issues. We
decided to use an Uber to enable him to make the visit the the other area of the park. These are the kinds of
issues your visitors are navigating in their personal lives and in the park. I think all of us deserve to be
recognized and that this area especially needs to be accessible by all, regardless of age or physical
limitations.
Please return to the pre-pandemic status of JFK Drive and keep it available to all of the Bay Area citizens.
Sincerely, Georgia Gibbs

Georgia Gibbs Fine Art & Design
415.261.8928 | GEORGIAGIBBS.COM | GEORGIA-GIBBS.COM | INTSTAGRAM

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

noflattire@comcast.net
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Kennedy Drive GG Psrk
Saturday, April 23, 2022 12:06:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please do not close this very important road in GG Park. This would be a huge inconvenience
to locals and tourists alike preventing many from visiting the museums, Jspanese Tea Garden
and various wondrous sights in the park. SF already has a bad reputation for its homelessness
situation, crime and high cost of everything. Do we want to prevent visitors to enjoy one of the
few inexpensive pleasures in our city? Susan L. Smith

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loreen Jung
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
JFK Closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 1:46:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I am a life long San Francisco resident and would like to have JFK re-opened for better access to be able
to PARK in the park and walk to the museums and enjoy public areas. I have a 93 year old mother and to
park outside on Fulton or Lincoln and have her walk in to the park is not possible.
There are clear walkways and paths that were made for walking and the streets are made for cars (and
bikes).
PLEASE OPEN JFK.
Thank youLoreen Seid Jung
554- 29th Ave
SF 94121
415-689-8621

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Gubernat
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:57:00 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Those of us who are senior citizens and make frequent use of Golden Gate Park--the
museums, the lake, the Botanical Garden, and all of its many delights--find it more and
more difficult to have the access due to the citizenry of San Francisco.
Given all the ways that this city has shut down traffic for purposes of "slow streets,"
which themselves cause terrible traffic on nearby avenues, it's become painfully clear
that diverting traffic for the use of people on bicycles or skates or skateboards has
made life difficult for those of us too old to be on two wheels. In fact, many in
our generation have to depend upon walkers and wheelchairs to get around.
The Great Highway closure and other limitations have become a kind of fad related to
the COVID epidemic. But are these slow streets used to any capacity?
And, ultimately, has the JFK closure helped or hurt traffic patterns in and around the
park? One kind of closure results in terrible traffic nearby, congestion, parking
problems, etc.
Please consider that many of us will never again be on a bicycle. It's just no longer
possible for us, and we see plenty of places for younger people to recreate. In fact, we
share the road with many people who themselves, because they are on wheels but not
in cars, regularly disobey traffic signals with abandon. Do they have more rights?
As a San Francisco resident, I am writing to ask you, respectfully, to expand access to
the park and its surroundings by opening JFK to traffic. Thank you.
Susan Gubernat
4074 24th Street, Apt. 2
94114

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Weidenfeller
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:25:40 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

To whom it may concern
I am a Sunset, elderly resident who opposes the closure of JFK drive 7 days a week.
I think closure on Sat, Sun, and Holidays is ok; many folks are off work, kids are out of school so more people can
enjoy the benefits of closure. During the week I do not see many people strolling, biking, skateboarding on JFK
therefore a closure is unnecessary as well as it occurs unnecessary congested traffic on Lincoln Ave (my Sunset side
of the park and I imagine the same is on Fulton St)..
Also many seniors use the weekday to to attend the museum and a closure is very much an inconvenience for them.
While I understand there an environmental push to walk or use a bike; I do not see that this mandate has
significantly decreased the number of cars in SF and so assume many people need to rely on cars to get around the
city.
Thank you for your consideration
Donna
Judah St. 94122
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Frost
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:17:40 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I am a senior citizen and would like to have access to museums and the park in general during the week.
I understand having JFK closed on the weekends, but not during the week. Traffic is worse as a result of
the closure and parking is more difficult to find.  
Reopen JFK during the week.
Best,
Janet Frost

-Janet Frost

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jennifer haller
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:38:34 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

My husband and I have enjoyed the Deyoung museum and tea garden for years. Parking on JFK was a
convenience. Now that my husband has difficulty walking it has become important to park as close to the museum
as possible. I know that we are not alone in the desire to access the museum and tea garden more easily. Why
should young people be given a priority over seniors? It feels ageist and unfair. Please consider opening JFK to all!
Thank you. Respectfully, Jennifer Haller

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Vicki Bruckner
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org; ChanStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS);
Marstaff (BOS); PrestonStaff (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Ronen,
Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean
(BOS)
Public comment for SF BOS 4-26-22 committee of the whole meeting
Saturday, April 23, 2022 1:55:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear San Francisco Supervisors,

As a senior with a lifelong mobility disability who has lived in San Francisco for 44
years, and enjoyed Golden Gate Park for all of them, until two years ago, I must urge
you in the strongest possible terms to PLEASE VOTE DOWN MAYOR BREED’S
PROPOSAL TO PERMANENTLY CLOSE JOHN F. KENNEDY DRIVE!

Though permanent closure of JFK Drive will bar me from the places I love
most in Golden Gate Park for the rest of my life, it is not for personal reasons
alone that I take this stand.

Mayor Breed’s callous and heedless proposal is blatantly discriminatory, not
only against seniors and people with disabilities, but also against parents of young
children, who must travel long distances with them and their strollers, diapers, toys
and lunches in tow in order to be able to enjoy the unique gardens, facilities,
programs and classes that Golden Gate Park offers to all members of the public.

Why penalize these parents? And why penalize the working people of San
Francisco and its suburbs, who live farther from Golden Gate Park, but are equally
entitled to enjoy its benefits? Many of them are the essential workers who risked their
lives to provide for us during the worst months of the Covid-19 pandemic! They do
not have enough free time to spend hours on our inadequate public transit system on
their only day off to reach the Park they love.

Golden Gate Park is not merely a neighborhood park. It is a world-class
jewel that was open and accessible to everyone before JFK Drive was
closed two years ago. Now, it is only accessible to those who are physically
fit enough to skate, jog or cycle long distances to reach it, or who are
affluent enough to live nearby.

This is the most blatant, bald-faced, ableist discrimination I have
witnessed in my entire life. And, as a seventy-year-old person with a disability, I
can assure you I have experienced a lifetime of discrimination.

It now is abundantly clear that affluent, ableist San Franciscans, who behave as if
they believe only in survival of the fittest, are attempting to appropriate the public
greenery, gardens and programs in Golden Gate Park primarily for their own private
use.

Supervisors, please don’t be bullied into letting this happen! Don’t confuse
greed with “green.” In the interest of Climate Justice for all San Franciscans, not
just a few, please vote Mayor Breed’s proposal down!

Respectfully yours,

Victoria Bruckner

580 Capp Street, Apt. 706
San Francisco, CA 94110
(415) 757-0559

victoriabruckner988@gmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Trudy E May
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Road closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 2:27:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I am vehemently opposed to permanently closing JFK Drive in GGPark. Not everyone is a biker, jogger, roller
skater, etc. Many just want to drive to the park and park (albeit half a mile away) and enjoy the Museum Way
attractions in the easiest and least expensive way possible.
I was an arts management major in college and visited frequently on weekday afternoons for coursework
requirements. That would have been logistically and economically impossible in the circumstance that is being
proposed. I’m sure many employees of the concourse venues would agree. I’ve also been a mother who wished to
take a carload of kids to the park for a picnic and a bit of something special (tea garden, science or art museum,
conservatory of flowers). Can’t imagine doing that on a tight schedule and budget!
I would approve of a compromise situation, similar to what has been the policy in recent years, of weekend closure
of the eastern section of the middle drive (to the highway crossover).
Trudy May

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Goldman
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
road closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:17:21 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I live in Berkeley and am 83 years old. The road closure would discourage me from
visiting the park and from taking out-of-town visitors there. I worry that not only
would the road be closed to cars, but it would be full of fast traveling bikes, skate
boards, scooters, skates, and all the other things young people use without regard to
older, slower pedestrians.
"The continued closure of the road restricts access for people with disabilities, seniors,
families with young children, people who do not live close to the Park, and lowincome communities."
Ann Goldman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Vistnes
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Road closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:06:49 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I urge you not to close the road in Golden Gate Park. Closure will make it very difficult for many of us to get to the
Park as there is no bus service from my area. At the very least, only close it on the weekend. A compromise is a
good solution.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Timothy PJ McCabe
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Re-open JFK
Saturday, April 23, 2022 2:55:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Please re-open JFK drive.
I'm a home owner who lives at Cole and Grove and use the park regularly.
There has to be a compromise somewhere...
Close both Sat and Sunday for recreation, open Monday through Friday.
It's wide enough to have half of the road for bike and pedestrian and roller skaters
and the other half for auto.
I am currently disabled and the closures makes it difficult for me to see and visit with
friends in the Park.
We have to get past this current all or nothing attitude.
Please find a way to reach the middle ground.
Thank you.
Timothy McCabe
121 Cole St
San Francisco

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Merete Aiyer
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Golden Gate Park Closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 2:44:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors,
Please keep the park open to all.
Thank you
Merete Aiyer (senior)
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jo Ellen Bradley
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
REJECT Permanently closing JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 2:44:12 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Extreme inconvenience making it more difficult to enter the park more difficult to find parking spaces and makes it
more difficult to enjoy the park   In fact I have gone fewer times since JFK has been closed because it’s made it so
difficult for me to get there from my area
I’ve been a registered voter in San Francisco for 40 years and will not Vote for any supervisor who says yes to
closing jfk permanently    This city has enough driving and parking problems without adding to it
Jo Ellen Bradley. Cow hollow district

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ust
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Permanent Closure of JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 2:39:24 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please, please allow JFK to be open to traffic at least during the weekdays. My friends and I are in our
70s, and need to drive across the park for medical appointments and other needs, Driving across Park
Presidio is very stressful for us due to the speed and increased volume of traffic. Having the slower roads
like JFK D rive closed to our cars makes our lives much more challenging. The park is huge and the city
can surely think of other options for enjoying its amenities without creating difficulties in the lives of
others. Providing access to cars on JFK is necessary for a sane level of traffic flow. Thank you for your
attention. Marie Chan 2631 Lincoln Way, San Francisco

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

susan.haldeman@gmail.com
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
please re-open JFK
Saturday, April 23, 2022 3:39:12 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I am a 70-year old resident of San Francisco. I have lived on 7th Ave cul-de-sac north of Lake
Street for 26 years. I regularly visit the Conservatory, Arboretum, meadows, museums, and
tennis courts in Golden Gate Park. I use either my bike or my car to do so.
I support re-opening JFK fully to allow full and equal access to all modes of transportation and
to facilitate emergency access as requested by first responders.
Susan Haldeman
15 7th Ave

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Golden Gate Park road closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 3:14:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

It is my understanding that the board will be voting on the continued closure of JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park.
My supervisor is Catherine Stefani as I live in District 2. I would like to go on record as supporting a change of the
complete closure of JFK Drive to cars. I am in Golden Gate Park to play tennis at Goldman Tennis Center 5 days a
week and access and parking is becoming more and more difficult. I also am a member of the museum which is not
easily accessible without parking in the underground parking garage which is not inexpensive. I also walk in the
park and find that even though the road is closed to cars, the bicyclists and skateboarders make it almost impossible
to walk in the roadway safely.
I strongly support weekdays open road and weekends closed to cars. For many years, JFK Drive was closed to cars
on Sundays and special holidays which made sense.
Malinda A. Lennihan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jotform
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Re: Open JFK Drive For All Saturday, April 23, 2022 3:03:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Open JFK Drive For All

Name

Testing again test 3

I live in District

3

Email

lily@deltachinatownsf.com

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easily.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Gottlieb
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Reopen Golden Gate Park
Saturday, April 23, 2022 3:57:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Francisco Supervisors
Please reopen Golden Gate park for full access for all San Francisco Residents. It’s empty on weekdays and we
where told that this was a temporary closure. Now some small groups like the 10,000 members of the bike coalition
what it closed for themselves. This prevents the majority of residents from accessing and using the park. I’m ok with
going back to weekend closures as it was pre covid. That was a fair compromise. Full closure of JFK and Traverse
drive is not and has created a host of other issues.
Thanks
Andrew Gottlieb
Miraloma park Resident

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

SHERRI RICHARDS
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK drive /GGPark closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 3:54:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I am opposed to road closure inGolden gate Park as I am a senior.   I need a cane, I don’t live in the area, I often
drive there with family and friends.
Road closure makes access for us very difficult.
Please open & keep open the roads in GGPark.
Thank you.
S. Richards
Oakland, Ca.

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Nell Blosser
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive for ALL
Saturday, April 23, 2022 3:48:18 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I URGE you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive.
The closure of JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San
Francisco institutions for people with disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families
and those who live far away from the park. Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone,
not just those who can afford to live near the park or can easily bike and walk.
I am a care manager for many disabled and elderly people in San Francisco. We love
exploring GG Park, they love to be outside in the fresh air. I am not able to take my
people to enjoy this great San Francisco park when I cannot drive them and their
assistive device in.
This closure simply is not fair.
Sincerely,
Barbara N Blosser
California Licensed Professional Fiduciary
San Francisco, Calif.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Shapiro
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Do not permanently close JFK Drive and our access to the park.
Saturday, April 23, 2022 3:44:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.



As a native San Franciscan, a senior citizen and SF tax payer, I feel strongly that closure

of the road restricts access for people with disabilities,
seniors, families with young children, people who do not live
close to the Park, and low-income communities.
Please vote No on this proposal!
Thank you,
Barbara Shapiro

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Yost
Chan, Connie (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS)
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Clerk@sfcta.org; Breed, Mayor London (MYR); MOD, (ADM); Bohn, Nicole (ADM); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Commission, Recpark (REC); GGPAccess@sfmta.com; LukeBornheimer@gmail.com; Hello@communityspacessf.com
Thanks for making JFK Promenade permanent !
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:01:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Board of Supervisors,
I hate to be a one issue voter but this may be the one!
JFK Promenade has been a silver lining of the pandemic, resulting in a 30%+ increase in park visitation from across our city (~8 million visits), and was supported by more than 70% of San Franciscans who engaged in the official City survey. Further outreach showed broad support for permanence with increased access
and equity to this amazing space without compromising or amending the Mayor's legislation and City staff recommendations.
JFK Promenade makes our city a more connected, healthy, and sustainable city.
With Tuesday's meeting about the Mayor's legislation, the people of our city are looking to you to lead and pass the Mayor's legislation as is—please no more delays, continuations, or amendments. Now is the time to make a decision, lead, and move forward for the future of our city.
People who love and rely on JFK Promenade assume it is already permanent and they are looking to you to vote in their interest to make JFK Promenade permanent and allow City staff to continue increasing accessibility, equity, and safety in our park. The Mayor's legislation will increase access and equity to JFK
Promenade without compromising on the joy, safety, community, beauty, and serenity that the space has created. We need constructive, programmatic, and collaborative leadership that focuses on solutions and takes necessary action to move our city forward towards a more connected, healthy, and sustainable future.
Among countless positive uses, JFK Promenade serves as an essential commute corridor for workers as well as kids and families, including as part of the JFK Promenade Bike Bus:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://SFBikeBus.com/JFK___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzowY2YyNDU4ZTc3NDIyMzVmNDUxNWE2OGQyMDQxYTk2Njo2OjVjNjg6YjVjNzJmZmViZDNjM2EyNTdlMzM3ZjU0OTg2ZjRmODhmZjM5MzU5MTUzOWZhNDY0MzUwMjU5ZTBmZWRkZDIwZTpwOlQ
For those thinking about compromise, JFK Promenade and the broader Golden Gate Park project is already a compromise. JFK Promenade represents less than 10% of the roads in Golden Gate Park—and less than 0.5% of the roads in San Francisco—and the only car-free space accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week in
our city.
Please pass the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we can move forward as a city making this space more accessible, equitable, and enjoyable for everyone in our city.
To hear from people who benefit from JFK Promenade, check out the videos on CommunitySpacesSF.com, where you can hear from people who love JFK Promenade and need you to make it permanent. In particular, listen to the stories of the following residents:
1) Carol, a senior with a disability who uses her mobility device on JFK Promenade with peace of mind that allows her to fully enjoy Golden Gate Park:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://youtu.be/cBG3pS1qswM___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzowY2YyNDU4ZTc3NDIyMzVmNDUxNWE2OGQyMDQxYTk2Njo2OjVlNDg6YTQ1M2U0MDU4ZDRhZTEwZTVmM2U0MjhiNDIxMDQxOWZiMDBkZWFiYzk1ZWQ4ZmZjMDQyZTgwYTkzY2IxNmE5ZTpwOlQ
2) Kingston, a kid from the Southeast who rides his bike with friends on JFK Promenade, in part to escape violence in his neighborhood:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://youtu.be/Z0LGDrOFPJ4___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzowY2YyNDU4ZTc3NDIyMzVmNDUxNWE2OGQyMDQxYTk2Njo2OmFjZjQ6OTZiNTZkOGU5ODJjOTVmZGVjODJjZTEyZDIyMmNjZmQyNDMwMGMxZjJjYTAyMjZiNTNiZTkyZWY1MTUzNWVjYjpwOlQ
3) Phil, who rarely visited Golden Gate Park growing up and now bikes there with RideOut Posse SF and encourages inner-city youth to be active at JFK Promenade:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://youtu.be/1QXo34gGlU8___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzowY2YyNDU4ZTc3NDIyMzVmNDUxNWE2OGQyMDQxYTk2Njo2OjcxMmU6MmY4Yjg5M2Y3Yjc4NmNlNzgwNDIwNjBmYTMyYzQ3ZTk5NTE4YzcxY2VmZjUzZDdhMzQ2ZDAxMDJmYjM4MjQ4ODpwOlQ
You can watch the full 'Safe Places, Community Spaces' video here:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://youtu.be/LVOymMfr7bc___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzowY2YyNDU4ZTc3NDIyMzVmNDUxNWE2OGQyMDQxYTk2Njo2OjNhNmY6MWI0ODM1NzgwMmU0N2U2NzA1NzQxODU4ZDIyMGYzYTNiZGFjMWUxMmQ2YjkyMjMwY2RhYmJiZGY1NDgyNzQwMTpwOlQ
Please lead on this issue by passing the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we can move forward as a city making JFK Promenade more accessible, equitable, and enjoyable for everyone in our city.
Thank you, and please take care.
Daniel Yost
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan Prior
Chan, Connie (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS)
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Clerk@sfcta.org; Breed, Mayor London (MYR); MOD, (ADM); Bohn, Nicole (ADM); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Commission, Recpark (REC); GGPAccess@sfmta.com; LukeBornheimer@gmail.com; Hello@communityspacessf.com
Car Free JFK is great and accessible- please keep it that way!
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:57:56 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Board of Supervisors,
JFK Promenade has been a silver lining of the pandemic, resulting in a 30%+ increase in park visitation from across our city (~8 million visits), and was supported by more than 70% of San Franciscans who engaged in the official City survey. Further outreach showed broad support for permanence with increased access
and equity to this amazing space without compromising or amending the Mayor's legislation and City staff recommendations.
JFK Promenade makes our city a more connected, healthy, and sustainable city.
With Tuesday's meeting about the Mayor's legislation, the people of our city are looking to you to lead and pass the Mayor's legislation as is—please no more delays, continuations, or amendments. Now is the time to make a decision, lead, and move forward for the future of our city.
People who love and rely on JFK Promenade assume it is already permanent and they are looking to you to vote in their interest to make JFK Promenade permanent and allow City staff to continue increasing accessibility, equity, and safety in our park. The Mayor's legislation will increase access and equity to JFK
Promenade without compromising on the joy, safety, community, beauty, and serenity that the space has created. We need constructive, programmatic, and collaborative leadership that focuses on solutions and takes necessary action to move our city forward towards a more connected, healthy, and sustainable future.
Among countless positive uses, JFK Promenade serves as an essential commute corridor for workers as well as kids and families, including as part of the JFK Promenade Bike Bus:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://SFBikeBus.com/JFK___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo2NGU5MWQwMmNmZjljM2VmNTU0ZjQ0Yjg3OGRkZjQ2NDo2OjczZTU6ZTlmYjI1ZjdjNzYxZDRmZjY5NDk2YWRkZjJjZTIwYTE0OWE2ZjI1YjMzOTAxOGQxOTk0YzQzOWRiMTA1YmZlYTpwOkY
For those thinking about compromise, JFK Promenade and the broader Golden Gate Park project is already a compromise. JFK Promenade represents less than 10% of the roads in Golden Gate Park—and less than 0.5% of the roads in San Francisco—and the only car-free space accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week in
our city.
Please pass the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we can move forward as a city making this space more accessible, equitable, and enjoyable for everyone in our city.
To hear from people who benefit from JFK Promenade, check out the videos on CommunitySpacesSF.com, where you can hear from people who love JFK Promenade and need you to make it permanent. In particular, listen to the stories of the following residents:
1) Carol, a senior with a disability who uses her mobility device on JFK Promenade with peace of mind that allows her to fully enjoy Golden Gate Park:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://youtu.be/cBG3pS1qswM___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo2NGU5MWQwMmNmZjljM2VmNTU0ZjQ0Yjg3OGRkZjQ2NDo2OmIxZWQ6ZDhlMDNjYWZmODAwODZiYjA0ODg5OWVkZWVlMzNhOWM1YWFiYmIwNDUwMzVlMTNmNWY5YTc5ZjJkODA0YTVlZDpwOkY
2) Kingston, a kid from the Southeast who rides his bike with friends on JFK Promenade, in part to escape violence in his neighborhood:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://youtu.be/Z0LGDrOFPJ4___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo2NGU5MWQwMmNmZjljM2VmNTU0ZjQ0Yjg3OGRkZjQ2NDo2OjkyZjk6MmQ1NTgyMGQ4ZDY3OTkwZTBmMDJkY2YwZTI3OTJiNThlZjM4NDRkYzRmNGM1NTAzMjcwOGFmMGVlNWFiMmJiNjpwOkY
3) Phil, who rarely visited Golden Gate Park growing up and now bikes there with RideOut Posse SF and encourages inner-city youth to be active at JFK Promenade:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://youtu.be/1QXo34gGlU8___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo2NGU5MWQwMmNmZjljM2VmNTU0ZjQ0Yjg3OGRkZjQ2NDo2OmQyNzA6ZmFmNDc3Y2ZiOGE5YmY0ZGUxMmZkM2FjMWQ1OWZkY2NjZjhmNzdjZDNkYTEyNDYyZDIxYmQ0ZjZlZDk2N2RmYTpwOkY
You can watch the full 'Safe Places, Community Spaces' video here:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://youtu.be/LVOymMfr7bc___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo2NGU5MWQwMmNmZjljM2VmNTU0ZjQ0Yjg3OGRkZjQ2NDo2OmFjODk6NThlNGZiNmMxZjY1Y2IxNmVhOTQ4MmRkZTRjYmZhODUwMjM2Y2VkODhiMzY2ZTI2MzQxZDlkMzE3N2ZhZWZiZjpwOkY
Please lead on this issue by passing the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we can move forward as a city making JFK Promenade more accessible, equitable, and enjoyable for everyone in our city.
Thank you, and please take care.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Cahill
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Open JFK Blvd
Saturday, April 23, 2022 8:42:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Please reopen JFK Blvd in Golden Gate Park in order to make our beautiful park available to all—not just to those
who can walk and ride bikes. I realize as I get older the importance of handicap accessibility. The road allows
accessibility for those who cannot walk or ride bikes. The road can be SHARED—but please do NOT eliminate the
road for cars!!
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

ALICE
MelgarStaff (BOS)
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Car access for JFK
Saturday, April 23, 2022 8:00:37 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Ms Melgar,
We are seniors and live in Golden Gate Heights.
Please vote to keep JFK open during the weekdays.
Young people can bike or walk in but to exclude cars driving on JFK during the weekdays is age discrimination.  
How can they even make use of the park when they are working on weekdays.
There is no reason to close this major street during the weekdays!
All of the other street closures in San Francisco are no longer necessary and should also be reopened.
Alice & Chris Xavier
D7

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Skaff
Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
California Department of Justice
San Francisco Mayor and Board of Supervisor Proposal to Permanently Close John F. Kennedy Drive in Golden
Gate Park to Vehicles
Saturday, April 23, 2022 6:34:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

San Francisco Mayor Breed and Board of Supervisors.
I am writing to ask that you, Mayor Breed, and the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, not
vote to permanently close John F. Kennedy Drive (JFK Drive) to all vehicles.
The following describe the reasons for my request:
1. Golden Gate Park and its building, facilities, and gardens, has historically been open and
accessible to everyone, including vulnerable seniors and people with disabilities. During the
15 years I worked for the City in the three positions I created, including Chief Building
Imspector, Bureau of Building Inspection (1989 through 1991), Department of Public Works
Americans with Disabilities Act Coordinator (1991 through 1998), and Deputy Director,
Mayor's Office on Disability (1998 through 2004), I interacted with both the Recreation and
Park Department and the
San Francisco Metropolitan Transportation Agency staff in an effort to assure that San
Francisco's public rights-of-way (including walkways in Golden Gate Park) and accessible onstreet parking (including accessible on-street parking in Golden Gate Park) would be available
to and usable by vulnerable seniors and people with disabilities. By closing JFK Drive to
vehicles, you will be removing those historically available accessibility features like the
close-in walkways and accessible on-street parking for those that need those close-in public
rights-of-way systems available so they can more easily access the special, and in many cases,
unusual (unlike those buildings, facilities, or programs found in any other City of San
Francisco park) Golden Gate Park buildings, facilities and programs.
During my 15 years with the City, I worked for 5 Mayors and multiple Board's of
Supervisors. During all of that time, although there were policies or projects where there were
disagreements, I never felt that any of those Mayors or Supervisors proactively jeapordized the
rights of the City's residents with disabilities, or for that matter, visitors to the City who were
persons with disabilities. Apparently that has changed!
2. The City of San Franciaco has, in the past, and continues to receive federal funds. Because
of that, the City must assure that it meets all requirements of the federal 504 civil rights
regulation: Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 requires that any

entity receiving federal financial assistance must ensure that persons
with disabilities are not discriminated against in any and all aspects of
employment, or denied access to the goods or services that these
federal fund recipients provide.

Also, based on the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the City of San
Francisco's "programs, policies, and procedures", as well as it's buildings
and facilities, must be accessible to people with disabilities. If you vote to
permanently remove vehicle access to JFK Drive, the City will be removing
the access features that for at least many years, have been available and
accessible to everyone, including people with disabilities, who are those that
most need access to accessible close-in parking and paths-of-travel to Park
buildings, programs and facilities. The ADA Standards allow for alternatives to
specified requirements as long as those alternatives provide "substantially equivalent or
greater accessibility and usability as an “equivalent facilitation.” Neither Mayor
Breed's or Supervisor Chan's proposals to Close portions or all of JFK Drive, in my opinion,
provide that required equivalency.

3. The shuttle that the City has apparently provided as "equivalent
facilitation", that serves JFK Drive, does not make up for the removal of
direct vehicle access to accessible on-street parking, that for years, has
been available on JFK Drive close-in to the special facilities and features
along JFK Drive. Additionally, for many vulnerable seniors who are semiambulatory, unlike City transit busses that "kneel", the shuttle vehicle doesnt
kneel and has multiple stairs that, for many seniors, are too high and difficult
to use, making the shuttle inaccessible to them. And for many vulnerable
seniors, having to climb on and off the shuttle multiple times will make that
service inaccessible to them. Also, for many, the need for standing and
waiting for a shuttle makes using the shuttle an inaccessible option,
especially in inclement weather. And, if the shuttle arrives and has no
available wheelchair   
tie-down locations available or the shuttle seating is full, requiring those that
may have already waited 15 or 20 minutes have to wait another 15 or 20
minutes, that "accessible" service to them becomes inaccessible. And for
visitors with disabilities from out of town who are unfamiliar with the City's
public transit system, closing JFK Drive and removing the accessible
parking along that roadway will make the programs and facilities
inaccessible to them. The Park Shuttle does not, in any way, make up for
the loss of
close-in on-street parking that has historically assured that
Park programs and features served by JFK Drive are accessible.
4. For a number of years, and based on the effective advocacy of Walk SF
and the SF Bike Coalition, the Mayor and Board of Supervisors has closed
JFK Drive to vehicles on weekends. Although that has created a problem
for some seniors and people with disabilities who are unable to use the Park

during the week because they work during the weekdays, for the most part,
the public generally accepted that closure because it did provide accessible
weekday alternative access. The present proposal does not provide any
real equivalency.
5.. The following was taken from the March meeting minutes of  San Francisco
County Transportation Authority (SFCTA)
“Vice Chair Peskin reiterated his concern stated at the prior Board meeting about funding an
organization – here, the San Francisco Bike Coalition, which was also involved in the
endorsement process of supervisorial candidates, noting he raised similar concerns about a
previous past contract the agency held with an outreach company that was simultaneously a
lobbyist of the Board and agency. He continued that he found it troubling that an organization
with the power of endorsement was also a recipient of taxpayer funds. Vice Chair Peskin
stated his intent to dissent again.
Safai joined in the dissent."
Also, it appears there also may be an issue with City employees at both SFMTA and the
Recreation and Park Department who are also possibly members of the SF Bike Coalition and
Walk San Francisco.
Based on the concerns I've raised in this email (and possibly others I've failed to cover), I hope
you, Mayor Breed, and you, members of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, will
reconsider and NOT vote to permanently close JFK Drive to vehicles.
I hope you won't force us to take legal action, but instead, consider the issues I've raised and
NOT vote for the proposed permanent closing of JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park to vehicles.
Thank you.
Richard Skaff, Executive Director
Designing Accessible Communities
Email:
richardskaff1@gmail.com
Cell: (707)-755-1681
“Get in good trouble, necessary trouble, and redeem the soul of America”
A statement made by civil rights leader, John Lewis.
"Fighting Hate,
Teaching Tolerance,
Seeking Justice" | The
Southern Poverty Law Center

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marlena Sheeran
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Golden Gate Park for All
Saturday, April 23, 2022 5:41:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors,
You were all elected to represent the ideas, needs and opinions of the people of your
districts. Please vote to keep Golden Gate Park accessible for ALL, as it was intended,
over 100 years ago. You have heard all of the arguments from the Elderly, the disabled
and those who do not live near the park, able bodied or not. Increasing shuttles, public transportation and
handicapped
parking spaces will not improve access for these groups at all. They simply will go elsewhere
and they shouldn't have to. Families who wish to enjoy a picnic in many of the lovely areas adjacent
to JFK drive are not going to lug in 1/4 to 1/2 mile, all of their gear plus kids. And the neighborhoods
surrounding the park have limited parking as it is and don't need more cars parking and driving
all around looking for spots.
Alternatives:
Compromise and close it ONE day a weekend (Sunday) There is no need for it to be
closed Monday - Friday And there are plenty of paths and bike lanes on JFK for the few
that use it during the week day.
Put it on the BALLOT for the voters to decide. Don't make conclusions based on "surveys". I listened to
the virtual meeting with SFMTA and Rec and Park and they referred to a survey with 800 people. There
are 800,000,000 people in this City.
Golden Gate Park For All!
Maria Fiumara Sheeran
SF Native 4th Generation

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn Carvajal
Judy; Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Re: VOTE NO on Mayor Breed"s proposal to close JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:21:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Thank you.
Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad
On Saturday, April 23, 2022, 6:00 PM, Judy <judyjunghans@aol.com> wrote:

Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK
Drive. The closure of JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and
beloved San Francisco gardens and institutions for people with disabilities,
seniors, multi-generational families and those who live far away from the
park. Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just those who can
afford to live near the park or can easily bike and walk.
There are too many older adults or disabled people who cannot easily
access the park if this road is closed.
I am also asking for a return to the 2007 Compromise
Agreement protocols, which kept the road open to all 24 hours a day
except 6am - 6pm Sundays and holidays, and Tea Garden Drive to
Transverse Drive on Saturdays April 1-September 30, 6am-6pm.
Thank you.
Judy Junghans
415-830-1816
"We don't walk away to teach people a lesson. We walk away because we
finally learned ours."

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
VOTE NO on Mayor Breed"s proposal to close JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 6:00:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The
closure of JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco
gardens and institutions for people with disabilities, seniors, multi-generational
families and those who live far away from the park. Golden Gate Park belongs to
everyone, not just those who can afford to live near the park or can easily bike and
walk.
There are too many older adults or disabled people who cannot easily access the park
if this road is closed.
I am also asking for a return to the 2007 Compromise Agreement protocols, which
kept the road open to all 24 hours a day except 6am - 6pm Sundays and holidays,
and Tea Garden Drive to Transverse Drive on Saturdays April 1-September 30, 6am6pm.
Thank you.
Judy Junghans
415-830-1816
"We don't walk away to teach people a lesson. We walk away because we finally
learned ours."

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patrick Tatola
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Public Servant Comment: Board of Supervisors and the SFCTA on April 26th, 9AM at City Hall
Sunday, April 24, 2022 11:05:25 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

When I started working at The de Young Museum I was very pleased and glad we had all day
parking on John F. Kennedy Drive. Working in San Francisco most of my adult life parking
was not pleasant. Since the closure of JFK I have been parking at Stow Lake and walking into
The de Young. My life has changed alot since 2015 when I started working at The de Young.
It has been hard walking uphill after having Covid in 2021 and the added walking has also
taken a toll on my body.
Health: After starting working at The Fine Arts Museums of SF I have started suffering
from: Plantar Fasciitis, Tophus Tendinitis. I'm only 34 years old. I cannot fathom those
elder coworkers and the issues they endure and how JFK closure has impacted them.
Covid has affected my breathing and I'm fighting to catch my breath when walking at a
healthy pace.
Theft: I have had my windows smashed and car ransacked while at work. My catalytic
converter was stolen from my commuter car and also my coworker Arnaldo Lacayo. We
both drive Honda Accords. I had the mechanic weld extra metal to divert future thefts
and had to pay out of pocket thousands. I always worry if my car is still intact as I walk
up to stow lake.
Commute: I have sought after lateral transfers to leave The Fine Arts of SF due to
commuting. I have turned down a position on the Peninsula with the SFPUC because of
my family schedule. If I have to park further, use public transportation, add time to my
commute I will not hesitate when the next position arises and also my family schedule is
changing soon I won't need my work schedule to help.
JFK access and harrassment: Sometimes we use our personal vehicles to transport
tools betweens museums The New de Young and The Legion of Honor. We do not have
a city vehicle but are required to have a Class: C Driver's License. We are supposed to
be able to respond to emergencies at work after hours. Having a license is the only way
we can respond within an hour to work. I have been avoiding maintenance requiring
transportation of tools to avoid confrontation. I have encountered an individual on
multiple occasions on JFK moving tools and sitting at my car parked at Stow Lake. I
have avoided any negativity by giving the person a thumbs up and thanking them for
their hard work. I have witnessed armed escorts delivering art being harrassed by people
enjoying JFK drive walking, biking and running. It amazes me the entitlement and
audacity by those enjoying JFK against those using JFK to access The de Young
museum.
Handicap Access: with JFK closure I have not seen as many guests on access days. On
some Mondays the only day that we're closed the de Young would give access to those
with mobility issues or special needs. There was quite a few handicap parking spaces on
JFK drive.
Parking: Many of my co-workers are forced to park in time restricted parking spaces
and move their vehicles while on the clock.

Conclusion: The closure of JFK not only impacts me but, my coworkers, the disabled and our
guests Please Re-Open JFK Drive!
-Engineer Patrick Tatola
(he, him, his)
(415)750-2619

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joyce Foreman
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Keep Golden Gate Park Open
Sunday, April 24, 2022 10:50:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please return to the 2007 Compromise Agreement protocols, which kept the road open to all 24 hours a
day except 6am - 6pm Sundays and holidays, and Tea Garden Drive to Transverse Drive on Saturdays
April 1-September 30, 6am-6pm.
This is vital for seniors and people with disabilities.
Joyce Foreman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pamela Fine
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive - Closure
Sunday, April 24, 2022 10:37:26 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Hello,
I live in the Richmond district and I fully support the closure of JFK drive in GG Park. It is a
joy to not have cars and I support the permanent closure of JFK to autos.
Pamela Fine

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Kretschmer
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Please do not close down JFK drive to cars and seniors.
Sunday, April 24, 2022 10:33:25 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
As a 74 year old senior who always votes, please do not close down JFK to cars. I see this
as an affront to those of us who like to enjoy the beautiful drive thru the park.
Thank you,
Peter Kretschmer
Lombard St resident, SFO

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deirdre
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Please don"t close JFK Drive to vehicular traffic.
Sunday, April 24, 2022 9:54:06 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I’m writing to oppose the permanent closure of John F. Kennedy Drive to vehicular traffic. PLEASE think of all
your constituents and visitors to the city who are not so mobile. I fit into several of these categories. I’m a senior
who grew up in San Francisco and now lives in Marin, but who frequently goes into the city. I am not partially
disabled and can’t walk easily. A motorized wheelchair is not in my budget. Even now, when I go into the de Young
Museum, I have to arrange for a volunteer in advance (not a museum volunteer) to push me through the museum
and they’re not always available; it’s a significant loss of independence. Getting someone to push me down JFK
Drive or through the bandshell area is a major imposition and is not an option. Shutting off JFK Drive to vehicular
traffic means I will no longer be able to drive myself or out-of-town visitors through one most beautiful drives in the
city and to the interior of Golden Gate Park. If they want to do it themselves on foot, they won’t be able to include
me. People who can walk easily will still have access to the drive, but for those who can’t walk well or walk far, you
would be removing a chief enjoyment. Please don’t do this.
Deirdre McCrohan
Mill Valley, CA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

claire-laure belt
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Meeting ID: 2486 137 0759 - JFK Closure
Sunday, April 24, 2022 9:51:45 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I'm not able to attend next Tuesday 04/26 Board of Supervisor Meeting regarding the permanent closing
of JFK Drive.
I'm absolutely against the permanent closure.
As a senior, who, like many in San Francisco, I need to drive to access Golden Gate Park and cannot
afford the very expensive parking
.garage I live across town from the park and public transportation is not a practical solution. As a grandmother,
I need my car to take my grand-son to the park. I would like to be able to go see exhibits at both museum
and visit the many attractions the park his offering.
Closing JFK to cars means that only very selected people - living close by or young enough to use their
bike - can enjoy the park. . The park is for everybody and should not exclude the majority of the citizen
living in San Francisco. Golden Gate Park is a public park for the enjoyment of all.
Thank you for adding my comment - to not close JFK Drive.
Claire Belt

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pugaykm@gmail.com
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Reopen JFK to cars
Sunday, April 24, 2022 8:32:49 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

To the Board of Supervisors,
Please open JFK to cars. Walkers and bikers already have 125 parks, just as many trails, miles of beach and
numerous bike lanes in the city. And 2 new parks in the Presidio are opening exclusively for them. People who can’t
walk far, have disabilities, have POOR energy reserve...people who live outside the city are shunned in favor of
people that can walk or bike the distance. They don’t count. The city cares only about the healthy, people and bikers,
and provides them the extra recreational areas. Everybody else is excluded or made to park far, somehow get to a
shuttle, wait for the shuttle, board the shuttle, and use what little energy they have left to exit the shuttle. Have some
consideration for the marginalized communities in this city. It pains my heart to see young people on the news
getting agitated and demanding to walk on asphalt streets rather than enjoying the beautiful trails that the city
created for them.
If you’re concerned about cars creating pollution in this city, the numerous road closures create even more pollution
with cars driving extra distance around these closures and idling their engines with the increased traffic congestion.
If one goal is to keep building more buildings to increase the population in the city, then traffic efficiency and
infrastructure needs to be considered, not increasing no car zones for the people who want more exclusive
recreational spaces.
Karen Pugay
Sent from Karen's iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

thevermins
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Closeur.
Sunday, April 24, 2022 7:45:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please open JFK Drive to cars for the sake of the elderly and handicapped people
who need access to the park.
Thank you,
Catherin Warner.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Paula Symonds
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
opening JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:18:32 PM
clip_image001.png

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

To the Board of Supervisors,
San Francisco is known for many things and one of them is its world class museums, one of which is located in Golden Gate Park between JFK Drive and Martin
Luther King Drive. The DeYoung Museum attracts San Franciscans across many age groups and visitors from all over California, other states and outside the
US. One of its most faithful groups here in the city and the greater Bay Area is retirees. Once the work of a lifetime is completed many from this group seek the
solace and the beauty found in art. They do this by becoming members of the museum and as such visit on a regular basis. Many from this group also become
volunteers believing it is time to give back some of what San Francisco has offered them over the years.

Many volunteers travel from outside the city to work at the museum. At the beginning of the pandemic San Francisco Park and Rec made a unilateral decision to
close Martin Luther King Drive. At the time of the closure no one from the Senior group was impacted as all were closeted at home. Now with the reopening,
Park and Rec And The Mayor want to continue the closure not only on the weekends, which had already been the case but every day.
JFK Drive, which borders the DeYoung Museum, has provided free parking close by both for volunteers and Senior visitors. This parking has included ADA
compliance spots within 1/10th of a mile of the museum’s side entrance on JFK Drive for those with mobility issues. As the museum opens and volunteers return
many feel they will no longer be able to work their shifts if they cannot drive and park nearby. Public transportation is not a reliable or safe alternative. Masks no
masks what to do?! Many older patrons do not feel safe on San Francisco public transportation. On several occasions pre-pandemic I have attempted to take the
bus myself from Noe Valley to the museum for my volunteer shifts. The bus never followed the schedule. On the weekend it didn’t start early enough. To go
from my house in Noe Valley by car takes 15 minutes while by bus the few times I tried almost an hour. My time is as valuable as a fully employed person. I
don’t like wasting it standing on a street corner waiting for a bus that never comes. On two occasions when the bus never appeared I decided to walk and was
able to walk the distance in 40 minutes. I am not your average 76 year-old and this is not a viable solution for the majority of Seniors nor would it be for me on a
rainy cold winter day.
The garage, which is not operated by the museum, is too expensive for people on fixed incomes who visit the museum regularly as volunteers and senior
members do, and during popular exhibitions there are not enough regular or ADA parking spaces. On an average day during the Matisse exhibition the museum
greeted approximately 5,000 visitors. For Bouquets to Art’s first day last year the museum had over 500 visitors and the city had not yet fully opened.
Volunteers often work evening events. It is hard to expect Seniors especially unaccompanied women to walk safely though a dark park back and forth to the
museum, especially when we see seniors attacked fairly regularly on the City’s streets.
The problems Seniors have with the closure becomes one of equity. Just look at this picture and you will see not one senior engaging, but only a few feet
away is the Museum they cannot access.

<!--[if !vml]-->

<!--[endif]-->

Golden Gate Park is more than its roads. It is more than a place for five year old’s to learn how to ride a bike. It is more than a bike path from the Zoo to the
Embarcadero. It contains a science academy and world class museum, a lovely children’s playground and merry-go-round. It contains soccer fields for the use of
city kids. It has meadows for games, graduations, picnics and birthdays. It has a polo field and stables that are not being utilized now. You can boat in the park
and feed ducks in many of its ponds. You can drive and race radio-controlled boats. You can play tennis and bocce ball. You can practice archery. You can visit
the world of plants and flowers in a Victorian glass house. You can pretend you are in a garden in Japan and drink tea and eat cookies that are outside your usual
experience. BUT Mayor Breed and some supervisors seem to think it should only belong to the bikers and walkers thus diminishing all the other activities that it
contains.
The equity issues associated with the closure of JFK Drive don’t only impact Seniors. They impact families who want to picnic or celebrate birthday
but can’t carry their supplies on a bike or trundle them on a bus. They impact children, especially children of color who come from the far-flung

corners of the city to visit the science museum or art museum or Arboretum or Japanese Tea Garden. They must endure several transfers on a bus or
ride a bicycle! to get to the park. It only makes sense for the white elite who live close to the park boundary to make it very difficult for these groups to
come, though very un San Franciscan. The closure will keep tourists out and City visitors away as well by making it too hard or forcing them to limit
their use of ALL the wonders of the Park.
The closure of JFK Drive would severely impact the operation of the DeYoung Museum already in debt due to the pandemic closure. The attendance at this point
in time is down 50%. The evening and daytime functions that the museum has for openings, meetings, some wedding receptions and other get togethers are made
very difficult with the closure. The museum’s loading dock is located off JFK. Bringing in and taking out exhibits and other operation materials is problematic. It
is my understanding that drivers who are simply doing their job delivering needed supplies to the museum are harassed for driving on the closed street.
If visitors choose to drive, they will be forced to park, if they can, in the surrounding neighborhoods. This would increase traffic in the neighborhoods and take
away all the parking for homes and businesses. Parking meters would not solve the problem but rather turn more people away. Martin Luther King Drive is now
the closest parking to the museum in the park. The 4- hour parking limit is strictly enforced. Staff and volunteers who are working longer than 4 hours must use
their whole break time to move their cars to prevent ticketing and there is no guarantee that a new parking place can be found in the now very limited parking
available. The closure simply makes no sense at all.
The weekends saw a closure of JFK pre-pandemic. Closures on Saturday or Sunday or both could continue. A speed limit that is enforced in the park of 20 miles
an hour would help to alleviate any accidents that occur due to cars speeding through the park. JFK Drive is not a private road for bicyclists to access the city.
Keep our park for those that want to experience it’s wonders not just drive through it to get to work. The weekends will provide space for children to ride on the
closed streets even though this compromise is not ideal. it is a COMPROMISE which the Mayor and the bicyclists seem unwilling to do.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ruth Wu
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK road
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:58:13 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Please reopen the road during the week. It is difficult to take my elderly friends to the DeYoung museum while I go
out of the park to look for parking.
Ruth Wu
1400 Geary Blvd.
San Francisco, CA. 94109
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael marden
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Support a JFK Drive compromise!
Sunday, April 24, 2022 12:00:41 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access
for everyone else.
I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.
Regards,
Michael marden
San Francisco, CA 94121

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marie Sorenson
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Support a JFK Drive compromise!
Friday, April 22, 2022 4:05:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access
for everyone else.
I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.
Regards,
Marie Sorenson
San Francisco, CA 94110

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Breslin
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Support a JFK Drive compromise!
Friday, April 22, 2022 2:25:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access
for everyone else.
I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.
Regards,
Karen Breslin
San Francisco, CA 94127

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lorraine Lucas
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Support a JFK Drive compromise!
Friday, April 22, 2022 2:24:36 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I support a Golden Gate Park that is accessible to everyone. We all agree that bicyclists and
pedestrians should have access to Golden Gate Park, but we need to balance that with access
for everyone else.
I urge you to restore access to Golden Gate Park as it was before the pandemic.
Regards,
Lorraine Lucas
38 Clayton St
San Francisco, CA 94117

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Sellers
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Please Reopen JFK near the museums in Golden Gate Park, close it farther west instead!
Sunday, April 24, 2022 4:08:51 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board Members,
I am a Richmond District resident who enjoys Golden Gate Park on a daily basis and although
I don’t need the free parking close to the museums I know that many people do. It is unfair to
give able bodied people the luxury of extra space to walk/bike/scooter as they please while
others now find it difficult or impossible to visit our important cultural institutions without
prohibitive parking costs.
There are ample areas in the park for people like me to continue walking and biking. If you
want to close part of JFK to vehicles, why not close a stretch to the west of Crossover
Dr.? That makes far more sense to me. Closing that stretch of JFK would allow visitors
to park closer to the museums once again and there would still be plenty of open road for
others to enjoy.
Best regards
Emily Sellers

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Wermer
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS); Haney,
Matt (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen,
Hillary; Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Please support 220261 [Park Code - Golden Gate Park Access and Safety Program - Slow Street Road,Closures]
Sunday, April 24, 2022 3:37:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors,
I urge approval for File 220261, Park Code - Golden Gate Park Access
and Safety Program - Slow Street Road Closures, I thank Mayor Breed
and Supervisors Preston, Mandelman and Haney for sponsoring this ordinance.
I also urge rejection of the Modified Configuration as proposed by
Supervisors Chan and Walton.
I strongly oppose the proposed modified configuration, based on my
experiences with a similar set up in Rhode Island's Lincoln Woods State
Park.
A large public park such as Golden Gate Park should be a low stress
space where people can relax - and that is exactly what the current JFK
configuration provides. With JFK car free, it is quiet, with ample
space for both pedestrians and wheeled device users to travel to and
explore this glorious park.
The Lincoln Woods configuration, on the other hand, has pedestrians
constantly looking back over their shoulders as they hear a car
approach. And, as a driver, I worry about the dog on a long lead
leaping towards a squirrel - and in front of my car. I worry about the
wobbly bicycle rider - will their wobble take them into my path?
Visiting Lincoln Woods   does not offer the relaxing experience of Car
Free JFK.
And having a stress-free, safe place for parents to teach their children
to ride a bicycle, or to (re)learn how to use a bicycle themselves, is a
critical tool to enable the behavior changes needed to transition people
away from using the car as the primary means of transportation. For
transit behavior changes to occur, people need to be comfortable with
the new options. Car Free JFK provides a place to develop that comfort.
Let's keep JFK as it is now: Safe, quiet, and stress-free.
Thank you,
Paul Wermer
-Paul Wermer
2309 California St
San Francisco, CA 94115

paul@pw-sc.com

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Paul Klein
Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA)
Commission, Recpark (REC); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Board of Supervisors, (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); Stefani,
Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS);
MelgarStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS);
clerk@sfcta.org; hello@kidsafeggp.com
Please keep JFK car free
Sunday, April 24, 2022 3:34:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Hello all,
I'm writing to you to ask for your support in keeping JFK car-free permanently. This isn't a
copy pasted email, and I hope you read on.
I've lived in San Francisco for the past decade and am an alumnus of San Francisco State
University. One of the reasons I fell in love with this town is the vast green space available to
the residents. There are very few cities where you can almost always find a park less than a
15-minute walk from your house.
One of the best things to come out of the pandemic has been the slow streets, car-free great
highway, and car-free jfk. In a time when America is more divided than ever, these shared
community spaces have brought me closer to my fellow San Franciscans.
Seeing my neighbors walk, run, ride, bike, or roll down JFK on a sunny Thursday
afternoon has brought optimism to a city that desperately needs it.
Our beautiful 7x7 city deserves as much car-free space as possible. We need to incentivize
people to live in this city, work in this city, and walk in this city.
Keeping JFK free would be a big victory for our little city. If you don't believe me, I
encourage you to get out there today and see the smiles on JFK drive.
Thank you very much,
Paul Klein
94117

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Super
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Permanent Closure of GG Park Main Drive (JFK) AGAINST
Sunday, April 24, 2022 3:13:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Yes, it would be a good idea for you young'uns, but since I am 85, I really need to get closer to
the Museum and the Academy, and the garage prices are very high for someone on a limited
income, like a whole lot of us older folk. I make room in my limited budget for membership in
both the Museum and the Academy because I want access and also to support these
institutions. Now you want to make it harder for me to visit? Please, no. I am against
permanent closure of JFK Drive because I want access to these institutions. Thank you for
considering my opinion.
Barbara Super

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Dold
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Reopen JFK Drive
Sunday, April 24, 2022 4:21:09 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK
Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every
year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to
balance equity AND safety!
Regards,
Karen Dold

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Escamilla
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Reopen JFK Drive
Sunday, April 24, 2022 10:46:24 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

As a resident of the Inner Richmond, I would very frequently bring my two young boys to ride
bikes along JFK Drive BEFORE its closure. Additionally, I would ride to/from work along
JFK Drive almost daily. I can attest that JFK Drive's design is the most effective example of
how bikes, cars, and pedestrians may share the same road safely and efficiently. There is no
need to close the road entirely to automobile traffic.
Even with cars on JFK, it is FAR SAFER for bikes and pedestrians than virtually every other
street in SF. Further, the road is critical for accessing the multiple green spaces the park has to
offer. I cannot imagine enjoying a kids' birthday party at the park ever again if I have to walk
in two strollers, a cooler, a cake, presents, etc. A car is necessary for the full enjoyment of the
park.
Please reopen JFK.
Thank you,
Steve Escamilla
-Steven R. Escamilla
415-302-9054
steve.escamilla@gmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Bier
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Reopen JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:59:06 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK
Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every
year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to
balance equity AND safety!
Regards,
Carol Bier

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Urbanus
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Reopen JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 7:49:24 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I have been a member of the Fine Arts museums. The combination of Covid and the closure of JFK Drive has made
it impossible to visit the de Young. And despite maintaining my membership have not used it for over 2 years. With
the hoped for waning of Covid I’m prepared to resume visiting the de Young. However, I will neither visit nor
renew my membership if the de Young remains marooned, unnecessarily barricaded by JFK’s closure. Frankly it’s
ridiculous to close the main road through Golden Gate Park to enable strollers to mosey down the middle of a
roadway. The pedestrian paths are already generously sized and can be made even wider if so desired. Access to the
park and parking are quite another thing. I must drive from Santa Cruz. So my visits are not quixotic. They are
deliberately planned with a wheelchair for my partner. The notion of offsite parking requiring additional
inconvenience of taking a bus to the de Young is unacceptable. I am a native son of four generations. Visiting the
City has been made exceedingly difficult and expensive over the years. I’ve already given up on the opera and
symphony. Decisions to close roads to cars, such as the Great Highway, may satisfy some residents. But they
alienate the additional people who support and pay for San Francisco’s culture. Reopen JFK Drive!
Doug Urbanus
8290 Fremont Ave
Ben Lomond CA 95005
831-336-8505
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

judith wing
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
clerk@sfcta.org
Reopen JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 6:00:07 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I am writing you to express my concern of JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park and asking that you consider to reopen it.
I am 67 years old and although fairly mobile, it is difficult to provide access to the park for my elderly relatives that
depend on me to drive them for accessibility to the park.
I also know and are aware of the volunteers & staff that work within park to depend on their vehicles for
transportation.
Please reopen JFK Drive for ALL of us.
Sincerely,
Judith Wing
SF / Jordan Park resident

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JL
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Reopen JFK Drive
Friday, April 22, 2022 3:12:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I fully support bicyclist and pedestrian safety. That's why I am asking you to reopen JFK
Drive to how it was before COVID. It is closed all Sundays and half of the Saturdays every
year, with ample bike lanes and pedestrian walkways each day of the week. We need to
balance equity AND safety!
Regards,
JL

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Johnson
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK. Drive
Sunday, April 24, 2022 4:57:00 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I strongly object to the closing of JFK Drive. I will impact so very many people wishing to use the park attractions.
Thank you for hearing me.
Barbara Johnson
San Francisco

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mickey.griffin@gmail.com
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Parking and JFK Drive
Sunday, April 24, 2022 4:45:03 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Honorable Supervisors:
My urgent request as a frequent visitor to the de Young Museum
concerns the scarcity of parking created by the closing of JFK Drive. I
drive 55 miles one-way to get there, and I did notice from that museum’s
tower how relatively FEW people were using the closed street. I wonder
how far they traveled to use that street.
A compromise is desperately needed – that is what this country was
founded on. Don’t let us down!
Mickey Paddock Bright Griffin
150 Alma Street, 312
Menlo Park, CA 94025
407-252-3123

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allegra Printz
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK RD Closure
Sunday, April 24, 2022 6:04:05 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Board;
I am opposed to permanent closure of JFK Drive, as well as that of Ocean Beach Hwy.
I no longer live in SF, but,still living locally, I use these roads regularly to visit the Museum, GG Park & friends in
Pacifica. Closure makes access a lot more difficult & less enjoyable, which will result in fewer visits.
I urge you to consider the impact of closure on the whole Bay Area community & not just city residents.
Thank You,
A. Printz
San Rafael

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Roan Kattouw
Chan, Connie (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS);
Haney, Matt (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS);
Safai, Ahsha (BOS)
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Clerk@sfcta.org; Breed, Mayor London (MYR); MOD, (ADM); Bohn, Nicole (ADM);
Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Commission, Recpark (REC);
GGPAccess@sfmta.com; LukeBornheimer@gmail.com; Hello@communityspacessf.com
Please make JFK Promenade permanent by passing Mayor Breed"s Golden Gate Park legislation
Sunday, April 24, 2022 6:00:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Board of Supervisors,
JFK Promenade has been a silver lining of the pandemic, resulting in a 30%+ increase in park
visitation from across our city (~8 million visits), and was supported by more than 70% of San
Franciscans who engaged in the official City survey. Further outreach showed broad support
for permanence with increased access and equity to this amazing space without compromising
or amending the Mayor's legislation and City staff recommendations.
JFK Promenade makes our city a more connected, healthy, and sustainable city.
With Tuesday's meeting about the Mayor's legislation, the people of our city are looking to
you to lead and pass the Mayor's legislation as is—please no more delays, continuations, or
amendments. Now is the time to make a decision, lead, and move forward for the future of our
city.
People who love and rely on JFK Promenade assume it is already permanent and they are
looking to you to vote in their interest to make JFK Promenade permanent and allow City staff
to continue increasing accessibility, equity, and safety in our park. The Mayor's legislation
will increase access and equity to JFK Promenade without compromising on the joy, safety,
community, beauty, and serenity that the space has created. We need constructive,
programmatic, and collaborative leadership that focuses on solutions and takes necessary
action to move our city forward towards a more connected, healthy, and sustainable future.
Among countless positive uses, JFK Promenade serves as an essential commute corridor for
workers as well as kids and families, including as part of the JFK Promenade Bike Bus:
https://SFBikeBus.com/JFK
For those thinking about compromise, JFK Promenade and the broader Golden Gate Park
project is already a compromise. JFK Promenade represents less than 10% of the roads in
Golden Gate Park—and less than 0.5% of the roads in San Francisco—and the only car-free
space accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week in our city.
Please pass the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we can move forward as a
city making this space more accessible, equitable, and enjoyable for everyone in our city.
To hear from people who benefit from JFK Promenade, check out the videos on
CommunitySpacesSF.com, where you can hear from people who love JFK Promenade and

need you to make it permanent. In particular, listen to the stories of the following residents:
1) Carol, a senior with a disability who uses her mobility device on JFK Promenade with
peace of mind that allows her to fully enjoy Golden Gate Park:
https://youtu.be/cBG3pS1qswM
2) Kingston, a kid from the Southeast who rides his bike with friends on JFK Promenade, in
part to escape violence in his neighborhood: https://youtu.be/Z0LGDrOFPJ4
3) Phil, who rarely visited Golden Gate Park growing up and now bikes there with RideOut
Posse SF and encourages inner-city youth to be active at JFK Promenade:
https://youtu.be/1QXo34gGlU8
You can watch the full 'Safe Places, Community Spaces' video here:
https://youtu.be/LVOymMfr7bc
Please lead on this issue by passing the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we
can move forward as a city making JFK Promenade more accessible, equitable, and enjoyable
for everyone in our city.
Thank you, and please take care.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Wise
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive closure to vehicular traffic
Sunday, April 24, 2022 5:47:26 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

In the name of ADA accessibility, equity and equality for all, and fiscal responsibility directly
related towards maintaining our two jewels of San Francisco science and culture, the Academy
of Sciences and the de Young Museum, I implore you to reject a proposed permanent closure
to vehicular traffic in Golden Gate Park on Tuesday morning. Even visitors from out of town
would be adversely affected by this monumental mistake, by reducing their abilities to enjoy
the many pleasures that Golden Gate Park has offered over these past hundred years. The
affected parties to this backward proposal is really an untold number, which would impact
negatively and have severe ramifications on our ability to attempt to recover from the setbacks
of the last two years. Please resolve to decide to insure that future generations of visitors may
be able to enjoy what we have always taken for granted. We owe them at least that much.
Thank you.
Michael Wise
Access Advisor to the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Fennel Doyle
Chan, Connie (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS);
Haney, Matt (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS);
Safai, Ahsha (BOS)
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Clerk@sfcta.org; Breed, Mayor London (MYR); MOD, (ADM); Bohn, Nicole (ADM);
Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Commission, Recpark (REC);
GGPAccess@sfmta.com; Luke Bornheimer; Hello@communityspacessf.com
PRO carfree PARK 4eva: pass Mayor Breed"s Golden Gate Park plan
Sunday, April 24, 2022 6:12:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Board of Supervisors,
50 years of climate talk is killing us. Climate action NOW!
Reduce CO2 emissions. Human induced climate chaos is killing off bees, butterflies &
birds. Park is home to high vibe native California plants, ecosystems & wild animals. Time
to restore habitats to bless up our natural blessings.
We have logged 3500 miles since 2020 March 2020 commuting, learning & contemplating
blessings. Check our D5WR #RxRolligion ritual. Blazing it up weekly run #44+!
District 5 Weather Reporters Walkabouts - BLACK BROWN BEIGE & POOR urban eco
adventures straight outta Fillmore/Western Addition:
https://www.strava.com/athletes/67012557
JFK Promenade has been a silver lining of the pandemic, resulting in a 30%+ increase in
park visitation from across our city (~8 million visits), and was supported by more than 70%
of San Franciscans who engaged in the official City survey. Further outreach showed broad
support for permanence with increased access and equity to this amazing space without
compromising or amending the Mayor's legislation and City staff recommendations.
JFK Promenade makes our city a more connected, healthy, and sustainable city.
With Tuesday's meeting about the Mayor's legislation, the people of our city are looking to
you to lead and pass the Mayor's legislation as is—please no more delays, continuations, or
amendments. Now is the time to make a decision, lead, and move forward for the future of
our city.
People who love and rely on JFK Promenade assume it is already permanent and they are
looking to you to vote in their interest to make JFK Promenade permanent and allow City
staff to continue increasing accessibility, equity, and safety in our park. The Mayor's
legislation will increase access and equity to JFK Promenade without compromising on the
joy, safety, community, beauty, and serenity that the space has created. We need
constructive, programmatic, and collaborative leadership that focuses on solutions and takes
necessary action to move our city forward towards a more connected, healthy, and
sustainable future.

Among countless positive uses, JFK Promenade serves as an essential commute corridor for
workers as well as kids and families, including as part of the JFK Promenade Bike Bus:
https://SFBikeBus.com/JFK
For those thinking about compromise, JFK Promenade and the broader Golden Gate Park
project is already a compromise. JFK Promenade represents less than 10% of the roads in
Golden Gate Park—and less than 0.5% of the roads in San Francisco—and the only car-free
space accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week in our city.
Please pass the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we can move forward as a
city making this space more accessible, equitable, and enjoyable for everyone in our city.
To hear from people who benefit from JFK Promenade, check out the videos on
CommunitySpacesSF.com, where you can hear from people who love JFK Promenade and
need you to make it permanent. In particular, listen to the stories of the following residents:
1) Carol, a senior with a disability who uses her mobility device on JFK Promenade with
peace of mind that allows her to fully enjoy Golden Gate Park:
https://youtu.be/cBG3pS1qswM
2) Kingston, a kid from the Southeast who rides his bike with friends on JFK Promenade, in
part to escape violence in his neighborhood: https://youtu.be/Z0LGDrOFPJ4
3) Phil, who rarely visited Golden Gate Park growing up and now bikes there with RideOut
Posse SF and encourages inner-city youth to be active at JFK Promenade:
https://youtu.be/1QXo34gGlU8
You can watch the full 'Safe Places, Community Spaces' video here:
https://youtu.be/LVOymMfr7bc
Please lead on this issue by passing the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we
can move forward as a city making JFK Promenade more accessible, equitable, and
enjoyable for everyone in our city.
THXOXO,
Fennel & Fabricio Doyle
D5 Weather Reporters

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Fennel Doyle
Chan, Connie (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS);
Haney, Matt (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS);
Safai, Ahsha (BOS)
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Clerk@sfcta.org; Breed, Mayor London (MYR); MOD, (ADM); Bohn, Nicole (ADM);
Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Commission, Recpark (REC);
GGPAccess@sfmta.com; Luke Bornheimer; Hello@communityspacessf.com
PRO carfree PARK 4eva: pass Mayor Breed"s Golden Gate Park plan
Sunday, April 24, 2022 6:01:32 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Board of Supervisors,
50 years of climate talk is killing us. Climate action NOW!
Reduce CO2 emissions. Human induced climate chaos is killing off bees, butterflies & birds.
Park is home to high vibe native California plants, ecosystems & wild animals. Time to restore
habitats to bless up our natural blessings.
JFK Promenade has been a silver lining of the pandemic, resulting in a 30%+ increase in park
visitation from across our city (~8 million visits), and was supported by more than 70% of San
Franciscans who engaged in the official City survey. Further outreach showed broad support
for permanence with increased access and equity to this amazing space without compromising
or amending the Mayor's legislation and City staff recommendations.
JFK Promenade makes our city a more connected, healthy, and sustainable city.
With Tuesday's meeting about the Mayor's legislation, the people of our city are looking to
you to lead and pass the Mayor's legislation as is—please no more delays, continuations, or
amendments. Now is the time to make a decision, lead, and move forward for the future of our
city.
People who love and rely on JFK Promenade assume it is already permanent and they are
looking to you to vote in their interest to make JFK Promenade permanent and allow City staff
to continue increasing accessibility, equity, and safety in our park. The Mayor's legislation
will increase access and equity to JFK Promenade without compromising on the joy, safety,
community, beauty, and serenity that the space has created. We need constructive,
programmatic, and collaborative leadership that focuses on solutions and takes necessary
action to move our city forward towards a more connected, healthy, and sustainable future.
Among countless positive uses, JFK Promenade serves as an essential commute corridor for
workers as well as kids and families, including as part of the JFK Promenade Bike Bus:
https://SFBikeBus.com/JFK
For those thinking about compromise, JFK Promenade and the broader Golden Gate Park
project is already a compromise. JFK Promenade represents less than 10% of the roads in
Golden Gate Park—and less than 0.5% of the roads in San Francisco—and the only car-free
space accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week in our city.

Please pass the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we can move forward as a
city making this space more accessible, equitable, and enjoyable for everyone in our city.
To hear from people who benefit from JFK Promenade, check out the videos on
CommunitySpacesSF.com, where you can hear from people who love JFK Promenade and
need you to make it permanent. In particular, listen to the stories of the following residents:
1) Carol, a senior with a disability who uses her mobility device on JFK Promenade with
peace of mind that allows her to fully enjoy Golden Gate Park:
https://youtu.be/cBG3pS1qswM
2) Kingston, a kid from the Southeast who rides his bike with friends on JFK Promenade, in
part to escape violence in his neighborhood: https://youtu.be/Z0LGDrOFPJ4
3) Phil, who rarely visited Golden Gate Park growing up and now bikes there with RideOut
Posse SF and encourages inner-city youth to be active at JFK Promenade:
https://youtu.be/1QXo34gGlU8
You can watch the full 'Safe Places, Community Spaces' video here:
https://youtu.be/LVOymMfr7bc
Please lead on this issue by passing the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we
can move forward as a city making JFK Promenade more accessible, equitable, and enjoyable
for everyone in our city.
Thank you, and please take care.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

brendan cadam
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Golden Gate Park
Sunday, April 24, 2022 10:16:26 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
It's time for John F. Kennedy Drive to reopen. Golden Gate Park is a critical open space that
everyone should be able to visit.
I urge you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with all roadways
open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays and some Saturdays as it was before
Thanks for your consideration,
brendan cadam

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

birdofparadise567
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Clerk@sfcta.org; Mar, Gordon (BOS); Marstaff (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS);
ChanStaff (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); MelgarStaff (BOS)
Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22
Sunday, April 24, 2022 9:28:33 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The closure of JFK
Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco institutions for people with
disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those who live far away from the park.
Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just those who can afford to live near the park or
can easily bike and walk.
Thank you,
Linda Chan
Concerned Sunset Residents

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marla Blanchard
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
"Comments" re: Take Action - JFK Drive Vote
Sunday, April 24, 2022 8:26:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Greetings
Thank You for allowing the public to comment before this issue is
settled. I hope I'm submitting this in enough time to be
considered before the issue goes to vote.
My thoughts about JFK Drive being closed permanently, which I
am adamantly against, but would be open to other alternatives if
presented.
I feel closing JFK drive permanently is not the solution. This issue
is not as "Black and White" as it appears and impacts many who
need unobstructed access for various and sundry reasons.
The biggest and greatest need to close JFK during the height
of the Pandemic and for over 2 years, has passed.
People are no longer hog tied to their homes.
Getting out and about in nature, whether that be walking,
hiking, riding a bike, scooter or whatever, exists not just in
GGP. Options have opened up all over the city. Where access
is "not such an issue" for folks with disabilities. And public
transportation to these areas is not as scarce as trying to get
to GGP.
I'm 68 years young (not old); I don't have a bike because
there is no place to store it; nor do I have a scooter or any
other 2 or 3 wheel mobile options. Definitely not a
skateboard.
However, I do have a car and current mobility challenges.
Awaiting a new hip. Walking, running, riding a bike or scooter
is NOT AN OPTION FOR ME !
Public transportation from my house in NOPA is almost nonexistent, especially trying to get a bus close enough to GGP
that I don't have to walk a mile or more to gain access. My
bus options have dwindled from seven to only 1 bus. I'm

blocks away from any other bus (the 5 or 21) that may get
me within a mile of the park. And I believe even one of these
buses has not returned since the pandemic.
I do have a car and a handicap placard, of which I would need
and use both to gain access to the park. Sadly the parking
garage charges "Way Too Much $$" to even consider parking
there and it's also not a convenient option.
When I am driving and reach my destination, I need to use
my cane for additional support. I cannot walk a mile "In your
shoes"!
IF JFK Drive were to remain open to vehicles, at least during
the week, I could enjoy the park, the surroundings, the
museums and nature in general "because" I could park, using
my placard.
As it stands now, I cannot ! Why! Because of all the reasons I
listed above.
I am not the only person who has lost out on access to the
park because the drive is closed.
You don't know what challenges other folks face. You haven't
even taken them / us / me into consideration.
We should ALL have access by other means, than the 2 or 3
wheel kind.
I seriously feel discriminated against because I don't fit what
you seem to think are "adequate means of access and/or
transportation".
So ask yourself this, are you (the panel) considering
EVERYONE when voting on this decision to keep JFK Drive
closed. Do you know folks like myself who can no longer
enjoy the park, because of a few (how many) who can use
the other 1/2 dozen options, we can't. Maybe a friend,
neighbor, family member, out of town guest, you name it, the
options are endless.
To allow one group of folks, possibly more mobile than many
of us who aren't, to drive this decision to close JFK Drive
permanently. That's absurd !!
Might I also mention bike riders have the "Wiggle; Green
stripes in the road for their own use; too many slow streets
where all this activity can also take place (riding, biking,
walking, scooter, etc.)

What happened to the old days when people walked on the
sidewalk, or in the green grass. WHY do we need to pay such
special attention to those who feel the need to walk in the
middle of the street, for gawd's sake. That is what sidewalks
are for.
I say STOP CATERING TO THOSE MORE FORTUNATE and
consider those of us who are facing more challenges and
deserve the same rights as others when it comes to accessing
public spaces.
Keeping JFK Drive closed to vehicle access 7 days a week is
just stupid. The closure doesn't just impact me, think of
deliveries, taxis, and all other reasons folks may need to drive
through the park.
This closure has impacted the traffic all around the park,
congesting the roads, creating more exhaust, not to mention
sucking up gas at a mere $5.99 a gallon. Many trips that used
to take me 15 min., now take me over 45 min., just to get
around.
So I plead and even beg you to reconsider this vote. Weigh
the options and take ALL INTO CONSIDERATION, who would
love access to our beautiful park.
When it was closed to traffic on weekends (pre-pandemic)
that didn't nearly have the impact it does now.
This pandemic isn't going to last forever, please think "long
term", not a short solution.
We are a city of many, and all deserve access by whatever
means works for all.
Thank you for considering how "all might feel" about this decision.
I pray a resolution that fits all can be obtained.
Kind regards,
MARLA J BLANCHARD
32 year resident of San Francisco
Lives in Nopa

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Tessa Kayser
Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); Ginsburg, Phil (REC)
Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); ChanStaff
(BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; MTABoard@sfmta.com; MandelmanStaff,
[BOS]; Haney, Matt (BOS); MelgarStaff (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org; hello@kidsafeggp.com;
Commission, Recpark (REC)
Support for car free JFK!
Sunday, April 24, 2022 7:32:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Director Ginsburg, Mayor Breed, and Director Tumlin, Rec and Park Commissioners,
and members of the Board of Supervisors,
I'm writing to urge you to support keeping JFK car-free permanently. I live near Golden Gate
park and I love being able to safely walk and bike on JFK without worrying about cars
speeding by. It's also been amazing to see how many people are now spending time outside
with friends and family on JFK now that it's a people-first street.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best,
Tessa Kayser
459 Ashbury St, San Francisco, CA 94117
-Tessa Kayser
210.287.0977

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allison Arieff
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Why are we still discussing this?! JFK should remain car-free forever
Sunday, April 24, 2022 7:31:56 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Supervisors San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I support making JFK pedestrian promenade permanently car-free and you should, too.
How many traffic fatalities need to occur before we begin taking action to make streets for
people not cars. JFK is no longer a part of our city's high-injury network. Instead it is a
sanctuary for children and families, vibrant community gathering space, and safe route for
active transportation, providing a critical link to western neighborhoods.
I'm glad that the nearly 2-year public process has resulted in many improvements for my
neighbors with mobility impairments, like a significantly improved park shuttle and more
accessible parking spaces in the area around JFK Drive than we had before the pandemic.
It's time for the board of supervisors to vote on the future of car-free JFK. Please vote to make
JFK permanently car free for a better future for our city. And let's put this debate (which should
have never gone on this long) to rest.
Allison Arieff
aja@modernhouse.com
2 roanoke st
San Francisco, California 94131

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Myrtis Mixon
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
closure
Sunday, April 24, 2022 6:13:42 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Please do not permanently close JFK Drive.
I am 86 and I permanently retired my bike a few years ago.
I need to use JFK Drive to visit the DeYoung Museum especially.
Thank you,
Myrtis Mixon
4157763759
1959 Golden Gate Avenue
san francisco, CA
94115

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Revelli
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
closing JFK drive
Sunday, April 24, 2022 11:54:06 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

As long time city residents we are NOT in favor of closing JFK drive.
Closing this thoroughfare would restrict access to the museum, the aquarium, tea garden, etc.
Parking has become so difficult in the City, and now permanently closing more streets is just a
BAD idea.
Donna Revelli & Jerry Miller

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

K rose Decker
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Closing JFK Drive
Sunday, April 24, 2022 8:50:45 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

As a low income senior with limited mobility who comes to SF a few times a year to visit the deYoung, I
can tell you that closing JFK Drive has major impact on my ability to enjoy this world class museum and
the beautiful park that surrounds it.
From my perspective this closure will in essence make Golden Gate Park a large neighborhood park for
the following reasons:
1) Street parking along the perimeter is very limited and forces individuals to walk long distances to reach
most destinations.
2) The parking garage is very expensive if you spend more than a few hours.
I do understand and sympathize with your desire make the park more pedestrian friendly, but the irony is
that in closing JFK Drive you would be reducing access to the park for a large portion of people who must
drive here to become pedestrians and enjoy this wonderful park. Please keep in mind that many of those
who will be impacted are tourists who are a major source of income for the City. It is an integral part of
the lure of SF and one of the few attractions that can be enjoyed at relatively low cost.
By limiting access in this way you are making it an elitist park for locals.
Regards,
Rose Decker

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

homerlea@aol.com
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
closing JFK drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 8:23:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

If JFK Drive is permanently closed I will note those who voted in favor and add them to my list or
persons to be opposed in any future election and I will make a donation to anyone opposing them.
James Heagy, an old guy who has had it with the young and strong making my life more difficult

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paula K
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Closing jfk drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 6:25:29 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please don't permanently close jfk drive. I have chronic pain and use a DMV disabled placard.
I also live in the mission so not very close. I'm more likely to be in the area enjoying it if I can
drive there.
Thank you.
Paula Kitterman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ilene Taekman
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Closing JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:09:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please do not close JFK Drive to automobiles. Due to lack of mobility my husband and I must
drive to the Academy of Sciences and the deYoung Museum. We would have to curtail or
eliminate our trips to these facilities if automobile access was permanently eliminated.
~ Ilene

Sent from Ilene's iPad

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

SANDRA BLUE
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Clerk@sfcta.org
Subject: Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors,
4/26/22
Monday, April 25, 2022 4:01:37 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The
closure of JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco
institutions for people with disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those
who live far away from the park. Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just
those who can afford to live near the park or can easily bike and walk.  
Certain areas such as Stow Lake and Children's Playground need to be reached by
car as children are unable to walk long distances.
Sandra Blu
the2blues@comcast.net

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JJ Hollingsworth
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Marstaff (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors,
4/26/22
Sunday, April 24, 2022 7:24:23 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The closure of JFK
Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco institutions for people with
disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those who live far away from the park. Golden
Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just those who can afford to live near the park or can easily
bike and walk.

My husband and I are members of the De Young and the Academy of Sciences. We also
enjoy the Japanese Tea Garden. We are both disabled from walking very far and cannot
reap the benefits of our memberships unless we can drive to these places that we support
and enjoy.
Thank you,

JJ Hollingsworth
and
Alemayehu Mergia

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Wise
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors,
4/26/22
Sunday, April 24, 2022 6:34:44 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The closure of
JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco institutions for people
with disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those who live far away from the
park. Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just those who can afford to live near the
park or can easily bike and walk
Thank you,
Patricia A. Wise

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alexei Svensson
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Car free JFK
Monday, April 25, 2022 12:24:11 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Supervisors San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I was born and raised in San Francisco. My parents, my siblings, and my nephews all live in
the Richmond district. JFK has been an absolute delight for us in the last couple of years.
Please vote to keep it free of cars. It is a true gem.
Alexei Svensson
alexei@exppii.net
520 4th Ave
San Francisco, California 94118

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Skinner
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK
Monday, April 25, 2022 7:53:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of
Golden Gate Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was
before COVID. The select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a
reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!
Regards,
John Skinner
San Francisco, CA 94127

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurel Turner
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:03:56 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I am both a volunteer at the de Young museum and a person who frequently exercises in GGP and I urge you to
find a way to compromise to allow everyone to enjoy and fully utilize the park. Making JFK closed to cars 24/7 is
just plain stupid! This situation has become emblematic of SF’s inability to reach compromise on any issue in order
to appease special interests.
Yes, it’s lovely to bike JFK at 11am on a weekday, but when I do that I literally see a handful of bicycles.
Meanwhile, someone else is unable to enjoy the museums, tea garden, dahlia garden, flower conservatory, etc
because politicians can’t reach a compromise. Don’t leave seniors, families and handicapped folks out of the
equation!
Please, just do your jobs! Maybe everyone just has to give up a bit?
Laurel Turner
258 Collingwood
SF

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carli Fullerton
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK
Friday, April 22, 2022 6:50:04 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of
Golden Gate Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was
before COVID. The select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a
reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!
Regards,
Carli Fullerton
San Francisco, CA 94122

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Satriani
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK
Friday, April 22, 2022 3:50:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
A compromise for John F. Kennedy Drive was reached in 2007 that allowed all users of
Golden Gate Park to share the roads. It is time to reopen JFK Drive back to the way it was
before COVID. The select few that are the most vocal are doing us all a disservice that want a
reasonable compromise.
Please reopen JFK Drive like it was before COVID!
Regards,
Carol Satriani
San Francisco, CA 94122

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

deeziegler DOLORES ZIEGLER
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MelgarStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; Preston, Dean (BOS);
Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS);
Ronen, Hillary; Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Keep GG Park open & open pandemic-era closed streets
Monday, April 25, 2022 7:41:27 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please vote to keep Golden Gate Park open to traffic on weekdays and Saturdays.
I have been a San Francisco voter and taxpayer since 1979 and a homeowner since 1990.
Before moving to Miraloma Park, I lived for many years at 10th and Fulton across from
Golden Gate park.
Then, I had no problem safely and regularly riding my bike through the park to Ocean Beach
or running in the sidewalks and many pathways in the park.
I did drive my mother, who used a cane, to see the rose garden, Conservatory of Flowers,
museums and other parts if the park as she could not walk that far.
Now that I am old and no longer running and biking, and have needed crutches and a cane, I
too can no longer walk through the park.
I wanted to see the Entwined light display in the park but could not. I would like to visit the
Eastern part of the park but can not.
Additionally, I have seen the adverse effects of not being able to cross the park by car and use
JFK Dr to go from the Sunset to the Richmond District.
This coupled with “slow street” closures has created more traffic problems than before the
pandemic.
Recently, it took an hour and a half to drive from the Pomeroy Recreation & Rehabilitation
Center near Lake Merced at 1 pm on a weekday to the DMV on Fell Street for an
appointment.
It was bumper to bumper much of the way as cars could not use closed streets in the Sunset or
go through GG Park.
I regularly drive by Chenery and Kikham closed streets and have never seen anyone using the
street to walk or run.
I cannot ride a bike or take a bus to get groceries or other essentials. I could not even carry a
bag of groceries into a bus.
Seniors and families with young children rely on cars.
Represent us with your vote.
Dolores Ziegler

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marla Blanchard
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Individual against closing JFK Drive, permanently.
Monday, April 25, 2022 7:31:07 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Greetings
Thank You for allowing the public to comment before this issue is
settled. I hope I'm submitting this in enough time to be
considered before the issue goes to vote.
My thoughts about JFK Drive being closed permanently, which I
am adamantly against, but would be open to other alternatives if
presented.
I feel closing JFK drive permanently is not the solution. This issue
is not as "Black and White" as it appears and impacts many who
need unobstructed access for various and sundry reasons.
The biggest and greatest need to close JFK during the height
of the Pandemic and for over 2 years, has passed.
People are no longer hog tied to their homes.
Getting out and about in nature, whether that be walking,
hiking, riding a bike, scooter or whatever, exists not just in
GGP. Options have opened up all over the city. Where
access is "not such an issue" for folks with disabilities. And
public transportation to these areas is not as scarce as
trying to get to GGP.
I'm 68 years young (not old); I don't have a bike because
there is no place to store it; nor do I have a scooter or any
other 2 or 3 wheel mobile options. Definitely not a
skateboard.
However, I do have a car and current mobility challenges.
Awaiting a new hip. Walking, running, riding a bike or
scooter is NOT AN OPTION FOR ME !
Public transportation from my house in NOPA is almost nonexistent, especially trying to get a bus close enough to GGP
that I don't have to walk a mile or more to gain access. My
bus options have dwindled from seven to only 1 bus. I'm
blocks away from any other bus (the 5 or 21) that may get

me within a mile of the park. And I believe even one of
these buses has not returned since the pandemic.
I do have a car and a handicap placard, of which I would
need and use both to gain access to the park. Sadly the
parking garage charges "Way Too Much $$" to even
consider parking there and it's also not a convenient option.
When I am driving and reach my destination, I need to use
my cane for additional support. I cannot walk a mile "In
your shoes"!
IF JFK Drive were to remain open to vehicles, at least during
the week, I could enjoy the park, the surroundings, the
museums and nature in general "because" I could park,
using my placard.
As it stands now, I cannot ! Why! Because of all the
reasons I listed above.
I am not the only person who has lost out on access to the
park because the drive is closed.
You don't know what challenges other folks face. You
haven't even taken them / us / me into consideration.
We should ALL have access by other means, than the 2 or 3
wheel kind.
I seriously feel discriminated against because I don't fit
what you seem to think are "adequate means of access
and/or transportation".
So ask yourself this, are you (the panel) considering
EVERYONE when voting on this decision to keep JFK Drive
closed. Do you know folks like myself who can no longer
enjoy the park, because of a few (how many) who can use
the other 1/2 dozen options, we can't. Maybe a friend,
neighbor, family member, out of town guest, you name it,
the options are endless.
To allow one group of folks, possibly more mobile than
many of us who aren't, to drive this decision to close JFK
Drive permanently. That's absurd !!
Might I also mention bike riders have the "Wiggle; Green
stripes in the road for their own use; too many slow streets
where all this activity can also take place (riding, biking,
walking, scooter, etc.)
What happened to the old days when people walked on the

sidewalk, or in the green grass. WHY do we need to pay
such special attention to those who feel the need to walk in
the middle of the street, for gawd's sake. That is what
sidewalks are for.
I say STOP CATERING TO THOSE MORE FORTUNATE and
consider those of us who are facing more challenges and
deserve the same rights as others when it comes to
accessing public spaces.
Keeping JFK Drive closed to vehicle access 7 days a week is
just stupid. The closure doesn't just impact me, think of
deliveries, taxis, and all other reasons folks may need to
drive through the park.
This closure has impacted the traffic all around the park,
congesting the roads, creating more exhaust, not to
mention sucking up gas at a mere $5.99 a gallon. Many
trips that used to take me 15 min., now take me over 45
min., just to get around.
So I plead and even beg you to reconsider this vote. Weigh
the options and take ALL INTO CONSIDERATION, who would
love access to our beautiful park.
When it was closed to traffic on weekends (pre-pandemic)
that didn't nearly have the impact it does now.
This pandemic isn't going to last forever, please think "long
term", not a short solution.
We are a city of many, and all deserve access by whatever
means works for all.
Thank you for considering how "all might feel" about this decision.
I pray a resolution that fits all can be obtained.
Kind regards,
MARLA J BLANCHARD
32 year resident of San Francisco
Lives in Nopa

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

suefking
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Board of supervisors , hello
Monday, April 25, 2022 5:46:22 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Board of supervisors

https://www.google.com/search?q=board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org

Suefking

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joyce Garabedian August
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
It"s time to reopen JFK Drive
Monday, April 25, 2022 8:28:12 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I am a senior homeowner in District 4 and use Golden Gate Park often to access and
enjoy the Museums, California Academy, Hall of Flowers, the Arboretum and much
more. The closure of JFK Drive has made it extremely difficult for me to get around
the park, as well as through the city.
The continued closure of the road restricts access for people with disabilities, seniors,
families with young children, people who do not live close to the Park, and lowincome communities.
It's time to reopen the road, Golden Gate Park is for everyone, not just those who live
near the park or are able to walk or bicycle around the park and city. I am absolutely
opposed to the permanent closure of JFK Drive.
Sincerely,
Joyce Garabedian August

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Darla Farr
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Reopen JFK Drive - Public Comment
Monday, April 25, 2022 8:07:37 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Board Members I am unable to attend the April 26 Board of Supervisors meeting and submit these comments in lieu of an in-person
comment.
I have served the visitors of the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco for over 12 years as a docent guide. I’ve talked
to a thousand visitors in that time. I’ve seen tears flow when an artwork’s message was just the right message they
needed. Laughter. Conversation. Connection. The deYoung especially provides us a chance to connect across
cultures for a deeper appreciation of and connection with cultures other than one's own. I gave a tour once to a large
group of visiting university students from China, most of whom could not speak English well and yet they
connected to the art and stories of Oceania and Africa. As a docent, I was at the museum for hours twice a week, and
often more, for art and history lectures and workshops, as well as giving 60 tours a year. Many of us do even more.
When you restrict road access to the museum you are making the city a smaller place, an insulated, inward serving
place, ignoring the cultural and international significance of the museum to the city, and the role that it plays in the
greater Bay Area region. Many of the museum's educators and guides as well as museum goers come from Bay Area
counties outside San Francisco. You have an image of the museum as a forbidding place, a rarefied institution for
the wealthy. Ha! The wealthy have fine art in their homes, the rest of us rely on museums to connect with great art
and make cultural connections from the past to present. Isn’t that valuable to the Board of Supervisors?
I am semi-retired. I contribute to the Bay Area community and the many, many visitors that visit the deYoung from
all over the country and indeed, the world. I am not paid. I cannot afford to park in the garage once or twice a week,
and off street parking is difficult to find and of too short a duration to give tours or attend a continuing education
lecture or workshop. And how awful for the residents of the area around the deYoung to compete with an influx of
parkers that closing JFK Drive will represent. I live in Marin County and there is NO transit service to the museum
so I must drive and park in order to serve museum goers.
From what I’ve seen, there are so few recreational users of JFK Drive during the week, the street has a tiny fraction
of visitors compared to the deYoung’s visitors, and yet this closure policy so clearly favors the residents that can
afford to be home on weekdays to use JFK Drive for bike riding and skating. Plus the JFK Drive closure policy has
driven away museum visitors from around the Bay Area, which reduces revenue needed to maintain the artworks
and museum.
I am saddened by the decline in visitors to the deYoung. I would think the city would be promoting such a longstanding cultural institution instead of restricting access to it.
Respectfully,
Darla Farr
Mill Valley

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Jeong
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive Closure
Monday, April 25, 2022 10:34:21 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

To All Supervisors,
Please oppose the permanent closure to JFJ Drive. On rainy days, those not biking, skating,
walking, nor willing to wait in the rain for Muni to go to the De Young Museum, the
California Academy of Science, the Hall of Flowers, will not be going.
If you think people do not go to rhe Hall of Flowers, the De Young Museum or the California
Acadamy of Sciences, when it is a rainy day, think again.
Also, not everyone can afford to park their car in the garage.
Thank you for your consideration.
Stephanie Jeong

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kathryn kastama
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive closure
Sunday, April 24, 2022 12:45:37 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I find it short sighted that you are intent upon closing JFK drive permanently. You are limiting the park to those in
the neighborhood who can walk or bike to the park. I am 82+ with one knee replacement and another knee
replacement coming this year. I have previously enjoyed the DeYoung as a member. It is now impossible to get to
the museum because of the distance of street parking and cost of parking in the garage. I have not renewed my
membership to the museums. There are limits to how much retirement income can stretch. The last time we came
for a full day we ate in the museum restaurant, parked in the garage and were staggered that the day’s price was over
$75.00. When walking is limited and income is fixed, the joys of being in the beautiful park are not going to be
available to me. With access to street parking on JFK drive, a trip to the park would be doable. Please consider the
older, less able and leave the drive open.
Thank you,
K.Kastama

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andie Rice
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:36:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I am writing this note to say that I am totally against the proposed permanent closure of JFK Drive
to automobiles. I believe that ALL of Golden Gate Park should remain accessible to ALL and not
just to those who are physically fit. It was lovely to close it during the worst of the pandemic so
that lots of people could get out, who live in the area, but now that we are no longer needing to
shelter in place it is time to allow those, who aren't impaired in any way, to start to use the park
again.
If you want to close an area of the park to cars you could consider an area away from all the
attractions that we enjoy ie: The Botanical Gardens, Museums etc.
Thank you for thinking about this! ........and again.... Please vote NO on closing JFK Drive
permanently!
Susan "Andie" Rice

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alan M Gregory
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive Closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:07:05 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Hello,
The continued closure of JFK drive is a real hardship for the volunteers who maintain the Dahlia Dell and for people
wishing to visit this remarkable display of color in late summer. The Dell has been a labor of love for many
hardworking devotees and it’s future will be tenuous at best if a permanent banning of cars in the park were
implemented.
Thank you,
Alan Gregory
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nicky T.
To: Transportation Authority; Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
For BOS/SFCTA mtng : File Nos. 220370; 220621; 220339
Monday, April 25, 2022 10:32:43 AM
Untitled attachment 00003.html

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Ma'am or Sir,
I am writing in reference to the April 26, 2022 Joint Meeting of the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors and San Francisco County Transportation Authority.
Please include the attached document in the Board Packets for the following Board File
Numbers on the Agenda:  File Nos. 220370; 220621; 220339
These attached documents must be part of the Record for this meeting.
Thank you for your assistance.
Nicky Trasvina

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joe DiMento
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
I can"t believe I have to ask...keep JFK Kid Safe & Car-Free
Monday, April 25, 2022 10:05:35 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Supervisors San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I support maintaining JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park as a permanent pedestrian promenade.
Car-Free JFK is wildly popular with San Franciscans of all ages and from all neighborhoods as
a safe, peaceful destination and active transportation corridor in our park.
After nearly 2 years of public process and the new improvements to the shuttle and ADA
accessible parking, it will become an even more inclusive destination and amenity for all San
Franciscans.
Please vote to support a permanent car-free JFK for everyone.
Joe DiMento
joedimento@gmail.com
425 Beacon Street
San Francisco, California 94131

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Regan
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22 regarding JFK drive
Monday, April 25, 2022 10:01:32 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please do not close JFK drive or any other roads in SF. They have been attempting this hostile
takeover of JFK drive since 1967 and until now they have failed. The voters have spoken on
this issue a number of times and have plainly stated they do not want it closed.
With all the turmoil currently affecting our city (DA recall, School Board Recalls, homeless
problems, rampant crime) the last thing we need to do is continue to divide our population
because a few entitled people want to play in the streets. It is apparent that special interest
groups have taken over not only our city government but have managed to gain positions
within our city agencies to further their personal agendas at the expense of the citizenry. I am
completely enraged by the pay to play that is going on in our city and demand that it be
stopped. As a tax payer I resent our city departments providing tax monies to support these
special interest groups. These groups have weaponized climate change in order to further their
agendas.
Please revert to pre-pandemic usage and honor the compromise that was reached in April of
2007.
We have been unable to visit the park in over two years. Please allow us the ability to visit
these locations. Shuttle buses are not the answer.
Please enter this email into the permanent record as my public comments re the Joint Special
Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22, and deliver it
to the members in time for them to read it prior to the meeting. Please acknowledge your
receipt of my comments by emailing me at myoldgoat@yahoo.com.
Mike & Kathy Regan
D7 residents
Mike Regan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cathy Baird
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK opening
Monday, April 25, 2022 10:00:34 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Hi Board Members,
I am in favor of reopening JFK drive to provide better access for visitors. I live outside
of the park outside and am unable to walk long distances due to foot pain. When I
come to the museum and academy it has been difficult to find parking near the area
without a long walk. It was much better when JFK drive was open and the park is
large enough for plenty of walking only areas,
Sincerely,
Cathy Foster Baird
San Mateo County resident

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HomeEmail
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Closure and Board of Supervisors Agenda 4/26/2022
Monday, April 25, 2022 9:52:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors:
Tomorrow—Tuesday April 25—the Board of Supervisors’ Agenda #1 concerns the status of
the continued closure of Golden Gate Park’s JFK Drive.
We STRONGLY support reopening this important road so ALL park visitors—families,
visitors, aged, disabled—can access our City’s iconic art and
science and nature attractions.
There are already wide sidewalks, designated lanes for bikes, skaters, scooters and segues, as
well as parking lanes and driving lanes—all clearly marked all along
JFK Drive. We want JFK reopened to allow ALL visitors easy and fair access, including
those who park their private cars as well as those who use public transportation.
Many visitors are now finding parking along Fulton Street (and the Avenues to the north of
GG Park). This is negatively impacting Richmond residents who live close
to the park; and this will only worsen if JFK Drive remains closed to automobiles and more
visitors try to access the Park attractions post COVID.
We are among those who fought and successfully worked to have the de Young and the
California Academy of Sciences rebuilt as beautiful, modern and accessible structures in
Golden Gate Park after they were severely damaged by the Loma Prieta earthquake in 1989.
This happened despite the Mayor and Board of Supervisors wishing to move them downtown.
The Concourse between the two structures was also rebuilt and improved, and the
underground parking facility—limited in size as it is—was also created.
Both of these important institutions—the Academy of Sciences and the deYoung Museum-have thrived, and their futures should NOT be put in jeopardy by major changes to their
accessibility as proposed by a group of skaters and bikers who really just want to keep JFK
Drive for themselves.
Please REOPEN JFK Drive as it was pre-COVID.
Sincerely,
Richard and Ann Lanzerotti
San Francisco
2nd Supervisor District

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

James Mason
MandelmanStaff, [BOS]
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Thank you for supporting Car Free JFK
Monday, April 25, 2022 9:42:24 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Supervisor Mandelman,
My name is James Mason, I live in your district at 866 Dolores St. I am writing to thank you
for supporting Car Free JFK.
This has become such an important space for me. Every time I go I am struck by how happy
everyone looks and how happy I feel. Children can play in the parks and run into the street and
learn to ride their bikes. The elderly and mobility impaired are given space to move about and
enjoy being outside without feeling like they are in anyone's way. It is a place of tranquility
and joy. We desperately need more spaces like this throughout our city, not fewer.
I usually ride by bicycle to the park, but having now brought my friends and parents who are
less comfortable biking, I have been struck by how accessible it is via Muni. Learning new
muni routes has made me feel more connected to this city.
My parents do get to the park via car sometimes, and they are able to park on the other surface
streets, and in the music concourse garage. Anyone who says the park is no longer accessible
by car is mistaken.
Your commitment to keeping JFK car free gives me faith in your leadership for my district,
and this city as we pursue our climate and vision zero goals.
Thank you,
James Mason

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jan Hudson
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Keep JFK Drive Open
Monday, April 25, 2022 12:03:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I strongly urge you to reopen JFK, at least during the week. As a senior I have been unable to access the
Conservatory and gardens in front, a place I have loved for many years. I can no longer ride a bicycle, and taking
public transit into the park is both inconvenient and arduous.
Golden Gate Park should be convenient and accessible for ALL, not just those who can ride bikes and walk long
distances. Please REOPEN JFK DRIVE!
Jan Hudson
437 Hill Street
San Francisco, CA 94114

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Dell"Angelica
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Keep JFK drive open
Monday, April 25, 2022 9:02:01 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

As a native born San Francisco resident I am imploring you to keep JFK drive open. It will help seniors, the disabled
and children get around and enjoy the nature we have in the middle of the city. Bikes are NOT an option for
everyone. City blocked streets is creating unfair chaos.
Linda Dell’Angelica
Linda Dell’Angelica Designs
415.609.8266

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

phylrein@comcast.net
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Keep JFK drive open
Sunday, April 24, 2022 1:57:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

My husband and I have been members of the DeYoung Museum for many decades.
We are seniors with some mobility issues. We normally drive in to SF from Marin
County and park in one of the disabled spots along JFK Drive. Or -- we used to be
able to do that. On our last visit to the museum to see the Judy Chicago exhibit we
parked in a disabled spot in the museum's garage. It cost us $26. This is not
something we can afford to do on a regular basis, so we have now let our museum
membership expire. What a disappointment and what a loss for us.
Driving is the only realistic option for us to get to the park and the museum. We plead
with you on behalf of all people who do not have easy access to public transportation
or are not fit enough to walk long distances from parking spots to the museum
entrance to reopen JFK drive -- at least part of the week. Please do not exclude us.
Phyllis and Steven Reinstein

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheila Perry
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Keep JFK Drive Open
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:25:24 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Please keep JFK DRIVE open for ALL! Protect access to the museums for all, as well as other attractions,
recreation and economic entities that support OUR beautiful “City”. Thank You Sheila Perry
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shawna J. Mcgrew
clerk@sfcta.org; Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS)
Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting
Monday, April 25, 2022 11:41:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

File #'s 220370, 220261, 220339
Dear Board of Supervisors & Transportation Authority Board,)
I am writing to urge you to reject a full & permanent closure of KFK Drive. The closure would limit access
to Golden Gate Park and our beautiful deYoung & (I still call it) the Aquarium and the Tea Garden for
anyone with mobility issues. Golden Gate Park is paid for by renters & property owners not just the Bike
Coalition.
Why would you want to limit tourist access to the park our #1 revenue generator.
Free entry for San Franciscans to the "gardens of the park" is great but if you can not get there????
Thank you
Shawna McGrew
Sunsetfog@aol.com
P.S. It was working before I question who benefits from its closure?

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Jon Pierucci
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR); clerk@sfcta.org; Chan, Connie (BOS); Stefani,
Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS); Melgar,
Myrna (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); MOD,
(ADM); Bohn, Nicole (ADM); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Commission,
Recpark (REC); hello@kidsafesf.com
Why I #LoveJFKPromenade
Monday, April 25, 2022 11:24:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear City Leaders,
I write today to urge you to vote to support the mayor's legislation for a permanently car-free JFK Promenade on
April 26.
Here's why I #LoveJFKPromenade: Without cars, the park finally feels like a true park, a safe respite from the city.
Please keep the promenade car-free to enable people, young and old, to continue experience the splendors of Golden
Gate Park in safety. And please go out there yourselves to see the sheer joy and amazing variety of people utilizing
the car-free space. It brings people together…what we need more of in San Francisco.
Sincerely,
Jon Pierucci
Potrero Hill

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Jordan Burke
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR); clerk@sfcta.org; Chan, Connie (BOS); Stefani,
Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS); Melgar,
Myrna (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); MOD,
(ADM); Bohn, Nicole (ADM); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Commission,
Recpark (REC); hello@kidsafesf.com
Why I #LoveJFKPromenade
Monday, April 25, 2022 9:49:48 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear City Leaders,
I write today to urge you to vote to support the mayor's legislation for a permanently car-free
JFK Promenade on April 26.
Here's why I #LoveJFKPromenade:
A safe place to run and bike with my kids and enjoy the beautiful outdoors. So much better as
a promenade than a road!
Sincerely,
Jordan, Tim, Daniel (4 yo) and Teagan (7 yo) Burke
Your constituents

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Rothman
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS); Yu, Angelina (BOS)
Hearing on JFK
Monday, April 25, 2022 11:13:58 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I urge you to reject a complete and permanent closure of JFK Drive to cars The
closure of JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco
gardens and institutions for people with disabilities, seniors, multi-generational
families, and those who live far away from the park. Golden Gate Park belongs to
everyone, not just those who can afford to live near the garden or can easily bike and
walk.
I've ridden the shuttle bus on its new route, and all I can say is that I did not feel like I
was in Golden Gate Park, and I think this shuttle bus discriminates against people
who have mobility issues. Need to share the roadway so all can enjoy the park.
Thanks
Richard Rothman
District one resident

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sonia Gallant
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Please do not permanently close JFK Drive
Monday, April 25, 2022 11:01:08 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Hello,
I have worked within Access Programs at the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco for 6 years
and I am very worried about the permanent closure of JFK Drive behind the de Young
Museum. During these past years, I have worked with visitors who need support and
accommodations in order to come to the building and navigate inside of it successfully. Many
people have told me that they are unable to afford the parking garage, that distances even as
close as MLK Dr. are prohibitive, and they have given up visiting the museum. It may seem
not many people fall into that category, but how we accommodate those who have real need,
when there is a road available and directly next to the museum along with plentiful free
parking, says a lot about a community. It would be wonderful if there could be a solution that
recognizes the needs of those who require support as well as those who enjoy biking through
the park. I am hopeful a compromise may be reached to keep the museum as accessible as
possible to everyone.
Many thanks,
Sonia Gallant

Sonia Gallant
On Call Education Assistant
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
de Young \ Legion of Honor
415 750 7678
sgallant@famsf.org
www.famsf.org
pronouns: she/her

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Myers
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org; Mar, Gordon (BOS)
Open JFK to Cars
Monday, April 25, 2022 10:53:30 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Subject: Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the
Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22
Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
As a disabled woman who lives in the Outer Sunset, I am writing to urge you to reject a full
and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The closure of JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park
and beloved San Francisco institutions for people with disabilities, seniors, and multigenerational families. Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just those who can easily
bike and walk.
it’s quite clear you already have your minds made up, but as a disabled person who has been
shut out of enjoying a huge chunk of Golden Gate Park, I ask you to reconsider. I have listened
to nearly every city meeting, and opening JFK to cars so EVERYONE can access it is very much
wanted by at least half of the people who have commented on the issue.
Thank you,
Karen Myers

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Maneesh Sharma
Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); Ginsburg, Phil (REC)
Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS);
Ronen, Hillary; MTABoard@sfmta.com; MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; Haney, Matt (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS);
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org; Mar, Gordon (BOS); hello@kidsafeggp.com; MelgarStaff (BOS);
Commission, Recpark (REC)
Support for Safe #CarFreeJFK
Monday, April 25, 2022 10:52:36 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Director Ginsburg, Mayor Breed, and Director Tumlin, Rec and Park Commissioners,
Supervisor Melgar, and other members of the Board of Supervisors,
I’m writing to urge you to support keeping JFK car-free permanently. As a resident of
Supervisor Melgar’s district I regularly use JFK to safely bike my daughter to preschool. We
observe how people of all ages and abilities have been flocking to JFK to enjoy the car-free
space.
Keeping JFK car-free would allow these people (and countless others) to get outside, enjoy
nature, improve their health, and visit attractions in the Park.
Best of all, keeping JFK car-free would allow people of all ages, abilities, and means to access
our beautiful park by whatever method they prefer — walking, biking, rolling, taking public
transit, or driving a car — thanks to the ample access options, including buses, shuttles, the
3,000+ free parking spots throughout the Park and along Lincoln Way and Fulton Street, and
the parking garages underneath the Music Concourse.
Finally, this 3+ mile car-free connection between the panhandle and ocean beach is a critical
active-transportation corridor (walk, run, bike, scoot, roll) that encourages the most
environmental and climate-conscious means of running errands, getting to work, visiting
friends, and taking children to school.
Please join me, along with countless other residents and advocacy organizations, in supporting
keeping JFK car-free forever.
Thanks again, and please take care.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shawna J. Mcgrew
clerk@sfcta.org; Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS)
Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting
Monday, April 25, 2022 11:41:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

File #'s 220370, 220261, 220339
Dear Board of Supervisors & Transportation Authority Board,)
I am writing to urge you to reject a full & permanent closure of KFK Drive. The closure would limit access
to Golden Gate Park and our beautiful deYoung & (I still call it) the Aquarium and the Tea Garden for
anyone with mobility issues. Golden Gate Park is paid for by renters & property owners not just the Bike
Coalition.
Why would you want to limit tourist access to the park our #1 revenue generator.
Free entry for San Franciscans to the "gardens of the park" is great but if you can not get there????
Thank you
Shawna McGrew
Sunsetfog@aol.com
P.S. It was working before I question who benefits from its closure?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George H McGlynn
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
park closure
Monday, April 25, 2022 12:28:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

                                               Seven Reasons for
Opening up the Park
Living on the south side of Lincoln, you are confronted by a “wall”
almost 2 miles and 30 blocks long. If you are one of the hundreds of
Kaiser Patients, or others that have destinations in the city you
either have to face the grid lock on 19th or the race track on Lincoln
to Masonic, to reach the other side of the park. What used to be a
short, traffic free drive entering at 9th and exiting on Arguello is
now a dangerous and anxious drive for older individuals. What used to
be 8 or ten minutes can now be 45 minutes.
The undergrown garage in the Park is $525. Per hour. Most people
spend three or four hours visiting the museum, Academy of Science, Tea
Garden, etc. The total could amount to more than 30 or 40 dollars
which the average person cannot afford.
My wife is 87 and like a number of older women friends she does not
feel safe parking underground.
I walk, every morning on Kennedy from Stow Lake to the end of the
park, this side of Stanyan. At most I encounter 8 or 10 people during
my daily 45 minute walk. Where are all of those people who are
supposed to take advantage of the weekday closures? The area in front
and back of Museum is almost vacant of people.
There has been a rapid increase in electric bikes that move twice as
fast as normal bikes. They are very dangerous because they make no
sound and riders never give a warning. As a result it is dangerous to
walk in the road on Kennedy even though it is closed to traffic.
Park employees now park on the north side of Stow Lake for the entire
day. Regular walkers or those visiting the museum or Tea Garden now
find parking more difficult. Also parking at Stow Lake requires a
steep climb of 20 steps to return to the lake which limits those with
health problems using the lake to visit the museum.
Finally returning home from the North side of the park or those who
work on the south side of the park, UC medical school and hospital
workers have the same problems in reverse that confront those on the
south side. Try driving down Stanyan early morning or late afternoon.
Dr. George H. McGlynn
85 Linares Ave. San Francisco 94116

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marguerite Sgrillo
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Park closure
Sunday, April 24, 2022 9:47:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Reopen the park. My friends who live in the city and out hate it. It has decreased
museum attendance. It is a barrier for disabled and people who can’t afford the
expensive parking garage.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

judith zimrin
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
park closure
Saturday, April 23, 2022 12:54:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

For access to many activities in Golden Gate Park it is important to permanently reject closing JFK Drive.
I am a resident of North Beach, take advantage of the park on a regular basis. There is no way these
visits could be continued without drving accesss.
Thank you,
Judith Zimrin

Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aoife Weeks
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Strongly support a car free JFK
Monday, April 25, 2022 1:12:33 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Supervisors San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I’ve thoroughly enjoyed walking, running and biking down a car free JFK over the past two
years. This should not be a temporary enjoyment, vote to make this a permanent enjoyment
for all San Franciscans.
It's time for the board of supervisors to vote on the future of car-free JFK. Please vote to make
JFK permanently car free for a better future for our city.
Aoife Weeks
aoifeweeks@gmail.com
764 N Point St
San Francisco, California 94109

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lauren Kerins
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
clerk@sfcta.org
Subject: Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors,
4/26/22, 9:00 am
Monday, April 25, 2022 1:12:22 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Subject: Public Comment for Joint Special
Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the
Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22, 9:00 am
Dear Clerks for the Board of Supervisors and for the
Transportation Authority Board,
Please enter this email into the permanent record as my public
comments re the Joint Special Transportation Authority Board
Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22, and deliver it to
the members in time for them to read it prior to the meeting.
Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of
JFK Drive. The closure of JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate
Park and beloved San Francisco institutions for people with
disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those who live
far away from the park. Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone,
not just those who can afford to live near the park or can
easily bike and walk.
As an example, in December, my 84 year old father who has
stage 4 cancer wanted to see some of the light installations for the
holidays at night during Christmas time. Due to JFK being
closed, we had to find a parking spot behind the Conservatory,
walk down the steep hill and several blocks round trip, then up the
steep hill again. Had to cut the trip short as he was cold and
getting exhausted. Had JFK been open, it would have been an
easy and enjoyable trip. His exact words were ," We're not doing
that ever again. It wasn't worth it". My Dad was born and raised
in the Richmond and GGP was his playground. I am
embarrassed for YOU that that is how you treat your Park
Patrons. ( And all the shuttle busses in the world aren't going to
make it better)
It is not within your fiduciary duty to the citizens of SF to spend
vast amounts of tax payer's dollars to make " fixes " to the streets
which weren't broken in the first place and which were only
required due to your misguided policies extending well beyond
any reasonable time frame for "emergency pandemic use.". You
have greatly overstepped your bounds and crossed the line in
catering to the Bicycle Coalition and Parks Alliance in conjunction

with unelected appointee department heads in RPD and SFMTA
running their own agendas instead of for ALL the people of SF.
The people and the Feds will be following the money on this and
other illegal road closures.
All RPD parks are GROSSLY understaffed to properly care for the
parks we have currently and the misuse they are receiving due to
your pandemic policies which are now well into their third year.
Interesting how you can host a giant 420 party with tens of
thousands, but haven't lifted your "emergency road closures". I
guess that's because they fit well with your agendas. "Slow
streets" are a joke and have been for well over a year, especially
Kirkham and Ortega. Not a soul on them all day. City
sidewalks are plenty wide for walking, and bicyclists already have
rights per the vehicle code. We'll get in to your Great HIGHWAY
fiasco another day.
Perhaps lawsuits and special elections are the only way to wake
you up to do the right thing in a timely fashion. Better hurry up
before you have public egg on your faces and worse.
Regards,
Lauren Kerins

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

william schuppel
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
closure of JFK Drive
Monday, April 25, 2022 12:43:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

To all of the Supervisors:
We walked daily for 20 (twenty) years in the section of the Golden Gate Park that is most affected by the closure of
JFK Drive; we observed the closure on Sundays - worked out well for most people and the street was happily busy.  
Observed the lane movement and different parking to accommodate the bike lane - but at no time did we see
“freeway” racing by drivers on the street.   There are several stop signs close enough to each other to slow the
speeds. When the closure came during Covid, were unable to see the ferris wheel up close (from our car - we are in
our 80’s) and were unable to enjoy at all the light show that was installed at the east end of the drive, beyond the
Conservatory of Flowers - no way to drive through, no way to park in the evening and walk a distance to that part of
the park.
As we go through from Stanyan to Lincoln, never see a lot of people biking, walking or skating on the nearly empty
drive - and there are still sidewalks - sidewalks - built for people on foot This push for permanent closure seems very selfish and not at all inclusive for everyone. The population of SF is
not all young and able - and hopefully, the population of SF who is young and able are working and not available for
play during the weekday.   AND - there is a lot more Golden Gate Park open - all the way to the beach - that does
not have two museums and Stow Lake and the Japanese Tea Garden, or the tennis courts, bowling greens, the Aids
Grove, and last, but not at least, the great Big Rec fields and meadow.
We strongly urge a no vote on this issue - keep the Park open for ALL.
Elynor and William Schuppel
Residents of SF since 1960.

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Tony Villa
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org; Mar, Gordon (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Marstaff (BOS);
Chan, Connie (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); MelgarStaff (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS); Peskin,
Aaron (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS);
sharmann.Walton@sfgov.org
Closure of JFK Drive
Monday, April 25, 2022 12:36:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Subject: Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the
Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22
Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The closure of JFK
Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco institutions for people with
disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those who live far away from the park.
Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just those who can afford to live near the park or
can easily bike and walk.
I can guarantee that should you vote for permanent closure of JFK, your political aspirations
will end. Lawsuits are already in place along with a ballot initiative to keep these roads of SF
open. The same voters that recalled the school board, as all of you sat idle, will replace all of
you. The DA is next. All of you can be next to go depending how you vote. Instead of making
recreation areas, fix muni, fix the roads, fix the schools, fix the crime, fix the homeless, fix the
people living in trailers, fix the city hall corruption, and fix our infrastructure. Between 1919
and 2022 you gave $2,000,000 to the SF Bicycle Coalition and Walk SF as consultants without
ever going out to bid? At one time, we had Janet Li, a Bart Board director, working as a
consultant for SF Bicycle Coalition for a six figure income. This is San Francisco tax payer
money!
We need a better city than having more places to ride our electric bicycles and skateboards.
The park was designed for people to walk through the trees and enjoy a picnic on the grass
with friends and family. Not to ride a skateboard on asphalt! Do what makes sense and do the
right thing. All of us need to get to The De Young, Science Academy and enjoy the park. I was a
member of SF Bike Coalition for over 20 years till this grassroots organization turned into a
political lobby funded mostly by the city. I can no longer ride a bicycle, but still enjoyed driving
through the park to smell the roses.
Thank you,

Tony Villa

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sonja Bedford
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Closure of JFK Drive
Monday, April 25, 2022 9:40:52 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I am a disabled senior who lives north of San Francisco so I must drive to Golden Gate Park
when I visit the deYoung Museum, the Academy of Sciences or other beautiful spots in
Golden Gate Park. Handicapped Parking on JFK Drive makes it possible for me to park closer
to those entrances without paying the exorbitant rates in the underground parking structure.
GGP is a treasure for all of us regardless of city residence. Please open JFK Drive to vehicles
in consideration of people with limited mobility.
Thank you,
Sonja Bedford

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

robin green
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Closure of JFK Drive
Sunday, April 24, 2022 5:59:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I am opposed to the closure of JFK Drive in GG Park. It is difficult to access venues or special
events within the park with my friends elderly mother. She can not walk far and does not
possess a handicap placard.
Please open up JFK Drive And the Great Highway.
Thank you
Robin Bauer
15 Niagara Ave, San Francisco, CA 94112

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Frada Shapiro
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Closure of JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 12:57:25 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I have no objection to JFK Drive being closed on the weekend as it used to be but I do strongly object to the total
closure. My husband is disabled and it is difficult to park close to various sites. For instance, where the light
display is, there is very little access to parking. I walk on JFK on week days and there are not that many bikes or
pedestrians to warrant the closure on week days. I know you can’t please all the people all the time, but some
compromise should be made.
Thank you.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

H. Smith
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Closure of JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:18:49 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please vote to reopen JFK Drive to traffic! Having it closed adversely impacts senior
residents and the disabled of our City who can't walk as far as young and able bodied people
to get to the Conservatory or the Museum Concourse. They have to be dropped off near those
locations from cars driven by friends and family.
The opening of JFK Drive to traffic still allows bicyclists to ride easily through the park. And
residents and tourists alike can still stroll along the sidewalks.
Golden Gate Park should be convenient for ALL our residents.
Carolyn Lucas
San Francisco resident for 45 years

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lee Heidhues
Walton, Shamann (BOS); tim redmond; Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Lynch, Andy (MYR)
Tweet from Lee"s Perspective (@Dogrunner47)
Monday, April 25, 2022 1:47:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Lee's Perspective (@Dogrunner47) tweeted at 1:45 PM on Mon, Apr 25, 2022:
@shamannwalton is pandering a lie. It is appalling. So called Progressive journalism @48hills
is debasing itself by giving credibility to the dangerous outlandish argument that car free
@JFKPromenade is discriminatory and equal to the vile racist segregation in the Southern
USA https://t.co/IDkbSXOLnm
(https://twitter.com/Dogrunner47/status/1518692598017232896?
t=cuia2VtB0TtDzhKfZSKPFQ&s=03)

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Anthony Bishopric
Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA)
Commission, Recpark (REC); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Board of Supervisors, (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); Stefani,
Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS);
MelgarStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS);
clerk@sfcta.org; hello@kidsafeggp.com
Safe #CarFreeJFK must be made permanent
Monday, April 25, 2022 1:40:44 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Director Ginsburg, Mayor Breed, and Director Tumlin, Rec and Park Commissioners,
and members of the Board of Supervisors,
Thank you for your continued support of Car-Free JFK! Having car-free space in our largest
park has been an eye-opening and uplifting experience for me and countless other people in
our city.
Writing to urge you to support keeping JFK car-free permanently -- your support is needed
now more than ever.
San Francisco deserves more people-first spaces where residents and visitors can be active,
enjoy nature, and spend time with friends and family. People of all ages and abilities have
been flocking to JFK to enjoy the car-free space.
Keeping JFK car-free would allow these people (and countless others) to get outside, enjoy
nature, improve their health, and visit attractions in the Park.
Best of all, keeping JFK car-free would allow people of all ages, abilities, and means to access
our beautiful park by whatever method they prefer -- walking, biking, rolling, taking public
transit, or driving a car -- thanks to the ample access options, including buses, shuttles, the
3,000+ free parking spots throughout the Park and along Lincoln Way and Fulton Street, and
the parking garages underneath the Music Concourse.
Finally, this 3+ mile car-free connection between the panhandle and ocean beach is a critical
active-transportation corridor (walk, run, bike, scoot, roll) that encourages the most
environmental and climate-conscious means of running errands, getting to work, visiting
friends, and taking children to school.
Please join me and countless other residents and advocacy organizations in supporting keeping
JFK car-free forever.
Thanks again, and please take care.

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Sara Berg-Love
Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA)
Commission, Recpark (REC); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Board of Supervisors, (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); Stefani,
Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS);
MelgarStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS);
clerk@sfcta.org; hello@kidsafeggp.com
Safe #CarFreeJFK must be made permanent
Sunday, April 24, 2022 2:22:27 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Director Ginsburg, Mayor Breed, and Director Tumlin, Rec and Park Commissioners, and members of the
Board of Supervisors,
Thank you for your continued support of Car-Free JFK! Having car-free space in our largest park has been an eyeopening and uplifting experience for me and countless other people in our city.
Writing to urge you to support keeping JFK car-free permanently — your support is needed now more than ever.
San Francisco deserves more people-first spaces where residents and visitors can be active, enjoy nature, and spend
time with friends and family. People of all ages and abilities have been flocking to JFK to enjoy the car-free space.
Keeping JFK car-free would allow these people (and countless others) to get outside, enjoy nature, improve their
health, and visit attractions in the Park.
Best of all, keeping JFK car-free would allow people of all ages, abilities, and means to access our beautiful park by
whatever method they prefer — walking, biking, rolling, taking public transit, or driving a car — thanks to the
ample access options, including buses, shuttles, the 3,000+ free parking spots throughout the Park and along Lincoln
Way and Fulton Street, and the parking garages underneath the Music Concourse.
Finally, this 3+ mile car-free connection between the panhandle and ocean beach is a critical active-transportation
corridor (walk, run, bike, scoot, roll) that encourages the most environmental and climate-conscious means of
running errands, getting to work, visiting friends, and taking children to school.
Please join me, along with countless other residents and advocacy organizations, in supporting keeping JFK car-free
forever.
Thanks again, and please take care,
Sara Berg-Love

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Johnnie Wagman
Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA)
Commission, Recpark (REC); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Board of Supervisors, (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); Stefani,
Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS);
MelgarStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS);
clerk@sfcta.org; hello@kidsafeggp.com
Safe #CarFreeJFK must be made permanent
Sunday, April 24, 2022 2:21:48 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Director Ginsburg, Mayor Breed, and Director Tumlin, Rec and Park Commissioners,
and members of the Board of Supervisors,
Thank you for your continued support of Car-Free JFK! Having car-free space in our largest
park has been an eye-opening and uplifting experience for me and countless other people in
our city.
Writing to urge you to support keeping JFK car-free permanently — your support is needed
now more than ever.
San Francisco deserves more people-first spaces where residents and visitors can be active,
enjoy nature, and spend time with friends and family. People of all ages and abilities have
been flocking to JFK to enjoy the car-free space.
Keeping JFK car-free would allow these people (and countless others) to get outside, enjoy
nature, improve their health, and visit attractions in the Park.
Best of all, keeping JFK car-free would allow people of all ages, abilities, and means to access
our beautiful park by whatever method they prefer — walking, biking, rolling, taking public
transit, or driving a car — thanks to the ample access options, including buses, shuttles, the
3,000+ free parking spots throughout the Park and along Lincoln Way and Fulton Street, and
the parking garages underneath the Music Concourse.
Finally, this 3+ mile car-free connection between the panhandle and ocean beach is a critical
active-transportation corridor (walk, run, bike, scoot, roll) that encourages the most
environmental and climate-conscious means of running errands, getting to work, visiting
friends, and taking children to school.
Please join me, along with countless other residents and advocacy organizations, in supporting
keeping JFK car-free forever.
Thanks again, and please take care.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ellie Thorsgaard
Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA)
Commission, Recpark (REC); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Board of Supervisors, (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS);
clerk@sfcta.org; hello@kidsafeggp.com
Safe #CarFreeJFK must be made permanent
Sunday, April 24, 2022 1:26:27 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Director Ginsburg, Mayor Breed, and Director Tumlin, Rec and Park Commissioners,
and members of the Board of Supervisors,
Thank you for your continued support of Car-Free JFK! Having car-free space in our largest
park has been an eye-opening and uplifting experience for me and countless other people in
our city.
Writing to urge you to support keeping JFK car-free permanently -- your support is needed
now more than ever.
San Francisco deserves more people-first spaces where residents and visitors can be active,
enjoy nature, and spend time with friends and family. People of all ages and abilities have
been flocking to JFK to enjoy the car-free space.
Keeping JFK car-free would allow these people (and countless others) to get outside, enjoy
nature, improve their health, and visit attractions in the Park.
Best of all, keeping JFK car-free would allow people of all ages, abilities, and means to access
our beautiful park by whatever method they prefer -- walking, biking, rolling, taking public
transit, or driving a car -- thanks to the ample access options, including buses, shuttles, the
3,000+ free parking spots throughout the Park and along Lincoln Way and Fulton Street, and
the parking garages underneath the Music Concourse.
Finally, this 3+ mile car-free connection between the panhandle and ocean beach is a critical
active-transportation corridor (walk, run, bike, scoot, roll) that encourages the most
environmental and climate-conscious means of running errands, getting to work, visiting
friends, and taking children to school.
Please join me and countless other residents and advocacy organizations in supporting keeping
JFK car-free forever.
Thanks again, and please take care.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Simpkin
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
I am opposed to the permanent closure of JFK Drive in GG Park
Monday, April 25, 2022 2:16:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board Members and Clerk of the City & County of San Francisco,
I am writing to request that you do not permanently close JFK Drive.
There are other less drastic options than permanent closure that would ensure sharing JFK
Drive for recreation and for access to the world class DeYoung Museum and Academy of
Sciences.
As a San Francisco native, I am saddened by the ruthless and careless driving tactics in SF that
have necessitated speed bumps, "slow streets" and street shutdowns to bring a modicum of
safety for pedestrians and cyclists. That being said, the complete permanent shutdown of JFK
Drive just makes for worse traffic around the park on Fulton Street, Lincoln Way and Stanyan.
There are fewer parking options and overall limited access for getting into the museum area.
The shutdown of JFK makes parking lots of the few streets that are open for accessing the
museum area.
I am the mother of a child with disabilities and, when my mother was alive and graduated
from needing crutches to needing a wheelchair, it has been critical to have car access to the
museum areas. The community must be able to have at the very least some days when the park
is fully open on JFK in order to allow better traffic flow, more parking and, importantly,
access to the bandshell area and museums for people with disabilities.
This doesn't have to be an all or nothing decision. Perhaps shutdown part of JFK or shutdown
JFK on Saturdays and/or Sundays. Shutting down JFK completely is a poor decision and lacks
consideration of anyone who isn't a cyclist or jogger.
Sincerely yours,
Susan Simpkin

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Judi Gorski
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Judi - gmail Gorski
Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22,
9:00 am
Monday, April 25, 2022 2:14:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Date: April 25, 2022
By Email To:
board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org; and clerk@sfcta.org
Dear Clerks for the Board of Supervisors and for the Transportation Authority Board,
Please enter this email into the permanent record as my public comments re the Joint Special
Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22, and deliver it
to the members in time for them to read it prior to the meeting. Please acknowledge your
receipt of my comments by emailing me at judigorski@gmail.com. Thank you.
Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
Please vote agains the continuation of road closures in Golden Gate Park and do not
support any of the limited reports that the pubic has seen as they are inconclusive and
flawed reports.
1. The survey and report requested by Supervisor Walton that will be presented tomorrow
only includes people from 3 districts - Districts 3, 10, and 11. The other 8 districts, including
my own were not included in the “city-wide” survey? How anything be concluded from such a
limited survey? This incomplete survey presented to the public over the weekend, should not
be accepted as it is written.
2. The results of the incomplete survey, do not represent the majority of the citizens and
should not be admissible as a city-wide survey regardless of the questionable methodology
used to gather the data.
3. When the voters were give the opportunity to vote on road closures in Golden Gate Park,
they voted NO closures.
4. You must give the voters an opportunity to vote on the use of their pubic streets before
removing access to them on a permanent basis.
5. The streets and the city will never return to normal until all he COVID restrictions,
including closed and slow streets are returned to normal.
Respectfully submitted,
Judi Gorski

SF Resident 40+ years (District 4)
Member of Open the Great Highway Alliance and Concerned Residents of the Sunset

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Justin Gorski
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22,
9:00 am
Sunday, April 24, 2022 10:19:36 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Clerks for the Board of Supervisors and for the Transportation Authority Board,
Please enter this email into the permanent record as my public comments re the Joint
Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors,
4/26/22, and deliver it to the members in time for them to read it prior to the meeting.
Please acknowledge your receipt of my comments. Thank you.
Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The
closure of JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco
institutions for people with disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those
who live far away from the park. Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just
those who can afford to live near the park or can easily bike and walk.
My grandparents, who are in their 90’s and incapable of walking far enough to access
the amenities in Golden Gate Park without being able to drive and park close to the
various exhibits, have felt discriminated against because of their ages and financial
inability to pay high garage parking fees. They do not feel safe on the public
transportation available to them. If JFK is closed, they may not ever return to Golden
Gate Park. My parents are also senior citizens with compromising health issues who
feel the same way. My wife and I live in Bernal Heights and without access by our
own car, we too will avoid that area of the park. We are a family of artists and art
appreciators who now wonder if memberships to the Science and Art Museums are
worth it for us with the difficulties in accessibility to them by our private vehicles.
Please reopen JFK so everyone can still safely drive, park and use all areas of
Golden Gate Park as we were able to do before the closure. We’ve all suffered
enough through what was promised to be a temporary measure during the Pandemic.
Let’s end it and open up JFK, the Great Highway, and the other temporarily closed
streets and again be the San Francisco that welcomes everyone.
Thank you,
Justin Gorski
Native San Franciscan, taxpayer and voter

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Judi Gorski
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Judi - gmail Gorski
Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22,
9:00 am
Saturday, April 23, 2022 12:06:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Date: April 23, 2022
By Email To:
board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org; and clerk@sfcta.org
Dear Clerks for the Board of Supervisors and for the Transportation Authority Board,
Please enter this email into the permanent record as my public comments re the Joint Special
Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22, and deliver it
to the members in time for them to read it prior to the meeting. Please acknowledge your
receipt of my comments by emailing me at judigorski@gmail.com. Thank you.
Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The closure of
JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco institutions for people
with disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those who live far away from the
park. Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just those who can afford to live near the
park or can easily bike and walk.
My parents, who are in their 90’s and incapable of walking far enough to access the amenities
in Golden Gate Park without being able to drive and park close to the various exhibits, have
felt discriminated against because of their ages and financial inability to pay high garage
parking fees. They do not feel safe on the public transportation available to them. If JFK is
closed, they may not ever return to Golden Gate Park. My husband and I are also senior
citizens with compromising health issues who feel the same way. Our son and his wife live in
Bernal Heights and without access by their own car, they too will avoid that area of the park.
We are a family of artists and art appreciators who now wonder if memberships to the Science
and Art Museums are worth it for us with the difficulties in accessibility to them by our
private vehicles. Please reopen JFK so everyone can still safely drive, park and use all areas of
Golden Gate Park as we were able to do before the closure. We’ve all suffered enough through
what was promised to be a temporary measure during the Pandemic. Let’s end it and open up
JFK, the Great Highway, and the other temporarily closed streets and again be the San
Francisco that welcomes everyone.
Thank you,
Judi Gorski
San Francisco Resident for 40+ years

District 4
Member of Open the Great Highway Alliance
Member of Concerned Residents of the Sunset

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Nan Zerner
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org; Mar, Gordon (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Marstaff (BOS);
Chan, Connie (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); MelgarStaff (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS); Peskin,
Aaron (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Walton,
Shamann (BOS)
Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22
Monday, April 25, 2022 2:23:15 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I am rewriting the words of my neighbor and friend Tony Villa. It seems pointless to continue
to persuade you of our stance on the closures of roads as it seems that you have all decided
the fate of our cities roads without offering the voters the opportunity to share their voices.
As tens of thousands of us have united to ask, beg and plead that the roads that are scarcely
used Monday-Friday be opened back up to cars to alleviate the hellish traffic and congestion
not to mention safely of the individuals who believe that walking in the center of a car
traveled road with their children has become safe. I implore you to reconsider your closures
because the next election will determine who and who you do not respond to. I have written
upwards of more than 40 emails, calls and heard from only Connie Chan and one response
from Mr. Mar.
Here is the letter that our Open the Great Highway Group and Open Lake Street have shared
with us and I again ask you for your time to consider all of the needs of your constituents, not
just the handful of lawless entitled bike riders.
Yours,
Nancy Zerner
Librarian and Media Specialist
Fernando Rivera Intermediate School
Daly City, CA 94015
Home owner and resident of the Richmond District
_-----------------------------------------------------------------Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The closure of JFK
Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco institutions for people with
disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those who live far away from the park.
Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just those who can afford to live near the park or
can easily bike and walk.

I can guarantee that should you vote for permanent closure of JFK, your political aspirations
will end. Lawsuits are already in place along with a ballot initiative to keep these roads of SF
open. The same voters that recalled the school board, as all of you sat idle, will replace all of
you. The DA is next. All of you can be next to go depending how you vote. Instead of making
recreation areas, fix muni, fix the roads, fix the schools, fix the crime, fix the homeless, fix the
people living in trailers, fix the city hall corruption, and fix our infrastructure. Between 1919
and 2022 you gave $2,000,000 to the SF Bicycle Coalition and Walk SF as consultants without
ever going out to bid? At one time, we had Janet Li, a Bart Board director, working as a
consultant for SF Bicycle Coalition for a six figure income. This is San Francisco tax payer
money!
We need a better city than having more places to ride our electric bicycles and skateboards.
The park was designed for people to walk through the trees and enjoy a picnic on the grass
with friends and family. Not to ride a skateboard on asphalt! Do what makes sense and do the
right thing. All of us need to get to The De Young Science Academy and enjoy the park. I was a
member of SF Bike Coalition for over 20 years till this grassroots organization turned into a
political lobby funded mostly by the city. I can no longer ride a bicycle, but still enjoyed driving
through the park to smell the roses.
Thank you,

-A good library will never be too neat, or too dusty, because somebody will always be in
it, taking books off the shelves and staying up late reading them. ~Lemony Snicket

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennie Lyons
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22
Monday, April 25, 2022 11:31:01 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive at this time.The
closure of JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco gardens
and institutions for people with disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those who
live far away from the park. Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just those who can
afford to live near the park or can easily bike and walk. It is incumbent upon the City, Parks
and Rec and the MTA to make sure access is equitable for all citizens before permanent
closure. The existing signs and instructions are not enough. Until the issues of convenient,
reliable, and publically available access are in place and this information is readily available
and easily accessible, please do not permanently close access.
Also of note, while the "pandemic" closure has provided benefits to some and privileges to
many, the wanton disregard of safety rules by bicycle, scooter and skateboard riders creates
discomfort and danger to walkers. There has also been a significant rise in motorized
bikes/scooters/skateboards (and even unicycles) cruising upwards of 30 mph throughout the
walking lanes obviating the closure strictly to motorized automobiles.
Thank you,
Jennie Lyons

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Peter Pirolli
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Clerk@sfcta.org; Mar, Gordon (BOS); Marstaff (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS);
ChanStaff (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); MelgarStaff (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS)
Peter Pirolli
Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22
Monday, April 25, 2022 11:14:33 AM
Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors
42622.msg

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

lucca1969@yahoo.com
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Transportation Authority; Mar, Gordon (BOS); Marstaff (BOS)
Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22
Sunday, April 24, 2022 7:41:29 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Re: Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board
of Supervisors, 4/26/22
Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive.
I am a 4th generation SF Native who has not only a disabled child, but disabled Mother and
disabled stepmother. By closing JFK and (also MLK) it makes it very difficult for me and my
family to visit parts of the park which we actually use daily. I'm all for compromise and, sharing
space I think it would be beneficial to paint bike Lanes and for Sunday closures like it was in
the past. However, by closing JFK permanently you're not allowing ALL franciscans and Bay
Area people to utilize the park and, keeping it for a select few.
You've included these little shuttle buses which wecannot maneuver, let alone get three
individuals near to or even on to, it's absurd. Please GHP and JFK assessable public use for ALL
of us, it would make life so much easier for families like ours (physically and legally.)
Please listen to ALL your people, not just a $elect few.
Loreen Bernardini & family

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Libby Adler
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22
Saturday, April 23, 2022 12:04:29 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive. The closure of
JFK Drive limits access to Golden Gate Park and beloved San Francisco institutions for
people with disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families and those who live far away
from the park. Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone, not just those who can afford to live
near the park or can easily bike and walk.
Thank you,
Libby Adler

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Goldstein
Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS)
ninasteinman@gmail.com
Fw: JFK drive
Monday, April 25, 2022 3:15:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

JFK today, 4/25/22 at approx. 3pm.
No one walking or biking.
COMPROMISE! OPEN it during the week.
Keep it closed on the weekends.
Thanks.
Beth Goldstein

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Francoise Etchenique
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive
Monday, April 25, 2022 9:09:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Let’s keep JFK Drive open Saturdays and Sundays so that more people can access and enjoy the park.
Thank you.
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maddie Bass
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK DRIVE
Sunday, April 24, 2022 7:33:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please keep the road open. I am a senior who belongs to the Fine Arts of SF that needs access
to the DeYoung museum and all that GG Park has to offer.
Anymore closers on the western end roads strangles the lives of the inhabitants in the Outer
Sunset, Inner Sunset and all of the Richmond district.
Please don't close JFK drive.
Thank you,
Madeleine Bass
3708 Kirkham St

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John DeCock
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:19:37 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Supervisors,
As a senior and as someone who has mobility issues I strongly recommend that you reopen JFK Drive to
autos.
Not everyone can ride a bike to the park. Maybe someday MUNI will provide reasonable service to allow
people to access that park without cars, but that is certainly not even close to happening now. The park
should be available for all to enjoy. There is plenty of space for cars, bikes and pedestrians to share the
road. There is a dedicated, protected bike path, extensive sidewalks and a road. Please return the park to
a situation where all three can be used for their intended purpose and provide access for all.  
Thank you,
John DeCock
3789 Market St, San Francisco, CA 94131
Resident of San Francisco since 1974

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Valentina Feldman
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 5:14:05 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

We are against the permanent closure of the JFK Drive through the Golden Gate Park. Just the
opposite - we would like it to be reopened asap!
All the lovers of the park - local and visitors - would prefer to have an opportunity to visit the
park without facing the difficulties while trying to get an access to their favorite places inside
the park.
Respectfully,
Valentina Feldman
San Francisco resident

Sent from Samsung Galaxy smartphone.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Peek
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 3:57:29 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors
Please keep JFK Drive open every day except Sunday so that everybody can have access to the museums and park.
Most people work during the week anyhow; they can enjoy strolling JFK Sundays. And there are plenty of Slow
Streets close to their homes if they work at home.
Thank you,
Stephanie Peek
D1 or D2 ( not sure anymore now that Redistricting is in process)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Ginsburg
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 2:32:02 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Supervisors—I am 76 years old, a native San Franciscan (born here, raised in Los Altos) and have lived in the city
for the past 45 years. I am also a bicyclist. I think it is crucial that JFK remain open to cars at least Monday-Friday.
There are too many people who are unable to take advantage of all the wonderful things GGP has to offer without
the option of getting there by car.
I was a member of the bike Coaltion but am not renewing my membership. I think the organization is too
exclusionary. They don’t understand that not everyone can get around without a car.
Also….Great Highway—please close to cars on weekends, open to cars on weekdays.
Thank you….
Jane Ginsburg
Cell 415-999-8916

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary OBrien
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 1:23:26 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I am a senior and don’t want it closed!
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Burrill
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 1:10:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please keep jfk drive open to automobiles. We can all share the roads and enjoy the park.
Seeing the parklands from one’s car is what makes a person want to get out and walk!
Thank you.
Nancy M Burrill, citizen and voter

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marvin Kirchner
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
JFK drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 12:28:34 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I am 92 and enjoy getting to the De Young and other attractions of the park. I wish to cast my
vote to reopen this drive for elders and handicapped individuals. Thank you. Marvin
Kirchner, MD

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loretta O"Connell
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 12:23:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Please open JFK Drive to cars. I am a senior and riding public transportation is
difficult for me, as is walking. I need to have car access.
Loretta O'Connell
cell 415 272 7725
home 415 668 5099
"All the ill that is in us comes from fear, and all the good from love"

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harald Oyen
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 11:14:40 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Rodney King said it best when he asked, “Can’t we all get along!”
Share the JFK drive!
Harald Oyen
84 and walking in the Park.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Herman Bracey
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 10:37:00 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

This issue is important to all the citizens of the city. Why not put it on the ballot?
Whose interest does closing JFK Drive serve?
I'm against it!
Herman w Bracey
651 Cole St
SF 94117

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

betzenart@aol.com
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
clerk@sfcta.org
JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:54:59 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Supervisors of San Francisco,
PLEASE stop behaving like a group of elitist nimby people and
reopen JFK Drive to EVERYONE.
My husband isn't able to walk long distances and we no longer
venture to the museums OR the park because JFK Drive is shut
down. By your elitist behavior you have taken away so much
access to those who can no longer walk long distances or walk
at all.
It's a STREET for AUTOMOBILES for goodness sake. PLEASE, PLEASE
keep it that way.
Regards,
Betsy Fowler

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

narine penhardt
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:25:55 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I have lived in the mission for 30 years on Lexington st. Iam 75 years old. I do not ride a bicycle. I take public
transportation
as available albeit limited. I frequent the arts in San Francisco. I am a member of all the Museums including Legion
of Honor.
PLEASE do not exclude JFK to driving. The city has provided many bicycle lanes here in the city. My
neighborhood has given up much access already
to the bicyclists….!!!   I repeat PLEASE do not give JFK drive to the bicyclists….!!!!!
Narine Penhardt

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Mark C
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
RE: JFK DRIVE
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:25:43 AM
High

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

NO PERMANENT CLOSURE of JFK DRIVE, PLEASE! Some of us have age-related limitations & can only
access parts of the park by car.
I once loved bicycling. I support limiting some streets to bikes only on the condition that some
streets are limited to cars only (Pine & Bush, for example).
Some streets are big enough to accommodate all (Great Hwy).
Some streets can easily adopt an alternate day schedule (JFK).
It ain’t rocket science.
Thank you.
Mark Cooper & Jose Romero / Twin Peaks
PS: (1) Open the damned road on Twin Peaks. (2) Build & occupy a police substation to control
constant criminal activity.
Sent from Mail for Windows

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynn Van Dyke
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 9:23:57 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Board,
Please reopen JFK Drive. The closure served some people who lived nearby well during the pandemic. But as life is
slowly returning to normal seniors like me who live farther away would like easier access to all the beautiful park
offers.
Sincerely,
Lynn Van Dyke.
1776 Sacramento   #408
San Francisco,CA 94109
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Feinbaum
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Clerk of the Board
JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 7:11:43 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

SaveMUNI
4/22/2022

SaveMUNI urges you to restore JFK Drive and all other roads inside Golden Gate Park to their prepandemic usage as soon as the COVID Emergency Order has been lifted. The continued closure of JFK
Drive and other Golden Gate Park roads deprives persons with disabilities, seniors, families with young
children, those who do not live close to the Park and those who cannot afford the high price of the Music
Concourse Parking Garage of equitable access to the Park’s many amenities.

The continued full-time closure of these roads also conflicts with the City’s policy and Park Code Secs.
6.12(b)(i) and 6.13 (c)(i), which requires that physical accessibility is provided through the closure area
compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act.

Following this reopening, SaveMUNI recommends that the City conduct an international design
competition that would be worthy of San Francisco.   

SaveMUNI supports sound planning to transform public spaces and transit to benefit the most people, in
the shortest time frame, at the lowest costs. The public process for the Better Market Street Project
involved multiple city agencies and community partners, as well as environmental review, quick-build
improvements and phased design and construction.  A Better JFK Drive Project deserves an equally
robust design process:

We need real time data. Visitor counts should be conducted at important locations (JFK Drive, DeYoung
Museum, Academy of Sciences, Japanese Tea Garden, Music Concourse, Conservatory of Flowers,
Botanical Gardens) as well as at venues and events during the JFK Drive road closure. In addition traffic
counts should be conducted on adjacent streets and roads.
When the pandemic’s emergency order is lifted, gather visitor and vehicle data at all the same locations
after restoring JFK Drive’s thru-traffic and weekend/holiday road closures. In keeping with SaveMUNI’s
mission to prioritize public transit, gather data on Muni buses, paratransit, taxis, Hop-On/Hop-Off buses
and, drop-offs for seniors and disabled commuters and deliveries. Data-driven criteria can then inform
design of JFK Drive and Golden Gate Park’s roadways.
We believe that the roads in Golden Gate Park should be reopened to their pre-pandemic state until there
has been a full data-driven process and a consideration of all alternatives. Only then will the Park be
accessible to all regardless of age, ethnicity, or physical ability.

Bob Feinbaum
President, SaveMUNI

(bobf@att.net)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

l. yaco
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive
Saturday, April 23, 2022 5:07:10 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
The 24/7 closure of JFK drive has left many people unable to access Golden Gate Park and its
institutions. The current closure is for those who live close enough, have the money to pay for
parking, or are able bodied enough to travel on foot or bicycle.
We need to go back to the compromise that was struck and reopen JFK as it was before the
pandemic!
Sincerely,
l. yaco

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christopher Sabre
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK Drive
Friday, April 22, 2022 2:23:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
The current closure of JFK Drive severely impacts people with disabilities, seniors, and
communities not directly neighboring Golden Gate Park.
As we emerge from COVID, it's time to reopen JFK Drive. Golden Gate Park belongs to the
people of San Francisco, not just a few.
I strongly encourage you to support JFK Drive returning to the conditions pre-COVID, with
all roadways open to vehicle traffic and street closures on Sundays, holidays and Saturdays, 6
months of the year.
Regards,
Christopher Sabre

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles Hellstrom
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
In support of a car free JFK
Monday, April 25, 2022 3:14:33 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Supervisors San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I live in District 3 and wanted to express my support for a car-free JFK. Parks should be for
people, and not serve as a city-subsidized free parking lot for wealthy car owners. Thousands
of people enjoy the car-free promenade everyday (not just weekends). San Francisco should
set a great climate example and show that we don't have to maintain the harmful status quo of
prioritizing the convenience of drivers over people's health and lives.
-- Charles Hellstrom, North Beach resident
Charles Hellstrom
charles.hellstrom@gmail.com
240 Lombard St. Apt. 232
San Francisco, California 94111

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tomasita Medál
Cleck@sfcta.org; Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Tomasita Medál
Public Comment for Files 220370 and 220621 and 220339 SFCTA and SF Board of Supervisors Meeting April
26,2022
Monday, April 25, 2022 3:10:18 PM
Mayor latter.doc
Living Wage Coalition JFK Resolution .pdf
OpenJFKreso (1).docx
Calle 24 JFK open for all12012021 copy 2.pdf
SFLDC JRK DR LTR TO MAYOR-BOS-MTA-RP 1-10-22 (1) (1) copy.pdf
Letter _ OWL.docx
Letter _Gray Panthers- Letter opposing JFK Drive closure.docx
Letter to Reopen _ PAR.pdf
Resolution _ EMIA.docx

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

To: Transportation Authority
<clerk@sfcta.org>; Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: April 26, 2022 Joint Board of Supervisors and SFCTA Meeting: Board Files Nos. 220370;
220621; 220339
I am writing in reference to the April 26, 2022 Joint Meeting of the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors and San Francisco County Transportation Authority.
Please include the attached documents in the Board Packets for the following Board File
Numbers on the Agenda: File Nos. 220370; 220621; 220339
These attached documents must be part of the Record for this meeting.To: San Francisco
County Transportation Authority and San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Dear Commissioners and Supervisors,
Regarding the Equity Study: There were only three districts included in the Equity Study: District 3,
Supervisor Aaron Peskin's District; District 10, Supervisor Shamann Walton's District; and District 11,
Supervisor Ahsha Safai's District. People from all of the other districts in San Francisco are severely
negatively impacted by the road closure of JFK Drive; therefore we urge you not to accept this study,
but to commission a thorough study that includes everyone in San Francisco; that is, from every
district. This study is insufficient. The only true study would be for you Supervisors to put this on the
ballot and ask the People of San Francisco if we want JFK Drive to return to its pre-pandemic
protocols.
Regarding the Recreation and Parks Department mitigations: they will never equal equity because
most disabled and elderly people are unable to park out of the park, walk to a shuttle stop, board a
shuttle, dismount from the shuttle, then have to wait again for a return shuttle, board again, then
dismount, then walk back to an out-of-park parking space. This is simply impossible. Most of us
cannot climb steps, so any shuttle bus is impossible for us. There is no equal access without
reopening JFK Drive to automobile traffic, with parking all along JFK Drive, so that we can drive to
our destination, park, and be there.

PLEASE VOTE NO ON ITEM 3 FILE #220261 PARK CODE- GOLDEN GATE PARK ACCESS AND SAFETY
PROGRAM - SLOW STREET ROAD CLOSURES. It is cruel, inhumane, ableist, classist, racist, and
amounts to ethnic cleansing of Golden Gate Park. There is another perfectly viable, sylvan road with
a pond, Middle Drive West, that was repaved after the 2007 Compromise Agreement and was
supposed to be promoted as an alternative road closure site. It was repaved, then ignored. The
agreed upon programs never happened.
All of this fighting over the segment of road that is called JFK Drive is really because the able-bodied
elites don't want to share the road with families from the outer neighborhoods, the disabled, or the
elderly. They just want to play in the sunshine with people who look like them. By the way, isn't the
purpose of a park for people to visit the trees, the lawns, and the gardens? JFK Drive is supposed to
be the means to get to the greenspaces, it is not supposed to be the end in itself. If people want to
ride a bicycle, they can do that on Middle Drive West, or on any of the abundant Slow Streets
throughout the City. The demand for exclusive use by the bicyclists of JFK Drive is simply selfish and
mean, in total contempt for the suffering their privilege is bestowing upon the elderly and the
disabled. Please do not enable the ethnic cleansing of Golden Gate Park. Please vote NO on the
proposed permanent road closure of JFK Drive.
As for Item 4. File #220339 [Park Code - Golden Gate Park Access and Safety Program - Slow Street
Road Closures - MODIFIED CONFIGURATION] introduced by Supervisor Connie Chan and Supervisor
Shamann Walton, PLEASE VOTE YES. It is not perfect, but at least it provides some relief, some
measure of access. We feel that only fully reopening JFK Drive back to how it was before March
2020 when Mayor Breed used the excuse of the pandemic to impose draconian closures that have
excluded the elderly, the disabled, and multi-generational families from everywhere from easy and
free access to all of the amenities along JFK Drive, which our taxpayer dollars pay to maintain, would
provide true equity. But since you are constantly being lobbied by the Bicycle Coalition, Walk SF, and
SF Transit Riders staff members whose salaries our taxpayer dollars pay, you have the impression
that their viewpoint is the majority of San Franciscans' viewpoint, which it is not. But you feel the
pressure, especially since the mayor and the directors of the Recreation and Parks Department and
the San Francisco Transportation department are determined to close our principal city park to cars,
and for some reason the big-developer backed interests such as the YIMBY organization want the
Park reserved for the elite and able-bodied to use. Just remember, that when you have a hearing,
only those persons with the privilege to be able to attend are the ones you hear from. The vast
majority of working class people are at work, unable to participate, if they even know that their
access to the park is threatened. Please express compassion and respect for ALL San Franciscans and
VOTE NO ON PERMANENT JFK ROAD CLOSURE.
Tomasita Medál
Park Access 4 All
Some of the organizations that we know have taken formal positions in support of fully reopening
JFK Drive and in strong opposition to Mayor Breed, Supervisor Mandelman,
Supervisor Preston and Supervisor Haney's proposal for 24/7 full road closure are:
The ARC, SF

Calle 24 Cultural District
Church Women United, SF
Coalition for San Francisco Neighborhoods
Concerned Residents of the Sunset
District 11 Council
District 11 Democratic Club
East Mission Improvement Association
Excelsior Action Group
Golden Gate Heights Neighborhood Association
Gray Panthers of San Francisco
Labor Council for Latin American Advancement
SF Living Wage Coalition
San Francisco Latinx Democratic Club
OMI Cultural Participation Project
OMI Neighbors in Action
Sunset Heights Association of Responsible People
Planning Association for the Richmond
San Francisco Tour Guide Guild
Self Help For the Elderly
OWL (Older Women's League)
Some who voted to ask you to VOTE NO TO ITEM 3. FILE #220261

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nina steinman
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Chan, Connie (BOS)
JFK in GGP
Monday, April 25, 2022 3:04:20 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Here is what JFK looks like right now on this beautiful afternoon (below). No one but
a few cyclists in the roadway. I need to come east from the ocean in the early
morning every day, and I turn off Fulton every day before Park Presidio and drive on
Cabrillo (with many other cars). Traffic on Fulton, Stanyan and Lincoln is crazy.
Don't do this to these neighborhoods. Please see my photos below. Thank you.
Nina Steinman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Goldstein
Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS)
OPEN JFK!!! CLOSE IT ON THE WEEKENDS! COMPROMISE!!!!
Monday, April 25, 2022 2:54:27 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

There is hardly any walking on JFK during the week. I can send you literally hundreds of pictures
at all times......a few bikes, no pedestrians. They walk on the paved sides.
Not everyone can ride bikes.
Traffic on Stanyan is INSANE! Talk about gridlock and pollution!
People need cars to get to either side of the park, as well as the attractions.
COMPROMISE PLEASE!!!!!
CLOSE IT ON THE WEEKENDS, OPEN IT DURING THE WEEKDAYS!!!!!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

BELINDA SIFFORD
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
stop permanent closure of JFK Drive
Monday, April 25, 2022 2:44:31 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

To the Board of Supervisors and the SFCTA,
To this date the City of San Francisco's departments and agencies, principally
Recreation and Park, Municipal Transportation Agency, and the Mayor's Office on
Disability, have failed to create a comprehensive, integrated plan to close down JFK
Drive permanently to gas powered vehicles. Scattered, small, isolated improvements
to parking, drop off sites, the Shuttle, bus routes do not create an adequate service
for visitors coming from near and far.
A negotiated plan in the manner of Supervisor Chan's at least makes an effort to
serve more communities within the city and beyond. It deserves attention The plan
should be permitted at least for a term of years. At that point another vote could be
taken on permanent road closure.
The rush to permanent closure at this moment is foolhardy. The proposed closure is
not serving the visitor community as a whole, only that of the young and able.
No total, permanent closure of all JFK Drive to vehicles
Belinda Sifford
Bay Area Access Advisor
1239 Evelyn Ave
Berkeley CA 94706

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Logan Chadde
Chan, Connie (BOS); +Catherine.Stefani@sfgov.org; +Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org; +Gordon.Mar@sfgov.org;
+Dean.Preston@sfgov.org; +Matt.Haney@sfgov.org; +Myrna.Melgar@sfgov.org;
+Rafael.Mandelman@sfgov.org; +Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org; +Shamann.Walton@sfgov.org;
+Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Why won"t the de Young talk about the car-friendly Legion of Honor?
Monday, April 25, 2022 2:36:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Supervisors,
The de Young says attendance has dropped due to the car restrictions. Has anyone asked them
to explain why the Legion of Honor attendance has also declined, without car restrictions?
Seems like a consequence of COVID, not cars.
The JFK Promenade is such a bright spot in our city. The amount of joy I witness on people's
faces while walking, running, rolling, or biking through is amazing.
Please do the right thing, for people and the planet, and make this permanent.
(And those of you who tweeted nonsense after meeting with the de Young's expensive
lobbyists, shame on you.)
Sincerely,
Logan Chadde
1010 Ashbury St Apt 6
San Francisco, CA 94117

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Felicia Valmonte
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Please vote AGAINST the Closing of JFK Drive
Monday, April 25, 2022 5:33:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear SF Supervisors,
I am writing to urge you to vote against the closing of
Golden Gate Park’s JFK Drive. I have listed my reasons
below:
- As a 65 year old Disabled San Francisco Native I had
to cancel my De Young Museum Membership because
five years ago I became disabled and now have no close
and free Disabled parking. It also limits me to
my favorite part of the park. I am not the only one who
has had to cancel their membership because of the
closing. Please vote against the closing of JFK Drive to
automobiles.
- The closing of JFK Drive and the Slow Streets have
created backups and unsafe surrounding streets as we are
no longer able to cross the park via JFK Drive. I have
lived at 12th Ave. and Lawton for over 20 years, three
blocks from GGP and the open arteries are more
dangerous than ever. It takes much longer to get to the
other side of the park and the streets have become much
more dangerous for walkers, runners, bicyclers, scooters,
and drivers. There is back up in the surrounding open
arteries. Please vote against the closing of JFK Drive to
automobiles.
- There are so many other roads and streets that bicyclers
can use in GGP if they don’t feel safe using JFK Drive.
JFK Drive should be a shared drive. Please vote against
the closing of JFK Drive to automobiles.
- I am vehemently against Mayor London Breed’s and
Supervisor Connie Chan’s proposals for JFK Drive. It
needs to be fully opened for vehicles. The Disabled have
been forgotten in this decision. I refuse to ride a shuttle
because of Covid and do not feel safe from standing
waiting for a shuttle. There are too many people being
robbed and/or attacked in the streets and parks of our

city. Please vote against the closing of JFK Drive to
automobiles.
- I am fine with the closing on Sundays. But JFK Drive
should be open to all citizens of this city the remaining
six days. Please vote against the closing of JFK Drive to
automobiles.
I urge you to vote against the closing of JFK Drive.
Thank you for reading and taking my opinion into
consideration.
Best,
Felicia Valmonte
Feliciav@sbcglobal.net
415-828-1390

Sent from AT&T Yahoo Mail for iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

EVERETT YOUNG
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Keep JFK Kid Safe & Car-Free
Monday, April 25, 2022 5:29:13 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Supervisors San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I support maintaining JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park as a permanent pedestrian promenade.
Car-Free JFK is wildly popular with San Franciscans of all ages and from all neighborhoods as
a safe, peaceful destination and active transportation corridor in our park.
After nearly 2 years of public process and the new improvements to the shuttle and ADA
accessible parking, it will become an even more inclusive destination and amenity for all San
Franciscans.
Please vote to support a permanent car-free JFK for everyone.
EVERETT YOUNG
everett.b.young@gmail.com
121 DOLORES STREET, 7
San Francisco, California 94103

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Parker
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Fwd: Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors,
4/26/22
Monday, April 25, 2022 5:24:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
Sorry to say I left my name off when sending the message, below.
Mary Parker
From: Mary Parker <mparkersb@outlook.com>
Date: April 25, 2022 at 4:49:03 PM PDT
To: board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org, clerk@sfcta.org
Subject: Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board
Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22


Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority
Board,
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure
of JFK Drive. The closure of JFK Drive limits access to Golden
Gate Park and beloved San Francisco gardens and institutions
for people with disabilities, seniors, multi-generational families
and those who live far away from the park. Golden Gate Park
belongs to everyone, not just those who can afford to live near
the park or can easily bike and walk.
I am 80 years old and still attend exhibitions at the de Young

Museum and the Palace of the legion of Honor. These have
been special places in my life since I was a child, attending
school in San Francisco. It was all free, and I miss that aspect
of visiting these cultural treasures, also.
I have had two knee replacement surgeries and still have
mobility issues. Please do not make it even more difficult for
me to have access to Golden Gate Park at this time in my life.
It continues to expand my world, and, therefore, means the
world to me.
Thank you,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Esfir Shrayber
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Public comments, - I"m against permanent closing of JFC Drive
Monday, April 25, 2022 5:16:32 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,
please reject permanently closing of JFK Drive.
I'm disabled, legally blind and mobility impaired 64 years old white woman.
The permanent closing of JFC Drive make me and disabled people, like me, - disabled people of any color , race and
background a second class citizen.
We are denied equal access to GG Park and everything what in the park.
It is against a ADA law.
Please, don't isolate disabled people, and don't discriminate us.
Thank you.
Please, don't read aloud my name if it possible.
Esfir Shrayber

From:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Date:

David Annicchiarico
Chan, Connie (BOS); +Catherine.Stefani@sfgov.org; +Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org; +Gordon.Mar@sfgov.org;
+Dean.Preston@sfgov.org; +Matt.Haney@sfgov.org; +Myrna.Melgar@sfgov.org;
+Rafael.Mandelman@sfgov.org; +Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org; +Shamann.Walton@sfgov.org;
+Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); +Clerk@sfcta.org; +MayorLondonBreed@sfgov.org; +MOD@sfgov.org;
+Nicole.Bohn@sfgov.org; +Jeffrey.Tumlin@sfmta.com; +MTABoard@sfmta.com; +Phil.Ginsburg@sfgov.org;
+RecPark.Commission@sfgov.org; +GGPAccess@sfmta.com; +LukeBornheimer@gmail.com;
+Hello@communityspacessf.com
Please make JFK Promenade permanent by passing Mayor Breed"s legislation…
Monday, April 25, 2022 5:11:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Board of Supervisors,
JFK Promenade has been a silver lining of the pandemic, resulting in a 30%+ increase in park
visitation from across our city (~8 million visits), and was supported by more than 70% of San
Franciscans who engaged in the official City survey. Further outreach showed broad support
for permanence with increased access and equity to this amazing space without compromising
or amending the Mayor's legislation and City staff recommendations.
JFK Promenade makes our city a more connected, healthy, and sustainable city.
With Tuesday's meeting about the Mayor's legislation, the people of our city are looking to
you to lead and pass the Mayor's legislation as is—please no more delays, continuations, or
amendments. Now is the time to make a decision, lead, and move forward for the future of our
city.
People who love and rely on JFK Promenade assume it is already permanent and they are
looking to you to vote in their interest to make JFK Promenade permanent and allow City staff
to continue increasing accessibility, equity, and safety in our park. The Mayor's legislation
will increase access and equity to JFK Promenade without compromising on the joy, safety,
community, beauty, and serenity that the space has created. We need constructive,
programmatic, and collaborative leadership that focuses on solutions and takes necessary
action to move our city forward towards a more connected, healthy, and sustainable future.
Among countless positive uses, JFK Promenade serves as an essential commute corridor for
workers as well as kids and families, including as part of the JFK Promenade Bike Bus:
https://SFBikeBus.com/JFK
For those thinking about compromise, JFK Promenade and the broader Golden Gate Park
project is already a compromise. JFK Promenade represents less than 10% of the roads in
Golden Gate Park—and less than 0.5% of the roads in San Francisco—and the only car-free
space accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week in our city.
Please pass the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we can move forward as a
city making this space more accessible, equitable, and enjoyable for everyone in our city.
To hear from people who benefit from JFK Promenade, check out the videos on

CommunitySpacesSF.com, where you can hear from people who love JFK Promenade and
need you to make it permanent. In particular, listen to the stories of the following residents:
1) Carol, a senior with a disability who uses her mobility device on JFK Promenade with
peace of mind that allows her to fully enjoy Golden Gate Park:
https://youtu.be/cBG3pS1qswM
2) Kingston, a kid from the Southeast who rides his bike with friends on JFK Promenade, in
part to escape violence in his neighborhood: https://youtu.be/Z0LGDrOFPJ4
3) Phil, who rarely visited Golden Gate Park growing up and now bikes there with RideOut
Posse SF and encourages inner-city youth to be active at JFK Promenade:
https://youtu.be/1QXo34gGlU8
You can watch the full 'Safe Places, Community Spaces' video here:
https://youtu.be/LVOymMfr7bc
Please lead on this issue by passing the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we
can move forward as a city making JFK Promenade more accessible, equitable, and enjoyable
for everyone in our city.
Thank you, and please take care.

Best,
David L. Annicchiarico
Attorney at Law
584 Castro Street, Suite 654
San Francisco, CA 94114
(415) 948-5576
WriteToDavidA@gmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles Perkins
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
Open JFK Drive
Monday, April 25, 2022 4:55:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Good afternoon,
I submit these comments in connection with the April 26, 2022, SFCTA hearing on the
proposal to close JFK Drive.  
My wife and I have lived in District 7 for twenty-seven years, and District 4 for five
years before that. I know I speak for the overwhelming majority of our friends and
neighbors when I say we are sick and tired of all the road closures throughout the City
and want things to revert to their pre-pandemic status quo. Mr. Ginsburg, Mr. Tumlin,
and many other public officials and special interest groups have hijacked that COVID19 pandemic and used it to advance their personal agendas, which are out of touch
with the interests and needs of most of us. I will soon be submitting irrefutable proof
by way of RPD internal documents demonstrating that their efforts have been rigged
from the inception to achieve the desired result of closing the roads. Their studies,
public outreach, etc. has been a matter of "going through the motions" and in truth is
a worthless charade because Mr. Ginsburg, Mr. Tumlin, and their allies locked in on
their unbending goal on day 1, drawbacks, facts, public preferences, etc. be darned.
Their effort were never designed to evaluate the result that is best for San Francisco
and to allow the decisionmakers (you) to render a truly informed decision. Their
means have been based on intentional deception, use of false and misleading data
and other information, manipulation, and propaganda. How public officials being paid
by the taxpayers can get away with advancing major, controversial proposals, not
through a neutral and unbiased process but a "fixed" one is mind boggling, and does
not pass muster under any model of good government.
Tomorrow's JFK proposal is no exception. Their studies, surveys, and the like have
zero integrity, and their presentation is tainted and biased. Most people go to Golden
Gate Park to enjoy the meadows, walk on the paths, and see various attractions; not
to play in the street. But Mr. Ginsburg and his allies now want to close roads so that
people can come to Golden Gate Park to play in the street. Think about that. And in
truth, however, a closed JFK is primarily just a large space for bicyclist to whiz
through, with most pedestrians opting for the sidewalks, meadows, and paths
anyway. This is a pure handout to the Bike Coalition, which does not represent the
overwhelming majority of San Franciscans. I note too just a few years ago millions of
our tax dollars were spent reconfiguring the parking along JFK to create protected
bike lanes.  
A closed JFK means my elderly in-laws were not able to appreciate the recent light
shows at the Conservatory and the meadow just east because I could not drive them
there. If my kids were still young and if I was still coaching youth baseball, a closed

JFK drive means we could not have held the many large park-gatherings with other
families and team parties on the lawn in from of the Conservatory or the one near the
log cabin because we could not have toted all of our picnic/bbq equipment, coolers,
sports equipment, chairs, blankets, bikes, etc. there. And it means that so many of
the disabled community is denies access to this wonderful area of the park.
Please immediately reopen JFK.
Charles Perkins
San Francisco

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Evelyn Engel
clerk@sfcta.org; Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
SFTWA (San Francisco Taxi Workers Alliance)
SF Taxi Workers Alliance Re: Car-Free JFK (GGP Access and Safety Plans)
Monday, April 25, 2022 4:48:20 PM
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April 25, 2022
Re:     Special Meeting April 26, 2022, at 9:00 a.m.
          GGP Access and Safety Plans
Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors and Country Transportation Authority:
San Francisco Taxi Workers Alliance urges you to support taxi stands in the Concourse and
access to the Concourse for taxis from 8th Avenue & Fulton.
Taxis provide a public service for many:
Taxis provide crucial on-demand service for park visitors with limited mobility, providing people
with limited mobility the freedom of travel they deserve.
Taxis provide a public service to park visitors and employees who cannot easily take a bus to their
destination, not only seniors and the disabled, but also tourists who are unfamiliar with Muni,
families with tired children, or workers who have been on their feet all day.
It is especially important to provide this service to visitors and employees at events held at night
when bus service is infrequent, including wedding receptions, holiday parties, and regular events.
To provide this service, we must have taxi stands in the line of sight of the de Young
Museum and Academy of Science exits. Many people need to see a taxi to think of taking a taxi.
Otherwise, they will call an Uber or Lyft.

Our ability to provide good service will be severely limited if our access to the Concourse is
restricted:
Access only via 9th & Lincoln limits the number of taxis willing to service the museums. Taxi
drivers to the north of the park (where the majority of taxis will be) will be reluctant to drive all the
way around the park in order to enter via 9th & Lincoln.
Access only via 9th & Lincoln will generally cost passengers more. In our cumulative experience,
very few rides have pickup points or destinations for which that route is best.
The additional cost associated with the 9th Avenue route will inequitably impact senior, disabled,
and low-income passengers the most.
It is particularly important to provide good access for senior and disabled passengers. We
anticipate access via the parking garage may work for drop-offs but will not work well for picking
people up. The time limit on these spaces may not be long enough to wait for passengers with
limited mobility or to accommodate passengers in wheelchairs.
Anything that makes us less efficient also has the potential to reduce our income. Restricting our access
constitutes yet another blow to taxi workers who are already under unimaginable hardship.
Car Free JFK must allow taxis access from 8th Avenue to the Concourse along the route of Muni's
44 line:
If we are going to challenge Uber's and Lyft's efforts to privatize our public transit system, we must

give taxis the same access to the City that Muni has.
Public transit is given privileged access to the City in order to encourage people to use it. Taxis are
part of our public transit system and must be treated the same way. We need to encourage people
to use taxis over Uber and Lyft just like we encourage use of Muni.
Taxis exist to supplement Muni service, not to replace it. But when we are denied the necessary
visibility and access to provide that service well, people who need a taxi for whatever reason will
likely take Uber or Lyft instead.

Lastly and perhaps most importantly, San Francisco cannot miss an opportunity to support its
climate change goals:
In order to reduce overall traffic congestion and empty vehicle miles traveled, we must take every
opportunity to encourage sustainable modes of travel, including walking, biking, and taking Muni.
But for those who regularly or occasionally need to travel by car, we must encourage use of taxis,
whose numbers are limited, over Uber and Lyft who have no cap on the number of vehicles that
are allowed to operate in San Francisco. Uber and Lyft are a climate change disaster.
Taxi jobs are green jobs. We need to support green jobs.
Denying taxis access to the Concourse will not help Muni, public transportation, or the
climate. Denying taxis access will simply funnel more rides to Uber and Lyft, mega-corporations
that cannot exist without draining ridership from Muni and other sustainable modes of
transportation.

Finally, we understand that there is a public safety perspective. Not allowing taxis to
cross JFK between 8th Avenue and the Concourse may help create a safer space on
that one block, but what are the effects across the rest of the City? We need to
decrease the number of vehicles on the road across our entire city, where the
majority of traffic injuries occur. This block will not be entirely free of motor vehicles
because Muni will be using it. The Muni 44 line operates 190 trips per day Monday to
Friday, 189 trips per day on weekends, and runs every 12 minutes during peak times.
Taxi access will be significantly less than Muni's. Given the benefits taxis provide, it is
appropriate to allow access for taxis, too.
In order to provide good taxi service to the de Young Museum and Academy of Science, we must
have taxi stands in the Concourse and access via 8th Avenue and Fulton as well as 9th Avenue
and Lincoln.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
San Francisco Taxi Workers Alliance

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Greco
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Free up JFK Drive for cars
Monday, April 25, 2022 4:44:29 PM
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Please keep JFK Drive open for cars Mon-Fri- closing on weekends is ok - but come on,
streets are meant to be streets - where cars can drive on - walkers, bikers have the sidewalks to
walk on; bike paths to bike on - what about us seniors who rely on our cars to actually drive on
the streets we pay taxes for.
We need to have access to the park and it's many offerings - and we can only access the park
by cars.
Thank you.
Linda Greco

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Evangelista
Chan, Connie (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS)
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Clerk@sfcta.org; Breed, Mayor London (MYR); MOD, (ADM); Bohn, Nicole (ADM); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Commission, Recpark (REC); GGPAccess@sfmta.com; LukeBornheimer@gmail.com; Hello@communityspacessf.com
Please make JFK Promenade permanent by passing Mayor Breed"s Golden Gate Park legislation…
Monday, April 25, 2022 4:39:10 PM
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Board of Supervisors,
JFK Promenade has been a silver lining of the pandemic, resulting in a 30%+ increase in park visitation from across our city (~8 million visits), and was supported by more than 70% of San Franciscans who engaged in the official City survey. Further outreach showed broad support for permanence with increased
access and equity to this amazing space without compromising or amending the Mayor's legislation and City staff recommendations.
JFK Promenade makes our city a more connected, healthy, and sustainable city.
With Tuesday's meeting about the Mayor's legislation, the people of our city are looking to you to lead and pass the Mayor's legislation as is—please no more delays, continuations, or amendments. Now is the time to make a decision, lead, and move forward for the future of our city.
People who love and rely on JFK Promenade assume it is already permanent and they are looking to you to vote in their interest to make JFK Promenade permanent and allow City staff to continue increasing accessibility, equity, and safety in our park. The Mayor's legislation will increase access and equity to JFK
Promenade without compromising on the joy, safety, community, beauty, and serenity that the space has created. We need constructive, programmatic, and collaborative leadership that focuses on solutions and takes necessary action to move our city forward towards a more connected, healthy, and sustainable future.
Among countless positive uses, JFK Promenade serves as an essential commute corridor for workers as well as kids and families, including as part of the JFK Promenade Bike Bus:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://SFBikeBus.com/JFK___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzplNTNiNjc4NjAzNTQxNDdjZDM2ZDExM2RmN2IxMmUxMzo2OjU4MTc6N2Y1M2Q0Yzc3OWE1ZWY4ZTRmZWM3NmQ5ZTg0ZTU4ZWJlNzkwOWRlMmQ0MTBkZDYzYmE2MmE4ZTM4OWEyNTQ1ZjpwOlQ
For those thinking about compromise, JFK Promenade and the broader Golden Gate Park project is already a compromise. JFK Promenade represents less than 10% of the roads in Golden Gate Park—and less than 0.5% of the roads in San Francisco—and the only car-free space accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week in our city.
Please pass the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we can move forward as a city making this space more accessible, equitable, and enjoyable for everyone in our city.
To hear from people who benefit from JFK Promenade, check out the videos on CommunitySpacesSF.com, where you can hear from people who love JFK Promenade and need you to make it permanent. In particular, listen to the stories of the following residents:
1) Carol, a senior with a disability who uses her mobility device on JFK Promenade with peace of mind that allows her to fully enjoy Golden Gate Park:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://youtu.be/cBG3pS1qswM___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzplNTNiNjc4NjAzNTQxNDdjZDM2ZDExM2RmN2IxMmUxMzo2OjRmZDc6N2UyZjcxODg1NGZkOThiMDQxMmVlMjk3MTY3YjJmYzkyODYzOTZlNTNhODZmYTU2ZDdkZDJkYTA5ZjAwZWMxYzpwOlQ
2) Kingston, a kid from the Southeast who rides his bike with friends on JFK Promenade, in part to escape violence in his neighborhood:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://youtu.be/Z0LGDrOFPJ4___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzplNTNiNjc4NjAzNTQxNDdjZDM2ZDExM2RmN2IxMmUxMzo2OjMxZGQ6YWIxZWE0MmM4MTdjZWZhZjA1MWYzYTQ2M2ExYzY1N2Y4ZDQxZWNhNWJlZjQ1ZjU5MzI1MTEyM2M2NWQ5NTZlZjpwOlQ
3) Phil, who rarely visited Golden Gate Park growing up and now bikes there with RideOut Posse SF and encourages inner-city youth to be active at JFK Promenade:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://youtu.be/1QXo34gGlU8___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzplNTNiNjc4NjAzNTQxNDdjZDM2ZDExM2RmN2IxMmUxMzo2OjgzOTQ6YjVhY2ZhMzBjYTkyMGVjNjZmMmUxNGQ0ZWNlMTZlZjg4YWM0ZDM1MDM5NTMxMTYxOTNiMDMwYzkzNDdhMDBkNTpwOlQ
You can watch the full 'Safe Places, Community Spaces' video here:
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://youtu.be/LVOymMfr7bc___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzplNTNiNjc4NjAzNTQxNDdjZDM2ZDExM2RmN2IxMmUxMzo2OmFiMjE6ZjQ2NGY4ZTRhZTYwYzBiMjQxOWNlYzViMjJlYzhkNGVhYjNiYTBlZjJmZmNlN2VjMmZjN2NjNWI4NmI4MGZiNjpwOlQ
Please lead on this issue by passing the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting, so we can move forward as a city making JFK Promenade more accessible, equitable, and enjoyable for everyone in our city.
Thank you, and please take care.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

zrants
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
ChanStaff (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS);
Marstaff (BOS); Dean Preston; Haney, Matt (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; Ronen, Hillary;
Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS)
Public Comment for Joint Special Transportation Authority Board Meeting with the Board of Supervisors, 4/26/22,
9:00 am
Monday, April 25, 2022 4:37:08 PM
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Date: April 25, 2022
Dear Supervisors, Staff and SF County Transportation Authority:
re: File# 220370 - Access Equity Study Hurts Vulnerable Communities
Please enter this email into the permanent record as my public comments re: the Joint Special
Transportation Authority Board Meeting and the above file referenced as the Access Equity
Study requested by Supervisor Walton.
Please acknowledge your receipt of my comments by emailing me at zrants@gmail.com
Dear Board of Supervisors and SF County Transportation Authority and staff:
Please vote against the continuation of road closures in Golden Gate Park and do not support
any of the limited reports that the pubic has seen as they are inconclusive and flawed reports.
As I mentioned earlier in a number of phone calls to you officies, and it seems a lot of people
agree with the following statements:
Regardless of what the Board agreed to in their request for a survey, the voters do not accept a
partial study of 3 out of 11 district residents as representing us and our needs and desires, and
therefore we find the report and the summary flawed for the following reasons:
1. The survey and report requested by Supervisor Walton that will be presented tomorrow
only includes people from 3 districts - Districts 3, 10, and 11. The other 8 districts, including
my own, were not included in the “city-wide” survey. We cannot accept such a limited survey.
This incomplete survey presented to the public over the weekend, should not be accepted as it
is written.
2. The results of the incomplete survey, do not represent the majority of the citizens and
should not be admissible as a city-wide survey regardless of the directions and questionable
methodology used to gather the data.
3. When the voters were give the opportunity to vote on road closures in Golden Gate Park,
they voted NO closures.
4. You must give the voters an opportunity to vote on the use of their pubic streets before

removing access to them on a permanent basis.
5. The streets and the city will not return to normal until all the COVID restrictions, including
closed and slow streets, are returned to normal pre-COVID conditions.
Respectfully submitted,
Mari Eliza
Concerned SF Citizen,
with CSFN and EMIA, who submitted letters and resolutions on the subject. Those documents
should be included in your records.
forgive my typos

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William B
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
JFK should remain car-free forever
Monday, April 25, 2022 4:33:20 PM
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Supervisors San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
The JFK pedestrian promenade is a silver lining of the pandemic, and I support making it
permanently car-free.
JFK is no longer a part of our city's high-injury network. Instead it is a sanctuary for children
and families, vibrant community gathering space, and safe route for active transportation,
providing a critical link to western neighborhoods.
I'm glad that the nearly 2-year public process has resulted in many improvements for my
neighbors with mobility impairments, like a significantly improved park shuttle and more
accessible parking spaces in the area around JFK Drive than we had before the pandemic.
It's time for the board of supervisors to vote on the future of car-free JFK. Please vote to make
JFK permanently car free for a better future for our city.
William B
angling_swaths0q@icloud.com
1706 Great Highway
San Francisco, California 94122

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Haller
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Opening GG Park
Monday, April 25, 2022 3:43:25 PM
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Please please please open JFK Drive & other roadways in Golden Gate Park. The closures have horrible impact on
the neighborhoods around the park. The closures also make it difficult for those not on bicycles or in foot to access
the park. Please realize that many do not ride bicycles, scooters, skateboards, jog, run, or speed walk. Please realize
that those on currently allowed vehicles are terrorizing those on foot. There are ample bicycle lanes for them. They
don’t need the lanes where motorized vehicles used to be allowed.
Thanks.
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

regina sneed
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org
In support of JFK road closure legislation for hearing Tuesday April 26, 2022
Monday, April 25, 2022 3:22:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear board of Supervisors and County Transportation Authority members:
I am a senior who uses the park and the museum.   I support the original road closure proposal you are voting on
tomorrow.   I do not supports Supervisor Chan’s proposal because a compromise does not meet the park master
plan.
When Asian art museum moved out from the park the DeYoung sought and received   approval to occupy the
footprint of the two museums in exchange for certain guarantees to reduce the impact of the museum on the park
under the park master plan. One of those things was the creation of a huge garage to accommodate all these
museum goers including those with disabilities.   You don’t have to pay to drop off or pick up people in the garage
allowing elders and people with disabilities to gain access to the museum thru the garbage entrance.
The proposed plan provides the right balance between the needs of the museum and the needs of park goers
including seniors and the disabled.The closure of the roads during covid show the great need for safe outdoor
recreation space. I believe the medical doctors also have written supporting the plan to reduce accidents and injuries
in the park caused by adding automobiles to the mix.
Please prioritize the park as called for in the park master plan. I don’t think a decline in museum membership
during covid is caused by street closures nor should that be a reason to go back on prior agreements to limit the
museums impact on the park.
Thank you.
Regina Sneed
San Francisco, California
.

Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

tim redmond
Lee Heidhues
Jodie Medeiros; Matt Brezina; Luke Bornheimer; Andy Thornley; Parker Day; Brian Wiedenmeier, SF Bicycle
Coalition; Ms. Lizzie Ann Heidhues; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS); Board of Supervisors, (BOS);
josh@sfstandard.com; joe.eskenazi@missionlocal.com; Joe Fitzgerald Rodriguez; cgraf@sfexaminer.com; Knight,
Heather; jd.morris@sfchronicle.com
Re: You are Now an Accomplice
Sunday, April 24, 2022 5:12:34 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
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Thanks, Lee. Always happy to have these discussions with you.
On Sun, Apr 24, 2022 at 4:58 PM Lee Heidhues <leerossh@gmail.com> wrote:

Tim
It's nice to have my Twitter feed given play in 48 Hills to provide some balance to
your otherwise terrible terrible piece of work on Car Free JFK Drive.
https://48hills.org/2022/04/cars-bikes-and-equity-as-supes-consider-road-closure-ingolden-gate-park/

Your conclusion is totally off the mark. The regrettable thing is. You know it.
JFK Drive is used by a lot of other folks other than those you list in the following
sentence.
None of this is to say that closing the road is a bad idea, or that cars aren’t wrecking
the planet, or that we all have to move toward a world with different types of
transportation. But there are clearly important equity issues here, and I think
sometimes the folks who are healthy, young, live near the park and have nice bikes
and love to ride overlook that—as so many San Franciscans overlook the role of
poverty, income inequality, and class in so many political debates.
Even more egregious is your climbing into the proverbial bed with Shamann
Walton.
His entire insidious argument likening car free JFK Drive being akin to
Segregation in the South is frankly horrific.
The fact you are trotting out this dangerous argument exposes Shamann, again,
to the ridicule he deserves and to which you are now an accomplice.
https://leesperspective.com/2021/05/15/segregated-south-bears-no-resemblence-to-carfree-jfk-drive-in-golden-gate-park/
Moving along.

In case anyone needs a reminder I have nagged you over and over about Connie
Chan's problematic and marginally ethical deep relationship with the FAMSF,
Thomas Campbell and Platinum Advisors.
Supervisor Chan has been the most strident foe of a Car Free JFK Drive for over a
year. You know this and refuse to write about it.
I have published findings resulting from my Public Records Requests with The
Supervisor and the FAMSF. It is not a pretty picture.
www.leesperspective.com
I can only conclude that because Connie is a "Progressive" at least in the minds of
some you refuse to call out her activities.
Shame Shame Shame

-In Solidarity,
Lee

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Lee Heidhues
tim redmond
Jodie Medeiros; Matt Brezina; Luke Bornheimer; Andy Thornley; Parker Day; Brian Wiedenmeier, SF Bicycle
Coalition; Ms. Lizzie Ann Heidhues; Walton, Shamann (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS); Board of Supervisors, (BOS);
josh@sfstandard.com; joe.eskenazi@missionlocal.com; Joe Fitzgerald Rodriguez; cgraf@sfexaminer.com; Knight,
Heather; jd.morris@sfchronicle.com
You are Now an Accomplice
Sunday, April 24, 2022 4:59:12 PM
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Tim
It's nice to have my Twitter feed given play in 48 Hills to provide some balance to
your otherwise terrible terrible piece of work on Car Free JFK Drive.
https://48hills.org/2022/04/cars-bikes-and-equity-as-supes-consider-road-closure-ingolden-gate-park/

Your conclusion is totally off the mark. The regrettable thing is. You know it. JFK
Drive is used by a lot of other folks other than those you list in the following
sentence.
None of this is to say that closing the road is a bad idea, or that cars aren’t wrecking
the planet, or that we all have to move toward a world with different types of
transportation. But there are clearly important equity issues here, and I think
sometimes the folks who are healthy, young, live near the park and have nice bikes
and love to ride overlook that—as so many San Franciscans overlook the role of
poverty, income inequality, and class in so many political debates.
Even more egregious is your climbing into the proverbial bed with Shamann
Walton.
His entire insidious argument likening car free JFK Drive being akin to
Segregation in the South is frankly horrific.
The fact you are trotting out this dangerous argument exposes Shamann, again, to
the ridicule he deserves and to which you are now an accomplice.
https://leesperspective.com/2021/05/15/segregated-south-bears-no-resemblence-to-carfree-jfk-drive-in-golden-gate-park/
Moving along.
In case anyone needs a reminder I have nagged you over and over about Connie Chan's
problematic and marginally ethical deep relationship with the FAMSF, Thomas

Campbell and Platinum Advisors.
Supervisor Chan has been the most strident foe of a Car Free JFK Drive for over a year.
You know this and refuse to write about it.
I have published findings resulting from my Public Records Requests with The
Supervisor and the FAMSF. It is not a pretty picture.
www.leesperspective.com
I can only conclude that because Connie is a "Progressive" at least in the minds of some
you refuse to call out her activities.
Shame Shame Shame

-In Solidarity,
Lee

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

danolley@aol.com
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
please open JFK up again for All of us, not just the powerful Bicycle Coalition. Thx
Saturday, April 23, 2022 2:59:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
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Thanx, David n Nancy out in the Outer Sunset for decades

SaveMUNI
To: Clerk of the SFCTA Board
Clerk of the SF Board of Supervisors
4/22/2022
SaveMUNI urges you to restore JFK Drive and all other roads inside Golden Gate Park to their
pre-pandemic usage as soon as the COVID Emergency Order has been lifted. The continued
closure of JFK Drive and other Golden Gate Park roads deprives persons with disabilities,
seniors, families with young children, those who do not live close to the Park and those who
cannot afford the high price of the Music Concourse Parking Garage of equitable access to the
Park’s many amenities.
The continued full-time closure of these roads also conflicts with the City’s policy and Park Code
Secs. 6.12(b)(i) and 6.13 (c)(i), which requires that physical accessibility is provided through the
closure area compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Following this reopening, SaveMUNI recommends that the City conduct an international design
competition that would be worthy of San Francisco.
SaveMUNI supports sound planning to transform public spaces and transit to benefit the most
people, in the shortest time frame, at the lowest costs. The public process for the Better Market
Street Project involved multiple city agencies and community partners, as well as environmental
review, quick-build improvements and phased design and construction. A Better JFK Drive
Project deserves an equally robust design process:
We need real time data. Visitor counts should be conducted at important locations (JFK Drive,
DeYoung Museum, Academy of Sciences, Japanese Tea Garden, Music Concourse,
Conservatory of Flowers, Botanical Gardens) as well as at venues and events during the JFK
Drive road closure. In addition traffic counts should be conducted on adjacent streets and
roads.
When the pandemic’s emergency order is lifted, gather visitor and vehicle data at all the
same locations after restoring JFK Drive’s thru-traffic and weekend/holiday road closures. In
keeping with SaveMUNI’s mission to prioritize public transit, gather data on Muni buses,
paratransit, taxis, Hop-On/Hop-Off buses and, drop-offs for seniors and disabled
commuters and deliveries. Data-driven criteria can then inform design of JFK Drive and Golden
Gate Park’s roadways.
We believe that the roads in Golden Gate Park should be reopened to their pre-pandemic state
until there has been a full data-driven process and a consideration of all alternatives. Only then
will the Park be accessible to all regardless of age, ethnicity, or physical ability.
Bob Feinbaum
President, SaveMUNI
(bobf@att.net)

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jean Barish
Transportation Authority; Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
ChanStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS);
Haney, Matt (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; asha.safai@sfgov.org; Melgar, Myrna (BOS); Walton, Shamann
(BOS); Ronen, Hillary
Comments re. SFBoS and SFCTA Meeting, April 26, 2022: Board File Nos. 220370, 220261, 220339
Monday, April 25, 2022 12:09:19 PM
Public Comment _ JB Final_ 22.04.26.docx
Resolution _ MDC 22.03..pdf
Resolution _ SDA 22.03.docx
Letter to Reopen _ PAR.pdf
LETTER _ Calle 24.pdf
Resolution _ CSFN.docx
Resolution _ EMIA.docx
Letter to Reopen _ PAR.pdf
Letter _ SaveMUNI.docx
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Attached is a letter and related documents regarding the subject issue. Please include this
material in the Board Meeting Packet for the meeting on Tuesday, April 26.
Thank you for your assistance,


Jean
Jean B Barish
jeanbbarish@hotmail.com

Stay safe and be well

SaveMUNI
To: Clerk of the SFCTA Board
Clerk of the SF Board of Supervisors
4/22/2022
SaveMUNI urges you to restore JFK Drive and all other roads inside Golden Gate Park to their
pre-pandemic usage as soon as the COVID Emergency Order has been lifted. The continued
closure of JFK Drive and other Golden Gate Park roads deprives persons with disabilities,
seniors, families with young children, those who do not live close to the Park and those who
cannot afford the high price of the Music Concourse Parking Garage of equitable access to the
Park’s many amenities.
The continued full-time closure of these roads also conflicts with the City’s policy and Park Code
Secs. 6.12(b)(i) and 6.13 (c)(i), which requires that physical accessibility is provided through the
closure area compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Following this reopening, SaveMUNI recommends that the City conduct an international design
competition that would be worthy of San Francisco.
SaveMUNI supports sound planning to transform public spaces and transit to benefit the most
people, in the shortest time frame, at the lowest costs. The public process for the Better Market
Street Project involved multiple city agencies and community partners, as well as environmental
review, quick-build improvements and phased design and construction. A Better JFK Drive
Project deserves an equally robust design process:
We need real time data. Visitor counts should be conducted at important locations (JFK Drive,
DeYoung Museum, Academy of Sciences, Japanese Tea Garden, Music Concourse,
Conservatory of Flowers, Botanical Gardens) as well as at venues and events during the JFK
Drive road closure. In addition traffic counts should be conducted on adjacent streets and
roads.
When the pandemic’s emergency order is lifted, gather visitor and vehicle data at all the
same locations after restoring JFK Drive’s thru-traffic and weekend/holiday road closures. In
keeping with SaveMUNI’s mission to prioritize public transit, gather data on Muni buses,
paratransit, taxis, Hop-On/Hop-Off buses and, drop-offs for seniors and disabled
commuters and deliveries. Data-driven criteria can then inform design of JFK Drive and Golden
Gate Park’s roadways.
We believe that the roads in Golden Gate Park should be reopened to their pre-pandemic state
until there has been a full data-driven process and a consideration of all alternatives. Only then
will the Park be accessible to all regardless of age, ethnicity, or physical ability.
Bob Feinbaum
President, SaveMUNI
(bobf@att.net)

To: Mayor London Breed; San Francisco Board of Supervisors; San Francisco Recreation and Park
Commission; Board of Directors, San Francisco MTA; San Francisco County Transportation Authority;
Jeffrey Tumlin, Director of Transportation, SFMTA; Phil Ginsburg, General Manager, SF Recreation and
Parks Department

I am writing on behalf of Planning Association for the Richmond (“PAR”) regarding the current closure of
John F. Kennedy Drive, recently rebranded by SFMTA as The JFK Promenade, and other roadways in
Golden Gate Park. As the largest and oldest neighborhood organization in the Richmond District, PAR
urges you to restore JFK Drive and all other roads in the park to their pre-pandemic status.
These roads in Golden Gate Park were temporarily closed at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic to
create a recreation area where people could socially distance. The closures were not intended to be
permanent. The impacts of the temporary closure of roads 24/7 in Golden Gate Park, most notably JFK
Drive, have been significant.



The road closures significantly impact traffic in the Richmond District, especially on Fulton
Street, which has become dangerously crowded. It also makes access to the park from the
Richmond District very difficult, effectively walling off the Park for drivers.



The closures bar many members of our local community, including people with disabilities,
those with ADA placards, the elderly, families with infants and young children, and others
from large areas of the park, including access to the DeYoung Museum, the Academy of
Sciences, and the Conservatory of Flowers. The closures have made it impossible to drop
people off curbside at many destinations in the park and have also removed a significant
portion of the free public parking that is critical to ensuring access for all. Many seniors and
people with disabilities need to be dropped off at their destination or they require parking that
is very close to their destination. And families with infants and young children also need easy
access to the park. All of these people will be unfairly impacted if JFK Drive remains closed,
since they are unable to navigate the long distances that are required if drop-offs and parking
are removed.



The closure of JFK Drive excludes the great majority of working families who live in the
Mission, Bayview and Visitation Valley or who live in San Francisco’s suburbs, who must
drive, from visiting a large portion of the park.

5758 Geary Blvd., #356 San Francisco, CA 944121-9804
415-541-5652 Voicemail
sfparpresident@gmail.com

Much has been said about motorists that use Park roads for activities unrelated to the park activities. Our
urban Park runs from Stanyan Street to the Great Highway, and effectively splits the entire western half of
the city in two. With the current closures westside residents are forced to drive miles out of their way to
attend to daily activities and business, endure horrendous traffic congestion and create new routes that
are less safe for both motorists and pedestrians. While alternatives to cars may be a positive goal,
notions of good government require that such alternatives be brought to the fore before implementing
policy that so profoundly impacts people that must currently rely on cars.
The current closure was implemented based on emergency authority. What has followed is an effort by a
small number of people, including bureaucrats and their partisan staffers, to advance a narrow agenda in
an afront to democratic principles at the expense of residents citywide.
PAR is committed to collaborating with city leadership to find a solution that creates equitable and safe
access to Golden Gate Park for everyone. Now that the city is reopening and Emergency Orders will no
longer be in place, the roads in the park should be restored to their pre-pandemic status, which includes
re-opening JFK Drive during the week and on many Saturdays. Only after there has been
comprehensive data-driven research as well as extensive community engagement of all stakeholders
should there be any changes to these roadways.
Thank you for your attention to this issue. PAR looks forward to working with you to reopening Golden
Gate Park to everyone.

Respectfully

Nicholas C Belloni
Nicholas C Belloni
President Planning Association for the Richmond

5758 Geary Blvd., #356 San Francisco, CA 944121-9804
415-541-5652 Voicemail
sfparpresident@gmail.com

To: Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board
From: Jean B Barish
Subject: April 26, 2022Joint Meeting of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors and the
San Francisco County Transportation Authority
Board Files Nos. 220370; 220261; 220339
Date: April 25, 2022
Dear Board of Supervisors and Transportation Authority Board:
I am writing to urge you to reject a full and permanent closure of JFK Drive and other
roads in Golden Gate Park. The closure of these roads will significantly impact the
ability of seniors, people with disabilities, tourists, multigenerational families, and others
who need automobile access to all of the facilities and activities in Golden Gate Park.
The Ordinances you will be voting on today were drafted before there has been a
thorough discussion with all stakeholders in the City, Further, they are being considered
without a hearing before a Committee of the Board of Supervisors. This rush to
judgment of such an important issue subverts the democratic process of which San
Francisco is so proud, and should not be supported by you, our elected representatives.
While they differ in certain aspects, the Ordinances sponsored by Mayor Breed and
Supervisors Haney, Mandelman and Preston (“the Breed Ordinances”) and Ordinances
sponsored by Supervisors Chan and Walton (“the Chan Ordinances”) create similar
problems.
There are many reasons why JFK Drive and other roads in Golden Gate Park should
not be closed:
1) Access to much of the parkland and the activities there will be impossible for
countless San Franciscans and out-of-town residents.
Much of the parking inside the park will be eliminated, and additional parking will not
make up for this lost parking. Additionally, much of the added parking is too far away for
many disabled people and others to access the attractions on JFK Drive. The fee for
parking in the garage underneath the Music Concourse is very expensive, and while
there has been talk about lowering the prices for certain populations, so far there is no
provision for reducing the fee. Adequate shuttle service has not yet been developed.
Even the SF Recreation and Parks Department has repeatedly stated that getting
adequate shuttles is still a work in progress. Signage is inadequate. There are not
enough curb ramps, and many that are there now need to be repaired. So far, there are
no plans to improve pedestrian safety and road crossings when cyclists will be
permitted to ride on JFK Drive with no traffic control.
In short, this is a work in progress. Closure of JFK Drive is simply not yet ready for
prime time. It unreasonable to close the roads in Golden Gate Park unless and until

there has been a careful consideration of all of the accessibility impacts and full
remediation has been implemented. Anything less than that is unacceptable.
2) The impact of the Breed Ordinance will make access to one of San Francisco’s
cultural treasures, the DeYoung Museum, very difficult for many and impossible for
many others.
According to an accessibility study of museum attendance during the COVID pandemic,
conducted by the Fine Arts Museum Society, since JFK Drive has been closed
attendance at the DeYoung decreased much more than attendance at the Legion of
Honor, despite the fact that attendance at the DeYoung usually exceeds attendance at
the Legion of Honor. It is assumed that this significant decrease in attendance was due
to the closure of JFK Drive between Stanyan St. and Crossover Drive, the closure
proposed by the Breed Ordinance.
Access to other cultural destinations, such as the Conservatory of Flowers, California
Academy of Sciences, Peacock Meadow, Dahlia Dell, etc. has been and will continue to
be drastically impacted.

3) There must first be a study to determine the impact these closures will have on traffic
both within and outside the Park before the roads can be closed.
So far, there has not been an objective, systematic, data-driven study of the impact of
these proposed road closures on traffic within and outside the Park. Such a study must
be conducted before any major changes to the configuration of traffic within Golden
Gate Park can be considered. The proposed road closures will create a great deal of
confusion in the park, with roads unexpectedly dead-ending or becoming only one way.
Pedestrian crossings will be challenging. Traffic flow will radically change. Further, all
the road closures will require cars to detour miles out of their way to reach their
destinations within the park, raising concerns about the impact of greenhouse gas
emissions from automobiles. For all of these reasons, the road closures you are
considering cannot be made until there is a competent traffic impact/mobility study.
4) The impact of the Breed and Chan Ordinances will create parking problems on
Fulton Street and Lincoln Way.
San Francisco is already facing a shortage of parking, and until public transportation is
significantly Improved, this problem will only grow. These Ordinances would eliminate
over 900 parking spaces, cumulatively, between all of the roads. Removing hundreds of
parking spaces from JFK Drive will result in parking and traffic problems on Fulton St.,
Lincoln Way, and adjoining streets. So far there has not been a study to determine the

impact of this loss of parking, and the increased traffic congestion that will occur as cars
circle the neighborhood looking for parking.
5) Numerous organizations and individuals from through San Francisco have submitted
letters and resolutions opposing the closure of these roads, the main arteries of Golden
Gate Park.
These organizations represent thousands of your constituents from the great diversity of
San Francisco communities. Copies of some of these letters are attached above.
Additionally, you have received thousands of individual letters urging the reopening of
JFK Drive Among those groups opposing the closure of JFK Drive is Senior and
Disability Action, representing thousands of the City’s most vulnerable. Despite the fact
that they receive a substantial amount of their funding from the City, they are standing
up for their members and urging the reopening of JFK Drive at this time until the City
makes all the necessary accessibility changes to maximize disabled people’s ability to
use Golden Gate Park.
Even Mayor London Breed’s own Disability Council, which advises the Mayor on
disability issues; works with the Mayor's Office on Disability to ensure ADA Compliance;
and provides a public forum to discuss disability issues has passed a Resolution stating
that the permanent closure of JFK should not be considered unless all access
conditions have been met.
https://sfgov.org/sfmdc/sites/default/files/Document/JFK%20Drive%20Closure%20resol
ution.pdf
It is disheartening that you would disregard the needs and desires of so many.
6) The roles of the SF Bicycle Coalition and Walk SF in lobbying for the Breed and
Chan Ordinances raise serious ethical and legal concerns.
The SF Bicycle Coalition and Walk SF receive almost $1 million a year from SFMTA.
Much of this money is for no-bid contracts. Further, according to journalist Paul
Kozakiewicz: “It appears the primary responsibility of the two organizations is to lobby
city officials to wage a war on motor vehicles. The two groups organize their members
to testify and send letters in support of the JFK Drive closure.”
(https://sfrichmondreview.com/2022/04/09/commentary-paul-kozakiewicz-9/)
And several people have been told that these two organizations were involved with
drafting the legislation you are considering today.
That City money is being spent to support organization that, in turn, have undue access
to and influence on legislators is unacceptable. Approval of an ordinance that these
organizations have helped to draft should not be approved.

7) The proposed ordinances do not require that the SF Recreation and Parks
Department mitigate the impacts of closing the roads.
The preambles to both the Breed Ordinance and the Chan Ordinance state the
Ordinance amending the Park Code includes “…urging additional changes to improve
public access …”
This language, which is not mandatory, is too weak. Any legislation that impacts access
in the Park must require comprehensive mitigations.
Weak language like this also raises concerns that there is not a sincere regard for the
access needs of many, and is yet another indication of the disregard the sponsors of
these ordinances appear to have for so many of the City’s most vulnerable, as well as
for the world-famous institutions in the Park including the DeYoung Museum, the
Academy of Sciences, the Japanese Tea Garden and the Conservatory of Flowers.
In addition, Sec. 6.12(d) “authorizes the Recreation and Park Department to implement
the Program with adjustments as it deems necessary.” This unqualified authorization
gives the Recreation and Parks Department a blank check to make changes to the
roads and facilities in the Park with no oversight. The Recreation and Parks Department
is not allowed to have that much unfettered independence. This provision is
unacceptable.

8) The proposed ordinances improperly affirm the Planning Department’s determination
under the California Environmental Quality Act that there is no need for an
environmental review.
The San Francisco Planning Department recently issued an exemption from review
under California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) of the of the environmental
impacts of the proposed closures. They claimed such a review is not required under
Public Resources Code 21080.25. (San Francisco Planning Department CEQA
exemption document No. 2021-010167ENV)
But that Exemption does not apply to this Project. Under PRC 21080.25, there are many
exceptions to the exemptions to CEQA review. (See 21080.25 (b),
https://law.justia.com/codes/california/2020/code-prc/division-13/chapter-2-6/section21080-25/)
Accordingly, the Board of Supervisors does not have the authority to affirm the Planning
Department’s determination by ordinance. Interested parties are entitled to appeal the
Planning Department’s exemption decision to the Board of Supervisors. This legislation
denies that right of appeal.
There are many environmental impacts that must be considered under CEQA, including
but not limited to transportation; traffic congestion on surrounding streets; access to a
public park that is of regional, national and global importance; historic resources;

parking; greenhouse gas emissions; energy consumption; emergency access;
evacuation in case of earthquakes or other disasters; human impacts on those who
need or want to drive into and through the Park; and impacts on the resources of major
museums and cultural attractions. The proposed road closures may have all these
impacts, and they must be thoroughly studied and reviewed in accordance with CEQA
before the roads can be closed.
Additionally the sponsors have not substantiated with any evidence that the streets are
no longer needed, and therefore they cannot make any decision on that basis. The
streets are obviously needed to get access to a public park that is not just a
neighborhood playground but is a global attraction and an historic resource.

Golden Gate Park is an international treasure that all San Franciscans, and people from
throughout the world, are entitled to enjoy. The proposed Ordinances will make it
difficult, if not impossible, for many within and outside San Francisco to partake in the
many pleasures the Park provides.
But perhaps even more important is that the entire debate regarding who should have
use of the roads in Golden Gate Park has been unfairly tilted in favor of a minority of
San Franciscans mainly able-bodied young people who are supported with hundreds of
thousands of dollars of taxpayer’s money. They also had the support of an expensive
public relations campaign mounted by the Recreation and Parks Department and paid
for with additional taxpayer’s dollars, This is not how decision-making should take place.
I urge you not to approve either the Breed or Chan Ordinances, but instead do what is
right and in the best interest of the City by taking the time to convene all stakeholders in
a reasoned, informed discussion about the best way for everyone to have access to the
Park. Anything less than that will be a stain on our City.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jean B Barish
Resident, D1

Resolution Supporting the Reopening of John F. Kennedy Drive and All Other Roads
inside of Golden Gate Park to Their Pre-pandemic State.
Whereas, The current closures of John F. Kennedy Drive (JFK) and other streets in Golden Gate Park
are unnecessarily limiting public access to the park; and
Whereas, The purpose of the street closures was to create a recreation area with social distancing for
neighbors living close by the park during the height of the pandemic when the city was shut down for
health reasons and people were encouraged to stay near their homes; and
Whereas, At the time we did not know how COVID-19 spread, and had no data and no vaccine; and
Whereas, Now we know how to protect ourselves, the pandemic Emergency Order will soon be lifted
and citizens and businesses are trying to return to normal; and
Whereas, Road closures impact everyone, including but not limited to: underserved and vulnerable
communities, the elderly and low-income, families with children and pets, individuals with disabilities,
people who want to enjoy a day in the park with food, drinks, toys and gear, and people who want to
enjoy nature, art or science as they have done since the park opened in 1870; and
Whereas, All parks and all areas of San Francisco must be accessible to all modes of transportation;
Therefore be it resolved, We request that London Breed immediately reopen JFK Drive and the other
closed Park roads, restoring them to their pre-pandemic state; and
Be it further resolved, That Recreation and Parks Department and San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Authority abide by San Francisco Park Code § 6.13 and not consider any road closures
without going through extensive public process, and to stop using the COVID-19 pandemic as an excuse
to bypass required protocols.
Respectfully submitted, November 2021
Charles Head, President
Coalition for San Francisco Neighborhoods (CSFN)
To: Mayor London Breed, and Board of Supervisors

RESOLUTION SUPPORTING THE REOPENING OF JOHN F. KENNEDY DRIVE AND ALL OTHER
ROADS INSIDE OF GOLDEN GATE PARK TO THEIR PRE-PANDEMIC STATE
WHEREAS, Golden Gate Park was created in the 1860s and opened to the public in 1870, as a
spacious public space to be enjoyed by all San Franciscans and visitors of the City; and
WHEREAS, Since 1967, John F. Kennedy Drive, the main route of access to the attractions on the
western end of the Golden Gate Park, between Kezar Drive and Transverse Drive, has been closed to
vehicular traffic, from 6AM - 6PM on Sundays and Holidays; and
WHEREAS, On April 12 and 13, 2007, parties met to discuss a Saturday closure proposal for John F.
Kennedy Drive and spent several hours working to find a mutually amenable compromise on this issue
till the existing Saturday closure was agreed upon; and
WHEREAS, The parties to the Saturday closure compromise, among others, included then-Mayor
Gavin Newsom, Sierra Club San Francisco, California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco Bicycle
Coalition, Planning Association for the Richmond, Walk SF, District 11 Council, North Park Neighbors
Association, de Young Museum, Recreation and Parks Department, Park Access For All, and California
Outdoor Rollerskating Association; and
WHEREAS, Since 2007, John F. Kennedy Drive, the main route of access to the attractions on the
western end of the Golden Gate Park, between Transverse Drive and the western side of Hagiwara
Tea Garden Drive and Stow Lake Drive between Stow Lake Drive East and John F. Kennedy Drive,
has been closed to vehicular traffic, from 6AM - 6PM on Saturdays, from the first Saturday in April
through the last Saturday in September; and
WHEREAS, In 2012, protected cycle tracks were added to John F. Kennedy Drive, providing separation
between cyclists and moving vehicles; and
WHEREAS, In April 2020, Mayor London Breed, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, allowed John
F. Kennedy Drive to be temporarily closed 24/7, to provide additional open space to nearby residents;
and
WHEREAS, A full reopening of the Park’s art and cultural institutions, and many San Franciscans
returning back to work, the continued closure of streets for additional recreating space and increased
social distancing is no longer needed; and
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WHEREAS, The continued closure of John F. Kennedy Drive and other Golden Gate Park roads
continues to deprive persons with disabilities, seniors, families with young children, those who do not
live close to the Park and those who cannot afford the high price of the Music Concourse Parking
Garage, of equitable access and use of the Park’s amenities;
WHEREAS, Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone and should be accessible to all; now,
therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That East Mission Improvement Association, finds as follows:
1. As described above, Golden Gate Park is the crown jewel of San Francisco and home to many
beloved San Francisco destinations.
2. As described above, compromises have been previously made and agreed upon amongst
stakeholders, and codified into San Francisco Park Code § 6.13, which allowed the Park roads
to be shared by all diverse users.
3. As described above, as we move past a tremendously challenging time resulting from the
COVID-19 pandemic, the closure of roads, such as John F. Kennedy Drive, for additionally
recreating space and social distancing is no longer needed.
4. As described above, the continued closure of John F. Kennedy Drive and other roads inside of
Golden Gate Park creates barriers for countless individuals who are denied equitable access to
the Park and its nature, art, and cultural experiences; and it be
FURTHER RESOLVED, That East Mission Improvement Association requests that Mayor London
Breed immediately reopen John F. Kennedy Drive and the other closed Park roads, restoring them to
their pre-pandemic state; and it be
FURTHER RESOLVED, That East Mission Improvement Association urges the Recreation and Parks
Department and San Francisco Municipal Transportation Authority to abide by San Francisco Park
Code § 6.13 and not consider any road closures without going through extensive public process, and to
stop using the COVID-19 pandemic as an excuse to bypass required protocols.
March 8, 2022
Mari Eliza, President, East Mission Improvement Association
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Mayor’s Disability Council
Orkid Sassouni
Alex Madrid
Co-Chairs
Nicole Bohn
Director

RESOLUTION # 2022 – 01
MAYOR’S DISABILITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION ON
ACCESSIBILITY OF GOLDEN GATE PARK AND CLOSURE
OF JFK DRIVE
WHEREAS, Golden Gate Park is a unique, beautiful and world-famous attraction and venue that
people with disabilities in San Francisco and beyond have enjoyed since its beginnings and;
WHEREAS, there are many facilities and programs within Golden Gate Park that are unique and of
particular importance to people with disabilities such as the De Young Museum, the Academy of
Sciences, the Conservatory of Flowers and many more and;
WHEREAS, many people with disabilities have relied on the use of their vehicles to get to Golden
Gate Park and arrive at specific destinations. They have driven and parked on JFK Drive to use the
Park and its amenities and;
WHEREAS, the closure of JFK Drive during the COVID pandemic posed significant barriers to and
sometimes prevented people with disabilities from being able to access the park and its amenities as
they had been able to do in the past and;
WHEREAS, people with disabilities who have experienced negative effects from the closure to
private vehicles include Deaf and Hard of Hearing people, people with stamina and strength
limitations, and blind and visually impaired people, as well as people with mobility limitations who
rely on private vehicles, and;
WHEREAS, the closure also increased the ability for some people with disabilities to enjoy the park
in a new and safe way and;

1155 Market St., First Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103
1+ 415.554.6159 fax

1 + 415.554.6789
MOD@sfgov.org

WHEREAS, San Francisco is known for having a strong commitment to disability accessibility and
takes pride in going beyond the minimum requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act and
similar laws and;
WHEREAS, because of their different limitations, many people with disabilities have fewer options
for accomplishing things. The solutions they rely on may be the only feasible way to accomplish
particular goals, compared to others without disabilities who have more possibilities. Thus, external
changes like the closure of JFK Drive are more likely to affect people with disabilities negatively
and;
WHEREAS, the potential permanent closure of JFK Drive is part of an accelerating movement in SF
away from encouraging the use of cars and towards other modes of transit and mobility. This
movement must take into account in a thoughtful way the reliance of many seniors and people with
disabilities on cars as a mobility device, and the resolution of this issue will influence the equitable
treatment of people with disabilities and seniors as this trend continues and;
WHEREAS, the temporary closure of JFK Drive during the COVID pandemic was implemented with
a minimum of planning and cost. A permanent closure should be the result of careful planning and
analysis on the impact on people with disabilities and seniors, along with the necessary expenditures
to achieve the goals of equitable access and to demonstrate that such a change can be beneficial for
all.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the MDC supports the closure of JFK Drive to
personal vehicles only under the following conditions:
• Parking
o Addition of blue spaces to replace and supplement those removed by the closure
o Free parking as close to the De Young Museum as possible, including blue spaces
within the parking garage, to be paid for by City and County of San Francisco entities
• Right of Way Access
o Adequate number of curb ramps throughout area closed to private vehicles
o Existing curb ramps must comply with current code requirements and be in good
repair
o Crosswalks in good condition
• Shuttle service and paratransit
o Frequent shuttle service (no more than 15 minutes apart) at all hours the park is open
o Code compliant shuttle stops
o Kneeling or low-floor, ramped vehicles
o Sheltered waiting areas
o Access for all paratransit vehicles, including paratransit taxis
• Information and communication
o Multiple ways to find information about the accessibility of this area and the park in
general (website, phone, brochures in accessible formats)
o Information about accessibility and park modifications for Deaf people in sign
language.
o WCAG 2.0 (Web Content Accessibility Guidelines) compliant website including
directional wayfinding instructions whenever maps or routes are referenced
o Ongoing outreach to the different constituencies within the disability community
• Wayfinding and signage
o Easy to understand signs and maps on site to identify accessibility amenities
• Drive-through access for exhibits and events that occur on or near JFK Drive
• Safety for pedestrians
o Measures to keep bicyclists from speeding and ignoring crosswalks

•

o Separation between slow moving (i.e. pedestrians) and fast moving (i.e. bycyclists,
scooter users) people
o Detectable warning for all areas where pedestrians could encounter vehicle traffic or
fast moving users on bicycles or other devices
A comprehensive accessibility plan with clear commitments and timeframes

The permanent closure of JFK Drive should not be considered unless these conditions are met.

Mission St., Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
415‐546‐1333
www.sdaction.org
SDA Statement
On the
Proposed Closure of JFK Drive
Accessibility means that any person should have the opportunity to acquire the same
information, engage in the same interactions, enjoy the same services and visit the
same sites as any other person. At Senior and Disability Action, we value collective
access, the concept that we share responsibility for creating accessible and inclusive
spaces, in terms of disability, age, language, income, race, and other factors. We work
to remove barriers for all and promote universal design concepts.
The closure of JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park, or any other major road, to private
vehicles affects disability access in several different ways. Unfortunately, sometimes
disabled people face conflicting access needs. There may not be a solution that
provides full and equal access to all people, considering that the disability community is
diverse and varied.
Private cars and vans have also provided access for many seniors and people with
disabilities to get to and around Golden Gate Park. It can be difficult for disabled people
to get in and out of vehicles, wait for a shuttle, or walk from a shuttle stop to a
destination. Being able to use one’s own car to go directly to and from a destination is
an important means for some disabled people and older people to have access.
Road closures eliminate a major accessibility barrier: vehicle and human collisions.
Seniors and people with disabilities are hit and killed by cars more than any other group.
SDA has pushed for street changes in San Francisco for many years to prevent
collision, injury, and death. The surest way to prevent vehicle collision is to eliminate the
presence of cars altogether.
Road closures inherently create a safer space for people with disabilities and seniors to
move around and access sites without risk of being hit by cars. There were 36 reported
injury collisions in the five year period prior to the closure. Unfortunately the current JFK
Drive closures have led to an increase in bicycle speeds, causing a different set of risks
to pedestrians. Bicycle collisions are far less likely to cause injury and death than
vehicle collisions, but the City must take action to reduce bicycle speeds.
Using a racial and economic justice lens, it is important to note that disabled people are
far less likely than non-disabled people in San Francisco to own cars (39% of disabled

people do not own cars as opposed to 22% of the non-disabled population). There is a
clear income divide among disabled people who do and do not own vehicles: The
average household income where at least one person has a disability and no one owns
a vehicle is $45,315, and the average income for households that own 1 vehicle is twice
that, $92,000. This data shows that lower-income disabled people are less likely to own
cars than those with higher incomes. It is important to consider the needs of low-income
disabled people who do not use private vehicles, as well as those who do. Access for
those without vehicles involves pedestrian safety and good, accessible public transit.
SDA is encouraged by and engaged in the current meaningful ways that the Recreation
and Park Department, with collaboration from SFMTA, is taking to improve accessibility
in Golden Gate Park. The shuttle service was launched at the end of February, with
three shuttles on weekends and two on weekdays, improved signage, and outreach.
These are important steps, and we are in conversation with Rec & Park about getting
low-floor vehicles to improve access. The planned addition of disabled parking spaces
near key destinations (the de Young, Cal Academy of Sciences, Japanese Tea Garden
and Botanical Gardens) is a marked improvement for those with disabilities who drive.
It is important to recognize that the disability community is diverse and varied. Different
people with disabilities benefit from different forms of access. Some of SDA’s members
support the continuation of car-free JFK, and others oppose vehicle restrictions on
roads in Golden Gate Park, especially JFK Drive.
Considering the conflicting access needs among different people with disabilities, SDA
aims to identify and promote policies and practices that promote maximum access in
our community, with a focus on the most marginalized disabled people and seniors,
specifically those who are low-income and people of color.
We envision a city with multiple ways to get around.
With all that said, whether or not the city decides to close JFK Drive permanently,
Golden Gate Park should be made accessible for all city residents and visitors. This
can be addressed by providing:
 A shuttle service on all park roads,
 Wayfinding signage throughout the park,
 Slowing all traffic to 15 mph or slower,
 Clear and maintained accessible paths, sidewalks, and ramps,
 Increase Muni service from all parts of the city to Golden Gate Park entrances,
and
 Affordable and free alternative transportation mode, (e.g accessible scooter &
pedicabs).
SDA will support car-free JFK Drive only if the CIty and County of San Francisco
execute a plan with appropriate funding to make the following accessibility changes to
maximize disabled people’s ability to use Golden Gate Park:
















Ensure that the public shuttle runs on all roads closed to private vehicles, has a
wait time of 15 minutes or less, operates 7 days a week from dawn to dusk (and
later, if museums or festivals are open later), allows drop off at any safe site
along the shuttle route, uses low-floor vehicles with boarding ramps, and shuttle
operators have gone through disability training.
Fixed shuttle stops to have fully accessible bus shelters, with seating, and
wayfinding signage.
Fixed shuttle stops that include popular designation sites and Muni bus stops
along or near the shuttle route.
An accessible website including clear information about shuttles, Paratransit
access, loading and parking zones, and wayfinding.
The garage free parking time increases to 30 minutes, and parking is made
affordable for seniors, people with disabilities, and low-income people.
Paratransit drivers are allowed and trained to do drop-offs on all roads closed to
private traffic.
Taxi pick-ups are allowed in Golden Gate Park.
Accessible shared scooters, pedi-cabs and other alternative transit vehicles are
allowed in the park.
There are clear accessible paths, sidewalks, and ramps to and from all public
shuttle stops, bus stops, and popular destinations. A clear written plan with
funding
Improve sidewalk and curb access, and wayfinding throughout the park.
Ensure that these conditions are enforced and monitored.
Increase Muni service from all parts of the city to Golden Gate Park entrances.

If and only if these changes are made, will SDA support car-free JFK Drive.
In the meantime, we support allowing cars on JFK Drive some week-days with a speed
limit of no more than 15 mph that is strictly enforced.
SDA’s long-term vision is of a community in which all people have access to the park
(and all places) through quality public transit or Paratransit, with fewer cars on the roads
so that we endure fewer collisions and contribute less to climate change. We will
continue to work with RPD and others to make this vision a reality.
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Ma'am or Sir,
I am writing in reference to the April 26, 2022 Joint Meeting of the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors and San Francisco County Transportation Authority.
Please include the attached document in the Board Packets for the following Board File
Numbers on the Agenda:  File Nos. 220370; 220621; 220339
These attached documents must be part of the Record for this meeting.
Thank you for your assistance.
Nicky Trasvina
Member SF LCLAA and SF LWC

San Francisco
Chapter
2940 – 16th Street #301
San Francisco, CA 94103
ph. 415-407-7117  email: poderpopular@sbcglobal.net

Resolution to Support the Re-opening of JFK Drive in San Francisco's Golden Gate Park
Whereas: The closure of JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park puts severe limitations on access to the
surrounding attractions to seniors, disabled individuals and families, especially multigenerational families that are the working-class backbone of San Francisco;
Whereas: The City and County of SF adopted a policy expanding access to non-vehicular traffic
on one week- end day and holidays from 6am – 6 pm and closure on both Saturday and Sunday
from April to September in the Compromise Agreement of 2007 (Park Code 6.12 and 6.13.)
Whereas: Mayor Breed disregarded the Compromise Agreement of 2007 when she eased the
Compromise Agreement of 2007 to create more environments to participate in the outdoor
activities during the COVID outbreak, with the promise to re-establish the conditions of the
Agreement when the City re-opened. Yet Mayor Breed has failed to re-open JFK Drive since the
opening of the City as of March 12, 2022 when we achieved normalcy;
Whereas: Working families from distant neighborhoods and outlying Bay Area communities are
detrimentally affected by the no-car policy as it greatly hinders their ability when bringing family
members and all their belongings to enjoy the various elements of Golden Gate Park;
Therefore, be it resolved that SF LCLAA , is in support of the compromise proposal presented by
Supervisor Chan for a partial reopening of JFK Drive to vehicles immediately.

2940 – 16th Street #301
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-863-1225 ● sflivingwage@riseup.net ● www.livingwage-sf.org

Resolution to Support the Re-opening of JFK Drove in San Francisco's Golden Gate Park
Whereas: The closure of JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park puts severe limitations on access to the
surrounding attractions to seniors, disabled individuals and families, especially multigenerational families that are the working-class backbone of San Francisco;
Whereas: The City and County of SF adopted a policy expanding access to non-vehicular traffic
on one week- end day and holidays from 6am – 6 pm and closure on both Saturday and Sunday
from April to September in the Compromise Agreement of 2007 (Park Code 6.12 and 6.13.)
Whereas: Mayor Breed disregarded the Compromise Agreement of 2007 when she eased the
Compromise Agreement of 2007 to create more environments to participate in the outdoor
activities during the COVID outbreak, with the promise to re-establish the conditions of the
Agreement when the City re-opened. Yet Mayor Breed has failed to re-open JFK Drive since the
opening of the City as of March 12, 2022 when we achieved normalcy;
Whereas: Working families from distant neighborhoods and outlying Bay Area communities are
detrimentally affected by the no-car policy as it greatly hinders their ability when bringing family
members and all their belongings to enjoy the various elements of Golden Gate Park;
Therefore, be it resolved that San Francisco Living Wage Coalition, is in support of the
compromise proposal presented by Supervisor Chan for a partial reopening of JFK Drive to
vehicles immediately.
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Dear Mayor London Breed, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, SFMTA Director
Jeffrey Tumlin, SFMTA Board of Directors, SF Recreation and Park General Manager
Phil Ginsburg, and the SF Recreation and Park Commission:
On Friday we delivered the attached letter to City Hall signed by 7 groups in strong
support of Mayor Breed's legislation to make car-free JFK Drive permanent. A car-free
JFK IS climate action.
Amandeep Jawa on behalf of San Francisco League of Conservation Voters
Eva Holman on behalf of Mothers Out Front
Joni Eisen on behalf of the San Francisco Climate Emergency Coalition
Paul Werner on behalf of Climate Reality Project, San Francisco Policy Action
Sara Greenwald on behalf of 350 San Francisco
Becky Evans on behalf of San Francisco Group, Sierra Club
The Sunrise SOTA community
-“Everybody can be great…because anybody can serve… You only need a
heart full of grace. A soul generated by love.” - Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

That’s exactly what the latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report echoes. Every
decision, every investment, every policy matters. There could be no higher stakes for humanity.
This means that bringing traﬃc back to JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park is a nonstarter for a
city serious about climate action and climate leadership.
Transportation is our city’s #1 source of greenhouse gasses – with private vehicles responsible
for the lion’s share (72%). The only way we become a city where many more people make many
more trips in sustainable ways is to make those options safe, easy, and enjoyable. And what
better place to start than in our city’s biggest park?
A permanent car-free JFK would be a key piece of an integrated, sustainable transportation
network across the entire city. Go there any weekday during commuter hours. People are starting
to shi how they get around our city. And this is just the beginning. If car-free JFK is made
permanent plus mobility and accessibility solutions continue to be added, it will change so
much more than 1.5 miles of a street in Golden Gate Park. It will change how people think about
what climate-friendly transportation can be in San Francisco – and beyond.
San Francisco must begin to truly prioritize walking, biking, and public transit in order to
meet its climate goals. Car-free JFK is climate action. We urge you to support Mayor Breed’s
legislation for its permanence.
Sincerely,
Amandeep Jawa on behalf of San Francisco League of Conservation Voters
Eva Holman on behalf of Mothers Out Front
Joni Eisen on behalf of the San Francisco Climate Emergency Coalition
Paul Werner on behalf of Climate Reality Project, San Francisco Policy Action
Sara Greenwald on behalf of 350 San Francisco
Becky Evans on behalf of San Francisco Group, Sierra Club
The Sunrise SOTA community

April 22, 2022
Dear Mayor London Breed, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, SFMTA Director Jeﬀrey
Tumlin, SFMTA Board of Directors, SF Recreation and Park General Manager Phil Ginsburg,
and the SF Recreation and Park Commission:
This is a photo of the sky on September 9, 2020, in San Francisco.

Those of us who experienced this ﬁrst hand will never forget that day. It brought the climate
crisis home – literally.
For many, that day ﬂipped a switch from “we need to do something” to “we need to do everything
possible” when it comes to climate change.

April 2022
Dear Supervisors
RE: JFK Drive
The Older Women’s League urges you to re‐open JFK Drive to cars immediately in
a compromise such as the one worked out in 2007 which has worked beautifully
and fairly for everyone until the recent “temporary” closure.
We have these basic question now:
Why is this stretch of roadway closed when there are other stretches perfectly
suited to skating and cycling yet this is the only one which provides such
access to the beautiful gardens and the Conservatory?
There is a lot of talk about people using public transit to get to the Park but
little or no attention to how difficult that would be for many elderly and
disabled people to do. Why?
Why was this closure put in place and why has it been kept in place long before
any work was done to accommodate seniors and disabled people who would
desire to visit the gardens and Conservatory?
Why not open JFK Drive ala the Compromise of 2007 while a compromise is
being worked out instead of keeping seniors and disabled people shut out?
Members of the Older Women’s League have lived in San Francisco for decades
and paid taxes and we are angry about being deprived of the best features of
Golden Gate Park. This is unjust and blatantly discriminatory.
Sincerely,
Dr. Melanie Grossman
Older Women’s League
Political Advocacy Committee

Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org.
Clerk@sfcta.org

SaveMUNI
To: Clerk of the SFCTA Board
Clerk of the SF Board of Supervisors
4/22/2022
SaveMUNI urges you to restore JFK Drive and all other roads inside Golden Gate Park to their
pre-pandemic usage as soon as the COVID Emergency Order has been lifted. The continued
closure of JFK Drive and other Golden Gate Park roads deprives persons with disabilities,
seniors, families with young children, those who do not live close to the Park and those who
cannot afford the high price of the Music Concourse Parking Garage of equitable access to the
Park’s many amenities.
The continued full-time closure of these roads also conflicts with the City’s policy and Park Code
Secs. 6.12(b)(i) and 6.13 (c)(i), which requires that physical accessibility is provided through the
closure area compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Following this reopening, SaveMUNI recommends that the City conduct an international design
competition that would be worthy of San Francisco.
SaveMUNI supports sound planning to transform public spaces and transit to benefit the most
people, in the shortest time frame, at the lowest costs. The public process for the Better Market
Street Project involved multiple city agencies and community partners, as well as environmental
review, quick-build improvements and phased design and construction. A Better JFK Drive
Project deserves an equally robust design process:
We need real time data. Visitor counts should be conducted at important locations (JFK Drive,
DeYoung Museum, Academy of Sciences, Japanese Tea Garden, Music Concourse,
Conservatory of Flowers, Botanical Gardens) as well as at venues and events during the JFK
Drive road closure. In addition traffic counts should be conducted on adjacent streets and
roads.
When the pandemic’s emergency order is lifted, gather visitor and vehicle data at all the
same locations after restoring JFK Drive’s thru-traffic and weekend/holiday road closures. In
keeping with SaveMUNI’s mission to prioritize public transit, gather data on Muni buses,
paratransit, taxis, Hop-On/Hop-Off buses and, drop-offs for seniors and disabled
commuters and deliveries. Data-driven criteria can then inform design of JFK Drive and Golden
Gate Park’s roadways.
We believe that the roads in Golden Gate Park should be reopened to their pre-pandemic state
until there has been a full data-driven process and a consideration of all alternatives. Only then
will the Park be accessible to all regardless of age, ethnicity, or physical ability.
Bob Feinbaum
President, SaveMUNI
(bobf@att.net)

Gray Panthers of San Francisco
graypanther-sf@sonic.net
https://sfgraypanthers.wordpress.com/

Ms. Angela Tsao.
Clerk of the Sf County Transportation Authority.
1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor SF 94103.
Gray Panther of San Francisco Board and members have voted to strongly opposes Car-Free JFK Drive.
1. There is no way to know if the access mitigations promised by the City, even if funded, and completed,
would provide equal access to people with disabilities or for people in transit-poor areas of the City. If
the City were seriously concerned over Car-Free’s consequences, it would implement its planned
mitigations, assure that they do indeed provide equal access, and only then permanently close JFK Drive.
2. The City is perfectly able to provide the walkability, beauty, and safety of a car-free area in Golden Gate
Park without blocking access to the museums, gardens, and meadows for seniors, people with
disabilities, and transit-poor residents. In fact, the 2007 Compromise explicitly called for creating such an
area west of Transverse Drive. If the City had fulfilled its obligation, we would not be facing this
controversy now. But it still exists as a preferable option.
3. The Introduction to de Young Museum’s MIG Access Study states:

i. ADA Standards allow alternatives to specified requirements that provide substantially
equivalent or greater accessibility and usability as an “equivalent facilitation.”
(Emphasis in original)
There is no evidence that the City intends to comply with this standard of access. Indeed, the City is
providing temporary substitutes, such as vans and shelters which they themselves admit are disabilityunusable and might take several years to become disability-usable, yet the City is saying these
unworkable measures are enough evidence to warrant JFK closure now. Those most affected have not
been adequately engaged on access issues. Nothing about us without us.
4. The proposed car-free areas of JFK can be made pedestrian-safe with extremely low speed limits, speed
bumps, pedestrian crosswalks raised to sidewalk level with button-actuated warning lights, widening of
pedestrian stroll-ways, and other legal and structural measures.
5. JFK closure, on the other hand, would cause dangerous congestion on streets adjacent to Golden Gate
Park every day, even in night-time hours when people would not be using the Park for walking or biking.
6. The Mayor's own Office on Disability, Senior and Disability Action, and the Haight-Ashbury Neighborhood
Council all insist that a specific and comprehensive list of access mitigation measures be in place, not
promised or even funded, but actually in place, before permanently closing JFK. As these measures are
unlikely to be implemented in near or even intermediate future, this position is functionally equivalent to
complete opposition to closing JFK.
7. The 2007 compromise was arrived at after difficult negotiations, and already calls for car-free JFK Drive
for daylight hours on all Sundays, Summer-months of Saturdays, and holidays. The City has already
enacted this compromise solution which worked for 15 years.
8. San Francisco Park and Recreation Department has a history of privatization of SF public facilities and
subsequent high admission fees, and we cannot help but wonder whether their insistence on closing JFK

is part of a longer-range plan to privatize a portion of the closed-off area. High prices at the de Young
garage are a prominent example.

9. The very act of driving or riding through the park is itself a stress-reducing activity that must be
accessible.
Do not endorse or implement closure of JFK Drive, which is so fundamentally unfair to seniors, people with
disabilities, families with small children, and residents poorly-served by transit.
Gray Panthers of San Francisco Board

Art Persyko, Teresa Palmer, Karen Fishkin, Michael Lyon, Matthew Holtz, Ann Colichidas

To: Mayor London Breed; San Francisco Board of Supervisors; San Francisco Recreation and Park
Commission; Board of Directors, San Francisco MTA; San Francisco County Transportation Authority;
Jeffrey Tumlin, Director of Transportation, SFMTA; Phil Ginsburg, General Manager, SF Recreation and
Parks Department

I am writing on behalf of Planning Association for the Richmond (“PAR”) regarding the current closure of
John F. Kennedy Drive, recently rebranded by SFMTA as The JFK Promenade, and other roadways in
Golden Gate Park. As the largest and oldest neighborhood organization in the Richmond District, PAR
urges you to restore JFK Drive and all other roads in the park to their pre-pandemic status.
These roads in Golden Gate Park were temporarily closed at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic to
create a recreation area where people could socially distance. The closures were not intended to be
permanent. The impacts of the temporary closure of roads 24/7 in Golden Gate Park, most notably JFK
Drive, have been significant.



The road closures significantly impact traffic in the Richmond District, especially on Fulton
Street, which has become dangerously crowded. It also makes access to the park from the
Richmond District very difficult, effectively walling off the Park for drivers.



The closures bar many members of our local community, including people with disabilities,
those with ADA placards, the elderly, families with infants and young children, and others
from large areas of the park, including access to the DeYoung Museum, the Academy of
Sciences, and the Conservatory of Flowers. The closures have made it impossible to drop
people off curbside at many destinations in the park and have also removed a significant
portion of the free public parking that is critical to ensuring access for all. Many seniors and
people with disabilities need to be dropped off at their destination or they require parking that
is very close to their destination. And families with infants and young children also need easy
access to the park. All of these people will be unfairly impacted if JFK Drive remains closed,
since they are unable to navigate the long distances that are required if drop-offs and parking
are removed.



The closure of JFK Drive excludes the great majority of working families who live in the
Mission, Bayview and Visitation Valley or who live in San Francisco’s suburbs, who must
drive, from visiting a large portion of the park.

5758 Geary Blvd., #356 San Francisco, CA 944121-9804
415-541-5652 Voicemail
sfparpresident@gmail.com

Much has been said about motorists that use Park roads for activities unrelated to the park activities. Our
urban Park runs from Stanyan Street to the Great Highway, and effectively splits the entire western half of
the city in two. With the current closures westside residents are forced to drive miles out of their way to
attend to daily activities and business, endure horrendous traffic congestion and create new routes that
are less safe for both motorists and pedestrians. While alternatives to cars may be a positive goal,
notions of good government require that such alternatives be brought to the fore before implementing
policy that so profoundly impacts people that must currently rely on cars.
The current closure was implemented based on emergency authority. What has followed is an effort by a
small number of people, including bureaucrats and their partisan staffers, to advance a narrow agenda in
an afront to democratic principles at the expense of residents citywide.
PAR is committed to collaborating with city leadership to find a solution that creates equitable and safe
access to Golden Gate Park for everyone. Now that the city is reopening and Emergency Orders will no
longer be in place, the roads in the park should be restored to their pre-pandemic status, which includes
re-opening JFK Drive during the week and on many Saturdays. Only after there has been
comprehensive data-driven research as well as extensive community engagement of all stakeholders
should there be any changes to these roadways.
Thank you for your attention to this issue. PAR looks forward to working with you to reopening Golden
Gate Park to everyone.

Respectfully

Nicholas C Belloni
Nicholas C Belloni
President Planning Association for the Richmond

5758 Geary Blvd., #356 San Francisco, CA 944121-9804
415-541-5652 Voicemail
sfparpresident@gmail.com

Resolution Supporting the Reopening of John F. Kennedy Drive and All Other Roads
inside of Golden Gate Park to Their Pre-pandemic State.
Whereas, The current closures of John F. Kennedy Drive (JFK) and other streets in Golden Gate Park
are unnecessarily limiting public access to the park; and
Whereas, The purpose of the street closures was to create a recreation area with social distancing for
neighbors living close by the park during the height of the pandemic when the city was shut down for
health reasons and people were encouraged to stay near their homes; and
Whereas, At the time we did not know how COVID-19 spread, and had no data and no vaccine; and
Whereas, Now we know how to protect ourselves, the pandemic Emergency Order will soon be lifted
and citizens and businesses are trying to return to normal; and
Whereas, Road closures impact everyone, including but not limited to: underserved and vulnerable
communities, the elderly and low-income, families with children and pets, individuals with disabilities,
people who want to enjoy a day in the park with food, drinks, toys and gear, and people who want to
enjoy nature, art or science as they have done since the park opened in 1870; and
Whereas, All parks and all areas of San Francisco must be accessible to all modes of transportation;
Therefore be it resolved, We request that London Breed immediately reopen JFK Drive and the other
closed Park roads, restoring them to their pre-pandemic state; and
Be it further resolved, That Recreation and Parks Department and San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Authority abide by San Francisco Park Code § 6.13 and not consider any road closures
without going through extensive public process, and to stop using the COVID-19 pandemic as an excuse
to bypass required protocols.
Respectfully submitted, November 2021
Charles Head, President
Coalition for San Francisco Neighborhoods (CSFN)
To: Mayor London Breed, and Board of Supervisors

RESOLUTION SUPPORTING THE REOPENING OF JOHN F. KENNEDY DRIVE AND ALL OTHER
ROADS INSIDE OF GOLDEN GATE PARK TO THEIR PRE-PANDEMIC STATE
WHEREAS, Golden Gate Park was created in the 1860s and opened to the public in 1870, as a
spacious public space to be enjoyed by all San Franciscans and visitors of the City; and
WHEREAS, Since 1967, John F. Kennedy Drive, the main route of access to the attractions on the
western end of the Golden Gate Park, between Kezar Drive and Transverse Drive, has been closed to
vehicular traffic, from 6AM - 6PM on Sundays and Holidays; and
WHEREAS, On April 12 and 13, 2007, parties met to discuss a Saturday closure proposal for John F.
Kennedy Drive and spent several hours working to find a mutually amenable compromise on this issue
till the existing Saturday closure was agreed upon; and
WHEREAS, The parties to the Saturday closure compromise, among others, included then-Mayor
Gavin Newsom, Sierra Club San Francisco, California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco Bicycle
Coalition, Planning Association for the Richmond, Walk SF, District 11 Council, North Park Neighbors
Association, de Young Museum, Recreation and Parks Department, Park Access For All, and California
Outdoor Rollerskating Association; and
WHEREAS, Since 2007, John F. Kennedy Drive, the main route of access to the attractions on the
western end of the Golden Gate Park, between Transverse Drive and the western side of Hagiwara
Tea Garden Drive and Stow Lake Drive between Stow Lake Drive East and John F. Kennedy Drive,
has been closed to vehicular traffic, from 6AM - 6PM on Saturdays, from the first Saturday in April
through the last Saturday in September; and
WHEREAS, In 2012, protected cycle tracks were added to John F. Kennedy Drive, providing separation
between cyclists and moving vehicles; and
WHEREAS, In April 2020, Mayor London Breed, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, allowed John
F. Kennedy Drive to be temporarily closed 24/7, to provide additional open space to nearby residents;
and
WHEREAS, A full reopening of the Park’s art and cultural institutions, and many San Franciscans
returning back to work, the continued closure of streets for additional recreating space and increased
social distancing is no longer needed; and
C:\Users\jadkins\Desktop\Resolution _ EMIA.docx

WHEREAS, The continued closure of John F. Kennedy Drive and other Golden Gate Park roads
continues to deprive persons with disabilities, seniors, families with young children, those who do not
live close to the Park and those who cannot afford the high price of the Music Concourse Parking
Garage, of equitable access and use of the Park’s amenities;
WHEREAS, Golden Gate Park belongs to everyone and should be accessible to all; now,
therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That East Mission Improvement Association, finds as follows:
1. As described above, Golden Gate Park is the crown jewel of San Francisco and home to many
beloved San Francisco destinations.
2. As described above, compromises have been previously made and agreed upon amongst
stakeholders, and codified into San Francisco Park Code § 6.13, which allowed the Park roads
to be shared by all diverse users.
3. As described above, as we move past a tremendously challenging time resulting from the
COVID-19 pandemic, the closure of roads, such as John F. Kennedy Drive, for additionally
recreating space and social distancing is no longer needed.
4. As described above, the continued closure of John F. Kennedy Drive and other roads inside of
Golden Gate Park creates barriers for countless individuals who are denied equitable access to
the Park and its nature, art, and cultural experiences; and it be
FURTHER RESOLVED, That East Mission Improvement Association requests that Mayor London
Breed immediately reopen John F. Kennedy Drive and the other closed Park roads, restoring them to
their pre-pandemic state; and it be
FURTHER RESOLVED, That East Mission Improvement Association urges the Recreation and Parks
Department and San Francisco Municipal Transportation Authority to abide by San Francisco Park
Code § 6.13 and not consider any road closures without going through extensive public process, and to
stop using the COVID-19 pandemic as an excuse to bypass required protocols.
March 8, 2022
Mari Eliza, President, East Mission Improvement Association
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Mayor’s Disability Council
Orkid Sassouni
Alex Madrid
Co-Chairs
Nicole Bohn
Director

RESOLUTION # 2022 – 01
MAYOR’S DISABILITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION ON
ACCESSIBILITY OF GOLDEN GATE PARK AND CLOSURE
OF JFK DRIVE
WHEREAS, Golden Gate Park is a unique, beautiful and world-famous attraction and venue that
people with disabilities in San Francisco and beyond have enjoyed since its beginnings and;
WHEREAS, there are many facilities and programs within Golden Gate Park that are unique and of
particular importance to people with disabilities such as the De Young Museum, the Academy of
Sciences, the Conservatory of Flowers and many more and;
WHEREAS, many people with disabilities have relied on the use of their vehicles to get to Golden
Gate Park and arrive at specific destinations. They have driven and parked on JFK Drive to use the
Park and its amenities and;
WHEREAS, the closure of JFK Drive during the COVID pandemic posed significant barriers to and
sometimes prevented people with disabilities from being able to access the park and its amenities as
they had been able to do in the past and;
WHEREAS, people with disabilities who have experienced negative effects from the closure to
private vehicles include Deaf and Hard of Hearing people, people with stamina and strength
limitations, and blind and visually impaired people, as well as people with mobility limitations who
rely on private vehicles, and;
WHEREAS, the closure also increased the ability for some people with disabilities to enjoy the park
in a new and safe way and;

1155 Market St., First Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103
1+ 415.554.6159 fax

1 + 415.554.6789
MOD@sfgov.org

WHEREAS, San Francisco is known for having a strong commitment to disability accessibility and
takes pride in going beyond the minimum requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act and
similar laws and;
WHEREAS, because of their different limitations, many people with disabilities have fewer options
for accomplishing things. The solutions they rely on may be the only feasible way to accomplish
particular goals, compared to others without disabilities who have more possibilities. Thus, external
changes like the closure of JFK Drive are more likely to affect people with disabilities negatively
and;
WHEREAS, the potential permanent closure of JFK Drive is part of an accelerating movement in SF
away from encouraging the use of cars and towards other modes of transit and mobility. This
movement must take into account in a thoughtful way the reliance of many seniors and people with
disabilities on cars as a mobility device, and the resolution of this issue will influence the equitable
treatment of people with disabilities and seniors as this trend continues and;
WHEREAS, the temporary closure of JFK Drive during the COVID pandemic was implemented with
a minimum of planning and cost. A permanent closure should be the result of careful planning and
analysis on the impact on people with disabilities and seniors, along with the necessary expenditures
to achieve the goals of equitable access and to demonstrate that such a change can be beneficial for
all.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the MDC supports the closure of JFK Drive to
personal vehicles only under the following conditions:
• Parking
o Addition of blue spaces to replace and supplement those removed by the closure
o Free parking as close to the De Young Museum as possible, including blue spaces
within the parking garage, to be paid for by City and County of San Francisco entities
• Right of Way Access
o Adequate number of curb ramps throughout area closed to private vehicles
o Existing curb ramps must comply with current code requirements and be in good
repair
o Crosswalks in good condition
• Shuttle service and paratransit
o Frequent shuttle service (no more than 15 minutes apart) at all hours the park is open
o Code compliant shuttle stops
o Kneeling or low-floor, ramped vehicles
o Sheltered waiting areas
o Access for all paratransit vehicles, including paratransit taxis
• Information and communication
o Multiple ways to find information about the accessibility of this area and the park in
general (website, phone, brochures in accessible formats)
o Information about accessibility and park modifications for Deaf people in sign
language.
o WCAG 2.0 (Web Content Accessibility Guidelines) compliant website including
directional wayfinding instructions whenever maps or routes are referenced
o Ongoing outreach to the different constituencies within the disability community
• Wayfinding and signage
o Easy to understand signs and maps on site to identify accessibility amenities
• Drive-through access for exhibits and events that occur on or near JFK Drive
• Safety for pedestrians
o Measures to keep bicyclists from speeding and ignoring crosswalks

•

o Separation between slow moving (i.e. pedestrians) and fast moving (i.e. bycyclists,
scooter users) people
o Detectable warning for all areas where pedestrians could encounter vehicle traffic or
fast moving users on bicycles or other devices
A comprehensive accessibility plan with clear commitments and timeframes

The permanent closure of JFK Drive should not be considered unless these conditions are met.

Mission St., Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
415‐546‐1333
www.sdaction.org
SDA Statement
On the
Proposed Closure of JFK Drive
Accessibility means that any person should have the opportunity to acquire the same
information, engage in the same interactions, enjoy the same services and visit the
same sites as any other person. At Senior and Disability Action, we value collective
access, the concept that we share responsibility for creating accessible and inclusive
spaces, in terms of disability, age, language, income, race, and other factors. We work
to remove barriers for all and promote universal design concepts.
The closure of JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park, or any other major road, to private
vehicles affects disability access in several different ways. Unfortunately, sometimes
disabled people face conflicting access needs. There may not be a solution that
provides full and equal access to all people, considering that the disability community is
diverse and varied.
Private cars and vans have also provided access for many seniors and people with
disabilities to get to and around Golden Gate Park. It can be difficult for disabled people
to get in and out of vehicles, wait for a shuttle, or walk from a shuttle stop to a
destination. Being able to use one’s own car to go directly to and from a destination is
an important means for some disabled people and older people to have access.
Road closures eliminate a major accessibility barrier: vehicle and human collisions.
Seniors and people with disabilities are hit and killed by cars more than any other group.
SDA has pushed for street changes in San Francisco for many years to prevent
collision, injury, and death. The surest way to prevent vehicle collision is to eliminate the
presence of cars altogether.
Road closures inherently create a safer space for people with disabilities and seniors to
move around and access sites without risk of being hit by cars. There were 36 reported
injury collisions in the five year period prior to the closure. Unfortunately the current JFK
Drive closures have led to an increase in bicycle speeds, causing a different set of risks
to pedestrians. Bicycle collisions are far less likely to cause injury and death than
vehicle collisions, but the City must take action to reduce bicycle speeds.
Using a racial and economic justice lens, it is important to note that disabled people are
far less likely than non-disabled people in San Francisco to own cars (39% of disabled

people do not own cars as opposed to 22% of the non-disabled population). There is a
clear income divide among disabled people who do and do not own vehicles: The
average household income where at least one person has a disability and no one owns
a vehicle is $45,315, and the average income for households that own 1 vehicle is twice
that, $92,000. This data shows that lower-income disabled people are less likely to own
cars than those with higher incomes. It is important to consider the needs of low-income
disabled people who do not use private vehicles, as well as those who do. Access for
those without vehicles involves pedestrian safety and good, accessible public transit.
SDA is encouraged by and engaged in the current meaningful ways that the Recreation
and Park Department, with collaboration from SFMTA, is taking to improve accessibility
in Golden Gate Park. The shuttle service was launched at the end of February, with
three shuttles on weekends and two on weekdays, improved signage, and outreach.
These are important steps, and we are in conversation with Rec & Park about getting
low-floor vehicles to improve access. The planned addition of disabled parking spaces
near key destinations (the de Young, Cal Academy of Sciences, Japanese Tea Garden
and Botanical Gardens) is a marked improvement for those with disabilities who drive.
It is important to recognize that the disability community is diverse and varied. Different
people with disabilities benefit from different forms of access. Some of SDA’s members
support the continuation of car-free JFK, and others oppose vehicle restrictions on
roads in Golden Gate Park, especially JFK Drive.
Considering the conflicting access needs among different people with disabilities, SDA
aims to identify and promote policies and practices that promote maximum access in
our community, with a focus on the most marginalized disabled people and seniors,
specifically those who are low-income and people of color.
We envision a city with multiple ways to get around.
With all that said, whether or not the city decides to close JFK Drive permanently,
Golden Gate Park should be made accessible for all city residents and visitors. This
can be addressed by providing:
 A shuttle service on all park roads,
 Wayfinding signage throughout the park,
 Slowing all traffic to 15 mph or slower,
 Clear and maintained accessible paths, sidewalks, and ramps,
 Increase Muni service from all parts of the city to Golden Gate Park entrances,
and
 Affordable and free alternative transportation mode, (e.g accessible scooter &
pedicabs).
SDA will support car-free JFK Drive only if the CIty and County of San Francisco
execute a plan with appropriate funding to make the following accessibility changes to
maximize disabled people’s ability to use Golden Gate Park:
















Ensure that the public shuttle runs on all roads closed to private vehicles, has a
wait time of 15 minutes or less, operates 7 days a week from dawn to dusk (and
later, if museums or festivals are open later), allows drop off at any safe site
along the shuttle route, uses low-floor vehicles with boarding ramps, and shuttle
operators have gone through disability training.
Fixed shuttle stops to have fully accessible bus shelters, with seating, and
wayfinding signage.
Fixed shuttle stops that include popular designation sites and Muni bus stops
along or near the shuttle route.
An accessible website including clear information about shuttles, Paratransit
access, loading and parking zones, and wayfinding.
The garage free parking time increases to 30 minutes, and parking is made
affordable for seniors, people with disabilities, and low-income people.
Paratransit drivers are allowed and trained to do drop-offs on all roads closed to
private traffic.
Taxi pick-ups are allowed in Golden Gate Park.
Accessible shared scooters, pedi-cabs and other alternative transit vehicles are
allowed in the park.
There are clear accessible paths, sidewalks, and ramps to and from all public
shuttle stops, bus stops, and popular destinations. A clear written plan with
funding
Improve sidewalk and curb access, and wayfinding throughout the park.
Ensure that these conditions are enforced and monitored.
Increase Muni service from all parts of the city to Golden Gate Park entrances.

If and only if these changes are made, will SDA support car-free JFK Drive.
In the meantime, we support allowing cars on JFK Drive some week-days with a speed
limit of no more than 15 mph that is strictly enforced.
SDA’s long-term vision is of a community in which all people have access to the park
(and all places) through quality public transit or Paratransit, with fewer cars on the roads
so that we endure fewer collisions and contribute less to climate change. We will
continue to work with RPD and others to make this vision a reality.
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I am writing in reference to the April 26, 2022 Joint Meeting of the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors and San Francisco County Transportation Authority.
Please include the attached documents in the Board Packets for the following Board File
Numbers on the Agenda: File Nos. 220370; 220621; 220339
These attached documents must be part of the Record for this meeting.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,


Jean
Jean B Barish
jeanbbarish@hotmail.com

Stay safe and be well

April 24, 2022
Members of the Board of Supervisors,
My name is Ewan Barker Plummer, I am a youth advocate and organizer, and I am
writing to you in my personal capacity to urge you to support Mayor Breed’s
legislation for the future of JFK Drive.
The JFK Promenade has been a silver lining of the pandemic, resulting in a 30%+
increase in park visitation from across our city (~8 million visits), and was
supported by more than 70% of San Franciscans who engaged in the official City
survey conducted by SF Recreation and Parks and SFMTA. Further outreach showed
broad support for permanence with increased access and equity to this amazing space
without amending the Mayor's legislation and City staff recommendations.
JFK Promenade makes our city a more connected, healthy, and sustainable city. This
new promenade, welcoming people from across the city to the center of Golden Gate
Park’s attractions, has become a special place for San Franciscans of all ages. Families
with young children, and teens, have especially come to love this new resource.
The Mayor's legislation will increase access and equity to JFK Promenade without
compromising on the joy, safety, community, beauty, and serenity that the space has
created. We need constructive, programmatic, and collaborative leadership that focuses
on solutions and takes necessary action to move our city forward towards a more
connected, healthy, and sustainable future.
For those thinking about compromise, JFK Promenade and the broader Golden Gate
Park project is already a compromise. JFK Promenade represents less than 10% of
the roads in Golden Gate Park—and less than 0.5% of the roads in San
Francisco—and the only car-free space accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week in
our city.
Please lead on this issue by passing the Mayor's legislation as is at Tuesday's meeting,
so we can move forward as a city making JFK Promenade more accessible, equitable,
and enjoyable for everyone in our city.
Thank you,
Ewan Barker Plummer
San Francisco Youth Advocate and Organizer
ewanbarkerplummer@gmail.com
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Ewan Barker Plummer
Chan, Connie (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS);
Haney, Matt (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Walton, Shamann (BOS);
Safai, Ahsha (BOS)
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Clerk@sfcta.org; Breed, Mayor London (MYR); MOD, (ADM); Bohn, Nicole (ADM);
Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Commission, Recpark (REC);
GGPAccess@sfmta.com; Luke Bornheimer; Hello@communityspacessf.com
Please Support Mayor Breed"s JFK Drive Legislation
Sunday, April 24, 2022 11:42:10 AM
BOS JFK Letter - Ewan Barker Plummer.pdf
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Hello,
Please find attached a letter to members of the Board of Supervisors in support of Mayor
Breed's JFK Drive Legislation, being considered this Tuesday.
Thank you,
Ewan
-Ewan Barker Plummer (he/him)
ewanbarkerplummer@gmail.com
(415) 418-8073
Twitter | Instagram | Facebook | LinkedIn

April 23, 2022,
TO: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
San Francisco County Transportation Authority Board of Directors

RE: Golden Gate Park Access to Vehicles-Reopening JFK Drive
Dear Supervisors and SFCTA Board of Directors:
I have been a resident of San Francisco since 1974. I have been a
professional tour guide since 1998. Both personally and professionally, I ask
you to keep Golden Gate Park accessible to vehicles by permanently
reopening the eastern section of John F. Kennedy Drive.
In 2021 San Francisco Travel reported 14.8 million visitors to the city, down
44% from a record high of 26.2 million visitors in 2019.
Total spending by visitors was $3.1 billion, down 70% from $10.3 billion in
2019, including spending on visitors and conventions.
Most tour companies, including those for which I work, use some type of
vehicle to bring a significant number of these visitors to see the world-class
attractions of Golden Gate Park. These attractions include: the
California Academy of Sciences; the DeYoung Museum; the Japanese Tea
Garden; and the Conservatory of Flowers. Tour vehicles primarily use the
main roads to conduct tours (John F Kennedy Drive, Martin Luther King, Jr.
Drive, Music Concourse Drive and Transverse Drive). In addition to
introducing our passengers to the beautiful views throughout the Park during
our driving tours on the main thoroughfares, we often stop so our guests can
enjoy the attractions. We also encourage our guests to return during their
individual free time in San Francisco.
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Before the economic disaster of the Covid-19 crisis, most tour professionals
including me believed that a previous proposal to close JFK Drive to vehicles
would have been extremely damaging to San Francisco’s reputation as a
major tour destination, and thus to our economy, by further restricting the
main transportation arteries serving the Park. We still maintain this belief.
Covid-19 has devastated the global travel industry. As evidenced by the
2021 versus 2019 statistics, San Francisco’s tourism levels may take years
to recover. I therefore believe the City should not take any action to impede
that recovery by limiting or eliminating vehicle access to Golden Gate Park.

Respectfully,

Frances Gorman
Professional Tour Guide since 1998
San Francisco Resident since 1974
1900 Geary Boulevard, #2308
Francesgorman@gmail.com
415-519-0148
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Please see the letter attached in support of permanently reopening the eastern section of
John F. Kennedy Drive.
Respectfully submitted,

-Frances Gorman
415-519-0148 (mobile)
Francesgorman@gmail.com

April, 23, 2022
Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
As a person with a disability, and resident of San Francisco since 1982, I
am dismayed by the JFK Drive closure in Golden Gate Park. The JFK Drive
closure has a tremendously negative impact on the members of the
disability community, seniors, parents who need to drive their children, and
tens of thousands of middle class and low income Bay Area residents who
visit our park! Therefore, I urge you to VOTE AGAINST MAYOR BREED’S
PROPOSAL TO PERMANENTLY CLOSE JOHN F. KENNEDY DRIVE!
Many adults, children with disabilities, and seniors require assistance from
the drivers accompanying them. Drop-offs that are at a distance from the
gardens and facilities that are accessed by JFK Drive are not feasible and
safe options, and the ensuing accidents and injuries could result in lawsuits
against the City!
The proposed ADA parking spaces are not viable options to replace those
that are being eliminated by the JFK Drive closure. They are scattered
around the park so that drivers have to travel from place to place to see if
any are available. The parking garage is not an option; it is too expensive.
Recreation and Parks tell us they are providing shuttles in Golden Gate
Park to mitigate the barriers to access caused by the JFK Drive closure.
Shuttle stops are too far apart, and many have no seating, or inaccessible
seating, available for people with disabilities, seniors, and others who are
waiting for the shuttle.
Please do all you can to Permanently REOPEN JFK Drive!!
Sincerely,
Bill Bruckner
580 Capp St.
San Francisco,CA 94110
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Bill Bruckner
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org; ChanStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS);
Marstaff (BOS); PrestonStaff (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS);
Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS)
Reopen JFK Drive NOW!
Saturday, April 23, 2022 3:41:42 PM
Reopen JFK Drive NOW!.pdf
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April, 23, 2022
Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
As a person with a disability, and resident of San Francisco since 1982, I am dismayed by the JFK Drive
closure in Golden Gate Park. The JFK Drive closure has a tremendously negative impact on the members of
the disability community, seniors, parents who need to drive their children, and tens of thousands of middle
class and low income Bay Area residents who visit our park! Therefore, I urge you to VOTE AGAINST
MAYOR BREED’S PROPOSAL TO PERMANENTLY CLOSE JOHN F. KENNEDY DRIVE!
Many adults, children with disabilities, and seniors require assistance from the drivers accompanying them.
Drop-offs that are at a distance from the gardens and facilities that are accessed by JFK Drive are not
feasible and safe options, and the ensuing accidents and injuries could result in lawsuits against the City!
The proposed ADA parking spaces are not viable options to replace those that are being eliminated by the
JFK Drive closure. They are scattered around the park so that drivers have to travel from place to place to
see if any are available. The parking garage is not an option; it is too expensive.
Recreation and Parks tell us they are providing shuttles in Golden Gate Park to mitigate the barriers to
access caused by the JFK Drive closure. Shuttle stops are too far apart, and many have no seating, or
inaccessible seating, available for people with disabilities, seniors, and others who are waiting for the
shuttle.
Please do all you can to Permanently REOPEN JFK Drive!!
Sincerely,
Bill Bruckner
580 Capp St.
San Francisco,CA 94110
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Howard Chabner
Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Mahogany, Honey (BOS);
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Lauren (BOS); Lovett, Li (BOS); Hsieh, Frances (BOS); Tom.Temprano@sfgov.org; Snyder, Jen (BOS);
MTABoard@sfmta.com; Haney, Matt (BOS); Smeallie, Kyle (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS);
clerk@sfcta.org; Quan, Daisy (BOS); Fregosi, Ian (BOS); Gee, Natalie (BOS); Tim.H.Ho@sfgov.org; "Fiona";
Tobin, Lucas (REC); Ronen, Hillary; Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Chan,
Connie (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); MelgarStaff (BOS);
MandelmannStaff@sfgov.org; "Jones, Sarah (MTA)"; Madland, Sarah (REC); Commission, Recpark (REC); Tumlin,
Jeffrey (MTA); BOS Legislation, (BOS); BOS-Legislative Aides; BOS-Supervisors; clerk@sfcta.org
Howard Chabner; Richard Skaff; Vicki Bruckner; "Patricia Arack"; "Alyse _"; Bihl, Lauren (CPC); Griffin, Laurence
(REC)
Email #2 - SFBOS and SFCTA Meeting, April 26, 2022: Board File Nos. 220370, 220261, 220339 - Vote Against
the Golden Gate Park Access and Safety Program
Monday, April 25, 2022 4:20:16 PM
Public comment on May 11 2021 SFCTA meeting - Reopen JFK Drive to cars ASAP.msg
FW Public Comment for the Land Use and Board of Supervisors Meetings 9-20-21 and 9-21-21.msg
Exclusionary Winter Lights shows in Golden Gate Park; Disability discrimination complaint with US DOJ.msg
MTA survey results about JFK Drive are very flawed..msg
March 10 2022 joint meeting of MTA Board and RecPark Commission - JFK Drive - end the exclusionary car ban
now! .msg
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Dear Mayor Breed, Board President Walton and Supervisors:
I urge each Supervisor to vote against the proposed legislation approving and
implementing the Golden Gate Park Access and Safety Program. I urge Mayor Breed
to withdraw the proposed legislation. The entire length of JFK Drive should be
immediately reopened to cars.
Please see the attached emails from me dated May 11, 2021; September
20/September 21, 2021; January 6, 2022; February 16, 2022; and March 9, 2022.
They are hereby incorporated into this email, and I request that they be made part of
the record for the Board file numbers stated above and for the proposed legislation.
Over 4,500 people have signed a petition on change.org asking for the immediate
opening of JFK Drive to cars. In particular, please read the comments. Here's a link:
https://www.change.org/p/mayor-london-breed-keep-golden-gate-park-open-toeveryone-re-open-jfk-drive-459de70d-08fd-4bac-945b-8d79eb4fa5ee
On February 18, 2022, the SF Mayor's Disability Council devoted an entire meeting to
JFK Drive and extended it by almost 2 hours so more members of the public could be
heard. There were ASL (as there always are), and Chinese and Vietnamese
interpreters. Literally dozens of public commenters at the meeting described the
hardship the car ban has caused them and asked that cars be allowed on JFK Drive
again now, and there were many comments in the chat to the same effect. The
mitigation measures described by MTA and Rec Park previously and again at the
meeting didn’t change anyone’s mind. Only two public commenters supported the
ban. The comments at the February 18 meeting are consistent with the many public
comments and emails MDC has received during the past couple of years about JFK
Drive, the overwhelming majority of which opposed banning cars.

Below are links to a recording and transcript of the meeting. Please listen to them
and read them.
Recording https://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/player/clip/40618?view_id=17&redirect=tr
ue
Transcript -https://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/TranscriptViewer.php?view_id=17&clip_id=
40618

Here's just one example of the barriers, discrimination and hardship caused by the
car ban. Recently my 92.5-year-old mother was visiting from out of town. She’s frail
and she can't walk far. Ordinarily we would drive along JFK Drive so she could enjoy
Golden Gate Park. But this was impossible. If the Dahlia Garden were in bloom, we
would drive into Pompeii Circle, park near the Dahlia Garden, and she’d get out of the
car and enjoy the garden; this also would have been impossible.
Current conditions on the part of JFK Drive that is closed to cars are dangerous to
pedestrians, especially seniors and people with disabilities, because of speeding
cyclists (especially those riding electric bicycles) and scooter riders. Vicki Bruckner
and others have made detailed recommendations about safety measures, including
speed bumps/humps, raised crosswalks, lighting at crosswalks, stop signs, and
enforcement of traffic laws. Please implement those recommendations ASAP.
If you truly care about access for all, including disabled people and seniors, please
defeat the proposed legislation and end the car ban. This issue is a test of whether
San Francisco government officials' statements about equal access are sincere or
just rhetoric.
Sincerely
Howard Chabner

From:
To:

Subject:

Howard Chabner
Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Waltonstaff (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Stefani,
Catherine (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Haney, Matt
(BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); MelgarStaff (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS);
Tim.H.Ho@sfgov.org; Snyder, Jen (BOS); Herzstein, Daniel (BOS); Mahogany, Honey (BOS); Quan, Daisy (BOS);
Gee, Natalie (BOS); Tom.Temprano@sfgov.org; Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); "Jones, Sarah (MTA)"; Ginsburg, Phil
(REC); MTABoard@sfmta.com; RPDInfo, RPD (REC); Madland, Sarah (REC); Commission, Recpark (REC);
ChanStaff (BOS); Wright, Edward (BOS); Smeallie, Kyle (BOS); Tobin, Lucas (REC); Jensen, Kevin (DPW); Bohn,
Nicole (ADM); Kaplan, Deborah (ADM); Romaidis, John (ADM); Khambatta, Arfaraz (DPW); info@sfcta.org;
"Fiona"; clerk@sfcta.org
Public comment on May 11, 2021, SFCTA meeting - Reopen JFK Drive to cars ASAP

Dear SFCTA Board members, Mayor Breed and others:
Please reopen JFK Drive to cars ASAP, except, as before the pandemic, for
the eastern part on Sundays and some Saturdays.
Before the pandemic, a large percentage of visitors to Golden Gate Park came
in cars, including San Franciscans, people who live elsewhere in the Bay Area, and
tourists from around the world. Those who relied on cars include seniors, people with
mobility and other disabilities, families with children, and residents from places within
and outside San Francisco where driving is the only feasible option. Before the
pandemic, JFK Drive was open to all transportation modes, including cars, except the
eastern part was closed to cars on Sundays and some Saturdays. That was a fair
compromise. In addition, there has been a parking-protected bike lane in both
directions on JFK Drive for years (the creation of which resulted in the elimination of
many parking spaces).
The closure was imposed by executive order of Mayor Breed at the beginning
of shelter-in-place on a temporary, emergency basis in order to provide more space
for social distancing. In essence, this has closed much of Golden Gate Park to
anyone who can’t walk or bike in, which is inequitable, but it was imposed quickly and
justified as one of many temporary measures to deal with an unprecedented public
health emergency.
Permanently closing JFK Drive to cars would create a permanent access
barrier to Golden Gate Park for countless numbers of people, including many seniors,
people with mobility and other disabilities, families, and people from places where
driving is the only feasible option.
The closure of JFK Drive to cars during the pandemic has been touted as
a success by some, and used to argue for permanent closure. But it hasn’t
been a success for those who have been unable to access Golden Gate Park
because of the closure. It may be possible to measure the number of
pedestrians and cyclists in the park, but it is utterly impossible to measure the
number of people who couldn’t go there because of the closure.
Permanently closing the eastern part of JFK to cars would permanently
eliminate hundreds of parking spaces. Increasing the number of blue zones
elsewhere in the park and in the surrounding areas would be insufficient to
compensate for the loss. Disabled people parked not only in the blue zones on JFK,

but in regular spaces also, as we do throughout the city. When JFK was open to
cars, people who couldn’t walk, or couldn’t walk far, could park close to destinations
such as the Conservatory of Flowers, AIDS Memorial Grove, Dahlia Garden and
others. With permanent closure, they will never be able to. Moreover, increasing the
number of blue zones elsewhere would do nothing for the countless number of people
who may not be disabled but rely on cars to get to the park.
I live close enough to roll to the park, which I do often when the weather is
good, and it is truly delightful. But even though I live close, I'm not able to roll there in
cold or rainy weather, or at night. For example, I was unable to see the light show in
February. When my mother, age 91, visits from Chicago, we drive to the park to go to
the museums and gardens. She can walk short distances, but it isn't possible for her
to walk there no matter how good the weather.
Weather matters. Many visitors, whether disabled or not, are unable to stand
in the rain or cold waiting for a shuttle, and are unable to walk long distances in the
rain or cold.
Terminology matters. Rec Park, MTA and others refer to the days that JFK
Drive is closed to cars as “Car-Free” days, which implies freedom, and implies that
cars are bad. "Restricted Access” or “Car-Forbidden” would be just as accurate.
The City can’t make the temporary, emergency closure of JFK Drive
permanent without doing an environmental impact report. (The original bike plan was
tied up in court for years because the City refused to do an EIR.) And you can’t do an
EIR about closing JFK without first doing a traffic study of the surrounding areas.
One example of the environmental impact on the surrounding areas is the increased
congestion on Fell Street from Masonic to Stanyan since JFK Drive has been closed.
Any study also must include the impact of losing hundreds of spaces in GGP on
parking in the surrounding areas.   And it’s impossible to do a meaningful traffic study
until after the pandemic emergency is over, because current conditions aren’t
representative.
Closing JFK to cars permanently would violate Title II of the Americans with
Disabilities Act. And the City has a mixed record in defending against ADA lawsuits.
Sincerely
Howard Chabner
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JFK Drive-AnalysisOfRPDMTAVisitData9-9-2021.pdf

To all the recipients of Victoria Bruckner's email:
I agree with Ms. Bruckner's comments, which are spot on and eloquently stated.
Regarding the shuttle, I would add that even if the shuttle were well-funded and wellfunctioning, it isn't equitable, feasible, safe or healthy to require disabled people,
seniors, families with small children and others to wait outside in cold, rainy or windy
weather for a shuttle (or to ride in a vehicle that's open to the elements). Moreover,
it's quite likely that even if the shuttle were well-funded and well-functioning, few
would use it in such weather (or perhaps at all, considering the difficulties), which the
proponents of banning cars from JFK Drive would then use to justify the ban on the
basis that there is little demand.
Also, there are nighttime events such as the Entwined Light Show, the lighting of the
Conservatory of Flowers, evening events at both museums, and the fact that the
Ferris Wheel is open until 10 PM. The shuttle would be unlikely to run late enough to
provide access to these events, and even if it did, the health and safety problems
would be even greater than during the day. The Music Concourse garage – touted as
a solution by some – closes at 7 PM, is expensive, has poor security, very few van
accessible spaces, and other limitations.
Attached is a memo I wrote dated September 9, 2021, which analyzes RPD/MTA's
visitor data.
Sincerely
Howard Chabner
From: Vicki Bruckner <victoriabruckner988@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 12:27 PM
To: MayorLondonBreed@sfgov.org' <MayorLondonBreed@sfgov.org>; Natalie.Gee@sfgov.org;
waltonstaff@sfgov.org; shamann.walton@sfgov.org; aaron.peskin@sfgov.org;
catherine.stefani@sfgov.org; connie.chan@sfgov.org; dean.preston@sfgov.org;
gordon.mar@sfgov.org; hillary.ronen@sfgov.org; Matt.Haney@sfgov.org;
rafael.mandelman@sfgov.org; melgarstaff@sfgov.org; myrna.melgar@sfgov.org;
Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org; Tim.H.Ho@sfgov.org; Jen.Snyder@sfgov.org; Daniel.Herzstein@sfgov.org;

Honey.Mahogany@sfgov.org; Daisy.Quan@sfgov.org; Tom.Temprano@sfgov.org;
MTABoard@sfmta.com; recpark.commission@sfgov.org; chanstaff@sfgov.org;
Edward.W.Wright@sfgov.org; Kyle.Smeallie@sfgov.org; lucas.tobin@sfgov.org; info@sfcta.org;
clerk@sfcta.org; Ian.Fregosi@sfgov.org; Frances.Hsieh@sfgov.org; Li.Lovett@sfgov.org;
Geoffrea.Morris@sfgov.org; Lauren.L.Chung@sfgov.org; sseaborn@dralegal.org; Jeffrey Tumlin
<Jeffrey.Tumlin@sfmta.com>; Phil Ginsburg <phil.ginsburg@sfgov.org>; Bob Planthold
<political_bob@att.net>; Howard Chabner <hlchabner@comcast.net>; Sassouni, Orkid
<orkidsfoto@me.com>; Richard Skaff <richardskaff1@gmail.com>; Richard Rothman
<rrothma@pacbell.net>; Erica Major <ericamajor@sfgov.org>; SF Mayor's Office on Disability
<mod@sfgov.org>; Paria Dea <pdea@famsf.org>; Belinda Sifford <bsifford@comcast.net>; Charlie
Dorris <tyreedorris@comcast.net>; Sheila Pressley <spressley@famsf.org>
Subject: Public Comment for the Land Use and Board of Supervisors Meetings, 9-20-21 and 9-21-21

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors and SF Government Staff,
Supervisor Chan’s well-meaning resolution, attempting a “compromise” related to access
barriers caused by the closure of JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park, unfortunately only
attempts to solve one of the myriad problems caused by the closure.
Supervisor Chan, including much of the general public, has been misled by numerous
articles and commentaries in the public media, which have erroneously framed the closure
of JFK Drive as a struggle between the DeYoung museum and the Bicycle Coalition. Would
that it were as simple as that!
The closure of JFK Drive cuts off easy access for the majority of San Franciscans, Bay Area
residents, and tourists to nearly all of the most popular attractions in Golden Gate Park.
These include, among others, the Rhododendron Dell, the Dahlia Garden, Stow Lake,
Pioneer Falls, the Model Boat Lagoon, the Fly-Fishing Pond, and the Buffalo Paddock.
Access to all of these attractions is effectively eliminated for most people with vision and
mobility disabilities, seniors, countless families with small children, and almost anyone who
must travel to Golden Gate Park from outside the City, or from residents of neighborhoods
in the South or Southeast of town, who are mostly working families of color. It is wildly
impractical, exclusionary, and horribly inequitable.
In addition, the City currently lacks, and will lack for the foreseeable future, the public
transit infrastructure that could support the proposed closure! Last month, Jeffrey Tumlin
clearly stated on public radio that Muni only has adequate funding for full service until
2022. After that, Muni service will have to be significantly cut back.
Furthermore, during the pandemic, many who used to regularly ride public transit returned
to driving because of fears of the transmissibility of Covid-19. Now, amid widespread
concern about the even more transmissible Delta variant, people have continued to avoid
buses and trains, preferring to remain in their cars for safety.
The Golden Gate Park Shuttle, the planned alternative to provide access for those who
cannot walk, run, cycle or skate to the areas of the Park they want to visit, is barely
functional. It has only one driver, and makes unpredictable and infrequent runs. Many of
its stops, which are too far apart, lack benches, timetables, and other access features that
visitors need to effectively use it. Fully staffing the Shuttle, and providing enough vehicles
and appropriately furnished stops, will cost hundreds of thousands of dollars which neither
RPD, MTA or the City itself currently have in their budgets.

All of these problems point to the main difficulty with this terrible, insane process. The
planning for it was entirely reactive, and was done completely backwards.
Though I have no doubt that many at SFCTA, MTA, RPD, MOD, and Walk San Francisco
worked very hard on the plan, it began with a pre-chosen goal, closing JFK Drive, and
worked backwards from that point, overlooking many of the serious problems the closure
would cause. The current neighborhood meetings, hosted by MTA, to get feedback from
the public about how best to ameliorate these problems now that the plan is in place,
resemble the actions of a software company that trumpets the release of a miraculous new
product, only to be forced to develop patch after patch, year after year, to remedy its
many serious faults, one by one.
An appropriate plan for the future of Golden Gate Park would have begun with questions,
rather than preconceived answers. The question, “How can we provide the easiest and
safest access to the most attractions for the most visitors, of all backgrounds, abilities and
ages?” was clearly never asked at the outset.
As a positive contrast, consider what was accomplished by GGNRA when it provided full,
world-class access during its renovations at Crissy Field and Lands End. These wonderful
places now have universal access, by many different means, for young, old, disabled and
non-disabled, athletic and non-athletic people from all over the Bay Area. The concepts and
precepts of Universal Design were used throughout the entire endeavor. That is the
reason, for example, that many of the drinking fountains at Crissy Field are at not two, but
three heights: the tallest for adults, the middle height for wheelchair users and kids, and
the lowest, for everyone’s dogs!
Truly inclusive, open, tolerant and creative thinking was never used when developing the
current plan for the closure of JFK Drive. It was shot through with implicit and partisan bias
against people who weren’t even considered at the outset! It was designed for the
enjoyment of the most physically able and athletic San Franciscans, who live closest to
Golden Gate Park, at the expense of everyone else!
I hope this isn’t an indication that the inclusive, open and creative City that I moved to
forty-three years ago hasn’t morphed into a mere collection of self-interested, greedy,
competitive and cruel individuals. I hope we can move back into the open, big-hearted,
egalitarian and creative space we used to occupy, a space epitomized by Golden Gate Park
itself.
Victoria Bruckner
580 Capp Street, Apt. #706
San Francisco, CA 94110
(415) 757-0559
victoriabruckner988@gmail.com

JFK DRIVE CLOSURE TO CARS – ANALYSIS OF RPD/MTA VISIT DATA
By Howard Chabner
September 9, 2021

The Recreation and Parks Department and MTA have been touting large increases in
pedestrian and cyclist usage of JFK Drive since the eastern part of the street has been closed to
cars 24/7 during the pandemic, compared to before the full-time closure, when it was closed to
cars during daytime hours every Sunday and Saturdays from April through September. For
example, in a May 27, 2021, form email from RPD, and in other communications from RPD and
MTA, the following statistics (or, in other communications, similar ones) were cited: “During the
GGP Slow Street program, pedestrian visits increased 42% and bike visits increased 441%.” Also
see RPD Director Phil Ginsburg quoted in an August 8, 2021, New York Times article by Adam
Nagourney, San Francisco’s Cyclists Cheer a Road Less Traveled. Museums Mourn It.
RPD, MTA and their allies have been using the increases to advocate for closing JFK Drive
to cars 24/7 permanently, arguing that the closure has led to increased usage of Golden Gate Park.
I asked RPD and MTA questions about the data, and received answers by emails of June 9
and June 23, 2021, from Tamara Barak Aparton, RPD’s Deputy Director of Communications and
Public Affairs. Per RPD, pre-closure data was from October 2018 through April 2019, and data
from the closure period was from October 2020 through April 2021. The data were collected by
a single optical sensor on JFK Drive at the intersection of Tea Garden Drive. RPD collected the
data; MTA wasn’t involved. (Email of MTA Director Jeff Tumlin of June 4, 2021.) I will forward
RPD’s responses.
Note that the closure period was two years – not one – after the pre-closure period. The
closure began on April 28, 2020, so RPD could have shortened each time period by only three
days and provided data for three consecutive time periods – October 2018 through April 27, 2019;
October 2019 through April 27, 2020; and October 2020 through April 27, 2021. That would have
been more likely to show whether there was a trend, whether the pre-closure period of October
2018 through April 2019 was anomalous, and other important information. Ideally, RPD should
have provided data for several such periods going back five years or more; this would have shown
whether there were any trends, anomalies, etc. Comparing only two time periods, especially
nonconsecutive ones, is far from a robust study.
It appears from RPD’s answers that the sensor was operating before October 2018, and
continues to operate. Therefore, beginning the periods in October and ending in April seems
arbitrary – or perhaps cherry picking – especially since there are only two time periods. Why not
begin in December? Why not end in June?
If a visitor made a roundtrip across the sensor, it would count as two visits, per RPD. It’s
likely that most pedestrians who crossed the sensor made roundtrips, which means that the actual
pedestrian visits are probably closer to half the numbers cited.
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It’s quite likely that the number of cyclist visits counted by RPD is even more than twice
the actual number. Many cyclists make roundtrips, but some cross the sensor more than twice on
a ride. The following is from a friend who bikes daily: “On JFK Drive, I go the length to Crossover
Drive first. On to Daly City and back, and then on JFK Drive from Crossover to the Concourse.
Around Stow Lake a couple of laps and onto JFK Drive again. This time from the boathouse road
to the Concourse. A couple of laps around that, and then down JFK Drive to Pelosi Drive. Then
loop up around the tennis courts, bocci, and nursery to MLK and the Concourse, another two laps
on that, and back onto JFK Drive to the crossing at Kezar Way back to the Haight. So, you can
see that on most days, I might be counted as 5 visits! Maybe even more, depending upon where
they measure, and how they sort the data. That’s on most days. Occasionally, I do loops just
around the eastern end of the park (between Kezar and Crossover) when I can hit JFK Drive, etc.
another 10 times. Add to that the large number of other cyclists going through the park as well as
doing loops around the eastern end, and the problem becomes a mythical exponential mistake.”
If the degree of overcounting is the same during both time periods, which is impossible to
know, the percentage increases cited wouldn’t change if the absolute numbers were adjusted for
overcounting.
But the absolute numbers are important, and are much smaller than what RPD and MTA
claim. When a small number is increased, the resulting number may still not be large even though
the percentage increase may be. A small GDP or an organism with a small number of cells may
see a large percentage increase, but the GDP or organism may still be small. RPD says there were
122,822 cyclist visits pre-closure; if 40% of those were roundtrips, then only 73,693 visits were
made – an average of 10,528 visits per month or only 350 visits per day, or, using the generous
assumption that all cyclist visits were made during 10 hours, only 35 visits per hour. No wonder
the percentage increase seems large.
During the pre-closure period, 2,511,570 cars went through the intersection. That’s
significantly more than the total 2,073,476 pedestrian and cyclist visits during closure, and more
than double the total 1,117,534 pedestrian and cyclist visits during the pre-closure period. (These
numbers count roundtrips as two visits.) If, as RPD and MTA assert, a significant percentage of
cars used JFK Drive to get somewhere else, rather than to visit the park, it’s likely that there is less
overcounting of cars than pedestrians and cyclists because many cars would have driven on JFK
Drive in one direction, exited the park, gone to one or more destinations, and returned home on a
different route. Many wouldn’t have made roundtrips across JFK Drive.
Cars carry an average of more than one person, so no matter how much the 2.5 million car
trips are adjusted downward to eliminate double counting of roundtrips, far more people used cars
to go to destinations along or near JFK Drive, or through it en route to destinations outside the
park, during the pre-closure period than the total number of pedestrians and cyclists in either
period.
Cars coming from JFK Drive east of Tea Garden Drive that parked on JFK Drive east of
Tea Garden Drive (bringing people to visit Peacock Meadow, the Dahlia Garden or the
Conservatory of Flowers, for example) and made a U-turn to exit the park, and those coming from
JFK Drive west of Tea Garden Drive that parked on JFK Drive west of Tea Garden Drive (bringing
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people to visit the Rose Garden, Spreckels Lake and Buffalo Paddock, for example) that made a
U-turn to exit the park, weren’t counted. If those cars – and the people in them – were counted,
even more people would be shown as having visited GGP by car.
If a family of four drove to GGP westbound on JFK Drive, parked on JFK Drive east of
Tea Garden Drive, walked to the California Academy of Sciences, Music Concourse, SkyStar
Wheel or other destinations by way of the Rhododendron Dell, visited those destinations, walked
back to their car along the same route, and made a U-turn to exit the park, it would count as zero
pedestrian visits and zero car visits. If they parked in the same place, walked to the de Young,
Music Concourse, Japanese Tea Garden or Botanical Garden by crossing the intersection of JFK
Drive and Tea Garden Drive, visited those destinations, walked back to their car the same way,
and made a U-turn to exit the park, it would count as eight pedestrian visits and zero car visits. If
they drove west along JFK Drive, crossed the intersection of Tea Garden Drive, parked west of
Tea Garden Drive, walked to any of those destinations, walked back to their car the same way and
continued driving west along JFK Drive to exit the park, it would count as eight pedestrian visits
and one car visit. If, instead, they made a U-turn to exit the park, driving east past Tea Garden
Drive, it would count as eight pedestrian visits and two car visits.
Yet in all four examples, four people drove to and from the park, parked their car on JFK
Drive, walked from their car to the same or nearby destinations, and walked back to their car.
Their visit to the park was essentially the same, but RPD counted a different number of visits and
modes for each visit – ranging from zero pedestrian visits and zero car visits to eight pedestrian
visits and two car visits. RPD’s data simply isn’t very accurate.
RPD and MTA decry that many of the cars on JFK Drive were en route to destinations
outside the park; the people in them didn’t visit the park. But that’s also true of many cyclists. Of
course there’s nothing wrong with cyclists using JFK Drive to go elsewhere, but to the extent the
increased cyclist visits were cyclists en route to other destinations, those increased visits don’t
justify closing JFK Drive to cars. The rationale cited by RPD and MTA for continuing to ban cars
is that the ban has led to increased usage of Golden Gate Park. If cut-through car traffic doesn’t
count as using the park, neither should cut-through bike traffic. It’s important to keep in mind that
if the car ban were lifted, cyclists would continue to be protected by the parking buffered bike
lanes that have been there for around 10 years.
The cars that were diverted because of the closure were diverted – they didn’t vanish into
thin air! Any study of the impact of permanent 24/7 closure to cars must take into account
increased traffic in the nearby streets, both in the park and outside. I live on Fell near Clayton,
and congestion on Fell and on Stanyan (and the associated pollution and noise) has increased
significantly since the closure.
The sensor provided visits by date, but neither RPD nor MTA totaled visits by day of the
week, which means they haven’t analyzed visits by day of the week. Both organizations argue
that the closure of eastern JFK Drive to cars has led to huge increases in pedestrian and cyclist
visits, and that those increases justify banning cars 24/7 permanently. It would be important to
know, therefore, how much of those increases occurred on Sundays and on Saturdays in April,
days in which eastern JFK Drive was closed in the pre-closure period. Increases on those days
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obviously couldn’t have been due to the closure; most likely they were due to pandemic conditions,
when many people worked from home, some lost their jobs, students attended online classes, and
fewer people traveled outside San Francisco. Yet neither RPD nor MTA has done this simple
calculation. How difficult is it to add up 35 numbers, add up a second set of 35 numbers, and
compare the two sets?
It’s also important to compare visits during the two periods on each other day of the week.
(Similarly, for each day of the week it would simply involve adding up 30 numbers, adding up a
second set of 30 numbers, and comparing the two sets.) If the increased visits were relatively
small on certain days of the week, perhaps Mondays and Tuesdays, then closure on those days
isn’t justified even on the grounds cited by RPD, MTA and their allies.
And if RPD didn’t compile data by day of the week, they certainly didn’t compile it by
time of day. It’s a safe bet, however, that the overwhelming majority of pedestrian and cyclist
visits in both periods occurred during daylight hours. What justification can there be for closing
JFK Drive to cars at night?
The sensor doesn’t count unique visitors, just visits. (Tracking unique visitors would
violate the City and State’s privacy laws, per RPD.) So if someone visited five times per week
during the closure period (perhaps she was working from home during the pandemic and didn’t
travel), whether on foot or by bike, RPD would count it as five visits each week, or 10 if she made
roundtrips. It’s wonderful that she enjoyed the park frequently, but Golden Gate Park (and all our
parks) are for everyone. To the extent the increased visits were made by relatively few people, the
argument for banning cars is even weaker.
RPD and MTA are analyzing anonymized location-based data from Streetlight Data and
CityDash.ai. It appears that this data shows visitor origin. But this data also doesn’t count unique
visitors. So, again, it’s impossible to know to what extent increased visits – even those from far –
were made by relatively few people. (Collecting location-based data on individuals, even though
anonymized, raises major privacy concerns, but that’s an issue for another day.)
RPD doesn’t know how visitors got to the park. Someone who drove from outside San
Francisco or from another neighborhood in San Francisco, parked outside the park, and walked or
biked in would be counted as a pedestrian or cyclist even though most of the trip was made by car
and, indeed, might not have been feasible or possible without a car.
Visitor data, no matter how collected, sliced, diced and analyzed, doesn’t measure –
because it can’t measure – the number of people who stayed away from Golden Gate Park
because banning cars from JFK Drive made it too difficult to get there or to park there.
Banning cars from JFK Drive 24/7 effectively excludes many people (not only
disabled people) from visiting many of the most important destinations in GGP. It’s wrong.
It’s a violation of disability civil rights laws. The data about visits may be politically relevant,
but the civil rights violations caused by banning cars from JFK Drive don’t depend on
data. The disability civil rights complaint filed by Bob Planthold, Vicki Bruckner and me
with the California Department of Justice, and the one filed by Richard Skaff, which are
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currently pending, are valid regardless of the data. Nothing herein is a waiver of these
complaints, of our rights asserted therein, or of any other legal rights.
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Howard Chabner
Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Waltonstaff (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Stefani,
Catherine (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Haney, Matt
(BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); MelgarStaff (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS);
Tim.H.Ho@sfgov.org; Snyder, Jen (BOS); Herzstein, Daniel (BOS); Mahogany, Honey (BOS); Quan, Daisy (BOS);
Gee, Natalie (BOS); Tom.Temprano@sfgov.org; Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); "Jones, Sarah (MTA)"; Ginsburg, Phil
(REC); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Madland, Sarah (REC); Commission, Recpark (REC); ChanStaff (BOS); Wright,
Edward (BOS); Smeallie, Kyle (BOS); Tobin, Lucas (REC); Jensen, Kevin (DPW); Bohn, Nicole (ADM); Kaplan,
Deborah (ADM); Romaidis, John (ADM); Khambatta, Arfaraz (DPW); info@sfcta.org; clerk@sfcta.org; Elsbernd,
Sean (MYR); Waltonstaff (BOS); Groth, Kelly (BOS); Fregosi, Ian (BOS); Hsieh, Frances (BOS); Lovett, Li (BOS);
Quan, Daisy (BOS); Wright, Edward (BOS); Geoffrea.Morris@sfgov.org; Chung, Lauren (BOS); Kidd, Christopher
(MTA)
Ward, Alexis (REC); Vicki Bruckner; Richard Skaff; "Bob Planthold"; "Rebecca Williford"; sseaborn@dralegal.org;
"Melissa Riess"; Orkid Sassouni; "denise"; amadrid20; "Helen Pelzman"; "Helen Smolinski"; "Fiona"; "Pi Ra";
Richard Rothman; fiona.hinze@sfmta.com
Exclusionary Winter Lights shows in Golden Gate Park; Disability discrimination complaint with US DOJ
JFKDriveUSDOJComplaintText11-17-2021.pdf

Dear Mayor Breed, Board President Walton, Supervisors, Director Ginsburg, Director
Tumlin, Director Bohn, staff members and others:
For the second year in a row, banning cars from (the eastern part of) JFK Drive made
it impossible for many people with mobility disabilities, seniors, those who live far from
Golden Gate Park and others to see the Winter Lights shows. In 2020 there was
Entwined, which “transformed [Peacock Meadow] into an enchanted forest of
otherworldly shapes and ever-changing light.” This past December the Winter Lights
event was larger, featuring, in addition to Entwined, “Photosynthesis by Illuminate on
the Conservatory of Flowers, special ambient lighting among trees and ferns by the
SF Park Alliance and the activation of the Music Concourse.”
For many people with mobility disabilities, including me (I use a power wheelchair fulltime), the only way to see these light shows is by car. I live a couple of blocks from
Golden Gate Park and my wheelchair can go long distances, but because of my
muscular dystrophy I don't do well in cold weather and it just isn't feasible or healthy
for me to roll there at night. For others with mobility disabilities who don't live nearby,
for those who walk with difficulty and precariously, for those who cannot walk far and
for others similarly situated, it’s literally impossible to get there, and to view the light
shows, without a car. Winter evenings and nights are cold and often windy, and this
past December – fortunately – there was a lot of rain. Many of us need the shelter of
being in a car. And many, including women alone, don't feel safe walking in the park
after dark; being in a car is safer.
Yet the only solution Rec and Park proffers is the shuttle. But it isn't a solution. Does
RPD really expect people with mobility disabilities, seniors, families with small
children, and women alone to wait in the cold, darkness, wind and rain for a shuttle?
To stand because there are no benches at the stops? To wait multiple times in order
to go from one display to another? To risk the shuttle being full of able-bodied people
(for whom it may be workable), and being passed up? To risk missing the last
shuttle? To risk the wheelchair lift (assuming every shuttle has one) malfunctioning?
Moreover, the shuttle operates only on weekends and holidays, and only until 8 PM.
It may well be that the shuttle runs with many empty seats, especially at night. RPD

might misinterpret this as a lack of interest by people with mobility disabilities in
viewing the Winter Lights shows, or, during the day, a lack of interest in visiting the
park entirely, when actually it’s due to the fact that the shuttle is not a real solution.
On November 17, 2021, I filed a complaint with the US Department of Justice about
discrimination against disabled people by the City and County of San Francisco due
to the closure of JFK Drive to cars. It was assigned report number 116626-RTG.
Attached is the text of the complaint. Others have filed similar complaints.
Please act according to the principles you profess. It’s time to end the ban.
Sincerely
Howard Chabner

I have facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy (FSHD), cannot walk, and use a power
wheelchair full-time.
In April 2020, as part of San Francisco’s response to the pandemic, the eastern part of
JFK Drive in Golden Gate Park was closed to cars 24 X 7 on a temporary, emergency
basis to provide more space for social distancing. JFK Drive is the main east-west
thoroughfare in the park, and many attractions are located along or near the eastern part,
including the Conservatory of Flowers, Dahlia Garden, de Young Museum, California
Academy of Sciences, Lily Pond, Rhododendron Dell, Peacock Meadow and SkyStar
Observation Wheel. The Entwined Light Show and the lighting of the Conservatory of
Flowers take place only at night. The observation wheel is open until 10 PM.
Before the pandemic, many people with mobility and other disabilities relied on cars
(including paratransit, private regular vehicles and private vehicles adapted for wheelchair
access) to access Golden Gate Park. JFK Drive was open to all transportation modes,
including cars, except that the eastern part was closed to cars on Sundays (until around
5 PM) and some Saturdays (until around 5 PM). There are hundreds of parking spaces
along JFK Drive, including some designated disabled parking spaces (blue zones). It’s
important to emphasize, however, that disabled people parked not only in blue zones, but
also in regular spaces, as we do elsewhere.
Paratransit vehicles dropped off and picked up people with disabilities at various locations
along the eastern part of JFK Drive, such as the attractions listed above. This includes
parents with disabilities who take paratransit so they can accompany their able-bodied
children to school outings, and parents of children with disabilities who accompany their
children.
I live close enough to roll to the park in my power wheelchair during the day in good
weather. But I’m not able to roll there in cold, foggy or rainy weather, or at night. In those
conditions, before the eastern part of JFK Drive was closed to cars, my wife and I drove
there in our wheelchair accessible minivan. The closure has prevented me from visiting
the attractions described above except during warm, sunny days, and from planning visits
in advance because the weather in San Francisco is an unknown factor.
Many people with disabilities who don’t live close to the park, and/or who use manual
wheelchairs, and/or who walk slowly, with difficulty, and can walk only short distances,
and who may or may not use canes, crutches, or a walker, have been unable to access
the eastern part of JFK Drive and the attractions along and near it.
There is no longer any pandemic-related justification for continuing to close the eastern
part of JFK Drive to cars, yet San Francisco government is continuing to do so, and it’s
likely the closure will become permanent.
This situation is the subject of a complaint by Alyse Ceirante dated October 4, 2021,
record number 106078-MGD. I agree with and support her complaint.

From:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Howard Chabner
Breed, Mayor London (MYR); "San Francisco Mayor"s Office on Disability"; Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); Safai, Ahsha
(BOS); Mahogany, Honey (BOS); Geoffrea.Morris@sfgov.org; Herzstein, Daniel (BOS); Wright, Edward (BOS);
Preston, Dean (BOS); Chung, Lauren (BOS); Lovett, Li (BOS); Hsieh, Frances (BOS); Tom.Temprano@sfgov.org;
Snyder, Jen (BOS); MTABoard@sfmta.com; Haney, Matt (BOS); Smeallie, Kyle (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS);
ChanStaff (BOS); clerk@sfcta.org; Quan, Daisy (BOS); Fregosi, Ian (BOS); Gee, Natalie (BOS);
Tim.H.Ho@sfgov.org; "Fiona"; Tobin, Lucas (REC); Ronen, Hillary; Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Ginsburg, Phil
(REC); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Chan, Connie (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Melgar,
Myrna (BOS); MelgarStaff (BOS); MandelmannStaff@sfgov.org; "Jones, Sarah (MTA)"; Madland, Sarah (REC);
Commission, Recpark (REC); Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA)
MTA survey results about JFK Drive are very flawed.
JFKDriveSurveyCommentsCleanV2MichaelCawthon2-4-2022.pdf
JFKDriveSurveyDetailsCleanMichaelCawthon2-2022.xlsx
JFKDriveSurveyAgeIncomeStratificationCleanMichaelCawthon2-2022.xlsx

Dear Mayor Breed, Board President Walton, Members of the SF Board of Supervisors,
Director Ginsburg, Director Tumlin, and Board, Commission and City staff members,
MTA conducted a survey about JFK Drive in September through November 2021.
Based on the results, City agencies and others claim that the overwhelming majority
of San Franciscans support a car-free JFK Drive. Attached is an analysis by Michael
Cawthon based on the survey database he received from MTA in response to a
Sunshine request. Mr. Cawthon's expertise and experience are shown at the end of
his analysis. Two spreadsheets detailing the data are also attached to this email.
Mr. Cawthon’s analysis shows major flaws in the survey methodology and tabulation
of the results, including duplicates, tabulation errors, filling in missing data, elimination
of some responses that are probably valid, and the submission and acceptance of
over 500 online surveys after the deadline. The late responses overwhelmingly
supported car-free JFK.
Per the analysis: “Alleged support for a car-free JFK steadily declined in older age
groups. Only 38% of responses from residents age 65 and above favored the existing
car-free JFK option (among nearly 1,300 responses from these age groups). Survey
responses that reported one or more disabilities also did not favor a car-free JFK
Drive. Nearly 1,000 responses came from residents who reported one or more
disabilities (the most common were mobility issues). Among those that answered the
car-free JFK Drive question, only 38% allegedly favored the existing car-free JFK
option.” Paper surveys didn’t ask about disabilities, so the number of people with
disabilities who oppose banning cars is probably undercounted.
According to the analysis, Latinos, Blacks, Asians and Pacific Islanders were
underrepresented in the survey responses relative to their proportions of San
Francisco residents, as were certain geographic areas.
Sincerely
Howard Chabner

Golden Gate Park Access & Safety Program Survey
The comprehensive SFMTA survey database was obtained through a Sunshine Ordinance request. Many
of the flaws and inconsistencies I will describe are baked into the structure of the survey itself. Others
become rather obvious by just sorting and filtering the responses by different characteristics. Anybody
with moderate spreadsheet skills could perform the same analysis.

Results of the Survey
City agencies, local journalists, and activist groups have promoted the apparently favorable response to
the survey. Some have inaccurately claimed that 10,000 people responded to the survey and that the
overwhelming majority of San Franciscans support a car-free JFK Drive. First of all, 10,000 people did
not respond to the survey. There are 9,749 responses in the SFMTA database, and responses are not
the same as people. As detailed below, there are many duplicate responses among the surveys
submitted. The exact number of duplicates cannot be determined by anyone. However, there are
certainly several hundred and potentially a couple thousand duplicate responses in the SFMTA database.
Additional details are provided below. As a result, there may have only been 7,000 or fewer people that
actually responded to the survey. In addition, not every survey respondent answered every question.
For example, more than 900 responses did not answer the car-free JFK Drive question.
Second, the results of the survey cannot be extrapolated to the general population of San Francisco.
You may be able to claim that a certain percentage of the survey responses favored car-free JFK Drive,
but you cannot extend this claim to all of San Francisco. Responses to this survey were voluntary and
anonymous. Only those who were aware of the survey and interested enough in the proposed changes
in Golden Gate Park would have responded. As detailed later, many people responded to the survey
multiple times. There was no attempt by SFMTA to ensure that the composition of responses reflected
the actual demographic characteristics of San Francisco. Based on the demographic information that
was provided on the surveys, the responses were clearly not representative of the general population of
San Francisco. Non-white ethnic groups were significantly underrepresented. Many geographic areas of
San Francisco were also significantly underrepresented. These issues are explained in greater detail
below.
Advocates for a car-free JFK Drive have boasted that all income groups and ethnicities supported carfree JFK, based on the survey responses. However, they did not explain that the strongest apparent
support came from high-income households, particularly those reporting incomes $200,000 and above.
Responses from households earning $200,000 or more accounted for 30% of the total responses that
provided income information on the survey. Advocates also failed to mention that ethnic diversity
among the responses was severely lacking. Significantly inadequate representation by certain
ethnicities in the survey is explained below in greater detail. Further, among all ethnicities, apparent
support for a car-free JFK was strongest among White responses, which were heavily overrepresented in
the survey. For example, there were nearly 1,200 survey responses from the following demographic
group: White only, age 25-44, with household income of $150,000 or more. More than 93% of this
demographic reportedly favored a car-free JFK Drive.
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Alleged support for a car-free JFK steadily declined in older age groups. Only 38% of responses from
residents age 65 and above favored the existing car-free JFK option (among nearly 1,300 responses from
these age groups).
Survey responses that reported one or more disabilities also did not favor a car-free JFK Drive. Nearly
1,000 responses came from residents who reported one or more disabilities (the most common were
mobility issues). Among those that answered the car-free JFK Drive question, only 38% allegedly
favored the existing car-free JFK option.

Inadequate Representation from Certain Ethnicities
Nearly 7,000 surveys provided ethnicity information. The remaining surveys left these questions blank
or stated that they preferred not to answer. Of the 7,000 surveys with ethnic information, 66% reported
that they were White only (i.e. they did not select Hispanic or any other ethnic category other than
White). According to U.S. Census information, about 40% of the population of San Francisco is
comprised of non-Hispanic White residents. While White residents were significantly overrepresented
in the survey, virtually all other remaining ethnicities were significantly underrepresented relative to
their actual proportions of total city residents. For example, Asian & Pacific Islander responses
represented less than 16% of the surveys, but these groups account for 35% of the total San Francisco
population. Similarly, Hispanic & Latinx responses (of any race) comprised 8% of the survey responses,
but these groups make up 15% of the total city population. The scenario is the same for Black & African
American responses.

Inadequate Representation from Certain Geographies
There have been public claims by advocates that support for a car-free JFK Drive is strong citywide, with
survey responses from 24 of 25 San Francisco zip codes desiring a car-free JFK. This claim, while perhaps
technically accurate, is highly misleading, because there were very few survey responses from many San
Francisco zip codes. Survey responses were recorded from 34 valid San Francisco zip codes. Seven of
these zip codes represent P.O Boxes or other zip codes with no reported residents. Of the remaining 27
valid San Francisco zip codes with residents, 16 had fewer than 200 responses to the car-free JFK Drive
question. For example, the zip code for Treasure Island (94130) had one response to the car-free JFK
question. Zip code 94111 had 12 responses, and zip code 94129 had 25 responses to the car-free JFK
Drive question. Support for a car-free JFK Drive cannot be reasonably determined for thousands of
residents in those zip codes based on so few responses.
The southeastern part of San Francisco (zip codes 94112, 94124, and 94134) was particularly
underrepresented in the survey. These three zip codes include the Ingleside, Excelsior, Bayview,
Visitacion Valley, and Portola neighborhoods. These zip codes had about 300 total survey responses to
the car-free JFK Drive question. Based on U.S. Census information, these three zip codes have more
than 150,000 residents. Claiming that citizens in all of these neighborhoods favor a car-free JFK Drive
based on only 300 combined survey responses is extremely disingenuous.
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Further, there are some discrepancies in the zip code data from the paper surveys. This problem is
described in more detail below. However, the number of responses from two zip codes (94107 and
94110) are not accurate, because SFMTA employees improperly entered this data for some paper
surveys that lacked this information.

Duplicate Online Surveys and Problems with “Over-Vote” Analysis
The SFMTA identification and analysis of multiple responses from identical IP addresses was included
with the database they provided to me. Just to be clear, this was their analysis, not mine. They did not
provide individual IP addresses in the database (personal information), but they did indicate how many
responses came from duplicate IP addresses. SFMTA identified about 2,000 online responses from
duplicate IP addresses and estimated that about 1,700 of these responses should be excluded from the
results (i.e. “over-votes”). I believe this process was significantly flawed, but at least SFMTA
acknowledged that there is a very large number of duplicate online survey responses in their database.
Nonetheless, their methodology improperly excluded many legitimate responses, while failing to
identify many more likely duplicates.
I will describe the SFMTA methodology to identify and exclude “over-votes” in more detail. First, SFMTA
identified online responses from IP addresses that had two or more responses to the existing car-free
JFK question on the survey (blank responses were not counted – not every response answered this
question). Based on this analysis, SFMTA identified a total of 2,023 potential duplicate survey responses
from 836 IP addresses. That means that out of the 8,037 total online surveys that answered the car-free
JFK question, about 25% came from duplicate IP addresses. Most of these responses came from IP
addresses that reportedly had two or three responses each. However, some IP addresses had ten or
more responses, including one IP address that reportedly had 50 responses to this question.
It is important to note that multiple responses from the same IP address did not always answer the
question the same way (e.g. one response from an IP address may have indicated the existing car-free
JFK option was “Desirable” and another response from the same IP address may have found that option
“Undesirable”). SFMTA calculated “over-votes” by only looking for identical responses from the same IP
address. So if there were two “Desirable” responses to this question from one IP address, both were
identified as “over-votes.” Unique responses from the same IP address were not considered “overvotes.” Based on this analysis, SFMTA identified 1,706 “over-votes” among the 2,023 potential duplicate
responses for this question.
This is a very flawed methodology, and the process certainly excluded many legitimate survey
responses. For example, if a single person actually submitted two or more identical online responses to
this question, SFMTA excluded all of these responses as “over-votes.” Using this approach, such an
individual would not have had any of their responses counted by SFMTA. In this situation, it would be
more appropriate to count one response from such an individual, and to exclude any additional
responses as invalid.
More importantly, it is virtually certain that different people sometimes submitted responses to the
survey using a shared device (e.g. public computer) or from different devices that shared the same IP
address (e.g. people using the same internet service provider network). Based on the SFMTA approach,
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most of these responses would have been considered as “over-votes” and would have been excluded
from the overall results, even though they likely originated from different people.
Remember, there was reportedly one IP address that had 50 responses to the car-free JFK question. Of
these, 35 responses found the existing car-free JFK option “Very Undesirable.” However, seven other
responses from this same IP address answered this question “Very Desirable.” The remaining eight
responses from this IP address were distributed among all of the remaining options, including two
responses that had “No Opinion.” One of the 50 responses from this IP address answered the question
“Desirable.” In its calculation of “over-votes,” SFMTA only counted any duplicate answers from the
same IP address. In this instance, SFMTA considered 49 of the 50 responses from this IP address to be
“over-votes.” The only response that was counted was the single unique response for “Desirable.” All
other responses from this IP address were excluded because they had two or more answers for each
option. Based on the distribution of answers to this question from this IP address, these responses do
not appear to have come from a single person or even a few different people. It appears much more
likely that this was either a shared device or a shared IP address used by very many people. However,
virtually all of these responses were excluded by SFMTA as “over-votes.”
There is another major problem with the analysis of duplicates and “over-votes.” It would have been
very easy for a single individual to submit multiple online surveys from different devices with different IP
addresses, or to use many other available methods to submit multiple surveys from fake IP addresses.
For example, an individual could have submitted surveys from their personal cell phone, their work
laptop, and their family tablet. These devices would likely each have a unique IP address and would not
be apparent as duplicate responses to the SFMTA.
In addition, there is no way for anyone to know how many people submitted both online surveys and
paper surveys. There were also major problems with the paper surveys, as described in detail below.

Duplicate Paper Surveys and Problems with Data Manipulation
Paper surveys only accounted for about 9% of the total number of responses in the SFMTA database.
However, there were major problems with these surveys. There appears to be a large number of
duplicate paper surveys, and it also appears that SFMTA employees inappropriately entered some
survey data for questions that were not answered on the original surveys. I contacted SFMTA and
provided them with my analysis. SFMTA refused to answer my questions or provide any additional
information regarding these issues.
I am 100% certain that there is a large group of duplicate paper surveys in the database. I know this
because I found many duplicate pairs of paper surveys by carefully reviewing the underlying data. There
are numerous pairs of surveys that are identical in every single respect, including identical answers to
every question, verbatim comments in every comment field, and identical demographic information
(e.g. age range, income range, and ethnicity). The most conclusive proof came from the optional
comment fields. I easily identified duplicates where surveys had identical lengthy comments in multiple
comment fields. There is no possibility that two surveys would have the exact same responses to
dozens of questions and verbatim comments in every field. I asked SFMTA to explain how the duplicates
got into the database and to accurately identify all duplicate paper surveys. I did not ask them to
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confirm whether or not there are duplicates, because I know that there are. I suspect that a large batch
of paper surveys was inadvertently entered into the database twice by different SFMTA employees. I
estimate that potentially 50-60% of the paper surveys consist of these duplicate pairs, meaning that
about 25-30% of the responses from the paper surveys should be discarded. By the way, SFMTA
responded to my additional request with “No responsive records exist.” I am following up with SFMTA
with an additional request to obtain confirmation of my claims.
I am also 100% certain that SFMTA employees improperly entered zip codes for paper surveys that did
not originally contain this information. I asked SFMTA to simply confirm this, and to identify any other
instances where employees may have improperly entered or changed survey responses. I discovered
the zip code discrepancies using the same methods I used to identify the duplicate paper surveys.
Again, based on my review, it appears that at least two different SFMTA employees entered the paper
surveys into the database. It appears that if the zip code was left blank, one employee always entered
94107 and the other employee always entered 94110 for these surveys. As a result, paper surveys from
these two zip codes supposedly represent nearly 60% of all paper survey responses, which would be
virtually impossible. For reference, these two zip codes aren’t even near Golden Gate Park and they
only represent about 12% of the city’s population (there are more than 30 San Francisco zip codes).
Also, these two zip codes only made up 10% of the online survey responses, which is much closer to the
expected proportion. Another red flag: every single paper survey supposedly had a zip code entered.
There were no blank responses for zip codes on any of the paper surveys. This is highly improbable.
There were no other questions on the survey (paper or online) that didn’t have at least some blank
entries among the surveys submitted. The fact is, people don’t always answer every question on a
survey. By the way, SFMTA responded to my additional request with “No responsive records exist.”
While I do not believe that there was any ill intent behind this practice, it is a significant weaknesses
with the administration of the survey. Entering or changing answers on behalf of survey respondents is
a huge problem, even if it didn’t affect a large number of surveys or change the overall survey results.
This practice illustrates a significant weakness with survey controls. It has the potential to distort some
of the survey results, and it calls into question the integrity of other survey responses.
Further, there is at least one other problem with the paper surveys. These surveys generally asked the
same questions as the online surveys. However, the paper surveys did not ask for information regarding
disabilities. Therefore, the total number of surveys from people reporting one or more disabilities is
certainly undercounted by some degree. If the proportions were similar to the online surveys, there
could have been another 100 responses from the paper surveys that would have reported one or more
disabilities.

Additional Problems with the Surveys
I know for a fact that more than 500 online surveys were submitted and accepted after the public
deadline of 5pm on November 24, 2021. The SFMTA database includes the submission date and time
for every online survey. There were 552 online surveys submitted after the deadline, including 400 that
were submitted after 12pm on November 28, 2021. Nearly 90% of these very late surveys favored carfree JFK. That should be a red flag, and all surveys received after the deadline should be discarded. The
survey was well publicized and was open to the general public for more than two months. Anyone who
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wanted to respond to the survey was perfectly capable of doing so within the established parameters, as
understood by everyone.
I also know for a fact that there were nearly 600 surveys with contradictory responses. These included
surveys that said they wanted both the existing car-free JFK and the No Project option (285 responses
answered either “Desirable” or “Very Desirable” to both options). The total also includes responses that
did not want either option (299 responses that found both options either “Undesirable” or “Very
Undesirable”). Again, this is pretty easy to verify by using simple sorting and filtering techniques. These
contradictions cloud the results, because some of the surveys that claim to support the existing car-free
JFK also indicated that they wanted the roads reopened to cars (i.e. pre-pandemic status). This problem
resulted from the poor structure and wording of the survey questions. The analysis of these two
questions on the survey should exclude any contradictory responses.

About Michael Cawthon:
I have worked for a bank regulatory agency as an examiner and an analyst for over 30 years. The
analysis and opinions in this paper are entirely my own and in no way reflect the work or views of my
employer or any other organization.
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Golden Gate Park Access and Safety Program
Survey available online 9/21/2021 through 11/24/2021 (although late responses were apparently accepted t
Paper surveys could also be submitted (although these surveys lacked questions about disabilities)
9,749 Total responses
All of the information on this sheet is based on the actual data in the SFMTA spreadsheet
No adjustments have been made for late responses, invalid duplicate responses, or inappropriate manipul
Responses
8,874 Online
875 Paper
9,749 Total

Source

Proportion of Total
91.02%
8.98%
100.00%

Responses
8,940 Complete
809 Partial
9,749 Total

Status

Proportion of Total
91.70%
8.30%
100.00%

Language

Proportion of Total
99.55%
0.45%
100.00%

Responses
9,705 English
44 Chinese
9,749 Total
Responses
9,254
9,175
9,108
9,062
9,127
9,094
8,829
8,789
8,795
8,810
Responses
54
289
2,072
2,071
1,406
1,023
956
399
8,270
335

Question
Fulton Loading Zone
Park Shuttle Revamp
Improve Parking Garage
Taxi Stands in Park
Bikeshare in Park
Scooters in Park
Existing Car-Free Route
JFK Access Loop
Car-Free West End
No Project
Age Range

Under 18
19-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75 or over
Subtotal
Prefer not to answer

Response Rate

94.92%
94.11%
93.42%
92.95%
93.62%
93.28%
90.56% Note: This
90.15%
90.21%
90.37%

Proportion of Subtotal
0.65%
3.49%
25.05%
25.04%
17.00%
12.37%
11.56%
4.82%
100.00%

1,144 BLANK
9,749 Total
Responses
1,084
185
357
71
27
4,597
151
495
6,967
1,473
1,309
9,749

Ethnicity
Asian / Pacific Islander - only
Black / African American - only
Hispanic / Latinx - only
Middle Eastern / North African - only
Native American - only
White - only
Another race or ethnicity - only
Two or more ethnicities
Subtotal
Prefer not to answer (net of 20 duplicates)
BLANK
Total

Proportion of Subtotal
15.56%
2.66%
5.12%
1.02%
0.39%
65.98%
2.17%
7.10%
100.00% Total numb
Note: ther

Responses
251
429
700
826
1,271
869
1,870
6,216
2,202
1,331
9,749

Household Income Range
Less than $24,999
$25,000 - $49,999
$50,000 - $74,999
$75,000 - $99,999
$100,000 - $149,999
$150,000 - $199,999
$200,000 or more
Subtotal
Prefer not to answer
BLANK
Total

Proportion of Subtotal
4.04%
6.90%
11.26%
13.29%
20.45%
13.98%
30.08%
100.00% Total numb

Responses
77
143
661
96
196
1,173
209
964
73
2,676
760
5,349
9,749

Disabilities
Blind or vision impairment
Deaf or hearing impairment
Mobility disability
Cognitive or mental disability
Another disability or health condition
Subtotal (gross)
LESS: Duplicates (two or more)
Subtotal (net)
MEMO: responses with two or more
None (net of 4 duplicates)
Prefer not to answer (net of 15 duplicates)
BLANK
Total

Responses
Zip Codes
8,647 Valid San Francisco Zip Codes

Proportion of Total
0.79%
1.47%
6.78%
0.98%
2.01%
12.03%
2.14%
9.89%
0.75%
27.45%
7.80%
54.87%
100.00%

Note: The

Total numb
Total numb
Note: ther
Note: ther

Proportion of Total
88.70% Responses

897
9,544
205
9,749
Responses
1,188
1,126
953
935
897
517
438
383
350
291
7,078

Zip Codes Outside SF or Invalid
Subtotal
BLANK
Total
Ten Most Common Zip Codes
ZIP Code 94117
ZIP Code 94122
ZIP Code 94118
ZIP Code 94110
ZIP Code 94121
ZIP Code 94114
ZIP Code 94107
ZIP Code 94116
ZIP Code 94115
ZIP Code 94131
Subtotal (top ten)

9.20%
97.90%
2.10%
100.00%
Proportion of San Francisco
13.74%
13.02%
11.02%
10.81%
10.37%
5.98%
5.07%
4.43%
4.05%
3.37%
81.85%

Adjacent to
Adjacent to
Adjacent to
Mission, Be
Adjacent to
Castro, Do
Potrero Hi
Outer Suns
Pacific Heig
Forest Kno

e were 20 responses that selected "Prefer not to answer" but also selected one or more ethnicities

e were 15 responses that indicated "Prefer not to answer" but also selected one or more other options

Golden Gate Park Access and Safety Program
Analysis of Favorable Responses to Car-Free JFK Drive Option by Age/Income
Figures exclude blank responses and "Prefer not to answer" responses for any of the relev

Age Range
Desirable or Very Desirable
Total
Percent

Income Range
Desirable or Very Desirable
Total
Percent

Age/Income
Under $100,000
$100,000-$149,999
$150,000-$199,999
$200,000+
Totals

Age/Income
Under $100,000
$100,000-$149,999
$150,000-$199,999
$200,000+
Totals

Age/Income
Under $100,000
$100,000-$149,999
$150,000-$199,999
$200,000+
Totals

Under 19

42
54
77.78%

Responses to Ca
19-24
25-34
252
1,842
287
2,041
87.80%
90.25%

Responses to Car-Free JFK Drive Option By Income Ran
Under $100K
$100K-$150K
$150K-$200K
1,426
929
664
2,152
1,252
858
66.26%
74.20%
77.39%

Under 19

Under 19

20
2
4
2
28

17
4
2
23

19-24

151
37
17
26
231

Total Number of R
25-34
573
389
253
489
1,704

Number of Responses to Car-Free JF
19-24
25-34
131
479
33
347
17
233
22
470
203
1,529

Percentage of Responses to Car-Free J
Under 19
19-24
25-34
85.00%
86.75%
83.60%
0.00%
89.19%
89.20%
100.00%
100.00%
92.09%
100.00%
84.62%
96.11%
82.14%
87.88%
89.73%

vant fields
r-Free JFK Drive Option By Age Range
35-44
45-54
1,706
975
2,048
1,386
83.30%
70.35%
nge

Over $200K
1,596
1,853
86.13%

55-64

581
1,000
58.10%

65-74

381
922
41.32%

75+

108
375
28.80%

Totals
5,887
8,113
72.56%

Total
4,615
6,115
75.47%

Responses to Car-Free JFK Drive Option
35-44
45-54
349
249
283
217
240
152
686
385
1,558
1,003

55-64

280
162
96
156
694

FK Drive Option - Answer "Desirable" or "Very Desirable"
35-44
45-54
55-64
267
155
152
229
154
98
207
110
52
617
311
122
1,320
730
424

65-74

65-74

357
120
72
74
623

165
55
35
37
292

JFK Drive Option - Answer "Desirable" or "Very Desirable"
45-54
55-64
65-74
35-44
76.50%
62.25%
54.29%
46.22%
80.92%
70.97%
60.49%
45.83%
86.25%
72.37%
54.17%
48.61%
89.94%
80.78%
78.21%
50.00%
84.72%
72.78%
61.10%
46.87%

75+

75+

147
37
24
30
238

Totals
2,126
1,247
858
1,848
6,079

47
11
6
14
78

Totals
1,413
927
664
1,595
4,599

75+
31.97%
29.73%
25.00%
46.67%
32.77%

Totals
66.46%
74.34%
77.39%
86.31%
75.65%

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Howard Chabner
MTABoard@sfmta.com; Commission, Recpark (REC)
Breed, Mayor London (MYR); "San Francisco Mayor"s Office on Disability"; Tumlin, Jeffrey (MTA); Safai, Ahsha
(BOS); Mahogany, Honey (BOS); Geoffrea.Morris@sfgov.org; Herzstein, Daniel (BOS); Wright, Edward (BOS);
Preston, Dean (BOS); Chung, Lauren (BOS); Lovett, Li (BOS); Hsieh, Frances (BOS); Tom.Temprano@sfgov.org;
Snyder, Jen (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS); Smeallie, Kyle (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS);
clerk@sfcta.org; Quan, Daisy (BOS); Fregosi, Ian (BOS); Gee, Natalie (BOS); Tim.H.Ho@sfgov.org; "Fiona";
Tobin, Lucas (REC); Ronen, Hillary; Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Chan,
Connie (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); MelgarStaff (BOS);
MandelmannStaff@sfgov.org; "Jones, Sarah (MTA)"; Madland, Sarah (REC); Commission, Recpark (REC); Tumlin,
Jeffrey (MTA); Mauer, Dan (REC); Homsey, Daniel (ADM); Tobin, Lucas (REC); Ruvolo, Madeline (MTA);
Madland, Sarah (REC); Bohn, Nicole (ADM); Kaplan, Deborah (ADM); Howard Chabner
March 10, 2022, joint meeting of MTA Board and RecPark Commission - JFK Drive - end the exclusionary car ban
now!
Wednesday, March 9, 2022 2:08:01 PM
JFKDriveMIGAccessReportFinal11-2021.pdf
JFKDriveSurveyCommentsCleanV2MichaelCawthon2-4-2022.pdf

Dear Board Members and Commissioners:
Please end the exclusionary ban on cars on eastern JFK Drive ASAP! Consider:
1 - On February 18, 2022, the SF Mayor's Disability Council devoted an entire
meeting to JFK Drive and extended it by almost 2 hours so more members of the
public could be heard. There were ASL (as there always are), and Chinese and
Vietnamese interpreters. Literally dozens of public commenters at the meeting
described the hardship the car ban has caused them and asked that cars be allowed
on JFK Drive again now, and there were many comments in the chat to the same
effect. The mitigation measures described by MTA and Rec Park previously and
again at the meeting didn’t change anyone’s mind. Only two public commenters
supported the ban. The comments at the February 18 meeting are consistent with the
many public comments and emails MDC has received during the past couple of years
about JFK Drive, the overwhelming majority of which opposed banning cars.
Below are links to a recording and transcript of the meeting. I strongly urge you to
listen to them and read them.
Recording https://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/player/clip/40618?view_id=17&redirect=tr
ue
Transcript -https://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/TranscriptViewer.php?view_id=17&clip_id=
40618

2 - For an example of the discriminatory impact of the car ban, consider my 92.5 year
old mother, who lives in Chicago and will be visiting later this month. She is frail, can
walk only limited distances, and uses a walker sometimes and a cane other times.
Although most of her life she has not been disabled, she now fits both the common
sense and legal definition of a person with a disability. She enjoys going to the Dahlia
Garden. For the past 10 years or more before the car ban, she went with me and my
wife in our wheelchair accessible minivan; one could drive along JFK Drive, then
Pompeii Circle all the way to the Dahlia Garden. The garden will not yet be in bloom
in late March, but the scenario I'm describing will apply to her and countless similarly
situated people when it’s in bloom. I live around two blocks from the beginning of the
park. It is not feasible, physically possible, healthy, kind or legal to expect her to walk
two blocks to the beginning of the park, cross a busy street (Stanyan), walk further

into the park to the first shuttle stop, wait up to 25 minutes for the shuttle, ride the
shuttle to the Dahlia Garden, wait up to another 25 minutes for the shuttle, then walk
more than two blocks back to my home. (The shuttle currently doesn't even operate
on weekdays.)
For the second year in a row, the car ban excluded many disabled people from the
recent Winter Lights shows and other nighttime events. For those with mobility
disabilities who don’t live nearby, for those who walk with difficulty and precariously,
for those who cannot walk far, and for those who don’t do well in cold and windy
weather, it’s impossible to view the light shows without a car. For example, because
of my muscular dystrophy I don't do well in cold weather, and it just isn't feasible or
healthy for me to roll there at night. So I couldn’t go to the light shows. Winter
evenings and nights are cold and often windy, and this past December – fortunately –
rainy. Many require the shelter and safety of being in a car.
The shuttle isn't a solution. Does RecPark really expect people with disabilities,
seniors, families with small children, and women alone to wait in the cold, darkness,
wind, and rain for a shuttle? To risk being passed up because the shuttle is full? To
risk missing the last shuttle?
Even during the day it’s not feasible or fair or healthy to ask disabled people to
wait for a shuttle when it’s cold, rainy or windy. Even in good weather, it’s
burdensome for people who come from far away and already have had a long,
complicated journey, to wait for a shuttle. Even during the day and in good weather,
a shuttle is just too physically demanding and tiring for many people.
Providing a shuttle does not fulfill San Francisco's obligations to ensure full and
equal access to people with disabilities.
3 – RecPark and MTA highlight some people with mobility disabilities who support the
car ban. These are typically people who use a motorized mobility device such as a
power wheelchair or scooter, or those who are physically capable of riding a
recumbent bicycle. But the fact that they are able to navigate car free JFK Drive (in
good weather) does not mean that the car ban complies with San Francisco’s
obligations under the ADA and California access laws.
Here are some analogies. Many people with mobility disabilities are able to climb
stairs. That doesn't mean that a newly constructed building without an elevator
complies with disability access laws. Many people who are legally deaf don't use sign
language and aren't part of the deaf culture. That doesn't mean that governments
and public accommodations aren't   required to provide sign language interpretation
and other accommodations.
4 - MIG, a respected architecture, planning and access firm, was hired by the de
Young Museum to investigate the impact of closing (the eastern part of) JFK Drive to
cars, and the resulting removal of accessible parking spaces, on disability access to
the museum. MIG’s November 2021 final report (attached) concludes: “By removing
free accessible parking in the immediate vicinity of the museum and by not providing

equivalent free parking within a reasonable travel distance to the museum, the City
is reducing program access and is not meeting its obligations under title II of the
ADA. Alternative methods of accessing the museum, including passenger drop-off
areas, the park shuttle service, and walkways within the park, all have identified
barriers to accessibility and do not negate the need for accessible parking spaces."
(Page 22. Emphasis added.)
MIG's assignment, and accordingly its report, was limited to the impact on disability
access to the de Young Museum. But essentially the same facts, analysis and
conclusions also apply to the City's title II obligations with respect to other places and
programs on and near the eastern part of JFK Drive, including the Conservatory of
Flowers, Dahlia Garden, Rose Garden, Stow Lake/Boathouse and nighttime events.
5 - There are major safety and accessibility problems with crosswalks, street paving
and curb ramps along JFK Drive, which RecPark has acknowledged but says it
doesn't have funding to repair. I’ve notified the Board of Supervisors, Mayor Breed,
the MTA Board and the RecPark Commission about this, but nobody has responded
or done anything. Apparently the Golden Gate Park Safety and Access Program
doesn’t have enough money to provide safe and accessible curbs, crosswalks and
streets.
Thank you for considering this email.
Sincerely
Howard Chabner

2021 de Young Museum Accessibility Review - Key Findings

In July 2021, the de Young Museum retained MIG to conduct an independent review of accessibility issues
at the Museum within Golden Gate Park, stemming from the temporary road closure of John F. Kennedy
Drive and removal of accessible parking surrounding the Museum. This report details how the
permanent elimination of these free ADA parking spaces that serve the de Young Museum, and the
permanent closure of the street, causes a reduction of access through the removal of accessible
features.
ADA Standards allow alternatives to specified requirements that provide substantially equivalent or
greater accessibility and usability as an “equivalent facilitation.”1 The question of whether an
alternative solution is “equivalent” involves considerations as to whether it is just as, if not more,
effective in terms of accessibility, usability, convenience, and reliability for people with disabilities.
This report provides a discussion of the regulatory requirements to provide access for Museum visitors
with disabilities, applicable technical codes, and a summary analysis based on existing conditions. The
report includes an assessment of the existing accessible parking and associated paths of travel serving
the Museum and an analysis of the impact of street closures on meaningful access to the Museum. Finally,
the report considers the alternative proposals from SFMTA and RPD’s Golden Gate Park Access and
Safety Program, if permanent road closure is pursued beyond the temporary COVID-19 closure.
The report’s key findings include:
● JFK Drive Provides Most Accessible Parking: The JFK Drive spaces represent the best existing
option for accessible parking that serves the de Young Museum, based on distance and accessible
route. Per 11B-208.3.1, accessible parking serving a building or facility must be on the shortest
accessible route from parking to the accessible entrance. The JFK Drive spaces are the closest
accessible spaces to the de Young Museum, at a distance of 200 feet. With their removal, the
closest accessible street spaces are along MLK Drive, 1,250 feet from the entrance to the Museum.
This is an increase of over 1,000 feet in the required path of travel from accessible street parking
to the de Young Museum. In addition, removing these spaces reduces accessibility for those who
use a van lift in their vehicle for wheelchair access.
● Shuttle Service is Inadequate: The shuttle service runs only on weekends and holidays, and
during limited hours; its shuttle stops and associated paths of travel are not accessible. Its
schedule is unreliable. This service is not “equivalent facilitation” as it limits the time allowed to
visit the park, and the length of visit is determined by shuttle service availability. Furthermore, the
shuttle service does not provide substantially equivalent or greater accessibility and usability as
someone having the ability to drive their personal vehicle and park at an accessible parking space
and does not encourage independent access to the site.

1

Americans with Disabilities Act, ADA Update: A Primer for State and Local Governments
https://www.ada.gov/regs2010/titleII_2010/title_ii_primer.html

● Parking Garage Not Accessible For Drop-Offs: The Music Concourse Parking Garage does not
provide the minimum requirements for accessible passenger loading and drop-off zones. CBC and
ADAS require a minimum 20 foot long by 8 foot wide vehicle pull-up area (11B-503.2). Adjacent to
that is a required 20 foot long by 5 foot wide access aisle to load/unload people from the vehicle
(11B-503.3). This entire area must be located on the same level and connected to an accessible
route (11B-503.4). The minimum height of the vehicle pull-up spaces is required to provide a
minimum clearance of 114 inches. (11B-503.5). The minimum clearance would be required at the
vehicle pull-up spaces, access aisles serving them, and a vehicular route from an entrance to the
passenger drop-off and loading zone to a vehicular exit. The parking garage provides 98-inch
clearance.
This option would not be allowed as equivalent facilitation to the removal of parking, or the
removal of the existing accessible drop-off adjacent to de Young Museum, currently provided at
the Music Concourse area in front of the Museum.
● Fulton Street Loading Zone & Parking Not a Replacement: Fulton Street is located outside of
the park site, therefore parking spaces are not within the park right-of-way. This proposed option
diminishes an already deficient accessible parking within the park site creating less access.
Additionally, the segments of Fulton Street within the project area are located on San Francisco's
High Injury Network (HIN)2. Since it is located along a HIN, it may not be a safe alternative, and
due to not being located within the park right-of-way, it does not comply with ADA or CBC
scoping3 requirements.
The entrance from Fulton Street and 10th Street is the closest site arrival point for public
transportation and from the public sidewalk. However, an accessible route is not provided leading
from this location to the Museum entrance. Closing JFK Drive also affects the accessible route from
Fulton Street in other ways. The designated accessible routes lead to the crosswalks that cross JFK
Drive. A crosswalk intends to alert motorists that there is a pedestrian crossing and to yield to a
pedestrian. While on- site, it was observed that the bicyclists and motorized skateboards were
moving at rapid rates and not yielding to pedestrians crossing, creating hazards to those coming
from site arrival points located at Fulton Street. This condition reduces the accessibility intended
for people using mobility aides and pedestrians with low vision or who are blind.
● Tour Bus Parking/Japanese Tea Garden Parking Lot Less Accessible: The spaces themselves
do not comply with 11B-502. The access aisles are not marked correctly; paint has faded and is
not in contrast with the asphalt (11B-502.3.3), and the slopes of the access aisles exceed 2% (11B502.4). These access aisles are not connected to the shortest accessible route leading to the
Museum entrance (11B-208.3.1). Parking spaces are located at the far end of the parking lot.
Vehicles were parked on what would be considered the shortest accessible route that leads to the
Japanese Garden and de Young Museum both days of the site visit, so the route requires diverting
to MLK Drive from the parking lot to access the Museum.
This route has multiple locations where slopes make the walk inaccessible and vertical
discontinuities exceed 1⁄2-inch. Containers block an alternative route from the lot directly linked
2
3

https://www.sfmta.com/project-updates/initial-plan-fulton-street-safety-and-transit-project
CBC 11B-206.2.1

to the Japanese Tea Gardens and the de Young Museum. One would need to travel an additional
730 feet from this parking lot from where the existing accessible parking is located along JFK
Drive. In short, this parking lot is not functionally accessible for Museum guests.
Conclusion
The closure of JFK Drive to vehicles and the associated removal of accessible parking has increased the
burden on people with disabilities by increasing the distances these individuals must travel between
their cars and the entrance to the de Young Museum. By removing free accessible parking in the
immediate vicinity of the Museum and by not providing equivalent free parking within a reasonable
travel distance to the Museum, the City is reducing program access and is not meeting its obligations
under title II of the ADA. Alternative methods of accessing the Museum, including passenger drop-off
areas, the park shuttle service, and walkways within the park, all have identified barriers to accessibility
and do not negate the need for accessible parking spaces.
By reviewing programmatic access as a whole, those with ambulation disabilities have experienced a
reduction in both parking and access to the Museum within Golden Gate Park. The new alternative and
newly proposed options provide much less access, as has been shown in this report.
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1. INTENT OF REPORT
MIG was contacted as a consulting expert to examine access issues at the de Young Museum
within Golden Gate Park in San Francisco, stemming from the removal of accessible parking
surrounding the museum. This report provides a discussion of the regulatory requirements
to provide access for museum visitors with disabilities, applicable technical codes, and a
summary analysis based on existing conditions. The report includes an assessment of the
existing accessible parking and associated paths of travel serving the museum and an
analysis of the impact of street closures on meaningful access to the museum. Alternative
methods of access are also examined, including the passenger drop-off area in front of the de
Young Museum and parkwide shuttle service that includes a stop at the museum. MIG
conducted a site visit on July 17 and 18, 2021, to verify existing conditions. MIG evaluated
on-street parking provided in the park serving the museum, including the accessible parking
spaces on John F. Kennedy (JFK) Drive and Martin Luther King Jr. (MLK) Drive. MIG also
examined the parking lots and facilities serving the museum, passenger drop-off areas, and
shuttle service stops.
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2. PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
MIG was asked to evaluate whether the City of San Francisco is meeting its obligations under
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in the wake of the temporary removal (and
planned permanent removal) of the 17 free accessible parking spaces along JFK Drive due to
the closure of JFK Drive to vehicles. These free parking spaces are the closest accessible
parking in the immediate vicinity of the de Young Museum. MIG's understanding is that the
COVID-19 pandemic has caused some extraordinary conditions and that the temporary
closure of JFK Drive during the week provides more outdoor activity space. This temporary
closure is allowed by the ADA. However, as this report will illustrate, the removal of these 17
free parking spaces that serve the de Young museum and the permanent closure of the street
causes a reduction of access through the removal of accessible features. The accessible
parking spaces on JFK Drive provide a crucial role in accessing the museum for visitors with
disabilities.
As a title II agency, the City is responsible for providing accessible programs and facilities
that are available without discrimination toward people with disabilities. A fundamental
tenet of title II of the ADA is “the principle that individuals with disabilities must be provided
an equally effective opportunity to participate in or benefit from a public entity's aids, benefits,
and services.”1 As such, in addition to applying the codes and regulations outlined in this
report, the City has an obligation to consult with people with disabilities when setting
priorities for achieving program access.
MIG's client, the Corporation of the Fine Arts Museum (COFAM), asserts that the closure of
JFK Drive places a burden on people with disabilities who wish to visit the museum
significantly diminishes program accessibility. The closure increases the distance these
individuals must travel between their cars and the entrance to the museum, and there is a
lack of equivalent free parking within a reasonable travel distance to the museum. This
assertion is supported by anecdotal evidence from stakeholders in the disability community,
suggesting that the longer routes required have prevented many guests from visiting the
museum and reduced programmatic access.2

1

28 CFR § 35.130-35.135. II-3.3000 Equality in participation/ benefits

2 Mayor’s

Disability Council Open Letter to San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department.
https://www.sfcta.org/sites/default/files/202101/MOD%20Open%20Letter%20to%20RecPark%202018.pdf
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3. HISTORY
JFK Drive is the main thoroughfare through Golden Gate Park, providing access to major
destinations for both San Francisco residents and visitors from outside the City. Portions of
JFK Drive have long been closed to vehicle traffic on the weekends to promote active
transportation and safer spaces for recreation; the Sunday vehicle closure has existed since
1967, with Saturday closures beginning in 2007. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, JFK
Drive from Kezar Drive to Transverse Drive was closed to cars every day of the week as part
of the City's effort to allow greater physical distancing during outdoor activities. Now, the
City is proposing to close JFK Drive to vehicles permanently.
The closure of JFK Drive and associated roads has disproportionately impacted community
members with limited mobility, including people with disabilities. JFK Drive closure removes
26 accessible parking spaces in total, with 17 in the immediate vicinity of the de Young
Museum. These 17 spaces are the closest free accessible parking spaces to the museum
within 1/10th of a mile of the de Young Museum entrance. They represent 57% of the free
accessible parking within a 1/4 mile of the museum entrance and 41% of the free accessible
parking within 1/2 mile.3 Stakeholders from the disability community and museum visitors
have voiced their concerns: in 2020, the Mayor's Disability Council convened a focus group
specifically on the road closure. Its participants "all agreed that having adequate free parking
adjacent to the de Young Museum is essential to their ability to enjoy that area of the Park."4
Officially, the City of San Francisco is committed to equity and inclusivity and has made
efforts since the 1960s to make Golden Gate Park and the various sites within it more
accessible to people with disabilities while at the same time balancing pro-bike and propedestrian concerns. Street closure policies related to JFK Drive are currently codified in the
San Francisco Park Code Section 6.12, Disability Access Standards and Authorized Vehicular
Traffic Use for Golden Gate Park During Sunday Road Closures, excerpted here:
(b) Disability Access Standards. The following disability access standards shall apply to

the Sunday and holiday road closures of John K. Kennedy Drive and related roads.
(i) Disability access to Golden Gate Park shall comply with the Americans with
Disabilities Act and the Golden Gate Park Revitalization Act of 1998.
(ii) All vehicular access points to the areas of closure shall contain directional signage
that describes all access points and accessible surface parking areas for people with
disabilities and provides directions to the underground parking facility in the Music

3 Access

for All. Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco. https://deyoung.famsf.org/accessforall

4 JFK

Drive Closure and People with Disabilities. Summary of December 10, 2020 Focus Group.
https://www.sfcta.org/sites/default/files/2021-01/MOD%20focus%20group%20Dec%202020.pdf
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Concourse. Signage also shall include telephone and TTY/TDD contact numbers where
callers can obtain information on disability access during the road closure periods.
(iii) The Department, in consultation with the Department of Parking and Traffic, Fine
Arts Museums, Golden Gate Park Concourse Authority, and Mayor's Office on Disability,
shall explore and adopt disability access measures. Such measures may include, but are
not limited to:5
(A) The provision of eight (8) accessible parking spaces on 8th Avenue between
Fulton Street and John F. Kennedy Drive during the closure period.
(B) An additional ten (10) accessible parking spaces to assist with access to the
road closure areas.
(C) A signed drop-off zone for people with disabilities on Bowling Green Drive as
close as practicable to its intersection with John F. Kennedy Drive.
(D) An authorized intra-park transit shuttle that is accessible and operates frequently on the
closed sections of John F. Kennedy Drive, additional accessible parking spaces and additional
signed drop-off zones for people with disabilities outside of the area of closure.
Although there are City policies to increase accessible parking within the park, the City is
actively reducing access to the de Young Museum and other facilities within Golden Gate
Park by removing the Music Concourse surface parking lot and the proposed removal of the
accessible parking along JFK Drive. Paid parking is available at the Music Concourse
Underground Garage, a privately -owned and operated parking garage built on city-owned
property leased by the non-profit ‘Music Concourse Community Partnership’ (MCCP) located
adjacent to the de Young Museum. Free or discounted parking for people with disability
placards is not available in the garage. The Music Concourse surface parking Lot near the
museum has been reallocated for other functions.
Recently, five new on-street accessible parking spaces were installed along MLK Drive at the
entrance to the Music Concourse at the intersection with Nancy Pelosi Drive.6 These spaces
are at a greater distance to the museum than the spaces on JFK Drive. Additionally, the
parking spaces are located along a circulation path that does not meet the requirements of
an accessible route due to uneven walks and a reduction in width. This location is discussed
later in this report and shown in Exhibit 1.

5 https://codelibrary.amlegal.com/codes/san

francisco/latest/sf park/0-0-0-353

6 Golden

Gate Park Stakeholder Working Group and Action Framework. May 2021.
https://www.sfcta.org/sites/default/files/202105/GGP Stakeholder Working Group and Action Framework-2021-05-11-FINAL.pdf
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Overall parking within Golden Gate Park lacks the minimum required accessible spaces, as
detailed later in this document and depicted in Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 4, which illustrates the
accessible spaces referenced in this report and located within the vicinity of the de Young
museum. Additionally, the existing accessible spaces in the immediate vicinity of the de
Young Museum do not meet code requirements, as described in Section 6 Code Requirements
Analysis of this document and further detailed in the attached Deficiency Report.
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4. PROGRAM ACCESS
The ADA is a comprehensive civil rights law that ensures programs, activities, and services of
state and local public entities (title II agencies) do not discriminate on the basis of disability.
As a title II agency, the City is responsible for the provision of accessible programs and
facilities. This includes facilities it owns and leases to others, as is the case with the de Young
Museum within Golden Gate Park. The City and the Recreation and Parks Department are
thus responsible for access to the museum. The following subsections outline the applicable
regulations that apply to evaluating meaningful programmatic access to the museum.
A. 28 CFR 35.149
Section 35.149 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Discrimination prohibited, states:
Except as otherwise provided in § 35.150, no qualified individual with a disability shall,
because a public entity's facilities are inaccessible to or unusable by individuals with
disabilities, be excluded from participation in, or be denied the benefits of the services,
programs, or activities of a public entity, or be subjected to discrimination by any public
entity.
A public entity may not deny the benefits of its programs to individuals with disabilities
because its facilities are inaccessible. This standard, known as program accessibility, applies
to all existing facilities of a public entity. It is the City's responsibility to ensure that the
facilities of Golden Gate Park do not exclude individuals with disabilities from participation
in programs at the de Young Museum, as it is with other programs occurring throughout the
park.
B. 28 CFR 35.133 Maintenance of accessible features.
Section 35.133 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Maintenance of accessible features, states:
(a) A public entity shall maintain in operable working condition those features of
facilities and equipment that are required to be readily accessible to and usable by
persons with disabilities by the Act or this part.
(b) This section does not prohibit isolated or temporary interruptions in service or
access due to maintenance or repairs.
(c) If the 2010 Standards reduce the technical requirements or the number of
required accessible elements below the number required by the 1991 Standards, the
technical requirements or the number of accessible elements in a facility subject to
this part may be reduced in accordance with the requirements of the 2010
Standards.
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The Department of Justice (DOJ) elaborates on this topic.7
"Temporary access interruptions for maintenance, repair, or operational activities are
permitted, but must be remedied as soon as possible and may not extend beyond a
reasonable period of time. Staff must be prepared to assist individuals with disabilities
during these interruptions. For example, if the accessible route to a biology lab is
temporarily blocked by chairs from a classroom that is being cleaned, staff must be
available to move the chairs so a student who uses a wheelchair can get to the lab. In
addition, if an accessible feature such as an elevator breaks down, public entities must
ensure that repairs are made promptly and that improper or inadequate maintenance does
not cause repeated failures. Entities must also ensure that no new barriers are created
that impede access by people with disabilities. For example, routinely storing a garbage
bin or piling snow in accessible parking spaces makes them unusable and inaccessible to
people with mobility disabilities.”
The permanent closure of JFK Drive creates a disruption to accessing the museum through
increasing travel distance, not providing equivalent free parking in close proximity, and not
ensuring accessible routes from the accessible parking provided. The shuttle service has
been implemented to assist with the disruption of parking access. Still, the shuttle service is
inconsistent, only runs on the weekends and holidays, and does not provide accessible bus
stops or accessible routes to the bus stops.
The ADA Standards allow alternatives to specified requirements that provide substantially
equivalent or greater accessibility and usability as an “equivalent facilitation.” The question
of whether an alternative solution is “equivalent” involves considerations as to whether it is
just as, if not more, effective in terms of accessibility, usability, convenience, and reliability
for people with disabilities. For example, the ADA Standards specify permanent or built-in
features for independent access. Unless otherwise specified, alternatives involving
temporary or portable solutions or requiring assistance from others are not generally
deemed equivalent to the required minimum level of access.
The shuttle service does not provide substantially equivalent or greater accessibility and
usability as someone having the ability to drive their personal vehicle and park at an
accessible parking space and does not encourage independent access to the site.
Ongoing maintenance of accessible items is also addressed in the code and standard as noted
in 11B-108 and as addressed in the DSA advisory, noting that this includes parking.
11B-108 Maintenance of accessible features: A public accommodation shall maintain in
operable working condition those features of facilities and equipment that are required to

7 Americans

with Disabilities Act, ADA Update: A Primer for State and Local Governments
https://www.ada.gov/regs2010/titleII 2010/title ii primer.html
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be accessible to and useable by persons with disabilities. Isolated or temporary
interruptions in service or accessibility due to maintenance or repairs shall be permitted.
DSA Advisory to 11B-108 is presented here for further context:
Advisory 11B-108 Maintenance of accessible features. Features for accessibility must be
permanently functional, unobstructed and may not be removed. It is not sufficient to
provide features such as accessible routes, parking, elevators, ramps or signage if those
features are not maintained in a manner that enables individuals with disabilities to use
them. …”
While some may feel that this would only be applicable to facilities on site, the CBC is clear that
this applies to the public right-of-way, as noted in the following sections.
Section 1.9.1 .1. notes the codes are applicable to “all buildings, structures, sidewalks, curbs
and related facilities constructed in the state by the use of state, county or municipal funds,
or the funds of any political subdivision of the state…”
Section 1.9.1.1.4 adds with respect to buildings, structures, sidewalks, curbs and related
facilities not requiring building permits, building standards published in the California
Building Standards code relating to access for persons with disabilities and other
regulations adopted pursuant to Government Code Section 4450, and in effect at the time of
construction is commenced shall be applicable.
Section 1.9.1.2.3 Any curb or sidewalk intended for public use that is constructed in this
state with private funds.
C. 28 CFR 35.151(b) Alterations.
Section 35.151 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Alterations, states:
(b) Alterations.
(1) Each facility or part of a facility altered by, on behalf of, or for the use of a public entity
in a manner that affects or could affect the usability of the facility or part of the facility
shall, to the maximum extent feasible, be altered in such manner that the altered portion of
the facility is readily accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities, if the
alteration was commenced after January 26, 1992.
(4) Path of travel. An alteration that affects or could affect the usability of or access to an
area of a facility that contains a primary function shall be made so as to ensure that, to the
maximum extent feasible, the path of travel to the altered area and the restrooms,
telephones, and drinking fountains serving the altered area are readily accessible to and
usable by individuals with disabilities, including individuals who use wheelchairs, unless the
cost and scope of such alterations is disproportionate to the cost of the overall alteration.
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11B-202.4 has the same requirements but has replaced the ‘primary function’ area to
include an accessible path of travel to the specific area of alteration or addition.
ALTERATION. [DSA-AC] A change, addition or modification in construction, change in
occupancy or use, or structural repair to an existing building or facility. Alterations
include, but are not limited to, remodeling, renovation, rehabilitation, reconstruction,
historic restoration, resurfacing of circulation paths or vehicular ways, changes or
rearrangement of the structural parts or elements, and changes or rearrangement in the
plan configuration of walls and full-height partitions. Normal maintenance, reroofing,
painting or wallpapering, or changes to mechanical and electrical systems are not
alterations unless they affect the usability of the building or facility.
The permanent closure of JFK Drive affects the usability of the program provided at the
museum location and decreases the availability of accessible parking spaces that are within a
manageable distance and along accessible routes to the museum facility. The closure of JFK
Drive is defined as an alteration.
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5. APPLICABLE CODES
The standards that mandate accessibility for the City of San Francisco and the San Francisco
Recreation and Park Department are the Americans with Disabilities Accessibility Standards
(ADAS) and the California Building Code (CBC). In addition to the ADA and the CBC, the 2011
Proposed Accessibility Guidelines for Pedestrian Facilities in the Public Right-of-Way
(PROWAG) are used as a comparable design standard when addressing facilities in the rightof-way. The City's obligation as a public agency requires implementing the accessibility
standards for new projects and alterations. Application of the accessibility standards is
dependent on the context of the location of the project. Both the 2010 ADA and the 2019 CBC
apply to facilities and sites, and neither addresses scoping or technical requirements for the
public right-of-way. As the two codes have an overlapping scope, and the technical
requirements of the 2019 CBC are either equivalent or more stringent than the 2010 ADA.
CBC scoping references are presented below, and technical references in the following
section, Code Requirements. Corresponding 2010 ADA references can usually be found under
the same number.
A. 2019 CBC
The closure of JFK Drive and removal of associated parking meets the definition for
alteration, as a change in occupancy or use of a vehicular way affecting the usability of a
building or facility. The City is required to remove physical barriers when it alters a facility,
and reduction of access is not allowed per 11B-202.3.1 Prohibited reduction of access.
An alteration that decreases or has the effect of decreasing the accessibility of a building or
facility below the requirements for new construction at the time of the alteration is
prohibited.
Like the ADA, the CBC applies to facilities of a site. Excerpts of scoping relevant to parking
facilities and accessing the museum are presented here.
Section 11B-206.2.1 Site arrival points specifies that at least one accessible route shall be
provided within the site from accessible parking spaces and accessible passenger drop-off
and loading zones; public streets and sidewalks; and public transportation stops to the
accessible building or facility entrance they serve. Where more than one route is provided,
all routes must be accessible.
The CBC thus requires all arrival routes to the de Young Museum to be accessible.
Per CBC 11B-208.2, where more than one parking facility is provided on a site, the number
of accessible spaces provided is calculated according to the number of spaces required for
each parking facility.
Per 11B-208.3.1, parking spaces complying with 11B-502 that serve a particular building or
facility shall be located on the shortest accessible route from parking to an entrance
complying with 11B-206.4. Where parking serves more than one accessible entrance,
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parking spaces complying with 11B-502 shall be dispersed and located on the shortest
accessible route to the accessible entrances. In parking facilities that do not serve a
particular building or facility, parking spaces complying with 502 shall be located on the
shortest accessible route to an accessible pedestrian entrance of the parking facility.
Exception 2 to 11B-208.3.1 is presented here for further context:
Exception 2: Parking spaces shall be permitted to be located in different parking facilities if
substantially equivalent or greater accessibility is provided in terms of distance from an
accessible entrance or entrances, parking fee, and user convenience.
The exception gives entities some flexibility in how it provides accessible parking, but
notably, includes distance, as well as parking fee, as considerations for providing
substantially equivalent or greater accessibility. Paid parking is not an equivalent substitute
for free parking elsewhere.
Recently added circulation path requirements, given in CBC 11B-250, may also affect the
area surrounding the museum. This new section requires circulation paths contiguous to
vehicular traffic to be physically separated from traffic, including into and out of parking
spaces. Circulation paths include all exterior ways of passage provided for pedestrian travel,
including walks, sidewalks, courtyards, ramps, stairways, and landings. Basically, circulation
paths must be elevated at least 4 inches above adjacent vehicular areas.
B. PROWAG
On-street parking is not addressed in the scoping requirements and technical standards of
the 2010 ADAS or 2019 CBC. Still, title II of the ADA requires local governments to provide
accessible on-street parking in the absence of regulatory design specifications for on-street
parking facilities. As such, PROWAG is used as a best practice technical standard in the
absence of an adopted technical standard.
The San Francisco Property Information Map – Map Viewer8 shows Golden Gate Park and the
roads within the property lines of the park in one parcel, and the roadways within the park
parcel are not identified as public right-of-way. However, per 2011 PROWAG R105.5, public
right-of-way is defined as public land acquired for or dedicated to transportation purposes, or
other land where there is a legally established right for use by the public for transportation
purposes. The roads through the extensive Golden Gate Park are on public land, and there is a
legally established right for use by the public on these roadways for transportation
purposes. As such, they are part of the public right-of-way.
Per 2011 PROWAG R214 On-Street Parking Spaces, where on-street parking is provided on
the block perimeter and the parking is marked or metered, accessible parking spaces

8

https://sfplanninggis.org/pim/map.html?search=1832033&layers=Parcels%20(Block/Lot)
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complying with R309 shall be provided in accordance with Table R214. All parking within
Golden Gate Park is technically metered because no parking is allowed in the park between
the hours of 10 pm and 6 am, per Sec 6.01.g of the San Francisco Park Code. Thus,
requirements to provide accessible parking spaces apply.
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6. CODE REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS
Code requirements compared to existing conditions at Golden Gate Park surrounding the de
Young Museum are presented below. Further detail is given in the attached Deficiency
Report.
A. Shuttle
The Recreation and Parks Department provides a loop shuttle service in Golden Gate Park,
depicted in Exhibit 3.
Scoping for bus stops and bus loading zones is provided in CBC 11B-209. The shuttle service
in Golden Gate Park meets the criteria for designated or specified public transportation
services provided by public entities as described in Advisory 11B-209.2.2 Bus loading zones
and is thus subject to the provisions. 11B-209.2.2 requires that each bus loading zone must
be accessible, complying with 11B-810.2, Bus boarding and alighting areas. Section 11B209.2.3 On-street bus stops note that on-street bus stops shall comply with Section 11B-810.2
to the maximum extent practicable.
For each shuttle stop to be considered accessible, it must provide a 96 inch long, 60-inch
wide boarding area (11B-810.2.2) with a slope of 2% maximum perpendicular to the
roadway (11B-810.2.4) and also connect to an accessible route (11B-810.2.3).
Current Shuttle drop-off and pick-up locations are included in Exhibit 3 and are identified in
the Deficiency Report. The shuttle locations are informal, lacking devoted infrastructure. If
one did not know to look for the green signs designating Bus Shuttle Stop currently installed
along the route, one would be unaware they exist. Lack of compliant boarding areas at
shuttle stops and accessible routes to and from shuttle stop locations occur at the majority of
the bus shuttle locations, as shown in the attached Deficiency Report.
Consumers have identified issues with the shuttle service. For example, the shuttle service is
known to run on an unpredictable and infrequent schedule, distances between stops are too
great to provide useful service through the park to people with disabilities, and the shuttle
stops do not provide seating or shelter for inclement weather.9
While on-site, MIG observed that the shuttles averaged about 30 minutes frequency at each
bus shuttle location. This frequency is double the anticipated time that is noted in the Golden
Gate Park Stakeholder report.

9 Mayor’s

Disability Council Open Letter to San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department.
https://www.sfcta.org/sites/default/files/202101/MOD%20Open%20Letter%20to%20RecPark%202018.pdf
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Furthermore, the shuttle service runs only on weekends and holidays. Even if all shuttle
stops and associated paths of travel were accessible, it is not an adequate replacement for
the removed accessible parking spaces, as many museum guests visit during the week.
Shuttle service is not provided during certain park events, including special events at the
museum, as these events are conducted outside of the shuttle service designated hours of 9
am to 6 pm. This service is not “equivalent facilitation” as it limits the time allowed to visit
the park, and the length of visit is determined by shuttle service availability.
B. Passenger Drop-Off Area
Passenger loading zones are provided on Hagiwara Tea Garden Drive in front of the de
Young Museum on MLK Drive, as shown in Exhibit 4.
CBC 11B-209.2.1 requires at least one accessible passenger drop-off and loading zone
(complying with 11B-503) for every 100 linear feet of drop-off and loading zone space
provided. Approximately 334 total linear feet10 of passenger drop-off area is provided in
front of the de Young Museum on Hagiwara Tea Garden Drive. This length would require
four accessible passenger loading zones. Four curb ramps are provided in this area, but an
accessible passenger loading zone is not provided. Access aisles are not marked with
hatched lines and a border to discourage parking (11B-503.3.3), and slopes in the potential
access aisle areas exceed 2% (11B-503.4). For reference, an image of code requirements for
passenger loading zones is presented in Figure 1. The deficiencies at the passenger dropoff/loading area are noted in Appendix A. The items noted are relatively easy to resolve and
will result in an accessible location for drop off and pick up to the de Young and surrounding
museums.
The City is currently proposing multiple options. The following two options involve the
Passenger Drop-Off Area:
1) Parking Garage Signage and Upgrades 11: “The proposal would involve wayfinding
signage updates both within the park and on surrounding city streets to better inform
visitors of the permanent alignment of todays carfree route as well as how to easily access
the parking garage.
The proposal would also involve promotion of the garage for free 15-minute access for pick
ups and drop offs. This service is offered today, but few park visitors know or utilize it.”
Items that should be considered for this recommendation are that the parking garage
does not provide the minimum requirements for accessible passenger loading and drop-

10

Measured using GoogleEarth Pro tools.

11 Golden

Gate Park Access & Safety Program
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/c44dfec403664e0ca3d2af6bd048b2ae
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off zones. CBC and ADAS require a minimum 20 foot long by 8 foot wide vehicle pull-up
area (11B-503.2). Adjacent to that is a required 20 foot long by 5 foot wide access aisle to
load/unload people from the vehicle (11B-503.3). This entire area must be located on
the same level and connected to an accessible route (11B-503.4). The minimum height of
the vehicle pull-up spaces is required to provide a minimum clearance of 114 inches.
(11B-503.5). The minimum clearance would be required at the vehicle pull-up spaces,
access aisles serving them, and a vehicular route from an entrance to the passenger
drop-off and loading zone to a vehicular exit. The parking garage provides 98-inch
clearance.
This option would not be allowed as equivalent facilitation to the removal of parking, or
the removal of the existing accessible drop-off adjacent to de Young Museum.
2) Taxi Stand12: Taxis today can drop-off fares in Golden Gate Park but are not allowed to
pick up passengers hailing them on streets within the park. In 2020, fully one quarter of all
taxis rides in San Francisco used the Paratransit Debit Card, providing rides for seniors and
residents with disabilities.
This proposal would establish two taxi stands on Music Concourse: one adjacent to the
DeYoung Museum and one adjacent to the CA Academy of Sciences. This would create
queuing space for taxi operators in the Music Concourse, becoming a convenient and
highly-visible alternative to travel by private vehicle.
This proposal would include allowing taxis to cross JFK at 8th Avenue in a Taxi/Muni-only
lane, but this is not required to establish taxi stands in the Concourse.
To provide the taxi stand, it appears that the existing drop-off areas that are currently
planned to be relocated to the parking garage would be replaced. However, for the
reasons noted in item 1, that is not an option.
In addition to the inability to relocate the existing drop-off area, taxis are not considered
an equivalent facilitation to driving one’s vehicle. Accessibility taxis have limited
availability, and this includes accessible vehicles provided through services such as Uber
and Lyft.
These two options noted as proposals for providing additional access reduce the already
limited access within Golden Gate Park.

12 Golden

Gate Park Access & Safety Program
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/c44dfec403664e0ca3d2af6bd048b2ae
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Figure 1. Loading Zone Code Requirements13

C. Parking Lots
Parking facilities serving the de Young Museum are depicted in Exhibit 4. CBC 11B-208.2
states that parking spaces complying with Section 11B-502 shall be provided in accordance
with Table 11B-208.2. Where more than one parking facility is provided on a site, the
number of accessible spaces provided is calculated separately according to the number of
spaces required for each parking facility. Table 1 depicts both the provided and required
accessible parking spaces for parking facilities near the museum.

13 Image

of accessible passenger drop-off and loading area image from the DOJ, modified by the City of
Santa Clara.
https://www.santaclaraca.gov/home/showpublisheddocument/65924/637133103588930000
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0

0
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836

33

17
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The Music Concourse surface parking lot located behind the bandstand is the closest surface
parking lot to de Young Museum is at the intersection of Hagiwara Tea Garden Drive and
Music Concourse Drive, just south of the museum.This lot still exists physically and has
marked accessible parking that is faded, but the lot has been closed and is no longer being
used to provide parking. Instead, MIGobserved during the site visit that the area has been
repurposed as a food truck area andstorage space for ped bikes, functionally removing the
accessible parking.
While the number of accessible parking spaces provided in the Japanese Tea Garden lot is
compliant, the spaces themselves do not comply with 11B-502. The access aisles are not
marked correctly; paint has faded and is not in contrast with the asphalt (11B-502.3.3), and
the slopes of the access aisles exceed 2% (11B-502.4). These access aisles are not connected
to the shortest accessible route leading to the museum entrance (11B-208.3.1). Parking
spaces are located at the far end of the parking lot. Vehicles were parked on what would be
considered the shortest accessible route that leads to the Japanese Garden and de Young
Museum both days of the site visit, so the route requires diverting to MLK Way from the
parking lot to access the museum. As noted on Exhibit 1, one would need to travel an
additional 730 feet from this parking lot from where the existing accessible parking is
located along JFK Drive. This route has multiple locations where slopes make the walk
inaccessible and vertical discontinuities exceed ½-inch. Containers block an alternative
route from the lot directly linked to the Japanese Tea Gardens and the de Young Museum. In
short, this parking lot is not functionally accessible for museum guests.
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The private paid parking provided at the Music Concourse Garage is not an equivalent
alternative to free street parking serving the museum. Many people are unwilling to pay at
$5.25/hour (weekday) or $6.25/hour (weekend), especially people with disabilities or
seniors on a fixed income. Van parking within the parking garage is also not compliant due to
the size of the access aisles and structural columns located within the accessible stalls.
D. On-Street Parking Serving the de Young Museum
Since on-street parking within the right-of-way is not addressed in the scoping requirements
and technical standards of ADAS and CBC, the 2011 PROWAG is used as the best practice
technical standard.
Fulton Street
The entrance from Fulton Street and 10th Street is the closest site arrival point for public
transportation and from the public sidewalk. The route is designated by an ISA sign as the
accessible route to the site. However, upon further investigation, an accessible route is not
provided leading from this location to the museum entrance. Park pathways present
significant grade issues, with the slope in the direction of travel often well above the
allowable 5% and additional cross slope issues (11B-405). Once on the path, these pathways
also lack directional signage where paths intersect, leading to multiple directions for a route
leading toward the museum (11B-216.6).
ADAS and CBC codes require that an accessible route be provided from all site arrival points,
including bus stops and the public sidewalk. These also must be located within close
proximity to the general circulation path. (11B-206.2.1) See Exhibit 1 'Accessible Routes'.
Closing JFK Drive also affects the accessible route from Fulton Street in other ways. The
designated accessible routes lead to the crosswalks that cross JFK Drive. A crosswalk intends
to alert motorists that there is a pedestrian crossing and to yield to a pedestrian. While onsite, it was observed that the bicyclists and motorized skateboards were moving at rapid
rates and not yielding to pedestrians crossing, creating hazards to those coming from site
arrival points located at Fulton Street. This condition reduces the accessibility intended for
people using mobility aides and pedestrians with low vision or who are blind.
The City is currently proposing an option to relocate JFK Drive accessible parking to Fulton
Street14.

14 Golden

Gate Park Access & Safety Program
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/c44dfec403664e0ca3d2af6bd048b2ae
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1) Fulton Street Loading Zone:
“Under the current car-free route, Fulton Street has the street parking closest to the DeYoung
Museum.
This project proposal would create loading zones and 14-16 new ADA blue zone spaces on
Fulton Street to facilitate park access and drop-offs for trips coming from the north. This would
also include sidewalk widening on Fulton Street and pathway upgrades between Fulton Street
and the Music Concourse in order to meet ADA disability access guidelines.”
Fulton Street is located outside of the park site. ADAS requires at least one accessible route
must be provided within the site to the accessible facility entrances from these site arrival
points, where provided:
•

Accessible parking and accessible passenger loading zones

•

Public streets and sidewalks

•

Each public transportation stop

Site arrival points include accessible parking spaces and accessible passenger loading zones,
public transit stops located on sites, and public streets and sidewalks.
CBC goes beyond to state, “Where more than one route is provided, all routes shall be
accessible.” 15
This proposed option reduces an already deficient accessible parking within the park site
creating less access.
Additionally, “Segments of Fulton Street within the project area are located on San Francisco's
High Injury Network (HIN) [sic], including the segments from 6th Avenue to 11th Avenue…”
and ´ …Fulton between 6th and 11th Avenues is part of the City’s Vision Zero “High Injury
Network” where the most collisions occur -- and each of the four locations where the crossing
distance would be reduced is a pedestrian entrance to Golden Gate Park. The changes would
require removal of just two auto and three motorcycle parking spaces, on the park side of the
street at 6th Avenue.”16 The proposed design moves 14 to16 accessible parking spaces to
Fulton Street along the HIN. Due to this area being dangerous for pedestrians, the other
projects propose a reduction of parking within this area and adding bus bulb-outs. Since it is
located along a HIN, it may not be a safe alternative, and due to not being located within the
park right-of-way, it does not comply with ADA or CBC scoping 17requirements.

15

CBC 11B-206.2.1

16

https://www.sfmta.com/project-updates/initial-plan-fulton-street-safety-and-transit-project

17

CBC 11B-208.2
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MLK Parking Spaces
On-street parking spaces on MLK Drive do not provide access aisles per R309.2.1. Five-foot
minimum access aisles are required by PROWAG where the width of the adjacent sidewalk
or available right-of-way exceeds 14 feet. Since the property is all City-owned, the City is not
limited by right-of-way on park roads. Sufficient space exists in most places to provide
access aisles and curb ramps, as provided at other locations in the park.
Were the Narrow Sidewalks18 criteria to be applied, negating the need for access aisles,
several MLK spaces still would not meet the standards. Some spaces are located midblock,
without a curb ramp to provide a connection to the accessible route. R309.2.2 requires
accessible spaces to be located at the end of the block face when an access aisle is not
provided.
JFK Parking Spaces
Van accessible signs are provided at some of the accessible spaces on JFK Drive. PROWAG
does not specify a minimum number for providing van accessible on-street parking spaces.
These spaces do not meet the CBC requirements for van spaces due to the widths of the
spaces and potential access aisles, and the surface slopes. PROWAG does not require a
minimum width of on-street parking spaces, nor a maximum slope, as it is tied to the road
grade. However, it does require a connection to a pedestrian access route.
It is important to note that while the PROWAG does not provide minimum widths to the onstreet parking, the City of San Francisco does require 8-foot minimum parking stalls width
for on-street parking.
The JFK Drive spaces represent the best existing option for accessible parking that serves the
de Young Museum, based on distance and accessible route. Removing these spaces reduces
accessibility for those who use a van lift in their vehicle for wheelchair access.
Per 11B-208.3.1, accessible parking serving a building or facility must be on the shortest
accessible route from parking to the accessible entrance. Exhibit 1 shows that the JFK Drive
spaces are the closest accessible spaces to the de Young Museum, at a distance of 200 feet.
With their removal, the closest accessible street spaces are along MLK Way, 1,250 feet from
the entrance to the museum. This is an increase of over 1,000 feet in the required path of
travel from accessible street parking to the de Young Museum.
Park-wide On-Street Parking
MIG also examined accessible on-street parking serving the greater Golden Gate Park for
additional context. While PROWAG R214 references "block perimeter" as the unit for

18

PROWAG R309.2.2
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calculating required accessible parking, the nature of the park roads do not adhere to block
structure. As a result, MIGhas chosen to use sections of the park instead, as the sections are
shown in Figure 5 of the Golden Gate Park Stakeholder Working Group and Action
Framework.19 Table 3 summarizes the available versus required on-street parking that will
remain if the JFK parking is removed.
As referenced in Exhibit 2, the park lacks the minimum number of accessible on-street
parking spaces within Golden Gate Park In the eastern areas of the park identified by the
Golden Gate Park Stakeholder Group, the minimum accessible parking requirements have
not been met. As a result, additional accessible on-street parking spaces are needed along
the roadways in many areas of the park and will need to remain open to vehicle traffic. Any
removal of existing parking condenses vehicle traffic into the other areas of the park, further
congesting limited spaces.
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Kezar Drive

Free

100

0

4

4

MLK East/Bowling Green

Free

290

6

12

6

MLK Central & Nancy Pelosi

Free

315

10

13

3

MLK West & Tea Garden

Free

215

5

9

4

Stow Lake East

Free

210

6

9

3

Stow Lake West

Free

190

1

6

s

Transverse

Free

300

0

12

12

Lindley & Marx Meadows, Hellman Hollow

Free

400

0

16

16

Elk Glen Picnic Area/Mallard Lake

Free

200

0

6

6

2220

28

87

59

2220

28

89

61

Total based on individual roadways
Total based on the total numberof spaces wit hin park
roadways

19

Golden Gate Park Stakeholder Working Group and Action Framework, May 2021,

hnps·//www sfcta org/sjtes/defau)t/fi)es/20210S/GGP Stakeholder Working Group and Action Framework-2021-05-11-FINAL.pdf
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7. CONCLUSION
The closure of JFK Drive to vehicles and the associated removal of accessible parking has
increased the burden on people with disabilities by increasing the distances these
individuals must travel between their cars and the entrance to the de Young Museum. Before
the closure of JFK Drive, there were 26 accessible parking spaces in total, with 17 of the free
accessible parking spaces located within 200 feet of the de Young Museum. There are now
no accessible parking spaces on JFK Drive, and travel distance has increased by over 1,000
feet. While this may not appear to be very far to some, it can be an incredible feat for those
using mobility devices. Some disabilities contribute to an overall loss of muscle, causing
fatigue and the need for using mobility aides such as multiple sclerosis and amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis. For those using walkers or canes, many people lack stamina, have poor
balance, or use mobility devices because of respiratory, cardiac, or neurological disabilities.
The longer travel distances required can result in the difference between making a museum
visit or staying home, as the distance can be more than one can handle.
When parking is viewed in its entirety, Golden Gate Park lacks the minimum required
accessible spaces, with the existing accessible spaces not meeting ADA or code requirements.
By removing free accessible parking in the immediate vicinity of the museum and by not
providing equivalent free parking within a reasonable travel distance to the museum, the
City is reducing program access and is not meeting its obligations under title II of the ADA.
Alternative methods of accessing the museum, including passenger drop-off areas, the park
shuttle service, and walkways within the park, all have identified barriers to accessibility
and do not negate the need for accessible parking spaces.
While this area predates the mandatory ADA requirements for new construction after
January 26, 1991, the City chose to add these parking spaces to accomplish program access
for this area.
In summary, the de Young Museum and its patrons are not requesting additional access, only
restoring and maintaining what was previously provided by the City to create program
access initially. By reviewing programmatic access as a whole, those with ambulation
disabilities have experienced a reduction in both parking and access to the museum within
Golden Gate Park. The new alternative and newly proposed options provide much less
access, as has been shown in this report.
Prior to the final closure of JFK Drive, it is recommended that the City reopen accessible
parking spaces until a final agreement can be achieved that provide equivalent facilitation to
the prior existing conditions to meet its title II obligations of making sure their programs
remain accessible to all.
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APPENDIX A: DEFICIENCY REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

ACCESSIBLE ROUTE
FULTON STREET

Comment#:

01

Deficiency:

Accessible

Route -

Vertical Displacment - Height

Accessible route leading from bus stop and 2 accessible parking spaces
located at Fulton Street entrance to accessible route has a large crack creating
a 2-inch change of elevation and creates a tripping hazard along entire width of
walk.
Measurement:

2

inches

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Accessible Route

Room/Spot:
Notes:

01

Replace/grind locations where changes in elevation occur. Changes in level of
¼" high maximum shall be permitted to be vertical and without edge treatment.
Changes in level between¼" high minimum and½" high maximum shall be
beveled with a slope not steeper than 1:2. ADA Advisory: Change in level of½"
is permitted to be¼" vertical plus¼" beveled.

Fulton Street

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

303.2, 303.3

N

2019 CBC

11B-303.2
11B-303.3

N

02

Comment#:

Quantity: 1

each

Deficiency: Accessible Route - Slopes - Cross Slope
The cross slope of accessible routes exceeds 1:48 (2.0 %). 21' into accessible
route from Fulton street cross slope of 3.6%.

Measurement:

3.6

% grade

Recommended Remediation:
Remove and replace walk. Install walk that provides cross slopes at circulation
route of 1:48 maximum.

Floor/Area:

Accessible Route

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Fulton Street
02

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

405.2

N

2019 CBC

11B-406.5.7

N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

03

Comment#:

Deficiency: Accessible Route - Slopes - Cross Slope
The cross slope of accessible routes exceeds 1:48 (2.0 %). 29' into accessible
route from Fulton street cross slope of 5%.

Measurement:

5

% grade

Recommended Remediation:
Remove and replace walk. Install walk that provides cross slopes at circulation
route of 1:48 maximum.

Floor/Area:

Accessible Route

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Fulton Street

03

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

405.2

N

2019 CBC

11B-406.5.7

N

Comment #:

04

Quantity: 1

each

Deficiency: Accessible Route - Slopes - Cross Slope
The cross slope of accessible routes exceeds 1:48 (2.0 %). 37' into accessible
route from Fulton street cross slope of 5.7%

Measurement:

5.7

% grade

Recommended Remediation:
Remove and replace walk. Install walk that provides cross slopes at circulation
route of 1:48 maximum.

Floor/Area:

Accessible Route

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Fulton Street
04

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

405.2

N

2019 CBC

11B-406.5.7

N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Comment#:

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

05

Deficiency: Accessible Route - Slopes - Cross Slope
The cross slope of accessible routes exceeds 1:48 (2.0 %). 52' into accessible
route from Fulton street cross slope of 3.0%

Measurement:

3.0

% grade

Recommended Remediation:
Remove and replace walk. Install walk that provides cross slopes at circulation
route of 1:48 maximum.

Floor/Area:

Accessible Route

Room/Spot:
Notes:

05

Fulton Street

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

405.2

N

2019 CBC

11B-406.5.7

N

Comment #:

06

Quantity: 1

each

Deficiency: Accessible Route - Slopes - Running Slope
The slope in the direction of travel exceeds the allowable 5%. Approximately
110' into accessible route from Fulton street running slope of 19.2%.

Measurement:

19.2

% grade

Recommended Remediation:
Accessible routes shall consist of one or more of the following components:
walking surfaces with a running slope not steeper than 1:20, doorways, ramps,
curb ramps excluding the flared sides, elevators, and platform lifts.
Floor/Area:

Accessible Route

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Fulton Street
06

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

402.2

N

2019 CBC

11B-402.2

N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CASp: S. Miles #346

CCSF - de Young Museum

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Comment#:

07

Deficiency: Accessible Route - Directional Signage - General
Along JFK Street the directional sign is located at the designated bike path.
Signage is not aligned correctly at the beginning and the end of the routes.
Signage needs to be added and revised once accessible routes are designated
correctly.
Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Accessible Route

Room/Spot:
Notes:

07

Install directional signage that indicates the location of the nearest accessible
entrance. Signs shall have the International Symbol of Accessibility (ISA)
indicating the accessible route to the nearest accessible entrance. Signs shall
be provided at every junction when the accessible route diverges from the
regular circulation path. Signs shall be a minimum 40" AFF to bottom of sign.

Fulton Street

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

216.6, 703.5.6

N

2019 CBC

11B-216.6
11B-703.5.6

N

08

Comment#:

Quantity: 1

each

Deficiency: Accessible Route - Directional Signage - General
There is no directional signage where paths connect to the accessible route.
Path leads to playground and up to JFK drive and de Young Museum. Neither
connect to an accessible route even though entrance to path shown as
designated accessible route.
Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Accessible Route

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Fulton Street

Install directional signage that indicates the location of the nearest accessible
entrance. Signs shall have the International Symbol of Accessibility (ISA)
indicating the accessible route to the nearest accessible entrance. Signs shall
be provided at every junction when the accessible route diverges from the
regular circulation path. Signs shall be a minimum 40" AFF to bottom of sign.

08

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

216.6, 703.5.6

N

2019 CBC

11B-216.6
11B-703.5.6

N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CASp: S. Miles #346

CCSF - de Young Museum

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

PARKING LOT #1
JAPANESE TEA GARDEN

09

Comment#:

Deficiency: Parking - Accessible Route - Adjacent
Access aisle is not located to an accessible route. It appears ponding had led
to debris collecting along the accessible route that connects stall 1 access aisle
to an accessible route. The other 3 stalls were compliant.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Clear debris and maintain to provide accessible route to connect to access
aisle.

Floor/Area:

Parking Lot #1

Room/Spot:

Japanese Tea Garden

Notes:

Accessible Route

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

208.3.1

N

2019 CBC

11B-208.3.1

N

Comment #:

10

Quantity: 1

each

Deficiency: Parking - Accessible Route - Adjacent
The access aisle is not connected to the shortest accessible route that leads to
an facility entrance. Vehicles were parked on what would be considered the
shortest accessible route leading to the Japanese Garden and de Young
Museum both days of the site assessment.
Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Relocate accessible parking spaces that serve a particular building or facility to
be located on the shortest accessible route from parking to an accessibe
entrance.
Floor/Area:

Parking Lot #1

Room/Spot:

Japanese Tea Garden

Notes:

Accessible Route

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

208.3.1

N

2019 CBC

11B-208.3.1

N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CASp: S. Miles #346

CCSF - de Young Museum

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Comment#:

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

11

Deficiency: Parking - Accessible Route - Adjacent
The access aisle is not connected to the shortest accessible route that leads to
an facility entrance. Containers are blocking the route leading to the other route
that would be directly linked to the Japanese Tea Gardens and the de Young
Museum. Parking spaces are also located at the far end of the parking lot.
Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Recommend reviewing the layout of the existing parking lot and relocating the
accessible parking spaces that serve a particular building or facility to be
located on the shortest accessible route from parking to an accessible
entrance.
Floor/Area:

Parking Lot #1

Room/Spot:

Japanese Tea Garden

Notes:

Accessible Route

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

208.3.1

N

2019 CBC

11B-208.3.1

N

Comment #:

12

Quantity: 1

each

Deficiency: Accessible Route - Slopes - Running Slope
The slope in the direction of travel exceeds the allowable 5% where accessible
route from accessible parking at Japanese parking lot connects to MLK Drive.

Measurement:

9.5

% grade

Recommended Remediation:
Accessible routes shall consist of one or more of the following components:
walking surfaces with a running slope not steeper than 1:20, doorways, ramps,
curb ramps excluding the flared sides, elevators, and platform lifts.
Floor/Area:

Parking Lot #1

Room/Spot:

Japanese Tea Garden

Notes:

Accessible Route

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

402.2

N

2019 CBC

11B-402.2

N

Quantity:

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CASp: S. Miles #346

CCSF - de Young Museum

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

13

Comment#:

Deficiency: Accessible Route - Slopes - Cross Slope
Multiple locations along MLK where cross slope of accessible routes exceeds
1:48 (2.0 %). Cross slopes ranged from 3.2% to 8.6% between connection to
circulation path of parking lot and Hagiwara Tea Garden Drive.

Measurement:

1.5

% grade

Recommended Remediation:
Remove and replace walk. Install walk that provides cross slopes at circulation
route of 1:48 maximum.

Floor/Area:

Parking Lot #1

Room/Spot:

Japanese Tea Garden

Notes:

Accessible Route

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

405.2

N

2019 CBC

11B-406.5.7

N

Comment #:

14

Quantity: 1

each

Deficiency: Accessible Route - Vertical Displacment - Height
Accessible route has multiple locations where changes in level over¼" vertical
or½" beveled occur. Gap in asphalt of 1-1/2" deep x 6" wide is located adjacent
to light standard just beyond entry to circulation path leading to accessible
parking off of MLK Street.
Measurement:

1.5

inches

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Parking Lot #1

Room/Spot:

Japanese Tea Garden

Notes:

Accessible Route

GPS:
Code Compliance:

Replace/grind locations where changes in elevation occur. Changes in level of
¼" high maximum shall be permitted to be vertical and without edge treatment.
Changes in level between¼" high minimum and½" high maximum shall be
beveled with a slope not steeper than 1:2. ADA Advisory: Change in level of½"
is permitted to be¼" vertical plus¼" beveled.

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

303.2, 303.3

N

2019 CBC

11B-303.2
11B-303.3

N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CASp: S. Miles #346

CCSF - de Young Museum

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Comment#:

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

15

Deficiency: Parking - Signage - Minimum Fine
The parking identification sign does not includes the text "Minimum Fine $250"
below the ISA. Typical at all accessible stalls.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Additional language or an additional sign below the International Symbol of
Accessibility shall state "Minimum Fine $250".

Floor/Area:

Parking Lot #1

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Japanese Tea Garden
Stall 1

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

N/A

2019 CBC

11B-502.6.2

Comment#:

Quantity: 4

N/A

16

each

N
Deficiency: Parking - Access Aisle Markings - General
The adjacent access aisle are not marked correctly. Painting has faded and is
not in contrast with asphalt.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Parking Lot #1

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Japanese Tea Garden
Stall 1

Code Compliance:

Access aisles serving parking spaces shall be provided. Access aisles shall be
marked with a blue painted borderline around their perimeter. The area within
the blue borderlines shall be marked with hatched lines a maximum of 36
inches on center in a color contrasting with that of the aisle surface, preferably
blue or white. The words "NO PARKING" shall be painted on the surface within
each access aisle in white letters a minimum of 12 inches in height and located
to be visible from the adjacent vehicular way. Access aisle markings may
extend beyond the minimum required length.
YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

502.3

N

2019 CBC

11B-502.3

N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CASp: S. Miles #346

CCSF - de Young Museum

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Comment#:

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

17

Deficiency: Parking - Access Aisle - Slope
The slope of the access aisle in any direction exceeds 1:48 (2.0%) grade.

Measurement:

2.4

% grade

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Parking Lot #1

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Japanese Tea Garden
Stall 1

Code Compliance:

Re-grade and resurface the access aisle to provide 1:48 maximum slopes in all
directions. Floor or ground surfaces. Parking spaces and access aisles serving
them shall comply with Section 11B-302. Access aisles shall be at the same
level as the parking spaces they serve. Changes in level are not permitted.
Exception: Slopes not steeper than 1:48 shall be permitted.

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

502.4

N

2019 CBC

11B-502.4

N

Comment #:

18

Quantity: 1

each

Deficiency: Accessible Route - Vertical Displacment - Height
Accessible route has a change of elevation of 1-1/4" where accessible route
from accessible parking at Japanese parking lot connects to MLK Drive.

Measurement:

1.25

inches

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Parking Lot #1

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Japanese Tea Garden
Stall 1

Code Compliance:

Replace/grind locations where changes in elevation occur. Changes in level of
¼" high maximum shall be permitted to be vertical and without edge treatment.
Changes in level between¼" high minimum and½" high maximum shall be
beveled with a slope not steeper than 1:2. ADA Advisory: Change in level of½"
is permitted to be¼" vertical plus¼" beveled.

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

303.2, 303.3

N

2019 CBC

11B-303.2, 11B-303.3

N

Quantity:

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CASp: S. Miles #346

CCSF - de Young Museum

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

PASSENGER DROP OFF
HAGIWARA TEA GARDEN DR.

Comment#:

19

Deficiency: At Grade Transitions - Perpendicular Curb Ramp - Landing
Length
Landing does not provide minimum 48 inches length at the top of the
perpendicular curb ramp.

Measurement:

46

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Replace curb ramp landing. Landings shall be provided at the tops of curb
ramps and blended transitions. The landing clear length shall be 48 inches
minimum.
Floor/Area:

Passenger Drop Off

Room/Spot:

Hagiwara Tea Garden Dr.

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

406.4

y

2019 CBC

11B-406.5.3

N

Comment #:

20

Quantity: 2

each

Deficiency: At Grade Transitions - Perpendicular Curb Ramp - Landing
Slope
The slope of the landing at the top of the curb ramp near the drive thru ordering
location is steeper than 1:48 (2.0%) in any direction. Grooves required to be
maximum 1:48. Slopes at grooves is 3.1%. Typcial at both drop off areas in
front of de Young museum.
Measurement:

3.1

% grade

Recommended Remediation:
Replace landing. The slope of the landing in all directions shall be 1:48
maximum. his should be coordinated with additional comment on lack of
passenger loading zone at same level as vehicular space.
Floor/Area:

Passenger Drop Off

Room/Spot:

Hagiwara Tea Garden Dr.

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

405.7.1

N

2019 CBC

11B-406.5.3

N

Quantity: 2

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CASp: S. Miles #346

CCSF - de Young Museum

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Comment#:

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

21

Deficiency: Passenger Drop-off/Loading - Access Aisle - Floor and ground
surfaces
Vehicle pull-up spaces and access aisles serving are not at the same level as
the vehicle pull-up space they serve. Slopes steeper than 1:48 (2.083).

Measurement:

6

inches

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Passenger Drop Off

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Hagiwara Tea Garden Dr.

Adjust grades as necessary to provide vehicle pull-up spaces and access
aisles serving them so the access aisles are at the same level as the vehicle
pull-up space they serve with slopes not steeper than 1:48 (2.083%). Drop off
areas shall be 5' wide x 20' deep minimum. Access aisle shall be painted to
discourage parking within that area.

Typical

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

503.4

N

2019 CBC

11B-503.4

N

Quantity: 2

each

MLKJR DRIVE
Comment#:

22

Deficiency: Passenger Drop-off/Loading - Access Aisle - Floor and ground
surfaces
Vehicle pull-up spaces and access aisles serving are not at the same level as
the vehicle pull-up space they serve.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Passenger Drop Off

Room/Spot:

MLK Jr Drive

Notes:

Botanical Garden

Code Compliance:

Adjust grades as necessary to provide vehicle pull-up spaces and access
aisles serving them so the access aisles are at the same level as the vehicle
pull-up space they serve with slopes not steeper than 1:48 (2.083%). Drop off
areas shall be 5' wide x 20' deep minimum. Access aisle shall be painted to
discourage parking within that area.

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

503.4

N

2019 CBC

11B-503.4

N

Quantity:

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

SHUTTLE STOP
#1

23

Comment#:

Deficiency: Bus Stops - Loading Zones - Boarding/Alighting
This area needs to be verified as measurements were not taken for shuttle
stops.

Measurement:

count

Recommended Remediation:
Each bus loading zones must provide a clear loading area 96-inches long
minimum measured perpendicular to the curb or vehicle roadway edge, and 60inches minimum, measured parallel to the vehicle roadway.
Floor/Area:

Shuttle Stop

Room/Spot:

#1

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

209.2.2, 810.2

2019 CBC

11B-209.2.2
11B-810.2

Quantity: 1

each

#2

24

Comment#:

Deficiency: Bus Stops - Loading Zones - Boarding/Alighting
This area does not provide a boarding or alighting area for loading and
unloading.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Each bus loading zones must provide a clear loading area 96-inches long
minimum measured perpendicular to the curb or vehicle roadway edge, and 60inches minimum, measured parallel to the vehicle roadway.
Floor/Area:

Shuttle Stop

Room/Spot:

#2

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

209.2.2, 810.2

N

2019 CBC

11B-209.2.2
11B-810.2

N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
DE YOUNG MUSEUM

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Comment#:

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

25

Deficiency: Bus Stops - Loading Zones - Connection
This area does not provide connection with an accessible route to the walk.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Each bus loading zones must provide a connection to streets, sidewalks, or
pedestrian paths by an accessible route.

Floor/Area:

Shuttle Stop

Room/Spot:

#2

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

209.2.2, 810.2.3

N

2019 CBC

11B-209.2.2
11B-810.2.3

N

Quantity: 1

each

#3

26

Comment#:

Deficiency: Bus Stops - Loading Zones - Boarding/Alighting
This area does not provide a boarding or alighting area for loading and
unloading.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Each bus loading zones must provide a clear loading area 96-inches long
minimum measured perpendicular to the curb or vehicle roadway edge, and 60inches minimum, measured parallel to the vehicle roadway.
Floor/Area:

Shuttle Stop

Room/Spot:

#3

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

209.2.2, 810.2

N

2019 CBC

11B-209.2.2
11B-810.2

N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
DE YOUNG MUSEUM

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

27

Comment#:

Deficiency: Bus Stops - Loading Zones - Connection
This area does not provide connection with an accessible route to the walk.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Each bus loading zones must provide a connection to streets, sidewalks, or
pedestrian paths by an accessible route.

Floor/Area:

Shuttle Stop

Room/Spot:

#3

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

209.2.2, 810.2.3

N

2019 CBC

11B-209.2.2
11B-810.2.3

N

Quantity: 1

each

#4
Comment#:

28

Deficiency: Bus Stops - Loading Zones - Boarding/Alighting
This area does not provide a boarding or alighting area for loading and
unloading.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Each bus loading zones must provide a clear loading area 96-inches long
minimum measured perpendicular to the curb or vehicle roadway edge, and 60inches minimum, measured parallel to the vehicle roadway.
Floor/Area:

Shuttle Stop

Room/Spot:

#4

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

209.2.2, 810.2

N

2019 CBC

11B-209.2.2
11B-810.2

N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
DE YOUNG MUSEUM

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

29

Comment#:

Deficiency: Bus Stops - Loading Zones - Connection
This area does not provide connection with an accessible route to the walk.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Each bus loading zones must provide a connection to streets, sidewalks, or
pedestrian paths by an accessible route.

Floor/Area:

Shuttle Stop

Room/Spot:

#4

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

209.2.2, 810.2.3

N

2019 CBC

11B-209.2.2
11B-810.2.3

N

Quantity: 1

each

#5

30

Comment#:

Deficiency: Bus Stops - Loading Zones - Boarding/Alighting
This area does not provide a boarding or alighting area for loading and
unloading.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Each bus loading zones must provide a clear loading area 96-inches long
minimum measured perpendicular to the curb or vehicle roadway edge, and 60inches minimum, measured parallel to the vehicle roadway.
Floor/Area:

Shuttle Stop

Room/Spot:

#5

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

209.2.2, 810.2

N

2019 CBC

11B-209.2.2
11B-810.2

N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
DE YOUNG MUSEUM

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

31

Comment#:

Deficiency: Bus Stops - Loading Zones - Connection
This area does not provide connection with an accessible route to the walk.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Each bus loading zones must provide a connection to streets, sidewalks, or
pedestrian paths by an accessible route.

Floor/Area:

Shuttle Stop

Room/Spot:

#5

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

209.2.2, 810.2.3

N

2019 CBC

11B-209.2.2
11B-810.2.3

N

Quantity: 1

each

#6
Comment#:

32

Deficiency: Bus Stops - Loading Zones - Boarding/Alighting
This area does not provide a boarding or alighting area for loading and
unloading.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Each bus loading zones must provide a clear loading area 96-inches long
minimum measured perpendicular to the curb or vehicle roadway edge, and 60inches minimum, measured parallel to the vehicle roadway.
Floor/Area:

Shuttle Stop

Room/Spot:

#6

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

209.2.2, 810.2

N

2019 CBC

11B-209.2.2
11B-810.2

N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
DE YOUNG MUSEUM

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Comment#:

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

33

Deficiency: Bus Stops - Loading Zones - Connection
This area does not provide connection with an accessible route to the walk.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Each bus loading zones must provide a connection to streets, sidewalks, or
pedestrian paths by an accessible route.

Floor/Area:

Shuttle Stop

Room/Spot:

#6

Code Compliance:

YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

209.2.2, 810.2.3

N

2019 CBC

11B-209.2.2
11B-810.2.3

N

Quantity: 1

each

#8
Comment#:

34

Deficiency: Accessible Route - Protrusion - Post Mounted Objects
Protruding objects posted on two posts more than 12" apart: the lowest part of
the object is over 27" or under 80" above finish floor. Bottom of sign is located
at 79-3/4" AFF.

Measurement:

79.75

inches

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Shuttle Stop

Room/Spot:
Notes:

#8
Hagiwara Tea Garden Dr.

Code Compliance:

Free-standing objects mounted on posts or pylons shall overhang circulation
paths 12 inches maximum when located 27 inches minimum and 80 inches
maximum above the finish floor or ground. Where a sign or other obstruction is
mounted between posts or pylons and the clear distance between the posts or
pylons is greater than 12 inches, the lowest edge of such sign or obstruction
shall be 27 inches maximum or 80 inches minimum above finish floor or
ground.
YIN/NA

2010 ADAS

307.3

N

2019 CBC

11B-307.3

N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

STREET PARKING
JFK DRIVE

Comment#:

35

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Accessible Stall - Width
The parking stall is less than the minimum required width of 96 inches.

Measurement:

83.5

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Car parking spaces shall be 96-inches (8 ft.) minimum width at on-street
parking.

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

01

JFK Drive

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R310.2

Comment#:

Quantity: 1

N

36

each

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Accessible Stall - Width
The parking stall is less than the minimum required width of 96 inches.

Measurement:

87

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Car parking spaces shall be 96-inches (8 ft.) minimum width at on-street
parking.

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

JFK Drive

02

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R310.2

YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Comment#:

-

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Accessible Stall - Width

37
I

,

•

I

The parking stall is less than the minimum required width of 96 inches.

Measurement:

84

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Car parking spaces shall be 96-inches (8 ft.) minimum width at on-street
parking.

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

03

JFK Drive

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R310.2

Comment#:

Quantity: 1

N

38

each

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Accessible Stall - Width
The parking stall is less than the minimum required width of 96 inches.

Measurement:

74.5

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Car parking spaces shall be 96-inches (8 ft.) minimum width at on-street
parking.

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

JFK Drive

04

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R310.2

YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Comment#:

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

39

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Accessible Stall - Width
The parking stall is less than the minimum required width of 96 inches.

Measurement:

84

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Car parking spaces shall be 96-inches (8 ft.) minimum width at on-street
parking.

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

05

JFK Drive

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R310.2

Comment#:

Quantity: 1

N

40

each

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Accessible Stall - Width
The parking stall is less than the minimum required width of 96 inches.

Measurement:

84

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Car parking spaces shall be 96-inches (8 ft.) minimum width at on-street
parking.

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

JFK Drive

06

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R310.2

YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Comment#:

41

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Accessible Stall - Width
The parking stall is less than the minimum required width of 96 inches.

Measurement:

84

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Car parking spaces shall be 96-inches (8 ft.) minimum width at on-street
parking.

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

07

JFK Drive

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R310.2

Comment#:

Quantity: 1

N

42

each

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Accessible Stall - Width
The parking stall is less than the minimum required width of 96 inches.

Measurement:

85

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Car parking spaces shall be 96-inches (8 ft.) minimum width at on-street
parking.

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

JFK Drive

Code

08

Compliance:

2010 ADAS

R310.2

YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Comment#:

43

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Accessible Stall - Width
The parking stall is less than the minimum required width of 96 inches.

Measurement:

85

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Car parking spaces shall be 96-inches (8 ft.) minimum width at on-street
parking.

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

09

JFK Drive

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R310.2

Comment#:

Quantity: 1

N

44

each

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Accessible Stall - Width
The parking stall is less than the minimum required width of 96 inches.

Measurement:

87

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Car parking spaces shall be 96-inches (8 ft.) minimum width at on-street
parking.

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

JFK Drive

14

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R310.2

YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

45

Comment#:

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Accessible Stall - Width
The parking stall is less than the minimum required width of 96 inches.

Measurement:

87

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Car parking spaces shall be 96-inches (8 ft.) minimum width at on-street
parking.

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

16

JFK Drive

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R310.2

Comment#:

Quantity: 1

N

46

each

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Accessible Stall - Width
The parking stall is less than the minimum required width of 96 inches.

Measurement:

87

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Car parking spaces shall be 96-inches (8 ft.) minimum width at on-street
parking.

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

JFK Drive

17

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R310.2

YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

47

Comment#:

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Accessible Stall - Width
The parking stall is less than the minimum required width of 96 inches.

Measurement:

87

inches

Recommended Remediation:
Car parking spaces shall be 96-inches (8 ft.) minimum width at on-street
parking.

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

18

JFK Drive

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R310.2

Quantity: 1

N

each

MLKJR DR.
Comment#:

48

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

MLK Jr Dr.
19

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R309.2.1

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.
YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

49

Comment#:

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - Curb Ramp
No curb ramp is provided at on-street parking spaces 29 and 30 to provide
connection to accessible route. The first on-street parking stall is served by the
curb ramp behind the vehicle.

Measurement:

count

Recommended Remediation:
Curb ramps or blended transitions shall connect the access aisle to the
pedestrian access route for the first two parking stalls (#29 and 30). Curb
ramps shall not be located within the access aisle.
Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Nancy Pelosi Dr.
29

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R309.4

Comment#:

Quantity: 3

N

50

each

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

MLK Jr Dr.
20

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R309.2.1

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.
YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Comment#:

51

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - Curb Ramp
No curb ramp is provided at on-street parking spaces 29 and 30 to provide
connection to accessible route. The first on-street parking stall is served by the
curb ramp behind the vehicle.

Measurement:

count

Recommended Remediation:
Curb ramps or blended transitions shall connect the access aisle to the
pedestrian access route for the first two parking stalls (#29 and 30). Curb
ramps shall not be located within the access aisle.
Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Nancy Pelosi Dr.
30

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R309.4

Comment#:

Quantity: 1

N

52

each

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Nancy Pelosi Dr.
32

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R309.2.1

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.
YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

53

Comment#:

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

MLK Jr Dr.
21

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R309.2.1

Comment#:

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.

Quantity: 1

N

54

each

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

MLK Jr Dr.
22

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R309.2.1

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.
YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

55

Comment#:

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

MLK Jr Dr.
23

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R309.2.1

Quantity: 1

N

56

Comment#:

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.

each

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - Curb Ramp
No curb ramp is provided at on-street parking to provide connection to
accessible route.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Curb ramps or blended transitions shall connect the access aisle to the
pedestrian access route. Curb ramps shall not be located within the access
aisle.
Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

MLK Jr Dr.
23

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R309.4

YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

57

Comment#:

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking. Sidewalk adjacent to
designated accessible stall has a kiosk located there. This will not allow
sufficient space for passenger loading/unloading.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

MLK Jr Dr.
24

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R309.2.1

Comment#:

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.

Quantity: 1

N

58

each

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking.

Measurement:

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

MLK Jr Dr.

25

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R309.2.1

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.
YIN/NA
N

Quantity:

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

59

Comment#:

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking and parking space is
located adjacent to a light pole. This will not allow sufficient space for
passenger loading/unloading.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

MLK Jr Dr.

26

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R309.2.1

Comment#:

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.

Quantity: 1

N

60

each

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

MLK Jr Dr.
27

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R309.2.1

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.
YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Comment#:

61

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

MLK Jr Dr.

28

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.
YIN/NA

R309.2.1

Quantity: 1

N

each

MLK JR DR./BOTANICAL GARDEN

Comment#:

62

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

MLK Jr Dr./Botanical Garden
33

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R309.2.1

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.
YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 2

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

63

Comment#:

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

34

MLK Jr Dr./Botanical Garden

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.
YIN/NA

R309.2.1

Quantity: 1

N

each

BOWLING GREEN DR.

Comment#:

64

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - Curb Ramp
No curb ramp is provided at on-street parking to provide connection to
accessible route.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Curb ramps or blended transitions shall connect the access aisle to the
pedestrian access route. Curb ramps shall not be located within the access
aisle.
Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Bowling Green Dr.

35

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R309.4

YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 3

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

Comment#:

65

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - Curb Ramp
No curb ramp is provided at on-street parking to provide connection to
accessible route.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Curb ramps or blended transitions shall connect the access aisle to the
pedestrian access route. Curb ramps shall not be located within the access
aisle.
Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Bowling Green Dr.

36

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

YIN/NA

R309.4

Comment#:

Quantity: 1

N

66

each

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - Curb Ramp
No curb ramp is provided at on-street parking to provide connection to
accessible route.

Measurement:

0

count

Recommended Remediation:
Curb ramps or blended transitions shall connect the access aisle to the
pedestrian access route. Curb ramps shall not be located within the access
aisle.
Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Bowling Green Dr.

37

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R309.4

YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

CCSF - de Young Museum

CASp: S. Miles #346

Assessment Date: 7/16/2021

Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA

BOWLING GREEN PARK

Comment#:

67

Deficiency: On-Street Parking - Access Aisle - General
No access aisle is provided at the on-street parking, a 48-inch circulation path
has been provided, but does not connect to a curb ramp leading to an
accessible route.

Measurement:

count

Recommended Remediation:

Floor/Area:

Street Parking

Room/Spot:
Notes:

Bowling Green Park
38

Code Compliance:
PROWAG

R309.2.1

Where the width of the adjacent sidewalk or available right of way exceeds 14.0
feet, an access aisle 5 feet wide shall be provided at street level the full length
of the parking space and shall connect to a pedestrian access route. The
access aisle shall comply with R302.7 and shall not encroach on the vehicular
travel lane. Exception is allowed at locations where adjacent street or sidewalks
have not been altered, an access aisle would not be required provided that the
parking space is located at the end of the block face.
YIN/NA
N

Quantity: 1

each

9/2/2021
CSSF

PHOTO REPORT

Golden Gate Park Access & Safety Program Survey
The comprehensive SFMTA survey database was obtained through a Sunshine Ordinance request. Many
of the flaws and inconsistencies I will describe are baked into the structure of the survey itself. Others
become rather obvious by just sorting and filtering the responses by different characteristics. Anybody
with moderate spreadsheet skills could perform the same analysis.

Results of the Survey
City agencies, local journalists, and activist groups have promoted the apparently favorable response to
the survey. Some have inaccurately claimed that 10,000 people responded to the survey and that the
overwhelming majority of San Franciscans support a car-free JFK Drive. First of all, 10,000 people did
not respond to the survey. There are 9,749 responses in the SFMTA database, and responses are not
the same as people. As detailed below, there are many duplicate responses among the surveys
submitted. The exact number of duplicates cannot be determined by anyone. However, there are
certainly several hundred and potentially a couple thousand duplicate responses in the SFMTA database.
Additional details are provided below. As a result, there may have only been 7,000 or fewer people that
actually responded to the survey. In addition, not every survey respondent answered every question.
For example, more than 900 responses did not answer the car-free JFK Drive question.
Second, the results of the survey cannot be extrapolated to the general population of San Francisco.
You may be able to claim that a certain percentage of the survey responses favored car-free JFK Drive,
but you cannot extend this claim to all of San Francisco. Responses to this survey were voluntary and
anonymous. Only those who were aware of the survey and interested enough in the proposed changes
in Golden Gate Park would have responded. As detailed later, many people responded to the survey
multiple times. There was no attempt by SFMTA to ensure that the composition of responses reflected
the actual demographic characteristics of San Francisco. Based on the demographic information that
was provided on the surveys, the responses were clearly not representative of the general population of
San Francisco. Non-white ethnic groups were significantly underrepresented. Many geographic areas of
San Francisco were also significantly underrepresented. These issues are explained in greater detail
below.
Advocates for a car-free JFK Drive have boasted that all income groups and ethnicities supported carfree JFK, based on the survey responses. However, they did not explain that the strongest apparent
support came from high-income households, particularly those reporting incomes $200,000 and above.
Responses from households earning $200,000 or more accounted for 30% of the total responses that
provided income information on the survey. Advocates also failed to mention that ethnic diversity
among the responses was severely lacking. Significantly inadequate representation by certain
ethnicities in the survey is explained below in greater detail. Further, among all ethnicities, apparent
support for a car-free JFK was strongest among White responses, which were heavily overrepresented in
the survey. For example, there were nearly 1,200 survey responses from the following demographic
group: White only, age 25-44, with household income of $150,000 or more. More than 93% of this
demographic reportedly favored a car-free JFK Drive.

Michael Cawthon
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Alleged support for a car-free JFK steadily declined in older age groups. Only 38% of responses from
residents age 65 and above favored the existing car-free JFK option (among nearly 1,300 responses from
these age groups).
Survey responses that reported one or more disabilities also did not favor a car-free JFK Drive. Nearly
1,000 responses came from residents who reported one or more disabilities (the most common were
mobility issues). Among those that answered the car-free JFK Drive question, only 38% allegedly
favored the existing car-free JFK option.

Inadequate Representation from Certain Ethnicities
Nearly 7,000 surveys provided ethnicity information. The remaining surveys left these questions blank
or stated that they preferred not to answer. Of the 7,000 surveys with ethnic information, 66% reported
that they were White only (i.e. they did not select Hispanic or any other ethnic category other than
White). According to U.S. Census information, about 40% of the population of San Francisco is
comprised of non-Hispanic White residents. While White residents were significantly overrepresented
in the survey, virtually all other remaining ethnicities were significantly underrepresented relative to
their actual proportions of total city residents. For example, Asian & Pacific Islander responses
represented less than 16% of the surveys, but these groups account for 35% of the total San Francisco
population. Similarly, Hispanic & Latinx responses (of any race) comprised 8% of the survey responses,
but these groups make up 15% of the total city population. The scenario is the same for Black & African
American responses.

Inadequate Representation from Certain Geographies
There have been public claims by advocates that support for a car-free JFK Drive is strong citywide, with
survey responses from 24 of 25 San Francisco zip codes desiring a car-free JFK. This claim, while perhaps
technically accurate, is highly misleading, because there were very few survey responses from many San
Francisco zip codes. Survey responses were recorded from 34 valid San Francisco zip codes. Seven of
these zip codes represent P.O Boxes or other zip codes with no reported residents. Of the remaining 27
valid San Francisco zip codes with residents, 16 had fewer than 200 responses to the car-free JFK Drive
question. For example, the zip code for Treasure Island (94130) had one response to the car-free JFK
question. Zip code 94111 had 12 responses, and zip code 94129 had 25 responses to the car-free JFK
Drive question. Support for a car-free JFK Drive cannot be reasonably determined for thousands of
residents in those zip codes based on so few responses.
The southeastern part of San Francisco (zip codes 94112, 94124, and 94134) was particularly
underrepresented in the survey. These three zip codes include the Ingleside, Excelsior, Bayview,
Visitacion Valley, and Portola neighborhoods. These zip codes had about 300 total survey responses to
the car-free JFK Drive question. Based on U.S. Census information, these three zip codes have more
than 150,000 residents. Claiming that citizens in all of these neighborhoods favor a car-free JFK Drive
based on only 300 combined survey responses is extremely disingenuous.
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Further, there are some discrepancies in the zip code data from the paper surveys. This problem is
described in more detail below. However, the number of responses from two zip codes (94107 and
94110) are not accurate, because SFMTA employees improperly entered this data for some paper
surveys that lacked this information.

Duplicate Online Surveys and Problems with “Over-Vote” Analysis
The SFMTA identification and analysis of multiple responses from identical IP addresses was included
with the database they provided to me. Just to be clear, this was their analysis, not mine. They did not
provide individual IP addresses in the database (personal information), but they did indicate how many
responses came from duplicate IP addresses. SFMTA identified about 2,000 online responses from
duplicate IP addresses and estimated that about 1,700 of these responses should be excluded from the
results (i.e. “over-votes”). I believe this process was significantly flawed, but at least SFMTA
acknowledged that there is a very large number of duplicate online survey responses in their database.
Nonetheless, their methodology improperly excluded many legitimate responses, while failing to
identify many more likely duplicates.
I will describe the SFMTA methodology to identify and exclude “over-votes” in more detail. First, SFMTA
identified online responses from IP addresses that had two or more responses to the existing car-free
JFK question on the survey (blank responses were not counted – not every response answered this
question). Based on this analysis, SFMTA identified a total of 2,023 potential duplicate survey responses
from 836 IP addresses. That means that out of the 8,037 total online surveys that answered the car-free
JFK question, about 25% came from duplicate IP addresses. Most of these responses came from IP
addresses that reportedly had two or three responses each. However, some IP addresses had ten or
more responses, including one IP address that reportedly had 50 responses to this question.
It is important to note that multiple responses from the same IP address did not always answer the
question the same way (e.g. one response from an IP address may have indicated the existing car-free
JFK option was “Desirable” and another response from the same IP address may have found that option
“Undesirable”). SFMTA calculated “over-votes” by only looking for identical responses from the same IP
address. So if there were two “Desirable” responses to this question from one IP address, both were
identified as “over-votes.” Unique responses from the same IP address were not considered “overvotes.” Based on this analysis, SFMTA identified 1,706 “over-votes” among the 2,023 potential duplicate
responses for this question.
This is a very flawed methodology, and the process certainly excluded many legitimate survey
responses. For example, if a single person actually submitted two or more identical online responses to
this question, SFMTA excluded all of these responses as “over-votes.” Using this approach, such an
individual would not have had any of their responses counted by SFMTA. In this situation, it would be
more appropriate to count one response from such an individual, and to exclude any additional
responses as invalid.
More importantly, it is virtually certain that different people sometimes submitted responses to the
survey using a shared device (e.g. public computer) or from different devices that shared the same IP
address (e.g. people using the same internet service provider network). Based on the SFMTA approach,
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most of these responses would have been considered as “over-votes” and would have been excluded
from the overall results, even though they likely originated from different people.
Remember, there was reportedly one IP address that had 50 responses to the car-free JFK question. Of
these, 35 responses found the existing car-free JFK option “Very Undesirable.” However, seven other
responses from this same IP address answered this question “Very Desirable.” The remaining eight
responses from this IP address were distributed among all of the remaining options, including two
responses that had “No Opinion.” One of the 50 responses from this IP address answered the question
“Desirable.” In its calculation of “over-votes,” SFMTA only counted any duplicate answers from the
same IP address. In this instance, SFMTA considered 49 of the 50 responses from this IP address to be
“over-votes.” The only response that was counted was the single unique response for “Desirable.” All
other responses from this IP address were excluded because they had two or more answers for each
option. Based on the distribution of answers to this question from this IP address, these responses do
not appear to have come from a single person or even a few different people. It appears much more
likely that this was either a shared device or a shared IP address used by very many people. However,
virtually all of these responses were excluded by SFMTA as “over-votes.”
There is another major problem with the analysis of duplicates and “over-votes.” It would have been
very easy for a single individual to submit multiple online surveys from different devices with different IP
addresses, or to use many other available methods to submit multiple surveys from fake IP addresses.
For example, an individual could have submitted surveys from their personal cell phone, their work
laptop, and their family tablet. These devices would likely each have a unique IP address and would not
be apparent as duplicate responses to the SFMTA.
In addition, there is no way for anyone to know how many people submitted both online surveys and
paper surveys. There were also major problems with the paper surveys, as described in detail below.

Duplicate Paper Surveys and Problems with Data Manipulation
Paper surveys only accounted for about 9% of the total number of responses in the SFMTA database.
However, there were major problems with these surveys. There appears to be a large number of
duplicate paper surveys, and it also appears that SFMTA employees inappropriately entered some
survey data for questions that were not answered on the original surveys. I contacted SFMTA and
provided them with my analysis. SFMTA refused to answer my questions or provide any additional
information regarding these issues.
I am 100% certain that there is a large group of duplicate paper surveys in the database. I know this
because I found many duplicate pairs of paper surveys by carefully reviewing the underlying data. There
are numerous pairs of surveys that are identical in every single respect, including identical answers to
every question, verbatim comments in every comment field, and identical demographic information
(e.g. age range, income range, and ethnicity). The most conclusive proof came from the optional
comment fields. I easily identified duplicates where surveys had identical lengthy comments in multiple
comment fields. There is no possibility that two surveys would have the exact same responses to
dozens of questions and verbatim comments in every field. I asked SFMTA to explain how the duplicates
got into the database and to accurately identify all duplicate paper surveys. I did not ask them to
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confirm whether or not there are duplicates, because I know that there are. I suspect that a large batch
of paper surveys was inadvertently entered into the database twice by different SFMTA employees. I
estimate that potentially 50-60% of the paper surveys consist of these duplicate pairs, meaning that
about 25-30% of the responses from the paper surveys should be discarded. By the way, SFMTA
responded to my additional request with “No responsive records exist.” I am following up with SFMTA
with an additional request to obtain confirmation of my claims.
I am also 100% certain that SFMTA employees improperly entered zip codes for paper surveys that did
not originally contain this information. I asked SFMTA to simply confirm this, and to identify any other
instances where employees may have improperly entered or changed survey responses. I discovered
the zip code discrepancies using the same methods I used to identify the duplicate paper surveys.
Again, based on my review, it appears that at least two different SFMTA employees entered the paper
surveys into the database. It appears that if the zip code was left blank, one employee always entered
94107 and the other employee always entered 94110 for these surveys. As a result, paper surveys from
these two zip codes supposedly represent nearly 60% of all paper survey responses, which would be
virtually impossible. For reference, these two zip codes aren’t even near Golden Gate Park and they
only represent about 12% of the city’s population (there are more than 30 San Francisco zip codes).
Also, these two zip codes only made up 10% of the online survey responses, which is much closer to the
expected proportion. Another red flag: every single paper survey supposedly had a zip code entered.
There were no blank responses for zip codes on any of the paper surveys. This is highly improbable.
There were no other questions on the survey (paper or online) that didn’t have at least some blank
entries among the surveys submitted. The fact is, people don’t always answer every question on a
survey. By the way, SFMTA responded to my additional request with “No responsive records exist.”
While I do not believe that there was any ill intent behind this practice, it is a significant weaknesses
with the administration of the survey. Entering or changing answers on behalf of survey respondents is
a huge problem, even if it didn’t affect a large number of surveys or change the overall survey results.
This practice illustrates a significant weakness with survey controls. It has the potential to distort some
of the survey results, and it calls into question the integrity of other survey responses.
Further, there is at least one other problem with the paper surveys. These surveys generally asked the
same questions as the online surveys. However, the paper surveys did not ask for information regarding
disabilities. Therefore, the total number of surveys from people reporting one or more disabilities is
certainly undercounted by some degree. If the proportions were similar to the online surveys, there
could have been another 100 responses from the paper surveys that would have reported one or more
disabilities.

Additional Problems with the Surveys
I know for a fact that more than 500 online surveys were submitted and accepted after the public
deadline of 5pm on November 24, 2021. The SFMTA database includes the submission date and time
for every online survey. There were 552 online surveys submitted after the deadline, including 400 that
were submitted after 12pm on November 28, 2021. Nearly 90% of these very late surveys favored carfree JFK. That should be a red flag, and all surveys received after the deadline should be discarded. The
survey was well publicized and was open to the general public for more than two months. Anyone who
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wanted to respond to the survey was perfectly capable of doing so within the established parameters, as
understood by everyone.
I also know for a fact that there were nearly 600 surveys with contradictory responses. These included
surveys that said they wanted both the existing car-free JFK and the No Project option (285 responses
answered either “Desirable” or “Very Desirable” to both options). The total also includes responses that
did not want either option (299 responses that found both options either “Undesirable” or “Very
Undesirable”). Again, this is pretty easy to verify by using simple sorting and filtering techniques. These
contradictions cloud the results, because some of the surveys that claim to support the existing car-free
JFK also indicated that they wanted the roads reopened to cars (i.e. pre-pandemic status). This problem
resulted from the poor structure and wording of the survey questions. The analysis of these two
questions on the survey should exclude any contradictory responses.

About Michael Cawthon:
I have worked for a bank regulatory agency as an examiner and an analyst for over 30 years. The
analysis and opinions in this paper are entirely my own and in no way reflect the work or views of my
employer or any other organization.
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MTABoard@sfmta.com; Haney, Matt (BOS); Smeallie, Kyle (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS);
clerk@sfcta.org; Quan, Daisy (BOS); Fregosi, Ian (BOS); Gee, Natalie (BOS); Tim.H.Ho@sfgov.org; "Fiona";
Tobin, Lucas (REC); Ronen, Hillary; Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Chan,
Connie (BOS); Mandelman, Rafael (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Melgar, Myrna (BOS); MelgarStaff (BOS);
MandelmannStaff@sfgov.org; "Jones, Sarah (MTA)"; Madland, Sarah (REC); Commission, Recpark (REC); Tumlin,
Jeffrey (MTA); BOS Legislation, (BOS); BOS-Legislative Aides; BOS-Supervisors
Howard Chabner; Vicki Bruckner; Richard Skaff; "Patricia Arack"; clerk@sfcta.org; Somera, Alisa (BOS); Bihl,
Lauren (CPC)
SFBOS and SFCTA Meeting, April 26, 2022: Board File Nos. 220370, 220261, 220339 - Vote Against the Golden
Gate Park Access and Safety Program
Monday, April 25, 2022 3:20:34 PM
JFKDriveCEQAAppeal-COB Ltr - Timeliness Det - GGP Access - Corrected 041422 600.pdf
JFKDriveGGParkNoticeOfAppealCEQAExemptionDetermination4-6-2022.pdf

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Dear Mayor Breed, Board President Walton, and Supervisors:
The San Francisco Planning Department issued a CEQA Exemption Determination
dated March 10, 2022, finding that the Golden Gate Park Access and Safety Program
(the “Project”) that is the subject of the legislation proposed by Mayor Breed and
several Supervisors (and that will be voted on by the BOS/SFCTA on April 26, 2022),
is exempt from review under CEQA.
Attached is the Notice of Appeal of the Exemption Determination filed by Richard
Skaff, Vicki Bruckner, Patricia Arack and myself on April 6, 2022. The four of us are
seniors and have mobility disabilities. On page 3, I mention that I’ve lived on Fell
Street for a long time and have observed increased traffic, congestion, pollution and
noise on Fell since the closure of Eastern JFK Drive to cars. There has also been
increased traffic, congestion, pollution and noise on streets near Eastern JFK Drive,
including Lincoln, Kezar, Stanyan and Fulton, as a result of banning cars from
Eastern JFK Drive.
I filed the notice of appeal electronically and brought a check to the Board of
Supervisors clerk’s office. Subsequently we received several emails and letters from
the clerk’s office attaching different opinions of the Planning Department regarding
whether we could appeal to the Board of Supervisors. Initially we were told that we
could appeal but it was premature because the action at issue hadn’t yet occurred.
Finally, we were told that we could not appeal at all because the governmental body
that would approve the action – the Board of Supervisors – couldn’t hear an appeal of
a CEQA exemption determination regarding its own action. Attached is the Planning
Department opinion.
The Planning Department’s opinion that the CEQA Exemption Determination is not
appealable to the Board of Supervisors is incorrect.
See San Francisco
Administrative Code Section 31.16. Therefore, we request that our appeal be

considered and heard by the Board of Supervisors.
I urge each Supervisor to vote against the proposed legislation approving and
implementing the Project. I urge Mayor Breed to withdraw the proposed
legislation. By a separate email, I will describe the myriad reasons why
legislation should not be passed, and why JFK Drive should be immediately
reopened to cars. Defeating the legislation would make the exemption
determination and our appeal moot.
There will be significant direct, indirect and cumulative impacts from the Project,
including impacts on transportation; traffic congestion on surrounding streets; access
to a public park that is of regional, national and global importance; historic resources;
parking; VMT, GHG, energy consumption; emergency access; evacuation in case of
earthquakes or other disasters; human impacts on those who need or want to drive
into and through the Park; and impacts on the resources of major museums and
cultural attractions.
This appeal concerns the implications of the road closures that have been proposed as part of
the Project (the “Road Closures”). While the Road Closures might appear small to certain
audiences, there are vast ripple effects on the community. The City must proceed in a manner
that protects the interests of all people who use and enjoy Golden Gate Park and the
recreational facilities, scenic resources and cultural institutions located inside the park.
The City’s decision to conduct no environmental review to assess and mitigate the substantial
adverse environmental impacts that will result from the Road Closures is simply wrong. This
environmental review is required by the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA;” Pub.
Resources Code, § 21000 et seq.) and the CEQA Guidelines (“Guidelines;” Cal. Code Regs.,
tit. 14, § 15000 et seq.). Also, the Road Closures will violate other federal, state, and local
laws that strictly regulate road closures and park closures. (See, e.g., Cal. Vehicle Code,
§ 21100 et seq.; S.F. Park Code, § 3.03.) Collectively, these laws require the City to maintain
fair and equitable access to its parks through established public rights of way.
Background Information Regarding the Road Closures’ Adverse Impacts
Road closures in Golden Gate Park, including the closure of JFK Drive and the removal of
public parking spaces near the Dahlia Garden, Rhododendron Dell, de Young Museum,
Conservatory of Flowers, California Academy of Sciences, and other park attractions have
caused and will continue to cause substantial adverse effects on the public. These closures
disproportionately burden seniors and people with disabilities, and the adverse effects will
only become worse if the proposed permanent Road Closures are approved by the City. The
long-term, permanent effects of this action require analysis.
The closure of Eastern JFK Drive places a disproportionate burden on people with disabilities
who wish to visit the Dahlia Garden, Rhododendron Dell, de Young Museum, Conservatory of
Flowers, California Academy of Sciences, and other park attractions. The closures
significantly diminish public accessibility. The closures increase the distance these individuals
must travel between their cars and the entrance to the museum, and there is a lack of sufficient
accessible free parking within a reasonable travel distance to the museum. Unfortunately, there
a lack of meaningful alternative forms of transportation for seniors and people with

disabilities.
Pedestrians traveling through Golden Gate Park will find that many paths and walkways
contain uneven features, steep slopes, or other hazards. These hazardous features pose
disproportionate challenges for seniors and persons with disabilities. Furthermore, seniors and
people with disabilities are disproportionately targeted by criminal activity when traveling
without their cars in Golden Gate Park.
Combined with other recent road closures in the City, the proposed road closures will cause
cascading, indirect impacts on other public rights of way surrounding Golden Gate Park.
Inevitably, these impacts interfere with the public’s ability to use and enjoy the unique and
irreplaceable cultural and recreational institutions in Golden Gate Park.
Background Information Regarding the Status of the Environmental Review of the Road
Closures
CEQA requires public agencies to disclose and analyze adverse environmental effects of
projects before approving those projects. “[I]t is the policy of the state that public agencies
should not approve projects as proposed if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation
measures available which would substantially lessen the significant environmental effects of
such projects.” (Pub. Resources Code, § 21002.) CEQA is “intended to assist public agencies
in systematically identifying both the significant effects of proposed projects and the feasible
alternatives or feasible mitigation measures which will avoid or substantially lessen such
significant effects.” (Ibid.)
When reviewing whether a project will have adverse environmental impacts, public agencies
must disclose, analyze and mitigate any environmental effects on “human beings, either
directly or indirectly.” (Pub. Resources Code, § 21083, subd. (b)(3); Guidelines, § 15065,
subd. (a)(4).) California’s environmental justice statutes require CEQA to be applied in a
manner that fairly and equitably considers potential disparate impacts on the basis of age,
disability, or other protected characteristics. (Gov. Code, § 11135, subd. (a); id. at § 65040.12,
subd. (e).)
CEQA Exemptions Cannot be Used if Any Aspect of a Project, Either
Individually or Cumulatively, May Cause a Significant Effect on the
Environment
The purpose of CEQA is to enable decision makers and members of the public to make
meaningful and fully-informed decisions about new development and land use planning in
their community. (See Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible Growth, Inc. v. City of Rancho
Cordova (2007) 40 Cal.4th 412, 448-450.) As the Court of Appeal explained in Save Our Big
Trees v. City of Santa Cruz (2015) 241 Cal.App.4th 694, 704-705, CEQA review procedures
generally involve a “three-tiered process:”
“The first tier requires an agency to conduct a preliminary review to determine whether
CEQA applies to a proposed project. If CEQA applies, the agency must proceed to the
second tier of the process by conducting an initial study of the project. [Citation.]
Among the purposes of the initial study is to help ‘to inform the choice between a
negative declaration and an Environmental Impact Report [“EIR”].’ [Citation.] If there
is ‘no substantial evidence that the project or any of its aspects may cause a significant
effect on the environment,’ the agency prepares a negative declaration. (Guidelines,

§ 15063, subd. (b)(2).) Alternatively, if ‘ “the initial study identifies potentially
significant effects on the environment but revisions in the project plans ‘would avoid
the effects or mitigate the effects to a point where clearly no significant effect on the
environment would occur’ and there is no substantial evidence that the project as
revised may have a significant effect on the environment, a mitigated negative
declaration may be used.” ‘ Finally, if the initial study uncovers ‘substantial evidence
that any aspect of the project, either individually or cumulatively, may cause a
significant effect on the environment’ (CEQA Guidelines, § 15063, subd. (b)(1)), the
agency must proceed to the third tier of the review process and prepare a full EIR… “
CEQA mandates a finding of significant impact, and thus preparation of an EIR, when
substantial evidence, in light of the whole record, shows that a project may have a significant
cumulative effect, or has “effects [that] will cause substantial adverse effects on human
beings, either directly or indirectly.” (Pub. Resources Code, § 21083, subd. (b)(2), (3);
Guidelines, § 15065, subd. (a)(3), (4).)
CEQA and the Guidelines require a CEQA analyses to disclose and evaluate a project’s
cumulative impacts and lead agencies may not, ipso jure, equate individually minor effects
with cumulatively minor effects. Rather, CEQA mandates “a finding that a project may have
‘a significant effect on the environment’ ” where the “possible effects of a project are
individually limited but cumulatively considerable.” (Pub. Resources Code, § 21083, subd.
(b), emphasis added; Guidelines, § 15065, subd. (a)(3).) “[C]umulatively considerable means
that the incremental effects of an individual project are considerable when viewed in
connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and the
effects of probable future projects.” (Pub. Resources Code, § 21083, subd. (b)(2).)
Cumulative impacts may compound or increase other environmental impacts, and a CEQA
analysis must inquire into and discuss the incremental impacts of a project when added to
closely related past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future development projects
taking place over a period of time. (Guidelines, §§ 15130, 15355, 15358; see North Coast
Rivers Alliance v. Kawamura (2015) 243 Cal.App.4th 647, 682; Kings County Farm Bureau,
supra, 221 Cal.App.3d at p. 721.) Even when a combined cumulative impact associated with a
project’s incremental effect and the effects of other related projects is not significant, the
analysis still must “briefly indicate why the cumulative impact is not significant and is not
discussed in further detail.” (Guidelines, § 15130, subd. (a)(2).) “A Lead Agency shall identify
facts and analysis supporting the lead agency’s conclusion that the cumulative impact is less
than significant.” (Ibid.)
Potentially significant environmental impacts of the Road Closures include (but are not limited
to) the following:
a.

Air Quality

Agencies must disclose, analyze, and mitigate whether a project will cause conflicts
with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan, whether the project
will result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of certain criteria pollutants, and
whether the project will expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations. (Guidelines, Appendix G, subd. III.)
One of the objectives of the Proposed Road Closures is to block cut-through traffic in

Golden Gate Park. Redirecting traffic to nearby streets, including Stanyan Street,
Fulton Street and Lincoln Way, will cause increased vehicular traffic on those streets.
In turn, the altered traffic patterns will cause greater concentrations of vehicular
emissions in proximity to residences and other sensitive receptors adjacent to those
streets, as well as the displacement of traffic to museums and other amenities in the
City that offer better access to seniors, the disabled, and other sensitive populations.
(See Taxpayers for Accountable School Bond Spending v. San Diego Unified School
Dist. (2013) 215 Cal.App.4th 1013, 1051.)
Changes in the circulation pattern, which potentially lengthens commutes and the
duration during which vehicles are idling, also could increase vehicle miles traveled
and otherwise increase greenhouse gas emissions. These impacts are further
exacerbated by the cumulative effect of other street closures in the vicinity of Golden
Gate Park, including the ongoing closure of the Great Highway. These potential
impacts must be disclosed, analyzed, and mitigated in an appropriate CEQA
document.
b.

Biological Resources

Agencies must disclose, analyze, and mitigate whether a project will cause
substantial adverse effects on biological resources, including inter alia certain
protected and migratory bird species. (Guidelines, Appendix G, subd. IV.) Here, the
Road Closures might cause pedestrians to take shortcuts through forested or other
undeveloped portions of Golden Gate Park. This could, in turn, cause adverse
environmental impacts to protected species, including potential migratory birds that
may be nesting in forested areas of the park. Again, these potential impacts must be
disclosed, analyzed, and mitigated in an appropriate CEQA document.
c.

Cultural Resources

Agencies must disclose, analyze, and mitigate whether a project will cause
substantial adverse effects on “[a]ny object, building, structure, site, area, place” that
is “significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural,
educational, social, political, military, or cultural annals of California.” (Guidelines,
Appendix G, subd. V; id. at § 15064.5.)
The historic character and significance of Golden Gate Park and its various facilities
and amenities is well documented in the Golden Gate Park Master Plan. In fact,
Golden Gate Park is listed in the National Register of Historic Places, and several key
contributing historic structures within the Park are accessed through JFK Drive.
Examples are the Japanese Tea Garden and the Conservatory of Flowers. By cutting
off seniors, people with disabilities, and other members of the public from these
cultural and historic resources, the facilities will inevitably collect fewer admissions
fees, and they may lose long-term institutional support from the community. Because
these financial impacts will likely negatively impact the long-term upkeep of cultural
resources in Golden Gate Park, the Road Closures could potentially cause significant
impacts to the character and quality of key historic, artistic, and cultural institutions.
Accordingly, an appropriate CEQA document must disclose, analyze, and mitigate the

Road Closure’s potential adverse impacts on the quality, accessibility, and character
of these cultural and historic resources.
d.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Agencies must disclose, analyze, and mitigate whether a project will cause
substantial adverse effects to human health and safety. (Guidelines, Appendix G,
subd. IX.) Some of the pedestrian trails and walkways in Golden Gate Park have
steep grades, uneven surfaces, or other features that could pose a hazard to
pedestrians, especially seniors and people with disabilities. These potential hazards
should be mitigated, and the City must analyze in an appropriate CEQA document
whether pedestrian routes are accessible and ADA compliant.
City crime statistics also show high levels of crime against persons (e.g., assault,
robbery, sexual assault) in Golden Gate Park in recent years. Seniors and people
with disabilities are often disproportionately targeted by criminals. Some members of
the public may find that it is safer to travel through the park by car, especially at night.
In any event, these potential public safety risks must be disclosed, analyzed, and
mitigated in an appropriate CEQA document.
e.

Land Use and Planning

Agencies must disclose, analyze, and mitigate whether a project will cause a
significant environmental impact due to a conflict with any land use plan, policy, or
regulation adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.
(Guidelines, Appendix G, subd. XI.) The City has adopted a number of planning
documents that specifically require the preservation of access to the de Young
Museum. For example, the General Plan’s Art Element includes a variety of policies
that require the preservation of fair and equal access to arts and cultural institutions.
(See, e.g., Policy I-1.4.)
City planning documents also require the preservation of fair and equitable access
through Golden Gate Park for seniors and people with disabilities. For example, the
Golden Gate Park Master Plan requires the City to preserve “access to all, especially
the mobility impaired, senior citizens, and families with children.” (See p. 5-1.)
The Road Closures will significantly diminish public accessibility for seniors and
people with disabilities. The closures increase the distance these individuals must
travel between their cars and the entrance to the museum, and there is a lack of
sufficient accessible free parking within a reasonable travel distance to the museum.
There is a lack of meaningful alternative forms of transportation for seniors and
people with disabilities. Again, these impacts must be disclosed, analyzed, and
mitigated in an appropriate CEQA document.
f.

Parks and Recreation

Agencies must disclose, analyze, and mitigate whether a project will cause damage
or the deterioration in quality to parks and recreational facilities. (Guidelines,

Appendix G, subd. XVI.) Fundamentally, by making Golden Gate Park and its
facilities less accessible to seniors and people with disabilities, the Road Closures will
cause a deterioration in the quality of the park. The implementation of the Road
Closures will also necessitate the construction of new or replacement pedestrian
paths and walkways to remediate hazardous features (e.g., steep slopes or uneven
surfaces), and the construction of these new paths could, in turn, cause indirect
environmental impacts on other environmental features in Golden Gate Park.
Moreover, as noted above, the Road Closures may cause pedestrians to take
shortcuts through forested or other undeveloped portions of Golden Gate Park. This
could, in turn, cause a deterioration in the quality of the park. These impacts must be
disclosed, analyzed, and mitigated in an appropriate CEQA document.
g.

Transportation and Circulation

Agencies must disclose, analyze, and mitigate whether a project will conflict with
adopted transportation plans and whether a project will cause traffic hazards.
(Guidelines, Appendix G, subd. XVII.) As noted above, the Road Closures directly
conflict with the transportation plans and policies in the Golden Gate Park Master
Plan. By forcing seniors and people with disabilities to walk great distances through
roads and pathways that will be shared by runners and bicyclists, the Road Closures
will create new traffic hazards.
Furthermore, when a project eliminates parking spaces, thereby necessitating the
construction of new parking elsewhere, the agency must analyze and mitigate
potential indirect environmental effects associated with the construction of the
replacement parking. (See Save Our Access-San Gabriel Mountains v. Watershed
Conservation Authority (2021) 68 Cal.App.5th 8, 29.) Here, the permanent elimination
of accessible parking spaces in close proximity to museums in the park could
potentially necessitate the construction of replacement parking in other areas of the
park. Again, these impacts must be disclosed, analyzed, and mitigated in an
appropriate CEQA document.
By rerouting increased vehicular traffic onto portions of State Route 1 (part of the
California State Highway System) that pass through Golden Gate Park, the Road
Closures could potentially cause adverse direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to
state highways under the jurisdiction of the California Department of Transportation.
And it is important to note that the Department of Transportation’s jurisdiction over
state highways extends to more than the “main-traveled way.” As defined by the
Streets and Highway Code, the concept of a “state highway” also includes “collateral
facilities” such as frontage roads, ramps, auxiliary lanes, parking areas, and
shoulders, as well as bridges, culverts, curbs, drains and all works “incidental to
highway construction, improvement, and maintenance.” (Streets & Highways Code,
§ 23; see also id. §§ 73, 660 [“highway” includes entire width of right of way, “whether
or not the entire area is actually used for highway purposes.”]; City of Cloverdale v.
Dept. of Transp. (2008) 166 Cal.App.4th 488, 493.) It will be crucial for the City to
involve the Department of Transportation in the CEQA process as a responsible and
trustee agency, and the City should work collaboratively with the Department of

Transportation to identify mitigation measures that appropriately address impacts to
all affected infrastructure. It is also imperative the City address whether any other
state approvals or input are required given potential impacts on circulation elements
within the jurisdiction of the Department of Transportation.
h.

Mandatory Findings of Significance

Agencies must disclose, analyze, and mitigate whether a project will have impacts
that are individually limited, but cumulatively considerable. (Guidelines, Appendix G,
subd. XXI [“ ’Cumulatively considerable’ means that the incremental effects of a
project are considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects,
the effects of other current projects, and the effects of probable future projects”].)
Here, the cumulative effect of successive road closures in the City, as well as the
cumulative effects of increased demand for park and roadway services as a result of
new development in the City, will have potentially significant environmental effects
and those effects impacts must be disclosed, analyzed, and mitigated in an
appropriate CEQA document.
The Road Closures Must Comply with Laws that Regulate Access to Streets
All members of the public have a “common and fundamental right” to use streets and
highways “for purposes of travel and transportation” and have a fundamental right to
travel within the State, including within a city. (Vehicle Code, § 21235.) The City
cannot “interfere with the free flow of traffic, as by closing a street”, without being
expressly authorized to do so by the Legislature. (Citizens Against Gated Enclaves v.
Whitley (1994) 23 Cal.App.4th 812, 820.) Likewise, the City cannot place “gates or
other selective devices” that “deny or restrict the access of certain members of the
public to the street, while permitting others unrestricted access to the street.” (Vehicle
Code, § 21101.6.)
City law also restricts permanent street closures. Section 3.03 of the Park Code
contemplates that streets may be temporary closed if emergency conditions
necessitate such a closure, but the streets must be “reopened to the public” at an
appropriate time. (S.F. Park Code, § 3.03.)
Here, substantial evidence shows that the proposed Road Closures will cause
substantial adverse impacts to public welfare and safety by obstructing access to
Golden Gate Park and its facilities, including museums in the park. These impacts will
cause disparate impacts to seniors and people with disabilities.
Proponents of the legislation, the Project and the Road Closures claim that these
streets are “no longer needed” so that they can legislate closure under the Vehicle
Code. But the Project sponsors have not substantiated with any evidence that the
streets are no longer needed, and therefore they cannot make any decision on that
basis. The streets are obviously needed to get access to a public park that is not just
a neighborhood playground but is a global attraction and an historic resource.   The
Project is pre-empted because it conflicts with the Vehicle Code.

I urge each Supervisor to vote against the proposed legislation approving and
implementing the Project. I urge Mayor Breed to withdraw the proposed
legislation. By a separate email, I will describe the myriad reasons why
legislation should not be passed, and why JFK Drive should be immediately
reopened to cars. Defeating the legislation would make the CEQA exemption
determination and our appeal moot.
Sincerely
Howard Chabner

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. (415) 554-5184
Fax No. (415) 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. (415) 554-5227

(Corrected Letter sent at 4/14/2022 @ 11:15 a.m.)
(Revised Letter sent at 4/14/2022 @ 6:00 p.m.)

April 14, 2022
Howard Chabner
1930 Fell Street
San Francisco, CA 94117

Subject:

File No. 220391 - Appeal of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
Determination of Exemption from Environmental Review - Proposed
Golden Gate Park Access and Safety Program Project

Dear Mr. Chabner:
The Office of the Clerk of the Board is in receipt of a memorandum dated April 12, 2022, from the
Planning Department regarding their determination on the filing of the appeal of the Exemption
Determination issued by the Planning Department under CEQA as a Statutory Exemption for the
proposed Golden Gate Park Access and Safety Program project.
Pursuant to Administrative Code, Sections 31.16(a) and (e), any person or entity may appeal
an exemption determination to the Board of Supervisors during the time period beginning with
the date of the exemption determination and ending 30 days after the date of Approval Action.
However, Administrative Code, Chapter 31, does not provide appeals to the Board of Supervisors
for CEQA determinations where the Approval Action for which the CEQA determination was issued
is taken by the Board of Supervisors.
The Planning Department has determined that your filing is not appealable, as the approval action,
which is the Board of Supervisors’ adoption of File No. 220261, the Ordinance amending the Park
Code to adopt the Golden Gate Park Access and Safety Plan, will be taken by the Board of
Supervisors. I have attached a copy of the Planning Department's memo for further explanation.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Legislative Clerks Lisa Lew at (415) 5547718, Jocelyn Wong at (415) 554-7702, or Brittney Harrell at (415) 554-4447.
Very truly yours,

Angela Calvillo
Clerk of the Board
jw:ll:bh:ams

Golden Gate Park Access and Safety Program Project
Appeal - CEQA Exemption Determination

c:

Anne Pearson, Deputy City Attorney
Kristen Jensen, Deputy City Attorney
Rich Hillis, Planning Director, Planning Department
Corey Teague, Zoning Administrator, Planning Department
Tina Tam, Deputy Zoning Administrator, Planning Department
Lisa Gibson, Environmental Review Officer, Planning Department
Devyani Jain, Deputy Environmental Review Officer, Planning Department
Joy Navarrete, Environmental Planning, Planning Department
Don Lewis, Environmental Planning, Planning Department
AnMarie Rodgers, Director of Citywide Planning, Planning Department
Dan Sider, Director of Executive Programs, Planning Department
Aaron Starr, Manager of Legislative Affairs, Planning Department
Jonas Ionin, Planning Commission Secretary, Planning Department
Lauren Bihl, Staff Contact, Planning Department
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager, Recreation and Parks Department
Sarah Madland, Director of Policy and Public Affairs, Recreation and Parks Department
Jeffrey Tumlin, Executive Director, Municipal Transportation Agency
Kate Breen, Government Affairs Director, Municipal Transportation Agency
Janet Martinsen, Local Government Affairs Liaison, Municipal Transportation Agency
Joel Ramos, Local Government Affairs Manager, Municipal Transportation Agency
Julie Rosenberg, Executive Director, Board of Appeals
Alec Longaway, Legal Process Clerk, Board of Appeals
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Somera, Alisa (BOS)
BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Major, Erica (BOS)
FW: 220370 Access Equity Study Hurts Vulnerable Communities
Monday, April 25, 2022 11:12:40 AM

For tomorrow’s Joint Hearing file.

Alisa Somera

Legislative Deputy Director
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.7711 direct | 415.554.5163 fax
alisa.somera@sfgov.org
(VIRTUAL APPOINTMENTS) To schedule a “virtual” meeting with me (on Microsoft Teams), please
ask and I can answer your questions in real time.
Due to the current COVID-19 health emergency and the Shelter in Place Order, the Office of the Clerk of the Board is
working remotely while providing complete access to the legislative process and our services.
Click HERE to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.
The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation, and archived matters
since August 1998.
~~~~~~
Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to
disclosure under the California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information
provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information
when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that
members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to
all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these
submissions. This means that personal information—including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar
information that a member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees—may appear on the Board
of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.

From: evelynG@mail.com <evelynG@mail.com>
Sent: Sunday, April 24, 2022 9:03 PM
To: Breed, Mayor London (MYR) <mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org>
Cc: Somera, Alisa (BOS) <alisa.somera@sfgov.org>
Subject: 220370 Access Equity Study Hurts Vulnerable Communities
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

To The Mayor and District Supervisors,
At the 4/26/22 JOINT SPECIAL MEETING WITH THE BOS AND SFCTA, you will be asked to approve
the Access Equity Study (220370) that includes closing JFK Drive to cars.
A yes vote will effectively disconnect the vulnerable Communities of Concern on the East and South
sides from Golden Gate Park. This Community does not have adequate public transportation to the
Park. They depend primarily on their cars and will be forced to pay parking fees to use the Park.
VOTE NO on the Access Equity Study. Preserve access equity for the City's vulnerable
population.
Tell the MTA and CTA to fix Muni access first.
Respectfully,

Evelyn Graham | SF Resident since 1988
Advocating for the Vulnerable Communities

